SYMPOSIUM ABSTRACTS

S1  The Diverse and Discrepant Non-O157 STEC: Data, Differences and Discernment
RAJAL MODY, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA
LOTTHAR BEUTIN, Federal Institute for Risk Assessment, Berlin, Germany
NANCY STROCKBINE, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA
TIMOTHY A. FREIER, Cargill, Inc., Wayzata, MN, USA
DANIEL L. ENGELJOHN, U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIS, Washington, D.C., USA

Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) is a diverse group of zoonotic bacteria, which contain some of the most serious bacterial foodborne pathogens, e.g. the well known E. coli O157 associated with bloody diarrhea and hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS). Other non-O157 serogroups are associated with the full range of enteric illness: some have never been associated with human illness, others only with fairly mild disease, and some with disease equally as severe as that caused by the serogroup O157 strains. The non-O157 STEC have been isolated from animals and some foods. This symposium aims to provide an update on knowledge about non-O157 STEC — What disease manifestations do they cause in humans? What makes an STEC virulent? What are the risk factors for acquiring an STEC infection? What are its reservoirs? How are they detected in human illness? Can the pathogenic ones be distinguished among a mixed population of STECs, i.e. from the gut of an animal? What can be done to protect the food supply from non-O157 STEC? Should non-O157 STEC be considered an adulterant?

S2  Global Food Safety: What Should We Focus on Today for Results Tomorrow?
MICHAEL C. ROBACH, Cargill, Wayzata, MN, USA
PENSRI RODMA, Ministry of Public Health, Nonthaburi, Thailand
QUINCY LISSAUR, BSI Standard Solutions, London, United Kingdom
PATRICK WALL, University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Much attention has been given to the challenges of microbial food safety, particularly on the global scene. This symposium will address two issues: to illuminate the problem of food safety from the perspective of the international players, and to bring forth a ‘tool-box’ of ideas to put into motion solutions for this critical area. At the conclusion of the talks, a panel discussion, composed of all the speakers will follow. This will provide an opportunity for those in attendance to either question the speakers on particular points or infuse other ideas and ‘tool-box’ suggestions to address the issue of improving global food safety. Speakers from different international agencies, such as The World Bank, WHO and FAO, as well as other global players, will give an annual update on the current state of affairs in global food safety. IAFP members will be exposed to different levels of international efforts to meet the challenges of food safety. This symposium reaches out to IAFP members with an international interest in food safety and provides a forum for participants with interest, expertise and knowledge to participate in discussions revolving around global food safety. It is the intent of this symposium to educate and motivate IAFP members to become engaged and think beyond the U.S. borders, particularly since much of our food today is imported. The speakers were selected to provide a global perspective on food safety and present current activities by international agencies to move all players toward a more uniformed approach to meet the standards necessary to ensure a safe food supply for all. In essence, this symposium is a clarion, a call to action, for IAFP members to be part of the solution.

S3  To Tell or Not to Tell, That is the Question! Environmental Testing and Mandatory Reporting — An Industry, Regulatory and Public Relations Nightmare
SHAWN K. STEVENS, Gass Weber Mullins, Milwaukee, WI, USA
TIM JACKSON, Néstle, Glendale, CA, USA
SCOTT J. GOLTRY, American Meat Institute, Washington, D.C., USA
KATHY GOMBAS, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Washington, D.C., USA
JOSEPH MEYER, Covance Laboratories, Inc., Battle Creek, MI, USA
GALE PRINCE, SAGE Food Safety, Cincinnati, OH, USA

Environmental monitoring is key to an adequate Food Safety Program. Recalls are occurring in plants where environmental testing is taking place. Reaction to the tests or lack of understanding of results and effective follow-up protocol are not adequate to stop microbial contamination of food products. Regulatory agencies are under increased pressure to respond with increased inspection and product retention authority. The Reportable Food Registry requires reporting of any known food contamination as a result of a positive test. The news agencies report on findings that are released in regulatory reports. In this no-win environment for food processors, what can be done to ensure that additional environmental and product testing results will be used properly by processing plants, regulators and consumers? Are additional efforts needed to educate all of these groups on the significance of testing and subsequent results? This symposium will address, in a practical approach, proper environmental testing. The speakers will propose solutions to the cost, value, purpose, use and misuse of this information. Efforts needed in all food sectors will be addressed.
S4  The Science of Thresholds: Their Potential Use in Risk Assessment and Labeling Decisions
ALLEN STILLERMAN, Allergy and Asthma Specialists, Minneapolis, MN, USA
STEVEN GENDEL, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA
AUDREY DUNN-GALVIN, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
STEVE L TAYLOR, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA
CRAIG LLEWELYNN, Kraft Foods, Northfield, IL, USA
MARIANNE SMITH EDGE, International Food Information Council, Washington, D.C., USA

In 2011, the International Association for Food Protection will celebrate its 100th Anniversary. Likewise, the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act (FALCPA) will reach an important milestone - celebrating 5 years since it was founded in 2006. FALCPA was born out of the need to provide sensitive consumers with simple, plain English information on package labels to identify the presence of allergens in packaged food products. Food allergy is a serious and potentially life threatening response of the immune system to the consumption of specific foods. FALCPA identified the eight major food allergens that cause over 90% of reactions in affected individuals (milk, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, fish, Crustacean shellfish, soy and wheat) and specified how the presence of these major food allergens should be declared. This milestone in the history of FALCPA and allergen labeling provides an opportunity to ask how the food industry and consumers have responded, and what unexpected issues have emerged. It also provides a platform for the advancement of issues such as allergen thresholds. Research regarding allergen thresholds has and is evolving and could expand our current knowledge of FALCPA and allergen labeling, as well as have an impact on the consumer. This panel of experts from industry, government and consumer organizations will review FALCPA, past and present, and set the stage for enhanced knowledge, understanding communications regarding allergen thresholds.

S5  The Molecular Mechanism and Scientific Advancements for Norovirus Gastroenteritis
ROBERT ATMAR, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA
ERIC DONALDSON, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA
LEE-ANN JAYKUS, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA
LEEN BAERT, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium
WILLIAM BURKHARDT, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Dauphin Island, AL, USA
ERWIN DIUIZER, National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), Bilthoven, The Netherlands

Human noroviruses have emerged as the leading cause of foodborne disease. Recent advancements in our understanding of norovirus molecular biology, epidemiology, surveillance, detection and control will be discussed in this symposium. Specifically addressed will be the molecular and structural mechanisms that govern norovirus persistence in human populations and the stability of noroviruses in foods and the environment. The outcomes of epidemiologic surveillance of norovirus in fresh fruits, vegetables and shellfish, and new initiatives for enhancing norovirus detection and control instigated by FERN-FDA and the Codex Committee on Food Hygiene will also be discussed. The symposium is designed to inform the audience of current issues in food virology and serves as a primer for an IAFP roundtable discussion of the technologic challenges in detecting noroviruses in foods.

S6  100 Years of Dairymen Speak - A Look Back and a Look Forward
VIRGIL METZGER, Kraft Foods, Glenview, IL, USA
MARK E. JOHNSON, Center for Dairy Research, Madison, WI, USA
ALLAN VER VOORT, Ecolab, Madison, WI, USA

This mini-symposium will celebrate the rich history of food safety in the dairy industry that was the basis of the formation of IAMFES (now IAFP) 100 years ago. Speakers with an accumulation of 100 years of dairy experience will reflect on the foundations of dairy food safety, the evolution of the dairy industry and visions for the future of dairy food safety.

S7  Bacteriophage: Friends, Foes or a Little of Both?
DANIEL O’SULLIVAN, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, USA
RODOLPHE BARRANGOU, Danisco USA, Inc., Madison, WI, USA
LAWRENCE D. GOODRIDGE, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

The purpose of this symposium will be to provide attendees with a timely review of the major impacts that bacteriophage have had on the manufacture of processed and fermented dairy products, and the current and future opportunities for their application and utilization in food processing and protection. These purposes will be achieved by expert presentations of scientific information from three tracks fundamental to understanding of the roles of bacteriophage in food processing and the future of bacteriophage in the food industry. At the conclusion of the symposium, attendees will be presented with relevant information on the detection of phage in processing environments, methods for management of phage contamination in industrial fermentation and processing of foods, the manipulation of phage genetics as a strategy to overcome phage-directed inhibition of food fermentations and innovative applications of phage for protection of food safety. The symposium will begin by reviewing significant impacts of bacteriophage on the processing of various products and the potential for phage to inhibit the manufacture of differiing foods. In addition, the detection and control of phage in the processing environment, and inherent limitations, will be discussed. This will aim to inform members of the food industry regarding the potential negative impacts of phage presence in the process environment and strategies for the mitigation of such impacts. Current utilization of phage for the protection of food safety, applied in pre- and post-harvest food production environments, will then be introduced and reviewed. Ongoing investigation of CRISPR technologies for modulation and manipulation of bacterial resistance to phage and the implications of this research for development of phage-tolerant starter cultures useful for food fermentations will be presented. Finally, likely future research efforts and applications of gained knowledge surrounding bacteriophage will be presented. At the conclusion of speakers, the remaining time will be used for audience members to pose questions to the panel of speakers in order to gain multi-faceted expert responses to questions.

S8  Are We Forgetting about the Gram Positives - From Pathogens to Spoilage
GUY E. SKINNER, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-Institute for Food Safety and Health, Summit, Argo, IL, USA
RONALD LABBE, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, Amherst, MA, USA
JENNY SCOTT, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
MATTHEW L. RANIERI, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
STEVEN GOODFELLOW, Deibel Laboratories, Gainesville, FL, USA

Sporeforming bacteria present in ingredients and processed foods may form spores that are more resistant to typical food process mitigation strategies like heat, freezing, chemicals, desiccation and high pressure, etc. than vegetative cells. These spores require more rigorous conditions for inactivation, and as a result, present unique challenges for control in shelf stable and temperature controlled food products. This symposium will examine new scientific information regarding this diverse group of sporeforming bacteria and their role in food safety and food spoilage. In addition, no discussion of food spoilage is complete without including lactic acid bacteria. Even though lactic acid bacteria are not sporeformers, they play an important role in spoilage of several types of processed foods.
S9 Prevalence, Characterization and Control of Pathogenic Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) in Beef
JOSEPH M. BOSILEVAC, U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Clay Center, NE, USA
WILLIAM C. CRAY, U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIS-OPHS/Eastern Laboratory, Athens, GA, USA
JOHN B. LUCHANSKY, U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Beef is a reservoir for non-O157 STEC bacteria. An FSIS sampling program for pathogenic non-O157 STECs in beef is being planned, as methods development continues. This session will focus on prevalence, characterization and control of pathogenic STEC in beef. A USDA-ARS researcher will discuss studies of prevalence of STEC in cattle and beef as well as examine post-harvest control measures. A USDA-FSIS scientist will discuss implementation of testing methods in the FSIS laboratories. A USDA-ARS researcher will discuss survival characteristics, including thermal inactivation, of non-O157 STEC and their relevance to development of control measures. The session will be science based and will not focus on economics or policy.

S10 Campylobacter - Getting Re-acquainted with an Old Foe
OMAR A. OYARZABAL, Alabama State University, Montgomery, AL, USA
TIMOTHY A. FREIER, Cargill, Minneapolis, MN, USA
DANIEL L. ENGLEJOHN, U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIS, Washington, D.C, USA

*Campylobacter*, although reported as a leading cause of foodborne illnesses worldwide, has remained a critical challenge for the poultry industry. Very few laboratories understand the unique challenges for testing and the required skills, and even so, the use of analytical results need to be translated into more effective food safety measures. On May 10, 2010, the U.S. Agriculture Secretary, Tom Vilsack, announced new performance standards to reduce *Campylobacter* in broilers and turkeys. How will these new regulations impact the industry and contribute to public health improvement? How should the industry and the service laboratories get ready for these regulations? This symposium will give an update from different perspectives, of the complexity surrounding *Campylobacter* and will review what we have learned to address today’s challenges in microbiology laboratories.

S11 From Farm to Fork to Physician: Detection of Human Pathogens in the Environment, in Foods and in Clinical Specimens
BYRON F. BREHM-STECHER, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA
CHARLES P. GERBA, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA
TARA C. SMITH, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA
MARY L. TORTORELLO, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-NCFST, Summit-Argo, IL, USA
GARY W. PROCOPE, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, OH, USA
LEE-ANN JAYKUS, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Although the areas of food and clinical microbiology parallel each other in terms of both their general goals and methods, they have traditionally been regarded as entirely separate disciplines. However, many pathogens are of concern throughout the consumption-to-disease continuum — food microbiologists seek to detect them to ensure the safety of the foods we eat, and medical professionals seek to detect them so that they may provide more timely disease intervention. Complicating efforts at controlling these pathogens throughout the food chain is the fact that they may also have the potential to persist in agricultural production environments such as processing plants or feedlots, hog containment buildings, poultry production facilities and soils, surface waters or fields adjacent to these areas. Recent studies indicating the prevalence of traditionally “clinical” pathogens such as methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* or *Clostridium difficile* in the environment, in food production animals, their handlers or in foods suggests the potential for non-traditional routes of transmission for these pathogens, further blurring existing lines between environmental, food and clinical microbiology. This symposium will examine the connections between the fields of environmental, food and clinical microbiology, with a special focus on detection technologies. The similarities, differences and potential for valuable information and technology exchange across these three disciplines will be highlighted.

S12 Forward: Innovations in Food Defense
JASON BASHURA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
CRIS HARRELSON, North Carolina Department of Environmental and Natural Resources, Bladenboro, NC, USA
MAITT MATHISON, Wisconsin Agro Security Resource Network, Madison, WI, USA

While the world’s most prominent, intelligent and capable food safety professionals are gathered in Milwaukee celebrating the International Association for Food Protection’s (IAFP) centennial anniversary, a person, a small group of people or an extensive network of people could be trying to spoil the party with an intentional attack on our food supply. Those evil plans may be directed at any and all components of the global food chain from farm to fork. In light of all the eerie possibilities, it is appropriate and extremely important that IAFP devote some of the precious 100th annual meeting schedule to acknowledging that attacks against the food chain are a distinct, if not imminent possibility and to highlighting efforts to both thwart any such attacks and minimize the harm caused by any attacks, should they occur. To that end, this symposium is designed to showcase exemplary, novel, replicable programs created to minimize the risks of intentional attacks on the food chain and expeditiously defend food chain components in the event of an intentional attack. Some of these programs have been funded by a grant from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), under its new Innovative Food Defense Grants Program. In this short symposium, an FDA speaker will highlight the details about the Innovative Food Defense Grants Program, including a brief mention of how some of the first grant recipients are using the funds. One FDA grant-funded project will be highlighted in detail. Finally, a unique food defense tool in place in IAFP’s birthplace and 2011 host state will be elaborated upon. By the way, here’s another unique tie with this symposium to the birthplace of IAFP and the site of the landmark centennial annual meeting: “Forward” is the official state motto of Wisconsin.

S13 Harnessing the Latest Food Defense Tools from Federal, State and International Sources
BRAD CARNDUFF, Statewide Terrorism Intelligence Center, Chicago, IL, USA

During the March quarterly meeting of the Food and Ag Sector Coordinating Council, it was evident that many stakeholders within industry were not aware of the various tools available to address food defense other than the excellent tools developed by FDA and USDA. DHS, state fusion centers and academia also provide some excellent programs that would be useful to any institution or company when building or enhancing a food defense program. This symposium will provide stakeholders guidance on how to access the latest food defense tools and how they can be applied to existing or evolving programs. It will also provide some “lessons learned” from an international terrorist event in India. The event in India at a hotel highlights the overseas risk as being real and food is a large part of the hoteler offering to the public.
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vehicles, reducing the potential numbers of cases of foodborne disease and reducing the annual burden of foodborne disease in the U.S. and worldwide.
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Recent outbreaks have demonstrated the potential for multiple samples from various produce growing operations to test negative for a microbial

MICHELLE A. SMITH, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Washington, D.C., USA

VICTOR M. GARCIA-MORENO, COSECI Agro SC, Celaya, Guanajuato, Mexico

CAROLINE SMITH DEWAAL, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Washington, D.C., USA

National food laws are key drivers in food safety control programs. This symposium will examine food law over the last hundred years, currently, and as it is
evolving in several world regions including North America, Europe and South Africa. The role of food law in setting national and international risk priorities, and

and enforcement-oriented statutes will be described as well as the movement toward food safety systems linked to risk analysis principles, including HACCP and regional auditing systems. The symposium speakers will address new legislation, proposed or adopted, in several regions and
countries and there will be an opportunity for discussion of the future direction of food law.

S15  Biotracing – Food Safety through a Marriage of Microbiology and Modelling

MARTIN WAGNER, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Vienna, Austria

GARY BARKER, Institute for Food Research, Norwich, United Kingdom

PANAGIOTIS N. SKANDAMIS, Agricultural University of Athens, Athens, Greece

JEFFREY HOORFAR, Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

ANNEMARIE PIELAAT, National Institute of Public Health and Environment, Bilthoven, The Netherlands

JOHN N. SOFOS, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

Biotraceability is the ability to use downstream information to point to materials, processes or actions within a particular food chain that can be identified

as the source of undesirable agents. BIOTRACER is an Integrated Project, which has received approximately $15 million from the European Union.
The research work is planned for 5 years (2007–2011) targeting feed, meat and dairy chains and bioterrorism. The BIOTRACER Consortium consists of

47 partners, including Europe’s largest food/feed industries, several SMEs and relevant organizations from four countries outside of the EU with import

interests in Europe. The advantages of improved biotraceability are faster intervention, limited recalls and more targeted remedial action. The results of the

project will ensure a more reliable and rapid response to a contamination event. The main output to be presented includes the modelling of microbial entry;

the contamination and tracing in food production chains. Innovative tools will be presented for risk-based decision-making. BIOTRACEABILITY does not only

rely on the use of QMRA principles, but actually combines microbiological and genotypic data with predictive modelling and Bayesian inferences to trace

backwards the probability and the source of contamination. The symposium targets database developers, risk assessors, risk managers, food and molecular

microbiologists, legislative officers and food retailers. The speakers have leadership roles in BIOTRACER and are academics. They have been invited in

several international conferences and each has a significant number of publications in the research fields listed.

S16  Foodborne Disease Outbreak Update: Escherichia coli O145 in Romaine Lettuce, Salmonella Chester in Cheesy Chicken Meals, Challenges in Multi-state Outbreak Investigations

ETHEL TAYLOR, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

WILLETTE M. CRAWFORD, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

JOAN MENKE-SCHAEZER, ConAgra Foods, Omaha, NE, USA

IAN WILLIAMS, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

SHERRI A. MCGARRY, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

This year’s symposium will discuss the 2010 E. coli O145 outbreak associated with Romaine lettuce, the 2010 Salmonella Chester outbreak linked to

cheesy chicken meals and recent challenges and new approaches to multistate foodborne disease outbreak investigations.

S17  Utilization of, and Concerns Related to, Produce Sampling in the Completion of Produce-borne Disease Outbreak Investigation Procedures

DONALD W. SCHAFFNER, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

VICTOR M. GARCIA-MORENO, COSECI Agro SC, Celaya, Guanajuato, Mexico

MICHELE A. SMITH, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Washington, D.C., USA

Recent outbreaks have demonstrated the potential for multiple samples from various produce growing operations to test negative for a microbial

pathogen despite the identification of numerous cases of disease in multiple geographic areas. A discussion of the statistical concerns that must be

addressed in the completion of analysis of sampling data for the epidemiological investigations of pathogen sources and sampling procedures will be

presented. Finally, attendees will be treated to discussions of recent foodborne disease outbreaks in which errors in sampling procedures led to inaccurate

predictions of the scale and breadth of produce contamination, the impacts of sampling procedures on gathering of data, and lastly, the role of sampling in

light of anticipated new regulations on produce safety under development. This session is unique from previous sessions due to its presentation of statistical

concerns of sampling analysis and data interpretation, its utilization of recent outbreaks to present a “lessons learned” approach to understanding of

epidemiological investigation of pathogen sources and presence in produce, and the framing of such work in light of new regulations that will have a

significant impact on the processing and safety of fresh and minimally processed produce. This session is relevant to the mission of IAFP and of interest
to its members by its presentation of scientific data and concepts/practices that will assist researchers and epidemiologists in the completion of procedures
to identify pathogens and sources of pathogens in fresh produce production environments, thereby helping to identify foodborne pathogen transmission
vehicles, reducing the potential numbers of cases of foodborne disease and reducing the annual burden of foodborne disease in the U.S. and worldwide.
S18  From Soil to Suds: Food Safety Issues That Affect Beer throughout the Production Chain
PAUL SCHWARZ, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, USA
JEFFREY AMMANN, U.S. Department of the Treasury, Beltsville, MD, USA
TERRANCE DOWHANICK, Labatt Brewing Company, Ltd., London, ON, Canada
DAVID RYDER, MillerCoors, Milwaukee, WI, USA
JOHN ENGEL, MillerCoors, Milwaukee, WI, USA
SIMON JACKSON, Institute of Brewing and Distilling, London, United Kingdom

The State of Wisconsin may be known as America’s Dairyland, and milk may be the beverage that launched the International Association for Food Protection (IAFP), but mention both the IAFP’s storied city of origin and ice cold liquid refreshments in the same breath, and most people immediately think of beer. Beer is the world’s most widely consumed and probably the oldest of all alcoholic beverages, and it’s the third most popular drink overall, after water and tea. Some of humanity’s earliest known writings refer to the production and distribution of beer. While emphasizing that consumers should always drink beer responsibly and in accordance with local, state and national regulations, this very special IAFP centennial symposium showcases the most famous, most historic and, arguably, most popular beverage in the organization’s birthplace, not to mention the third most popular beverage in the world. The basic ingredients of beer are barley grain for malt, the hop vine flower to give beer its mild bitterness, water and yeast for fermentation. Varieties of beer use rice, corn, wheat, sorghum and other grains. Even though beer may seem like a simple, common beverage, it is actually a very complex and extraordinary consumable that dates to ancient times, and many factors affect and contribute to its quality and safety. This symposium strives to clarify those complexities through the expert presentations of local and international brewmasters. It’s no coincidence that the two largest brewing companies in North America, Anheuser-Busch and MillerCoors, are represented in this program. (Anheuser-Busch was recently acquired by InBev, of which Labatt is a member.) It’s crystal clear that this symposium promises to be a refreshing and satisfying educational and professional enlightenment for anyone interested in beer. Cheers to all as we raise our frosty glasses to offer a special 100th anniversary toast: Here’s to you, IAFP, here’s to you!

S19  Food Safety Education for Youth
JUDY A. HARRISON, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA
MIMI COOPER, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
KALMIA E. KNIEL, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Safe food-handling practices can be among the many healthful living practices established early in life. From childhood through early adulthood, youth can take actions to protect themselves and others from foodborne illness. Of equal importance, youth can learn the scientific basis for these practices and the processes that lead to scientific discovery. In a society where many youth have urban or suburban roots and ready-to-eat foods are readily available, direct exposure to agriculture and food preparation may not be as extensive as in previous generations; however, principles of modern food formulation, processing and packaging strategies for safe foods are not necessarily well understood either. This disconnect from the agricultural sciences may result in poor-handling practices, mistrust of or dismay with the food industry and a shortage of youth interested in agriculture-related fields of study. Food safety education for youth may particularly influence risk of preventable foodborne illness as youth constitute a significant portion of the retail food service workforce. Efforts by food safety professionals to counter this disconnect are ongoing. This symposium will address the variety of strategies used to educate youth on the practices for microbiological food safety, the science behind these practices and career opportunities to participate in scientific discovery and promote societal awareness. Speakers will provide specific insight on education of youth from early childhood through high school including the messages delivered, media used to deliver the messages, effectiveness of strategies used and partnerships forged to reach the broadest audiences.

S20  How Do I Answer That?! How to Respond to Questions from Media and Consumers
FRANK YIANNAS, Walmart, Bentonville, AR, USA
CAROLINE SMITH DEWAAL, Center for Science in the Public Interest, Washington, D.C., USA
PATRICIA A. CURTIS, Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA

Due to the rise in niche food markets, such as organic and free range, a growing concern as to how to respond to consumers and media outlets has emerged. Media can be accessed in mere seconds and there are a growing number of media outlets that produce information on food safety, outbreaks and education. IAFP members; industry, government, academia and students alike face dealing with addressing consumer questions or conveying understandable information to the media. The challenges in dealing with media and consumers is currently a hot topic with such social media like twitter and blogs and their ability to go global with a few clicks. Our symposium would be an information session on how to respond to questions about our food and its safety to the media and consumers at all sectors (i.e. industry, academia, etc.). Speaker Caroline Smith DeWaal, Director of food safety for the Center for Science in the Public Interest, will speak on the consumers’ needs and how to address them from their perspective, while speaker Frank Yiannis, Vice President of food safety for Walmart, will give an industry viewpoint of questions they receive, how they interpret them and how they go about responding. Speaker Dr. Patricia Curtis, Professor at Auburn University, will address how the scientific community can better answer food safety related questions. The symposium will especially target students and scientists about to enter the food safety profession, as well as serve as a refresher course for current scientists.

S21  Bacterial Strain Persistence and Control in the Industrial Food Processing Environment
JENNY SCOTT, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Washington, D.C., USA
PIETER BREEUWER, Nestlé, Lausanne, Switzerland
JEFFREY L. KORNACKI, Kornacki Microbiology Solutions, Inc., McFarland, WI, USA

The phenomenon of post-processing contamination principally stems from harborage in the manufacturing environment. Raw agricultural products may also occasionally be contaminated with pathogenic bacteria that are subsequently brought into the food plant. Well-managed food plant facilities establish barriers to the transmission of these microorganisms, from the raw production area to post-processing areas. However, plant environments cannot be expected to be sterile and transient bacterial strains may be recovered from time to time. Failure to control transient strains leads to the development of persistent strains in the plant, which can be of regulatory significance, in some cases. Given the right conditions (e.g., bacterial niche proximity to the product stream, exposure of the product stream to the environment, the number of niches in the processing environment, population and metabolic state of bacteria in these niches, etc.) product contamination will occur. Persistent pathogenic bacterial strains are much more difficult to control and eradicate in the food processing environment than transient strains. Conditions consistent with bacterial persistence may also increase the virulence of these strains. This symposium will address the importance of persistent pathogenic bacterial strains, the mechanisms of persistence in the processing environment, and the relationship of such adaptation to virulence. Special emphasis will be given to Salmonella spp., Listeria monocytogenes, and Cronobacter spp., with suggestions related to the most common food processing environment harborage and useful advice on how to eliminate or reduce their presence. Speakers in this symposium include those who draw from decades of food plant bacterial scene investigation experience.
S22  Risks and Benefits of BPA in Food Packaging: An Overview of the Controversy
ALBERT ELBOUDWAREJ, Food Packaging Development Group, Walnut Creek, CA, USA
JOHN M. ROST, Crown, Cork and Seal, Philadelphia, PA, USA
JERRY HEINDEI, National Institute of Health, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA
MICHELE TWAROSKI, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN-OFAS, Washington, D.C., USA

Use of bisphenol A (BPA) in food packaging is a controversial and at times contentious subject. This session will provide a balanced examination of: reasons for and benefits from the inclusion of BPA in plastics and food packaging; conflicting evidence for its safety, and potential concerns about possible adverse effects of its use in food packaging; recent regulatory decisions regarding BPA in the United States and abroad; and potential risks and benefits of alternative plastics in food packaging. The goal is to inform those who make food packaging decisions with evidence underlying the debate that swirls around the use of BPA. This topic has not been a symposium topic at recent IAFP meetings. Considering its visibility as an issue for the food industry, regulators, and consumers it is a unique and timely addition to the program for the 100th anniversary IAFP Annual Meeting in 2011.

DEAN DANILSON, Tyson - IBP, Dakota Dunes, SD, USA
FRANK YIANNAS, Walmart, Bentonville, AR, USA
JOHN N. SOFOS, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
MOHAMMAD KOOMARIAE, IEH, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA
ARUN RAMABADRAN, Spray Systems, Wheaton, IL, USA
DAN ENGELJOHN, U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIS, Washington, D.C., USA

Illnesses and recalls caused by Escherichia coli O157:H7 (ECOH), non-O157:H7 verocytotoxigenic E. coli (STEC) and Salmonella associated with beef continue in light of increasing industry use of pathogen interventions in all phases of raw beef manufacturing. Food safety professionals can benefit from a better understanding of laboratory and “in plant” enteric pathogen intervention validation and process management best practices. Validation has, and always will be an essential component of HACCP. HACCP validation with respect to enteric pathogen intervention is a controversial topic. Validation definitions are changing. For example, the Food Safety Objective (FSO) approach has been added to recent AMS School Lunch Program Ground Beef specifications requiring contract beef slaughter plants to have interventions scientifically validated to achieve a 3D reduction of enteric pathogens. A powerful retailer has announced that by June of 2011 its beef suppliers not vertically integrated with slaughter must have validated processes under their direct control that reduce enteric pathogens by 2 logs. Moreover, new ways of enforcing validation requirements are very likely. FSIS has recently published HACCP validation guidance materials and non O157 STECs are on the regulatory radar. The symposia will inform the audience of the regulatory and customer expectations while providing scientific validation methods and implementation solutions via real world enteric pathogen intervention systems from the best in the industry.

S24  Novel Approaches for Characterization of Foodborne Pathogens - Beyond Serology, Genomic Applications
PATTY FIELDS, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA
PATRICK FACH, Anses, Maisons-Alfort, France
OMAR A. OYARZABAL, Alabama State University, Montgomery, AL, USA
ARNAUD CARLOTTI, ID-myk, Limonest, France
MARTIN WIEDMANN, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
CHRISTINE KEYS, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

Academic and industry laboratories have used serotyping of foodborne pathogen isolates for several decades. Since the late ’90s, the molecular technologies have boosted the amount of information that could be collected around various bacterial isolates, opening the field of genotyping. Several molecular techniques have increased the ability to discriminate between bacterial microorganisms, fulfilling the need for more accurate epidemiological investigations and for a better tracing of the dissemination of the various foodborne pathogens within the plant environment. The discrimination has become such that experts in the field are now addressing not only genotyping but also subtyping and more recently nanotyping. This symposium illustrates the recent progresses made with the various foodborne pathogens (Salmonella, Listeria, Campylobacter and Clostridium), it addresses the interest of such techniques for a better characterization of yeast and mold within the food industry; and finally presents some of the most recent applications based on SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.

S25  Food Safety Risk Ranking for Prioritization – What is It and Why Does It Matter?
DON L. ZINK, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
KATHERINE M. SWANSON, Ecolab, St. Paul, MN, USA
JOHN L. BASSETT, Unilever - Safety and Environmental Assurance Centre, Sharnbrook, United Kingdom
YUHUAU CHEN, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
MICHAEL BATZ, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA
TOM ROSS, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS, Australia

Risk ranking, also called comparative risk assessment, is inherent to food safety decision-making, given the multitude of potential food safety hazards and the need to focus limited resources on the greatest risks among the hazards, commodities and stages in the food supply chain. Over the last decade, several risk ranking tools have been developed to inform policy makers in the government, as well as decision makers in industry and other organizations. Food safety decisions are complex because they are often influenced by multiple potentially competing objectives. Besides public health impacts derived from risk ranking, risk prioritization takes into consideration other factors such as economic consequences of actions or inactions, capacity to intervene, concerns of stakeholders, consumer risk perception and policy imperative. This symposium draws upon speakers from government, industry and academia to discuss the state of science for risk ranking, implementation of risk prioritization as a risk management tool and some of the challenges in the design and application of risk ranking and prioritization to address food safety risks. Practical cases from both the U.S. and international experiences will be presented to enhance engagement among conference participants.
S26  Follow the Light: Energy-based Antimicrobial Intervention Technologies
CHRISTOPHER H. SOMMERS, U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA
NEIL J. ROWAN, Athlone Institute of Technology, Athlone, Westmeath, Ireland
MICHELLE MACLEAN, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland
BRENDAN A. NIEMIRA, U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA
ROBERT L. BUCHANAN, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

The food industry is in need of new, effective antimicrobial treatments to improve the safety of fresh and fresh-cut fruits and vegetables, as evidenced from the litany of yearly foodborne outbreaks and product recalls. Consumers are demanding more fresh and organic foods, as well as products free from chemical contaminants or antimicrobial residues. Among the newer and more promising treatments are those which use varying types of radiant energy to inactivate pathogens on or in food products. The technical challenges related to the application of these technologies to fruits and vegetables are a subject of ongoing research. This symposium will introduce and describe the technical advantages and limitations of this class of interventions, ranging from infra-red, through visible and ultra-violet light treatments, as well as cold plasma. The speakers are well-published, highly credentialed and qualified world-recognized experts on their assigned topics. The roundtable discussion portion is expected to expand on and synthesize the data from the individual presentations so as to make the information maximally useful.

S27  Out of Africa: Initiatives to Advance Food Safety
LUCIA ANELICH, Anelich Consulting, Johannesburg, South Africa
ROBERT MYHARA, Canadian International Development Agency - CIDA, Ottawa, ON, Canada
ZAHEER BABER, Land O’Lakes, Shoreview, MN, USA

“There is always something new coming out of Africa,” wrote Aristotle more than 2,300 years ago in his book on natural history. Although it has abundant natural resources, Africa remains the world’s poorest and most underdeveloped continent, due to a variety of causes that may include the spread of deadly diseases, and viruses (notably HIV/AIDS and malaria), corrupt governments that have often committed serious human rights violations, failed central planning, high levels of illiteracy, lack of access to foreign capital, and frequent tribal and military conflict (ranging from guerrilla warfare to genocide). According to the United Nations’ Human Development Report in 2003, the bottom 25 ranked nations (151st to 175th) were all African. Also in 2003, participants in a Working Meeting of FoodAfrica developed a summary of the main food safety and quality issues in this vast continent: 1. The importance of food safety issues on livelihoods and consumer health needs to be higher on the political agenda of countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 2. Food safety management systems in sub-Saharan Africa need to be able to respond to both global and domestic challenges. 3. There is a need to identify food safety hazards of main concern to consumer health and livelihoods and where they occur on the food chain. It was recommended that a multidisciplinary approach based on the HACCP system be used. 4. There is a need to quantify potential economic benefits resulting from improvements in food safety and consumer health. 5. Appropriate food safety legislation needs to be introduced in consultation with all players in the food production, processing, processing and catering sectors. 6. There is a need for national food safety control systems which can be supported by appropriate food laws, enforcement and support (for example accredited laboratories). 7. Consumers, food handlers and processors need to be educated in food safety issues. Food inspectors need appropriate training so that they can contribute effectively. 8. It is necessary to form and/or strengthen consumers’ associations and integrate them at both local and international levels. 9. There is need to develop appropriate evaluation procedures for food safety hazards through provision of accredited analytical laboratories. Since that time, efforts have escalated to promote and pursue food security and food safety initiatives in Africa, some depending on public private partnerships.

S28  China Food Safety: Challenges and Opportunities
XIUMEI LIU, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Beijing, China
SOO CHUAH, WHO, Kraft Asia, Vermont South, Australia
PETER K. BEN EMBAREK, WHO, China Office, Beijing, China

The food industry in China has enjoyed a substantial growth in the past three decades and in recent years, China has emerged as a major supplier of ingredients for the global food market. In response to the growing demand from consumers and businesses around the globe for safe food, China in 2009 passed its new food safety law to enhance monitoring and to strengthen the country’s food safety systems. Since then, there has been great deal of interest in learning how the Chinese government and its food industry will work towards the development of new food safety standards and the implementation of the food safety law. What progress has been made and what impact these changes have on food industry around the world are being assessed. Nevertheless, it is clear that to ensure food safety in China and across the global food supply chain, collaboration among the stakeholders is critical. This symposium will give an overview of food safety in China and highlight the current issues and future opportunities the food industry is facing from both a Chinese and an international perspective. The symposium will also showcase a number of initiatives taken by different parties in the industry and regulatory agencies to help advance food safety within China and around the world.

S29  Crypto in Milwaukee - What Have We Learned Since 1993?
JEFFREY P. DAVIS, Wisconsin Division of Public Health, Madison, WI, USA
MICHAEL BEACH, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA
MELVIN N. KRAMER, EHA Consulting Group, Inc., Baltimore, MD, USA

Protozoal illnesses continue to be a concern for water, fresh produce and ready-to-eat foods. Outbreaks associated with Cryptosporidium continue to be great and severe. In 1993 over 400,000 lives were touched by this protozoa. Since then, this organism continues to evade common sanitation practices and outbreaks of gastrointestinal illness associated with recreational water continue to make headlines. Cryptosporidium continues to be a model organism for scientific discussions and foodborne illness as it is a trial for the human immune system and evades therapeutic interventions. Such outbreaks are likely to increase and can be expected to worsen as the world moves toward a global food economy with an increasing eye to protozoan and helminthic parasitic diseases. What contaminates a particular food item on a farm, in a herd or crop, at a processing shed or from a handler, can now cause widely distributed outbreaks continents away in a day. Food and water industries can learn where to best utilize their resources from case studies assessing this organism while addressing current testing needs: Working together industries can control, combat and establish methods to confer confidence in these measures. This symposium will share stories of success and question current science while addressing needs for testing and evaluation of protozoa in the food industry; including how globalization and climate change impact protozoa. Lessons learned from Cryptosporidium can be applied to the control and prevention of other protozoal pathogens, viruses and bacteria.
Symposium

S30  Planes, Trains, Boats and Trucks! Sanitary Transportation Act
MIKE KASHTOCK, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA
PATRICK BRECHT, PEB Commodities, Petaluma, CA, USA
JOLYDA O. SWAIM, Olson Frank and Weeda, Washington, D.C., USA

On August 30, 2010 the comment period ended for FDA’s advanced notice of proposed rulemaking [Docket No. FDA-2010-N-0013] Implementation of Sanitary Food Transportation Act of 2005. The ANPRM is the first step in writing federal regulations that will govern sanitary practices by shippers, carriers by motor vehicle or rail vehicle, receivers, and others engaged in the transportation of food products for humans and animals. After evaluating comments received in response to the ANPRM, FDA will propose specific regulations to implement the statute. FDA will coordinate with the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Transportation in this rulemaking process. The Sanitary Food Transportation Act raises many questions for the food industry with respect to the transportation of food and food products. Broadly interpreted, the forthcoming FDA regulations on sanitary food transportation practice may apply proactive measures to all food transportation vehicles. This focus on prevention is the primary recommendation made by the President’s Food Safety Working Group in its report on food-safety issues to President Obama. It is important for industry to understand the SFTA because failure to comply with the new regulations is deemed a prohibited act under the FDCA, which may subject offenders to criminal prosecution and the affected shipment to seizure. The status of the SFTA Act at the time of the 2011 Annual Meeting is uncertain. This symposium will allow Food Safety professionals to benefit from sharing best practices and gain a firsthand understanding of FDA’s position as well as legal interpretation of the transportation food laws.

S31  A Systems Approach to Minimize Escherichia coli O157:H7 Food Safety Hazards Associated with Fresh and Fresh Cut Leafy Greens
MARILYN C. ERICKSON, University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA
ELLIOT RYSER, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
BRENDAN A. NIEMIRA, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wyndmoor, PA, USA
FERNANDO PEREZ RODRIGUEZ, University of Cordoba, Cordoba, Spain
EWEN TODD, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA
TOM ROSS, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS, Australia
ROBERT L BUCHANAN, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

Leafy greens are a raw agricultural product, the quality of which is affected negatively by treatments other than very minimal processing. A research project was initiated in 2007 to encompass elements both in production and processing that would impact the retention of quality but ensure the safest leafy green products. In the first half of this symposium, identification of the production and processing elements that could be incorporated into risk assessment models will be highlighted. In the latter half of the symposium, the emphasis will turn to describing the risk assessment models that have been developed from this data. The final presentation will give an overview of the perspectives of the steering committee as to the merits of utilizing a systems approach to facilitate identification of risk mitigation strategies.

S33  One Health: A Rubik’s Cube for the Future
SHAOHUA ZHAO, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CVM, Laurel, MD, USA
PETER DAVIES, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA
NIÑA MARANO, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

The food safety and public health issues we face today are complex. This has become especially clear in light of the efforts made to prevent and control infectious diseases whose origin, transmission or determinants involve the human/animal/environment interface. The concept of One Health recognizes the complexity of the linkages between all the elements in a shared environment, and provides a holistic, integrative and interdisciplinary approach to surveillance, monitoring, prevention, control and mitigation of infectious diseases, and conservation of the environment. In the area of pre-harvest food safety, we see an intense pressure on the food animal industry to increase productivity to meet the ever increasing demand of animal-based protein. This dependence has definitely led to an increased level of interaction between humans and animals. This has been exemplified by the fact that 75% of the new emerging infections in humans are zoonotic in nature. Public health and food safety are only parts of this battle. Benefits of One Health include improving global collaboration across the health sciences between veterinary and human medicine professionals and adding to our scientific knowledge to create innovative programs to improve health. This symposium will initiate the conversation of food safety from the veterinary perspective, with individuals who may not previously been a part of IAFP. It will stimulate collaborative thinking and planning across concepts and across the globe to think in terms of One Health strategies to address this particular segment of the food chain. The benefits of the One Health approach include a focus on preventing outbreaks rather than outbreak response, improving global collaboration across the health sciences and among veterinary and human medicine professionals, and adding to our scientific knowledge to create innovative programs to protect health and the environment. This symposium will include issues of regulatory and health importance. Balance on the regulatory end is problematic considering both animal and human health needs. Historical and contemporary disease studies of food animal species will be discussed. Several aspects of animal and human health are similar, including food and feed adulteration, testing, and early identification of illness. Work to prevent importation and transmission of communicable diseases is an essential part of the global public health campaign including reduction of zoonotic and foodborne agents; veterinarians and food safety specialists must work together for the greater good.
S34   New Notes for the Old Choir: The Sour Note Perils of Raw Milk Consumption
JEFFREY P. DAVIS, Wisconsin Department of Health Services, Madison, WI, USA
SHAWN K. STEVENS, Gass Weber Muller, LLC, Milwaukee, WI, USA
CHARLES H. WHITE, Randolph Associates, Inc., Birmingham, AL, USA

Milk and milk products provide a wealth of nutrition benefits. But raw milk and raw milk products can harbor dangerous microorganisms that can pose serious health risks to consumers of all ages. Raw milk is milk from cows, sheep or goats that has not been pasteurized to kill harmful bacteria. This raw, unpasteurized milk can carry dangerous bacteria such as Campylobacter, Shiga toxin-producing E. coli, Salmonella, Listeria and others that cause numerous foodborne illnesses, according to indisputable peer-reviewed scientific evidence. These harmful bacteria can seriously affect the health of anyone who drinks raw milk or eats foods made from raw milk. While most healthy people will recover from an illness caused by harmful bacteria in raw milk or in foods made with raw milk, illnesses caused by harmful bacteria in such products can be particularly dangerous, even life threatening, to pregnant women, children, the elderly and people with weakened immune systems. During 1993 to 2006, 69 outbreaks of human infections in the United States resulting from consumption of raw milk were reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). These outbreaks included a total of 1,505 reported illnesses, 185 hospitalizations and two deaths. Additionally, the CDC notes that because most cases of foodborne illness are not recognized and reported, the actual number of illnesses associated with raw milk likely is greater. Despite these documented hazards and the regulations in many states designed, in part, to protect consumers by restricting the sale of raw milk, there is still seemingly relentless and widespread consumer demand for raw milk in the United States, and there are well-meaning milk producers willing to sell it. Moreover, numerous professionally designed, though arguably controversial, World Wide Web sites, including rawmilk.org (which states “We really care about your health.”) and www.raw-milk-facts.com (billed as “Raw milk information you can trust”) enticingly, and often convincingly, tout the benefits of raw milk, while downplaying the advice of credentialed naysayers included at Web sites such as www.realrawmilkfacts.com.

S35   Raw Milk Cheese - The Ancient Battle of Good vs. Evil?
CLAUS HEGGUM, Danish Agriculture and Food Council, Copenhagen, Denmark
DENNIS J. D’AMICO, Vermont Institute for Artisan Cheese, Burlington, VT, USA
HEATHER PAXSON, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

The consumption of raw milk cheese is rising in line with the trend of consuming organic, natural and/or locally produced food. Demand creates supply. The number of raw milk cheese producers is exploding these years, much to the delight of many food gourmands, but at the same time causing concerns for many food microbiologists and legislators. The debate is vast and emotional. Is raw milk cheese good or bad? This symposium is offering a forum to debate the issue in a scientific environment. It is in many ways the classic good vs. evil constellation but finding a common ground - a compromise that will leave room for diversity but at the same time provide the consumers with an acceptable level of security - will be the main focus of this symposium.

S36   Human Pathogens on/in Plants: Multidisciplinary Synergies for Enhancing Food Safety
ARIEENA VAN BRUGGAN, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA
HEATHER PAXSON, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
DENNIS J. D’AMICO, Vermont Institute for Artisan Cheese, Burlington, VT, USA

The increase in the frequency of produce-associated outbreaks of human diseases has demonstrated clearly that foodborne human pathogens can be associated with plant products and that crop plants can be contaminated in the field. Preliminary research on Salmonella enterica in association with plants shows: (1) preferential bacterial colonization in the rhizosphere; (2) bacterial growth on root surfaces; (3) extended survival in soil and population increases when crops are planted subsequently; and (4) complex surfaces, such as the cantaloupe rind, harbor and protect cells from decontamination methods. Most efforts have focused on potential postharvest solutions rather than addressing microbial-plant interactions in the field. Effective risk reduction and prevention strategies require knowledge of the interactions of foodborne pathogens with one another, with plants, and with nonpathogenic microflora. Plant pathogens have extensive expertise on the complex relationships between microbes and plants and can be a valuable scientific resource to enhance fundamental knowledge of, and design effective solutions to, microbial contamination of food plants. The training and experience routinely applied by plant pathologists to understand the mechanisms of pathogen colonization and translocation within hosts, mechanisms of environmental dispersal, plant responses and strategies to defend themselves, and possible intervention strategies will be critical elements of a balanced program to minimize foodborne illnesses. Effective solutions will require the application of emerging research tools and strategies, as well as creative cross-disciplinary research efforts focused on the food production chain. This symposium will provide a view from the FDA on research needs to ensure food safety and support regulatory requirements, a presentation on habitat transitions and survival of Salmonella in manure, soil, water and plants, and, a presentation regarding E. coli O157:H7 colonization of filth flies and the subsequent dissemination to leafy greens. The symposium is unique in that it focuses on the fundamental science of pathogen-plant interactions with and on the increasing need for multidisciplinary solutions to food safety - from plant pathologists to regulators to the broad range of food safety professionals.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration defines spice as any aromatic vegetable substance in the whole, broken, or ground form, except for those substances that have traditionally been regarded as foods, and whose significant function in foods is seasoning rather than nutritional. Spice consumption in the U.S. has grown steadily over the last 20 years. Unfortunately, spices are agricultural commodities that can become contaminated with microorganisms or other contaminants present in the environment. Surveys on the microbiological status of spices in different countries have revealed the presence of foodborne bacteria and toxigenic molds, including *Salmonella*, *Escherichia coli*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Clostridium perfringens*, *Bacillus cereus* and even aflatoxicogenic *Aspergillus*. Although pathogenic microorganisms have been isolated from spices, they have not historically been associated with outbreaks or recalls related to this commodity. Recent foodborne outbreaks and product recalls due to *Salmonella* and *E. coli* contamination, however, moved this supposedly innocuous product into a new spotlight. A wide range of spices are currently imported annually from various countries including India, Vietnam, Indonesia, Egypt, Grenada, Sri Lanka, Spain, Morocco, Turkey, Brazil and China. The American spice industry has a long history of sourcing products from these countries, and therefore has much experience in dealing with problems of microbial contaminants. As part of the spice industry’s ongoing commitment to ensuring the safety of their commodities, it recommends the use of appropriate and effective microbial reduction techniques including fumigants, steam and irradiation, in conjunction with sound sampling and testing plans. Moreover, because spices are agricultural products that are consumed fresh or minimally processed, it is important to control the contamination of spice commodities from farm to table through implementation of good agricultural practices, adherence to guidance documents and voluntary guidelines as well as implementation of HACCP. This symposium opens with a broad overview of the issues of microbial safety of dry spices, especially in the light of recent outbreaks. The session then delves into the microbiological, processing, regulatory and practical considerations important to the American spice industry and foreign spice growers/suppliers in their attempt to provide consistent high quality spice products that meet food safety requirements.

The safety of fountain-dispensed beverages has been called into question in recent years, amid concerns that beverage-dispensing equipment in restaurants, hospitals, schools, and other food service environments may harbor illness-causing microorganisms. This short symposium will address the types and levels of microorganisms found on fountain equipment and in dispensed beverages, the public health significance of the organisms found, practices for reducing/controlling these contaminants on equipment surfaces and in dispensed beverages and recommended strategies for dealing with misinformation about fountain beverage safety in the public media.

In recent decades many of our largest contamination and safety issues for globally traded food products have come about because there is apparently a blind spot in hazard analyses and food safety systems when it comes to assessing the risks of microbial and chemical contamination of water supplies where products are grown, manufactured and distributed. Periodically reassessing the water safety risks when industrial accidents, environmental degradation, weather events and changes in agricultural growing conditions occur is needed to assure a safe global food supply. This symposium will discuss appropriate control systems for water quality and safety that may be missing or overlooked when conducting hazard analyses for foods in our global food production system. Our speakers will discuss: The need for establishing water standards based on the fundamental principles of food safety before treating water in foodservice operations. - International water standards and safety in agriculture and how it is impacted by watershed contamination by industrial accidents, urbanization and weather events. - Source water quality and safety issues when growing and harvesting seafood in Southeast Asia. - What are the business risks that arise from inadequate control of environmental water quality and safety in a food processing plant?
Symposium

S41  Dry Processing Operations: When to Clean, What to Clean and Where to Look
JOE SHEBUSKI, Cargill, Inc., Plymouth, MN, USA
JEFFREY L. KORNACKI, Kornacki Microbiology Solutions, Inc., McFarland, WI, USA
DOUGLAS MCQUEEN, Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, MI, USA
RANDY K. PORTER, Conagra Foods, Omaha, NE, USA

With the increased awareness on the potential risk of Salmonella contamination in dry processing environments, there is an urgent need to better understand the factors that can contribute to Salmonella contamination during the manufacture of low-moisture foods. One such factor is the sanitary condition of the equipment and the processing environment before start of production and during daily operations. Cleaning in these types of operation is often achieved using dry cleaning techniques. The cleaning technique and frequency used in dry processing facilities, however, can vary based on the nature of the product — whether it is hygroscopic or not, the susceptibility of in-process materials to microbial proliferation, the type and sanitary design of equipment and scheduling of production runs for allergen containing products. Wet cleaning may be scheduled at a frequency that will assure effective removal of allergens or material build-up. This symposium will provide an in-depth knowledge of the operation and maintenance of commonly-used equipment in dry processing operations that will help identity production practices that may contribute to the risk of contamination, and enhance a sanitarian’s ability to review the equipment manufacturer’s recommendations on how to clean these equipment. Access to equipment and employee practices during routine maintenance and equipment breakdown also can easily be overlooked which may allow ingress of Salmonella into the equipment. Best practices in cleaning and sanitization of equipment in spray drying operations, dry blending/mixing operations, and extrusion processes to mitigate the risk of Salmonella cross-contamination from the equipment surfaces and processing environment will be presented. The concept of targeted verification testing in specific areas of the equipment that may support microbial growth will also be discussed.

S42  Going the Way of the ‘Jetsons’: The Next 100 Years
CHARLES M. GIESEKER, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Laurel, MD, USA
SCOTT GOODRICK, U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Athens, GA, USA
PAULA J. FEDORKA-CRAY, U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-BEAR, Athens, GA, USA

Celebrations marking the end of a century are indeed times for reflections. However, one of the most important activities that can take place is taking past knowledge and applying it to the future. This symposium intends to tie different aspects of food production together, challenging participants to think out of the box as they plan future research activities. As land mass shrinks and demand for food increases as the population increases where and how will we produce the food we need? Water is a limited resource and stories of changing microbiota and contaminants abound. How will this affect our ability to produce foodstuffs? Weather affects everything, everyday, everywhere. Perhaps we need to spend more time considering its effect on microbial populations. Pollinators play a much more critical role than most of us think; bats are one of the best at what they do. Will changes in their population affect ours and our ability to produce foods? And finally, we have seen the progression in production practices; is there room for improvement? The organizers challenge attendees to leave the symposium asking new questions and willing to stretch out of their comfort zone. It’s a new century, hang on for the ride!

S43  Encouraging Food Safety Behavior in Food Operations
BENJAMIN CHAPMAN, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA
ALAN M. TART, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Atlanta, GA, USA
RANDY D. HUFFMAN, Maple Leaf, Toronto, ON, Canada
ANN MARIE MCNAMARA, Jack In The Box, San Diego, CA, USA

Food safety failures are often human failures. The currently available methods for cleaning, sanitation, and process control are usually adequate to prevent food borne illness. Yet failures still occur. If this premise is true, the solution for many food born illnesses to eliminate incorrect food safety behaviors. In order to do that we must first understand what behaviors are actually occurring in food handling settings. The initial presentation will focus on how we understand that behavior and how human behavior and actions can be studied in a food handling setting. Once we understand what is really going on in our food facilities, we can begin to address ways to alter that behavior and that is what the remainder of the symposium will focus on. Food workers need to be trained in the proper behaviors, this can be particular problematic in a high turnover environment. So the second presentation will focus on training methods that are effective for high turn over, multi-cultural, and multi-learning style employees. The remainder of the symposium will present practical and real-world examples of how to change food safety cultures and hence behavior in a food handling setting. Two presentations will be given that discuss how to change food safety cultures in food processing and food service environments.

S44  The Safety of Natural, Organic and Uncured Processed Meat Products
ARMITRA L. JACKSON-DAVIS, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA
JAMES N. BACUS, Technical Ingredient Solutions, LLC, Gainesville, FL, USA
KATHLEEN A. GLASS, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA
RALF NEIDHARDT, Chr. Hansen Company-Germany, Pohlheim, Hessen, Germany

The popularity of “preservative-free” foods among consumers has stimulated rapid growth of processed meats manufactured without sodium nitrite. In the United States, many of these processed meat products are processed by a “natural cure” where direct addition of nitrite and nitrate are not allowed, but may be added from a natural source such as vegetables. Current research has suggested that commercial products manufactured in this manner are more likely to permit growth of Clostridium perfringens, Listeria monocytogenes and Clostridium botulinum. Because these products appear to be more susceptible to growth of bacterial pathogens, supplemental treatments to increase the level and consistency of antimiicrobial protection in these products may be important to provide consumers with the degree of safety that they have come to expect from conventionally cured meats. Because of these concerns, regulatory agencies in Europe have been much more restrictive on the use of the natural curing process. There has been very little published work on these products in either the U.S or Europe because they are relatively new on the market. However, they are becoming popular because of the positive image consumers have of natural and organic products, and assurance of consumer safety is paramount.
RT1  Technological Challenges in Detecting Viruses in Produce: Where are We and How Do We Move Forward?
DORIS D’SOUZA, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA
EFI PAPAFRAGKOU, U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Laurel, MD, USA
STEPHEN F. GROVE, National Center for Food Safety and Technology, Summit-Argo, IL, USA
JENNIFER L. CANNON, University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

Human norovirus is the leading cause of foodborne illnesses associated with raw fruits and vegetables. The study of norovirus and other foodborne viruses in produce is limited, primarily due to insufficient methods for recovering and detecting viruses in complex food matrices. Participants in the roundtable will intimately discuss the technological challenges of current methodologies that often result in insufficient limits of detection and offer advice for improving such methods based on past research experiences of the group. Together, the roundtable will come to a consensus on what are considered the “best available” methodologies and most promising areas of research in order to propose future research needs. A publication in Food Protection Trends describing the conclusions of the group and suggestions for moving the science forward will be another likely outcome of this roundtable.

RT2  Testing Tales Tall But True: From the Real World
JULIAN M. COX, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia
JEFFREY L. KORNACKI, Kornacki Microbiology Solutions, Inc., McFarland, WI, USA

Microbial testing is a complex process impacted by the matrix, the microflora, the status of the target, the multiple stages of the analytical methodology and even the confirmation and identification of the target organism. This roundtable focuses on the complexity of current testing methodologies and, in particular, discussion of real-life experiences, especially when analytical methods fail and lessons learned for overcoming challenges to testing. This roundtable is designed to facilitate deep technical discussion among participants of such experiences and lessons learned as, all too frequently, such information is not published in the mainstream scientific literature. The end goal of the roundtable is at least one publication in Food Protection Trends, presenting to a much wider audience a number of the experiences of problems of analysis and, where possible, suggested or actual solutions; there are lessons to be learned from testing tales, tall but true.

RT3  Validating Produce On-farm Preventive Controls
DAVID E. GOMBAS, United Fresh Produce Association, Washington, D.C., USA
WILL DANIELS, Earthbound Farms, San Juan Bautista, CA, USA
SURESH DECOSTA, McDonalds, Oak Brook, IL, USA
SCOTT W. BROOKS, Yum! Brands, Spring Branch, TX, USA

On-farm contamination of fresh produce is a significant contributing factor that has been linked to numerous foodborne illness outbreaks in recent years. In an effort to reduce the potential for on-farm produce contamination with human pathogens numerous on-farm preventive controls have been implemented by the produce industry. How effective are these preventive control measures and how are enterprises going about validating that these control measures are indeed effective at controlling, reducing or eliminating the risk of produce contamination with human pathogens on the farm? In this session an overview of the concept of preventive control validation in context of the many challenges presented by the farm environment will be presented. This will be followed by a panel discussion of produce industry technical experts who will discuss how they are validating the preventive controls for key on-farm hazards that are found in their operations.

RT4  Food Safety Modernization Act: Issues and Challenges
DAVID ACHESON, Leavitt Partners, Glenelg, MD, USA
SHAW K. STEVENS, Gass Weber Mullins LLC, Milwaukee, WI, USA
KELLY JOHNSTON, Campbell Soup Company, Camden, NJ, USA
JOHN SHEEHAN, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA

Since the passage of the Food Safety Modernization Act on January 4, 2011, several briefings and consultations have been held to understand the implications and challenges of implementing FSMA 2011. The law provides FDA with new enforcement authorities and tools as an integrated national food safety system is put in place partnering with the state and local authorities and the food industry. This roundtable is designed to provide the latest update and perspective on the issues and challenges of in implementation of FSMA-2011.

RT5  Responding to the 2009 Codex Guidelines for Listeria monocytogenes in Ready-to-Eat Foods
BETH ANN CROZIER-DODSON, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA
EWEN TODD, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA
CHRISTOPHE DUFOUR, Silliker, Paris, France
SCOTT K. CRERAR, Food Standards Australia New Zealand, Canberra, ACT, Australia
JEFFREY M. FARBER, Health Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada
ANNIE BEAUFORT, French Food Safety Agency, Maisons-Alfort, France
ANDREW P. BENSON, International Food Information Council, Washington, D.C., USA
RANDY D. HUFFMAN, Maple Leaf Foods, Toronto, ON, Canada

This roundtable is meant to help the audience understand the implications of the new Codex guidelines which allow Listeria monocytogenes to be present up to 100 CFU/g in foods that do not permit growth. This comes with the background that listeriosis is increasing, particularly in the aging population in the developed world. One of the challenges for both industry and government is accepting existing methods or developing new ones able to quantify the pathogen in food and how to determine whether or not growth is feasible in existing and new ready-to-eat products. The EU has particular experience in both of these because of similar existing regulations since 2007, and some countries are determining how they will meet these new guidelines through policy changes. There also has to be a communications package to inform industry and consumers of the risks of listeriosis and how these regulations will benefit them.
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of review by the panelist to ensure nothing is misquoted. This roundtable continues. A white paper will be drafted for Food Protection Trends summarizing the debate in a third party non-threatening way, with right of questions will be prepared by the Convenors based on industry input, and proposed to the panel for open discussion. The panel will be prepared

This roundtable will identify the gap (inadequacies) of the age old unresolved issue of method equivalency that burdens industry today. A series

Several IAFP sessions in the past decade have focused on the range of severity of foodborne illnesses, especially the serious acute and/or lifelong health outcomes (LTHO). While most foodborne pathogens can cause an array of long-term human illnesses, data limitations have prevented quantification of these LTHO. This roundtable focuses on possible methods to capture LTHO data and invites audience discussion of the proposed alternative methods. Some researchers have estimated that LTHO may have a greater societal burden than foodborne illness deaths. Systematic follow-up of foodborne illness cases will enhance our ability to attribute LTHO to acute foodborne illnesses and the causative pathogen as well as form the basis for guidelines for long-term medical care. This roundtable explores the complexity of LTHO and the LTHO information needs of various food safety stakeholders. Health outcomes vary dramatically by pathogen and range from kidney failure to arthritis to severe mental retardation to paralysis. Illness severity is also a function of the immune-status of infected persons, including fatal cases, young children, persons with organ-transplants or individuals suffering from HIV/AIDS or other chronic diseases. Systematic long-term follow-up of foodborne illness cases would contribute to the evidence-based medical care of patients and to the development of evidence-based public health policies. State cancer registries are a good example of how systematic long-term follow-up can provide the data needed to identify patterns and trends, to develop prevention strategies, to provide the basis for medical guidelines, and to frame public health policy. While health registries have become an important tool for improving surveillance, research, health care delivery and attribution; they require a significant investment of dedicated resources. Therefore, it is important to assess stakeholder information needs and consider alternative data collection methods. This roundtable outlines the problems and options for estimating the LTHO of foodborne pathogens, proposes methods for collecting this important patient data, and seeks feedback in the information needs if food safety stakeholders. The discussants will critique the ideas presented and audience commentary is an important part of the conversation on the importance and feasibility of evidence-based data collection for the LTHO of foodborne illnesses.

Private food standards are playing an increasingly important role in determining market access in both domestic and international food trade. These standards vary widely but commonly address food safety, food quality or social and environmental issues along the production to marketing continuum. While official food safety standards must respect the rules laid down within the SPS agreement, private food safety standards are not presently bound to this requirement. Given the growing importance of these standards, many countries, developing countries in particular, are concerned that they undermine the authority of public standards. Furthermore, their proliferation has raised concerns among some countries, food producers and food processors in terms of their ability to know which standards they need to comply with and how, the associated costs of demonstrating compliance, as well as their added value above public standards in terms of food safety. So do such standards present an opportunity to ensure measures to improve food safety are enhanced all along the food chain, or can efforts to meet the requirements of both private and public standards mean that resources to address food safety are diluted? This roundtable will serve to examine this question and address the issues, concerns and potential opportunities in relation to private standards with special consideration of those raised by developing countries. With a globally diverse group of panellists from public and private sectors, the session will explore the experiences of professionals in different parts of the world who have to implement such standards. Consideration will also be given to the efforts being made by the private sector to address this proliferation and create some level of harmonization amongst private standards. The different backgrounds and perspectives of the panellists on the issue of private food standards should ignite an insightful discussion on their role and true value to food safety. While the issue of global standards has been addressed at previous IAFP meetings this roundtable will go a step further to address how those who are operationally responsible for food safety on a day to day basis deal with the myriad of standards that exist in order to overcome the challenges and potentially reap any benefits that they present.

What We Have Here is a Failure to Communicate: Is Method Equivalency an Achievable Global Objective?

This roundtable will identify the gap (inadequacies) of the age old unresolved issue of method equivalency that burdens industry today. A series of questions will be prepared by the Convenors based on industry input, and proposed to the panel for open discussion. The panel will be prepared to address whether they believe Method Equivalency is achievable or not, and why. Additional questions can be presented from the audience as the roundtable continues. A white paper will be drafted for Food Protection Trends summarizing the debate in a third party non-threatening way, with right of review by the panelist to ensure nothing is misquoted.
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The International Association for Food Protection (IAFP) is a non-profit association whose mission is to provide food safety professionals worldwide with a forum to exchange information on protecting the food supply.

The North American Branch of the International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI North America) is a non-profit organization based in Washington, D.C., that plays an important role in identifying and addressing scientific questions on nutritional quality and food safety.

IAFP and ILSI North America have been collaborating since 1993 to bring you the Symposium Series on Food Microbiology.
### The Increasing Importance of Non-O157 STEC in the United States

**RAJAL K. MODY, L. Hannah Gould, Ruth E. Luna and Patricia M. Griffin,**
Division of Foodborne, Waterborne, and Environmental Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

**Statement of problem:** Although we continue to learn more about non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) infections as they are increasingly detected, further work is need to better understand sources of infection and how to distinguish the most virulent strains.

**Key points covered:** An estimated 138,000 non-O157 STEC infections are acquired in the U.S. annually, compared with 93,000 O157 STEC infections. Reporting of non-O157 STEC infections has increased considerably in recent years; this rise parallels increasing use of tests to detect Shiga toxin in stool from persons with diarrhea. Recognition of outbreaks has also increased. Outbreak investigations have been the primary source of risk factor information; findings suggest diverse modes of transmission. Given the variation in the severity of infections caused by the many non-O157 STEC serotypes, work is needed to further identify ways to distinguish highly virulent strains. Studies incorporating data collected through laboratory-based surveillance and interviews with patients are needed to better define risk factors and virulence characteristics; FoodNet will be conducting such a study in the U.S., other countries have conducted smaller studies.

**Conclusions:** Non-O157 STEC are a diverse group with a wide range of virulence. The increase in detection and reporting of non-O157 STEC infections is due to changing diagnostic practices. It is important that clinical laboratories send all clinical samples that yield Shiga toxin to public health departments for complete laboratory characterization and epidemiologic investigation to facilitate determination of the roles and interactions of microbial virulence factors and to identify risk factors for infection.

### STEC Pathobiology and Virulence

**LOTTHAR BEUTIN,**
National Reference Laboratory for *E. coli*, Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR), Berlin, Germany

The group of Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) is highly diverse. More than 400 serotypes of STEC have been isolated from human patients and even more STEC types were isolated from food, animals and the environment. In most countries, STEC detection is limited to strains belonging to a few groups (mainly O26, O103, O111, O145 and O157) known as enterohemorrhagic *E. coli* (EHEC). In Germany, by legal rules all STEC from humans and food are regarded as potential pathogens. The search for STEC is based on detection of Stx-producing or stx-gene carrying strains. Our laboratory maintains a large collection of diverse STEC isolates from food, animals and patients which were investigated for their epidemiology, similarity and for genetic markers which are known or suspected to play a role in human virulence. In collaboration with our partners in France we have analyzed large numbers of STEC, EHEC and enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC) strains for genetic markers associated with increased virulence for humans. Our results indicate that the concept of “molecular risk assessment” is more flexible and suitable for detection of classical and emerging human virulent EHEC strains than the serotype based...
classification. By combining classical serotyping with molecular subtyping of virulence genes we could identify STEC strains that are closely associated with certain food producing animals. We could show that most food products are contaminated with STEC originating from the producer animals. Food of bovine origin was found as most frequently contaminated with STEC types which have an enhanced virulence potential for humans.

**STEC Detection/Characterization: Current Status – Future Prospects**

NANCY A. STROCKBINE, Division of Foodborne, Waterborne and Environmental Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) strains are causes of important foodborne diseases that include hemorrhagic colitis and hemolytic uremic syndrome. Recently published guidelines for clinical laboratories in the United States recommend simultaneously culturing all stools from persons with acute, community-acquired diarrhea for *E. coli* O157:H7 and testing stool enrichment broths for non-O157 STEC with a test that targets the Shiga toxins or genes encoding these toxins. A critical part of these guidelines is the recommendation that laboratories forward STEC isolates and materials that test positive for the presence of STEC to public health laboratories for confirmation and characterization. While current laboratory practices still generate isolates for public health surveillance, methods under development have the potential to be performed with sample materials that may not allow isolation of the pathogen. If such methods are broadly adopted without ensuring the capacity to reflexively culture positive specimens, isolate-based surveillance systems that have been used effectively by public health authorities and regulatory agencies to detect and control outbreaks will become ineffective and irrelevant. Our capacity to detect new pathogens and update databases will also be compromised. This presentation will discuss current and future diagnostic methods for detecting STEC in human and food samples, examining their progression from culture and immunodiagnostic or DNA-based assays that target primary virulence products or genes to microarray and mass spectrometry strategies that incorporate informative genetic markers outside these genes. The advantages and challenges future methods hold for clinical and food laboratories and public health will be addressed.

**Industry Perspectives on Non-O157**

TIMOTHY A. FREIER, Cargill, Incorporated, Wyzata, MN, USA

The beef industry has devoted tremendous resources towards reducing the risk of a known pathogen associated with beef, *Escherichia coli* O157:H7. This particular serotype of Shiga toxin-producing *E. coli* (STEC) normally carries the virulence factors that make it a deadly pathogen even at extremely low doses. There is another closely-related group of STEC (non-O157 STEC) that can cause mild to serious human disease that is asymptomatically carried by cattle and other animals. These non-O157 STEC include numerous serotypes harboring diverse and variable combinations of virulence factors. The beef industry faces the daunting task of determining the best way to address this potential hazard despite numerous gaps in our knowledge about this group of pathogens. Will the same pre- and post-harvest interventions that have successfully reduced the levels of *E. coli* O157:H7 in beef products also efficiently impact non-O157 STEC? Would product testing by industry have any impact on public health, and if so, can a rapid, sensitive and specific test be developed that targets the non-O157 STEC of greatest public health significance? And, most importantly, where can control points be established that will provide the most benefit to public health with the least impact on efficiently delivering safe, wholesome nutritious food of all types (produce, dairy, beef, etc.) to consumers? These difficult questions can only be answered by a strong, transparent collaboration between industry, government, academia and consumers.

**Regulatory Perspectives on Non-O157**

DANIEL ENGELJOHN, Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., USA

Numerous non-O157 Shiga-toxin forming *Escherichia coli* (non-O157 STEC) are presenting an increased burden on public health each year in the United States. Feces from ruminants, particularly beef, are presumed to be a primary source for these pathogens, contaminating the environment, water, produce, and raw beef meat products during the slaughter operation. The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) has been considering policy development to reduce the risk associated with raw beef meat products since 2007 when FSIS began a public process to gather stakeholder input about the science associated with these pathogens. FSIS has been validating laboratory methods to rapidly identify the presence of these pathogens in samples of raw beef. Recently, FSIS was petitioned to consider non-O157 STECs as adulterants in raw beef meat products. In addition, the first non-O157 recall of raw beef product was initiated following an investigation implicating raw beef product in several illness cases. FSIS will present an overview of the risk management process undertaken to reduce exposure of the public to pathogens in raw beef products. FSIS will focus the overview on the six most commonly reported non-O157 STECs involved in human illness in the United States, and present considerations for criteria used to discern whether a pathogen could be considered an adulterant in raw product. FSIS will provide examples of situations in which adulteration declarations were made for raw products.

**Roundtable Discussion**

Speakers and Convenors
Consumers continue to demand foods that require minimum preparation time, taste good, are nutritious and promote better health. We as a food industry have done a great job meeting consumer needs while still keeping all these foods safe. Questions regarding food safety keep research laboratories busy, evaluating food products and the pathogens that may be present in them. Certain products, because of their ingredients, method of processing, means of packaging, or composition are at risk from Clostridium botulinum neurotoxin production.

Continued safety concerns exist with product categories such as extended shelf-life refrigerated foods which continue to expand to accommodate consumer desires. Novel processes are being investigated in attempts to improve food quality, while maintaining safety. Processes like High Pressure Processing are receiving a great deal of attention due to their potential for lessening the negative effects associated with traditional thermal processing. Food processors continue to develop new packaging methods to push the shelf life of various products to their maximum limits, i.e., working to extend the shelf life of raw, traditionally very perishable foods like fresh fish and other seafood products.

Cases of botulism still occur worldwide. The hazard of toxin formation by C. botulinum continues to be real as evidenced by the carrot juice outbreak in 2006 and the watermelon jelly outbreak in 2011. This talk will present the above mentioned issues along with other trends which have occurred over time involving temperature abuse of various products and the potential for new genomic technologies to improve food safety.

One of the oldest identified human pathogens, Clostridium perfringens is known in food safety circles as a leading bacterial cause of foodborne illness. Its tolerance to moderate oxygen exposure, widespread occurrence, spore-forming ability and rapid growth rate at elevated temperatures, explains its widespread presence in temperature-abused foods. Foodborne illness due to C. perfringens requires the ingestion of large numbers of enterotoxic-positive, vegetative cells which subsequently sporulate then release the toxin in the small intestine. Generation times of less than 10 minutes have been reported in cooked meats, the shortest of any bacterium. USDA/FSIS compliance guidelines for chilling of thermally-processed meat and poultry products prescribe specific chilling rates. Alternative time-temperature cooling schedules must limit the increases in C. perfringens to less than one log_{10} CFU in the finished product. Although generic C. perfringens are widely found in fresh meat, poultry and retail foods, few non-outbreak isolates are enterotoxigenic, hence a need to confirm the presence of the enterotoxin gene (cpe) or demonstrate the ability of isolates from outbreaks or surveys to produce enterotoxin in vitro. For the former a duplex PCR procedure for the alpha (lecithinase) and cpe has been widely used. The cpe gene can be located on a plasmid or on the chromosome. The latter biotypes are typically found in outbreak strains. An increase in heat resistance by vegetative cells has been noted for chromosomally-located cpe.
Bacillus spp. That Can Act as Spoilage Organisms and Pathogens: Bacillus cereus, Bacillus licheniformis and Others

JENNY SCOTT, Food and Drug Administration, Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, College Park, MD, USA

Bacillus spp. are ubiquitous organisms, so it is understandable that they are commonly isolated from foods. Although they are common spoilage organisms for many foods, they are rarely the dominant spoilage organism, as other organisms outcompete them. Some species such as B. licheniformis can raise the pH of products, possibly resulting in growth of Clostridium botulinum. Fortunately, few species of Bacillus are foodborne pathogens, with B. cereus being the species most recognized for causing illness. B. cereus causes two different types of foodborne illness, a diarrheal type caused by enterotoxins produced by growth of the organism in the intestine, and a vomiting type resulting from ingestion of an emetic toxin, cereulide, preformed in food. New cereulide-producing strains of B. cereus appear to be emerging, and the recent detection of cereulide-producing strains of B. weihenstephanensis suggests lateral transfer of the plasmid containing the cereulide operon. Other species within the B. cereus group, e.g., B. thuringiensis, have been occasionally reported to be responsible for outbreaks of foodborne illness, and laboratory studies have shown the presence of enterotoxin genes and toxicity of culture supernatants. Cytotoxicity has also been shown in Bacillus spp. outside the B. cereus group, including B. subtilis and B. pumilus. While most illnesses due to B. cereus are mild, there have been recent reports of severe illness and death. An etiologic agent is not identified in about 30% of all foodborne outbreaks and 14% of cases in the U.S. each year; unidentified Bacillus spp. may be responsible for some of these illnesses.

Psychrotolerant Sporeformers of the Family Bacillaceae as Emerging Food Spoilage Organisms: Paenibacillus and Others

MATTHEW L. RANIERI, Reid A. Ivy, Martin Wiedmann, and Kathryn J. Boor, Cornell University, Department of Food Science, Ithaca, NY, USA

The family Bacillaceae is comprised of rod shaped, gram-positive, sporeforming bacteria that can grow over a wide range of temperatures, pH and salt conditions. These organisms have been implicated in the spoilage of fluid milk, cheese, bread dough, canned soups, fruit juices and other foods. The challenge of eliminating spores is difficult, as spores are resistant to heat, disinfectants and desiccation—many of the same hurdles used to preserve foods and clean processing environments. Often, mesophilic and thermophilic sporeformers are recognized as spoilage organisms, but psychrotolerant sporeformers have also contributed to the spoilage of foods. To characterize and track sporeforming spoilage organisms in the fluid milk industry we developed a systematic approach that involves (i) determining the spoilage ecology of finished products using sequence based subtyping methods (ii) confirming the spoilage potential by re-inoculating pure strains into sterile food systems and (iii) identifying spoilage entry points into the foods by screening raw materials and plant processing equipment. As a result, we determined that the shelf life of high-temperature short-time (HTST) fluid milk is limited to approximately 21 days by Paenibacillus. Paenibacillus spp. are aerobic or facultatively anaerobic, rod-shaped sporeforming bacteria and have only recently been recognized as a distinct genus from Bacillus. An additional defining characteristic of Paenibacillus is its ability to grow at refrigeration temperatures. Thus, following spore entry to raw fluid milk, Paenibacillus spores can be activated by pasteurization, and then once the milk is cooled, given a selective advantage over other vegetative sporeformers while stored at refrigeration temperatures. This proactive approach to identifying and characterizing spoilage organisms we have developed for the dairy industry can be applied to various food systems worldwide, and therefore benefit food producers and processors throughout the farm-to-table continuum.

Processed Meat Spoilage and Product Quality: From Lactics to Weird Clostridium Species

STEVEN J. GOODFELLOW, Deibel Laboratories, Inc., Gainesville, FL, USA

Many gram-positive bacteria genera have been involved in the spoilage of meat and poultry products. This presentation will discuss the most prevalent genera encountered during the last half century. In the lactic acid bacteria group, the Lactobacillus species are very common, including homofermentative and heterofermentative types which may grow at both mesophilic and psychrophilic temperatures. Most are somewhat fastidious and require nutritional supplement. Two other lactic acid bacteria encountered are the Leuconostoc, which can cause extensive slime formation and the Enterococcus, which have a wide growth range and exhibit more resistance to heat than the other lactics. The latter two lactic types are not fastidious and are relatively easy to isolate and identify. All three types are generally associated with post-processing contamination, although the Enterococcus can survive in marginally processed meat products. A more recent type of spoilage caused by the growth of non-pathogenic low temperature Clostridium is becoming more prevalent. The original type species was named Clostridium laramie. However, our laboratory has isolated a widely diverse group of low temperature Clostridium from spoiled meat and poultry products. All isolates were obligate anaerobic spore formers which produce very copious quantities of gas. Some isolates produce hydrogen sulfide and butyric acid and other metabolic by-products. Some isolates do not produce hydrogen sulfide. Separate isolates have been found with central, sub-terminal and terminal spores. All isolates are extremely fastidious.

Some will grow on blood agar overlayed with fluid thioglycollate agar. Some isolates cannot be cultured and have been identified by direct microscopic examination. These organisms are developing into a significant problem for the industry.
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**TECHNICAL ABSTRACTS**

**T1-01  Cross-contamination of Fresh Produce and Kitchen Utensils by Norovirus and Hepatitis A Virus during Preparation**

QING WANG, Susan Downer, Marilyn C. Erickson, Ynes R. Ortega and Jennifer L. Cannon  
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

**Introduction:** Noroviruses and hepatitis A virus are major etiologies of foodborne disease, and responsible for numerous outbreaks associated with fresh produce. However, little information is available on the likelihood and degree of virus cross-contamination that occurs during preparation of fresh produce in the kitchen environment.

**Purpose:** The objectives of our study were to determine the degree of physical removal of norovirus and hepatitis A that occurs by brushing and peeling produce, and the extent of virus cross-contamination that occurs when produce are cut, grated, brushed or peeled. 

**Methods:** Six produce items (honeydew melon, cantaloupe, carrot, celery, tomato, strawberry, and cucumber) were inoculated with either murine norovirus (MNV), a surrogate for human norovirus, or hepatitis A virus (HAV), with titers of 4.33 to 6.73 log PFU, and stored overnight at 40 C. Samples were then processed by utensils (nylon brush, sponge, peeler, knife, and grater) to simulate normal produce preparation in the kitchen, and the contaminated utensils were used successively on 7 non-contaminated produce items. Viruses recovered from produce and utensils were quantified by plaque assay.

**Results:** Treatments of brushing and peeling led to significant reductions of both MNV and HAV on produce, but did not sufficiently decontaminate produce. Virus log reductions after brushing ranged from 0.79 to 2.85 log PFU, with removals from honeydew melon typically greater than from cantaloupes and carrots. After peeling, removal of HAV was significantly greater for carrots (1.18 ± 0.92 log) than celery (0.61 ± 0.33 log), and the log PFU reductions of both viruses ranging from 0.61 to 1.44 log. Virus transfer from produce to knives during cutting ranged from 0.00 to 4.69 log, with transfer generally greater for soft produce than melons. MNV was more easily transferred to graters when grating carrots (5.13 ± 0.60 log) than HAV (2.20 ± 1.47 log). Transfer from contaminated utensils to produce confirmed their role as an important vehicle for cross-contamination in the kitchen.

**Significance:** Based on the insufficient decontamination of produce by brushing and peeling and the ease of virus transfer occurring during routine preparation of produce demonstrated in this study, it is imperative that consumers and food service employees be equipped with knowledge of these behaviors to limit cross-contamination.

---

**T1-02  Enhanced Removal of Noroviruses from Fresh Fruits and Vegetables by Combination of Surfactants and Organic Acids**

ASHLEY PREDMORE and Jianrong Li  
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

**Introduction:** Fruits and vegetables are a major vehicle for transmission of foodborne viruses since they are easily contaminated at pre- and post-harvest stages and they undergo little or no processing. It has been well reported that commonly used sanitizers are ineffective at removing foodborne viruses from fresh produce. Therefore, there is urgent need to develop a novel sanitizer to eliminate the virus contaminants from fresh produce.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to determine whether the removal of viruses from fresh produce can be enhanced by a combination of organic acids and surfactants.

**Methods:** The murine norovirus (MNV-1) was inoculated onto two leafy greens (cabbage and romaine lettuce) and two fruits (strawberries and raspberries). The virus-contaminated fresh produce was washed by organic acids (peroxycetic acid, acetic acid, and citric acid), surfactants (SDS and Tween 20), or a combination of organic acids and surfactants. The surviving virus in fresh produce was quantified by plaque assay.

**Results:** Our results showed that the removal of virus from fresh produce was significantly enhanced by a combination of organic acids and surfactants. Tap water and the most common sanitizer (200 ppm of chlorine solution) only gave less than 1 log virus reduction. Organic acids alone gave 1-2 log virus reduction. Surfactants alone brought about 1.8-3.0 log virus reduction. Importantly, approximately 3-4 logs of virus reduction were observed in all the tested fresh produce after sanitization with a combination of low concentration of surfactants and organic acids. Thus, our sanitization approach enhanced the virus removal from fresh produce by approximately 100 times.

**Significance:** The organic acids and surfactants used in our study are all FDA-approved food additives or have GRAS status. Implementation of this novel sanitization strategy would be a feasible approach to efficiently reduce the virus load in fresh produce thus improving the safety of fresh produce.

---

**T1-03  Synergy and Factors Affecting the Microbial Efficacy of a New Sanitizer Composed of Lactic Acid and Peracetic Acid for Fresh Produce**

KAI LAI GRACE HO, Diego Luzuriaga, Kenneth Rodde and Shannon Tang  
Chiquita Brands International, Salinas, CA, USA

**Introduction:** Chlorinated water is commonly used by the industry to process fresh produce. Free chlorine concentration is highly affected by organic matter and pH thus making it hard to control and to maintain optimum levels.

**Purpose:** There is a need for a sanitizer that provides consistent efficacy and lowers food safety risks in the fresh produce industry. This presentation reviews the microbial efficacy of a new sanitizer that is composed of lactic acid and peracetic acid (LA-PA). Factors such as pH, residence time, concentration, surfactant, and organic matter that might influence the antimicrobial activities of the sanitizer were studied.

**Methods:** The LA-PA sanitizing chamber was demonstrated using the suspended cells challenge test method that involved serial dilutions and plating on optimal agar plates. The efficacy in reducing cells attached on leaf surface was illustrated by spot inoculation attached cells challenge test method with serial dilutions and plating.

**Results:** The log reduction on suspended *Listeria innocua* (ATCC 33090) was increased from 0.1 and 3 logs by lactic acid and peracetic acid, respectively, to >7.8 logs by LA-PA. LA-PA also enhanced the reduction of *E. coli* K-12 (ATCC 25253) attached on spinach by >4 logs and >2 logs, respectively, when compared with lactic acid and peracetic acid alone. In addition the microbial efficacy of LA-PA was improved by longer residence time, addition of surfactant, and lower pH. Under the optimal operating range, LA-PA could process 10 times more chopped lettuce than chlorinated water and the log reduction of LA-PA on suspended *E. coli* K-12 and *Listeria innocua* was 6 logs and 4 logs better than chlorinated water, respectively.

---

**Technical**
T1-04 Relationships among Redox Potential (ORP), Chlorine Dioxide Dose, and Inactivation of *Salmonella enterica* in Fresh Tomato Processing Water

GABRIELA LOPEZ-VELASCO, Alejandro Tomas Callejas, Angela M. Valadez, Michelle D. Danylik and Trevor V. Suslow
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

**Introduction:** Water disinfection management is a key control point to minimize transmission of bacterial pathogens from and within water used in post-harvest washing and cooling. Chlorine dioxide (ClO₂) treatment of post-harvest water as an alternative to various chlorine formulations for disinfection is being adopted by the fresh tomato industry. Objective performance data for ClO₂ is needed to set meaningful standards for food safety audit protocols.

**Purpose:** To determine the effect of ORP and ClO₂ dose under different conditions of water turbidity and temperature and their potential to inactivate *S. enterica* in simulated tomato processing water.

**Methods:** Oxidation/reduction Potential (ORP) was monitored under different doses of ClO₂ (1, 3 and 5 mg/L), water temperature (10, 25 and 40°C) and turbidity (0, 40 and 160 FAU), applying a 3 x 3 x 3 factorial design. Based on constituent analysis of commercial systems, model water mimicked the composition used in unit operations of tomato packing. Under these conditions, the contact time needed to inactivate eight different *S. enterica* serovars was determined.

**Results:** Inverse correlations between water turbidity, temperature and ORP were determined. Increase in turbidity significantly reduced final ORP and increased contact time required for inactivation of *S. enterica* at any temperature. Increase in temperature and dose of chlorine dioxide reduced contact time and achieved a 6-log reduction of *S. enterica* within a 2 min time frame. Additionally, differences in contact time were determined for inactivation of different *S. enterica* serovars.

**Significance:** ClO₂ is effective in achieving a 6-log reduction of *S. enterica* under a range of water quality and temperature; however, water composition strongly affects ORP values which can limit total inactivation of *S. enterica*. Generated data demonstrated critical influences, including water composition, temperature, and contact time to maintaining effective ClO₂ dose towards *S. enterica* inactivation which should be considered when establishing appropriate water standards for safety of tomatoes and other produce.

T1-05 *Salmonella enterica* Mitigation and Disinfection Efficacy on Fresh Tomatoes: Influence of Temperature, Water Quality and Disinfectant Type

ALEJANDRO TOMAS CALLEJAS, Gabriela Lopez-Velasco, Francisco Artes, Francisco Artes-Hernandez and Trevor V. Suslow
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

**Introduction:** Lack of verified and accepted compliance criteria is a concern for the establishment of audit standards for the fresh tomato industry, including the potential for internalization of pathogens from incoming fruit and environmental sources.

**Purpose:** To assess *Salmonella enterica* internalization during initial post-harvest handling and the effects of commercial water sanitizers and water quality in a model system that reflects the limited contact times common to commercial systems.

**Methods:** Mature green tomatoes were inoculated with *Salmonella enterica* serovar Newport rifR on the stem scar, equatorial and shoulder epidermis, and blossom-end scar with log 6 and 2 CFU/fruit. Inoculated and non-inoculated tomatoes were combined in a dump system for up to 2 min. A factorial combination of the following conditions was evaluated: water and fruit pulp temperature (20 and 37°C), sanitizer (3 mg L-1 ClO₂, and 50 mg L-1 NaClO) and turbidity (0 and 1 60 FAU). Tomatoes were surface sterilized using sequential AgNO₃ (0.1%) and ethanol (70%) immersions then sectioned transversally in 0.5 cm increments. Segments were enriched on selective media for detection of *S. enterica*. Cross-contamination from inoculated to non-inoculated tomatoes was evaluated by testing water and co-washed tomatoes.

**Results:** Infiltration of *Salmonella* from the equatorial surface and blossom end was not detected. Inoculation at the stem scar consistently resulted in infiltration. Positive temperature differential between pulp and water increased internalization. Water turbidity (160 FAU) affected sanitizer effectiveness and infiltration as deep as 2 cm was detected. In repeated experiments, evidence for internalization, or survival following AgNO₃ + ethanol disinfection, was observed in the absence of an immersion wash step. Both sanitizers were observed to be equally efficacious at an optimal labeled dose.

**Significance:** This study provides temporal, quantitative *Salmonella* disinfection rates and infiltration risk assessments that may provide baseline metrics for uniform fresh tomato food safety standards and audit protocols.

T1-06 Inactivation of *Salmonella* on Tomato Stem Scars by Acidic Sanitizing Solutions

JOSHUA B. GURTLER and Amanda M. Smelser
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

**Introduction:** Tomato stem scars are a likely contamination point for *Salmonella*, although they are recalcitrant to decontamination. Investigating stem scar sanitation may represent a worst-case-scenario model for inactivating *Salmonella* from externally-contaminated tomatoes.

**Purpose:** To screen sanitizing solutions for decontaminating *Salmonella* from tomato stem scars.

**Methods:** A composite of *Salmonella* Saintpaul, Montevideo, Newport, and Typhimurium was grown in TSB + 100 ppm nalidixic acid. Cells were washed and inoculated onto the stem scars of red, round tomatoes at a high level (ca. 7 log CFU/stem scar) and a low level (ca. 4.5 log CFU/stem scar), and dried under a laminar flow hood for 3-4 hours. Tomatoes were then washed for 2 min in one of 58 different sanitizing solutions. Stem scars were excised, diluted in DE neutralizing broth, macerated with a hammer and pulmmeded in a stomacher. Homogenate was plated on TSBPN, and pre-enrichment and enrichments (for low inocula treatments only) were made with 2x TSBPNB (24 h) and then TTP broth (24 h), respectively, and finally streaked onto XLD agar.

**Results:** *Salmonella* inoculated at the high level was reduced by more than 5 log CFU/stem scar with treatments of 0.2M sulfuric acid, or (3% lactic + 3% acetic acid), or (2% lactic + 2% acetic + 2% levulinic acid). Inoculated at the low level, all three previously-mentioned sanitizing treatments as well as a solution of 3% levulinic acid + 3% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) + 5 g/L soil completely eliminated *Salmonella*, as determined by direct plating. The majority of selective enrichments were also negative for *Salmonella*.

**Significance:** These results indicate that the following four acidic sanitizing treatments may be effective for decontaminating *Salmonella* from the stem scars of tomatoes: (1) (3% levulinic acid + 3% SDS with up to 5g/L soil), (2) 0.2M sulfuric acid, (3) (3% lactic + 3% acetic acid), and (4) (2% lactic + 2% acetic + 2% levulinic acid).
T1-07  Incidence and Characterization of Naturally Internalized Organisms in Lettuce Leaves
ZHE HOU, Ryan C. Fink, Mike J. Sadowsky and Francisco Diez-Gonzalez
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Lettuce has recently been identified as one of the main fresh leafy vegetables involved in foodborne outbreaks in the United States. Some reports have indicated that bacterial pathogens can become internalized into lettuce plants, which would render produce washes ineffective to control pathogens. However, there is little evidence for the occurrence of internalization under natural conditions.

Purpose: Determine the presence and the taxonomic classification of naturally internalized bacteria from commercial lettuce leaves.

Methods: Inner leaves from heads of fresh romaine and red leaf lettuce were surface sterilized using a combination of ethanol-sodium hypochlorite and UV light treatment. Sterilization efficacy was evaluated by placing leaves directly on brain heart infusion (BHI) agar plates, overlaying leaves with liquefied BHI agar and incubating at 37°C for 3 days. Sterilized leaves were individually homogenized and enriched in BHI broth and incubated for 24 h at 37°C. Enriched cultures were streaked on BHI plates for single colony isolation and isolates were classified by 16S rRNA sequencing.

Results: One hundred individual romaine and red leaf lettuce leaves were tested for the presence of internalized bacteria. Twenty sterilized lettuce leaves showed no growth on agar medium after 3 d of incubation. Isolates were obtained from 39 individual romaine and red leaf lettuce leaf samples. Bacillus and Pseudomonas species were identified in 30 and 2 romaine leaves, and in 21 and 14 red lettuce leaf samples, respectively. Moreover, 3 Erwinia isolates were also found in romaine leaves and Pantoaea and Staphylococcus were detected in red leaf lettuce leaves.

Significance: Spore-forming bacteria and epiphytic bacterial genera were easily detected in a large number of surface-sterilized commercial lettuce leaves. This data suggests that bacterial endophytes are common in natural lettuce plants. None of the bacterial genera belonged to groups closely related to Gram negative pathogenic bacteria transmitted by leafy greens, such as E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella.

T1-08  Influence of Mycorrhizal Fungi (Glomus intraradices) on Survival of Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Soil and Translocation into Allium porrum Roots and Shoot
JOSHUA B. GURLTNER, David Douds, Brian P. Dirks, Jennifer J. Quinlan and Brendan A. Niemira
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: Modern agriculture disrupts the natural symbiotic relationship arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi have with most vegetable plants, which may affect translocation of human pathogens into the plant.

Purpose: To determine the influence of AMF on survival of Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 (EHEC) in soil and translocation into plant roots and shoot.

Methods: Five-month-old Allium porrum (leek) plants (with or without AMF [Glomus intraradices]) were used as a model. Plants were inoculated with [8 ml per plant] with composite suspensions of either nalidixic acid-resistant Salmonella or EHEC at a low level (5 log CFU/ml) or a high level (8 log). Samples were taken one day following inoculation as well as weekly up to 1 and 3 weeks for low and high inocula, respectively. Samples were plated on XLT4PN and tcSMACPN, respectively. Pre-enrichments were made in TSBPN, while secondary enrichments were in TPN for Salmonella and a novel TSBselect broth for EHEC.

Results: Both pathogens at the high inoculum level were detected at higher levels in AMF+ roots and shoots versus non-AMF roots through the third week sampling. Pathogens were ca. 0.5 log CFU/g higher in the AMF-free soil versus AMF + soil at Week 3, suggesting possible AMF-mediated suppression. Pathogens at the low inoculum level were detected by direct plating on Day one, but only by enrichment for non-AMF Salmonellainoculated roots at one week. Both pathogens in the soil at the low inoculum level were ca. 4.4 log CFU/g on Day one; however, at the one week sampling time, Salmonella levels were 3 log CFU/g, while EHEC levels were 2.2 log CFU/g, with or without AMF. All negative controls tested negative for pathogens.

Significance: These results indicate that Allium porrum can be colonized in the root and shoot when soil is inoculated with either Salmonella or E. coli O157:H7. Symbiotic AMF may reduce survival of human pathogens in the soil.

T1-09  The Effect of Soil Pasteurization on the Persistence of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. in Fallow and Spinach-grown Soil
DAVID T. INGRAM and Manan Sharma
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: The survival and persistence of E. coli and Salmonella in soils is dependent on many factors, including the presence of indigenous microbiota (fungi, bacteria, nematode) and nutrient sources, such as root exudates from growing plants. Soil pasteurization practices, like fumigation, are targeted to eliminate phytopathogens but may also affect the survival of bacterial foodborne pathogens in soils.

Purpose: This study investigated the effect of soil pasteurization on the persistence of E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. in both fallow and soils containing baby spinach plants.

Methods: Sandy-loam soils (pasteurized or non-pasteurized) were either planted with baby spinach seeds or remained fallow and maintained under growth chamber conditions (14 h photoperiod at 18°C and 10 h at 13°C, 75% humidity). After two weeks, all soils were inoculated with irrigation water containing both E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella to achieve a population density of 5 log CFU/g. Soils were analyzed weekly and enumerated on appropriate selective media to determine E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella counts. Regression modeling was used to compare treatment effects by comparing the respective rates of decline (kmax = log CFU/g/day) for E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella populations.

Results: Salmonella populations declined at either a significantly (P < 0.05) slower rate or the same rate as E. coli O157:H7. In fallow soil, both E. coli and Salmonella populations declined at faster rates in non-pasteurized soil (0.31 and 0.28, respectively) than in pasteurized soil (0.28 and 0.23, respectively). The introduction of baby spinach plants did not significantly contribute to the survival of either E. coli O157:H7 or Salmonella populations as compared to fallow soils.

Significance: Pasteurized soils may create a niche for the persistence of transient populations of E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. that may not exist in non-pasteurized soils. The presence of spinach plants did not enhance the survival of either pathogen in soil.

T1-10  Pathogens in Produce Production Environments: A Longitudinal Study of Fruit and Vegetable Farms in New York State
LAURA K. STRAWN, Esther D. Fortes, Elizabeth A. Bihn, Kendra K. Nightingale, Randy W. Worobo and Martin Wiedmann
Cornell University, Geneva, NY, USA

Introduction: A number of produce-related outbreaks have been traced back to the primary production environment, but the prevalence, persistence, and transmission of foodborne pathogens on produce farms are not well characterized.
**Purpose:** Therefore, a field study was conducted in New York State to determine prevalence, persistence, and diversity of *Listeria monocytogenes*, *E. coli* O157:H7, non-O157 shiga toxin producing *E. coli* and *Salmonella* on produce farms.

**Methods:** Three hundred seventy-nine samples, comprised of four area drag swabs, five pooled soil samples, all water sources, and any fecal material located for each farm and sampling time were collected on five produce farms over 17 months (representing all four seasons). Samples were tested using standard methods for each pathogen, which included a non-selective pre-enrichment, selective enrichment and plating onto selective and differential media. Up to ten presumptive positive colonies per sample were confirmed with PCR; molecular subtyping of selected isolates was also performed.

**Results:** *E. coli* O157:H7, non-O157 STEC and *Salmonella* were recovered infrequently from produce samples tested (prevalence of 0.79%, 2.6% and 3.2%, respectively), while *L. monocytogenes* was recovered from 15% of samples. The most frequently isolated *Salmonella* serotypes were Cerro, Thompson and Newport. One site tested positive for *Salmonella* Cerro (PFGE match) in the summer and fall of 2010, and subtype data for *L. monocytogenes* also indicated persistence. *L. monocytogenes* detection was significantly associated with season, farm and sample type (P=0.0033, 0.0034, and 0.0016; Chi-square test). *Salmonella* detection was significantly associated with farm and sample type (P=0.0246, 0.0507; Fisher’s exact test). *E. coli* O157:H7 and non-O157 STEC detection were not significantly associated with any of the factors tested.

**Significance:** Our data provide an initial estimate of prevalence, persistence, distribution, and potential reservoirs of select human foodborne pathogens in the primary production environment. These findings will support the development of science-based mitigation strategies for produce growers.

**T1-11  Behavior of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 on Field Lettuce in Two Geographically Distinct Experimental Sites**

**Pascal Delaquis, Greg Bezanson, Ed Topp, Alexander Gill, Burton Blais and Matthew Gilmour**

**Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Summerland, BC, Canada**

**Introduction:** Climate and soil quality are believed to influence the survival and persistence of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in horticultural production systems. Improved knowledge about these factors is needed for the development of strategies that minimize the risk of crop contamination.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this work was to determine how differences in climate and soil quality affect the survival of *E. coli* O157:H7 in soil and on field-grown Romaine lettuce.

**Methods:** Cultures of a non-toxigenic, nalidixic acid-resistant strain of *E. coli* O157:H7 were applied to Romaine lettuce from the same cultivar five weeks after planting in experimental sites located in British Columbia (hot, dry climate, sandy soil) and Nova Scotia (cooler maritime climate with periodic rain, loamy soil), Canada. Plots (3 per treatment) were fertilized with dairy manure applied to the surface or by tilling into the soil immediately before planting. Residual *E. coli* O157:H7 populations in soil and on lettuce leaves collected for 28 days post-inoculation were estimated on Sorbitol MacConkey agar containing nalidixic acid and by enrichment.

**Results:** *E. coli* O157:H7 populations on lettuce leaves declined at the same rate from 10^6 CFU/g to 10^4 CFU/g over 7 days in all plots at both experimental sites, and enrichment was needed to recover the experimental strain 14 and 21 days after inoculation. The decline was more gradual in soil where populations fell from 10^6 to 10^4 CFU/g over 21 days. The rate of population decline was slightly slower in soils at the British Columbia site but enrichment of all soil samples yielded positive results at both locations 28 days after inoculation.

**Significance:** Differences in climate and soil quality in the two disparate experimental sites had little effect on the survival and persistence of *E. coli* O157:H7 on Romaine lettuce or in soil. These findings hint that intrinsic and possibly strain-associated factors determine the fate of the species in the agricultural environment.

**T1-12  Assessing the Quality of Surface Water Utilized for Fresh Produce Production in New York**

**Elizabeth A. Bihn, John J. Churey, Kurt J. Mangione, Cathy A. Ford, William F. Lyons and Randy W. Worobo**

**Cornell University, Geneva, NY, USA**

**Introduction:** Water is critical to produce production, yet there are no national irrigation water quality standards. In lieu of national standards, some commodity groups have adopted the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Bacterial Water Quality Standards (USEPAWQS) that govern water intended for recreational activities as the standard for water used during fresh produce production. With the possibility that USEPAWQS could be adopted as national irrigation water quality standards, farmers may be forced to stop using current water sources or implement expensive mitigation strategies.

**Purpose:** Concerned with the impact that irrigation water quality standards could have on the produce industry, a research project was initiated to determine the quality of surface water sources being used for produce production in New York. This study sampled thirty six irrigation water sources multiple times over two growing seasons on produce farms throughout New York.

**Methods:** Two hundred thirty-nine surface water samples were collected and analyzed for pH, specific conductance, turbidity, and quantified generic *E. coli* using the Colilert Quantitray 2000 method. Samples from sixteen counties throughout New York were collected at least three times each growing season.

**Results:** *E. coli* levels in water averaged 59.0 (2009) and 131.5 MPN/100 mls (2010) with median *E. coli* levels of 21.0 (2009) and 24.6 (2010) MPN/100 mls. A very weak negative correlation between *E. coli* levels and pH was observed in 2010 samples (r =-.11) that was not seen in 2009 (r =-.03) and the other parameters tested including turbidity (2009 r =-.00; 2010 r =-.05) and specific conductance (2009 r =-.01; 2010 r =-.05) showed no correlation.

**Significance:** Most surface water sources used for the production of fresh produce in New York were found to meet the USEPAWQS with only twenty-one samples being above 235 MPN/100 mls. Irrigation water is highly variable and the only way to determine quality is through frequent testing.

**T2-01  FP7 EU Veg-i-Trade: Selection of Case Studies Based on the Vulnerability of Fresh Produce to Food Safety Hazards and Climate Change in a Globalized World**

**Mieke Uyttendaele, Sigrid Van Boxstael and Liesbeth Jacxsens**

**Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium**

**Introduction:** Global sourcing and climate change put pressure on the management of microbial safety of fresh produce. Veg-i-Trade is a EU FP 7 collaborative research consortium of 23 worldwide partners addressing food safety challenges in the fresh supply chain.

**Purpose:** EU FP 7 Veg-i-Trade aims to provide comprehensive integrated microbial risk assessments (MRA) of farm-to-fork systems using a multidisciplinary approach for selected case studies.

**Methods:** For selection of the case studies for MRA, trade flows and values of fresh produce items were mapped, consumption patterns investigated and vulnerability to microbial hazards and climate change compiled based on information from scientific and grey literature, databases, input of stakeholders and expertise present within Veg-i-Trade consortium.

**Results:** Veg-i-Trade scientific cooperation and info from food science, economics, logistics, management resulted in the focus of MRA on leafy vegetables, fresh herbs and soft fruits and target *Salmonella* and *E. coli* O157, Noro- and Hep A viruses and *Cryptosporidium*.
T2-02  A Novel Approach to Evaluate Risk Mitigation Strategies for Fresh Produce Along the Farm-to-Fork Continuum

AMIR MOKHTARI, Stephen Beaulieu, Lee-Ann Jaykus, Sherri Dennis and David Oryang
RTI International, Washington, D.C., USA

Introduction: Fresh produce may become contaminated with pathogens at any point within the farm-to-fork continuum. Although only a small number of these pathogen-commodity pairs have been epidemiologically linked to human disease, the impacts on public health associated with these outbreaks can be severe. Given the wide range of pathogen-commodity pairs of potential concern, a farm-to-fork (F2F) modeling approach is advisable to provide quantitative estimates of risk and evaluate different mitigation strategies.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to develop a model that could be used to (1) predict the frequency and level of contamination of food commodities by pathogens and (2) compare the risk of foodborne disease for different scenarios that describe current practices and alternate mitigation strategies that affect different points along the F2F continuum.

Methods: The F2F continuum represented by a five-stage model was developed (e.g., production, harvest), and stage-specific risk factors were identified. For each risk factor, a combination of literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the probability that a risk factor occurs, that it introduces pathogens into the continuum, and the level of contamination that is likely. The model simulates the interactions between food commodity "units" (e.g., head of lettuce) and sources of contamination (e.g., animal feces) and cross-contamination (e.g., washing) over space and time, producing probabilistic estimates of contamination prevalence, levels, and incidence of foodborne illness.

Results: For the initial pilot study on *E. coli* O157:H7 and romaine lettuce, the production and postharvest processing stages were identified as significant contributors to contamination. During the evaluation of risk factors, decreasing animal access to the field farm, improving the quality of irrigation water, or reducing cross contamination during washing were identified as potential mitigation strategies.

Significance: This modeling approach provides a “virtual laboratory” with which to explore the efficacy of different mitigation strategies, identify points along the F2F continuum for increased sampling activities, and establish a basis for research and data gathering activities that could improve the quality of the risk estimates (i.e., reduce parameter uncertainty). The flexible modeling framework can be used to examine specific risk factors at specific stages, or it can be used in a screening mode to focus resources on stages and practices most likely associated with contamination events.

T2-03  Temperature Profiling of Fresh-cut Produce during Transport

KEITH VORST, Wyatt Brown, Ritchard Cisnera, Anne Jahnke and Elliot Ryser
Cal Poly State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, USA

Introduction: While numerous studies have identified pre-harvest sources of contamination, it is not possible to eliminate all contamination sources before harvest. It is therefore imperative that the cold-chain be established and maintained for perishable products to facilitate purchase to maintain both microbial safety and quality.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to obtain a profile of temperatures during commercial refrigerated transport of fresh-cut produce for further pathogen growth and modeling work.

Methods: A total of 25 refrigerated trailers carrying fresh-cut produce were fitted with 30 wireless radio-frequency identification sensors that recorded the temperature at 1-min intervals for the duration of the trip. The load was fitted as follows: each monitored “push” (a series of two pallets loaded into a trailer simultaneously) was equipped with three sensors per pallet face (the side facing the open doors of the trailer): 40 cm from the top, 40 cm from the bottom, and at a point midway between top and bottom; and a sensor was also inserted into the midsection of each pallet at a point equidistant from the pallet top and bottom. In each trailer, a sensor was placed on each sidewall midway between the back and front of the trailer and midway between the ceiling and floor. Four loads were monitored per season, with loads shipped from California and Arizona to distribution centers in North Carolina, Ohio, Texas and Arizona.

Results: Results showed that air temperatures were more variable at the sidewalls of trailers and as distance increased from the evaporator. During summer, air temperatures increased to as high as 9.7°C while during winter recorded air temperatures were as low as -1.1°C. Cold temperature abuse was most often recorded near the center of the trailer load. Overall, the distribution systems examined were unable to consistently maintain microbe-suppressive growth temperatures.

Significance: These findings will fill a critical data gap in current produce risk assessments and can be further used to generate predictive models for the growth of *E. coli* O157:H7, *Listeria* and other organisms in a wide range of perishable products during transport.

T2-04  Growth of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 on Packed Fresh-cut Lettuce Treated with Chlorinated Water

Guionar D. Posada, Francisco Lopez-Valvez, Ana Allende, FERNANDO PEREZ-RODRIGUEZ, Ewen C. Todd, Maria I. Gil and Gonzalo Zurera
University of Cordoba, Cordoba, Spain

Introduction: *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 is a serious concern for the fresh-cut vegetable industry in Spain and other countries since vegetables may become contaminated at field by this pathogen. Although several decontamination methods have been proposed as alternatives to chlorination such as electrolyzed water or irradiation, the former is still widely applied in the fresh-cut vegetable industry. Nevertheless, it is known that chlorination is not fully effective in eliminating the pathogen, and survival cells are able to grow during the product shelf life.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of a typical chlorination treatment on the subsequent growth of *E. coli* O157:H7 in packed lettuce under different storage temperatures produced in Murcia, Spain.

Methods: A cocktail of *E. coli* O157:H7 (CECT 4267, 4076, 4782, 4783, and 5947) resistant to nalidixic acid was inoculated on fresh iceberg lettuce (~ 5 log CFU/g) and then submitted to a typical chlorination treatment (150 ppm of NaClO). After packaging, lettuce bags were stored at different temperatures (4, 8, 13, 16 °C) during 21-day period. The pathogen growth was monitored by plating in Chromocult coliform agar (Merck, Barcelona, Spain) supplemented with nalidixic acid. In order to capture the biological variability, eight replicates were analyzed at each point. The primary growth model described by Baranyi and Roberts (1994) was fitted to growth raw data by means of DMFit Excel Add-In (kindly provided by J. Baranyi, Institute of Food Research, Norwich, UK).

Results: The chlorination treatment resulted in a reduction of ~ 2 log CFU, hence initial counts in treated lettuce were situated around 3 log CFU/g. The growth data indicated that *E. coli* O157:H7 was able to grow at 8, 13, and 16°C, although at 4°C, counts accounted for a slight drop during storage (0.89 log CFU in 15 days). The R²-adjusted was used as an index to assess the goodness-of-fit of the growth models where R²-adjusted = 1 indicates that the regression line perfectly fits the data. Their values oscillated between 0.62 and 0.74, with the lower temperatures showing lower values (i.e., worse fitting). *E. coli* O157:H7 growth was strongly influenced by temperature as observed in maximum growth rates
which increased as the temperature rose (i.e., 0.11, 0.42 and 1.42 log CFU/day for 8, 13 and 16 °C, respectively). Furthermore, only the lettuce stored at 8 °C showed a stationary phase (lag) which corresponded to 7.91 days.

**Significance:** These data suggest that *E. coli O157:H7* is able to survive on lettuce after a chlorination treatment, and then to grow significantly at refrigeration temperatures ≥ 8 °C.

### T2-05  Validation of a Mathematical Model for Describing the Growth of *Salmonella* spp. on Fresh-cut Cantaloupes at Different Storage Temperatures

DI Li, Michelle D. Danylik, Linda J. Harris and Donald W. Schaffner
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to determine the growth rates of *Salmonella* on fresh-cut honeydew, and *E. coli O157:H7* on cantaloupe and honeydew melons at different temperatures and to validate a mathematical model previously developed for the growth of *Salmonella* on fresh-cut cantaloupe over a range of temperatures.

**Methods:** A five-strain cocktail of *Salmonella* or *E. coli O157:H7* was used for all experiments. Fresh-cut cantaloupe and honeydew pieces were spot inoculated with 10 ml of >10^8 CFU/ml bacterial suspensions, placed in a plastic bag, and kept in a temperature-controlled water bath at a range of temperatures between 4 and 25 °C. Both selective and non-selective agars were used for pathogen enumeration. Growth curves corresponding to each temperature were constructed using DFMFit software, and exponential growth rates of *Salmonella* and *E. coli O157:H7* were calculated and compared with the previously developed *Salmonella* growth model.

**Results:** Growth rates of *Salmonella* on fresh-cut honeydew with an initial load of ~10^8 CFU/g were approximately 0.08 and 0.2 log CFU/h at 15 and 25 °C, respectively. The growth rate of *E. coli O157:H7* ranged from 0.06 to 0.09 log CFU/h at 15 °C and from 0.27 to 0.44 log CFU/h at 25 °C. No growth was observed at 5 °C. These data are consistent with the previously developed *Salmonella* model and confirm that it accurately predicts the growth rate of both pathogens on both fresh-cut melon types.

**Significance:** The growth model was confirmed, and it can be used in quantitative microbial risk assessments to estimate the effect of storage temperature on *Salmonella* and *E. coli O157:H7* concentrations on fresh-cut melons held at temperatures from 4 to 25 °C.

### T2-06  Comparative Risk Assessment for Intact and Non-Intact Beef

NATHAN E. BAUER, Wayne Schlosser, Heejeong Latimer and Denise R. Ebel
U.S. Department of Agriculture, College Station, TX, USA

**Purpose:** The 2010 FSIS developed an updated comparative risk assessment for intact and non-intact (mechanically tenderized and chemically injected) beef to determine the differences in risk between different types of steak products and examine the effect of different cooking practices on reducing human illness.

**Methods:** This risk assessment used a combinatorial model to calculate probability of illness due to *E. coli O157:H7*, for intact, mechanically tenderized, and chemically injected beef. Inputs for the model were the: 1) initial contamination, 2) growth, 3) decline, 4) cooking temperatures used by consumers to cook beef, 5) reductions of *E. coli O157:H7* dose response. The model calculated the probability of illnesses per serving for each product type for every combination of the model inputs. The different combinations were then weighted by the probability of occurrence and summed.

**Results:** Using the default (reasonable) values, chemically injected beef resulted in the highest probability of illness, followed by mechanically tenderized beef, and intact beef. A sensitivity analysis showed that the greatest effect on model output was the effect of cooking.

**Significance:** This comparative risk assessment for intact and non-intact beef has been developed to inform risk management options under consideration by FSIS.

### T3-01  Prevalence of *Salmonella* on Raw Poultry in Emerging Market Countries

WAID ALALI, Baowei Yang, Jianghong Meng, Pilar Donado, Isabel Walls, Danilo L. Wong and Michael P. Doyle
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

**Introduction:** Recent salmonellosis outbreaks associated with the consumption of fresh-cut melons have been reported.

**Results:** The prevalence of *Salmonella* in raw broiler chicken from large, small, and wet markets was 42.1%, 38.0%, and 29.6%, respectively. Currently, similar projects are underway to start in 2011 in the United States and Villavicencio) have been collected and analyzed.

**Significance:** These data will be helpful to identify intervention opportunities as well as critical control points in poultry production. In addition, it will help in the development of a common standard for *Salmonella* in raw poultry.
Noroviruses are the leading cause of foodborne illness in the United States, responsible for 58% of domestically-acquired foodborne illnesses and 50% of foodborne disease outbreaks due to known agents. Interventions for preventing foodborne norovirus infection are not well defined, underscoring the need for burden and attribution data.

Methods: Data reported to the CDC through the Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System were extracted for all suspected and confirmed foodborne norovirus outbreaks occurring during 2001–2008. Incidence was calculated using 2004 U.S. census data and descriptive frequencies of outbreak characteristics were generated using previously published categorization schemes.

Results: During 2001–2008, 2,922 foodborne norovirus outbreaks occurred and were reported to CDC, of which 1,683 (58%) were laboratory confirmed. Foodborne norovirus outbreaks resulted in a yearly average of 10,324 illnesses, 779 healthcare provider visits, 102 hospitalizations, and 3 deaths. Incidence of reported outbreak-associated illness increased with age from 8.8 per 1,000,000 person-years in children aged < 5 years to 31.3 per 1,000,000 person-years in adults aged ≥ 50 years. No specific food was implicated in 1,625 (57%) outbreaks; among the 1,297 outbreaks with an implicated food vehicle, 786 (61%) were attributed to complex foods containing more than one commodity. In the 511 norovirus outbreaks caused by simple food vehicles, leafy greens (23%), fruits-nuts (11%), and mollusks (9%) were the leading commodities implicated. Restaurants and delis were the setting of food preparation for 1,824 (62%) of outbreaks and infected food workers were implicated in 1,167 (40%). Contamination during production or processing was also reported, resulting in multi-jurisdictional exposures to distributed food products.

Significance: Foodborne norovirus outbreaks represent a substantial burden in the United States. Interventions should target produce commodities and food workers in restaurants.
Technical

T3-05  A Review of Enteric Nosocomial Outbreaks not Associated with Norovirus or Clostridium difficile: Effective Infection Control Recommendations
JUDY D. GREIG and Manlyn Lee
Public Health Agency of Canada, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Hospital-acquired infections, including those affecting the gastrointestinal tract, may be life threatening, an economic burden to society and affect the quality of life for patients whose hospital stay is prolonged. In the hospital, multiple routes of transmission favor the spread of infectious agents: foodborne, person-to-person through constant hands-on care, or by inadequately cleaned and sanitized equipment.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to identify documented outbreaks of enteric illness in hospitals not attributed to norovirus or Clostridium difficile, during the last ten years, to understand the epidemiology of the outbreaks and explicitly identify effective infection control measures.

Methods: Computer-aided searches of literature databases and systematic searches of government websites were completed to identify relevant outbreak reports. Reference lists were hand searched to validate the electronic search methodology. Reports identified through personal communications with public health officials were included.

Results: Of the outbreaks meeting the inclusion criteria, 55/76 were associated with bacterial, 20/76 with viral and 1/76 with fungal agents. The majority of outbreaks were associated with Salmonella (33), rotavirus (9), and pathogenic Escherichia coli (7). Modes of transmission: foodborne 31/76, person-to-person 12/76, 32/76 unknown and other 1/76. Investigators reported 114 actions taken to control foodborne outbreaks grouped into the following categories: 59/114 safe food handling, 14/114 infection control and 14/114 increased surveillance. Control of person-to-person spread was recommended through 46 actions; 33/46 infection control, and 10/46 dealt with care of vulnerable infants. The most frequently reported recommendation by investigators following foodborne outbreaks was safe food handling 41/69, while for person-to-person transmission 18/25 recommendations stressed infection control.

Significance: This study identified the epidemiology surrounding enteric outbreaks in hospitals related to infectious agents other than norovirus and C. difficile. The control measures and recommendations reported by investigators that were considered effective are identified and if implemented by hospitals, could result in a reduction of infectious enteric illness.

T3-06  Development of a Model Linking Public Health Inspection Reports to Heightened Risk of Specific Foodborne Illness Outbreaks
RUTH PETRAN, Bruce White and Craig Hedberg
Ecolab, Eagan, MN, USA

Introduction: An estimated 48 million Americans are afflicted by foodborne illness annually and norovirus, Salmonella, and Clostridium perfringens cause 79% of cases. In addition, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has identified 32 factors contributing to illnesses and reports that most illnesses occur in restaurants and delis. These locations are inspected against guidance published by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the Food Code, though the application of these criteria varies by jurisdiction. A preliminary examination of recent restaurant and deli inspection data reveals that inspection outcomes may not always be in line with the CDC-identified foodborne illness contributing factors.

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to determine the relationship between health department inspection data and CDC-identified contributing factors to foodborne illness, and to construct a model using these data and Failure Modes Effects Analysis (FMEA) type criteria to determine the relative risks of outbreaks of Norovirus, Salmonella, and C. perfringens at a restaurant.

Methods: Risk weightings for each of the standard restaurant inspection criteria were constructed and normalized using CDC-identified contributing factors for foodborne disease outbreaks. These weightings were compared to routine and outbreak-related restaurant inspection reports, and criteria related to the relative occurrence, severity and ease of detection for outbreaks of each pathogen were factored in. This permitted identification of the pathogen outbreak type more likely to be associated with a particular restaurant inspection result.

Results: A predictive assessment tool has been built that extracts data from inspection reports to establish a risk profile for a specific restaurant location to identify its likelihood of a Norovirus, Salmonella, or C. perfringens outbreak. Routine and outbreak-associated inspection reports were examined and initial results with several Salmonella outbreaks show a positive relationship between findings from inspections and occurrence of the outbreak.

Significance: This tool has the potential to predict the likelihood of a foodborne illness at a specific restaurant location. This can help identify what and where specific actions could be focused to reduce this risk.

T4-01  Impact of Irrigation Date and Water Source on Indicator and Pathogenic Microorganisms Prevalence on Romaine Lettuce
CAROLINE CÔTÉ, Mylène Généreux and John M. Fairbrother
IRDA, St-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada

Introduction: Water quality and irrigation date are recognized as factors affecting the impact of irrigation on produce safety. However, little is known on the persistence of indicator and pathogenic microorganisms after irrigation under field conditions.

Purpose: The main objective of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of water source and irrigation date on the prevalence of E. coli, verotoxigenic E. coli (VTETC) and Salmonella spp. on romaine lettuce.

Methods: Twenty-four experimental plots, including six treatments repeated four times, were set at the experimental farm of St-Bruno-de-Montarville, Quebec, Canada. The experimental design was a split-plot factorial design with irrigation water source ( aerated pond and slurry-contaminated water) as the main plot factor and irrigation date (June 17th and 29th, and July 5th 2010) as the subplot factor. Lettuce samples were taken on July 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th for the detection of E. coli, Salmonella spp., and VTETC. One half of each lettuce plant was washed before microbiological analysis. SAS® procedure PROC GLIMMIX and Wilcoxon signed-ranks test were performed to evaluate the impact of treatments and washing on E. coli populations.

Results: E. coli populations in slurry-contaminated water were 285, 483, and 1133 CFU/100 ml, whereas they were 4, 15, and 3 CFU/100 ml in pond water for the first, second and third irrigation respectively. Statistical analysis showed a significant impact of irrigation water source on unwashed lettuce E. coli prevalence, which was 14 and 30% after irrigation with pond and contaminated water, respectively (n=96). Washing statistically reduced E. coli populations on lettuce (2.81 and 8.96 CFU/g for washed (n=96) and unwashed lettuce (n=96), respectively). Salmonella spp. and VTETC were detected in slurry-contaminated water used on June 17th; VTETC was not recovered on lettuce samples, and Salmonella spp. identification has to be confirmed on few lettuce samples. Two additional years of experiment will be conducted.

Significance: This experiment emphasizes the low persistence of indicator and pathogenic microorganisms on lettuce.
T4-02  Horticultural Assessment Scheme: Insight into Prevalence and Distribution of Microbial Contamination to Evaluate Water Management in Fresh Produce Processing Industry

Kevin Halvoet, Liesbeth Jaccxens, Imca Sampers and MIEKE UYTENDAELE
University of Florida, Ghent, Belgium

Introduction: Microbial food safety is a global concern. Particularly, fresh produce is increasingly involved in some outbreaks. Many food borne illnesses are related with contamination during the postharvest processing (e.g., washing, chilling). The source and contamination level of the used water is an important issue that influences the degree of contamination at all stages in the chain.

Purpose: The purpose is to present the concept of a ‘Horticultural Assessment Scheme’ as systematic approach in sampling and analysis in order to obtain a helicopter view on microbial quality, hygiene and safety level of products and processes in a company. It may help to identify bottlenecks in management of food safety and water.

Methods: A Horticultural Assessment Scheme (HAS) is developed to assess the level of microbiological quality of leafy vegetables during postharvest processing. HAS is a procedure that defines the identification of critical sampling locations, the selection of microbiological parameters, the assessment of sampling frequency, the selection of sampling method and method of analysis, and finally data processing and interpretation.

Results: The results of the HAS showed that (a) neither Salmonella nor L. monocytogenes were detected in the frame of this sampling plan. It turned out that the (b) total psychrotrophic aerobic count is perceived to be, neither for the fresh produce samples nor for the water or environmental samples, a good indicator of overall microbial quality and good practices during production and processing. And (c) if there is a lack of refilling the water and high product/water ratios, a fast buildup of E. coli and transfer to the end product occurs.

Significance: The results obtained by analysis of hygiene indicator E. coli along with the information obtained on the ratio of the product/water used in the washing baths and frequency of refilling water enabled to evaluate water management in these two companies involved in production of pre-packed cut fresh produce. The companies need to validate their water management and optimize the process to guarantee a proper water quality from the start until the end of the process. However, the difficulty about a proper water management is the lack of guidelines on acceptable microbial contamination in wash water, product/volume ratio and frequency of refilling fresh water to washing baths.

T4-03  Growth of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Listeria monocytogenes in Packaged Fresh-cut Romaine Lettuce at Fluctuating Temperatures during Commercial Transport and Distribution

WENTING ZENG, Keith Vorst, Bradley P. Marks, Sanghyup Jeong and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Temperature abuse during commercial transport and distribution of leafy greens negatively impacts both microbial safety and product quality.

Purpose: Consequently, the goal of this study was to assess and model the impact of fluctuating transport temperatures on the growth of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Listeria monocytogenes in commercially bagged salads.

Methods: A total of 227 temperature profiles were obtained during commercial refrigerated truck transport of bagged salad greens in four geographical regions of the United States using radio-frequency identification wireless sensors. The three most abusive temperature profiles ranging from 4 to 9.7°C over 52 h were then experimentally replicated in a programmable incubator. In each of three experiments, 4-strain cocktails of GFP-labeled E. coli O157:H7 or unlabeled L. monocytogenes were inoculated (10⁷ CFU/g) by syringe into nine retail bags of shredded Romaine lettuce (255 g) to maintain the same package atmosphere and then individually sampled at predetermined times during programmed incubation. Sample homogenates (50 g) were quantitatively examined for E. coli O157:H7, L. monocytogenes, and mesophilic and psychrotrophic bacteria by surface-plating on tryptic soy agar containing 0.6% yeast extract (TSA-YE) and 100 ppm ampicillin, Modified Oxford Agar, and TSA-YE (incubated at 37 and 4°C), respectively. Previously published kinetic parameters (lag phase duration, maximum growth rate, and maximum population density (MPD)) were applied to predict growth using the Baranyi/Ratkowsky model.

Results: Numbers of E. coli O157:H7 remained unchanged in Romaine lettuce for all three fluctuating temperature profiles, whereas L. monocytogenes populations increased 0.3 - 0.6 log CFU/g (P < 0.05). Mesophilic and psychrotrophic bacteria increased 0.6 - 1.2 and 0.7 - 0.9 log CFU/g in Romaine lettuce, respectively (P < 0.05). Using the worst-case scenario, the experimental and predicted MPD values were 3.0 and 3.1 log CFU/g for E. coli O157:H7 and 0.0 and 4.3 log CFU/g for L. monocytogenes, respectively with these model predictions agreeing with the experimental results (P > 0.05).

Significance: Based on the three temperature abuse profiles examined, L. monocytogenes, mesophilic, and psychrotrophic bacteria can potentially grow and greatly impact the safety and shelf-life of bagged salads, with these validated growth models likely useful in filling some of the data gaps in current risk assessments.

T4-04  Establishment of Critical Operating Standards for Chlorine Dioxide in Disinfection of Dump Tank and Flume Water for Fresh Tomatoes

ANGELA M. VALADEZ, Gabriela Lopez-Velasco, Alejandro Tomas-Callejas, Michelle D. Danyuk and Trevor V.Suslow
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

Introduction: Post-harvest water quality management represents one of the few unit operations that approach a critical control point. Objectively developed performance data that closely reflect commercial systems is needed for each approved sanitizer.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to obtain efficacy data for whole system ClO₂ treatment as a baseline for operating standards in dump tank and flume systems within tomato packing operations.

Methods: On-site assessments were recorded over seven shifts in packing facilities (two in Florida, one in California). Incoming tomatoes were collected every 30 min and at the end spray-wash bed for microbiological analysis of mesophiles, coliforms, and Escherichia coli. Water was collected from dump and flume systems, and their respective re-circulation tanks every 30 min for equivalent microbiological content; other measurements of water included temperature, pH, ClO₂ residual (ppm), turbidity (FAU), conductivity (μS/cm), and oxidation reduction potential (ORP; mV).

Results: Results varied among trials, presumably due to environmental and incoming fruit conditions as well as variances in daily operational management. Reduction in the mesophilic and coliform populations on fruit was not significant in Florida; in all but one trial in California, mean populations were significantly (P < 0.05) higher after washing. In dump tank water, E. coli was near the limit of detection, while consistently below detection limits in flume tanks. ORP levels were significantly higher in flume than in dump tanks. A significant and positive correlation was established between ORP and temperature while a significant and negative correlation was established between ORP and turbidity and total mesophiles and coliforms.

Significance: This study provides in-plant data that ClO₂ is an effective sanitizer for flume and spray-wash systems but current operational limitations greatly restrict performance in dump tank management. ClO₂ alone is unlikely to allow the fresh tomato industry to meet microbiological quality goals for dump tank management over typical commercial conditions.
T4-05  Persistence of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 during Pilot-scale Processing of Iceberg Lettuce Using Flume Water Containing Sanitizers and an Organic Load

GORDON DAVIDSON, Yanyang Xu and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

**Introduction:** Chemical sanitizers are routinely used in flume tanks during leafy green processing to reduce bacterial pathogens both in the water and on the product. However, their efficacy continues to be questioned.

**Purpose:** Consequently, the two aims of this study were to 1) determine the ability of three commonly used commercial sanitizers to reduce *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 populations on shredded iceberg lettuce during simulated commercial fluming and drying, and 2) assess the relationship between various physicochemical parameters and organic load of the wash water on sanitizer efficacy.

**Methods:** Three commercial sanitizers (Ecolab, St. Paul, MN) - 50 ppm peroxyacetic acid (Tsunami 100), 50 ppm mixed peracid (Tsunami 200), or 100 ppm free chlorine (XY-12) in wash water containing 5% blended lettuce solids were assessed in triplicate for efficacy against a 4-strain avirulent, GFP-labeled, *E. coli* O157:H7 cocktail by processing dip-inoculated (5.4 kg) followed by uninoculated (3 x 5.4 kg, each) heads of iceberg lettuce at 10 min intervals in a pilot-scale lettuce processing line from shredding to centrifugal drying. Shredded lettuce (25 g) and water samples (50 ml) were collected every 30 s from the 3.3-m flume tank along with additional water samples at 2-min intervals between batches and nine equipment samples (100 cm²) after processing. Wash water was also assessed for various physicochemical parameters, most importantly Oxidation/Reduction Potential (ORP) and maximum filterable volume (MFV). All samples were appropriately neutralized, diluted and surface- plated on TSAYE + ampicillin with or without membrane filtration to enumerate *E. coli* O157:H7.

**Results:** All three sanitizers were more effective (*P* < 0.05) than water alone with *E. coli* O157:H7 2.81, 2.21, and 1.93 logs on lettuce. Using Tsunami 200 and XY-12, *E. coli* O157:H7 was eliminated from the flume water after processing the second batch of un inoculated lettuce. After drying the last batch of uninoculated lettuce, *E. coli* O157:H7 was eliminated from the centrifugation water using XY-12 with Tsunami 100 and 200 yielding populations of 6 and < 1 CFU/ml, respectively. Tsunami 100 and Tsunami 200 had significantly (*P* < 0.05) higher values for ORP and MFV than XY-12 and water.

**Significance:** All three sanitizers effectively reduced *E. coli* O157:H7 populations in wash water containing an organic load, thereby decreasing the extent of cross contamination. However, other intervention steps are still needed since *E. coli* O157:H7 persisted throughout processing on the finished product.

T4-06  Salmonella Transfer from Clean and Dirty Reusable Gloves upon Single and Subsequent Touches of Mature Green, Round Tomatoes under Laboratory Conditions

PARDEEPINDER KAUR BRAR and Michelle D. Danyluk
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

**Introduction:** Reusable gloves are preferred during hand-harvesting of tomatoes and are often used for a whole day, washed and sanitized, then used again.

**Purpose:** The objective of this research was to evaluate *Salmonella* transfer from clean and dirty reusable gloves to mature green, round tomatoes, upon single and subsequent touches.

**Methods:** Dirty gloves were prepared by rubbing a tomato leaf on a glove for 20 s. Gloves [clean and dirty] were spot inoculated with a cocktail of rifampin resistant *Salmonella*; tomatoes were touched for 5 s following 0 and 1 h of inoculum drying. Sequential tomatoes (25 for clean and 10 for dirty) were also touched with gloves. *Salmonella* was enumerated on non-selective and selective agar supplemented with rifampicin. Enrichments were performed when *Salmonella* populations fell below the limit of detection. Transfer coefficients (TCs) were calculated by dividing the population of *Salmonella* on the touched surface (CFU/surface) by the inoculated surface (CFU/surface).

**Results:** No differences in transfer from clean (TC = 0.24 ± 0.06) or dirty (TC = 0.4 ± 0.2) reusable gloves to tomatoes upon a single touch, was seen with 0 h inoculum drying. If the surface was dried for 1 h, *Salmonella* was transferred from clean (TC = 0.44 ± 0.15) than dirty (0.5/9 probability) reusable gloves. For clean gloves, TCs are < 0.01 to the 6-15th tomatoes touched, and a >1/9 probability of some transfer to tomatoes 16 – 25, regardless of inoculum drying. TCs are similar to clean gloves to 10 subsequently touched tomatoes, for dirty gloves when the inoculum is not dried; when the inoculum dried for 1 h, a >2/9 probability of some transfer, was seen in all 10 tomatoes.

**Significance:** *Salmonella* can transfer to tomatoes both from clean and dirty reusable gloves. Clean reusable gloves transfer more *Salmonella*, after the inoculum has dried for 1 h, than dirty reusable gloves.

T4-07  Development of Farm Food Safety - risk Assessment Tool for Fresh Produce Farms

JAN-MEI SOON, Paul Davies, Stephen Chadd and Richard Baines
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, United Kingdom

**Introduction:** The number of food poisoning cases or outbreaks due to produce contamination has increased, since fruits and vegetables are mostly produced in a natural environment and are vulnerable to contamination. The contamination occurring at the farm level as well as increasing product recalls may be a cause for concern.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to develop a Farm Food Safety-Risk Assessment Tool (FRAM) for fresh produce farms. FRAM serves as a self-assessment risk ranking and educational tool to determine potential on-farm food safety hazards and level of risk for food contamination.

**Methods:** FRAM was developed in Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet software using standard mathematical and logical functions and utilised a qualitative risk assessment approach for farmers to evaluate their food safety practices and to assess potential food safety hazards on their farms. The risk assessment is based on the risk matrix of likelihood x severity, where the farmers will judge the likelihood of the hazards occurring on their farm based upon given criteria. Meanwhile, severity scoring is based on literature and expert opinions derived from a separate Delphi study.

**Results:** The results of FRAM assessment are illustrated using a farm example of process and hazards combinations. FRAM tool can be described as an illustrative risk ranking tool to facilitate farms to identify potential risk factors during their crop/aquaculture production. Refinement of FRAM was based largely on experimentation with farms. The testing enabled refinement of the probability questions posed and data input in the Good Agricultural/Aquacultural Practices Analysis. It is best suited for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to encourage farmers to identify food safety hazards and to develop an action plan for improvement.

**Significance:** An on-farm food safety risk assessment tool may be timely to encourage farms to assess potential hazards and to train both full-time and seasonal farm workers. FRAM focuses on risk reduction and not risk elimination. The author emphasizes that while the tool is presented in a simplified method in farm food safety risk assessment; the tool is not definitive. It can be further improved and is not appropriate for all farm assessments.
T4-08  Agriculture and Agrifood Sectors in Senegal in Western Africa: Productive Potentialities, Challenge and Novel Development Perspectives in the North of the Country
MICHEL B. DIOP and Mame Ourye SY
Université Gaston Berger, Saint Louis, Senegal

Introduction: In the last five years, we have observed a breathtaking enhancement of the agricultural and agrifood production in the North of Senegal, an area that covers 37% of the total country surface and yields 100% of the national industrial tomato production and about 62 and 47% of that of rice and onion, the two most consumed agrifood products across the country.

Purpose: These quantitative performances are associated with the presence of favorable agro-climatic and technical environments such as research and advisory services, NGOs in agriculture, farmers and farmer organizations, Agrifood factories and firms, and policymakers. The valley of Senegal River that stretches upon 600 km, from Saint Louis to Bakel is a significant asset.

Methods: However, a better and more in-depth technical exploitation of the high potential available in the area can, without doubt, lead to improve the food and nutrition security, and the economic growth and wellbeing across the country.

Significance: The recent creation of an Agronomical Sciences, Aquaculture and Food Technology Department in Saint Louis Gaston Berger University reinforces the existing technical environment to efficiently facilitate and or catalyze the adoption of successful agricultural technologies and good production practices to improve quality and quantity of the agricultural and agrifood products across the North of Senegal and the whole country.

T4-09  A Study of the Determinants of Microbial Quality of Produce, Water and Workers’ Hands on Farms and Packing Sheds in the Southern United States
FAITH E. BARTZ, Anna Fabiszewski de Aceituno, Melissa Dowd, Lee-Ann Jaykus, Christine L. Moe and Juan Leon
Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA

Introduction: Despite recent increased number of outbreaks associated with the consumption of contaminated fruits and vegetables, limited information is available regarding the routes of microbial contamination of produce on farms or during post-harvest steps.

Purpose: The study goal was to identify the determinants of microbial quality of water and workers’ hands and the relationship between the microbial quality of water and produce on farms and packing sheds.

Methods: Over four growing seasons, 923 samples of 14 types of produce, 186 matched water samples, and 298 unmatched hand rinse samples were collected from 13 farms and 8 packing sheds. Produce samples were assayed for aerobic plate count, total coliforms, total Enterococcus, and E. coli. Water and hand rinse samples were assayed for fecal coliforms, E. coli, and Clostridium perfringens. Univariate and multivariate regression modeling were employed to assess the relationship between the microbial quality of water and operating practices, and the relationship between the microbial quality of produce and water.

Results: The proportion of samples with fecal coliforms, C. perfringens, and E. coli was significantly (P < 0.05) lower for packing shed water (26%, 30%, 16%, respectively, n = 137) than irrigation water (90%, 82%, 82%, respectively, n = 49). Season and location were significant (P < 0.05) predictors of the presence of fecal coliforms and C. perfringens in packing shed water samples. The proportion of hand rinse samples with C. perfringens and E. coli was also significantly (P < 0.05) lower for packing shed workers (72%, 58%, respectively, n = 243) than farm workers (86%, 78%, respectively, n = 49). There was no significant difference between the occurrence of fecal coliforms in shed worker (83%) and farm (87%) worker hand-rinse samples. Based on multivariate logistic models, the prevalence of microbial indicators on produce was not significantly associated with the prevalence of matched indicators in irrigation or processing water.

Significance: These results may suggest specific interventions to improve microbial water and hand quality in farms and packing sheds. This study has identified several environmental factors that significantly affect the microbial quality of water and workers’ hands, and points to the need for better hand hygiene practices in order to reduce microbial contamination of produce.

T4-10  Sporadic Reportable Enteric Pathogen Cases Reporting Domestic Raw Milk Consumption, Minnesota, 2001–2009
TRISHA J. ROBINSON, Joni M. Schetel and Kirk E. Smith
Minnesota Department of Health, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Raw milk advocates tout raw milk for its supposed health benefits, better taste, and ability to support local dairies. Minnesota is among the 29 states that allow raw milk to be sold in some capacity, allowing for raw milk to be occasionally secured or purchased for personal use at the farm or place where the milk is produced. Raw milk is a well established vehicle for numerous infectious diseases, and has frequently been implicated in foodborne outbreaks.

Purpose: We report on sporadic reportable enteric pathogen cases reporting raw milk consumption in Minnesota from 2001–2009.

Methods: All Minnesota residents with a laboratory-confirmed Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium, E. coli O157, or Salmonella infection are routinely interviewed by Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) staff with a standard questionnaire about symptom history and exposures, including raw milk consumption prior to onset of illness (14 days for Cryptosporidium, 7 days for the other 3 pathogens). Individuals who were part of a confirmed outbreak or who traveled internationally during the exposure period were excluded.

Results: From 2001 through 2009, 457 (3.5%) of the 12,885 domestically acquired sporadic Campylobacter (5.3%), Cryptosporidium (3.0%), E. coli O157 (1.81%), and Salmonella (1.0%) cases reported to MDH reported domestic raw milk consumption prior to illness onset. The median age of cases reporting raw milk consumption was 16 years (range, 9 months to 92 years), with 26% being < 5 years. Those who reported consuming raw milk from their own dairy farm or from a family member’s dairy farm were significantly more likely to be < 5 years old than those who reported obtaining raw milk from a non-family source (Chi-square=30.2; P < 0.001).

Significance: This is the first study to quantify the proportion of domestically-acquired sporadic enteric illness cases reporting raw milk consumption. The young age of sporadic raw milk consumers reporting getting raw milk from their own family farm or a family member’s farm reinforces the risks associated with raw milk consumption for all young children, including those who live on or visit farms.
T4-11  Microbial Surveillance of Retail Raw Milk in Three New England States

DANIEL P. LYNCH and Catherine W. Donnelly
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, USA

Introduction: With increasing consumer demand for raw milk in the U.S., debate is growing over food safety guidelines and public policies regarding its consumption. This study was conducted to assess the microbial quality of retail raw milk samples obtained in three New England states (Maine, New Hampshire and Connecticut).

Purpose: Each New England state permitting retail raw milk sales in grocery stores has different microbial requirements for producers and varying testing protocols for raw milk safety surveillance. Microbial surveillance was performed to obtain baseline data on quality indicators and pathogen incidence in retail raw milk, and to determine whether values differed by state.

Methods: Raw milk samples (n = 73) purchased at retail locations in ME, NH and CT on a bimonthly basis were collected and held below 40°F during transport to the lab. Sample processing for quality indicators included determination of aerobic plate count and coliform count. Pathogen incidence was assessed using qualitative and quantitative screening methods for Campylobacter jejuni, E. coli O157:H7, Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes. Samples were processed as per the protocol for each method (3M Petrifilm, FDA, BAX and Chromagar).

Results: APC log mean for all milk samples was 4.17 (+/- 1.54) with a range of 1.60 to 7.78. CC log mean for all samples was -12 (+/- 1.79) with a range of -2.00 to 5.60. Samples with CC count of 0 were counted as .01 to permit analysis on the log scale. 94.4% of CC were below 10 CFU/ml in CT samples, versus 63.4% and 63.6% in ME and NH, respectively. This difference was statistically significant as determined by Chi-square analysis. No pathogens were detected.

Significance: CT had a greater proportion of samples below 10 CFU/ml for CC than ME or NH. This may be due to more stringent CT production guidelines which require pathogen testing for retail raw milk producers.

T4-12  Curiosity about Raw Milk Expressed by Pasteurized Milk Consumers

JANET BUFFER, Jeffrey T. LeJeune and Lydia C. Medeiros
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: While there is overwhelming scientific evidence that confirms the safety of the current commercial milk supply, many consumers are either unaware of the safety and benefits of pasteurized milk products, or they are otherwise convinced that these products are actually hazardous.

Purpose: Consumers of pasteurized milk were probed for their attitudes toward the safety, nutrition and quality of milk in a focus group study.

Methods: Five focus groups were completed with 34 consumers of pasteurized milk who were from two metropolitan areas of Ohio. Open-ended questions about the safety, nutrition, and quality of milk were asked of each focus group. Data was qualitatively analyzed for themes, defined as major (mentioned in 4 or 5 groups) or minor (mentioned in 2 or 3 groups) themes, using the NVivo8 software.

Results: Milk being beneficial to health was presented in all five focus groups as was the importance of taste or flavor. A notable minor theme was that whole milk was viewed as healthier than low fat versions. Other major themes presented were: concerns about animal health and welfare and the effect on milk quality; concerns about the number of people handling the milk from farm-to-table relative to safety; and concerns about unnatural hormones in milk and the effects on human health. Minor themes included curiosity about or desire to purchase raw milk. There were as many comments pro-pasteurization as con. Only one group completely agreed that pasteurization was positive.

Significance: Consumers view milk as healthy and see it as an important part of their daily intake. Perceptions were that regulation was no guarantee that what is purchased and consumed is healthy. Consumers desire a flavorful product of known origin with no unnatural enhancers and that comes from animals that are humanely treated. These desires have piqued consumers’ interest about the overall perceived benefits of raw milk consumption.

T5-01  Microbial Profile of Chicken Carcasses from Slow Growing and Fast Growing Free Range Chicken Strains

RAJANI THANISSERY, Sophia Kathariou, Robin M. Siletzky and Doug P. Smith
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: The increasing demand for free range or organic poultry products requires the efficient production of safe and wholesome broiler chicken carcasses.

Purpose: The objective of the present study was to compare the levels of total coliforms and Escherichia coli as well as the prevalence of Campylobacter and Salmonella in slow growing (SG) and fast growing (FG) free range chicken strains.

Methods: In each of the two replicate trials, twenty pre-chill chicken carcasses of each strain were subjected to a whole carcass rinse procedure using 400 ml 1% peptone. Serial dilutions of the rinsate were plated directly onto Petrifilm for enumeration of total coliforms and E. coli. Additional rinsate was enriched for Salmonella detection. Ceca were collected aseptically, and the contents were directly plated on CCDA media for Campylobacter detection; isolates were characterized in terms of susceptibility to a panel of six antibiotics.

Results: No significant difference due to strain was observed for the levels of total coliform, and E. coli as well as the prevalence of Salmonella. Mean counts for total coliform and E. coli (expressed in log CFU/ml) were 4.1 and 3.6 for the FG group, and 3.9 and 3.5 for the SG group, respectively. Salmonella was detected in 80% and 75% of carcass rinses from the FG and SG group, respectively. Campylobacter was recovered from 100% of cecal samples of the two groups. C. coli was found in 45% and 50% in FG and SG groups, whereas C. jejuni was found in 55% and 50% in FG and SG groups, respectively. These isolates were multisensitive to antibiotics with an exception of 5-% of C. jejuni which were resistant to tetracycline.

Significance: FG group showed higher levels of total coliform, and E. coli as well as higher incidence of Salmonella suggesting that there is an effect of chicken strain on the microbial quality of the carcasses.

T5-02  Determining the Effectiveness of Interventions Post-farm to Completion of Primary Processing for the Reduction of Escherichia coli on Beef Carcasses Using Systematic Review Methodology and Meta-analysis

JUDY D. GREIG, Lisa Waddell, Barbara Wilhelm, Wendy L. Wilkins, Oliver Bucher, Ashley Farrar, Janet Harris, Sarah E. Parker and Andrijana Rajic
Public Health Agency of Canada, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Contamination of beef with pathogenic strains of Escherichia coli can result in human foodborne disease. Multiple interventions are implemented at the processing level to prevent or reduce microbial contamination of beef carcasses.

Purpose: To evaluate efficacy of various processing and sequential interventions on the frequency or concentration of various E. coli strains using a systematic review-meta-analysis of published primary research.
Methods: A systematic review (SR) identified, appraised and summarized the main characteristics and results of individual studies reporting the efficacy of various processing interventions on the frequency or concentration of carcass contamination with generic E. coli. Where appropriate, random effects meta-analysis (MA) was used to generate pooled effect estimates.

Results: MA indicated that post-evisceration washing reduces the odds of carcass contamination with generic E. coli by 0.56 (0.41-0.77), with no heterogeneity detected. Hot water and steam pasteurization reduced the odds of carcass contamination with generic E. coli by 0.09, CI (0.05 - 0.16), I^2=0% and 0.13 (0.08 -0.22), I^2=36.2%, respectively. Dry chilling resulted in the odds of a carcass being E. coli-positive post-24-hour chill as 0.17 (0.11 - 0.24), I^2=0%. The application of sequential interventions in scenarios using post-evisceration prevalence of 25-75% demonstrated a reduction of E. coli contaminated carcasses to ≤ 4% post chill when scenarios with spray chilling are excluded.

Significance: The application of three common interventions, post-evisceration washing, hot water or steam pasteurization and dry chilling, near the completion of processing reduced the frequency of generic E. coli contamination on carcasses and indicates that additional post-evisceration interventions do not have a large impact on post-chill carcass E. coli prevalence. SR-MA methodology provides a transparent and powerful methodological format for identifying effective interventions, generating evidence-based inputs for risk assessment and predictive modeling, and knowledge gaps.

T5-03 Inhibition of Listeria monocytogenes by Propionate-based Ingredients in Cured Deli-style Turkey

KATHLEEN A. GLASS, Roxanne R. VonTayson, Lindsey M. McDonnell, Brandon Wanless and Jeffrey J. Sindelar
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Growth of Listeria monocytogenes on ready-to-eat meats can be controlled through the incorporation of antimicrobial ingredients, such as salt, lactate, diacetate and nitrite or by post-chilling kill steps. However, alternate approaches are needed to provide options which reduce sodium content but maintain protection against microbial growth.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the inhibition of L. monocytogenes by propionate-based ingredients in high-moisture, cured turkey stored at 4 or 7°C.

Methods: Six formulations of sliced, cooked turkey were tested including Control without antimicrobials, 3.2% lactate-diacetate blend (LD), and 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5% experimental liquid propionate-containing ingredient or 0.4% propionate-benzoate containing ingredient. Products were inoculated with 5-log CFU L. monocytogenes per 100 g package, vacuum-packaged, stored at 4 or 7°C for up to 12 weeks, and tripleplicate samples/treatment assayed by plating on Modified Oxford agar. The study was replicated twice.

Results: The sliced turkey contained 76.43 ± 0.61% moisture, 1.72 ± 0.07% salt, pH 6.30 ± 0.14, and 40 ± 12 ppm residual nitrite. The experimental treatments contained 0.147, 0.196, 0.245% propionate or 0.196% propionate-0.012% benzoate. As expected, the Control without antimicrobials supported rapid growth, with >2 log average increase within 4 weeks storage at 4°C whereas growth was observed at 6 weeks for LD. All propionate treatments limited growth of L. monocytogenes to <1 log increase through 9 weeks storage at 4°C for both replicates. Sporadic growth (>1 log increase) was observed in individual samples for all propionate-containing treatments at Weeks 10, 11, and 12. As expected, L. monocytogenes grew more rapidly when products were stored at 7°C, but trends in relative inhibition were similar to those observed at 4°C.

Significance: These results verify that propionate-based ingredients inhibit growth of L. monocytogenes on RTE meats. Data collected will be used to petition USDA for approval to use certain antimycotic agents as antilisterial agents in ready-to-eat meat and poultry products.

T5-04 Validation of Lethality during an Industrial Microwave Bacon Cooking Process

PETER J. TAORMINA, Mark Anthony, Gene Bartholomew and Warren J. Dorsa
John Morrell Food Group, Cincinnati, OH, USA

Introduction: Microwave cooking of food relies on dielectric heating caused by rotational movement of dipolar water molecules. Although fat molecules can also have a dipole moment, the energy deposited in fat from microwave excitation is not converted to heat as efficiently as in water due to a lower specific heat capacity. Therefore, the bulk cumulative mass of high-fat foods could reach lethal temperatures as measured by calibrated probe, while, hypothetically, having sublethal temperatures within fat microenvironments.

Purpose: This potential sublethal heating, coupled with unknown variation of microwave field strength in industrial ovens, warranted a validation of the thermal destruction of bacterial pathogens during industrial microwave cooking of bacon. A surrogate bacterium with greater heat resistance than foodborne pathogens was utilized for this purpose.

Methods: Pediococcus acidilactici was inoculated on bacon strips (ca. 6,000,000 CFU/g) and on 25 cm² plastic conveyor belt material coupons (ca. 5.5-log CFU/cm²) with and without bacon grease. Populations were enumerated from samples before and after passage through industrial continuous microwave cooking ovens by plating on MRS agar. Log reductions of P. acidilactici were used to calculate equivalent log reductions for Salmonella Senftenberg 7775W and Listeria monocytogenes 101M using the published D62.7°C-values for the surrogate bacterium and the pathogens.

Results: Populations of P. acidilactici were significantly (P < 0.05) reduced by 4.06 to 5.09 log₁₀ CFU/g depending on oven settings, while reductions ranged from 0.66 to 1.19 log₁₀ CFU/cm² on plastic coupons and 0.09 to 0.99 log₁₀ CFU/cm² on greasy plastic coupons. Measured reductions of the surrogate bacterium equated to >10 log reductions on bacon and 0.23 to 3.26 log reductions on plastic coupons for both Salmonella Senftenberg and L. monocytogenes.

Significance: This study validated sufficient inactivation of foodborne pathogens during an industrial microwave cooking process for product (bacon), but also demonstrated a potential lack of continuous lethal heating on conveyor belt surfaces not covered by product.

T5-05 Potential of Escherichia coli as a Surrogate Hygiene Indicator for Post-chill Broiler Carcasses with High Campylobacter Counts

Ihab Habib, Lieven De Zutter, Annemie H. Geeraerd and MIEKE UYTTENDAELE
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Introduction: Campylobacter inevitably finds its way to the surface of broiler carcasses during abattoir processing. Microbiological criteria/ targets could be among the useful tools to verify process hygiene and performance of broiler slaughterlines. It would be interesting to promote a hygiene target that aims at alarming slaughterhouse operators toward unacceptable functioning of the process that leads to production of broiler carcasses with potentially higher Campylobacter counts.

Purpose: Theoretically, Escherichia coli might have practical merits as potential indicator for Campylobacter contamination. E. coli are mesophilic and originate from intestinal tract of slaughtered birds. If a quantitative relationship could be found between E. coli and Campylobacter numbers on post-chill broiler carcasses this could be appealing for promoting E. coli to the slaughterhouse operators as a surrogate hygiene indicator for Campylobacter.
Methods: In this study we investigate the relationship between Escherichia coli and Campylobacter counts based on testing 231 post-chill broiler carcasses from 9 slaughterhouses. We also examine the impact of setting a target limit based on E. coli count on decreasing the frequency of carcasses with Campylobacter count of ≥ 3 log_{10} CFU/g.

Results: Almost the half (48.9% (46/94)) of carcasses with enumerable Campylobacter count (≥ 1 log_{10} CFU/g, limit of quantification for direct plating) had E. coli count of between 3 and 4 log_{10} CFU/g. In addition, 54.8% (17/31) of carcasses contaminated with Campylobacter count of ≥ 3 log_{10} CFU/g were correlated with E. coli count range of ≥ 3 & < 4 log_{10} CFU/g. A scenario assuming that numbers of E. coli never exceed 3 log_{10} CFU/g provided a significant impact on Campylobacter frequency in broiler carcasses. In such scenario, the overall number of Campylobacter positive (by direct plating) carcasses could be dropped from 40.6% to 12.5%. Also in this scenario of E. coli never exceed 3 log_{10} CFU/g, 80.6% (25/31) of carcasses with Campylobacter counts of ≥ 3 log_{10} CFU/g could be targeted.

Significance: Findings from this study reveal that a hygiene target based on E. coli count could be a useful indicator for the high level of Campylobacter contamination in post-chill broiler carcasses. The proposed hygiene target might serve as a tool for alarming slaughterhouse operators toward unacceptable functioning of the process that leads to production of broiler carcasses with potentially higher Campylobacter counts.

T5-06 From “Poke and Sniff” to Microbiological Testing: 100 Years (and Counting!) of Food Safety at U.S.
Department of Agriculture-FSIS
KRISTINA E. BARLOW, Stephen W. Mamber, Gurinder Saini, Priscilla Levine and Timothy B. Mohr
U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIS, Washington, D.C., USA

Introduction: USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) is the public health regulatory agency responsible for ensuring the safety, wholesomeness, and correct labeling and packaging of meat, poultry, and processed egg products. Meat Inspection began at USDA in 1891; FSIS was established from its precursor agencies in 1981. In early years, USDA focused on animal disease and meat inspection based on sight, touch and smell. The focus has evolved to protecting public health by setting standards to ensure the microbiological safety of FSIS-regulated products. FSIS maintains zero tolerance for certain pathogens of public-health concern in ready-to-eat (RTE) products and raw ground beef, and uses its microbiological testing programs to verify that performance standards are met.

Purpose: To provide a history of food safety initiatives at USDA/FSIS, and present data from microbiological testing programs.

Methods: Results were analyzed from FSIS testing programs for Salmonella in raw products, Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) and Salmonella in RTE products, and E. coli O157:H7 in raw ground beef and its components. Samples were analyzed using FSIS Microbiological Guidebook methodologies.

Results: FSIS began sampling for Lm, E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella in 1987, 1994 and 1998, respectively. For Lm, from 1990-2009 there were 1,600/133,443 (1.2%) positives. Lm percent positive rates have trended downward over time, decreasing from 4.6% to 0.37%. For E. coli O157:H7 (raw ground beef), from 1994-2009 there were 423/128,409 (0.33%) positives. For Salmonella (raw products), from 1998-2009 there were 23,188/492,342 (4.7%) positives. Percent positives for E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella have varied by year and product class.

Significance: By modernizing inspection and testing systems, FSIS has evolved to meet the changing needs of ensuring the safety of meat and poultry products. By continuing to test for Lm, E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella, and by developing new testing programs for emerging pathogens, FSIS can continue to drive pathogen reduction and protect public health by decreasing foodborne illness.

T5-07 Destructive and Non-destructive Sampling Techniques of Chicken Carcasses for Escherichia coli and Salmonella spp. Detection
MARCUS VINICIUS C. COSSI, Michelle Vieira Almeida, Mariane S. Dias, Paulo Sérgio A. Pinto and Luis A. Nero
Universidade Federal de Viçosa, Viçosa, Brazil

Introduction: The microbiological monitoring of chicken carcasses is necessary for adequate control of quality and safety of the final products, preventing the contamination of foodborne pathogens and spoilage microorganisms such as Salmonella spp. and Escherichia coli. The sampling procedure of the carcasses is a key factor for the success of the microbiological analysis, in order to allow reliable results.

Purpose: The objective of this work was to evaluate destructive and non-destructive sampling procedures of chicken carcasses for E. coli and Salmonella spp. detection.

Methods: A total of 60 fresh chicken carcasses were collected and sampled by four procedures: rinsing and skin swabbing (both non-destructive), and tissue excision and skin excision (both destructive). The sampling procedures were conducted considering specific sites of the carcasses (near and far from cloacae region), being submitted to research of E. coli (Petrifilm EC plates) and Salmonella spp. (ISO 6579). The obtained data was compared to verify the significant differences of positive (Chi-square) and coincident (McNemar) results (P < 0.05).

Results: For E. coli (48 positive results), no significant differences were observed between and among the obtained results by rinsing and tissue excision, rinsing and skin excision, and skin excision and tissue excision (P > 0.05); whereas, skin swabbing showing significant differences when compared to the other techniques (P < 0.05) and lower frequency of positive results. For Salmonella spp. (5 positive results), all sampling techniques were considered similar, without significant differences between the obtained results (P > 0.05), which can be explained by the low frequency of positive results. Considering the sampling sites of the carcasses, no significant differences of positive results for E. coli and Salmonella spp. were observed between the samples collected near or far from cloacae (P > 0.05), independent from the sampling procedure.

Significance: The obtained results indicate the equivalency of distinct sampling techniques of chicken carcasses, allowing the food industries and regulatory organs to choose the most adequate procedures to control the contamination by E. coli and Salmonella spp. in these products, assuring microbiological quality and safety. This study was financially supported by CAPES, CNPq and FAPEMIG.

T5-08 Development of a Novel Screening Assay for Escherichia coli O26 and Escherichia coli O111 Based on PATHATRIX Automated Re-circulating IMS
John Murray, Nicole Prentice, Paul Benton, Katarzyna Brzegowa, Houston Brooke, Shawn Gartsie and ADRIAN PARTON
MATRIX MicroScience Ltd., Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom

Introduction: Recently a cluster of foodborne illnesses in the USA has been traced to ground beef adulterated with E. coli O26 resulting in a food safety recall. Detecting the presence of non-O157 STEC including O26 and O111 in raw beef presents significant challenges to the food industry and regulatory agencies.

Purpose: This collaborative study examines the feasibility of developing a PATHATRIX screening assay for multiple STEC serotypes including E. coli O157, O26 and O111. The assay is based on specific antibody recognition and capture of the target STEC serotypes during re-circulating IMS.
Methods: PATHATRIX beads were generated using antibodies characterized by the USDA ARS. The antibodies were linked to paramagnetic beads and their capture efficiency and specificity for the target serotypes was assessed in a recirculating IMS assay. Several food and clinical strains of the target serotypes were pre-enriched and serially diluted. Recovery with the capture reagents was assessed using PATHATRIX linked to selective agar plating. Results were compared to a ‘gold standard’ E. coli-O157 PATHATRIX assay to assess the performance of the O26 and O111 capture reagents.

Results: The capture reagents generated with the USDA ARS anti-O26 and anti-O111 antibodies gave reliable and specific capture of several isolates for each target serotype. Recovery was comparable to the E. coli O157 control assay. It was possible to blend the capture reagents and isolate multiple serotypes simultaneously. Recovery of E. coli O157:H7, O26 and O111 colonies on selective agar plates confirmed the screening assay result in all cases. Real time PCR for E. coli-O157 also demonstrated that molecular methods could be used.

Significance: Immunomagnetic separation (IMS) methods using para-magnetic beads pre-coated with specific antibodies are able to capture and concentrate target bacteria. Scientists at USDA ARS previously demonstrated the superiority of recirculating IMS over other methods for isolating E. coli-O157 in bovine fecal samples. This study provides proof of principle that a screening assay for multiple E. coli serotype targets based on PATHATRIX is feasible. The captured pathogen can then be detected by real-time PCR and isolated with standard cultural methods.

T5-09 Development of a Rapid 48-hour Immunochromatographic Test Strip-based Method for the Detection of Salmonella Enteritidis in Shell Egg pools

Verapaz Gonzalez, Meredith Sutzko and MARK MULDOON
SDIX, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) is one of the most frequently reported Salmonella serotypes associated with human illness and typically associated with the consumption of table (shell) eggs. Effective July 2010, the US FDA Egg Safety Final Rule requires most US egg layer facilities to monitor the layer house environment for SE and, if found, divert shell eggs to processing at a significant loss of product value or test egg pools for SE. In order to detect low level contamination, the FDA-BAM cultural reference method requires a 96-h hold time followed by a 48-h sample enrichment prior to cultural plate detection. This long analysis time can be very costly to the egg producer if they are diverting eggs while awaiting testing results.

Purpose: To develop a rapid test method for the low level detection of SE in egg pools with a significantly-reduced time to result over the FDA-BAM cultural reference method.

Methods: Shell egg pools (20 eggs) were prepared according to the FDA-BAM protocol and inoculated with SE (1–5 CFU/pool).

Results: Decreasing egg pool hold time below 96 h resulted in a reduction in SE recovery compared to the FDA-BAM cultural reference method. Egg pools incubated at elevated temperatures during hold time, and addition of enrichment broth to the egg pool prior to either holding or immediate sample enrichment. All egg pool samples were tested with a rapid, immunochromatographic test strip for SE and results were culturally confirmed.

Significance: This new method should provide a significant time and cost savings for egg producers in addition to supporting new regulations designed to improve food safety and human health.

T5-10 Detection of Salmonella Serovars from 375 g 10-Pooled Dry Pet Food Samples within 24 Hours Using PATHATRIX Automated Re-circulating IMS Linked to Real Time PCR

Nicole Prentice, John Murray, Paul Benton, Katarzyna Brzegowa, Michael F. Scott, Shawn Gartside, Houston Brooke and ADRIAN PARTON
MATRIX MicroScience Ltd., Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom

Introduction: Dry pet food has been implicated in several Salmonella outbreaks in the last decade with more than one manufacturing facility and at least 135 pet products, including pet supplements and pigs ears being affected. Pets who eat contaminated food may be asymptomatic while still being carriers of the organism and can continue to shed the bacteria for up to 10–12 weeks. Children aged 2 years or younger are particularly at risk of serious illness. Detecting the presence of low levels of Salmonella in this type of dried product in a timely manner can be challenging to food manufacturers and regulatory bodies alike.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility of using recirculating IMS linked to real time PCR and selective agar plating to develop a method, which is capable of detecting the presence of low level Salmonella contamination (1–10 CFU in 375 g) 10-pooled dry pet food samples within 24 hours.

Methods: Three hundred seventy-five gram dry pet food samples were inoculated at low level (1–10 CFU per sample) with single Salmonella serovars from a representative panel including clinically relevant strains linked to recent outbreaks. All samples were diluted in pre-warmed Buffered Peptone Water and enriched statically at 37°C for 16–18 hours prior to pooling aliquots from inoculated samples with uninoculated samples in the ratio 1:9. Pooled samples were analyzed using PATHATRIX Auto. Target capture employed IMS particles with proven inclusivity for a highly diverse range Salmonella serovars. A 5-minute mechanical lysis step was used to release DNA from a proportion of captured target cells prior to real time PCR detection. Selective agar plating was used to confirm the PCR results.

Results: The range of Salmonella serovars were successfully isolated from 375 g pooled dry pet food samples down to 0.004 CFU/g using automated recirculating IMS. Detection using real time PCR was achieved within 24 hours and this was confirmed by isolation of target Salmonella on selective agar plates.

Significance: This PATHATRIX AUTO Salmonella 10-pooling method allows pet food production facilities to both obtain results within a very short time frame and test a large number of samples in a short period of time. The method has the potential to enhance pathogen-testing regimes and could be employed to allow positive release of product.
T5-11 Effects of Freezing on Human Pathogenic Vibrio parahaemolyticus in Gulf Coast Oysters (Crassostrea virginica)

GEORGE J. FLYCK, Linda A. Granata and Dianne M. Bourne
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

Introduction: The objective of this study was to provide guidance to industry and government on a post-harvest processing procedure to reduce V. parahaemolyticus in oysters. Ten clinical V. parahaemolyticus strains known to have caused foodborne illness outbreaks were obtained from the FDA and the USDA. These strains were exposed to various times and temperatures to determine the conditions to completely inactivate V. parahaemolyticus in both mid-log and stationary phase. From this work, strains BAC 983547, DIE 12-052499 and SPRC 10290 in the stationary phase were determined to be the most virulent and were selected for Phase Two of the study.

Methods: Cell suspensions were grown to mid-log and stationary phase (7 log CFU/ml) in T11N1 broth. Pelleted cells were reconstituted in PBS and 4 ml of each strain was sealed in disposable transfer pipets and stored at temperatures of 4, -10, -18 and -25°C for 0, 7, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 days. Live oysters were placed in aerated artificial seawater for 4 hours before inoculation. Twenty ml/s of the resulting bacterial concentration of 8 log CFU/ml was used to inoculate tanks containing oysters, resulting in a final concentration of ±5 log CFU/ml seawater. The room temperature was 22°C. After 18 hours, the oysters were stored at 4°C, -10°C, -18°C, or -25°C for 0, 7, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 days. At each sampling, 9 oysters were shocked, and the FDA’s BAM preferred laboratory procedures were followed for Vibrio isolation and identification.

Results: For DIE 12-052499, storage at -10°C for both 90 and 120 days resulted in greater than a 4.4 log reduction. For SPRC 10290, storage at -10°C for 60 and 120 days resulted in a 3.8 log reduction, storage at -18°C for 120 days resulted in a 3.8 log reduction. The third strain, BAC 98-3547 also exhibited log reductions of 3.9 and 3.8 at -10°C for 90 and 120 days respectively, and a 3.7 log reduction at -18°C for 120 days storage.

Significance: The recommended storage parameters for inactivation of clinical strains of V. parahaemolyticus include -10°C for 90 days, or -18°C for 120 days. The level of oyster uptake of the Vibrio inoculum was 10%; however, we feel that the storage parameters listed above could easily inactivate clinical V. parahaemolyticus concentrations greater than 5.0 log in oysters.

T5-12 Effect of Heat and Radio Frequency Electric Field Treatments on Membrane Damage and Intracellular Leakage of UV-substances of Escherichia coli K-12 in Apple Juice

DIKE UKUKU, David Geveke and Peter Cooke
U.S. Department of Agriculture-FSIT-ERRC-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: The need for a non-thermal intervention technology that can achieve microbial safety without altering nutritional quality of liquid foods led to the development of the radio frequency electric fields (RFEF) process. Previously, we documented formation of surface blebs on Escherichia coli cells treated with RFEF.

Methods: Apple juice purchased from a wholesale distributor was inoculated with Escherichia coli K-12 at 7.8 log CFU/ml and then treated with heat (75°C, 5 min) or with RFEF operated at 55°C and 25 kV/cm for 3.4 milliseconds at a flow rate of 540 ml/min. Treated samples were monitored for changes in cell membrane using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) while intracellular leakage of biological active compounds was determined using bioluminescence ATP assay. Surviving cell populations were determined by plating 0.1 ml sample on Tryptic Soy Agar and Violet Red Bile Agar, with 5 ml overlay of the same agar containing 4-methylumbelliferyl-beta-D-glucuronide to determine the number of colony forming units (CFU/ml).

Results: Bacterial inactivation determined for heat treatment at 75°C for 5 min and RFEF treatment at 55°C averaged 2.8 log CFU/ml and 5.74 log CFU/ml, respectively. The injured E. coli populations before treatment averaged 4.5%. In heat-treated samples, the injured population was 86%, while it was 46% in samples treated with RFEF. TEM observation of treated samples showed variation in membrane damage of the bacteria. Injured membrane and discharge of intracellular bacteria organelles were observed only in RFEF treated E. coli cells. Also, extracellular Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) of treated samples increased suggesting leakage of intracellular ATP materials of bacteria. Total ATP determined in heat-treated samples was significantly (P < 0.05) different than values determined in RFEF treated samples at 55°C.

Significance: In the controls, the internal structure of the cells was homogeneous and finely dispersed but in the treated cells, the internal textures were coarse, probably due to aggregation and coalescence as a result of heat and RFEF processing. Therefore a combination of heat and RFEF processing is necessary for an effective inactivation of bacteria.

T6-01 Effect of High Pressure Processing and Pressure Cycling on a Cocktail of Pathogenic Salmonella enterica Serovars Inoculated into Peanut Butter

TANYA D’SOUSA, Mukund Karwe and Donald W. Schaffner
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: American consumers eat about 700 million pounds of peanut butter each year. The ability of Salmonella to survive in peanut butter and cause illness has been demonstrated by at least two large outbreaks. High pressure processing (HPP) may be a technology that can help reduce the risk associated with peanut butter. It has been reported that HPP at 600 MPa alone does not result in a significant log reduction of an avirulent strain of Salmonella Typhimurium in peanut butter.

Purpose: The objective of this research was to investigate the effectiveness of HPP with pressure cycling to inactivate a cocktail of pathogenic Salmonella enterica serovars (from peanut butter and nut related outbreaks) in peanut butter.

Methods: Inoculated (10⁹ CFU/g) peanut butter was high pressure processed under a variety of pressures (400–600 MPa) and hold times (4 – 18 minutes) as well as in peptone buffer at 600 MPa for 18 minutes. Pressure cycling at 3 conditions of pressures from 400–600 MPa, 3 – 10 pressure cycles, and hold times of 6 minutes for each cycle was also carried out. Finally, an experiment to study the effect of adiabatic heating alone during HPP was simulated in a water bath.

Results: Log reductions varied between 1.6-1.9 logs, irrespective of the pressure-time combination used for inoculated peanut butter. In inoculated peptone buffer, inactivation to below detection limit confirmed HPP to be effective to destroy pathogenic Salmonella in high-moisture environments. Pressure cycling was shown to be no more effective than non-cycling with log reductions varying between 1.7-1.9 logs. The effect of adiabatic heating alone during HPP showed approximately a 1-log reduction suggesting temperature alone provides a significant contribution during HPP on inactivation of Salmonella in peanut butter.

Significance: HPP does not appear suitable to ensure microbiological safety of peanut butter without further research.
Conversely, plastic mulch significantly increased (for 30 min. Short rain cycles (less than 10 min total) produced no significant differences in the dispersal of Salmonella from plants at various distances from the point source by making leaf imprints on LB agar with kanamycin or by washing off the cells from leaf surfaces with LB broth at 72°C or 90°C with 10 min increments for up to an hour. Results: Our results showed that desiccated Salmonella cells in peanut oil are likely present in a physiologically dormant state by expressing only 6% of its genome compared to 78% in LB broth. Among the few detected transcripts under such status, genes involved in heat and cold shock response, DNA protection and regulatory functions likely play roles in cross protecting Salmonella from desiccation, thermal and other stresses. In addition, non-coding RNAs may also play important roles in Salmonella desiccation stress response.

Significance: This is the first report of using RNA-seq technology in characterizing the bacterial transcriptomes in real food matrices. We demonstrated the advantages of RNA-seq in analyzing RNA samples directly extracted from food items, where detection sensitivity is critical for the identification of important transcripts at low expression levels. Knowledge gained from this study improved our basic understanding of how Salmonella manages to survive in low water activity foods, which may lead to developing a framework of more effective processing and intervention to reduce Salmonella contamination in such foods.

Salmonella Survival and Thermal Resistance in Peanut Butters

Methods: In this study, we compared the survival rates and thermal resistance of multiple Salmonella enterica and Escherichia coli O157:H7 strains in four different commercial peanut butters with variable fat, sodium, proteins, and carbohydrate contents. We used pre-desiccated bacterial cells that most closely resemble the post-harvest cellular status of Salmonella during their residence on peanut shells or the curing steps. Five-strain cocktails were grown in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth at 37°C; cell pellets were re-suspended in peanut oil (a, 0.2-0.3) and inoculated in peanut butters. Bacterial survival rates were monitored over 30 days of incubation at 4°C or 25°C. Immediately after the 30-day incubation, the thermal resistance was evaluated by heating the peanut butter samples at 72°C or 90°C with 10 min increments for up to an hour.

Results: Our results showed that Salmonella survived significantly better than E. coli O157:H7 (P < 0.05) in peanut butters with a, 0.4. Storage temperatures (4°C and 25°C) have a significant impact on the survival and death rates of both Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7. High fat and carbohydrate contents in peanut butters and low storage temperature at 4°C significantly increased the thermal resistance of both Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7. Heating at 72°C for an hour only achieved 1 to 2 log reduction of pre-desiccated E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella in peanut butters, compared to 4 to 7 log reduction at 90°C. Thus, 90°C treatment can lead to better thermal inactivation.

Significance: The specific mechanisms underlying the Salmonella stress response to desiccation and thermal resistance still remain largely unknown. This work will not only provide important data on the heat resistance of Salmonella after different treatments of desiccation but also provide an understanding of the response of Salmonella under conditions of water stress prior to heat stress which will allow the design of effective validation studies.

Dispersal of Salmonella on Tomato Plants by Rain Splash

Introduction: Salmonella has increasingly been associated with tomato outbreaks, and has been traced back to production areas. Mechanisms of Salmonella dispersal in the field have not been characterized.

Methods: GFP-labeled kanamycin-resistant Salmonella Typhimurium dispensed on the surface of plastic mulch or soil on a watch glass at 10⁶ CFU/cm² were used as the point source in the center of a rain simulator. Forty-centimeter-tall tomato plants with and without plastic mulch were placed around the point source and rain intensities ranging from 60 to 120 mm/h were applied for 5, 10, 20, and 30 min. The GFP-labeled Salmonella cells were recovered from plants at various distances from the point source by making leaf imprints on LB agar with kanamycin or by washing off the cells from leaf surfaces with peptone water.

Results: Dispersal of Salmonella followed a negative exponential model with a half distance of 9.2 cm at an average rain intensity of 90 mm/h.

Significance: Salmonella can move by dispersal to contaminate tomato plants in the field, especially during longer rain cycles and when plastic mulch is used. Additional research is planned to compare different mulch surfaces to limit potential contamination of Salmonella on tomato plants.

Internalization and Movement of Salmonella in Tomatoes

Introduction: Tomatoes have been a vehicle for Salmonella enterica outbreaks. Salmonella can move inside some plant species, but mechanisms of internalization and movement of Salmonella into tomatoes have not been investigated in detail.

Methods: We used the whole transcriptome sequencing approach (RNA-seq) to compare the transcriptomes (27 to 33 million 36-bp reads per sample) of a Salmonella Enteritidis strain after inoculation in peanut oil (water activity 0.30) for 72, 216 and 528 h to those grown in LB broth for 12 h and 312 h.

Results: Our results suggested that desiccated Salmonella cells in peanut oil are likely present in a physiologically dormant state by expressing only 6% of its genome compared to 78% in LB broth. Among the few detected transcripts under such status, genes involved in heat and cold shock response, DNA protection and regulatory functions likely play roles in cross protecting Salmonella from desiccation, thermal and other stresses. In addition, non-coding RNAs may also play important roles in Salmonella desiccation stress response.

Significance: This is the first report of using RNA-seq technology in characterizing the bacterial transcriptomes in real food matrices. We demonstrated the advantages of RNA-seq in analyzing RNA samples directly extracted from food items, where detection sensitivity is critical for the identification of important transcripts at low expression levels. Knowledge gained from this study improved our basic understanding of how Salmonella manages to survive in low water activity foods, which may lead to developing a framework of more effective processing and intervention to reduce Salmonella contamination in such foods.

Transcriptomic Analysis of Salmonella under Desiccation Stress in Peanut Oil

Methods: To assess the dispersal of Salmonella by rain onto tomato plants as affected by rain intensity, duration, and mulch type.

Results: Dispersal of Salmonella followed a negative exponential model with a half distance of 9.2 cm at an average rain intensity of 90 mm/h.

Significance: Salmonella Typhimurium dispensed on the surface of plastic mulch or soil on a watch glass at 10⁶ CFU/cm² were used as the point source in the center of a rain simulator. Forty-centimeter-tall tomato plants with and without plastic mulch were placed around the point source and rain intensities ranging from 60 to 120 mm/h were applied for 5, 10, 20, and 30 min. The GFP-labeled Salmonella cells were recovered from plants at various distances from the point source by making leaf imprints on LB agar with kanamycin or by washing off the cells from leaf surfaces with peptone water.
Purpose: To investigate the probability of internalization of Salmonella Typhimurium into tomato plants via leaves as affected by bacterial fimbriae and microbiological diversity in the plant.

Methods: One hundred and twenty-six tomato plants grown in conventional or organic soils were inoculated three times with GFP-labeled Salmonella Typhimurium strains, MAE110 (with fimbriae) or MAE119 (without fimbriae) by dipping leaves in suspensions of 10^5 CFU/mL. Inoculated and adjacent surface-sterilized leaves were tested for Salmonella Enteritidis on stainless steel surfaces, the influence of different serotypes on survival of 16 isolates of Salmonella on stainless steel surfaces, the influence of different serotypes on survival and the comparison of the survival rate within the same serotype.
Methods: Salmonella strains used for the experiments were isolated from low aΔ food products associated with outbreaks or from factory environments. The 16 isolates included: S. Agona, S. Napoli, S. Enteritidis, S. Tennessee, S. Muenchen, S. Ealing, S. Typhimurium (whey powder), S. Typhimurium DT104, S. Typhimurium (NCTC 12023), S. Typhimurium (NCTC (PHLS), NC000 74-17). The stainless steel surfaces were inoculated with 10² cfu of each Salmonella isolate and placed in a controlled environment: relative humidity - 33% and temperature 23 °C. The number of microorganisms surviving on the stainless steel surfaces was assessed at various time points from 1 hour to 30 days.

Results: Differential survival was observed for different serotypes of Salmonella. The highest survival rate was associated with S. Agona, S. Enteritidis, and S. Typhimurium DT104 where, after 30 days, the number of microorganisms on the surfaces ranged from 4.5 logs to 5.0 logs. There was no survival of S. Typhimurium NCTC (PHLS), NC000 74-17 after 7 days in experimental conditions, therefore differences within the same serotype were observed. The average number of Salmonella surviving after 30 days ranged from 2.5 logs to 3.5 logs.

Significance: Some of the strains studied survived at least 30 days and presumably much longer. Strains also have different responses to desiccation. The results will provide insight into potential growth and survival mechanisms for Salmonella in dry processing environments by providing strains that can be used to access physical and molecular changes which accrue within the cells under low aΔ conditions.

**T6-09  Multiple Occurrences of Indistinguishable Listeria monocytogenes Isolates from Food, Animal, Environmental and Clinical Sources**

KIERAN JORDAN, Edward Fox, Martin Cormican, Niall Delappe and Nola Leonard
Teagasc, Fermoy, Ireland

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen that causes listeriosis, a disease with a mortality rate of 20-30% and a low but increasing incidence.

**Purpose:** In an effort to understand possible transmission routes, the aim of this study was to compare isolates from food, animal, environmental and clinical sources.

**Methods:** Serotyping was undertaken by a combination of PCR and specific antisera. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was undertaken using the PulseNet protocol. The resulting profiles were compared using BioNumerics Software.

**Results:** When clinical specimens were one of the sample types, serotype 4b was most common. In the case of food samples showed, serotype 1/2 was the most common. Isolates originating from a variety of apparently unrelated sources had indistinguishable PFGE profiles. For example, these included common PFGE types shared by isolates from farm, cheese, and clinical isolates, and indistinguishable PFGE types found in animal, retail products related to the same animal type, and clinical specimens.

**Significance:** In order to understand the origin of L. monocytogenes in clinical cases, it is important to be aware of food contamination and possible transmission routes to humans.

**T6-10  A Cell Envelope Stress Response System Contributes to Listeria monocytogenes Adaptation to Salt Stress at Low Temperature**

TERESA BERGHOLZ, Kathryn J. Boor and Martin Wiedmann
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Growth of L. monocytogenes on refrigerated, ready-to-eat food is a significant food safety concern. L. monocytogenes can grow on refrigerated foods even in the presence of osmotic stress conditions, yet little is known about how L. monocytogenes manages osmotic stress at low temperature.

**Purpose:** Identifying the molecular mechanisms involved in adaptation to osmotic stress at low temperatures has the potential to inform new, more effective growth inhibition treatments against L. monocytogenes on RTE foods.

**Methods:** L. monocytogenes was transferred to 6% NaCl in BHI broth at 7°C and RNA was extracted during lag phase and exponential growth in BHI + 6% NaCl, and temporal changes in transcript levels were evaluated. Genes with a significant increase in transcript levels either during lag phase or exponential growth were selected for further analysis. In-frame deletion mutations were created in selected genes, and growth on refrigerated foods even in the presence of osmotic stress conditions, yet little is known about how L. monocytogenes manages osmotic stress at low temperature.

**Results:** Twenty-two out of 28 genes known to be regulated by LiaR also had significantly higher transcript levels under salt conditions. These results provide a new target for inactivation that could lead to improved growth inhibition measures against L. monocytogenes in ready-to-eat foods.

**Significance:** The results from this study clearly show that L. monocytogenes is shed in the milk of peri-parturient mice. This finding identifies a potential risk of listeriosis to both the fetus, and infants nursing on mothers infected with L. monocytogenes.

**T6-11  Peri-partum Infection of Mice with Listeria monocytogenes Results in Shedding of the Pathogen in Milk**

KEITH P. POULSEN, Nan G. Faith and Charles J. Czuprynski
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes infection of the fetus or neonate during the peri-partum period is associated with high levels of morbidity and mortality and is the second most common cause of neonatal meningitis in the United States. The major routes of infection for the fetus are hematogenous through the placenta and in the birth canal during delivery.

**Purpose:** The objectives of this study were to develop an animal model to study fetal neonatal Listeria monocytogenes infection during the peri-parturient period.

**Methods:** Peri-parturient mice were infected intragastrically with L. monocytogenes that express bacterial luciferase. Groups of mice were infected at 16-18 days of gestation and within 24 hours after parturition. Mice were imaged once daily for up to 7 days to detect bioluminescent signal. In post-partum mice, milk was expressed for bacterial culture.

**Results:** Bioluminescence imaging technology was able to detect luciferase emitting L. monocytogenes in maternal and fetal organs at 72 and 96 hrs post infection in mice infected prior to or just after parturition. Milk expressed from mouse mammary glands yielded pure culture growth of L. monocytogenes.

**Significance:** The results from this study clearly show that L. monocytogenes is shed in the milk of peri-parturient mice. This finding identifies a potential risk of listeriosis to both the fetus, and infants nursing on mothers infected with L. monocytogenes.
T6-12 Virulence Attenuating Premature Stop Codon Mutations in Internalin A are Common among Listeria monocytogenes from Food Retail Establishment Environments

ANGELA J. ROBERTS, Clyde S. Manuel, Anna Van Stelten and Kendra K. Nightingale
Texas Wesleyan University, Fort Worth, TX, USA

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen that causes the invasive disease listeriosis. Internalin A (InIA; encoded by inlA) is a virulence factor used by L. monocytogenes to invade host epithelial cells. Several investigators have identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in inlA leading to a premature stop codon (PMSC), which have been shown to be causally associated with attenuated virulence.

Purpose: This study was conducted to (i) determine the prevalence of inlA PMSC mutations among L. monocytogenes isolates from retail establishment environments and (ii) compare the prevalence of isolates carrying an inlA PMSC from food-contact and non-food-contact surfaces in retail environments.

Methods: A set of 329 L. monocytogenes isolates, collected from retail establishment environments between 2000 and 2008, were examined for the presence of a PMSC mutation in inlA using a previously described multiplex inlA SNP genotyping assay to detect the most common inlA PMSC mutations observed among L. monocytogenes isolates from the U.S. The distribution of inlA PMSC mutations between food contact and non-food-contact surface samples was compared using a Chi-squared test.

Results: Of the 329 isolates characterized by inlA SNP genotyping, 106 (32%) carried a PMSC in inlA. Among those, four PMSC types were detected, 58 (55%) isolates carried PMSC type 3, 37 (35%) isolates carried PMSC type 4, 10 (9%) isolates carried PMSC type 1, and 1 (0.9%) isolate carried PMSC type 5. Of the 55 isolates from food-contact surfaces, 31 (56%) carried a PMSC in inlA, while only 72 of 263 isolates from non-food-contact surfaces (27%) carried a PMSC in inlA ($P < 0.001$).

Significance: These results demonstrate that a significant proportion of L. monocytogenes isolated from retail establishment environments carry a PMSC mutation in inlA, supporting that foods prepared at retail may be cross-contaminated by a virulence attenuated L. monocytogenes strain. These data will be useful in the development of surveillance strategies and future risk assessments that incorporate strain-specific virulence parameters.

T7-01 Considering the Food Safety Impact of the Codex Sampling Plans for Listeria monocytogenes in Ready-to-Eat Foods: An Empirical Case Study

MARK POWELL
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., USA

Introduction: This work is being undertaken as a case study for the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Meetings on Microbiological Risk Assessment (JEMRA) to demonstrate the use and interpretation of a risk assessment model to assess the food safety impact of microbiological sampling plans.

Purpose: The case study estimates and interprets the direct food safety impact of the Codex sampling plans for Listeria monocytogenes in ready-to-eat foods (RTE) using deli meats as an empirical example.

Methods: Monte Carlo statistical methods are used to simulate microbiological sampling and lot disposition to characterize the levels of L. monocytogenes in lots of deli meats that enter commerce and in rejected lots and to estimate the proportion of lots rejected under alternative assumptions about the frequency and sensitivity of lot testing.

Results: Under the sampling plan for RTE foods in which L. monocytogenes growth can occur, testing all lots with a perfect test would reject 3.8% of lots produced. The results are insensitive to the uncertainty/variability in the sensitivity of the reference method for L. monocytogenes detection, but the direct impact is sensitive to the frequency of lot testing. Under the sampling plan for RTE foods in which L. monocytogenes growth will not occur, testing all lots with a perfect test would reject no more than 0.3% of lots produced, and there is no discernible direct impact on the levels of L. monocytogenes in lots that enter commerce.

Significance: The direct impact of a lot acceptance sampling plan reflects the purely statistical pressure of different probabilities of lot rejection and may result in little or no change in the safety of RTE product destined for consumption. However, this simple and straightforward model assumes that the contamination distribution is stationary (not subject to control) and ignores the feedback of economic incentives to limit the probability and degree of non-compliance.

T7-02 A Longitudinal Study of Listeria monocytogenes Control in Retail Delis Evaluating ATP Bioluminescence as a Monitoring Tool

Matthew J. Stasiewicz, Emily Wright, Steven Warchocki, Sherry E. Roof, Martin Wiedmann and HALEY F. OLIVER
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

Introduction: Large scale implementation of pathogen control strategies throughout the food system is challenging if control strategies rely on time consuming and/or expensive microbiological tests for target pathogens or indicator organisms. For example, large-scale, routine traditional microbiological testing in retail settings is considered cost prohibitive.

Purpose: The goal of this study was to test the hypothesis that ATP surface testing can be used to monitor environmental sites in retail environments to identify sites that have an increased likelihood of Listeria monocytogenes (LM) contamination.

Methods: A longitudinal study was conducted to sample retail delis for LM prior to and during daily operation. For an initial 3 months, 15 retail delis were evaluated monthly prior to initiation of daily operations through (i) surface bioluminescence-based ATP testing of 35 food and non-food contact surfaces in 15 delis and (ii) testing of 7 sites by aerobic plate count (APC) enumeration and for LM presence/absence (5 of these 7 sites were also tested for ATP). For a subsequent 5 months, 30 retail delis (including the previous 15) were tested monthly for LM presence/absence in 28 sites (including 25 sites that had been tested for ATP in Phase 1).

Results: A 10-fold increase in ATP bioluminescence at a site was significantly ($P < 0.001$) associated with a 7.3-fold increase in median APC, and a 4.2-fold (2.0-10, 95% CI) increased odds of LM presence ($P < 0.001$). Increases in the mean ATP fluorescence for 25 sites also tested for LM during operation was strongly associated with increased LM prevalence ($P < 0.001$). The overall prevalence of LM in sites tested during operation was 9.7% (347/3564) where non-food-contact surfaces had higher LM prevalence than food contact surfaces ($P < 0.001$, odds ratio 3.1, 95% CI 2.4-4.4).

Significance: Our data support using ATP swabs as a tool to monitor specific sites in the retail deli environments for conditions that pose an increased risk for LM contamination.

T7-03 Case Study of Contamination by Listeria monocytogenes in Raw Goat Milk Cheese: Development of a Quantitative Risk Assessment Model of the Production Chain

NICOLAS KORSAK, Georges Daube and Laurent Dehalle
Liége University, Liège, Belgium

Introduction: Quantitative risk assessment could be applied in industries as a tool to control and manage the safety of food products.
Purpose: A contamination by *Listeria monocytogenes* of cheeses made from raw milk was reported by the Belgian food agency. This contamination was caused by the presence of an asymptomatic “shedder” goat in the herd. With field and laboratory collected data, a quantitative risk assessment model of the production chain was developed.

Methods: A modular risk model was built to simulate the food production pathway, covering the milking of goats until the final product for the customers. A dynamic square-root model was used to predict the growth rate in relation to the temperature, the pH and the water activity along the production chain with predictive microbiology modules.

Results: The shedder goat was identified from the herd and milk samples were taken from the two different parts of the mammary gland with 2.6 log CFU (colony forming units) *Listeria monocytogenes*/ml for the right part and absence in 25 ml for the left part of the mammary gland. Numbering of *Listeria monocytogenes* was carried out on the final products with 3.6 log CFU/g in the fresh, non-ripened cheeses. The modular risk assessment shows a significant growth of *Listeria monocytogenes* during chilling and storage of the milk collected the day before the cheese production (increase of 0.6 log CFU/ml) and during adjunction of ferment and rennet to milk (increase of 0.8 log CFU/ml). The model confirms the results obtained in the final products.

Significance: The modular risk model gives valuable information to identify and to control critical steps in the food production chain of goat cheese made from raw milk. Only one shedder goat can cause a high risk of illness for the consumers of contaminated products.

T7-04 Integration of the Sporulation Temperature and pH into the Process Optimization to Prevent *Bacillus cereus* and *Bacillus licheniformis* Hazards

Eugenie Baril, Louis Coroller, Oливier Couvert, Mohammed El Jabri, Ivan Leguerinel, FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Christophe Boulaïs, Frederic Carlin and Pierre Mafart

ADRIA Développement, Quimper, France

Introduction: *Bacillus cereus* and *Bacillus licheniformis* spores are able to resist the food process of minimally processed foods and to outgrow during refrigerated storage, leading potentially to foodborne outbreaks and food spoilage.

Purpose: Our aim was to propose convenient models predicting the ability of cells to sporulate and to form heat-resistant spores. These models integrating knowledge about the sporulation environment should be useful to optimize the heating process.

Methods: The sporulation of the psychrotrophic *B. cereus* KBA84 and of a facultative thermophilic *B. licheniformis* AD978 strain was characterized at various sporulation temperatures (from 5°C to 50°C, each 5°C) and sporulation pHs (from pH 5.2 to 8.5, each 0.3 pH unit) by sporulation kinetics, spore concentrations and spor heat resistances.

Results: For *B. cereus*, shorter sporulation time (8 h), higher spore concentration (1.9 10^9 CFU/ml) and higher spore heat resistance (δ90°C=6.0 min) were observed for a sporulation at 30°C than for lower or higher sporulation temperatures, such as a sporulation at 10°C (respectively, 159 h, 2.1 10^7 CFU/ml and δ90°C=2.0 min). Sporulation properties were also improved when sporulation occurred at neutral pH than at acidic pH. Models were proposed to characterize the sporulation ability and the heat resistance of spores using minimal, optimal, maximal temperatures or pHs. Similar results were obtained for the *B. licheniformis* strain. Moreover, spore formation and the heat resistance profile of temperature and pH were close to the temperature and pH growth profiles of both strains.

Significance: Thus, to produce high concentrations of highly heat-resistant spores, it is recommended to perform sporulation at optimal growth temperatures and pHs. These observations are in agreement with the use of spores produced in optimal conditions to confirm in laboratory the efficiency of food processes. Finally, cardinal values available from the literature and our models can be useful to optimize food processes.

T7-05 *Enterococcus faecium* Surrogates in Dry Roasting Validations: Not Just for *Salmonella* Any More?

BRIAN FARINA, Charles T. Deibel, Robson Ehioba and Kristen A. Hunt

Deibel Laboratories, Inc., Gainesville, FL USA

Introduction: Roaster validations have classically focused on the process’s ability to kill *Salmonella*. Likewise, the heat resistance of the *Enterococcus faecium* surrogate cocktails employed in many roaster validation studies has been extensively tested against this pathogen. It is of great interest, however, for proactive processors to know whether these surrogate inoculation studies validate a roasting process against other pathogens like *Listeria monocytogenes* or *Escherichia coli* O157:H7. Consideration of important indicator organisms, like *B. cereus* or *B. licheniformis* is also valuable.

Purpose: The goal of this study was to determine if the *Enterococcus faecium* surrogate cocktail, employed in many roaster validation studies, displays greater heat resistance than *L. monocytogenes*, *E. coli* O157:H7, and *B. cereus* (as well as *E. coli* spp.).

Methods: Batches of eleven different nut and seed types were individually inoculated with cocktails of *Enterococcus faecium*, *Salmonella* spp., *Listeria monocytogenes*, *E. coli* O157:H7, and *B. cereus* I. coli. Inoculated nuts were then heated in a laboratory oven to simulate a variety of dry roasting processes (10 batches). Following the roasting trials, nut and seed samples were enumerated by direct plating on their respective agars (KF for *Enterococcus*, XLD for *Salmonella*, MOX for *Listeria*, SMAC for *E. coli O157:H7*, and VRBA for *B. cereus* I. coli) and the recovery of each bacterial culture type was calculated. Log values were determined and recovery of inoculated *Enterococcus was compared to that of the *Salmonella*, *Listeria*, *E. coli O157:H7*, and *B. cereus* I. coli.

Results: In all dry roasting trials, the *Enterococcus faecium* cocktail showed greater survival than the other 4 bacteria. The *Enterococcus* culture showed enhanced survival by an average of 0.74 logs over *Salmonella* spp., 1.45 logs over *L. monocytogenes*, 1.39 logs over *E. coli O157:H7*, and 1.35 logs over *B. cereus* I. coli. The minimum/maximum log difference in survival from the *Enterococcus* was as follows for each culture type: *Salmonella* spp. (0.03/2.31), *L. monocytogenes* (0.19/3.22), *E. coli O157:H7* (0.08/2.90), and *B. cereus* I. coli (0.01/3.40).

Significance: The results of this study indicate that the *Enterococcus faecium* cocktails, commonly used as *Salmonella* surrogates in roaster validations, can also indicate the processes’ ability to reduce *Listeria monocytogenes*, *E. coli O157:H7*, and *B. cereus* I. coli in nut and seed products. Roasting as a control measure for these other microbes has not typically been a focus of food safety efforts in the industry, but it’s very valuable to know that work that has already been done can yield these additional benefits.

T7-06 Lethality Validation of “Thoroughly Cooked” Products: A Dry Foods Toolbox

LISA A. LUCORE, Mark A. Moorman and Ben L. Jackson

Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, MI, USA

Introduction: Low a0 foods (breakfast cereal, cookies, and crackers) are historically deemed low risk for foodborne illness. However, recent *Salmonella* concerns from ingredient suppliers (HVP, Milk Powder, Peanut Butter) demonstrate that while extensive thermal processing is inherently accepted within finished low a0 foods, identifying scientific methods to confidently measure the lethality of "thoroughly cooked" dry foods is crucial.
Purpose: Confirming a viable surrogate and determining critical measurement criteria for low \( a_w \) foods assist in development of an accurate model for calculating thermal lethality.

Methods: Thermal Death Times (TDTs) were performed for multiple Salmonella strains and Pediococcus NRRL B-2354 within breakfast cereal. Food samples were collected before and after thermal processes to account for any effect due to change in \( a_w \). Additionally, variables including \( a_w \), dwell time and internal food temperature profiles were collected.

Results: statistically comparable results and acceptable use of Pediococcus NRRL B-2354 as a surrogate for the processing temperatures of interest were confirmed. The TDTs for Salmonella included (0.55 \( a_w \), D195 = 68, \( z = 17.4 \)) and (0.33 \( a_w \), D195 = 24.7, \( z = 18.0 \)), and Pediococcus was determined to be (0.58 \( a_w \), D190 = 1.3, \( z = 19.8 \)) and (0.24 \( a_w \), D195 = 4.2, \( z = 25.3 \)). Critical variables required to assess thermal inactivation within a process included ingoing and outgoing \( a_w \), dwell time, and internal food temperature during the thermal process.

Significance: A viable Salmonella surrogate for low \( a_w \) foods produces direct measurement of lethality within a manufacturing process; permitting risk analysis of ingredients within the finished food. In conjunction with critical thermal processing measurement criteria such as low \( a_w \), Salmonella D & z values, surrogate results will validate a mathematical model for the thermal destruction of Salmonella in dry foods.

T7-08 Assessing the Risk Posed by Hot Holding Temperature Violations Using Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment
Tushar Joshi, Gabriel Mootian and Donald W. Schaffner
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: Hot holding temperatures above 60 °C (140 °F) have long been regarded as safe, as they prevent the growth of all known foodborne pathogens. With the publication of the 2001 Supplement to the USFDA Model Food Code, the suggested hot holding temperature minimum was lowered to 57.2 °C (135 °F). Some regulatory jurisdictions allow an even lower hot holding minimum of 54.4 °C (130 °F).

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to use a quantitative microbial risk assessment-based approach to determine the relative risks posed by different hot holding temperatures, considering temperature, food matrix and pathogen type.

Methods: A database of more than 7800 hot holding temperature measurements from Rutgers University dining halls – where the hot holding temperature minimum is 60 °C (140 °F) – was analyzed using Bestfit software to determine the best fitting statistical distribution. Mathematical models for the growth of C. perfringens and B. cereus were also extracted from the ComBase Predictor modeling software. Risk was estimated as the product of the predicted growth rate of pathogen multiplied by the fraction of food samples at the abuse temperature.

Results: Temperature distribution modeling indicated that a logistic distribution best describes the variation in hot holding temperatures. Risk modeling predicted that 25% of the risk lies with foods held below 43.3 °C (110 °F), 25% of the risk with foods held between 43.3 – 47.2 °C (110–117 °F), 25% of the risk with foods held between 47.2-50 °C (117–122 °F) and 25% with foods held between 50-54 °C (122–129 °F).

Significance: These results present a useful method for comparing relative risk of different hot holding temperatures that allow different assumptions about the shape of the hot holding temperature distribution, food matrix and pathogen type. Hot holding at 54 °C (129 °F) and above poses no significant risk, but variability in hot holding temperatures (and times) has a significant influence on risk.
and GII). Differentiated Caco-2 cells and pig stomach (gastric) mucin (PGM) were tested as the binding receptors. NoVs clinical samples (GI.8 and GII.4, in ten-fold dilution series) and inactivated groups (both by H₂O₂ and heat) were detected by RT-PCR, cell binding RT-PCR, PGM binding RT-PCR and BSA binding RT-PCR.

Results: In all the cases we tested, binding-based RT-PCRs could successfully decrease the detection of non-infectious NoVs by 1–3 log₂ while all infectious viral particles were still detected. No significant difference could be observed within the three binding-based RT-PCRs within the concentration range we used, except the binding level of PGM to NoVs GI was higher than the others, indicating a more specific interactivity.

Significance: This work indicates an improvement in the evaluation of the infectivity of non-cultivable NoVs. This is also the first comprehensive study on both specific and non-specific binding properties of NoVs.

T7-10 A Comparison of Outbreaks Linked to Foodborne Illnesses in Different Settings (1990–2007)
CAROLINE SMITH DEWAAL and Cindy Roberts
Center for Science in the Public Interest, Washington, D.C., USA

Introduction: Analyzing data on foodborne illness outbreaks can help researchers, public health agencies, and food preparers to develop corrective actions to food safety problems and to design appropriate food safety educational materials.

Purpose: This study analyzed foodborne outbreak data to determine the location where outbreaks occurred, and what type of errors contributed to those outbreaks.

Methods: Using the Center for Science in the Public Interest’s Outbreak Alert! database, researchers analyzed yearly reporting trends for outbreaks and associated illnesses that were reported as occurring in “Restaurant” and “Private Home” settings between 1990 and 2007. The most common food categories and pathogens for these two sets of outbreaks were compared. The types of handling errors typically linked to specific pathogens were compared between outbreaks linked to restaurants and private homes.

Results: Restaurant outbreaks were reported at nearly double the rate of those reported in private homes, and restaurant outbreaks affected nearly four times as many people as those in private homes. Produce, which is often consumed raw, had the largest number of reported illnesses among the top five single food categories, both in restaurants and private homes. Seafood and multi-ingredient food (non-meat) caused the greatest numbers of outbreaks in both restaurants and private homes. Pork, luncheon/other meats, dairy and game had more reported outbreaks linked to private homes than to restaurants. Improper holding temperatures, as indicted by outbreaks due to Clostridium perfringens, Bacillus cereus, Staphylococcus aureus and scombrotoxin appears to be more common in restaurants than in private homes. Cross-contamination/inadequate cooking, as indicated by outbreaks due to Campylobacter, Escherichia coli O157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella, appears to be more common in private homes than in restaurants.

Significance: The information in this study is useful for food safety professionals to develop appropriately targeted educational materials and attitudinal/behavioral change programs for restaurant workers and private home food preparers. Communicating appropriate strategies for management of food safety risks is an effective means of combating foodborne illness.

T7-11 Risk Assessment of the Exposure to Dioxins Based on the German Dioxin Scare of 2010–2011 Using the Irish Population
Lieveke M. Kuiper, EIMEAR A. KELLEHER, Debra Garrettson and Cronan McNamara
Creme Ltd., Dublin, Ireland

Introduction: In late December 2010 the first German eggs were recalled after dioxin levels were found to exceed legal limits established by the European Union. High dioxin levels were subsequently also found in poultry and pigs.

Purpose: To estimate the severity of this contamination event, exposure assessments were carried out using the Irish adult population consumption data, assuming different scenarios of contamination. The assessment results were also used to estimate exposures in other European countries.

Methods: Ten-month and a three-month exposure periods were examined. In both exposure periods, six contamination scenarios were tested: 20%, 10% and 1% of consumed pork, poultry and eggs contaminated with dioxins at either two or five times the legal limit. The severity of exposure is expressed in percentage increase of body burden. The food groups of the Irish assessments include the ingredient fractions of pork, egg and poultry in composite foods, whereas the European data does not. This difference in food groups resulted in a very approximate estimate of exposure for the European populations.

Results: Ten-month exposure assessments, assuming 10% of pork, poultry and eggs are contaminated at twice the legal limit, results in a body burden increase of 0.8% and 1.7% for the mean and P95 consumer respectively. When 20% of pork, poultry and eggs are assumed to be contaminated at five times the legal limit, increase in body burden rises to 4.1% and 8.8% for the mean and P95 consumer, respectively. Assuming 10% contamination at twice the legal limit, the less conservative three-month exposure scenario leads to an increase in body burden of 0.2% and 0.5% for the mean and P95 consumer respectively. With 20% contamination at five times the legal limit, this scenario leads to a body burden increase of 1.2% and 2.6% for the mean and P95 consumer respectively. The European extrapolation showed that exposure from egg was higher among German children compared to other European populations. Still, their body burden increase was below 10% in the 20% and 10% contamination scenarios.

Significance: These assessments show that although dioxin contamination should not be taken lightly, this single contamination event will most likely not harm public health. Of course, once such a contamination is discovered, all possible measures must be taken to prevent further exposure.

T7-12 Habitat Transitions and Survival of Salmonella in Feces, Soil, Water and Plants
ARIENA H. VAN BRUGGEN, Ganyu Gu, Juan M. Cevallos-Cevallos, Susanna M. Sellers, Alexander M. Semenov and Vladimir V. Zelenev
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

Introduction: Salmonella enterica outbreaks have increasingly been associated with consumption of fresh vegetables. The direct or indirect source of this enteric pathogen is feces from a variety of wildlife or farm animals. Contaminated water or soil can be important indirect sources. Survival in successive habitats has seldom been investigated and has not been modeled thus far.

Purpose: To predict survival of S. enterica in successive habitats (feces, soil, water and plants) and assess the risk of external and internal contamination of tomato plants.

Methods: Suspensions of GFP-labeled kanamycin-resistant Salmonella Typhimurium (10⁵ – 10⁷ CFU/ml) were incorporated into animal feed or feces; the feces were then mixed into soil or added to water; next, various plant species were planted into feces-amended soil or were inoculated with a watery suspension of S. Typhimurium. The interval between transitions from one habitat to the next varied from one to several weeks.
among experiments. GFP-labeled Salmonella CFUs were quantified at regular intervals (daily to weekly) for each habitat by dilution plating on LB agar with kanamycin. Dissolved organic carbon content (DOC) was also determined. A simulation model was developed to predict survival of S. enterica in successive habitats.

**Results:** S. Typhimurium CFUs declined in an oscillatory way in successive habitats. Populations increased unexpectedly on some plants compared to surrounding soil mixed with feces. Simulated survival curves also oscillated, mimicking observed data satisfactorily. Pathogen survival and growth was positively correlated with DOC content. Pathogen densities were higher in the foliage than in the roots of some plants. S. Typhimurium was internalized in tomato foliage and fruit, but the risk of internalization was low.

**Significance:** S. enterica can cycle through successive habitats, surviving or growing better at high DOC concentrations, but maintaining population densities that are sufficiently high to cause disease in humans. Some plant habitats (like the rhizosphere or fruit) are suitable for pathogen growth and can be considered as reservoirs.

**T8-01** Novel, Rapid Multiplex Real-time PCR Panels for the Detection of Non-O157 Shiga Toxin Escherichia coli in Beef and Produce

Greer Kaufman, George Blackstone, Bill Marion and MICHAEL VICKERY
BioGX, Inc., Birmingham, AL, USA

**Introduction:** Most rapid detection methods for Escherichia coli have focused on differentiating O157 from non-O157 strains. However, recent outbreaks and deaths attributed to non-O157 Shiga toxin E. coli (STEC) have shown the need for rapid screening and detection methods for these organisms. According to the CDC, the most encountered non-O157 serotypes (the “Big Six”) include O103, O26, O111, O121, O45, and O145, accounting for ~34% of all non-O157 E. coli infections. A rapid detection method for these STEC serotypes is very important in identifying and controlling potential outbreaks.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to develop a rapid method for detection of E. coli O103, O26, O111, O121, O45, and O145 serotypes.

**Methods:** Two multiplex real-time PCR assays were developed for the detection and differentiation of the “Big Six” serotypes. Since many food and environmental samples are inhibitory to real-time PCR, these assays also include an internal amplification control to help mitigate false negative reporting.

**Results:** In simplex and in multiplex, each primer and probe set showed 100% inclusivity to its respective serotype. Furthermore, the assays were 100% exclusive against a bacterial panel that included 15 genera and 35 species. The assay was tested with locally obtained ground meat samples that were enriched using the published USDA method to determine efficacy with real world samples. Additionally, the assays were tested against enrichments of various types of produce that have been associated with E. coli outbreaks.

**Significance:** We have developed an assay for rapid screening of food or environmental samples for the “Big Six” E. coli serotypes. After enrichment of the food samples, serotype identification will take less than 50 minutes using ready-to-run lyophilized reagents that include all assay components. This test will allow easy, rapid, and reliable detection of non-O157 STEC in produce and beef.

**T8-02** A New Approach for the Detection and Isolation of STEC Strains in Meat and Dairy

Sarah Jemmal, Sylvie Hallier and PATRICE CHABLAIN
Pall GeneDisc Technologies, Bruz, France

**Introduction:** New molecular methods have been described recently in Europe (ISO/CEN method) and in US (MLG 58.00) for the detection of non-O157 STEC. Both methods are Real-Time PCR based on a first screening step of stx1/2 and eae gene targets, followed by the detection of the top5 STEC (ISO/CEN, including O157) or top7 STEC (MLG 58.00, excluding O157), but confirmation of presumptive positive STEC results remains time consuming and laborious. Adding a combination of other genes associated to virulence factors, such as nleB and eae subtypes in the first screening steps, allows a higher level of discrimination, and an enhanced focus on the highest risk STEC strains named EHEC (Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli). Therefore, we propose that a higher discriminatory PCR screening combined with a selective and easy to run confirmation protocol (IMS beads + PCR) would dramatically reduce the time required to conclude the presence of a pathogenic strain.

**Purpose:** Two innovative multiplex PCR assays (stx, eae, nleB for screening, then O26, O103, O111, O145, O157 and eae subtypes γ, β, ε, and θ for identification), using GeneDisc technology, were developed and combined for the routine detection of STEC and for the identification of EHEC serogroup in food samples. An IMS approach coupled to a PCR assay were investigated to evaluate the prevalence of STEC/EHEC in food samples [raw beef and raw milk products].

**Methods:** After enrichment in BPW, bacterial DNA was extracted, then analyzed with a multiplex PCR assay targeting the genes stx, eae, and nleB. When these 3 genes were co-detected, a second multiplex PCR assay specific to serogroups O157, O26, O103, O111 and O145 and to 4 eae subtypes was performed, and results were interpreted according to the eae-subtype result. Any presumptive EHEC strain was confirmed by IMS and a direct multiplex PCR test, directly done with the IMS beads. Once confirmed the IMS beads were isolated on a specific agar plate.

**Results:** Among 1,470 routine meat samples, 14 were shown to contain pathogenic STEC strains while no strain was finally isolated. For milk products, 307 selected samples were analyzed. From 80 positive samples for both stx and eae genes, 19 were shown to contain probable pathogenic strains with our approach, and potential EHEC strains were isolated in 9 samples.

**Significance:** This multiplex PCR method is an efficient tool allowing a high confident presumptive result regarding the presence of pathogenic STEC in a sample in less than 24 hours. When confirmation is required, strain isolation and colony confirmation could be carried out within 1 extra day.

**T8-03** Comparison of DNA-based Propidium Monoazide-polymerase Chain Reaction (PMA-PCR) and Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification (PMA-LAMP), mRNA-based Reverse-transcriptase PCR, and Cultural Assays for Viable Salmonella enterica Detection

CHAYAPA TECHATHUVANAN and Doris D’Souza
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA

**Introduction:** Rapid detection of viable Salmonella enterica in the food environment is important to curb foodborne gastroenteritis outbreaks.

**Purpose:** The aims of this study were to optimize DNA-based PCR and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) for selective viable S. enterica detection, utilizing propidium monoazide (PMA), and to further compare detection sensitivity with mRNA-based reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) and culture-based methods.

**Methods:** Overnight S. Enteritidis cultures were inactivated by either autoclaving (121°C, 15 min), heat pasteurization (60°C, 3.5 min), or ultraviolet (UV) pasteurization (5 cm distance, 5 min). Serially diluted control and treated samples were plated on XLT4 agar for enumeration. PMA was added to 1-ml of inactivated or control cells, incubated for 5 min and photoactivated for 10 min (20 cm distance, 650-W halogen light source)
and experiments were replicated twice. DNA and RNA were extracted from 1-ml samples using DNAzol® and TRIzol® methods, respectively. PCR and LAMP assays were carried out using invA primers and detected by agarose gel electrophoresis. RNA-based RT-PCR was performed using a SYBR Green I kit with an internal amplification control, followed by melt temperature analysis.

**Results:** Culture-based assays showed detection of S. Enteritidis up to $10^5$ CFU/ml in all tested samples, except autoclaved cells that were not detected. By RT-PCR, the detection limits were $10^4$ CFU/ml and $10^5$ CFU/ml for untreated overnight culture and UV treated cells, respectively, and no detection with dead, autoclaved cells. By DNA-based PCR and LAMP assays, $10^4$ and $10^5$ to $10^6$ CFU/ml detection limits were observed for untreated samples with and without PMA, respectively. After autoclaving, detection dropped by 2 to 3 logs using PCR and LAMP, while no detection and only $10^4$ CFU/ml were observed by PMA-PCR and PMA-LAMP, respectively, as expected. Heat pasteurized Salmonella showed detection at $10^5$ CFU/ml by both PCR and LAMP, and a 3 to 4-log lower detection by both PMA-PCR and PMA-LAMP. For UV inactivated cells, both PMA and non-PMA based PCR and LAMP assays showed the same detection limit at $10^5$ CFU/ml.

**Significance:** Our results demonstrated that the DNA-based PMA-PCR assay was relatively better in selectively detecting viable Salmonella, which can potentially benefit food safety.

**T8-04 Improved Enrichment Times for Listeria spp. and Salmonella Using Off-the-Shelf Media and Detection of rRNA Using Transcription Mediated Amplification (TMA)**

MICHELE WISNIEWSKI, Anna Freed, Ernie Hsu, William Kwong, Steven Vaughn, Hua Yang and Mick Becker
Roka BioScience, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA

**Introduction:** The food industry has a need for rapid time-to-results for pathogen detection. Shortened enrichment times are needed. Decreasing time-to-results for pathogen detection requires both improved media for recovery of injured pathogens and a highly sensitive assay. This investigation examines the growth of Salmonella and Listeria spp. to determine improved enrichment times using a single media per pathogen and the use of TMA, an rRNA detection method.

**Purpose:** To identify a single media and incubation temperature that provides shortened enrichment times and simplified enrichment protocols for food and environmental samples.

**Methods:** A variety of off the shelf media and incubation temperatures were compared to select shortened enrichment times. For Salmonella and Listeria spp., all media were compared using high background food types inoculated at sub-fractional levels. Inoculated food samples and uninoculated controls were stored at 4 °C for 2 days. Pathogens were detected using TMA on a fully automated instrument (Roka Automated Molecular Platform™) and all results were confirmed with culture.

**Results:** Injured Salmonella was detected at sub cfu levels inoculations using Universal Pre-enrichment Broth (UPB) incubated at 42 °C for a 12 hour incubation with perishable foods and a 24-hour incubation period with non-perishable foods and environmental samples. Salmonella appears to require a non-selective media that is nutrient rich for recovery of injured cells. Injured Listeria was detected at sub CFU levels inoculations using half Frasier or UVM at 35 °C for a 24-hour incubation period using food and environmental samples. Listeria spp. appear to favor a selective media approach to improve recovery. Twenty different food types and environmental samples were tested for Salmonella. Nine food types and environmental samples were tested for Listeria.

**Significance:** These data suggest that the use of this method will shorten enrichment times for a wide variety of sample types. Using a single media and temperature with each of the TMA pathogen assays improves time to result.

**T8-05 Survival of Human Norovirus Surrogates in Blueberry Juice at Refrigeration**

KATIE M. HORM, P. Michael Davidson and Doris D’Souza
University of Tennessee-Knoxville, Knoxville, TN, USA

**Introduction:** Fresh fruits and juices have been implicated in human noroviral and hepatitis A viral outbreaks. Therefore, the transmission of these epidemiologically significant foodborne viruses needs to be curbed to prevent outbreaks and product recalls.

**Purpose:** This study was undertaken to determine the survival of human norovirus surrogates (murine norovirus, MNV-1; feline calicivirus, FCV-F9; and bacteriophage MS2) in blueberry juice (BJ) (pH = 2.77) after 0, 1, 2, 7, 14, and 21 days at refrigeration temperatures (4 °C) and to help understand foodborne viral transmission risks.

**Methods:** Duplicate samples of blueberry juice (BJ) or phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.2; as controls) were inoculated with each virus and stored over 21 days at 4 °C. Viruses were serially diluted in cell culture media immediately after each storage time point, and plaque assayed using each respective virus cell line or host, and the experiment was replicated four times.

**Results:** FCV-F9 (from an initial recovered titer of $7 \times 10^5$ PFU/ml at Day 0 at 4 °C) was found to be undetectable after 1 day in BJ at refrigeration (4 °C). MNV-1 (at an initial titer of $6 \times 10^4$ PFU/ml) showed minimal reduction ($1 \times 10^3$ PFU/ml) after 14 days with higher reduction (1.95 log$_{10}$ PFU/ml; $P < 0.05$) after 21 days in B and at 4 °C and was the most persistent in BJ among the three tested viruses. Bacteriophage MS2 (at $7 \times 10^3$ PFU/ml) showed significant reduction (1.93 log$_{10}$ PFU/ml; $P < 0.05$) after 2 days and was undetectable after 7 days in BJ at 4 °C. Results on viral controls in phosphate buffered saline at 4 °C showed that FCV-F9 (pH 7.2) survived for up to 21 days with only 2.8 log$_{10}$ PFU/ml reduction; MNV-1 survived for up to 21 days with 1.08 log$_{10}$ PFU/ml reduction, and MS2 for up to 21 days with a minimal 0.56 log$_{10}$ PFU/ml reduction.

**Significance:** These results show the survival characteristics of human norovirus surrogates in BJ over time at refrigeration that should enable us to understand the transmission routes of these viruses. The data provided in this study can be easily incorporated into viral risk assessment studies to help determine and develop improved methods to control and prevent human noroviral-related outbreaks.

**T8-06 PCR Method for Simultaneous Detection of Salmonella spp. and Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Raw Meat Products**

Wilfried Ablain and PATRICIA KUCINSKI
AES Chemunex, Bruz, France

**Introduction:** Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. are among the most dangerous foodborne pathogens in terms of human health. Meat and meat products (especially beef origin) are common sources of Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 foodborne outbreaks. Rapid identification of these pathogenic bacteria can enhance the routine testing of food samples. AES Chemunex has developed a rapid molecular method allowing simultaneous detection of E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. from raw meat within 10 hours (same enrichment bag).

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to evaluate the ability of this PCR-based method to detect Salmonella spp. and E. coli O157:H7 in naturally or artificially contaminated samples. Results were compared to NF EN ISO 6579 (Salmonella detection) and NF EN ISO 16654 (E. coli O157:H7 detection) reference methods according to NF EN ISO 16140 protocol.
Methods: Raw beef samples were 1:10 diluted in Buffered Peptone Water then incubated 8 hours at 41.5 °C. After incubation, total DNA was extracted and simultaneously amplified with the specific PCR kits. Results were automatically recorded and analyzed with ADIAFOOD’s software.

Results: Results obtained with 80 targeted and 249 non-targeted E. coli O157:H7 strains (150 and 30 for Salmonella, respectively) showed 100% inclusivity and exclusivity rates indicating that molecular markers used in this protocol are highly specific. For both tests, results obtained with 150 raw meat samples (90 uncontaminated and 60 naturally or artificially contaminated) showed a successful amplification in all the contaminated samples, while no signal was detected in un inoculated foods.

Significance: The novel PCR method allowed simultaneous detection of Salmonella spp. and E. coli O157:H7 and was as efficient as the reference methods. This method may provide a more cost effective and rapid detection approach for the raw meat industry.

T9-01 Enterotoxin Production by Coagulase-positive Staphylococcus aureus Isolates from Milk Used for Raw Milk Cheese Production
KIERAN JORDAN, Karen Hunt, Jenny Schelin, Peter Radstrom and Francis Butler
Teagasc, Fermanagh, Ireland

Introduction: Coagulase-positive toxin producing Staphylococcus aureus can be present in raw milk and therefore in cheese made from raw milk.

Purpose: To determine the number and type of toxin producers, 117 samples, including bulk-tank raw milk, cheese vat milk, curds, whey and cheese, from milk suppliers to raw cheese makers in the South of Ireland, were analyzed for coagulase-positive S. aureus and their toxins.

Methods: Enumeration was carried out using ISO 6888-2 and plating on Baird Parker Rabbit Plasma Fibrinogen selective agar. One hundred fifty-one isolates, representing up to 2 isolates from each of the 81 samples positive for coagulase-positive S. aureus, were characterized for staphylococcal enterotoxin by Reverse Passive Latex Agglutination (SET-RPLA) for SEA, SEB, SEC and SED production and by multiplex PCR for the SEA, SEB, SEC, SED and SEE genes.

Results: The enumeration results showed that all the samples were within the limits set by EC regulations for coagulase-positive S. aureus. Eighty-three percent of the isolates did not contain the genes or the toxin producing capability tested for. In addition, of the 5 raw milk suppliers tested, enterotoxin producing coagulase-positive S. aureus were isolated from only one supplier. From this supplier, 10% of the bulk milk samples and 60% of the cheese samples yielded S. aureus toxin producing strains. Numbers of S. aureus in the cheese (<6 × 10^4 CFU/g) were well below regulatory guidelines. These isolates were positive for SEC genes and produced SEC, but were negative for all other toxin genes tested. The SEC positive isolates were epidemiologically related and thus compared using Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis. All the SEC positive isolates were obtained from samples taken at various time-points within a 12 week time-frame. None of the isolates from any of the suppliers produced SEA, SEB or SED toxin nor did they harbor the SEA, SEB, SED or SEE genes.

Significance: The results indicate that milk used for raw milk cheese production in Ireland poses a limited risk to public health.

T9-02 Study of the Role of Cellulose Genes bcsA, bcsB, and bcsC of Cronobacter spp. in Biofilm Formation and Adherence to Human Epithelial Cells
LAN HU
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Laurel, MD, USA

Introduction: Cronobacter species (Cs) are emerging foodborne pathogens that cause sepsis, meningitis, and necrotizing enterocolitis in neonates. Cs are capable of attaching to and forming biofilms on polycarbonate, stainless steel, and glass surfaces, which are commonly used in food preparation equipment and the manufacture of infant formula. Biofilm formation by Salmonella and E. coli is associated with the expression of cellulose. Cellulose has been shown to mediate interactions between bacteria and host tissues, or bacteria and environments. In Cronobacter spp., genes required for cellulose biosynthesis are encoded by the bcsABZC operon. The genes bcsA, bcsB and bcsC encode for cellulose synthase, a bcsA regulatory protein, and cellulose synthase oxidoreductase, respectively.

Purpose: In this study, the distribution of cellulose genes in 69 Cronobacter strains was investigated by using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays. The cellulose genes bcsA, bcsB, and bcsC were mutated and tested.

Methods: PCR primers were designed from the bcsA, bcsB, and bcsC sequences of C. sakazakii strain BAA894. Biofilm formation of Cronobacter BAA 894 and mutants was tested in glass tubes. The adherence efficiencies of wild types and mutants were tested with human Hep2 epithelial cells using standard adherence assays.

Results: Seventy-one percent (49 strains) were found to possess bcsA, and 78% of the strains possessed either bcsB, or bcsC (54 strains, each). Cell pellets formed at the air-liquid interface and cell sediments aggregated on the bottoms of glass tubes in cultures inoculated with wild type strains. However, these biofilm traits were dramatically reduced in bcsA, bcsB, and bcsC mutants. Adherence of the bcsA and bcsB mutants to Hep2 cells compared to the wild type strain were markedly reduced to 47% or 44%, respectively.

Significance: Our data confirmed that the bcsA, bcsB, and bcsC genes are involved in biofilm formation in Cronobacter spp. The bcsA and bcsB genes were involved in host cell adherence to human Hep2 epithelial cells.

T9-03 Diverse Genetic Markers Reveal a Non-random Distribution of Escherichia coli O157 Genotypes among Bovine, Food and Clinical Isolates: A Comparison between Dutch and USA Data
EELCO FRANZ, Fimme van der Wal, Angela van Hoek and Annet Heuvelink
RIVM - Centre for Infectious Disease Control, Bilthoven, The Netherlands

Introduction: It has been suggested that only a subset of STEC O157 isolates present in the bovine reservoir are transmitted to humans and/or are capable of causing disease. Most of the data available on the distribution of STEC O157 genotypes among clinical and bovine isolates originates from the United States, where the reported STEC O157 incidence is at least four times higher as compared to the Netherlands.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the concordance of various reported genetic markers reported to occur at different relative frequency among bovine and clinical isolates in the Netherlands, and to compare these results with published results from the United States. Four different PCR-assays, described in literature, designed to detect specific genetic markers were conducted: 1) Lineage specific polymorphism assay (LSPA-6), 2) Shiga toxin-encoding bacteriophage insertion site assay (SBI), 3) Q-stx2 assay (Q-stx2) and 4) Tir polymorphism assay (Tir A/T).

Results: Dutch bovine isolates were dominated by LSPA-6 lineage 2 (61%) and lineage I/II (38%), while lineage I compromised only 1%. Dutch clinical isolates were dominated by lineage I/II (76%), followed by lineage I (15%) lineage II (9%). In contrast, in the US, lineage I dominated in both bovine and clinical isolates (52% and 62%). Dutch bovine and clinical isolates showed a relatively high occurrence of SBI genotype 1,
while in the US, this SBI genotype 3. Moreover, Dutch clinical isolates showed a greater diversity in SBI genotypes compared to the bovine isolates, while this was the opposite in the US. The high toxin producing stx2-Q933 allele was present in only 14% of the Dutch bovine isolates, while 58% of the clinical isolates possessed Q933. In contrast, in the US, the stx2-Q933 allele was present in, respectively, 46% and 91% of the bovine and clinical isolates. The occurrence of the Ti-T allele under bovine and clinical isolates were similar between both geographic regions (approximately 50% with bovine isolates and >90% with clinical isolates).

Significance: The non-random distribution of STEC O157 genotypes supports the idea that clinical isolates form a sub-group of the larger bovine reservoir. The occurrence of STEC O157 genotypes differed considerably between The Netherlands and the US, which might (partly) explain differences in the occurrence of O157 infections. These results can be used to built a framework for molecular risk assessment of STEC O157.

T9-04 Involvement of Quorum Sensing and Heat Stable Enterotoxin A in Cell Damage Caused by a Porcine Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli Strain
Jing Zhu, Xianhua Yin, Hai Yu, Liping Zhao, Parviz Sabour and JOSHUA GONG

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) with K88 fimbriae are often associated with the outbreaks of diarrhea in newborn and weaned piglets worldwide. Swine industries mainly rely on antibiotics in feed to control the pathogen. This practice has been questioned due to public concerns over its potential link to the widespread existence of antibiotic resistance in bacterial pathogens, which threatens food safety and public health.

Purpose: To determine the role of quorum sensing (QC) and heat stable enterotoxin a (STa) in ETEC pathogenesis for developing novel control strategies.

Methods: A pig intestinal cell line (IPEC-J2) was used to assess the effect of ETEC K88 strain JG280 on IPEC-J2 cell damage/death and the involvement of ETEC QC and enterotoxins in causing the damage/death. The approach to examine the effect of overexpressed luxS gene (autoinducer 2: AI-2) on JG280 toxin gene expression and IPEC-J2 cell damage/death was also taken.

Results: ETEC K88 strain JG280 caused more of IPEC-J2 cell damage/death at bacterial cell density ≤ 10^8 CFU/ml than 10^10 CFU/ml. There was a positive correlation between AI-2 activity of JG280 and death of IPEC-J2 cells during the infection up to 3 hours. However, the AI-2 activity negatively correlated with the expression of the JG280 enterotoxin genes estA and estB during the infection. The investigation with overexpressed AI-2 and a non-pathogenic K88+ strain JFF4 that lacks ST and LT toxins supported the observation of the involvement of QC and STa in causing IPEC-J2 cell damage/death, possibly through a negative regulation of STa (estA) production.

Significance: This is the first report on the role of QS in ETEC pathogenesis, which contributes to our understating for developing novel control strategies.

T9-05 Challenges for the Prevention of Foodborne Viruses
Fabienne Loisy, Denis Bidolet, Sandrine Hattet, Franck Chatigny and BENOIT LEBEAU
ceeram, La Chapelle sur Erdre, France

Introduction: Foodborne disease caused by norovirus and hepatitis A virus are increasing every year. This underlines the need for simple, sensitive, fast, standardized and reliable methods of identifying viral contamination in order to offer analytical solutions to food industries.

Purpose: Theses methods must allow food industries to anticipate future guidelines of the Codex Alimentarius concerning the problem of enteric viruses.

Methods: Methods have been developed on the basis of the future standardized methods, which are currently under validation by the European Committee of Normalization. Elution and concentration methods have been optimized for different types of food matrices. An extraction control, the mengo virus VMC0 is being used to validate methods, to check for inhibition and to estimate the extraction efficiency. RNA extraction has been performed using the NucliSens reagents and the miniMag system (bioMérieux). The detection of different viruses, was done using ceeramTools™ detection kits. The methods developed were validated by different reference laboratories and resulted in identical performance criteria.

Results: Since 2007, 1,020 food samples that were not related to foodborne diseases have been submitted for analysis by several food industries. These samples include shellfish, fruits and vegetables, ready-to-eat products, delicatessen, etc. Prevalence levels of 8.3% for NoV GI, 18.5% for NoV GII and 10.1% for HAV have been found in the samples.

Significance: Using the developed methods, the integration of the viral risk in HACCP food company plans can lead to better management of microbial food security and consumer protection. These data stress the need for regulations on foodborne viral risk evaluations.

T9-06 Efficacy of Commonly Used Disinfectants for Inactivation of Noroviruses and Their Surrogates
GRACE TUNG, Helen Rawsthorne, Carrie Zapka, David R. Macinga, James W. Arbogast and Lee-Ann Jaykus
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: Human norovirus (HuNoV) are the leading cause of foodborne disease. There is a need to better characterize the efficacy of standard disinfectants, and elucidate the relationship between virus infectivity and molecular detection for HuNoV and their cultivable surrogates.

Purpose: To compare the efficacy of three commonly used disinfectants against representative HuNoV and cultivable surrogates using quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) and infectivity assay.

Methods: Ethanol (50%, 70% and 90%), sodium hypochlorite (5, 7.5, 250, 500 and 1,000 ppm) and a quaternary ammonium compound (BARDAC® 208M at 0.1X, 1.0X, and 10X concentrations) were evaluated against two HuNoV genogroup II strains (GII.2 and GII.4) and two surrogates (feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus [MNV-1]). Virucidal suspension assays (30-sec exposure) were conducted in accordance with ASTM E-1052. Virus inactivation was quantified using RT-qPCR targeting the orf1-orf2 junction (HuNoV), the RNA polymerase region (MNV-1), or the orf1 region (FCV); infectivity assays were also performed for MNV-1 and FCV.

Results: Log reductions of 0.6, 2.3 and 2.3 were observed by RT-qPCR for MNV-1 after 30 sec exposures to 50, 70 and 90% ethanol, respectively. By infectivity assay, these numbers were 0.3, 3.5 and >3.5. For FCV, HuNoV GII.2 and GII.4 strains, there was no statistically significant (< 0.05) reduction in virus titer, regardless of ethanol concentration, by either RT-qPCR or infectivity assay. By RT-qPCR, HuNoV GII.2 was completely resistant to chlorine concentrations ≤ 1,000 ppm; GII.4 showed a 4.5 log reduction at 1,000 ppm chlorine but no significant inactivation at concentrations ≤ 500 ppm. MNV-1 and FCV were much more susceptible to chlorine, demonstrating a 3.0 log reduction at concentrations ranging from 250 - 500 ppm. Log reductions based on RT-qPCR and infectivity assay (MNV-1 and FCV) correlated well for chlorine treatments. The QUAT compound was ineffective against all four viruses (< 0.5 log reduction) at all concentrations tested.

Significance: This study demonstrates the relative ineffectiveness of disinfectants against HuNoV and highlights the fact that behavior of the cultivable surrogates does not always mimic that of human strains.
T9-07  Inactivation of Human Norovirus Surrogate, Human Norovirus Virus-like Particle, and Vesicular Stomatitis Virus by Gamma Irradiation: Sensitivity and Mechanism
KURTIS FENG, Erin Divers, Yuanmei Ma and Jianrong Li
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: High pressure processing (HPP) is a non-thermal technology that has been used for processing many food products. It has been well documented that HPP effectively inactivates bacterial pathogens. Although viruses account for more than 67% of foodborne illnesses, the effectiveness and mechanism of viral inactivation by HPP are poorly understood.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to determine the effectiveness of HPP on inactivating enveloped and non-enveloped viruses and to determine the mechanism of inactivation.

Methods: Two non-enveloped viruses (Murine norovirus, MNV-1; and hepatitis A virus, HAV) and two enveloped viruses (vesicular stomatitis virus, VSV; and avian metapneumovirus, aMPV) were pressurized from 200 to 600 MPa for different times (2-10 min) at either 4 or 20°C. After processing, the inactivation kinetics were determined using plaque assay. The damage to viral particle, proteins, genetic material, and receptor binding activity were also analyzed.

Results: MNV-1 and aMPV were more effectively inactivated at 4°C than at 20°C, contrary to HAV and VSV. We observed that VSV, an enveloped virus, was highly resistant to HPP. Only 1.2 log and 2.0 log virus reductions were achieved for VSV at 350 and 600 MPa for 2 min at 4°C, respectively. In contrast, a 5.0-log reduction of aMPV and a 6.0-log reduction of MNV-1 were observed at 350 MPa for 2 min at 4°C. We further demonstrated that disruption of virion structure, viral capsid and envelope is the primary mechanism of viral inactivation by HPP. HPP also damaged viral receptor binding activity in mammalian cells. However, HPP did not degrade viral genomic RNA and capsids, and the pressurized capsids were still antigenic.

Significance: These observations suggest that HPP is capable of inactivating most common viral agents although different viruses have varying susceptibilities. Therefore, HPP is a promising technology to eliminate viral contaminants in high risk foods.

T9-08  Inactivation of Enveloped and Non-enveloped Viruses by High Pressure Processing: Sensitivity and Mechanism
FANGFEI LOU, Hudaa Neetoo, Haiqiang Chen and Jianrong Li
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: High pressure processing (HPP) is a non-thermal technology that has been used for processing many food products. It has been well documented that HPP effectively inactivates bacterial pathogens. Although viruses account for more than 67% of foodborne illnesses, the effectiveness and mechanism of viral inactivation by HPP are poorly understood.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to determine the effectiveness of HPP on inactivating enveloped and non-enveloped viruses and to determine the mechanism of inactivation.

Methods: Two non-enveloped viruses (Murine norovirus, MNV-1; and hepatitis A virus, HAV) and two enveloped viruses (vesicular stomatitis virus, VSV; and avian metapneumovirus, aMPV) were pressurized from 200 to 600 MPa for different times (2-10 min) at either 4 or 20°C. After processing, the inactivation kinetics were determined using plaque assay. The damage to viral particle, proteins, genetic material, and receptor binding activity were also analyzed.

Results: MNV-1 and aMPV were more effectively inactivated at 4°C than at 20°C, contrary to HAV and VSV. We observed that VSV, an enveloped virus, was highly resistant to HPP. Only 1.2 log and 2.0 log virus reductions were achieved for VSV at 350 and 600 MPa for 2 min at 4°C, respectively. In contrast, a 5.0-log reduction of aMPV and a 6.0-log reduction of MNV-1 were observed at 350 MPa for 2 min at 4°C. We further demonstrated that disruption of virion structure, viral capsid and envelope is the primary mechanism of viral inactivation by HPP. HPP also damaged viral receptor binding activity in mammalian cells. However, HPP did not degrade viral genomic RNA and capsids, and the pressurized capsids were still antigenic.

Significance: These observations suggest that HPP is capable of inactivating most common viral agents although different viruses have varying susceptibilities. Therefore, HPP is a promising technology to eliminate viral contaminants in high risk foods.

T9-09  Inhibition of Alicyclobacillus Growth by Cranberry and Blueberry Juice
CHRISTOPHER J. MCNAMARA and Margarita Gomez
Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc., Lakeville-Middleboro, MA, USA

Introduction: The genus Alicyclobacillus consists of thermophilic, acidophilic, spore formers that can survive pasteurization and grow in low pH fruit juices, causing spoilage due to the production of guaiacol or halophenols. Some fruit juices may contain compounds that inhibit Alicyclobacillus growth. Variation in the composition and characteristics of juices that support Alicyclobacillus growth (e.g., apple or orange) may confound challenge tests when combined with inhibitory juices.

Purpose: To develop a juice-free model system that supports Alicyclobacillus growth and use the system to test the ability of cranberry and other fruit juices to inhibit Alicyclobacillus growth.

Methods: Growth of nine strains of Alicyclobacillus was compared between apple juice and a model system. The ability of cranberry juice and blueberry juice to inhibit Alicyclobacillus growth was tested in the model system at varying juice concentrations and pH values. Growth was measured by spread plating samples on acidified potato dextrose agar and counting colony forming units (CFU).

Results: The sensitivity of Alicyclobacillus to growth inhibitors present in cranberry juice was similar when apple juice and the model system were compared. The inhibitory effects of cranberry were pH dependant at 4% juice. At 6% cranberry juice, growth was inhibited between pH 2.7 - 3.6. Blueberry juice from different sources varied greatly in the ability to inhibit Alicyclobacillus growth. At pH 3.0 the concentration of blueberry juice needed to inhibit growth ranged from 10% to 50%.

Significance: Many juices may contain compounds that prevent Alicyclobacillus growth. Formulation of products to take advantage of these properties can prevent spoilage.

T9-10  Microbial and Enzymatic Spoilage of Pulsed Electric Field Treated Fruit Juices: Impact of Process Parameters Inhomogeneities
NICOLAS MENESES and Dietrich Knorr
Berlin University of Technology, Berlin, Germany

Introduction: Pulsed electric field (PEF) application to preserve liquid food is considered a non-thermal technology, since the microbial inactivation mechanism is based on electroporation. However, in PEF processing, thermal effect cannot be fully ruled out due to the joule heating
effect. In addition, the influence of the treatment chamber geometry on microbial and enzymatic inactivation has to be considered due to differences within electric field and temperature distribution.

**Purpose:** The studies sought to correlate the temperature, electric field strength, microbial and enzymatic inactivation to different treatment chambers and determine how this influences the food spoilage during the shelf life.

**Methods:** Microbial (E. coli, L. plantarum and yeasts) and enzymatic (PME, PPO and POD) inactivation kinetics were obtained under well-controlled, homogeneous conditions, and subsequently, the shelf life of fruit juices (carrot, orange and camu-camu) was modeled for a period of 1 month. Established kinetic models were also used to study inhomogeneous PEF treatment conditions (as in many continuous treatments). A numerical code was programmed to simulate the microbial and enzymatic inactivation within different treatment chambers.

**Results:** The results of computational simulations show the influence of inhomogeneity of process parameters on microbial inactivation; up to 5 logs difference between diverse locations within a treatment chamber of co-linear kind. Statistically significant differences ($P < 0.05$) of microbial and enzymatic inactivation were found, as a function of the treatment chamber geometry. As a result of the combined inactivation and shelf life models, it was possible to determine if the food spoilage was caused by microorganisms or enzymes, depending on the process conditions and storage temperatures (i.e., $20 \text{ kV/cm, } 30^\circ \text{C, } 8 \mu \text{s of treatment time and } 5^\circ \text{C storage temperature, the shelf was determined by PME, but when the treatment time was increased up to } 16 \mu \text{s, the shelf life was determined by yeast growth}$. Root mean square error for kinetics models and for simulations was under 5%.

**Significance:** These results are beneficial for further successful industrial implementation of the PEF technology. They provide background to ensure proper treatment chamber and process parameters selection, in order to guarantee a safe level of enzymatic and microbial inactivation and low growing rate during the shelf life.

---

**T9-11 Examining the Microbial Contamination Potential of Fabric-reinforced Flat Conveyor Belts**

ZHINONG YAN

Intralox LLC, Harahan, LA, USA

**Introduction:** Hygienic conveyor belts are critical in reducing food product contamination. The contamination potential of a traditional flat conveyor belt reinforced with fabric materials has not been thoroughly investigated.

**Purpose:** The objectives of this study were to examine the foodborne bacteria growth on a fabric flat belt during normal operations and to assess the potential contamination routes.

**Methods:** Six strains of *Listeria monocytogenes* contained in turkey meat slurry were inoculated onto new and used polyurethane fabric flat belts with laced coupons (15 x 10 cm) for sampling. The belt continuously ran under ambient conditions for 8 h each day and was cleaned and sanitized using a standard cleaning procedure. *L. monocytogenes* populations were monitored every 2 h for 3 consecutive days or 5 days with 2 non-operational days, simulating the weekend. Meanwhile, pig blood as food inoculum was dropped on the belt’s surface cuts, kept for 2 min, and the penetration and diffusion internally were visualized and measured. The experiments were replicated at least three times.

**Results:** The populations of *L. monocytogenes* reached 10$^6$ CFU/coupon and reduced to 10$^2$ CFU/coupon after sanitation on Day 1. *L. monocytogenes* continued to grow overnight to reach 10$^4$ CFU/coupon on Day 2 and grew to 10$^3$ CFU/coupon during the belt running and reduced to 10$^2$ CFU/coupon after sanitation. The same growth trend was seen on Day 3. Identical *L. monocytogenes* population dynamics were seen on the belt for 5 days with no operation on the weekend. Pig blood was able to penetrate and diffuse through the damaged surface in both new and used belts with the diffusion significantly ($P < 0.05$) faster in the used belt than the new belt, and faster ($P < 0.05$) along the weft direction than the warp direction.

**Significance:** The results from the microbial growth and animal blood diffusion observation clearly demonstrate that fabric reinforced flat conveyor belts cannot be sufficiently sanitized with standard cleaning and sanitation practices and therefore pose a significant risk of foodborne bacterial contamination during food processing.

---

**T9-12 The Efficacy of “Open Air Factor” on Surface Attached Environmental *Listeria monocytogenes* Serotype 1/2a and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* Isolates**

LOUISE FIELDING, Rebecca Nicholas and Arthur Tatham

University of Wales Institute Cardiff, Cardiff, United Kingdom

**Introduction:** *Listeria monocytogenes* is frequently isolated from processing environments and causes concern in chilled foods. *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* is frequently implicated in the formation of biofilms, causing problems for cleaning and disinfection. Biofilms can harbor pathogens such as *L. monocytogenes*. The potential for artificially generated Open Air Factor (OAF) as an air-phase sanitizer has previously been demonstrated against airborne microorganisms.

**Purpose:** This study investigated the effect of OAF on environmental isolates attached to food grade surfaces. Its effect on organisms in a biofilm was also determined.

**Methods:** OAF (ozone and d-limonene) was generated using an OAF AD device sited in a bioaerosol test chamber. Surfaces inoculated with *L. monocytogenes* and *P. aeruginosa* either in a biofilm (stainless steel, polypropylene and granite) or surface-attached (stainless steel), were exposed to OAF for 1 hour. Culturable bacteria were enumerated and data were analyzed for statistical significance using one- and two-way ANOVA.

**Results:** Following exposure to OAF, significant (2 and 4-log) reductions were observed for surface-attached *L. monocytogenes* and *P. aeruginosa*, respectively, on stainless steel. SEM results indicate blebbing from cells treated with OAF. Single-species biofilms showed lower reductions compared with surface attached organisms, with the highest log reductions observed on polypropylene (*L. monocytogenes*) and stainless steel (*P. aeruginosa*). Against a mixed-species biofilm there was an approximately 1.8 and 2.2 log reduction, respectively. Statistical analysis revealed a significant difference between stainless steel and polypropylene and granite and polypropylene, but no significant difference between stainless steel and granite. There was a significant difference between the two organisms, with *Listeria* being more resistant than *Pseudomonas*.

**Significance:** Previous work investigated the effectiveness of ozone and OAF against aerosolized *Micrococcus luteus*. A possible synergistic effect between ozone and terpenes was evident. This study shows OAF to be effective against surface-attached and biofilm gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, with the gram-negative being more sensitive than the gram-positive. Preliminary results from devices designed for enclosed areas will also be presented. OAF is a potential effective antibacterial agent to reduce microbial load in air and on surfaces. This study demonstrates OAF to be significantly effective against surface-attached and biofilm microorganisms. Further work involving SEM and AFM on biofilm bacteria treated with OAF may determine potential mechanisms of action.
T10-01 Molecular Typing *Listeria monocytogenes* Isolates from Australian Cooked Poultry Products, Environment and Human Cases Using Repetitive Extragenic Sequence-based-PCR (Rep-PCR)

ANTHONY PAVIC and Jeremy W. Chenu

Birling Avian Laboratories, Bringelly, NSW, Australia

**Introduction:** *Listeria monocytogenes* (Lm) is a well known food pathogen that has caused numerous outbreaks and costly product recalls. The species contains 13 serotypes of which 1/2a, 1/2b and 4b usually cause illness in humans.

**Purpose:** To determine whether rep-PCR can adequately discriminate strains of Lm serotypes distinguished by multilocus sequence typing (MLST) and to determine which serotypes are regularly isolated from the poultry processing environment and products as compared to clinical isolates.

**Methods:** The rep-PCR technique was performed using commercial Diversilab™ *Listeria* kits. Initially, an internal Diversilab™ library was created using cultures of known MLST typed strains of Lm serotypes. Once the library was established, wild Lm isolates from ready-to-eat (RTE) chicken products, processing environment and human isolates (NSW public hospital) were typed. The DNA bands were analyzed using internal Diversilab™ software and similarity to the library was determined using Kullback-Leibler distance (measurement of dissimilarity).

**Results:** The typing of known MLST strains showed that rep-PCR provides high discrimination (Kullback-Leibler at >80% similarity) between the serotypes. Strains from RTE products cluster into one distinct serotype (1/2a, 100%, n = 23) and this serotype was also isolated from the plant environment (88% 1/2a and 12% 1/2c, n = 9), which included isolates from processing belts and conveyors. RTE poultry products contained only one serotype as compared to human isolates which clustered into five different serotypes (1/2a, 30%; 1/2b, 20%; 1/2c, 20%; 4b, 27% and 4e, 7% (n = 30)).

**Significance:** The rep-PCR is an easy, inexpensive and quick method to predict the serotype of Lm isolates and to track contamination sources within a processing plant and products, facilitating attribution of human illness to poultry or other sources.

T10-02 Development of a Novel Multiplex PCR Assay for Identification of *Salmonella enterica* Typhimurium and Enteritidis

Bin Liu, Xiujuan Zhou, Lida Zhang, Weibing Liu, Xianlong Dan, CHUNLEI SHI and Xianming Shi

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China

**Introduction:** It is estimated that approximately 70%-80% of foodborne bacterial outbreaks are caused by *Salmonella* in China. The most common nontyphoidal salmonellosis of human infection is caused by *Salmonella enterica* serovars Typhimurium and Enteritidis. Both serovars are also frequently found in food products contaminated with *Salmonella*, particularly in meat. Consequently, it is important to isolate and identify *S. Typhimurium* and *Enteritidis* from contaminated foodstuffs.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to find out the specific sequences based on comparative genomic analysis, and develop a novel multiplex PCR assay for the identification of *Salmonella Typhimurium* and Enteritidis.

**Methods:** Whole genomic sequences of *Salmonella Typhimurium* and Enteritidis were respectively split into 500-bp fragments in silico to align against all the other genomic sequences within the serogroup using BLASTN (basic local alignment search tool) program (version 2.2.9). The fragments that matched all genomic sequences in the same *Salmonella* serovar with an E-value less than 10~200 were considered highly conserved, thus were used in the following alignment against all the genomic sequences from other *Salmonella* serovars. The fragments with a very low similarity (E>0.01) with the genomic sequences from other serovars were considered as specific fragments *Salmonella Typhimurium* and Enteritidis. Then the specificity of these fragments were verified by the PCR assay.

**Results:** Using the comparative genomic method, 38 and 8 fragments were verified specific for *Salmonella Typhimurium* and Enteritidis, respectively. According to the sequences of correlated genes, primer sets were designed and then evaluated by PCR assays. Two primer sets were selected since they were highly specific for *S. Typhimurium* and Enteritidis respectively. A multiplex PCR method was developed for the identification of *Salmonella enterica* based on these two primer sets and another primer set targeting the *srfC* gene. An internal amplification control (IAC) was added for process control to monitor potential PCR inhibitors and ensure successful amplification. The sensitivity of this multiplex PCR was 89 fg/PCR for *S. Typhimurium* and 138 fg/PCR for *S. Enteritidis*. The detection limits were as low as 22~23 CFU/PCR of *S. Typhimurium* and Enteritidis. Moreover, positive results were observed for 2~3 CFU/10 mL artificially contaminated milk tested after 12 h enrichment.

**Significance:** The comparative genomic method is a viable tool for identifying new specific targets, a necessary step for improving rapid and accurate detection of foodborne pathogens.

T10-03 Colony Immunoblotting for Isolation of Shigatoxin-producing *Escherichia coli*

ROGER JOHNSON, Kim Ziebell, Bob Holtslander, Shelley Frost, Amanda Mazzocco, Shaun Kernaghan, Jennifer Wheeler and Leslie MacDonald

Public Health Agency of Canada, Guelph, ON, Canada

**Introduction:** Non-O157 Shigatoxin (Stx)-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) are increasing concerns as foodborne pathogens. Since few of the many non-O157 STEC *in foods cause serious disease, risk management of contaminated foods requires prompt STEC isolation and characterization.

Reliable methods for screening cultures for all or selected serogroups of STEC exist, but isolation from positive cultures is demanding since only Stx production or Stx genes distinguish most STEC from other *E. coli*, and particularly because such cultures contain as few as 10³ STEC among >10⁷ other *E. coli*. Colony immunoblotting (CIB) can potentially meet these demands.

**Purpose:** To develop and evaluate CIB for isolation of STEC from food enrichment cultures.

**Methods:** Our CIB method uses 82 mm round “capture” membranes pre-coated with Stx antibodies to bind Stx produced by STEC colonies on overlying “top” membranes during incubation on agar plates. Probing the capture membranes with monoclonal Stx antibodies reveals stained dots corresponding in location to STEC colonies on the top membrane that can be picked and characterized. Initially, the top membranes were 82 mm round membranes (RMs) spread with dilutions of enrichment cultures of STEC-inoculated ground beef and produce. This format was evaluated on hundreds of meat, animal and clinical samples. Subsequently, we compared RMs and hydrophobic grid membrane filters (HGMFs) as top membranes by filtering the same dilutions onto HGMFs as spread on RMs. Also CIB was compared with colony hybridization (CH) of replicated HGMFs and colony lifts from spread plates. Currently we are evaluating HGMF CIB in tests of >150 samples of retail ground beef and produce.

**Results:** With RMs, CIB yielded STEC from 90~98% of test samples within 2-3 days of submission. Comparing RMs and HGMFs as top membranes, isolation rates were similar qualitatively, but HGMFs recovered 5-10x more individual STEC colonies. Compared to CH, CIB identified more colonies and was 1-2 days faster. With HGMF CIB, STEC have been isolated from >98% of retail food samples screened positive for STEC.

**Significance:** CIB enables prompt, reliable isolation of any STEC from meats and other samples. Combined with selective PCR screening assays and additional CIB targets, CIB can potentially be tailored for isolation of specific STEC serogroups.
T10-04 Concentration of Bacillus Endospores from Different Food Matrices Using Tangential Flow Filtration

Haq Imtiazul, Azadeh Koushan and KEITH WARRINGER
University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Bacillus anthracis is a select agent that has been previously implicated in bioterrorist attacks. Due to the uncertainty of levels and distribution of select agents it is necessary to screen large sample volumes greater than the traditional 25 g used in routine testing. Although focus has been placed on diagnostic platforms relatively little effort has been placed on handling large sample volumes.

Purpose: The following reports on the application of tangential flow filtration (TFF) to concentrate Bacillus endospores from a variety of food matrices. TFF, also referred to as cross-flow filtration, provides a potential, culture-free, approach for concentrating microbial targets from large volumes (>10 liters) and fully compatible with down-stream diagnostic platforms.

Methods: B. subtilis endospores were used as a surrogate for B. anthracis. Spores were introduced into different food matrices (water, apple juice concentrate, raw milk, lettuce and hot dog) at different levels (2–4 log CFU/ml). The samples were made into homogenates prior to circulating through a TFF filter (SPES, 0.22 µm pore size; 1500 cm² working area). When the dead volume of the filtration system had been attained a Teen solution was circulated to aid spore recovery. Bacillus numbers in the original feed and those within the retentate were enumerated to calculate spore yield.

Results: Spores introduced into 10 liters of water at a level of 2 log CFU/ml and passed through the TFF system could be concentrated to 150 ml with a recovery yield of 70 ± 0.2% that equated to a concentration factor of > 5 log CFU/ml. Recovery of spores from apple juice concentrate and raw milk was 72 ± 18% or 81 ± 15% respectively if the sample was diluted 1:10 with water prior to circulating through the TFF system. Endospores could be recovered in the retentate from rinse samples of 3 kg lettuce batches inoculated with 2.5 log CFU/leaf and passed through the TFF unit. Recovery of spores from hot dog homogenates was more problematic due to blockage of the TFF. Nevertheless, spores could be successfully concentrated from hot dog homogenates using a combination of ammonium sulphate precipitation and hexadecane extraction.

Significance: Tangential flow filtration can be applied to concentrate Bacillus endospores from large volumes of a variety of food matrices. The developed methods provide an approach for investigative samples in the event of bioterrorism investigations or pathogens more commonly implicated in foodborne illness outbreaks.

T10-05 Propodium Monoazide for Differentiation of Inactivated Viral Particles

ROCIO MORALES and Julie Jean
Institute of Nutraceuticals and Functional Foods, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: Norovirus and hepatitis A virus (HAV) are two of the main viruses associated with outbreaks caused by food consumption. The lack of propagation systems in vitro has hampered the determination of infectious particles. In addition, the quantitative and sensitive molecular methods are not able to differentiate non-infectious viroins.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the use of propidium monoazide (PMA) as an alternative to differentiate inactivated from non-inactivated viral particles.

Methods: Viral suspensions were prepared in PBS and inactivated at 90ºC (HAV) for 10 min. and 60ºC (norovirus GI/GII) for 3 min. A treatment using PMA and protease K was applied on samples in suspension and on eluted viral particles from inoculated food products (blueberries, strawberries, lettuce and clams). Quantification of viral RNA was done by NASBA and two-step real-time RT-PCR assays for each virus in suspension after 0, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days; whereas real-time RT-PCR was used on eluted virions from inoculated food products.

Results: Detection of viral particles in suspension was possible on non-PMA treated samples at the different times tested. Quantification of viral particles from the different food products was achieved when PMA was not applied to the samples.

Significance: These data suggest that PMA is a suitable treatment to differentiate inactivated from potentially viable viral particles especially in persistence and inactivation studies.

T11-01 Cold Atmospheric Gas Plasmas: Towards Elucidating Bacterial Inactivation Mechanisms

DANNY BAYUSS, Gilbert Shama, John Holah, Felipe Iza and Michael G. Kong
Loughborough University, Loughborough, United Kingdom

Introduction: Effective decontamination of both food processing environments and foods is crucial for the maintenance of food safety. Sanitation and disinfection strategies currently employed in the food industry are time consuming, labor intensive, and are often unsuccessful in removing highly persistent bacteria. As a result new techniques and strategies are constantly being sought after. Cold atmospheric gas plasmas have recently emerged as a novel disinfection technology; they can inactivate a wide variety of pathogenic bacteria at near ambient temperatures thus offering great promise to the food industry. Cold plasmas comprise a cocktail of highly reactive species including positive ions, highly energetic electrons, metastables, UV, free radicals and both reactive oxygen and nitrogen species. The proportions of the reactive species generated depend on the geometry of the plasma system, the operating frequency and the excited gas used.

Purpose: Although cold atmospheric plasmas can inactivate a wide range of microorganisms, the precise mechanisms by which they do so remain largely unknown. Elucidating inactivation mechanisms and the most lethal plasma species should result in the efficiency of plasma-based decontamination technologies being increased still further and also enable them to be tailored for specific applications.

Methods: An air mesh plasma system and a Helium Oxygen Plasma jet were used to inactivate Listeria monocytogenes, Listeria innocua and Bacillus cereus. Plate counts were used to determine plasma efficacy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to assess morphological changes and flow cytometry for single cell analysis of bacteria to probe specific potential microbial targets.

Results: Both cold plasma systems employed caused significant inactivation of bacteria within very short treatment times. SEM revealed the plasma jet significantly damages the bacterial morphology whilst the air mesh shows no effect suggesting different mechanisms. Flow cytometry of bacteria visually unaffected by plasma treatment revealed effects on internal enzymes and energy production. All bacteria became depolarized and lost membrane integrity. Prolonged treatment led to the formation of small pores allowing stains such as Propidium Iodide to enter.

Significance: Flow cytometry has never before been used to probe plasma treated microorganisms. Analysis of microorganisms at the single cell level permits greater understanding of inactivation mechanisms and holds potential for increasing the efficiency of cold plasma technology. This will facilitate cost-effective solutions for the decontamination of microorganisms on foods and food contact surfaces.
T11-02 Foodborne Virus Reduction on Produce Using Grape Seed Extract as a Natural Alternative Wash

Xiaowei Su and DORIS D’SOUZA
University of Tennessee-Knoxville, Knoxville, TN, USA

Introduction: Grape seed extract (GSE) has recently been reported to have antibacterial effects against foodborne bacterial pathogens. However, to date there are no existing reports on its effect against the epidemiologically significant foodborne viruses. Human noroviruses are globally recognized as predominant causes of foodborne gastroenteritis, with emerging virulent strains causing severe disease symptoms and increased outbreaks. Therefore, it remains vital to find improved simplistic mitigation strategies to prevent foodborne noroviral disease outbreaks, while maintaining produce quality.

Purpose: The effect of GSE against foodborne norovirus surrogates, feline calcivirus (FCV-F9) and murine norovirus (MNV-1), on inoculated model produce commodities was evaluated in this study.

Methods: Washed and dried lettuce (3 x 3 cm$^2$) and Jalapeno peppers (25-30 g/pepper) were inoculated with FCV-F9 and MNV-1 at titers of $\sim 7 \log_{10}$ PFU/ml (high titer) or $\sim 5 \log_{10}$ PFU/ml (low titer) and dried aseptically in a biosafety hood for 5 min. Samples were treated with 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mg/ml GSE solution or water (as a control) for 1 or 5 min and replicated thrice. After each time point, treatments were immediately neutralized with cell culture media containing 10% fetal bovine serum. The infectivity of recovered viruses was evaluated using standardized plaque assays.

Results: At high titers, FCV-F9 was significantly reduced by 1.59, 2.46, and 2.78 $\log_{10}$ PFU/ml on lettuce and by 1.57, 1.89, and 2.79 $\log_{10}$ PFU/ml on peppers, after treatment with 0.25, 0.50, and 1 mg/ml GSE, respectively, for 1 min, as compared to water controls. At low titers, FCV-F9 was reduced to undetectable levels by GSE at all three concentrations after 5 min on both produce items. On the other hand, after 1 min treatment, both high and low MNV-1 titers were not significantly reduced on either produce with GSE at all three concentrations. GSE treatments after 5 min resulted in $\approx 1 \log_{10}$ PFU/ml reduction of only low MNV-1 titer on both lettuce and peppers, with no significant reduction on high MNV-1 titer after 5 min contact.

Significance: Our results indicate that GSE can potentially be effective for foodborne virus reduction as produce washes, and for use as part of hurdle technologies for improved reduction of viral contamination on produce.

T11-03 Efficacy of Processing-aide Antimicrobials against Listeria monocytogenes Strains

PETER J. TAORMINA
John Morrell Food Group, Cincinnati, OH, USA

Introduction: Several food-grade antimicrobials are approved by the USDA-FSIS for direct application as aqueous solutions on ready-to-eat meats without the requirement for labeling on the finished meat product package. Comparisons of efficacy of these antimicrobials at maximum approved use levels, albeit not equal levels, is of interest to processors.

Purpose: The efficacy of antimicrobials at near maximum-approved or manufacturer-recommended use concentrations was tested in vitro against ten strains of Listeria monocytogenes.

Methods: Strains of L. monocytogenes were grown separately in TSB+YE at 30°C for 72 h, concentrated by centrifugation (3000 x g, 4 °C), and re-suspended in 0.85% sterile saline. One ml of cell suspensions was combined with 9 ml of treatments: sterile deionized water (control; pH 6.32), a 3% (w/w) citric acid solution (CA; pH 2.04), a 23.4% (v/v) solution of a proprietary blend of 1-5% octanoic acid with 1-5% citric acid (OCA; pH 3.05), a 2.34% (v/v) solution of a 10-11% lauric arginate mixture (LAE; pH 4.14), and a 6% (w/w) sodium metasilicate solution (SM; pH 13.36). After 60s, samples were neutralized and plated on TSA+YE, and the logarithms of treatments/control plate count values from three replicate experiments were subjected to ANOVA with Duncan’s multiple range test.

Results: At the concentrations tested, log reductions of L. monocytogenes strains in LAE ranged from 1.54 to 2.50 and were significantly ($P < 0.05$) greater than in CA (0.54 to 0.98). Reductions in OCA and SM exceeded 6-log for 6 of 10 strains. Four strains declined by $> 5$ but $< 6$-log in OCA and SM, except strain N3-013, which was reduced by only 4.83-log in SM. Strain N3-013 exhibited significantly lower reductions than other strains in CA, OCA, and SM.

Significance: These findings can help identify processing aides with the greatest potential efficacy against L. monocytogenes on RTE meats as well as identify optimal strains for use in validation studies.

T11-04 Isolation and Identification of a New Bacillus atrophaeus Strain Producing Multiple Antimicrobial Agents That are Potentially Useful as Antimicrobial Additives

YAOQI GUO, En Huang, Liwen Zhang, Rijun Zhang and Ahmed E. Yousef
China Agricultural University, Beijing, China

Introduction: There is an urgent need for new antimicrobial agents that combat processing-resistant pathogens in food. Ideally, these new antimicrobials are isolated from natural sources and are suitable for food applications.

Purpose: Therefore, the purpose of this study was to screen foods, at a large-scale, and isolate organisms with promising antimicrobial metabolites.

Methods: A new bacterial strain, designated as 7LA, that produces multiple potent antimicrobial agents, was isolated from Chinese dried vegetables. The isolate was identified as Bacillus atrophaeus by cultural, biochemical (API biochemical strip-test) and genetic (16s rDNA sequencing) techniques. Crude extract of B. atrophaeus 7LA culture supernatant showed antagonistic activities against Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus cereus, and others. The antimicrobial substances were purified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry (MS) and tandem MS were performed to identify these compounds.

Results: Subtilosin, which corresponds to a protonated ion at m/z 3401, was identified. The compound, however, could not be studied thoroughly by MS/MS due to the presence of internal linkages. Amplification of subtilosin gene (sbo) by PCR, using 7LA genomic DNA template, confirmed the presence of its genetic code. Sodiated ions at m/z 1030, 1044 and 1058 were identified as C13, C14 and C15 surfactin by MS/MS. Production of fengycin A and B homologues were proved by liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS) and MS/MS.

Significance: In conclusion, we discovered a new strain, B. atrophaeus 7LA, that produces multiple potent antimicrobial agents. The co-production of subtilosin, surfactin and fengycin by a single bacterial strain has not been reported earlier. The new strain and associated antimicrobial agents are potentially useful in food, feed and plant bio-control applications.
**T11-05 Characterization of Self-lethality Phenotype of Munditicin L Producer, Enterococcus mundtii CUGF08**

GISELLE KRISTI P. GURON, John J. Churey and Randy W. Worebo
Cornell University, Geneva, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Enterococcus mundtii CUGF08 is a lactic acid bacterium (LAB) that was isolated from alfalfa sprouts and can produce a class IIa bacteriocin named munditicin L. Similarly to other class IIa bacteriocins, it destroys closely related bacteria and *Listeria* spp., including *L. monocytogenes*. However, unlike other bacteriocin-producing strains, this bacterium exhibits self-lethality to munditicin L, exhibiting a halo-shaped inhibition zone surrounding the producer strain when using the differed inhibition assay.

**Purpose:** This self-lethality phenotype is rarely observed in bacteriocin-producers as immunity proteins are generally co-transcribed with the bacteriocin structural gene. Additionally, no mutation or atypical gene organization was observed in mundticin L. The objective of this study was to determine the gene(s) involved in this unique phenotype, which may provide insight into immunity and resistance mechanisms.

**Methods:** A mutant library of the mundticin L producer strain was generated utilizing the Tn917-LTV3 transposon system. Using the wild type as the producer strain, the mutants were screened for changes in immunity to mundticin L using the differed inhibition assay. Mutants displaying alterations of the halo-shaped inhibition zones surrounding the producer colony were selected and the mutant chromosomal DNA was digested by XbaI. Resulting DNA fragments were then circularized by ligation and the interrupted gene was amplified by PCR and sequenced using primers flanking the Tn917 insertion site.

**Results:** Approximately 3000 mutants were screened and 5 mutants were identified with full sensitivity to the wild type. Preliminary characterization of the Tn917 mutants suggests that the self-lethality phenotype may be in part due to disruption of regulatory elements involved in mundticin L bacteriocin and immunity production.

**Significance:** The information gained on additional genes involved in immunity may be useful in preventing resistance that develops in *L. monocytogenes* and other foodborne pathogens upon prolonged exposure to bacteriocins.

**T11-06 Persistent Hygienic Surface in Food Processing Using Copper Materials**

Ruth Danzeisen, KEVIN KRIZMAN, Jutta Ehliert Elguindi, Gregor Grass and Chris Rensing
International Copper Association, New York, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Copper and copper alloys are the only solid surfaces currently registered by the USEPA (Environmental Protection Agency; Feb 2008) to continuously kill bacteria that cause infections and pose a risk to human health. Further, copper suppresses the growth of bacteria and molds when used in HVAC systems (EPA registration 82012-7; Sept 2010).

**Purpose:** Food contamination can occur during handling, contact with tainted surfaces, in the factory environment, and during packaging, underlining the potential benefit of continuously self sanitizing work surfaces. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate copper’s effectiveness in killing common food-borne bacteria (*E. coli*, *Salmonella*, *Listeria* and *Cronobacter*).

**Methods:** Bacterial cultures (between 10^8 and 10^9 cells) were inoculated on dry copper coupons (and stainless steel for experimental control) using a carefully defined process, and incubated at room temperature for increasing times. The cells were then removed by vortex-mixing with sterilized glass beads and plated onto nutrient broth agar plates and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours to determine the number of survivors (colony-forming units).

**Results:** On copper, at room temperature, a > 5-log reduction of live bacteria is observed within 1 hour or less (*E. coli* W3110, *Salmonella Typhimurium* S20, *Listeria monocytogenes* Scott, *Cronobacter sakazakii*). Under the same experimental conditions, bacteria survive on stainless steel for several days.

**Significance:** Copper and its alloys are effective against all tested food-relevant pathogens and inhibit mold and bacteria when used in air handling systems. Their continuously self-sanitizing properties make them an excellent material for many surfaces in the food production process (e.g., in pneumatic transportation, packaging, HVAC units). The potential of copper to eliminate the introduction of live bacteria during food production implies a considerable benefit for the consumer, as well as a significant improvement for the food manufacturer, especially in low a„ dry or indirect contact processing applications.

**T11-07 Foodborne Illness Outbreaks Associated with Antibiotic-resistant Bacteria**

CAROLINE SMITH DEWAAL and Cindy Roberts
Center for Science in the Public Interest, Washington, D.C., USA

**Introduction:** Increased resistance of pathogenic bacteria to antibiotics has become a global public health concern. Widespread use of antibiotics in food-producing animals, many of which are the same as those used in human medicine, can render them ineffective against human illnesses.

**Purpose:** CSPI has developed a preliminary database of foodborne outbreaks associated with antibiotic resistant bacteria.

**Methods:** Through scouring the literature, CSPI documented 35 outbreaks between 1973 and 2009, causing 19,894 illnesses, in which the bacteria identified were resistant to at least one antibiotic.

**Results:** The number of outbreaks increased in recent years, with 40% occurring from 2000 to 2009. Thirty-seven percent of outbreaks occurred in meat – nine in beef, two in poultry and two in pork. All of the beef-related outbreaks occurred in ground beef, mainly from S. Newport. Of the 34% of outbreaks in dairy products, the majority of the food vehicles were described as unpasteurized or raw milk and/or cheese made from unpasteurized milk. The most frequently identified bacterial pathogen was *S. Typhimurium*, followed by *S. Newport*. Five other *Salmonella* subspecies were implicated in outbreaks, as were several serotypes of enterotoxigenic *E. coli*. Resistance patterns were determined in 31 outbreaks. Bacteria were resistant to 14 different antibiotics and to one class of antibiotics. Of these, seven are classified by the World Health Organization as critically important in human medicine and eight as highly important. In 30 outbreaks, bacteria showed resistance to tetracycline, which was the most commonly sold antibiotic for food animal use in 2008. Streptomycin and ampicillin, both classified as critically important, were the next most common resistances.

**Significance:** Linking foodborne outbreaks to antibiotic resistant bacteria is a critical step in documenting the link between animal use of antibiotics and human illness as it relates to antibiotic resistance.
T12-01 Mexican Medical Residents’ Knowledge and Perceptions of Food Safety

EMA MALDONADO-SIMAN, Barbara Mora-Garcia, Agustín Ruiz-Flores, José A. Cadena-Meneses and Pedro Arturo Martínez-Hernández
Universidad Autonoma Chapingo, Texcoco, Edo. de Mexico, Mexico

Introduction: Food safety is a component of public health to provide a better social well being. Residence is a field practice of medical students to expose them to specific human health alterations. However, little information is available on medical residents’ awareness on food safety. Thus, description of overall knowledge of food safety by medical residents is needed.

Purpose: The aim of the research was to identify Mexican medical residents’ food safety awareness.

Methods: A structured questionnaire was given to 113 medical residents from three hospitals in Mexico City in 15 training specializations. Questions were to identify perceptions of specific aspects of food safety. Statistical analysis was by univariate analysis using SAS.

Results: Response rate was 32.7%; 56.8% male and 43.2% female. Food safety was not taken as a topic of high concern; however, Health and Education Services were issues considered of relative high importance. Calorie content in food was the main factor to be searched in food labels, and the majority of respondents graded food poisoning as the major specific issue related to food safety. Food handling and safety in restaurants and retail stores worried 40.5% of the respondents, while 48.6% stopped eating food high in caloric content, males [61.9%] showed a higher (P < 0.05) concern on this topic. The expiration date and price were the label information frequently read, then diet and health information. Labels on food and newspapers/magazines were main sources of food safety information; nevertheless, respondents expressed the need for more information.

Significance: There is an acceptable level of food safety awareness among Mexican medical residents, but gaps in food safety knowledge and practices were detected. Then, there is a need to further food safety education to improve knowledge on this topic being careful of cultural and formal education variability.

T12-02 Expanding Food Safety Education as a Tool to Improve Personal Health

MARJORIE DAVIDSON, Francoise Fontannaz and Margaret Miller
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Good hygiene and sanitation can prevent the transmission of pathogens responsible for many foodborne diseases. Many International and National agencies provide food safety education for food handlers across the farm-to-fork continuum which focuses on preventing food contamination by pathogens. All of these training materials emphasize the adoption of good personal hygiene and sanitation practices (hand washing, using toilets, and safe water) as critical factors in preventing contamination of food.

Purpose: According to the Health Belief Model, people are more likely to adopt behaviors that they perceive provide a personal benefit. This concept was incorporated into the World Health Organization’s FIVE KEYS TO SAFER FOOD training program for women in the home.

Methods: A FIVE KEYS training program was held with women in Cairo, Egypt.

Results: This program confirmed that food handlers were more likely to practice good personal hygiene when they understood how these practices protected themselves and their families from disease. Interestingly, in Latin America when good agricultural practice training was conducted for farm workers, there appeared to be a decrease in the burden of disease in the surrounding communities. This observation suggests that the farm workers adapted the good personal hygiene and sanitation practices designed to produce food safely on the farm and “carried over” these practices to use at home.

Significance: As a result of the demonstrated effectiveness of incorporating personal benefit in the FIVE KEYS curriculum, and recognizing the “carry over” effect from the farmworkers program, the World Health Organization is incorporating into all its food safety training programs the concept that sanitation and personal hygiene is critical to personal, family, and community health.

T12-03 Safe Eats: An Evaluation of the Use of Social Media for Food Safety Education for College Students

ASHLEY BRAMLETT and Judy A. Harrison
University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA

Introduction: Many undergraduate students are cooking for the first time, and young adults are more likely to engage in risky eating behaviors and unsafe food handling practices. Social media is being used to communicate health behaviors, but little research has examined the effectiveness of social media to educate college students about safe food handling.

Purpose: This study developed, implemented and evaluated a social media application to teach food safety to college students.

Methods: An online survey assessed food safety knowledge, attitudes and practices of college students enrolled in an introductory nutrition course. Online focus groups were conducted with students in the same course during a subsequent semester to design a social media intervention based on survey results. A convenience sample of students was recruited and assigned to either an intervention group who received information via social media and a traditional lecture or control group who received the information only in a traditional lecture. Pre- and post-tests assessed food safety knowledge, attitudes and practices of the groups.

Results: Focus group outcomes resulted in a Facebook page called “Safe Eats” that contained daily postings including how-to videos, polls and answers to students’ questions. Data were collected from 277 intervention participants and 75 control students. Although both groups significantly increased knowledge, 48% of the intervention group indicated they learned more from the Facebook page, and 62% said they enjoyed learning using that method over the traditional lecture. Approximately 90% of the intervention group indicated they wanted to gain additional food safety knowledge after the study versus approximately 80% of the control group. Ninety-eight percent (98%) of the intervention group said they plan to change the way they handle food as a result of the Facebook page.

Significance: Facebook is an attractive and effective medium for reaching college students with food safety information.

T12-04 Using Role-play to Enhance Foodborne Illness Crisis Management Capacity with Producers

AUDREY KRESKE, Christopher Gunter, Diane Ducharme, Trevor G. Phister and Benjamin Chapman
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: Industry-damaging foodborne outbreaks have affected the produce industry with increasing magnitude since the mid-1990s. The speed of information flow, facilitated by online discussion, has damaging effects for ill-prepared industries. Addressing food safety for an individual producer includes the ability to manage and respond to a crisis when stakeholders and media are challenging practices and responses.

Purpose: Evidence-based workshops utilizing a simulated outbreak situation were developed to expose produce industry members to common actions and potential pitfalls in a crisis. The purpose was to teach good outbreak management practices and encourage participants to enact crisis management plans. This role-play tool immerses participants in an ongoing outbreak situation prompting interaction with facilitators to gain knowledge instead of lecture directed content.
T12-05 Socio-demographic Characteristics and Consumer Knowledge Relate to Microbiological Risks of Practices in Restaurants
Paula L. Uggioni and ELISABETE SALAY
University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil

Introduction: This study aimed to analyze the knowledge of consumers about the microbiological risks of practices in restaurants.

Methods: The collection of data was conducted at a shopping mall and a bus terminal in the city of Campinas, State of São Paulo, Brazil, through interviews with 350 adults who ate out of their home in April and May 2010. The instrument used was previously validated and contained 23 items that measure the knowledge of microbiological risks. Socioeconomic information was also collected. Basic descriptive statistics and average comparison tests (Student’s t-test and ANOVA) were conducted using the SPSS version 17.0 software.

Results: The average and standard deviation of the consumers’ knowledge was 4.29 ± 1.46 (scores from 0 to 10). For the lower quartile of the population, a number of correct answers as low as 8 (score 3.47) was observed. In the higher quartile, the highest number of correct answers was 20 (score 8.69). When the averages were compared, there were no significant differences regarding the knowledge between genders ($P=0.388$), age groups ($P=0.102$) and the income level of individuals ($P=0.087$). Subjects with a higher educational level ($P=0.001$) and with a degree in the health field ($P<0.001$) showed a significantly higher level of knowledge than individuals with low educational background and with no education in the health field, respectively.

Significance: These results reinforce the importance of conducting educational programs regarding safe practices in restaurants for consumers.

T12-06 Cost Analysis of HACCP Implementation in Foodservice Organizations
AMIT SHARMA and Kevin R. Roberts
Penn State University, University Park, PA, USA

Introduction: The costs of implementing and maintaining HACCP are major issues in foodservice. Yet, managers are unaware of HACCP costs. Uncertainty of such costs could influence managements’ decisions to allocate appropriate resources towards HACCP implementation.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop a cost framework that could inform managers of various costs and their characteristics. Such an understanding could help managers integrate cost analysis with food safety implementation decisions.

Methods: In view of the fragmented literature, this study chose a qualitative research design through an organizational ethnographic approach and case study-based assessment. The six multi-unit establishments surveyed included two of each: restaurants, grocery stores, and convenience stores, serving ready-to-eat foods. Data were collected using a survey instrument and semi-structured interviews. The respondents from each establishment were responsible for food safety within the organization. Each organization was treated as a case study. Emerging themes from six cases were summarized. These themes verified the key dimensions of cost characteristics - labor versus non-labor; ongoing versus one time; accounted versus unaccounted; and corporate versus unit. Costs from all six cases populated this framework.

Results: There appeared to be a gap in managements’ understanding of perceived versus actual costs. Most HACCP implementation costs were ongoing except the cost of new equipment. Personnel costs (wages) were a significant portion of ongoing costs. None of the establishments surveyed incurred costs for consumer awareness. We propose management training and education programs to include: recognition of various costs and their characteristics for cost management; cost analysis to identify HACCP implementation gaps; and inclusion of cost analysis in food safety decisions within a broader cost-benefit framework.

Significance: Foodservice managers, in a pilot study, advised us that food safety costs of processes such as HACCP are not closely monitored. While food safety is a necessary quality assurance process, it would still help management understand the costs involved to ensure safer foods. Through this study we are proposing that foodservice managers incorporate cost analysis as an integral component of HACCP implementation. Given the number of studies that have identified cost as a barrier to HACCP implementation and the limited understanding of HACCP cost characteristics we believe the framework developed in this study will help management make more informed decisions to ensure safer food.

T12-07 Addressing Food and Drink Skills and Training Needs in Wales
LEANNE ELLIS
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Introduction: The Food Industry Skills Project (FISP) is operated by a steering group with the main aim of improving the skills and training provision in the food and drink manufacturing industry in Wales. This is achieved through a team of industry and academic professionals working collaboratively with the Sector Skills Council (SSC) for Food and Drink.

Purpose: One of the project’s objectives is to determine the feasibility of a National Skills Academy (NSA) for the food sector in Wales, similar to the model currently operating in England. Research has shown that the sector has one of the most poorly qualified workforces in the UK with almost one in three employees having no qualifications at all.

Methods: Research was carried out to determine how the industry can be helped to up-skill the food manufacturing industry workforce in Wales via industry and training provider telephone interviews.
Results: This study identified that more that 50% of employers in the sector feel overwhelmed when searching for a training provider making it a time consuming and often confusing task. Researched parties also identified a need for independent advice on training and skills issues, increased shared knowledge amongst hr/trainers, better understanding of accreditation and what constitutes ‘good’ training. Of the in-depth interviews conducted with training providers in Wales, 78% were confident that there were adequate training and qualification opportunities in Wales; and all providers interviewed believe that a more coherent approach with better coordination would boost clarity of the delivery and range of training for the food and drink industry. Providers would like to see more work based opportunities to bring people into the industry and believe the industry would benefit from more PR opportunities themselves to show the full scope of courses. It was agreed that a more collaborative approach would be valuable to improving skills in Wales.

Significance: The findings from this study are being used to test a pilot model of a food industry supply chain network which will address all the issues raised by employers and training providers.

T12-08 Main Difficulties in Achieving GFSI (Global Food Safety Initiative) Certification

PATRICK BELE
Bureau Veritas Certification, Houston, TX, USA

Introduction: For many operators of the food chain, achieving GFSI (Global Food Safety Initiative) certification is a way of giving confidence to their customer regarding the safety of their products. Among the many existing standards available for audit or certification, GFSI has selected few (SQF, BRC, IFS, FSSC 22000….). As a lot of requirements are common to the GFSI standards we can make statistics and draw trends about causes of failure to achieve certification.

Purpose: The purpose is to educate mainly food manufacturing industry about the main causes of failures during GFSI certification process. With this knowledge Quality & Food Safety managers will be able to focus on these issues and get better prepared for certification.

Methods: As audit reports are confidential, Bureau Veritas Certification has drawn statistics from its customers experience only (more than 1500 certified sites worldwide).

Results: The most common failure points are as follows (non-exhaustive list): lack of food safety objectives, lack of follow-up of internal / external audits, lack of criteria for supplier evaluation, outdated raw material / packaging specifications, traceability not ensured, lack of training of food safety team, new products / processes not covered under HACCP, incorrect flow diagrams, too many CCPs, no validation of control measures, food defense not considered and non reliable testing methods / labs....

Significance: Taking into account the growing pressure from large food retailers and manufacturing companies to get GFSI certified, this study will certainly meet the need of most quality and food safety managers attending the meeting.
P1-01 Prevalence of Spore-forming Bacteria in Food Using a Multiparametric PCR-based Tool
FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Muriel Bernard, Marie Laure Divanac'h and Danièle Sohier
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: Spore-forming bacteria are ubiquitous in the environment and exhibit a wide range of diversity leading to their natural prevalence in foodstuffs.

Purpose: The state-of-the-art of spore-formers’ prevalence in ingredients and food was investigated using a multiparametric PCR-based tool that enables simultaneous detection and identification of various genera and species mostly encountered in food, i.e., Alicyclobacillus, Anoxybacillus flavithermus, Bacillus, Bacillus cereus group, Bacillus licheniformis, Bacillus pumilus, Bacillus sporothermordurans, Bacillus subtilis, Brevibacillus laterosporus, Clostridium, Geobacillus stearothermophilus, Moorella and Paenibacillus species.

Methods: A total of 90 food products, or with or without visible trace of spoilage were analyzed, i.e., 30 egg-based products, 30 milk and dairy products and 30 canned food and ingredients. Detection and identification of targeted species were performed using GeneDisc® Plate. In addition, spore enumeration and isolate 16S rDNA sequencing was used to validate PCR-based tool identification and identify other possible contaminants.

Results: Good correlations between the microbiology and molecular-based approach underline the great performance of this multi-detection tool. Most samples contained one or several of the targeted genera and species. For all three tested food categories, 30 to 40% of products were contaminated with both Bacillus and Clostridium. The percentage of contaminations associated with Clostridium or Bacillus represented 100% in raw materials, 72% in dehydrated ingredients and 80% in processed foods. In the last two product types, additional thermophilic contaminants were identified (Anoxybacillus flavithermus, Geobacillus spp., Thermoaerobacterium spp. and Moorella spp.).

Significance: The results suggest that selection, and therefore the observed (re)-emergence of unexpected sporeformer contaminants in food might be favored by the use of given food ingredients and food processing technologies.

P1-02 Prevalence and Heat Resistance of Thermophilic Spore-forming Bacteria Contaminating Milk Powder
FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Muriel Bernard, Anne Lochardet and Danièle Sohier
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: Spore-forming bacteria are ubiquitous in the environment and exhibit a wide range of diversity leading to their natural prevalence in foodstuffs. More particularly, thermophilic spore-formers such as Anoxybacillus flavithermus is not detected in raw milk but is frequently encountered in spray-dried milk powder.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the prevalence of spore-formers in milk and milk powder samples and determine wet heat resistances of spores naturally found to contaminate milk powders.

Methods: Several raw, pasteurized and processed milk samples were analyzed together with milk powder samples. Detection and identification of spore-forming bacteria was performed using GeneDisc® Plate multi-parametric tool. In addition, spore enumeration and isolate 16S rDNA sequencing was used to validate PCR-based tool identification and identify other possible contaminants. Mixed, naturally-encountered spores were collected from milk powder by filtration and wet heat resistances were evaluated on mixed spore suspensions. Milk powder major contaminants, i.e., Geobacillus and Anoxybacillus, were used to produce spores, for which heat resistance was determined.

Results: Native spores concentrated from raw milk samples show low spore counts with high spore-former diversity while processed and milk powders show lower diversity. Bacillus coagulans, Bacillus licheniformis, and Ureibacillus thermosphaericus were recovered in raw milk and processed milk. Species found in milk powders were mainly composed of thermophilic species such as Geobacillus stearothermophilus, Anoxybacillus flavithermus and Ureibacillus spp. Heat resistance of dominant spore-former contaminants in milk powder enable spore survival to industrial processes.

Significance: These results suggest that selection, and therefore the observed (re)-emergence of unexpected sporeformer contaminants in food might be favored by the use of given food processing technologies.

P1-03 Modeling the Impact of Temperature and Water Activity on the Growth of Aspergillus flavus, Cladosporium cladosporoïdes, Eurotium herbariorum, Penicillium chrysogenum and Wallemia sebi
Thibaud De Broucker, Mohammed El Jabri, FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Danièle Sohier and Dominique Thuault
ADRIA Development, Quimper, France

Introduction: Development of molds such as Aspergillus flavus, Cladosporium cladosporoïdes, Eurotium herbariorum, Penicillium chrysogenum and Wallemia sebi is responsible for various food spoilage.

Purpose: The aim of this work is to develop a predictive model to simulate mold growth in bakery foodstuffs taking into account the impact of temperature and water activity (a_w) on fungal development.

Methods: Potato Dextrose Agar medium with a wide range of a_w (from 0.8 to 0.99) was performed after glycerol adjustment. Temperature was studied in the range of 10 to 40 °C. Two parameters of fungal development were taken into account, i.e., growth rate, expressed as the increase of colony diameter per day, and the lag time or apparition time of molds. The Rosso model (1993) was used to describe the influence of temperature and a_w on growth rate. Cardinal values were determined for water activity (a_w min, a_w opt and a_w max) and temperature (T opt, T max, T min) for each studied mold.

Results: Molds tested presented different optimal growth temperatures, i.e., Wallemia sebi had the lowest T max (21 °C) and Aspergillus flavus the highest (31 °C). Great differences were also observed for the minimum a_w values for growth (a_w min): Eurotium herbariorum had the lowest a_w min value (0.70) and Wallemia sebi had the highest a_w min value (0.74). Great correlations were observed between this study and published cardinal values for temperature. Except for Wallemia and Eurotium, for which it was shown lower a_w min value than published data. Using the developed model, optimal growth rates (µ opt) of the five species of mold were also evaluated on bakery products during storage at 25°C (with various formulations and various a_w). No impact of the formulation on the growth rate was observed.

Significance: This study shows that predictive models developed for the simulation of bacterial growth may be used to describe the development of molds on bakery product matrices.
P1-04  Tolerance of Bacillus cereus against Low-dose γ-Irradiation and Cold Temperature Storage

AELDAR B. MTENGDA, Neema Kassim, Wonyeong Lee, Jeon-Eon Song and Duck-Hwa Chung
Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Gyeongsangnam-do, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Gamma irradiation has been highly recommended as a sanitary treatment to ensure the safety of food and food products from microbiological contamination. Bacillus cereus has been implicated in foodborne outbreaks. The majority of bacteria barely withstand γ-irradiation up to 5 kGy and cold temperature treatment.

Purpose: The objective of this study is to investigate the level of tolerance of Bacillus cereus strains KCCM 40138 to the combined treatment of low-dose γ-irradiation and storage at 0°C for 24 h after irradiation.

Methods: B. cereus at a concentration of 1.5 x 10^7 CFU/ml were exposed to the γ-irradiation dose of 0, 1, 1.5, 3 and 5 kGy and immediately stored at 0°C for 24 h. The optical density and the antimicrobial sensitivity profile were measured to compare the changes in between before and after the radiation treatment. PCR analysis that targets B. cereus gyrB gene region was carried out to observe the effect of γ-irradiation on genomic DNA. In addition, electron microscopy was employed to observe the morphological differences among bacteria cells. Furthermore, the reduction in bacterial load caused by the irradiation was determined for each radiation dosage used.

Results: The results indicated that B. cereus could survive the γ-irradiation up to 5 kGy in spite of the reduction in number by more than 70%. The survived B. cereus retained their important features. Since B. cereus could be positively identified by PCR analysis, it can be assumed that the γ-irradiation did not affect the selected portion of genomic DNA which was used for identification in all doses used. There was no significant change observed in optical densities and antimicrobial sensitivity profile, before and after irradiation. Since low-dose γ-irradiation below 3 kGy is insufficient to achieve the decontamination of B. cereus from food substances, higher dosage such as more than 5 kGy is needed to achieve proper decontamination. It is also suggested that since decontamination does not occur uniformly to all bacteria, different doses of γ-irradiation may be required for different bacteria.

Significance: Uniform decontamination of food and food products from bacteria by γ-irradiation is still a challenging debate to which this research makes a contribution.

P1-05  Influence of Water Activity and Ascospore Age on the Growth of Byssochlamys nivea in Papaya Juice

MORGANA ZIMMERMANN, Pilar R. Massaguer and Gláucia F. Aragão
Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianópolis, Brazil

Introduction: So far, very little has been published on the effect of environmental factors, as ascospore age (“A”) and water activity (“a_w”), on the growth of heat-resistant mold in commercial products. The interest of researchers for studying Byssochlamys nivea ascospores is that this mold can survive commercial pasteurization, diminishing the shelf life of these products.

Purpose: Since the time that the ascospores remain in the environment and the effect that it can cause on mold growth are still unknown, the aim of this research was to evaluate the influence of “a_w” from 0.90 to 0.99 and the “A” from 30 to 90 days in vitro incubation on the growth of B. nivea in papaya juice.

Methods: The sporation of the strain was performed in MEA and incubated at different “A” at 30°C. Papaya juice was used as growth media and adjusted to different “a_w” values and the mold growth was evaluated by the measurement of the radial growth. The suspension of B. nivea was previously activated and incubated in polyethylene terephthalate bottles. The growth parameters were determined by the fit of Modified Gompertz (MG) and Logistic (L) models to experimental data to obtain growth parameters maximum specific growth rate (µmax); colony diameter (A) and phase lag duration (λ).

Results: Both models MG and L adjusted well to the experimental data, but the MG model showed slightly higher lag phase adjust. The result showed that “A” did not influence the B. nivea growth; however, “a_w” was statistically significant (P < 0.05) to the growth parameters λ and µmax. The minimum values of λ and µmax, calculated by the MG model, were 9.6 h and 0.020 mm/h, while the maximum values were 272 h and 0.046 mm/h, respectively.

Significance: The results acquired are relevant for the prevention of spoilage of fruit juices on the studied range of water activity, diminishing industry losses.

P1-06  Heat Inactivation of Leuconostoc spp. on Cooked, Vacuum-packaged Sausage

Sofía M. Arvizu-Medrano, DESIREE ZACARIAS MUNOZ and Montserrat Hernandez Iturriaga
Facultad de Química Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro, Querétaro, Mexico

Introduction: Microbial spoilage in Vienna sausages and other processed meats is frequently caused by Leuconostoc spp. Microorganisms can contaminate sausages after the cooking step and cause the premature spoilage of sausage. A post-packaged heat treatment could minimize the sausage microbial load and avoid its spoilage during storage, distribution and food commercialization.

Purpose: Evaluate the heat inactivation of Leuconostoc mesenteroides and L. lactis strains on cooked, vacuum-packaged sausage.

Methods: L. mesenteroides and L. lactis strains (rifampicin resistant) isolated from the sausage production environment were inoculated on cooked turkey sausage (10^8 CFU/unit). Six sausages (3 x 2 units) were vacuum-packaged and exposed to heat treatment (70-80°C/30-50 min). Sausage packages were chilled in ice (30 min) and survivors cells were quantified in sausages located in the center of the package. MRS agar containing 100 ppm of rifampicin were used for microbial count. Central composition design was applied.

Results: Statistical analysis showed as a significant factor the time of heat exposition (P < 0.05). The average log reductions (all temperatures) in the L. mesenteroides population after 50, 40 and 30 min of heat treatment were 4.5, 1.72 and 1.03, respectively. The corresponding values for L. lactis were 4.16, 1.9 and 1.4 log of CFU. Only the sausages exposed to 80°C/50 min showed a visual loss of firmness.

Significance: Heat treatment of sausage at 70°C reduces the Leuconostoc spp. population and could improve the food shelf life.

P1-07  Assessment of the Level of Microbiological Contamination of Unpackaged Spices Commercially Available in a Market in Ankara, Turkey

Turker Turker, BILLAL BAKIR, Recai Oğur, Omer F. Tekbas and Metin Hasde
Gülhane Military Medical Academy, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Spices are widely used throughout the world in food preparation and processing for their flavor and aromatic properties. Spices can become contaminated due to the nature of their source and production conditions. The level of microbiological contamination could potentially be increased if spices are sold unpackaged.

Purpose: To determine the level of microbiological contamination of 18 types of spices sold unpackaged and in bulk in a market in Ankara, Turkey.
Methods: Eighteen samples were collected from three vendors (six samples/vendor) located in an open-air market in the Ulus region of Ankara. Samples were analyzed for mesophilic aerobic plate counts (APC) and generic Escherichia coli. APC were determined using Tryptone Glucose Extract (TGE) agar and evidence of the presence of generic E. coli was determined using ENDO™ agar.

Results: APC ranged from <10 CFU/g to 2.3 x 10^6 CFU/g for all samples. Individual samples that were most highly contaminated were mixed-spices samples (2.3 x 10^6 CFU/g), curry powder (2.2 x 10^6 CFU/g), red pepper powder (Capsicum annuum) (9.5 x 10^5 CFU/g), spice mix for meatballs (8.0 x 10^5 CFU/g), and pimento (Pimenta officinalis) (7.2 x 10^5 CFU/g). Eight samples (44%) were positive for generic E. coli—paprikia (Capsicum annuum), pimento (Pimenta dioica), cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum), thyme (Thymus vulgaris), clove (Eugenia aromaticum), sumac (Rhus) and black pepper (Piper nigrum).

Significance: This information could be of interest to food manufacturers, food regulators, and consumers in order to help them to understand the microbial quality of commercial preparations and the potential risk for the presence of bacteria in commercially available products. Future work could focus on enumeration of bacteria from spices using the Most Probable Number (MPN) method and enumeration of spore-forming bacteria, particularly Bacillus cereus.

P1-08 Effect of Temperature Abuse on the Organoleptic Quality and Shelf Life of Produce during Simulated Transport Conditions
Mark E. Rudolph, ANN MARIE MCNAMARA, Reginald G. Benitez, Pancita Manalili and Darren Blass
Jack in the Box, San Diego, CA, USA

Introduction: High temperatures during transport of fresh produce may adversely affect product quality, shelf life and food cost.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the spoilage effects of temperature abuse on the organoleptic quality and shelf life of produce during simulated transport conditions.

Methods: Iceberg-Romaine mix was subjected to temperature abuse (50°F) for 2, 4, 6, and 8 hours; then held under refrigeration (38°F) throughout shelf life. Produce held at refrigeration temperature throughout shelf life served as a control. Aerobic plate count, E. coli/coliiform, and yeast/mold analyses (3M Petrifilm Test Kits, 3M Corporation) were run on the product at Days 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 (end of shelf life) following 3M Petrifilm procedures. Organoleptic observations were performed at each time point.

Results: APC and coliform counts exceeded product specifications by Days 6, 7, respectively, after 4 hours of abuse; yeast counts exceeded product specification by Day 4 after 6 hours of abuse. No E. coli was detected and mold growth never surpassed specification. Organoleptic evaluation showed no significant deterioration of product throughout shelf life.

Significance: Data shows that produce subjected to greater than 4 hours at 50°F temperature during simulated transit exceeded specifications for APC, coliforms and yeast before the end of shelf life. If abuse is limited to less than 4 hours at 50°F during transit and produce is used in less than 4 days, no product needs to be rejected.

P1-09 Diffusion-based Time-temperature Indicator for Monitoring the Microbiological Quality of Frozen and Chilled Foods
SEUNGIL SHIN, Jungeun Ahn, Hyeunjee Lee, Hae-Ryung Park, Kwanyong Jung, Jihoon Park and Jiyong Park
Yonsei University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: A time-temperature indicator (TTI) is a simple device attached to products that gives a single visible response indicating cumulative time-temperature history. The TTI response reflects effects of the time-temperature on food quality, allowing the determination of remaining shelf life at any time of distribution or storage period.

Purpose: A prototype diffusion-based TTI system was evaluated to monitor microbiological quality of frozen and chilled foods stored under isothermal or dynamic conditions simulating a frozen or chilled distribution chain.

Methods: A fatty acid ester (FAE) was used for the temperature-dependent diffusion. Diffusion distance of FAE in the TTI system and counts of total aerobic bacteria of chilled angelica juice (unpasteurized) and frozen beef patty (uncooked) were measured under isothermal or dynamic storage conditions for 48 h. Prototype TTI tags were attached to the surface of package of actual food products (chilled angelica juice and frozen beef patty), and tested under normal, mild, and worst scenarios (time-temperature conditions).

Results: FAE diffusion distance of the TTI system corresponded to the storage temperature and time. The counts of total aerobic bacteria were strongly correlated with the TTI diffusion distance. Total aerobic count of 10^3 log CFU/ml in the chilled angelica juice and frozen beef patty were reached after 12.0 h and 18.6 h storage at 25°C, respectively. FAE diffusion of 7.0 mm and 4.6 mm were obtained at the same reaching time to 10^3 log CFU/ml for the angelica juice and beef patty stored at 25°C, respectively. The prototype TTI indicated a positive result (showed a red band mark) when the angelica juice was exposed at 5°C for 30 h and at 25°C for 10 h as an established condition for the worst scenario. Total aerobic bacteria counts of 10^3–10^6 log CFU/ml were reached when the TTI started to show positive results in the mild and worst scenarios.

Significance: The diffusion-based TTI developed in our study appeared to have high potential to be used for monitoring microbiological quality of frozen and chilled foods.

P1-10 Control of Salmonella enterica and Staphylococcus aureus in a Laboratory Medium and a Commercial-type Soup Using Phosvitin, Carvacrol or Combinations
SHECOYA WHITE, Aubrey F. Mendonca, Aura Daraba and Dong U. Ahn
Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

Introduction: The use of natural antimicrobials from plant, animal or microbial sources has gained significant popularity in the food industry as well as among consumers. Both phosvitin, a phosphoglycoprotein from egg yolk, and carvacrol, an essential oil from oregano or thyme, are natural antimicrobials.

Purpose: This study was conducted to evaluate the antibacterial effect of phosvitin, carvacrol or combinations against Salmonella enterica and Staphylococcus aureus in brain heart infusion (BHI) broth and onion/mushroom soup.

Methods: Broth with added phosvitin (10, 20, 40, 60, 80 or 100 mg/ml), carvacrol (0.09, 0.12, 0.14, 0.19, 0.38, or 0.75 mg/ml) or combinations was inoculated with a 5-serovar cocktail of S. enterica or a 3-strain cocktail of S. aureus to give a final concentration of 5.0 log CFU/ml per pathogen. Broth or soup without antimicrobials served as control. Growth of S. enterica and S. aureus in BHI (35°C, 24 hours) was monitored using a Bioscreen C turbidimeter (OD 600nm). Growth of the pathogens in soup (12°C, 8 days) was monitored by surface plating samples on xylose lysine deoxycholate agar (S. enterica) and mannitol salt agar (S. aureus).
**Results:** In BHI broth, the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of phosvitin and carvacrol was 80 mg/ml and 0.14 mg/ml, respectively, for *S. enterica* and >100 mg/ml and 0.12 mg/ml, respectively, for *S. aureus*. In control soup, viable numbers of *S. enterica* increased to 6.95 log CFU/ml at Day 8. Phosvitin (60 mg/ml) or carvacrol (0.19 mg/ml) alone completely suppressed growth of this pathogen. At Day 2, carvacrol (0.38 mg/ml) reduced viable numbers by 3.04 log and survivors remained relatively constant throughout storage (8 days). No growth of *S. aureus* occurred in control or treated soup at 12°C. Phosvitin (60 mg/ml) plus carvacrol (0.38 mg/ml) exhibited the greatest bactericidal effect against both pathogens; at Day 2, viable counts decreased by 3.91 log and 4.43 log, respectively, for *S. enterica* and *S. aureus*. With this combination pathogens were undetected (<10 CFU/ml) from Day 4 through Day 8.

**Significance:** A combination of phosvitin (60 mg/ml) and carvacrol (0.38 mg/ml) is highly effective for controlling *S. enterica* and *S. aureus* in onion/mushroom soup.

---

**P1-11 The Effectiveness of Plant Compounds/Extracts at Consumer-acceptable Concentrations against Salmonella Typhimurium in Ground Pork**

CYNTHIA CHEN, Sadhana Ravishankar and John Marcholle
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

**Introduction:** A potential method of inhibiting pathogenic bacterial growth in meat is through the introduction of plant-derived antimicrobials. However, while the addition of these antimicrobials may improve the microbiological safety of these products, it is likely that they may simultaneously affect the sensory characteristics of the meat.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to define the appropriate concentrations of oregano oil (OO), cinnamon oil (CO), olive extract (OE) and apple extract (AE) that are acceptable to consumers when added to ground pork, and to evaluate their antimicrobial activity against *Salmonella Typhimurium* in fresh ground pork.

**Methods:** To accomplish this, initially a sensory test was conducted to determine the consumer-acceptable concentrations of the four antimicrobials listed above. Experimental groups, which were antimicrobial-treated ground pork, were compared to plain controls. Antimicrobial-treated ground pork was inoculated with *S. Typhimurium* culture (10^6 CFU/ml) and stored at 4°C for up to 7 days. Samples were taken at Days 0, 3, 5, and 7, diluted and plated on appropriate media for enumeration of survivors.

**Results:** Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA using Minitab 15.0 software. The acceptable concentrations of OO and CO were 0.5%; OE and AE were 3%. With an addition of 0.5% CO into ground pork, 1.2 and 1.0 log reduction of *S. Typhimurium* were induced at Days 3 and 7. With an addition of 3% OE, 0.9 log reduction of *S. Typhimurium* was observed at Day 7. Also 1.31 and 3 log reductions were observed in 1.0% CO and 5% OE treated samples. The meat containing OO and AE did not show significant reduction compared to control for the whole test period (P > 0.05).

**Significance:** The results indicated that the antimicrobial activities of the plant compounds against *S. Typhimurium* are limited when added at consumer-acceptable concentrations in ground pork. The antimicrobials were more effective at higher concentrations.

---

**P1-12 Antimicrobial Activity of Plant Extract/Concentrate Rinses against Salmonella enterica on Contaminated Organic Leafy Greens**

KATHERINE L. MOORE, Libin Zhu, Mendel Friedman, Divya Jaroni and Sadhana Ravishankar
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

**Introduction:** One of the most common bacterial pathogens involved in foodborne outbreaks involving fresh produce in the last decade was *Salmonella enterica*. Because many consumers prefer natural to synthetic compounds, we are evaluating the effectiveness of plant-derived compounds/extracts against *S. enterica* on organic leafy greens.

**Purpose:** In an effort to discover safe antimicrobials for use on food, the objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of different antimicrobial plant extract/concentrate rinses on four different types of organic leafy greens inoculated with *S. enterica* serovar Newport.

**Methods:** Leafy green samples tested include organic romaine and iceberg lettuces, and organic adult and baby spinach. Leaf samples were each washed in deionized water, dip inoculated with *S. Newport* (10^6 CFU/ml), and dried for 30 minutes. Apple and olive extract rinses were prepared at 1%, 3%, and 5% concentrations and hibiscus concentrate rinses were prepared at 10%, 20%, and 30% concentrations. Leaves were immersed in the treatment solution for two minutes with gentle agitation, and individually incubated at 4°C. Following incubation, samples were taken at Day 0, 1, and 3, stomached in BPW, then diluted and plated for enumeration of survivors.

**Results:** The results from this study show that the antimicrobial activity against *S. Newport* was concentration- as well as time-dependent. Olive extract induced the greatest antimicrobial activity, showing reductions of 2.3-1.0 log CFU/ml for each type of leafy green by Day 3. Reduction in bacterial population on iceberg lettuce was greater than that on the other three leafy greens. Apple extract showed between a 1.0-1.1 log reduction by Day 3 on various leafy greens. The maximum reduction by hydrogen peroxide (3%) was about 1 log.

**Significance:** This study demonstrates the potential of natural plant extracts as rinses to inactivate *S. Newport* on organic leafy greens. These extracts can, therefore, find applications in the fresh produce industry as antimicrobial treatments for leafy greens.

---

**P1-13 Evaluation of Cetylpyridinium Chloride to Reduce Salmonella and Microbial Counts on Shell Eggs**

Elisa Cabrera-Diaz, RODRIGO NUÑO-AYALA, Julia Pérez Montaño, Delia González-Aguilar and Jeannette Barba-León
University of Guadalajara-CUCEI, Guadalajara, Mexico

**Introduction:** Shell eggs are the most important vehicle of foodborne illness related to *Salmonella Enteritidis*. Antimicrobial treatments such as ultraviolet light, organic acids, ozone, electrolyzed water and sodium or calcium hypochlorite have been evaluated to reduce microbial populations and improve safety of shell eggs. Cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) has been used as an antimicrobial agent on beef and poultry carcasses and could be also effective on shell eggs.

**Purpose:** This study evaluated the effect of cetylpyridinium chloride sprays to reduce *Salmonella* and microbial counts on shell eggs.

**Methods:** Shell eggs from Hy Line layer hens were collected from a local farm. Eggs were randomly grouped into five-unit composite samples. One set of composite samples was inoculated by immersion in a cocktail of eight *Salmonella* rifampicin-resistant strains to achieve approximately 7 log CFU/egg. The other set was not inoculated and used for enumeration of aerobic plate count (APC), *Enterobacteriaceae* (ENT) and molds/yeasts (M/Y). Treatments applied on the two sets of samples using a spraying cabinet were: 500 mg/L of CPC at 45°C and 55°C, 1000 mg/L of CPC at 45°C and 55°C, 2000 mg/L of a commercial product containing calcium hypochlorite (CH) at 45°C and 55°C, and distilled water at 45°C and 55°C. Immediately after each treatment, samples were rinsed with Dey-Engley neutralizing broth and survivors enumerated. APC, ENT and M/Y counts were performed on Petrifilm plates and *Salmonella* counts on trypticase soy agar with rifampicin (100 µg/ml). Five replicates of each experiment were conducted.
Results: Mean reductions obtained with CPC ranged from 0.9 to 1.8, 1.1 to 1.5, 1.0 to 1.6 and 1.7 to 1.9 log CFU/egg for APC, ENT, M/Y and Salmonella, respectively, and were significantly higher (P < 0.05) than reductions obtained with CH (0.2 to 0.9 log CFU/egg) and water (0.1 to 0.9 log CFU/egg) treatments for all microbial populations.

Significance: Cetylpyridinium chloride was more effective than a commercial product containing calcium hypochlorite and also than water to reduce Salmonella and microbial counts on shell eggs.

P1-14  Antimicrobial Treatments for Reduction of Salmonella Contamination in Not Ready-to-Eat, Surface-browned, Frozen, Breaded Chicken Entrees

GALATIOS D. MOSCHONAS, Ilgenia Geornaras, Jarret Stopforth and John N. Sofos
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

Introduction: Not ready-to-eat, frozen, breaded chicken entrees that are surface-browned to induce a desirable golden-brown color, have been identified as sources of salmonellosis outbreaks when consumed without adequate cooking.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to develop antimicrobial interventions for reduction of Salmonella contamination in such products.

Methods: Fresh chicken breast meat portions (5x5x5 cm; 2 kg) were inoculated with Salmonella (20 ml; 7-strain mixture; 5 log CFU/g) and mixed with distilled water (control) or with each of seven levels of caprylic acid (CAA; 0.03125 to 1.0%), six levels of carvacrol (CAR; 0.0375 to 0.5%) or four levels of polylysine (POL; 0.125 to 0.5%), applied individually or in combinations of two or three, for a total of 25 treatments. Sodium chloride (1.2%) and sodium tripolyphosphate (0.3%) were added to all treatments (5% total moisture enhancement level), and then ground and formed into 9x5x3 cm portions. Samples were glazed with beaten egg whites, rolled in breadcrumbs, browned by oven-baking (208°C, 15 min), packaged in polyethylene bags, and stored at 20°C for 7 days. Samples were analyzed for microbial counts before antimicrobial treatment, and after grinding, browning and frozen storage. Data (two repetitions, three samples/treatment/repetition) were statistically analyzed with independent variables being antimicrobial treatment, sampling point, and their interactions.

Results: Total reductions of inoculated Salmonella in control samples ranged from 0.8 to 1.4 log CFU/g after browning and frozen storage. In comparison, single treatments of CAA, CAR or POL reduced counts by 2.9 to >4.5, 3.4 to >4.4 and 1.4 to 2.3 log CFU/g, respectively, depending on concentration. Levels of 0.0625 to 0.25% CAA, 0.075 to 0.3% CAR or 0.5% POL, applied in combinations of two or three, reduced (P < 0.05) Salmonella counts in stored frozen products by 1.7 to >4.6 log CFU/g. Specifically, combinations of CAA (0.0625 to 0.25%) with CAR (0.075 to 0.3%) reduced Salmonella counts by 1.8 to >4.2 log CFU/g. Combinations of 0.0625, 0.125 or 0.25% CAA with 0.5% POL reduced counts by 1.8, 1.7, and 2.6 log CFU/g, respectively, while combinations of 0.075, 0.15 or 0.3% CAR with 0.5% POL reduced counts by 2.0, 3.2, and >4.5 log CFU/g, respectively. Combination of all three antimicrobials reduced (P < 0.05) Salmonella counts by 2.4 to >4.6 log CFU/g, depending on the concentrations tested.

Significance: These data may be used for the selection of suitable antimicrobials and concentrations to reduce Salmonella contamination in not ready-to-eat, surface-browned, frozen, breaded chicken entrees, after evaluation of effects in sensory quality.

P1-15  Reductions of Salmonella enterica on Grape Tomatoes during Washing by Thymol and Its Combinations

YINGJIAN LU and Changqing Wu
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: In recent years, multistate outbreaks of Salmonella enterica serovars were traced to tomatoes, and resulted in serious economic loss for the tomato industry and consumer confidence in the safety of tomato produce. Purified compounds derived from essential oils such as thymol had wide inhibitory effects against foodborne pathogens including Salmonella.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to develop a formula of thymol or hydrogen peroxide which was combined with organic acid and surfactant to reduce Salmonella on grape tomatoes.

Methods: Surface-inoculated grape tomatoes were washed with Thymol (THY) 0.2 mg/ml +SDS 5% + Acetic acid (AA) 2 mg/ml, 800 ppm H2O2, 200 ppm H2O2 + SDS 4%, and 200 ppm chlorine for 2 min.

Results: THY 0.2 mg/ml +SDS 5%+ AA 2 mg/ml, 800 ppm H2O2, and 200 ppm chlorine achieved around 5.6 log reductions of Salmonella on grape tomatoes as compared to control 4% ethanol. More than 5.0 log reduction in the corresponding used thymol solution was observed in comparison to control. The uses of these antimicrobial agents achieved significant log reductions of Salmonella on inoculated grape tomato and decreased dramatically the risk of potential transmission of pathogens from tomatoes to washing solutions. None of these antimicrobial agents changed the color, pH and texture values and affected taste, aroma, visual quality of grape tomatoes.

Significance: Therefore, THY 0.2 mg/ml +SDS 5%+ AA 2 mg/ml, 800 ppm H2O2, has great potential to be an alternative to chlorine-based washing solution for fresh produce.

P1-16  Susceptibility of Salmonella spp. Isolated from Soybean Feed Ingredient to Antibiotics

ANA L. PENTEADO, Flavia R. Neves, Simone D. Costa, Ana Paula O. Ribeiro, Ivan Alcântara and Celina M. Soares
Embrapa-CTAA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Introduction: Since the beginning of the 1990s, several reports have been written describing strains of Salmonella which are resistant to a range of antimicrobials, including first-choice agents for the treatment of humans. Attention must be given to the fact that these strains are threatening to become a serious public health problem, since Salmonella contamination of animal feed can be disseminated to food producing animals and further down the food chain.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the resistance of twenty two Salmonella spp. strains – S. Cubana (2), S. Albany (2), S. Mbândaka (5), S. Alachua (3), S. Morehead (1), S. Livingston (2), S. Anatum (2), S. Schwarzenegger (2), S. Rissen (2) and S. Tennessee (1) - isolated from soybean feed ingredient to various antimicrobial agents.

Methods: The Salmonella spp. strains were tested for antimicrobial resistance by the disk diffusion method on Mueller-Hinton agar, according to the method recommended by the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS). The following antimicrobial agents were tested: ampicillin 10 µg, ceftriaxone 30 µg, cefazidime 30 µg, tetracycline 30 µg, gentamicin 10 µg, streptomycin 10 µg, chloramphenicol 30 µg, trimethoprim 5 µg, nalidixic acid 30 µg, ciprofloxacin 5 µg and imipenem 10 µg.

Results: Antimicrobial resistance analysis indicated that all Salmonella spp. studied were susceptible to the antibiotics tested.

Significance: Infection caused by these isolates can be appropriately addressed with the dosage of an antimicrobial agent recommended for this type of infection and pathogen, unless otherwise indicated.
P1-17  Minimum Inhibitory and Bactericidal Concentrations of Phosphoric Acid, Acidified Calcium Sulfate and Stabilized Hydrogen Peroxide-based Oxidizer against Salmonella Montevideo and Staphylococcus aureus

MINTO MICHAEL; Randall Phebus and Brandon C. Speight
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA

Introduction: Use of antimicrobials in the food industry continues to be a critical element of integrated food safety strategies.

Purpose: This study was done to determine the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) of three FDA approved antimicrobials [phosphoric acid, PA; acidified calcium sulfate, ACS; and Boxyl® powder (stabilized hydrogen peroxide-based oxidizer), BP] against Salmonella Montevideo and Staphylococcus aureus.

Methods: Tryptic soy broth (TSB) containing 0 to 10% PA, or combinations of ACS (0 to 0.5%) and BP (0 to 600 ppm), was used as the test medium. TSB tubes (9 mL) containing various concentrations of antimicrobials were inoculated with 1 mL of a 24-h old target culture and incubated at 37°C for Salmonella Montevideo and 35°C for Staphylococcus aureus. TSB tubes were observed after 24 h for visible turbidity, indicating growth; tubes with no growth were transferred to D/E Neutralizing broth and incubated for an additional 24 h. Differences (P ≤ 0.05) in pH mean values were determined using a 1-way ANOVA for PA and a 2-way ANOVA for ACS and BP.

Results: The MIC of PA against Salmonella Montevideo and Staphylococcus aureus was 3.0% (pH 3.44) and the MBC was 3.5% (pH 3.19). The MIC and MBC of BP alone against Salmonella Montevideo were 350 ppm (pH 7.41) and 400 ppm (pH 7.43), respectively, and against Staphylococcus aureus the MIC and MBC were 200 ppm (pH 7.37) and 300 ppm (pH 7.39), respectively. ACS alone was able to inhibit the growth of Salmonella Montevideo at 0.5% (pH 3.90) and Staphylococcus aureus at 0.45% (pH 4.25); but did not have a bactericidal effect at the concentrations evaluated. For Salmonella Montevideo, the combination of 0.05% ACS/300 ppm BP inhibited growth and 0.05% ACS/550 ppm BP was bactericidal; whereas for Staphylococcus aureus, the MIC and MBC were 0.05% ACS/200 ppm BP and 0.05% ACS/500 ppm BP, respectively.

Significance: Using PA, ACS, and/or BP can restrict the growth of Salmonella Montevideo and Staphylococcus aureus; however, the above-determined MIC and MBC should be validated using various food matrices. The effect of these antimicrobials on the sensory attributes should also be studied.

P1-18  Antimicrobial Resistance of Salmonella Isolates Obtained from Beef Carcasses, Beef Chunks and Ground Beef in Mexico

Catherine Ulloa-Franco, Liliana Martínez-Chávez, ELISA CABRERA-DIAZ, Julia A. Perez-Montano, Alejandro Castillo, Nanci Martínez-Gonzáles and D. Gonzalez Aguilar
Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Mexico

Introduction: Human salmonellosis is frequently related to consumption of foods of animal origin including beef products. The presence of multiderug-resistant Salmonella isolates on foods including beef products may reduce therapeutic options if those are involved in foodborne infections. Limited studies about antimicrobial resistance of Salmonella isolates at different stages of the beef chain have been reported.

Antimicrobial resistance of Salmonella may be different among isolates from beef carcasses and beef products at retail.

Purpose: To compare the antimicrobial resistance of Salmonella isolates recovered from beef carcasses at abattoirs and from ground beef and beef chunks obtained from butcher shops in Jalisco State, Mexico.

Methods: Antimicrobial susceptibility of 419 Salmonella isolates obtained from beef carcasses (n=106), ground beef (n=193) and beef chunks (n=110) was investigated using the disk diffusion method. Antimicrobials tested were ampicillin, cephalothin, ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, chloranphenicol, gentamicin, kanamycin, nalidixic acid, tetracycline, streptomycin and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.

Results: Frequency of Salmonella isolates resistant to at least one antimicrobial was 59.4, 65.8 and 72.5% for beef carcasses, ground beef and beef chunks, respectively. Resistance to tetracycline was the most commonly observed (57.5% of total isolates) followed by resistance to streptomycin (43.2%) and nalidixic acid (44.1%). Twelve, 25 and 31 different resistance profiles were identified in isolates from beef carcasses, ground beef and beef chunks, respectively. Multi-resistant to at least 3 antimicrobials was observed in 45 of 63 resistant isolates from beef carcasses, in 59 of 87 resistant isolates from beef chunks and 72 of 127 resistant isolates from ground beef. Multi-resistance was most commonly observed in Salmonella Typhimurium isolates.

Significance: A high frequency of antimicrobial resistance and multiresistance was observed among Salmonella isolates obtained from raw beef. Frequency of resistant isolates as well as diversity of resistance profiles increases at further stages of the beef chain.

P1-19  Control of Listeria monocytogenes in Sliced Pork Bologna by Bacteriocins Produced by a New Lactobacillus sakei Strain

Rita J. Camargo, MATHEUS S. BARBOSA, Verena Capuano, Maria Teresa Destro, Mariza Landgraf, Svetoslav D. Todorov and Bernadette D. Franco
Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Sliced delicatessen meat products are ready-to-eat products that may contain Listeria monocytogenes due to post-processing contamination. Bacteriocins produced by lactic acid bacteria have a potential technological application in inhibiting the growth of this psychrotrophic pathogen in these kind of products during cold storage.

Purpose: This study aimed to isolate a bacteriocin-producing strain of lactic acid bacteria from pork bologna and verify the effectiveness of the partially purified bacteriocin on the control of L. monocytogenes strains in experimentally inoculated sliced pork bologna, during storage under refrigeration.

Methods: Bacteriocin-producing strains of lactic acid bacteria were isolated from sliced pork bologna using the triple-agar method. One strain, identified as Lactobacillus sakei by 16S gene sequencing by PCR, was selected and used for preparation of an acid extract containing a partially purified bacteriocin, obtained from a 24-h culture in MRS broth. The activity of the partially purified bacteriocin was 204.800 IU/mL. Sliced bologna samples were experimentally contaminated with a pool of ten L. monocytogenes strains (10⁴ CFU/mL), previously isolated from meat products. The bacteriocin extract was added to the surface of individual slices of bologna (250 µL per slice), that were then vacuum packed and kept at 7°C up to 40 days. Controls with no added bacteriocin were also prepared. Counts of L. monocytogenes in the slices were performed every 5 days.

Results: L. monocytogenes did not grow in the bologna slices, but in those containing the bacteriocin extract the counts were reduced to 2 log CFU/g after 24 h and remained 3 log CFU/g in the control samples. This one log difference was maintained up to 40 days of storage under refrigeration.

Significance: The partially purified bacteriocin extract produced by the new L. sakei strain showed potential use for reducing the counts of L. monocytogenes in sliced pork bologna.
P1-20  Inhibition of *Listeria monocytogenes* on a Processed Meat Product Manufactured with Combinations of Bacteriocin Biopreservative and Chemical Preservatives

DENISE R. CARLSON, Michael E. Stiles, Wan Yien, David Smith and Lynn M. McMullen
CanBiotic Inc., Edmonton, AB, Canada

**Introduction:** Biopreservative cultures and the metabolites they produce are effective hurdles to the growth of *Listeria monocytogenes* in ready-to-eat meats. The use of multiple hurdles may enhance the antimicrobial efficacy of biopreservatives.

**Purpose:** The objective of the study is to evaluate the antilisterial effect of adding different combinations of chemical preservatives (acetates, lactates and organic acids) with a bacteriocin-based biopreservative into wieners.

**Methods:** The biopreservative was produced by a strain of bacteriocinogenic *Carnobacterium maltaromaticum* CB1. All inhibitory agents were added to the formulation prior to processing. The biopreservative Micocin® (produced by C. maltaromaticum CB1) was added at 0.1 and 0.25% and the concentration of chemicals were evaluated at recommended use levels. After processing, the wieners were surface inoculated to give approximately 1 x 10⁷ of a cocktail of *L. monocytogenes* (including serotypes 1/2a, 1/2b, 3a and 4b) per gram of product. The inoculated wieners were vacuum-packaged, stored at 4°C and *Listeria* were enumerated on PALCAM agar during 14 weeks of storage.

**Results:** In the presence of the chemicals and biopreservative combinations *Listeria* did not increase in numbers for the entire testing period (total of 14 weeks) and on average reduced from the level of inoculation by approximately 10⁶ CFU/g, which is below the level of detection using standard plating technique. In contrast, the *Listeria* control (no antimicrobials) reached 10⁶ CFU/g within 14 weeks of storage, making an approximate 7-log differential between the control and products that contained different combinations of bio- and chemical preservatives.

**Significance:** The addition of a combination of the bacteriocin-based biopreservative and chemical antimicrobials to wieners prior to processing could allow meat processors to easily and effectively reduce the potential for *Listeria monocytogenes* detection and outgrowth in their processed meat products.

P1-21  Antilisterial Activity of Lactic Acid Bacteria Isolated from Naturally Fermented Sausages

LUCIANO D. BERSOT, Cristina M. Zanette and Osmar O. Dalla Santa
Federal University of Paraná, Palotina, Brazil

**Introduction:** During sausage fermentation and drying processes, *Listeria monocytogenes* numbers tend to decrease substantially because of the inhibitory environment created by a set of hurdles (low pH, low aw and high salt concentration). However, *L. monocytogenes* demonstrates high tolerance to environmental stress and may thus be particularly likely to survive the steps involved in the manufacture of fermented and dried meat products. A potential means of inhibiting growth of *L. monocytogenes* in dry fermented sausages is the use of bacteriocin-producing starter cultures.

**Purpose:** The aim of this present study was to test the antilisterial activity and the characterization of antibacterial compounds of 279 lactic acid bacteria (LAB) isolated from naturally fermented sausages produced in the southern region of Brazil.

**Methods:** Four strains of *L. monocytogenes* were used as target bacteria for the inhibitory effects of LAB. Three strains were isolated from naturally fermented sausages and an ATCC 7644 strain. For detection of antagonistic activity, an agar spot test and a well diffusion assay were used. The agar spot test was performed according to Lewus et al. (1991). Isolates exhibiting antagonistic activities against *L. monocytogenes* were then checked by a well diffusion assay and the sensitivity to heat and proteolytic enzymes was tested as described by Ammor et al. (2006).

**Results:** A total of 30 of 279 (10.75 %) isolates of LAB were found to produce inhibition zones against strains of *L. monocytogenes* on agar spot test. The culture supernatants of only four (1.43%) isolates produced inhibitory zones on agar. The activity of the bacterial compound produced by the four isolates of LAB was destroyed by protease treatment but was resistant to heat. These results demonstrate that the antimicrobial compound produced by LABs is a heat-stable peptide or protein.

**Significance:** The low percentage of LAB isolates that showed antilisterial activity is important in terms of public health because fermented sausages are ready-to-eat products and may serve as vehicles for *L. monocytogenes*. The production of bacteriocins especially directed to foodborne pathogens is an important characteristic when selecting LAB starter cultures for meat products.

P1-22  Effects of Lactate, Diacetate and Nisin on the Cold Growth of *Listeria monocytogenes* in a Broth System

SILIN TANG, Matthew J. Stasiewicz, Teresa Bergholz and Martin Wiedmann
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Organic acids, bacteriocins and their combinations are used in ready-to-eat seafood products to control the growth of *Listeria monocytogenes* at refrigeration temperatures. There is a need to quantify their effects on the growth of this species in cold-smoked salmon.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to test the efficacy of different growth inhibitors and their binary combinations on the cold growth of a diverse set of *L. monocytogenes* strains in a broth system with pH 6.1 and 4.65% water phase salt, similar to cold-smoked salmon.

**Methods:** Twenty strains of *L. monocytogenes* were grown at 7°C in brain heart infusion broth supplemented with potassium lactate (2% water phase and lowers the N₀ max of *L. monocytogenes* in ready-to-eat products. Further, the combination treatment of nisin with an organic acid significantly extends λ and lowers the N₀ max and nisin synergistically enhances the effect of potassium lactate on extending λ of *L. monocytogenes* at refrigeration temperature. These data suggest that nisin in combination with an organic acid, such as lactate, would both reduce initial levels of *Listeria monocytogenes* and delay their re-growth on ready-to-eat foods.

P1-23  Effect of Liquid Smoke as an Ingredient on *Listeria monocytogenes* and Quality Attributes of Frankfurters

AMIT MOREY, Shelly R. McKee and Manpreet Singh
Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA

**Introduction:** Changes in market trends indicate an increased interest in ‘natural antimicrobials’ to augment safety of ready-to-eat meat and poultry against *Listeria monocytogenes*. Liquid smoke, an all natural condensate of smoke components, applied as a post-process lethality treatment exhibits anti-listerial properties. Topical application by either spray or immersion requires additional infrastructure, drain time, and drip handling, hence delaying packaging. These impediments can be overcome by incorporating liquid smoke as an ingredient but studies on its antimicrobial effect and quality attributes are lacking.
**P1-24  Inactivation of Listeria monocytogenes on Ham and Bologna Using Apple-, Carrot-, and Hibiscus-based Edible Films Containing Carvacrol and Cinnamaldehyde**

**SADHANA RAVISHANKAR, Libin Zhu, Carl Olsen, Divya Jaroni, Tara McHugh and Mendel Friedman**

**University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA**

**Introduction:** Edible films are used as wrapping material on food products to reduce surface contamination. Natural products derived from plants have gained popularity in recent years as antimicrobials in food processing to render a safe food product for the consumer. The incorporation of antimicrobials into edible films could serve as an additional barrier against pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms that contaminate food surfaces.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to investigate the antimicrobial effects of carvacrol and cinnamaldehyde incorporated into apple-, carrot- and hibiscus-based edible films against Listeria monocytogenes on contaminated ham and bologna.

**Methods:** Ham or bologna samples were inoculated on both sides with 0.1 ml of 10^7 CFU/ml L. monocytogenes culture. Samples were dried under a biohood for 30 min and then surface wrapped with apple, carrot or hibiscus films containing 0.5, 1.5 and 3% carvacrol or cinnamaldehyde. The samples were stored at 4°C for 7 days. Samples were taken for plating and enumeration of survivors on Days 0, 3 and 7.

**Results:** Carvacrol films showed stronger activities than cinnamaldehyde films. Compared to controls, films with 3% carvacrol showed 1–3, 2–3 and 2–5 log reductions on ham and bologna at Day 0, 3, and 7, respectively. Reductions with 1.5% carvacrol were 0.5–1, 1–1.5 and 1–2 logs at Day 0, 3 and 7, respectively. At Day 7, films with 3% cinnamaldehyde reduced L. monocytogenes populations by 0.5–1.5 and 0.5–1.0 logs on ham and bologna, respectively. Inactivation by apple films was greater than that by carrot or hibiscus films. Apple films containing 3% carvacrol reduced the listerial population on ham by 3 logs on Day 0, which was 1–2 logs greater than that by carrot and hibiscus films. Films were more effective on ham than on bologna.

**Significance:** The food industry and consumers could use these films to control surface contamination by pathogenic microorganisms.

**P1-25  Effect of Oleanolic Acid on Inhibition of Listeria monocytogenes Growth under Food-related Conditions**

**JINHEE LEE, Hyun-Ju Yoon, Sunah Lee, Ahreum Park, Kyoung-Hee Choi and Yohan Yoon**

**Sookmyung Women’s University, Seoul, Republic of Korea**

**Introduction:** Recently, consumers have preferred use of antimicrobials of plant origin to synthesized chemical antimicrobials to inhibit Listeria monocytogenes growth in ready-to-eat meat and pork industry.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to evaluate the antimicrobial activity of plant-originated oleanolic acid on inhibition of L. monocytogenes growth under food-related stresses such as NaCl and low pH.

**Methods:** L. monocytogenes ATCC15313 (6 log CFU/ml) was inoculated in microplate wells containing brain heart infusion (BHI) broth formulated with combinations [oleanolic acid (0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0 µg/ml) x pH (5 and 7) x NaCl (0, 3, and 6%)]. The microplates were incubated under accelerated storage condition at 37°C for 48 h, and optical density (OD) of the samples was measured at 0, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h at 600 nm. All least squares mean comparisons among the interactions of treatments were performed with the pairwise test at alpha = 0.05.

**Results:** After lag phase duration was observed at early stage of incubation, the OD values of L. monocytogenes significantly increased (P < 0.05) in BHI broth supplemented with 0 and 3% of NaCl at pH 5 and 7 during storage. However, L. monocytogenes experienced 6% NaCl had no growth and gradually increased growth only at less than 0.5 µg/ml of oleanolic acid for pH 5 and 7, respectively. Moreover, L. monocytogenes generally had lower OD values as the concentrations of oleanolic acid increased. As expected, the OD values of L. monocytogenes were generally higher (P < 0.05) in pH 7 than in pH 5.

**Significance:** These results suggest that oleanolic acid could be used as a phytochemical in inhibiting L. monocytogenes growth in various foods.

**P1-26  Anti-listerial Effects of Sodium Metasilicate in Pure Listeria monocytogenes Culture Suspensions and on Ready-to-Eat Turkey Ham**

**CHANDER SHEKHAR SHARMA, Sally K. Williams and Gary E. Rodrick**

**University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA**

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen of high public health significance and frequently encountered in ready-to-eat foods. Sodium metasilicate (SMS) is a USDA-approved antimicrobial for use in ready-to-eat meat and poultry products.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to determine effectiveness of SMS for inactivating L. monocytogenes in pure culture suspensions and on ready-to-eat turkey ham.

**Methods:** L. monocytogenes Scott A strain was exposed to 0 (positive control), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6% SMS solutions for 1, 10 and 30 min at room temperature. In a second experiment, turkey ham samples were inoculated with L. monocytogenes (Scott A) and treated with SMS to yield final concentrations of 300 and 600 ppm, vacuum packaged, stored at 4°C and analyzed after 0, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days for presence of L. monocytogenes and pH. Negative and positive controls were also included. Both experiments were replicated three times and all the samples were analyzed in duplicate.
P1-27  The Biosynthesis of Paenibacillin and Its Use against *Listeria monocytogenes* in Meat Products

EN HUANG, Jing He and Ahmed E. Yousef
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: *Paenibacillus polymixa* OSY-DF produces two antimicrobials, polymyxin E1 and paenibacillin, a novel lantibiotic. The primary structure of paenibacillin has been determined by NMR and MS/MS analyses previously by our group, but its genetic code has not been revealed. Additionally, usefulness of paenibacillin in food applications has not been investigated.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to (i) identify the gene cluster encoding paenibacillin, and (ii) test the feasibility of using the lantibiotic to control *Listeria monocytogenes* in meat.

Methods: While searching for paenibacillin gene cluster, a putative lantibiotic dehydratase (*paenB*) gene was amplified by PCR using primers based on the conserved domain of known genes. To obtain the DNA sequence flanking *paenB*, the upstream and downstream, DNA was amplified by PCR using a gene-specific primer and an universal primer from GenomeWalker Universal Kits (Clontech). In an eight-kb fragment, putative lantibiotic dehydratase (*paenB*), lantibiotic cyclase (*paenC*) and ABC transporter (*paenT*) genes were identified. However, the structural gene encoding paenibacillin precursor has not been found within this fragment. To correlate *paenB*, *paenC* and *paenT* with post-translational modification and lantibiotics transportation, targeted gene inactivation will be performed by homologous recombination using plasmid pMutin4 (BGSC).

Results: To address Objective 2, crude extract (CE) of paenibacillin was prepared by ion-exchange chromatography and solid-phase extraction using Sep-Pak C18 cartridges. Adding 3.3% (v/w) CE to Vienna sausage inhibited the growth of *L. monocytogenes* when the product was incubated for 24 h at 25°C. Under similar conditions, the population of *Listeria* increased from 5.0 logs to 8.7 logs in the untreated control. Similarly, paenibacillin inhibited the growth of *L. monocytogenes* in irradiated ground beef while being held at 4°C for 7 days.

Significance: In conclusion, the novel lantibiotic (paenibacillin) appears to be useful in food applications to control *L. monocytogenes*. The knowledge about its biosynthesis may help to modify the native paenibacillin structure for higher activity and broader inhibitory spectrum.

P1-28  Genotypic and Phenotypic Properties of *Listeria monocytogenes* Strains Isolated From Ready-to-Eat Foods and Food-processing Environments in British Columbia, Canada

JOVANA KOVACEVIC, Lili R. Mesak and Kevin J. Allen
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

Introduction: *Listeria monocytogenes* (*Lm*), a microorganism capable of causing severe disease in humans, is a frequent issue in food premises and ready-to-eat (RTE) products in Canada. In general, *Lm* is considered to be sensitive to most antimicrobials. However, there are limited data detailing antimicrobial resistance in *Lm* originating from British Columbia (BC).

Purpose: The intent of this study was to examine genotypic and phenotypic properties, including antibiogram typing, of *Lm* strains recovered from the BC food supply.

Methods: In total, 54 isolates were characterized: 29 from food processing environments, 19 from RTE foods, and six from raw foods. All isolates were serotyped by slide agglutination and screened by PCR for the presence of LGI1 genomic island. Antimicrobial resistance was determined using disc diffusion assay according to CLSI guidelines. In total, a panel of 18 antimicrobials comprising 11 classes of antibiotics was used.

Results: The majority (39%) of *Lm* isolates belonged to serotype 4b followed by 1/2a (37%), 1/2c (15%), 3a (7%) and 1/2b (2%). All isolates were sensitive to amikacin, ampicillin, chloramphenicol, cotrimoxazole, erythromycin, gentamicin, kanamycin, imipenem, trimethoprim and vancomycin, while all were resistant to nalidixic acid. Resistance to cefotaxin (98%), ciprofloxacin (7%), clindamycin (33%) and tetracycline (6%) was also observed, as was reduced susceptibility to ciprofloxacin (67%), clindamycin (65%), lincomycin (6%), rifampin (2%) and streptomycin (6%). LGI1 was not detected in any of isolates.

Significance: In conclusion, serotypes 4b and 1/2a, responsible for the majority of listeriosis outbreaks in Canada, are commonly found in foods and food-processing environments in BC. These isolates do not appear to be resistant to antibiotics used in the treatment of listeriosis; however, reduced susceptibility in a significant proportion of strains to clinically relevant antibiotics highlights the need for continuous antimicrobial surveillance of *Lm* strains recovered from the food chain.

P1-29  Fate of *Listeria monocytogenes* on Ham and Turkey Breast Formulated with Lactate-diacetate and Inoculated with the Pathogen at Different Stages of Their Shelf Life

IFIGENIA GEORNARAS, Darren Toczko and John N. Sofos
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

Introduction: Sodium/potassium lactate and sodium diacetate are included in ready-to-eat (RTE) meat and poultry product formulations, by the U.S. meat industry, to control the growth of *Listeria monocytogenes* contamination potentially introduced after processing. Although the anti-listerial effects of lactate-diacetate are well-documented, research studies have mainly focused on contamination scenarios of freshly-prepared RTE meat products and subsequent storage. However, it is possible that pathogen contamination could occur at different stages of the shelf life of products. As such, the long-term anti-listerial effects of lactate-diacetate need to be elucidated.

Purpose: This study evaluated survival/growth of *L. monocytogenes* on ham and turkey breast products formulated with lactate-diacetate and inoculated with the pathogen at different stages of their shelf life.

Methods: Cured ham and turkey breast products formulated with potassium lactate and sodium diacetate (2.0% and 0.15%, respectively for ham, and 2.24 and 0.16%, respectively for turkey breast) were prepared by a commercial manufacturer, and were stored unsliced in their original processing bags at 1.7°C for up to 180 days. On Days 5, 90, 120, and 180 of storage, products were sliced (10.2×7.6 cm, 1–2 mm thick) and inoculated (1–2 log CFU/cm²) with a 10-strain mixture of *L. monocytogenes*. Inoculated slices were vacuum-packaged (seven slices/sample), stored at 4°C (13 weeks), and periodically analyzed (two repetitions, three samples/product/repetition) for total, *L. monocytogenes*, lactic acid...
bacteria, and yeast and mold counts. Data were analyzed as a randomized complete block design, with independent variables including product age before slicing and inoculation, storage time of sliced inoculated products, and their interaction.

**Results:** Overall, the anti-listerial activity of lactate-diacetate during 13 weeks of vacuum-packaged storage at 4 °C of sliced, inoculated ham and turkey breast, was not (P > 0.05) affected by the age (up to 180 days post-production) of the products prior to slicing and contamination with the pathogen. Initial levels of inoculated *L. monocytogenes* on ham and turkey breast were 1.4 to 1.5 log CFU/cm², and after 13 weeks at 4 °C, pathogen counts were 1.5 to 2.3 (ham) and 2.3 to 2.5 (turkey breast) log CFU/cm², regardless of product age before slicing and inoculation.

**Significance:** These data indicate that the anti-listerial activity of lactate-diacetate was not affected by the age of the products before contamination with the pathogen. These findings will be useful to the meat industry and risk assessors in their efforts to control *L. monocytogenes* in RTE meat products.

**P1-30** Antibacterial Activity of Dried Lily Flowers against *Escherichia coli* O157:H7

**TOM S. TSE** and Salam A. Ibrahim
North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC, USA

**Introduction:** Finding natural antimicrobial ingredients to enhance the safety of food products is of great interest to the food industry because of the high cost of foodborne infections. Dried lily flowers (*Lilium candidum*) have a fruity, floral scent and have been used in the traditional Chinese dishes such as golden noodles chicken and sweet and sour soup.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to determine the antibacterial activity of dried lily flowers against *E. coli* O157:H7 in culture medium BHI.

**Methods:** *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 culture with approximate populations of 3 logs CFU/ml were individually inoculated into BHI broth samples containing different concentrations of xoconostle extract. Samples were individually incubated at 37°C for 8 h. During the incubation period, bacterial growth was measured (turbidity via optical density at 610 nm) at 2 h intervals. At the end of the incubation period, the BHI broth was also diluted in sterile 0.05% peptone water and then surface plated onto BHI agar. Agar well diffusion assay was used to determine the minimum inhibitory volume (MIV) (the lowest volume that inhibit growth) and the minimum lethal inhibition volume (MLV) (the lowest volume that shows significant growth inhibition within three days of incubation).

**Results:** Results showed that bacterial population in control reached 8–9 log CFU/mL, while the addition of 10% dried lily flowers extract caused the bacterial population to remain within 3–4 log CFU/mL. Dried lily flowers extract has a strong antibacterial activity against *E. coli* O157:H7 where the zone of inhibition was 10.2 ± 0.02 mm.

**Significance:** These results indicated that dried lily flowers have potential antibacterial effects against the growth *Escherichia coli* O157:H7. However, additional research is needed to explore its potential antimicrobial effects in the food matrix.

**P1-31** Simultaneous Inactivation of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 and Reduction of Potentially Carcinogenic Heterocyclic Amines in Grilled Hamburger Patties by Plant Compounds

**LILIANA ROUNDS,** Yelena Feinstein, Mendel Friedman and Sadhana Ravishankar
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

**Introduction:** Meat products need to be sufficiently heated to inactivate foodborne pathogens. However, high-temperature heat treatment of meats could cause a serious health concern; formation of potentially carcinogenic heterocyclic amines (HCAs). There is a need to develop methods to cook the meats such that bacteria are inactivated at lower temperatures, while HCAs are concurrently reduced. Natural plant compounds having antimicrobial and antioxidative activity may serve such purpose.

**Purpose:** Evaluate the ability of plant compounds to simultaneously reduce *E. coli* O157:H7 and heterocyclic amines in heated hamburger patties.

**Methods:** Ground beef with added plant compounds was inoculated with *E. coli* O157:H7 (10⁶ CFU/g). The beef was made into patties and two approaches were used for heat treatment, a) cooked to reach the required internal temperatures (70–90 °C) at the geometric center and b) patties were cooked for 5 min. Samples were taken for microbiological analysis and for determining the HCA content after cooling. Samples were plated to enumerate surviving bacteria. HCA compounds were extracted from the patties by solid phase extraction and HCA content determined by Mass Spectrometry.

**Results:** Compared to non-heated controls, HCA levels increased by 2.8–6.2%, 5.4–60.6% and 37.8–40.4% in patties cooked at 70, 80 and 90 °C, respectively. When heating the patties for 5 minutes, inhibition of HCAs by apple skin, olive, green tea and grape seed extracts (5%) ranged from 17.8–85.9%. *E. coli* O157:H7 was reduced to below detection with the addition of olive and apple skin extracts. Green tea and grape seed extracts reduced the *E. coli* O157:H7 population by 1.62 and 2.17 logs, respectively. Addition of 1% carvacrol, the main ingredient of oregano oil, to hamburger patties resulted in simultaneous reduction of *E. coli* O157:H7 and HCAs. *E. coli* O157:H7 was reduced by 2.5–5.0 logs at various temperatures, while the greatest reductions in HCA levels were seen at 70 °C; MeIQ, MeIQx and PhIP were reduced by 58%, 72%, and 78%, respectively.

**Significance:** These results imply that it may be possible to reduce the need to consume well-done meat and suggest that the use of lower temperatures to cook ground beef with plant compounds has the potential to improve microbial food safety and prevent cancer.

**P1-32** Evaluation of Antimicrobials for Simultaneous Inhibition of *Escherichia coli* and *Pseudomonas* spp. in Injection Brine

**PATRICK J. WARD,** Frances M. Nattress, Brian Dilts and Lynn M. McMullen
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

**Introduction:** In recent years, brine injected meat has become more prevalent on supermarket shelves. This poses new risks to consumers and processors, as spoilage and potentially pathogenic bacteria may survive in injection brine and increase the risk of contamination during processing. They may also survive the cooking process.

**Purpose:** The objective was to study the efficacy of commercially-approved antimicrobials for the inhibition of *Pseudomonas* spp. and *E. coli* in commercial brine solution.

**Methods:** Multiple strains of *Pseudomonas* and heat-resistant *E. coli* and *E. coli* O157:H7 were grown in tryptic soy or Luria-Bertani broth at 25°C (*Pseudomonas* spp.) or 35 °C (*E. coli*) for 24 h. Cells (log 6 CFU/well) were added to wells containing antimicrobials (extracts of green tea, rosemary and cranberry, and Charsol® RA07015: Micocin X™ and PuraQ™ Verdax™ NV55 with or without 0.5mM EDTA) diluted in brine (0.8% NaCl; 0.5% sodium tripolyphosphate, final concentration) and plates were incubated at 25°C or 35°C for 24 h, respectively. Minimum bactericidal concentrations (MBC) were determined. Experiments were replicated 3 times.

**Results:** Green tea extract and Charsol® inhibited the growth of *E. coli* and no survival was detected at 1 or 0.63%, respectively. The fractional bactericidal concentration index for a combination of these two compounds was 4, which indicates no interaction or antagonism between the antimicrobials against a cocktail of four strains of *E. coli*. The response of *Pseudomonas* spp. to antimicrobials was variable; however, green
P1-33  New Surfactant and Organic Acid Combination Treatments for Inactivation of Escherichia coli O157:H7 Strain 87-23

HEE KYUNG PARK, Jeong Woong Park, Hyoungil Lee and Hao Feng
University of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, Urbana, IL, USA

Introduction: Many of the foodborne pathogen intervention methods involve the use of chemical antimicrobial agents such as Ca(OCl)2. Although the chemical methods are popular because of their convenience and economy, they have shown limited effectiveness in food surface sanitation applications and sometimes an adverse effect on consumers. There is a need to develop new sanitizing agents with an enhanced antimicrobial potency and minimal impact on the environment and consumers.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to explore the use of DC-11 in combination with organic acids as a new sanitizing agent for microbial inactivation.

Methods: Escherichia coli O157:H7 cells suspended in peptone water were treated with 0.01~0.05% DC-11, 0.1~0.5% organic acid, or combinations of DC-11 and acetic acid. Six organic acids were tested to select the one with the best synergistic effect with DC-11. The samples treated for a specific time period were collected and spread on tryptic soy agar, followed by an overnight incubation at 37°C.

Results: An increase in the concentration of DC-11 or organic acid enhanced the bacterial killing. The DC-11 alone was more effective than the organic acids alone. The E. coli cells were reduced to undetectable levels (> 6 log reduction) by a combined treatment with > 0.03% DC-11 and > 0.3% acetic acid for less than 1 min. All the organic acid and 0.05% DC-11 combinations reduced the E. coli populations to undetectable levels. With the combinations of DC-11 and malic acid or formic acid, the cells were eliminated in a few seconds.

Significance: The combined treatments of the new sanitizing compound (DC-11) and an organic acid exhibited a synergistic effect on the inactivation of E. coli O157:H7. The new formula may be used as an effective sanitizer for the inactivation of human pathogens on surfaces of fresh produce and meat products.

P1-34  Inactivation of Escherichia coli O157:H7 Strain 87-23 on Fresh Produce, Beef and Chicken with a New Sanitizer

HEE KYUNG PARK, Jeong Woong Park, Bin Zhou and Hao Feng
University of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, Urbana, IL, USA

Introduction: Processing facilities of fresh produce, meat, and poultry are constantly seeking appropriate sanitation methods to reduce the risk of pathogen contamination. However, many of the intervention methods are less than satisfactory due to limited effectiveness and relatively high costs.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to examine the efficacy of a new sanitizing solution for the inactivation of E. coli O157:H7 in selected produce, meat, and poultry products to assure microbial safety and product quality.

Methods: Spinach and lettuce purchased from a local retail market were dip-inoculated, and beef and chicken were spot-inoculated with E. coli O157:H7 cells. The beef and chicken samples placed in a stomacher bag containing a mixture of DC-11 and malic acid were hand-massaged (every 30 sec). The produce samples were treated with the same mixture for 1, 2, and 5 min. The samples treated for a specific time period were collected and spread on tryptic soy agar for plate counting.

Results: An increase in the concentration of malic acid did not affect the quality of the samples, while over 1% DC-11 changed the color of the products. A 5-log reduction was achieved on spinach and lettuce when treated with 1% DC-11 and 4% malic acid for 1 min, and the time to achieve a 5-log reduction on the chicken skin was 5 min. The beef treatment obtained a 5-log reduction in 1 min with 0.5% DC-11 and 4% malic acid. Increasing the concentration of malic acid was more effective in reducing the E. coli count than increasing the concentration of DC-11. The antibacterial capacity of the DC-11 and organic acid mixtures remained the same in chilled conditions.

Significance: DC-11 and organic acid combined treatments may provide an effective kill step in post-harvest processing operations for securing the microbial safety of produce, meat, and poultry products.

P1-35  The Effects of a CPC Antimicrobial Applied as an Electrostatic Spray on the Shelf Life and Levels of Escherichia coli on Raw Beef Briskets

KAREN L. BEERS, Peggy Cook, Robert A. Baker and Tim F. Yeaman
Safe Foods Corporation, Rogers, AR, USA

Introduction: During the hide removal process in beef slaughter, cross contamination of the carcass surface can occur from the initial cut into the carcass beginning at the bung region and extending to the neck of the carcass. As the knife penetrates the hide, bacteria can be transferred from the outside hide area to the sterile underside of the hide.

Purpose: To determine the effects of an electrostatic spray of the cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) antimicrobial (Cecure® - Safe Foods Corporation) on the natural microflora and inoculated generic Escherichia coli on beef surfaces.

Methods: Five brisket samples were cut into two equal pieces, one half for the control and the other half for the CPC antimicrobial spray treatment. Each sample was inoculated with 1,000 generic Escherichia coli cells and attached for 30 minutes. Control samples (n=5) did not receive any further treatment. The remaining samples (n=5) were placed on a wire rack and received 133 µg cetylpyridinium chloride/cm² (0.4% Cecure®). On Day 0, the control and CPC antimicrobial-treated samples were swabbed (Neutralizing Buffer) using a sterile template (5 x 5 cm²). The swabbed area was marked with red dye to prevent sampling of the same area on subsequent days. Each sample was then placed on a large sterile plastic tray which was placed in a sterile plastic bag and held at 40°F. Analysis was done using Aerobic Plate Count (APC) and EC Petrifilm®.

Results: Throughout the shelf-life study testing (Day 0-8), treated samples had significantly lower APC and Escherichia coli (P < 0.05) than the control samples. The control samples reached spoilage levels on Day 4, whereas the treated samples reached spoilage levels on Day 7. The treated samples showed an initial 1 log reduction in the level of Escherichia coli compared to the control samples, and thereafter, the level of Escherichia coli on both the treated and control samples remained constant throughout the refrigerated storage period. Data were subject to analysis of variance using the general linear model procedure of SAS (1991). Data are presented as natural numbers. Significant differences among or between means were separated by repeated tests using the least square means option of SAS software.

Significance: The data show a significant microbial reduction and a significant extension in the shelf-life of beef briskets from the initial reduction in the levels of APC and Escherichia coli on beef briskets treated with CPC antimicrobial.
P1-36  Validation of Lactic Acid Interventions on the Reduction of Escherichia coli Biotype I, Coliforms and Total Aerobic Bacteria on Chilled Beef Products Processed at a Commercial US Slaughter Facility
ANSEN R. POND, Mark F. Miller, Tanya Jackson, Alejandro Echeverry, Emile Randazzo and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Based on previously published studies, lactic acid can reduce Escherichia coli O157 and Salmonella in beef products. A commercial beef processing plant has selected the use of lactic acid as an intervention for several beef products in their fabrication area as part of a reassessment of their HACCP plan. USDA inspectors requested a validation of this intervention under commercial processing conditions.

Purpose: The purpose of this project was to validate, on site, the use of lactic acid interventions on chilled beef products.

Methods: Chilled carcasses, cheek meat, heart, liver and chilled trim were randomly sampled before/after lactic application (4.2%) at three time points during the day, for a total of three days. A total of 60 samples (30 before and 30 after) were collected during the course of the processing day. All sampling was conducted by in-plant laboratory technicians at the facility and used the N60 sampling method. At the end of the processing day, samples were shipped in cold conditions to the Food Microbiology Laboratory at Texas Tech University for microbial analysis. Generic E. coli, coliforms and APC were enumerated for each sample.

Results: All lactic acid interventions for each beef product resulted in significant (P < .05) quantifiable reductions in E. coli biotype I, coliforms and total aerobic plate counts. The total APC reduction ranged from 0.43 log CFU/cm² on cheek product to 2.50 log CFU/cm² on carcasses. Coliform reduction was seen from 0.49 log CFU/cm² on cheek product to 2.28 log CFU/cm² on carcasses. The generic E. coli reduction ranged from 1.03 log CFU/cm² on cheek product to 3.53 log CFU/cm² on carcasses.

Significance: A lactic acid intervention (4.2%) in a commercial processing plant is effective in reducing total microorganisms and microbial indicators on the beef products destined for human consumption. This type of validation is useful for processors to comply with USDA-FSIS regulations and to support HACCP plans and to protect public health.

WOOOSEOK KIM, Donghun Lee, Heeun Lee, Hee Soo Pyo, Kyung Su Park and Kwang-Geun Lee
Dongguk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Oriental medicines and functional foods might be susceptible to contamination with heavy metals such as Pb, Cd, and Hg. Heavy metals have harmful effects on humans and a longer half-life than other organic-contaminated materials. However, heavy metals in oriental medicines and functional foods have been investigated very little.

Purpose: For integrated exposure assessment of heavy metals in Korean functional foods and oriental medicines, the development of a robust analytical method is required. In this study the accurate analytical method for heavy metals in oriental medicines and functional food using ICP-MS was investigated.

Methods: We surveyed functional food and oriental medicine consumption patterns for 2000 Korean people (1000 adults, 1000 students and babies). Samples were categorized by matrix. The levels of Pb and Cd were analyzed with a wet-digestion method using microwave. The operating conditions of the ICP-MS were as follows: Nebulizer (concentric type); R.F. generator (Free-running type, 40 MHz); R.F. power (1400 W); coolant gas flow rate (17.0 L/min); Auxiliary gas flow rate (2.00 L/min).

Results: LOD (limit of detection) of Pb and Cd were 0.4 ng/l and 0.1 ng/l, respectively. LOQ (limit of quantitation) of Pb and Cd were 1.3 ng/l and 0.3 ng/l, respectively. Z-score using CRM (certified reference material) also was less than absolute 1.0.

Significance: The results of this study will be used as a basis for future legislation on the regulation and control of heavy metal contents of oriental medical materials in Korea.

P1-38  Microbiological Risk Assessment for the Application of GAP System on Perilla Leaf and Lettuce
WONGYEONG LEE, Jeon-Eon Song, Rok-Won Heo, Jeong-Sook Kim, Kyeongyeol Kim and Duck-Hwa Chung
Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Green perilla leaf and lettuce are one of the plenty of vegetables available in the Republic of Korea. Direct consumption of these raw vegetables after washing may render the possibility of food poisoning outbreaks.

Purpose: This study established risk factors which may cause cross-contamination of food poisoning pathogens in cultivation and harvesting steps in perilla leaf and lettuce farms.

Methods: Samples were collected from cultivation environments and utensils (soil, irrigation water, and sack), plants (perilla leaf or lettuce, stem, personnel hygiene (hand, glove, cloth) and airborne bacteria at three farms (A, B, C) of lettuce and perilla leaf during cultivation and harvesting steps, respectively. The collected samples were assessed for sanitary indications, foodborne pathogens (Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli O157, Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella spp.) and fungi.

Results: As a result, the microbiological risk factors of perilla leaf and lettuce on cultivation and harvest step were confirmed on workers’ hands contaminated by unacceptable range while at work. Especially, coliform bacterial population in workers’ hands on harvest step at all farms of perilla leaf and lettuce was detected at levels of 3.4~4.4 and 2.9~5.3 log CFU/hand, and S. aureus was detected at levels of 1.2~3.4 and 1.5~3.6 log CFU/hand, respectively. E. coli O157, L. monocytogenes and Salmonella spp. were not detected in either of the samples from all farms.

Significance: In conclusion, GAP system should be applied as the way to minimize the microbial risk during cultivation and harvest step of lettuce and perilla leaf as observed in this study.

P1-39  Assessment of Fungal Contamination during Production and Distribution of Rice in Korea
WONGYEONG LEE, Jeon-Eon Song, Jeong-Sook Kim, Kyeongyeol Kim, Rok-Won Heo and Duck-Hwa Chung
Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Rice is a staple food in Korea. Recently, it has been reported that the increased contamination of mycotoxin, a secondary metabolite of fungi, was found in rice in South Korea.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to assess the fungal contamination of rice throughout production, storage and distribution, thus providing better understanding of the potential hazards of fungal contamination in rice.

Methods: Rice samples were obtained from the production and distribution stages. The production stage was divided into 4 different steps:
P1-40 Levels of Heavy Metal in Meat of Lambs Fed with Crude Glycerin
Universidade federal de Viçosa, Viçosa, Brazil

Introduction: Substantial expansion of the biodiesel industry has created affordable supplies of crude glycerin. This byproduct has become a major focus in the livestock industry, due to its potential as an alternative energy source in animal feed. However, the presence of heavy metals in crude glycerin is of great concern in food safety and human health due to the risk of contamination in meat.

Purpose: The purpose of this work was to evaluate the level of heavy metals in meat from lambs fed diets with different levels of crude glycerin.

Methods: Thirty non-castrated male lambs were randomly assigned to one of five treatments (0; 3; 6; 9 or 12% of total diet as crude glycerin), with six replicates per treatment. Lambs were confined in individual pens and slaughtered with approximately 35 kg of body weight. From each animal, a 150 g Longissimus dorsi sample was taken for further heavy metal analysis.

Results: It was detected in crude glycerin the presence of (mg/kg): Cu = 5.65; Cr = 1.19; Ni = 5.87; Pb = 0.33; Zn = 5.22 and Cd = level lower than detection limit. Conversely, the elements Pb, Cd, Cr and Ni were not detected in meat samples. There was a linear decrease (P<0.05) of Zn levels in meat with the increase of crude glycerin inclusion in diets. On the other hand, no differences were found (P>0.05) in the levels of Cu among treatments.

Significance: This data suggests that crude glycerin can be used in ruminant diets with levels up to 12% of total diet, since the levels of Zn and Cu are within the tolerable intake levels, without causing toxicity in humans.

P1-41 Species Identification of Alexandrium minutum and A. catenella by Sequence of 28S rDNA and Cytochrome Oxidase Subunit I Gene
YA-HUI LU, Tai-Yuan Chen and Deng-Fwu Hwang
Chi Nan University of Pharmacy and Science, Tainan, Taiwan

Introduction: Harmful algal blooms have occurred in temperate aquatic regions throughout the world, negatively affecting aquaculture, fisheries and the tourism industry. Further, HABs pose a risk to human health and the environment.

Purpose: This study attempted to elucidate the sequences of potential species-specific patterns in paralytic shellfish poison (PSP)-producing dinoflagellates (Alexandrium minutum and A. catenella) from nuclear and mitochondrial DNA, respectively.

Methods: Three sets of primers used in PCR amplification including one set for 28S rDNA and the other two sets for mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I gene. The PCR products were validated by agarose gel electrophoresis, and sequenced by an ABI DNA sequencer.

Results: The crude genomic DNA yielded an apparent band (>3000 bp) from two species of Alexandrium. The electrophoretic analyses of the PCR products of the 28S rDNA region from A. minutum and A. catenella exhibited the 688 and 684 bp fragments, respectively. Comparison of the similarity of the sequences with the gene bank (Accession number AF033532 and AF019408), showed that similarity was 100% for A. minutum and 99.6% for A. catenella. According to their sequence data of nuclear 28S r-DNA, A. minutum and A. catenella could be differentiated. Mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I gene (COX1) of dinoflagellate Alexandrium species were first identified in this paper by two sets of primers, COD and COP. It showed the 644 bp and 398 bp PCR products amplified from COD and COP primers, respectively. The COX1 gene fragments of these two Alexandrium species were sequenced; however, these two fragments cannot be distinguished from each other.

Significance: In this study, though the morphologies of A. minutum and A. catenella are quite similar, the sequence data of 28S r-DNA are significantly different.

P1-42 Effect of Lactose on the Biological Activity of Ricin
TED P. LABUZA, Francisco Diez, Stephen E. Lumor, Browyn Deen, Ian Ronnigan, Neal Fredrickson and Kenneth Smith
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Lactose, a major component of milk, is a natural inhibitor of ricin. However, it is unknown if the level of lactose found in milk is enough to protect against ricin intoxication.

Purpose: To evaluate the effect of lactose (at the typical concentration in milk) on the ability of ricin to inhibit protein synthesis in HeLa (human) cells.

Methods: Ricin samples (0.001-300 µg/mL) treated with/without 134 mM lactose (1 mL) were added to test tubes containing 1 mL HeLa cells (3 x 10^6 cells in a low leucine medium). After 2 h of incubation at 37°C, 0.5 µCi of L-[U-14C]-leucine was added to each tube, followed by 60 min of further incubation. The tubes were centrifuged (1000 x g for 10 min), and the cell pellet re-suspended in 1 mL of 0.1 N KOH for 30 min. The solutions were then made up to contain 10% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid, followed by centrifugation (13,000 x g for 10 min) to precipitate the proteins on the walls of the tubes. The amount of radioisotope incorporated into cellular proteins was determined by liquid scintillation. Biological activity was defined as the amount of radioactivity in a sample relative to that of the control (cells not treated with ricin).

Results: The effect of 134 mM lactose on the biological activity of ricin was only significant at concentrations of ricin below 1 µg/mL. At 1 ng/mL of ricin, inhibition of protein synthesis in the presence of lactose was 20%, whereas inhibition was 8.8% in its absence. At 100 ng/mL, inhibition of protein synthesis was 76.4% in the presence of lactose, and 94.1% in its absence.

Significance: These data suggest that milk lactose may not protect against ricin at the concentration (6.22 µg/mL) equivalent to its LD50 for a 20 kg child consuming 225 mL of milk.
P1-43  Use of a Dry Steam Belt Washer for Removal of Allergenic Food Residue
FADWA AL-TAHER, Christopher Pardo and Lauren Jackson
Illinois Institute of Technology, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Validated cleaning procedures are essential for preventing allergen cross-contact from shared processing equipment. Dry cleaning methods, such as those involving the use of dry steam, have been developed for removing allergenic food residues from food-contact surfaces. However, little is known about the effectiveness of these methods.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to validate the effectiveness of a commercially available belt washing system that uses dry steam in combination with vacuum for removing allergenic food from a urethane-faced conveyor belt.

Methods: Undiluted peanut butter was applied and slurries of non-fat milk (10,000 µg/mL) and egg powder (24,000 µg/mL) were pipetted onto a urethane-faced conveyor belt. The belt was cleaned using a commercially available dry steam belt cleaning unit for 10 min. At two min intervals, the belt washer was stopped, and the belt was swabbed using conventional ATP, sensitive ATP, total protein and allergen-specific lateral flow tests (ELISA) to determine the presence of allergenic food residue. All cleaning trials were done in triplicate and at least three swabs were obtained for each analytical method.

Results: Sensitive ATP swabs of the conveyor belt showed high levels of ATP for peanut, milk and egg no matter how long the belt was cleaned. However, for most trials with the three different food residues, conventional ATP swabs indicated the absence of ATP after 10 min of cleaning. Total protein swabs detected all three types of food residue on the belt after cleaning for 10 min. No egg residue was detected with the lateral flow tests for all the cleaning times tested, while peanut and milk residue was still detected after cleaning the belt for 10 min.

Significance: This study demonstrates that the efficacy of the dry steam cleaning unit depends on the type of food soil applied to the belt surface. Care must be taken when choosing a method for detecting the presence of food residues in a dry cleaning system.

P1-44  Evaluation of Commercial ELISA Test Kits for Detection of Milk Proteins in Cooking Oil
YINGSHUANG LU and Tong-Jen Fu
Illinois Institute of Technology NCFSST, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Milk is a common ingredient in fried food. Allergen cross contact can occur through the use of shared frying oil. Analytical methods are needed to determine the level of protein contamination in re-used oil.

Purpose: This study evaluated the performance of four ELISA test kits in comparison with a total protein assay for detection of milk protein residues in spiked oils that have been subjected to frying at different temperatures.

Methods: NIST non-fat milk powder standard reference material #1549 and Backpacker’s Pantry powdered whole milk were heated in Mazola® corn oil at 150°C or 180°C for 3 minutes in a DeLonghi Cool-Touch® deep fryer. The amount of milk proteins in the oil samples were determined using the Pierce 660 nm total protein assay as well as four commercial ELISA kits (Veratox for Total Milk Allergen, BioKits BLG Assay Kits, ELISA SYSTEMS Casein and Beta-Lactoglobulin Residue assays) either directly or after extraction with phosphate-buffered saline with 0.05% Tween (PBST) followed by partitioning in hexane to remove residual oil.

Results: Based on the Pierce total protein assay, PBST/hexane extraction resulted in a 90% or 80% recovery of milk proteins from unheated oils spiked with non-fat or whole powdered milk, respectively. Frying at 150°C caused an approx. 75% decrease in the amount of protein recovered from both the non-fat and whole milk samples, while frying at 180°C resulted in a > 90% decrease in protein recovered. All four ELISA kits were able to accurately determine the amount of milk residues in unheated oil samples. However, frying at 150°C or 180°C resulted in a significantly lower amount of protein detected by these kits. Certain test kits registered greater protein levels than those detected by other test kits or the Pierce total protein assay. For example, the relative amount of protein in non-fat milk fried at 150°C as determined by the BioKits BLG test was more than 2 or 10 folds greater than those measured by the Pierce assay or the ELISA SYSTEMS BLG kit, respectively. Inclusion of the PBST/hexane extraction step prior to test kit analyses may or may not result in a greater amount of protein detected, depending on the test kits used.

Significance: Commercial ELISA test kits are capable of detecting milk residues in cooking oils; however, the accuracy of quantitation was dependent on the test kits and the frying conditions used.

P1-45  Variation in Microbial Communities among Abattoirs and between Primal Cuts on Refrigerated Vacuum-packed Beef
MARK TAMPLIN, Bianca Porteus, Sheila Peddell and Ian Jenson
University of Tasmania, Sandy Bay, TAS, Australia

Introduction: Vacuum-packaged Australian primals are known to have an enhanced shelf life in export markets. However, the basis for this condition is not well understood. It is known that the shelf life of fresh beef is influenced by temperature, pH, packaging atmosphere and the effects of certain microbial species. However, relatively little is known about how complex bacterial communities influence shelf life.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to define microbial communities on striploin and cube roll processed at six abattoirs and stored over 30 weeks at -0.5°C, and to determine how communities vary among abattoirs and on different meat types.

Methods: Striploins and cube rolls were collected from six export abattoirs and stored at -0.5°C for 30 weeks. At selected time intervals, DNA was extracted from meat rinsates. Bacterial community analysis was performed using terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) and clone libraries of the 16s rRNA gene. Differences among T-RFLP profiles were determined by an analysis-of-similarity test using Primer6 software. For clone libraries, sequences were aligned using BioEdit and statistical differences determined with the UniFrac program.

Results: Microbial communities were different among the six abattoirs, and between striploin and cube roll, by T-RFLP analysis. Clone libraries showed, using a subset of four abattoirs representing high and low Total Viable Count and Lactic Acid Bacteria growth rates, that bacterial species were significantly different among the abattoirs during 30 weeks of storage. Analysis of striploin versus cube roll showed that differences in bacterial species between meat types increased with storage time.

Significance: These findings demonstrate that bacterial communities on fresh beef are complex and that as yet undefined bacterial and environmental factors likely influence community structure. Understanding these interactions could assist with the design of meat process operations that lead to enhanced shelf life.
P1-46  Determination of Risk Factors Associated with Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157 Prevalence on Carcasses in a Mexican Slaughter Plant

CLAUDIA NARVAEZ BRAVO, Mark F. Miller, Tanya Jackson, Sam Jackson, Argenis Rodas Gonzalez, Kevin Pond, Alejandro Echeverry and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: During 1993 - 2002, six hundred thirty-three foodborne outbreaks were reported in Mexico, with 12,748 people being infected, primarily with Salmonella, Escherichia coli and Shigella. Consequently, the identification of sources of Salmonella and E. coli O157 in a slaughter plant is essential to identify methods for reducing the prevalence of these pathogens on carcasses and therefore, reduce the risk of foodborne diseases to the consumers.

Purpose: The primary risk factor associated with detection of Salmonella and E. coli O157 on carcasses in a slaughter plant.

Methods: Two hundred fifty animals were randomly selected and composite samples were taken from three anatomical carcass sites (inside round, hind shank and fore shank). Samples were taken from the hides, fecal grabs (FG), at pre-evisceration (PE), prior to entering the hot box (PHB) and after 24 hours of dry chilling (DC). Additionally, 250 samples from fecal (FL) and water samples were taken from the lairage area. E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella detection was carried out using BAX, IMS and conventional methods. Logistic regression models were used to determine areas of highest risk.

Results: Due to low prevalence of E. coli O157:H7, risk factors were not detected. Animals positive for Salmonella in FG had an 8 times higher chance to test positive on hides (P = 0.006), 3 times more likely to test positive on carcasses at PE (P = 0.0001), and were 2 times more likely to test positive on carcasses at PHB (P = 0.01). Moreover, positive carcasses at PE increased the chance of obtaining a positive carcass test at PHB by 6 times (P = 0.0001); and positive carcasses at PHB increased the chance of a positive carcasses at DC (P = 0.003) by 8 fold.

Significance: FG is an important determinant factor in the detection of Salmonella in hides and carcasses at slaughter plants. Implementation of pre-harvest controls is recommended to reduce the risk.

P1-47  Comparison of Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157 Prevalence on Beef Carcasses Harvested in Mexico under Two Different Production Procedures under TIF Regulations

CLAUDIA NARVAEZ BRAVO, Mark F. Miller, Sam Jackson, Tanya Jackson, Argenis Rodas Gonzalez, Alejandro Echeverry, Kevin Pond and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Federal Inspection Type (TIF) standards in Mexico ensure the safety of meat products prepared in establishments holding the TIF certification. TIF slaughterhouses comply with national and international food safety specifications; however, they have differences in the production procedures and interventions depending on the final market. Supermarkets require interventions such as hot water and lactic acid application, while other markets such as wet markets, street vendors and butcher shops don’t.

Purpose: To compare the prevalence of Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 on carcasses destined for different markets processed under TIF certification in Mexico.

Methods: A total of 120 animals were sampled in the plant at the following locations: fecal grabs (FG), hides, at pre-evisceration (PE), prior entering the hot box (PHB) and after 24 h of dry chilling (DC). The first group of carcasses was destined for supermarkets (DSM), and received a lactic acid spray of 2.1% (25°C) at PHB. A second group of animals, destined for smaller market venues (DMV), were sampled at the same locations and processing days as the first group; but their carcasses did not receive microbiological interventions. E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella detection was carried out using BAX, IMS and conventional methods.

Results: The Salmonella prevalence in FG was higher (26%) in cattle DSM, than those DMV (10%); however, the latter had higher detection on hides and at PE (100% and 35%, respectively) compared to those DSM (82% and 14%, respectively). Both groups had no differences (P > 0.05) in Salmonella prevalence at PHB (5%) and DC (0%). The E. coli O157:H7 prevalence did not differ between DSM and DMV (P > 0.05) in FG (DSM 11% vs. DMV 5%), hide (DSM 6% vs. DMV 5%) and carcasses (0%).

Significance: While the DMV carcasses were not subjected to an intervention, the pathogen prevalence was low in this TIF facility due to careful dressing procedures.

P1-48  Salmonella, Campylobacter and Putative Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) in Ground Beef and Whole Muscle Beef Cuts in the United States

JESSIE L. VIPHAM, Mark F. Miller, Guy Loneragan, Alejandro Echeverry, Chance J. Brooks, W. Evan Chaney and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Non-O157 STEC, Salmonella, and Campylobacter cause considerable human illnesses each year and the vast majority of cases are foodborne. Currently, better understanding of the burden of these pathogens in the U.S. is of much interest.

Purpose: To establish an estimate or prevalence of Campylobacter, Salmonella, and Non-O157 STEC in beef products collected from U.S. retail markets.

Methods: Thirty-two American cities were sampled in this study. Retail raw ground and whole muscle beef (n=2,915) samples were purchased from 15 different vendors and butcher shops. A total of 1,20 animals were sampled in the plant at the following locations: fecal grabs (FG), hides, at pre-evisceration (PE), prior entering the hot box (PHB) and after 24 hours of dry chilling (DC). Additionally, 250 samples from fecal (FL) and water samples were taken from the lairage area. E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella detection was carried out using BAX, IMS and conventional methods.

Results: The prevalence of Campylobacter was 15% and Salmonella (3.8%) and STEC (2.2%) in ground beef and 5% and 0% in whole muscle beef cuts. Two hundred fifty animals were randomly selected and composite samples were taken from three anatomical carcass sites (inside round, hind shank and fore shank). Samples were taken from the hides, fecal grabs (FG), at pre-evisceration (PE), prior to entering the hot box (PHB) and after 24 hours of dry chilling (DC). Additionally, 250 samples from fecal (FL) and water samples were taken from the lairage area. E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella detection was carried out using BAX, IMS and conventional methods. Logistic regression models were used to determine areas of highest risk.

Results: Due to low prevalence of E. coli O157:H7, risk factors were not detected. Animals positive for Salmonella in FG had an 8 times higher chance to test positive on hides (P = 0.006), 3 times more likely to test positive on carcasses at PE (P = 0.0001), and were 2 times more likely to test positive on carcasses at PHB (P = 0.01). Moreover, positive carcasses at PE increased the chance of obtaining a positive carcass test at PHB by 6 times (P = 0.0001); and positive carcasses at PHB increased the chance of a positive carcasses at DC (P = 0.003) by 8 fold.

Significance: FG is an important determinant factor in the detection of Salmonella in hides and carcasses at slaughter plants. Implementation of pre-harvest controls is recommended to reduce the risk.

P1-49  Prevalence Study of Top Six Non-O157 STEC in Raw Beef in the United States

Phil Feldsine, DAVID E. KERR, Markus T. Jucker and Andrew H. Lienau
BioControl Systems Inc., Bellevue, WA, USA

Introduction: As a result of recent incidents of contamination, there is growing interest in the United States in the potential public health risk associated with a broader group of E. coli commonly referred to as “the top six non-O157 shiga toxigenic E. coli” or “Top STEC.” Most surveillance studies of clinical isolates report that the following six STEC O serotypes, in addition to O157, represent the greatest public health risk: O26, O45, O103, O111, O121 and O145.

Purpose: Little data for the prevalence of the Top STEC microorganisms exists in raw beef.

Methods: A surveillance study was undertaken to look at the incidence of Top STEC from raw beef samples. Five beef processors located in various parts of United States evaluated 1800 beef trim and ground beef samples with Assurance GDS® Top STEC and Shiga Toxins for Top STEC assays.

Results: Sixty-three E. coli isolates were identified as containing one of the top six serotypes and one of the two targets established by the USDA that define the Top STEC. Among these isolates, 16 contained both targets. At least one Top STEC from each serogroup was isolated.

Significance: These data provide insight into the potential incidence rate of Top STEC in raw beef in the United States.
P1-50 Validation of Hot Water and 5% Lactic Acid as an Intervention to Reduce Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Chilled Beef Trim

Bailey N. Brashears, Blake Connors, Angela M. Laury, Claudia Narvaez-Bravo and MINDY BRASHEARS
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: The CDC reports that there are an estimated 70,000 E. coli O157:H7 infections in the US annually, with many originating from beef. Research has examined the use of 5% lactic acid and hot water (180 °F) to reduce E. coli O157:H7 on hot carcasses, but little data exist on the efficacy of these interventions on chilled surfaces.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine if applying 5% lactic acid and hot water (180 °F) to chilled beef trim would result in a reduction of E. coli O157:H7 and indicator organisms.

Methods: Beef trim was inoculated with a cocktail of E. coli O157:H7 (10^8 CFU/ml). Inoculated chilled trim was treated for 1 min by spraying with 5% lactic acid, ambient water, or by dipping in hot water (180 °F) for 1 min. The total E. coli O157:H7, generic E. coli and total aerobic plate counts were determined by direct plating.

Results: All three treatments reduced the total aerobic bacteria on the meat from 4.67 log CFU/25 g in the control to 4.07 log CFU/25 g, 3.58 log CFU/25 g and 3.52 log CFU/25 g in trim treated with water, hot water and 5% lactic acid, respectively. The generic E. coli were reduced from 4.32 log CFU/25 g in the control to 3.31 and 3.38 log CFU/25 g for 5% lactic acid and hot water, respectively. Ambient water had little effect. E. coli O157:H7 was reduced significantly with the 5% lactic acid with populations declining from 3.92 bacteria/25 g in the control to 3.19 total bacteria/25 g. Ambient and hot water did not reduce the total E. coli O157:H7.

Significance: Results can be used to validate the use of lactic acid to reduce pathogens on chilled beef trim and provide evidence that this intervention can be effective in reducing the potential of a recall.


SANGHYUYUP JEONG, Bradley P. Marks and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Contamination of ground beef with Escherichia coli O157:H7 remains an ongoing problem as evidenced by continued outbreaks of illness and the recall of ~1.5 million lbs. of ground beef in 2010. Low-energy X-ray irradiation is a potentially effective means of reducing the risk, but there is a lack of information related to the impact of product characteristics on microbial efficacy.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to quantify the microbial efficacy of low-energy x-ray irradiation against E. coli O157:H7 in ground beef of two different fat contents and product temperatures, and to assess the performance of a predictive model.

Methods: Low (4.9%) and high (16.6%) fat ground beef were inoculated with a four-strain cocktail of E. coli O157:H7. Inoculated samples (~5 g, ~7.7 log CFU/g) were pressurized (3 mm) in a plastic bag to ensure a uniform X-ray dose, and then the samples were stored at -23 °C (~26 days). Half of the samples were then equilibrated to 4 °C overnight, while half remained at -23 °C. Thereafter, the inoculated and temperature-equilibrated samples were irradiated (5 doses, in replicate, ~0.5 kGy) using a prototype X-ray irradiator (70 kV). All irradiated samples were homogenized in phosphate buffer, appropriately diluted and then plated in duplicate on Sorbitol MacConkey Agar containing cefixime and tellurite (18–24 h; 37 °C), to enumerate survivors. In addition, X-ray free-field analysis was coupled with a density mapping of the product, which was reconstructed from computer tomography images, to develop a lethality predictive model.

Results: For frozen samples, X-ray D-values were 0.10 kGy and 0.14 kGy for high fat and low fat sample, respectively. For refrigerated samples, X-ray D-values were ranging 0.05 to 0.054 kGy. Microbial inactivation was significantly different between frozen and refrigerated samples (P < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference between high and low fat ground beef in refrigerated state (P > 0.05), but significant in frozen batches (P < 0.05). The error of the dose/lethality prediction model was ranging 20 to 38%.

Significance: Based on the findings to-date, E. coli O157:H7 on ground beef can be effectively eliminated using low-energy X-ray irradiation. Additionally, an integrated process model encompassing biological and physical models can be developed to assess the feasibility of this technology.

P1-52 Reduction of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella Typhimurium on Beef Trim

TONG ZHAO, Ping Zhao and Michael P. Doyle
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

Introduction: Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella are major causes of foodborne disease.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a levulinic acid and sodium dodecyl sulfate treatment as a surface application to reduce E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella populations on beef trim.

Methods: Levulinic acid plus SDS at different concentrations, temperatures, contact times, and agitation speeds was evaluated for the inactivation of E. coli O157:H7 and S. Typhimurium on beef trim surfaces at different meat temperatures. Beef (25–35% fat content) was cut into 10 x 10 x 7.5-cm portions and inoculated with E. coli O157:H7 or S. Typhimurium at 10^5 CFU/cm². The relationship between chemical treatment conditions and beef temperatures was determined.

Results: Results revealed that the bactericidal effect of 3% levulinic acid plus 2% SDS (LV/SDS) solution was related to surfacetemperature. Treating 5 °C-beef trim with LV/SDS at 21 °C, 62 °C, or 81 °C for 30 sec reduced E. coli O157:H7 by 1.0, 1.1, or 1.4 log CFU/cm², respectively, whereas treating 8 °C-beef trim with LV/SDS at 12 °C for 0.1, 1, 3, or 5 min reduced E. coli O157:H7 by 1.4, 2.4, 2.5, or 3.3 log CFU/cm², respectively. Similar results were obtained with S. Typhimurium. Treating 8 °C-beef trim with LV/SDS for 1, 2, or 3 min reduced S. Typhimurium by 2.1, 2.6, and >5.0 log CFU/cm², respectively. Applying hand massage to the treated beef trim substantially increased the reduction of both pathogens, with no detectable E. coli O157:H7 or S. Typhimurium (< 5 CFU/cm²) on 12 °C-trim treated with LV/SDS at 12 °C for 30 sec compared to 3 log CFU/cm² present on the water-treated control.

Significance: The LV/SDS treatment was effective in reducing E. coli O157:H7 and S. Typhimurium populations by >3 log CFU/cm² on beef at 8 °C, but the bactericidal activity was closely related to the meat temperature.

P1-53 The Effects of Salt, Sodium Pyrophosphate and Sodium Lactate on the Growth Behavior of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Ground Beef

CHENG-AN HWANG and Vijay K. Juneja
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: Ground beef products have been linked to outbreaks of foodborne illness causing by Escherichia coli O157:H7.

Purpose: This study examined the effect of salt (0–3.0%), sodium pyrophosphate (SPP, 0–0.5%), and sodium lactate (0–3%) on the growth behavior of E. coli O157:H7 in ground beef during temperature-abuse storage.
Methods: Ground beef (3 g) samples containing 25 combinations of the three additives were inoculated with a 4-strain cocktail of *E. coli* O157:H7 to an inoculum of 10^3 CFU/g, vacuum-packaged, and stored at 10°C for 15 days. Twenty samples for each combination were tested to obtain the growth probability of *E. coli* O157:H7. A sample was considered as able to support growth of *E. coli* O157:H7 when the count at the end of the storage was 1.0 log CFU/g higher than the initial inoculum. The growth probabilities (P) as a function of salt, SPP, and lactate were analyzed with a logistic regression.

Results: Growth (P ≥ 0.5), uncertainty of growth (0.1 < P < 0.5), and no growth (P ≤ 0.1) of *E. coli* O157:H7 predicted by the resulting probability model were in agreement with those experimentally observed, indicating that the model closely described the behavior of *E. coli* O157:H7 in ground beef. Salt and lactate exhibited substantial effect on the growth probability of *E. coli* O157:H7, whereas the effect of SPP was marginal.

Significance: Results from this study will help in identifying the levels of these three additives in ground beef products to control the growth of *E. coli* O157:H7.

P1-54 Effect of Household Storage, Thawing and Cooking Practices on the Survival of *Salmonella* and *Escherichia coli* in Beef Patties

STAVROS G. MANIOS and Panagiotis N. Skandamis

Agricultural University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Food Safety authorities worldwide have issued general guidelines for the proper handling of ground beef in households. However, these recommendations may not sufficiently cover all the commonly applied practices, because the latter depend on the convenience and personal preferences of the consumers for handling and consuming foods.

Purpose: The objective of the study was to cover the survival of *Salmonella* and *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 during frozen storage, thawing and cooking of beef patties, simulating common consumer-style practices.

Methods: Portions (400 g) of ground beef were inoculated (~6.5 log CFU/g) with a five-strain composite of *Salmonella* or a three-strain composite of *E. coli* O157:H7 and stored at -22°C. After 5 and 75 days of frozen storage, thawing took place (i) in refrigerator at 4°C for 16 hours; (ii) at 20°C for 12 hours, simulating thawing on counter, or; (iii) in microwave for 22–24 minutes. Following thawing, 90 g beef patties were shaped and cooked in Double-Broil (DB) or Pan-Grill (PG) until the internal temperature reached 60°C (simulating undercooking) or 71°C (recommended cooking temperature). In addition, the survival of the two pathogens after direct cooking of frozen patties was studied, simulating commercial cooking practices in catering services and restaurants.

Results: Cooking in DB was more effective for the elimination of the pathogens compared with cooking in PG, especially when cooked at 71°C. These findings showed that the survival of the pathogens was highly affected by the rate and the direction of heat transfer into the beef patties, during cooking, regardless of the thawing method applied before. *E. coli* O157:H7 showed an increased survival during cooking after frozen storage for 75 days, compared to 5 days of storage, while the opposite was observed for *Salmonella*.

Significance: The results may be used to instruct the consumers and catering services for the appropriate defrosting or cooking practices of beef patties, taking into account the variability that might occur for practical purposes in different establishments (i.e., households, food caterings, restaurants).

P1-55 Inactivation of Non-O157:H7 Shiga Toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) in Frozen Ground Beef Patties

JOHN B. LUCHANSKY, Anna C.S. Porto-Fett, Bradley A. Shoyer, Jeff Call, Vivian Chen, Janell Kause, Denise R. Eblen, L. Victor Cook, Timothy B. Mohr, Emilio Esteban and Nathan E. Bauer

U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: A cluster of illnesses linked to contamination of ground beef with an *E. coli* serotype O26 strain, and the subsequent recall, reinforces the need for additional research on control of STEC in beef.

Purpose: Quantify the effect of cooking on the fate of STEC in refrigerated and frozen ground beef patties of both high and low fat content when cooked on commercial grills.

Methods: Ground beef (percent lean:fat = 70:30 and 93:7) was inoculated with about 7.0 log CFU/g of a serotype O26, O45, O103:H2, O121, O145:HNM, and O111:H7 cocktail of STEC. Ground beef patties (ca. 300 g, ca. 2.54 cm thick) were formed, stored at 4°C for 18 hours (i.e., refrigerated) or at 20°C for 21 days (i.e., frozen), and then cooked on either an open flame gas grill or on an electric clam-shell grill to target internal temperatures of either 60°C, 65°C, 71°C, or 76°C.

Results: Regardless of the level of fat or type of grill, cooking refrigerated patties to 71.1°C or 76.6°C resulted in a ≥ 2 log CFU/g decrease in STEC, with decreases of 3.2 to 5.1 and 5.7 to 6.4 log CFU/g at 60°C and 65.5°C, respectively. When frozen patties were cooked to 65.5°C, 71.1°C, or 76.6°C, regardless of the fat level or type of grill, pathogen numbers decreased by 4.7 to 6.0 log CFU/g, with a decrease of 2.5 to 4.4 log CFU/g after cooking to 60°C.

Significance: These data confirm that despite non-uniform heating of patties, cooking refrigerated or frozen ground beef patties to the recommended internal temperature of 71.1°C is sufficient to lessen consumer exposure to any STEC present.

P1-56 Thermal Inactivation of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 (ECOH) in Frozen Ground Beef Patties Following Cooking on Commercial Open-flame Gas and Electric Clam-shell Grills

JOHN B. LUCHANSKY, Anna C.S. Porto-Fett, Bradley A. Shoyer, Jeff Call, Vivian Chen, Janell Kause, Denise R. Eblen, L. Victor Cook, Timothy B. Mohr, Emilio Esteban and Nathan E. Bauer

U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: Both the prevalence and levels of serotype O157:H7 strains of *Escherichia coli* (ECOH) are quite low, yet this pathogen continues to cause foodborne illness due to contamination of undercooked ground/non-intact beef. Thus, further studies are warranted to comparatively quantify thermal destruction of ECOH in refrigerated versus frozen ground beef patties.

Purpose: Quantify the effect of both fat and grill type on the fate of ECOH in refrigerated and frozen ground beef patties during cooking.

Methods: Both high fat and low fat ground beef (percent lean:fat = 70:30 and 93:7, respectively) were purchased from a local butcher and inoculated with a 5-strain cocktail of ECOH (ca. 7.0 CFU/g). Patties were pressed (ca. 2.54 cm thick, ca. 300 grams) and then either refrigerated (4°C, 18 hours) or frozen (20°C, 3 weeks) before being cooked on a commercial open-flame gas grill or on a clam-shell electric grill to internal temperatures of 60°C to 76.6°C.

Results: Regardless of the type of grill, cooking low and high fat refrigerated patties to 71.1°C or 76.6°C decreased ECOH numbers from ca. 7.2 to 6.9 log CFU/g, whereas decreases from ca. 7.2 to 3.0 log CFU/g in pathogen numbers were observed when refrigerated patties were cooked at 60°C or 65.5°C. For low and high fat frozen patties that were cooked to 71.1°C or 76.6°C, ECOH
numbers decreased from ca. 6.7 log CFU/g to ca. 0.6 to 1.5 log CFU/g. Likewise, pathogen numbers decreased from ca. 6.7 log CFU/g to ca. 1.7 to 3.3 log CFU/g when frozen patties were cooked to 60.0 °C or 65.5 °C.

**Significance:** Although we observed non-uniform heating of patties, these results validated that cooking refrigerated and frozen ground beef patties to the recommended internal temperature of ≥71.1 °C is effective for destroying ECOH and, in turn, lessening the threat of illness associated with this foodborne pathogen.

**P1-57 Fate of Escherichia coli O157:H7 (ECOH) in Blade Tenderized Beef Prime Rib Following Searing, Cooking and Holding under Commercial Conditions**

ANNA C.S. PORTO-FETT, Bradley A. Shoyer, Harshavardhan Thippareddi and John B. Luchansky

Food Safety Connect, Blacks ville, WV, USA

**Introduction:** Undercooked non-intact beef has caused a number of illnesses due to contamination with serotype O157:H7 strains of *Escherichia coli* (ECOH). Only a few studies have quantified translocation and/or thermal inactivation of ECOH directly in blade tenderized beef. However, there have been no such studies for prime rib, yet this product may pose a greater risk to public health than others because it is cooked/held for extended times at lower temperatures.

**Purpose:** Evaluate the effect commercial searing, cooking, and holding times/temp eratures for elimination of ECOH within blade tenderized beef prime rib.

**Methods:** Boneless prime rib was inoculated on the fat side with ca. 6.0 log CFU/g of a five-strain cocktail of ECOH and then passed once through a blade tenderizer with the fat side facing upwards. The tenderized prime rib was seared at 500 °F for 30 min in a conventional (home) oven and then cooked in a commercial convection oven at 250 °F to internal temperatures of 100 °C, 120 °C, 140 °C, and 160 °F before being placed in a commercial holding oven [140 °F] for up to 8 hours. At each sampling interval, two 1.5-inch thick steaks were cut from each piece of prime rib to be sampled and separately macerated and subsequently surface plated onto sorbitol MacConkey agar plates containing rifampicin (100 µg/ml; SMACR).

**Results:** After searing, ECOH numbers decreased by ca. 1.2 log CFU/g. Following cooking to 100 °F pathogen numbers decreased by an additional ca. 1.3 log CFU/g, whereas cooking to internal temperatures of 120 °C, 140 °C, and 160 °F resulted in an additional decrease of ca. ≥2.4 log CFU/g. After cooking to 100 °F and then holding at 140 °F for 8 hours, pathogen numbers increased by an additional ca. 1.3 log CFU/g. In contrast, after cooking to 120 °C, 140 °C, or 160 °F and holding for up to 8 hours at 140 °F, ECOH numbers remained relatively unchanged.

**Significance:** The commercial practices for searing, cooking, and holding prime rib evaluated herein are effective for inactivating cells of ECOH that may exist within the deeper tissues of the meat due to blade tenderization if the product is cooked to temperatures ≥120 °F.

**P1-58 Thermal Inactivation of Escherichia coli O157:H7 on the Surface or within Non-intact Steaks as Affected by Thickness, Thawing, Starting Cook Temperature and Cooking Method**

JEREMY M. ADLER, Ifigenia Geonaras, Keith E. Belk, Cary C. Smith and John N. Sofos

Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

**Introduction:** *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 transferred into internal muscle tissue during blade tenderization or moisture enhancement is a potential cause of foodborne illness if the meat is undercooked, and current pathogen lethality guidelines only indicate time and temperature as parameters to ensure the safe consumption of beef products.

**Purpose:** This study evaluated the effect of steak thickness, thawing from the frozen state and the subsequent starting cook temperature, and cooking method on the thermal inactivation of *E. coli* O157:H7 on the surface or within blade-tenderized non-intact steaks cooked to a sublethal temperature.

**Methods:** Fresh beef (Semimembranosus; 3% fat) was cut into 0.6 cm thick slices, and two or four of these slices were stacked on top of each other to form 1.2 or 2.4 cm thick steaks, respectively. The steaks were blade-tenderized with a hand-held tenderizer [4.8 blades/cm²], inoculated with rifampicin-resistant *E. coli* O157:H7 [8 strains; 3.8 ± 0.4 log CFU/cm²] on the external surface or between the slices, vacuum-packaged, and stored at -20 °C (5 days). Steaks were cooked at 149 °C, directly from the frozen state (-20 °C) or after thawing to 4 or 25 °C, by pan-broiling or roasting, to a steak geometric center temperature of 60 °C. After cooking, a core sample (1.61 cm²) was excised from the center of each steak and analyzed (two repetitions, three samples/treatment/repetition) for *E. coli* O157:H7 [tryptic soy agar plus 0.1% sodium pyruvate and 100 µg/ml rifampicin]. Main effects were analyzed using a full factorial design in Proc Mixed of SAS and treatment means were separated using an F-protected Hest.

**Results:** The temperature of steaks at the start of cooking [-20 °C, thawed (4 °C, 25 °C)] did not (P > 0.05) affect surviving pathogen counts in cooked (60 °C) samples. For pan-broiled steaks inoculated in the geometric center, *E. coli* O157:H7 counts recovered were 2.7 ± 0.2 to 3.3 ± 0.2 log CFU/cm², regardless of steak thickness; however, for samples inoculated on the external surface, fewer (P < 0.05) pathogen cells were recovered from 2.4 cm (0.9 ± 0.5 to 1.3 ± 0.6 log CFU/cm²) than from 1.2 cm (2.1 ± 0.6 to 2.3 ± 0.3 log CFU/cm²) thick steaks, after cooking. For steaks cooked by roasting, no such trends were found, and surviving pathogen counts ranged from 2.3 ± 1.3 to 3.4 ± 0.3 log CFU/cm² in all samples. In general, higher numbers of pathogen survivors were obtained in steaks cooked by roasting than by pan-broiling.

**Significance:** These data suggest that steak thickness and cooking method, but not starting cooking temperature after thawing, should be considered in lethality guidelines developed to ensure the safe consumption of non-intact meat products.

**P1-59 Reduction of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Needle-tenderized Beef Strip Steaks Using Lactic Acid and Cooking**

JENNIFER MARTIN, Mindy Brashears, Cassandra Chancey, Alejandro Echeverry, Sam Jackson, Leslie D. Thompson and Chance J. Brooks

Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

**Introduction:** Mechanical tenderization improves beef palatability. However, mechanical tenderization increases risk of pathogen translocation to the interior of beef cuts and foodborne illnesses have been associated with the consumption of non-intact beef products.

**Purpose:** This study investigated the efficacy of lactic acid spray (5%; LA), on the survivability of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in mechanically tenderized beef steaks managed under simulated industry conditions and cooked to various degrees of doneness.

**Methods:** Beef strip loins inoculated with high (10³ log CFU/cm²; HI) or low (10¹ log CFU/cm²; LOW) amounts of *E. coli* O157:H7 were treated [5% LA or control], vacuum packaged, and stored for 21 d (0–4 °C). After 21 d, subprimals were mechanically tenderized and portioned into steaks, followed by storage for an additional 7 d (2 to 4 °C). Twenty-eight d post-inoculation, steaks were cooked to five internal temperatures: 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 °C. Microbial samples were taken from subprimals: fifteen minutes post-inoculation, after LA treatment, and prior to tenderization (d 21). Surface swabs were taken from steaks before cooking and five minutes after reaching internal temperature. Surface swabs were enumerated by plating on MacConkey’s agar with TSA overlay. Core samples from cooked steaks were evaluated for *E. coli* O157:H7 presence using DNA-based detection methods.
Results: Treatment with 5% LA reduced initial (0 d) levels of *E. coli* O157:H7 on lean and fat surfaces of HI and LOW subprimals (*P* < 0.05). After 21 d of storage, LA did not affect the total *E. coli* O157:H7 on lean surfaces of HI subprimals (*P* > 0.05); however, a 1.0 log CFU/cm² reduction was observed on fat surfaces (*P* < 0.05). No treatment effect was observed on either lean or fat surfaces on LOW subprimals after 21 d of storage. Lactic acid spray reduced (*P* < 0.05) *E. coli* O157:H7 on the surface of steaks from mechanically tenderized HI subprimals compared to controls. However, *E. coli* O157:H7 was detected in core samples obtained from high inoculated, needle tenderizer steaks cooked to 55, 60, or 70 °C. Presence in cooked samples was lower than in raw samples (*P* < 0.05). *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 was not detected in core samples obtained from LOW steaks, regardless of internal cook temperature; however, 25% of raw samples were positive for *E. coli* O157:H7.

Significance: These data suggest treatment with 5% LA spray reduces *E. coli* O157:H7 in mechanically tenderized steaks subjected to industry storage conditions prior to cooking to 55 °C or higher internal temperatures.

P1-60 Survival of *Salmonella* spp. during Preparation of Blade-tenderized, Rare, Beef Prime Rib

MARIA A. CALLE, Anna C.S. Porto-Fett, Jeff Call, Bradley A. Shoyer, John B. Luchansky and Harshavardhan Thippareddi
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

Introduction: Beef prime rib is a delicacy that is traditionally cooked to low temperatures and held for long periods of time. Blade tenderization and other processes used in meat processing may cause translocation of surface pathogens into the interior and may allow for survival and potential growth of foodborne pathogens, if present, in the product during cooking and holding operations.

Purpose: Evaluate the destruction, survival, and/or growth of *Salmonella* spp. during preparation of prime rib from non-intact beef.

Methods: Beef rib eye was surface inoculated with a five-strain cocktail of *Salmonella* spp. to obtain ca. 6.0 log CFU/g. The ribeye was tenderized by passing the fat-side inoculated ribeye through the blade tenderizer with the fat side facing upwards. The ribeye was seared for 15 min at 500 °F, cooked in a commercial oven at 250 °F to internal temperatures of either 100 ° or 120 °F and held at 140 °F for up to 8 h. Slices (1 inch portions from each end) of a prime rib were obtained after searing and cooking, as well as during holding for 2, 4, 6, and 8 h.

Results: Searing of blade-tenderized rib eye resulted in 0.55 log CFU/g reductions in levels of *Salmonella*. Subsequent cooking to internal temperatures of 110 ° and 120 °F resulted in reductions of 4.29 and 5.14 log CFU/g in *Salmonella* spp. Holding of blade-tenderized prime rib cooked to internal temperatures of 100 ° and 120 °F and subsequently held in an oven at 140 °F resulted in an increase of 2.36 log CFU/g or survival (<0.09 log CFU/g increase) in *Salmonella* spp. levels.

Significance: Reductions in *Salmonella* spp. were observed during preparation of rare prime rib. However, use of non-intact cuts of beef is not recommended for preparation of beef dishes that are cooked to low temperatures with long holding times.

P1-61 Thermal Inactivation of F-RNA Coliphages in Beef Slurries Determined by Culture and Quantitative Real-time RT-PCR

TINEKE H. JONES, Victoria Whitaker and Glynnis Coken
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Lacombe, AB, Canada

Introduction: Most potential pathogenic enteric viruses are detected by molecular techniques, but the significance of the presence of viral nucleic acid is questionable when foods are subjected to thermal inactivation treatments. F-RNA coliphages may be deposited on meat along with other enteric organisms during carcass processing. F-RNA coliphages are possible surrogates/indicators for potential zoonotic enteric viruses. Furthermore, F-RNA coliphage MS2 has similar survival characteristics as human enteric viruses and can be rapidly cultured.

Purpose: Information on the heat resistance of MS2 and environmental F-RNA coliphages at temperatures relevant to foods is lacking. F-RNA coliphage was used as a culturable surrogate virus to examine relationships between potential infectivity and the detection of viral nucleic acid in foods in response to exposure to heat inactivation treatments.

Methods: MS2 was inoculated at 10⁸ plaque forming units (PFU)/g in lean and 15% fat beef slurries in whirl-pack bags and immersed in a waterbath at temperatures ranging from 60 to 72 °C for up to 30 minutes, in duplicate. The survival of 10 environmental F-RNA coliphage isolates were compared to MS2 in lean beef slurries at 66 °C. Numbers of PFU and genome copies (gc) were determined at regular intervals. Gc of F-RNA coliphages and feline calicivirus (a sample process control) were determined by multiplex real-time RT-PCR.

Results: The recovery of PFU or gc of MS2 was similar in lean and 15% fat slurries. MS2 survived viable after 30 min at 60 and 63 °C. After 1 and 30 min in lean slurry, the reductions of MS2 were 1.1 and 2.6 log PFU or 1.1 and 1.4 log gc at 60 °C and 2.9 and 7.0 log PFU or 1.9 and 2.6 log gc at 66 °C, respectively. After 1 min at 72 °C, the reduction was 5.9 log pfu and 2.9 log gc. After 1 min at 66 °C, reductions for environmental F-RNA strains ranged from 2.6 to 3.8 log PFU, with an average of 3.2 log PFU.

Significance: MS2 is a representative model for environmental F-RNA coliphages in heat inactivation studies. The lack of a relationship between infectivity and detection of viral nucleic acid in foods with increasing temperatures, an important consideration when molecular methods are used for the detection of viruses in heat-treated foods.

P1-62 *Salmonella* in Lymph Nodes of Cattle Presented for Harvest

Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: *Salmonella* can invade and survive within host immune cells. Once internalized, these pathogens have the potential to disseminate throughout the lymphatic system and reside within lymph nodes. If so, because some lymph nodes are located within muscle and fat tissues, *Salmonella*-positive lymph nodes may potentially be incorporated into ground beef.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence of *Salmonella* in subiliac calf lymph nodes obtained from cattle.

Methods: Lymph nodes were collected from the carcasses of feedlot cattle and dairy cows in commercial packing plants prior to being trimmed to remove all fat and dipped in boiling water for three seconds before pulverization in a Whirl-pak bag and enrichment with 80 milliliters of tryptic soy broth. Enrichments were subjected to immunomagnetic separation (IMS). IMS beads were transferred to Rappaport-Vassiliadis Broth, incubated and these secondary enrichments were then streaked onto brilliant green sulfa agar and XLD agar. Presumptive *Salmonella* isolates were confirmed by invA PCR and serotyped.

Results: Between September and November of 2010, the mean prevalence of *Salmonella* in cattle lymph nodes (*n* = 1,039) was 8.7% (95% CI 0.93 - 16.6%). The majority of *Salmonella* were Montevideo and Anatum.

Significance: *Salmonella* was readily recovered from subiliac lymph nodes and consequently, fat trim containing lymph nodes may be a point-source for *Salmonella* entry into ground beef products. The public health consequence of these findings should be further investigated and research is needed to better understand the routes of infection and opportunities to reduce the risk of *Salmonella* in lymph nodes of healthy cattle.
P1-63 Prevalence of Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli in Internal Organs of Cattle Distributed for Food in Japan

YOSHIKA MOMOSE, Hiroshi Asakura, Etsuko Saito, Mikiko Sawada, Akio Yamamoto, Atushi Hasegawa, Jun’ichiro Iwahori, Toshiyuki Tsutsui, Ken Osako, Tomoki Matsuhashi, Michiru Kakinuma, Keiko Motoyama, Yoko Hayama, Hiroaki Kitamoto and Fumiko Kasuga National Institute of Health Sciences, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Outbreaks of Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) infection are caused mainly by the consumption of contaminated foods. The most probable source is livestock products, especially cattle, and epidemiological data suggest that consumption of cattle offal significantly contributes to human illnesses in Japan. The prevalence of STEC in beef carcass meat distributed in Japan has been examined and annually reported, however, the internal organs other than livers are not included.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to examine the prevalence of STEC in cattle internal organs distributed for food in Japan.

Methods: 229 retailed offal samples were screened by PCR for shiga toxin (stx) gene after enrichment. The stx-positive samples were further screened for rfbE, wzy and rfb genes. Immunomagnetic separation was conducted to isolate these serotypes of STEC. The obtained isolates were genotyped for stx1, stx2, uidA, eaeA and ehxA genes.

Results: 39 out of 229 samples tested (17.0%) were stx-positive and among them, eight and three samples were revealed to be rfbE- and rfbE-positive, respectively. None of them was found to be wzy-positive. STEC isolates were obtained from three rfbE-positive samples of small intestine and each one of rfbE- and wzy-positive omumam sample. Although stx genotype differed isolate by isolate and wzy-positive isolate was uidA-negative, all the five isolates possessed both eaeA and ehxA genes. The prevalence, i.e., isolation rate in offal samples, was not different much from that in carcass meat reported. However, spike experiments revealed that the growth of STEC O157 was inhibited in offal samples during pre-enrichment procedure, indicating that the detection limit was higher in offal than in carcass meat samples.

Significance: This is the first report demonstrating the prevalence of STEC in cattle internal organs commercially distributed for food in Japan. The results obtained in this study could provide important information in estimating risk due to consumption of these organs and further to the prevention of STEC outbreaks caused by cattle materials.

P1-64 Soil Solarization Reduces Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Cattle Feedlot Pen Surfaces

ELAINE D. BERRY and James E. Wells
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Clay Center, NE, USA

Introduction: Soils at the feedlot pen surface are a source for transmission of Escherichia coli O157:H7, and therefore, a target for control measures to reduce this pathogen in cattle. Soil solarization is a preplanting technique used in food and ornamental crop production, which utilizes solar energy to heat the soil and inactivate plant pathogens, nematodes, weeds and weed seeds.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the ability of soil solarization to reduce E. coli O157:H7 from feedlot pen surface soils.

Methods: A feedlot pen was identified in which E. coli O157:H7 was both highly prevalent and evenly distributed in the surface soils. Forty 3.0×3.0-meter plots were randomly assigned such that 5 plots of each of the solarization times of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 weeks were examined. Button temperature loggers were placed 5 to 7.5 cm below the surface in the center of each plot, and plots were covered with 3.6×3.6-meter sheets of clear 6 mil polyethylene. At each sampling, 5 soil samples were collected from each of the 10 plots (5 solarized and 5 unsolarized plots; n = 25). Total E. coli concentrations on CHROMagar ECC and E. coli O157:H7 presence by immunomagnetic separation and plating were determined for each soil sample.

Results: Initial percentages of E. coli O157:H7-positive samples in solarized and unsolarized soils were 80 and 84%, respectively, and did not differ (P > 0.05). E. coli O157:H7 was no longer detectable by 8 weeks of solarization, but was still detected in unsolarized soils at 10 weeks. The average initial concentration of E. coli in soils was 5.56 log CFU/g, and did not differ between treatments (P > 0.05). There was a rapid 2.0-log decrease of E. coli after 1 week of solarization, and >3.0-log reduction of E. coli by week 6 of solarization (P < 0.001). E. coli concentrations remained unchanged in unsolarized soils after 10 weeks (P > 0.05). Average daily maximum temperatures were 10 to 12 degrees higher for solarized soils compared to unsolarized soils, and reached temperatures as high as 55°C.

Significance: Because soil solarization effectively reduces E. coli O157:H7 from feedlot pen surface soils, it may be useful for reducing the transmission and persistence of this pathogen among cattle and the production environment. In addition, this technique may have application for remediation of E. coli O157:H7-contaminated soils used to grow food crops.

P1-65 Inhibition of Clostridium perfringens Spore Germination and Outgrowth in Reduced NaCl Roast Beef by Buffered Lemon Juice and Vinegar Product

LIN Li, Carol Valenzuela, Mauricio Redondo, Vijay K. Juneja, Dennis E. Burson and Harshawardhan Thippareddi
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

Introduction: Processed meat and poultry products that are improperly cooled or temperature abused have a greater potential to cause Clostridium perfringens illness. Consumer preference for meat products containing reduced sodium may present a greater risk of C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth.

Purpose: Inhibition of C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth during abusive cooling in reduced sodium roast beef by buffered lemon juice and vinegar concentrate (LV; MoStatin LV, WTI, Inc.) was evaluated.

Methods: Roast beef was prepared to contain NaCl (1, 1.5, or 2%, wt/wt), phosphate (0.3%) and various concentrations of LV (0, 2, or 2.5%). Roast beef treatments (5 g) were placed in a vacuum bag and inoculated with a three-strain cocktail of C. perfringens spores (final spore population of ca. 2.5 log CFU/g) and vacuum packaged. The product was heat treated and chilled exponentially from 54.4 to 4.4°C within 6.5, 9, 12, 15, 18 or 21 h.

Results: Cooling of roast beef (2.0% NaCl) within 6.5 and 9 h resulted in <1.0 log CFU/g increase in C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth, whereas reducing the NaCl concentration to 1.5 or 1.0% resulted in >1.0 log CFU/g increase for cooling times 9 h (1.1 and 2.2 log CFU/g, respectively) and longer. Incorporation of LV minimized the C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth to <1.0 log CFU/g, regardless of the NaCl concentration and cooling time.

Significance: Increased risk of C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth during chilling roast beef can be expected with reduction in NaCl in roast beef formulations. However, C. perfringens spore germination and outgrowth can be minimized by incorporation of buffered lemon juice and vinegar concentrate in roast beef formulations.
P1-66  Control of *Clostridium perfringens* Germination and Outgrowth in Reduced-sodium Roast Beef during Abusive Cooling by Sodium Diacetate

**CAROL VALENZUELA, Mauricio Redondo, Vijay K. Juneja, Dennis E. Burson and Harshavardhan Thippareddi**

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

**Introduction:** Recent reports on health benefits of reducing sodium content in human diet have resulted in greater variety of reduced-sodium meat products. However, reducing the sodium chloride (NaCl) in meat products may allow germination and outgrowth of *Clostridium perfringens* spores during abusive cooling or holding.

**Purpose:** Control of *C. perfringens* spore germination and outgrowth by sodium diacetate (Bombal™) in roast beef with reduced sodium chloride during abusive cooling was evaluated.

**Methods:** Roast beef was formulated to contain NaCl (1.23%), reduced NaCl (0.86%) or NaCl-KCl (0.86%-0.37%); phosphate (0.3%) and Bombal™ (0.35, or 0.5%). Aliquots (5 g) of the roast beef were placed in a vacuum bag, inoculated with a three-strain *Clostridium perfringens* spore cocktail to obtain ca. 2.5 log spores/g and vacuum packaged. The inoculated roast beef was heat treated for 20 min at 75°C and chilled exponentially from 54.4 to 4.4°C within 6.5, 9, 12, 15, 18, or 21 h.

**Results:** Reduction of sodium chloride or replacement with KCl did not affect *C. perfringens* spore germination and outgrowth (< 1.0 log CFU/g) within 6.5 h of cooling; whereas higher populations (3.23 and 1.09 log CFU/g, respectively) were observed during 9 h cooling. Incorporation of Bombal™ inhibited germination and outgrowth of *C. perfringens* in roast beef dependent on the concentration and cooling time.

**Significance:** Incorporation of Bombal™ into reduced-sodium roast beef formulations can minimize the risk of *C. perfringens* spore germination and outgrowth to <1.0 log CFU/g during marginal temperature abuse (<9 h) during cooling.

---

P1-67  Dynamic Model to Predict *Salmonella* Growth in Fresh Pork during Distribution and Storage

**YOHAN YOON, Young Min Yoon, Jae-Hun Kim and Ju-Woon Lee**

Sookmyung Women’s University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** Since storage temperature is changed during distribution and storage of fresh pork cutting, the mathematical model predicting bacterial populations at changing temperature is necessary.

**Purpose:** This study developed mathematical models to predict *Salmonella enterica* growth in fresh pork cutting under constant and dynamic storage temperature conditions.

**Methods:** Sterile fresh pork tenderloin slices (0.5 x 2.5 x 5 cm) were prepared by gamma-irradiation at 40 kGy. *Salmonella* (2 logs CFU/cm²) was inoculated into pork slices and they were stored at 4, 15, 25, and 35°C up to 240 h, depending on storage temperature. Bacterial populations of *Salmonella* were measured with tryptic soy agar (TSA) during storage. For calculation of kinetic parameters such as maximum growth rate (µmax, log CFU/cm²/h), lag phase duration (h), low asymptote (N0), and upper asymptote (Nmax), cell counts recovered with TSA were fitted to the Baranyi model, and these parameters were further expressed for the development of the secondary models and dynamic model.

**Results:** Squared root of kinetic parameters derived from the Baranyi model were well-described storage temperature effect on behavior of *Salmonella* (R²: 0.800-0.992). In addition, a dynamic model was also developed to predict growth of *Salmonella* at changing temperature, and various indices showed that model performance was acceptable for both temperature conditions (Bias factors: 1.009-1.111; Accuracy factors: 0.963-0.977; standard error of estimate: 0.288-0.298).

**Significance:** These results suggest that the developed mathematical models could be useful in predicting *Salmonella* growth in fresh pork, which may result in improved food safety in the meat industry.

---

P1-68  Survival and Growth of *Campylobacter jejuni* and *Salmonella enterica* Typhimurium in Moisture-enhanced Pork during Vacuum Storage

**XUESONG WEN and James S. Dickson**

Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

**Introduction:** Moisture-enhanced pork is a common non-intact meat product. Concerns about the microbiological safety of such non-intact meat products have been raised for many reasons. For example, bacteria translocation occurs from the exterior into the interior through moisture enhancement. People preparing dishes with these meats may regard them as intact products (only thoroughly cooking surface tissue).

**Purpose:** The present study was conducted to determine the effects of refrigeration, abuse temperature and moisture enhancement on the survival of *Campylobacter jejuni* and *Salmonella enterica* Typhimurium in moisture-enhanced pork during vacuum storage.

**Methods:** Pork loins were surface inoculated with either *Campylobacter jejuni* or *Salmonella Typhimurium*, and then subjected to a single pass through a needle injector moisture enhancement process with a target injection volume of 10% and 20%. The moisture-enhanced pork loins were sliced into 1 cm thick slices and vacuum packaged. Samples were collected, plated and the populations of survival organisms were analyzed periodically during storage at 4°C and 10°C.

**Results:** There was no significant effect of moisture-enhancement on the populations of *Campylobacter jejuni* and *Salmonella Typhimurium* in samples (P > 0.05). After 28 days, the populations of *Campylobacter jejuni* and *Salmonella Typhimurium* in samples were significantly lower (P < 0.05) than those of Day 0. Mean populations of *Campylobacter jejuni* and *Salmonella Typhimurium* in samples at Day 28 were 4.24, 4.78 log CFU/g, respectively. No significant differences (P > 0.05) in *Campylobacter jejuni* counts were observed between samples at abuse temperature (10°C) and those at the refrigerated temperature (4°C). In contrast, the population size of *Salmonella Typhimurium* in samples at abuse temperature (10°C) was significantly (P < 0.05) higher than those at refrigerated temperature (4°C).

**Significance:** This study indicates that, vacuum packing under chilled conditions alone is not a substitute for safe handling and proper cooking. The event of temperature abuse during handling should be avoided.

---

P1-69  The Influence of Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Concentration of Sausage Solids on the Colonization of *Leuconostoc mesenteroides* on Polypropylene

**Sofía M. Arvizu-Medrano, OMAR H. HERNANDEZ and Montserrat Hernandez Iturriaga**

Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro, Querétaro, Mexico

**Introduction:** Deficient sanitation practices and biofilm formation could lead to the persistence of spoilage microorganisms in food processing environments. *Leuconostoc* spp. is able to adhere and colonize inert surfaces such as polypropylene. Ecological factors including temperature, relative humidity and nutrient concentration could promote the microbial colonization and biofilm formation.

**Purpose:** To determine the effect of temperature, relative humidity and sausage solids concentration on the colonization of *Leuconostoc mesenteroides* in polypropylene spheres.
Methods: L. mesenteroides strains isolated from a sausage processing environment and a model of polypropylene spheres were used. Adhesion was promoted by immersing the spheres (30°C/4h) in a sausage suspension (0.5%w/y) containing 9 log CFU/ml of L. mesenteroides. The unattached cells were removed by wash with isotonic saline solution. Spheres containing attached cells were immersed in sterile sausage suspensions (1 and 5%w/v) during 20 min, then dried in laminar flow, and finally stored at 4°C and 22°C inside of containers equilibrated at 60, 86 and 97% of relative humidity (RH). Additionally, spheres containing attached cells were immersed in the sausage suspensions and designated as 100% of RH. Periodically, attached cells were removed and quantified in MRS agar. Growth data were fitted with DMFit program (www.combase.cc).

Results: Sausage solids concentration did not influence (P<0.05) the growth rate of L. mesenteroides during its colonization on the polypropylene spheres. In contrast, the temperature and RH interaction showed a significant influence on that parameter. The growth rate values estimated for Leuconostoc colonization at 4°C were, 0.151 and 0.080 log CFU/h at 100 and 97% of RH, respectively. No growth was observed at 86 and 60% of RH at 4°C. At 22°C, the growth rate values were: 0.330, 0.415, 0.290 and 0.175 log CFU/h for 100, 97, 86 and 60% of HR, respectively. The maximum population reached during colonization at both temperatures ranged between 5 to 7 log CFU/cm².

Significance: The control of temperature and RH in the food processing environment can reduce Leuconostoc colonization on polypropylene surfaces.
**Results:** After the challenge with chlorine, the log reductions and death rates values for *L. monocytogenes* strains subjected to treatments A, B and C were 7.91 and 0.0504; 5.26 and 0.0252; and 3.73 log CFU/ml and 0.0185 log CFU/h, respectively. Cells recovered from biofilms with or without pre-exposure to chlorine survived up to 200 minutes during chlorine challenge, whereas planktonic cells were not recovered after 160 minutes.

**Significance:** *L. monocytogenes* cells immersed in biofilms exposed periodically to chlorine showed more resistance to the disinfectant than their counterparts in biofilms without germicide contact. Further research is needed to determine the way in which bacteria become resistant.

**P1-73** Action of Peracetic Acid on *Staphylococcus aureus* on Suspension, Settled on Stainless Steel or on NYLON Surfaces: Influence of the Settling Time

LEO KUNIGK, Cynthia Jurkiewicz and Maria C. Almeida
Maua Institute of Technology, São Caetano do Sul, Brazil

**Introduction:** Peracetic acid (PAA) is an important sanitizer agent used in the food industry. Stainless steel (SS) and NYLON are used in food processing equipment. *Staphylococcus aureus* is a pathogenic microorganism that could be found on food processing surfaces.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to evaluate the influence of settling time on the activity of PAA over *Staphylococcus aureus* cells settled on SS and NYLON surfaces.

**Methods:** The destruction kinetics (DK) promoted by a 40 mg.L⁻¹ PAA sanitizer was studied using the suspension method of AOAC when cells were in suspension, and the swab method when cells were settled on SS and NYLON surfaces.

**Results:** The DK for cells settled on surfaces was influenced by the settling time (t). Calling the contact time between the settled cells and the sanitizer, and D the decimal reduction time, the following facts were observed: 1) D = 2.4 min when cells were in a suspension containing the sanitizer; 2) when sanitizer was applied on cells settled on SS; a) and t ≤ 6 h and < 25 min, the DK can be represented by a zero order equation; b) when t = 0.5 h, D = 2.6 min if > 25 min; c) when t = 6 h, D = 2.7 min if > 25 min; d) when t = 16 h, D = 13.3 min if ≤ 25 min and D = 5.0 min if > 25 min; e) when t = 24 h, D = 14.0 min if ≤ 30 min and D = 5.9 min if > 30 min. 3) when sanitizer was applied on cells settled on NYLON and t = 0.5 h, D = 14.6 min.

**Significance:** These results show that sanitation of SS is easier done than NYLON. Therefore, more attention should be taken when this type of polymer is used in food industries.

**P1-74** Effect of an Ultrasound-sanitizer Combined Treatment in the Detachment of Bacteria on Food Contact Surfaces

SEOK-WON KIM, Ji Hyoung Ha and Sang-Do Ha
Chung-Ang University, Ansung-Si, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** Cross-contamination of fruits and vegetables can readily occur through contaminated surfaces, thus there is a need to develop methods to inactivate microorganisms on surfaces of various materials. The aim of this study was to develop combined methods such as using ultrasound and chemical sanitizers to detach *Escherichia coli* and *Staphylococcus aureus* on food contact surfaces as a function of concentration and exposure time.

**Purpose:** This study investigated the synergistic effect of ultrasound on chlorine disinfectant treatment for the reduction of *Escherichia coli* ATCC 10536 and *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 6538 on stainless steel surfaces.

**Methods:** *E. coli* ATCC 10536 and *S. aureus* ATCC 6538 were inoculated on stainless steel (SUS) chips and dried on a clean bench for 1 hr. These chips were treated for various exposure times (0-120 min) with 37 kHz and 1200 W of ultrasound and various concentrations (0-200 ppm) of chlorine. Single treatments of ultrasound and chlorine as well as their combined treatment were evaluated for the detachment of fixed bacteria.

**Results:** The single treatment of ultrasound for 120 min reduced 1.54 and 1.34 log CFU/coupon of *E. coli* and *S. aureus* on the SUS chips, respectively. And the single treatment of chlorine at 200 ppm for 5 min reduced 1.49 and 3.69 log CFU/coupon of *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, respectively. However, the combined treatment of ultrasound (37 kHz and 1200 W) and chlorine (200 ppm) reduced 2.08 and 4.16 log CFU/coupon of *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, respectively. The additional reduction levels by the combined treatment were 0.54-0.59 and 0.47-2.82 log CFU/coupon of *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, respectively, compared to the single treatments. Although the combine ultrasound/chlorine treatment did not show a synergistic effect for reduction, it showed additional reductions with decreased exposure time to ultrasound and sanitizer concentration than the single treatments against foodborne pathogens.

**Significance:** Combined ultrasound and chlorine treatments can be used to increase detachment efficacy with additional reductions of bacteria and decreased treatment time and chlorine concentration.

**P1-75** Synergistic Effects of Combined Disinfecting Treatments Using Sanitizers and UV to Reduce Levels of *Bacillus cereus* in Oyster Mushrooms

JI HYOUNG HA, Seok-Won Kim, Myung Sub Chung and Sang-Do Ha
Chung-Ang University, Ansung-Si, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** Reports of food poisoning outbreaks due to vegetables and fruits have increased. Therefore, various combined techniques are being popularly applied to the fresh food industry to reduce bacterial foodborne pathogens. In our study, both chemical disinfectant and UV irradiation are used to reduce *Bacillus cereus* in oyster mushrooms.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to determine whether combined processing would produce synergistic effects in the disinfection of food products during food processing compared to single processing.

**Methods:** The oyster mushroom samples were purchased from a Korean local market. The reduction of *Bacillus cereus* F4810/72 by various concentrations of disinfectants such as ethanol (10, 30, 40, 50%), hydrogen peroxide (100, 500, 1000, 2000 ppm), sodium hypochlorite (10, 50, 100, 200 ppm) were tested with various exposure doses (6, 96, 216, 360 and 506 mWs/cm²) of UV lamp (2,537Å).

**Results:** Three of the combined treatments of ethanol/UV, hydrogen peroxide/UV and sodium hypochlorite/UV treatment for *B. cereus* were 0.14–1.26 log CFU/g, 0.05–0.76 log CFU/g, and 0.09–0.9 log CFU/g, respectively. The result of this study means that a significant synergistic benefit results from combined sanitizer/UV treatment to reduce foodborne pathogens on oyster mushrooms.

**Significance:** Combined treatments of disinfectants and UV irradiation produce a synergistic reduction of *B. cereus* in mushrooms.
P1-76 Synergistic Effects of Ethanol and UV Radiation to Reduce Levels of Selected Foodborne Pathogenic Bacteria
JI HYOUNG HA, Seok-Won Kim, Myung Sub Chung and Sang-Do Ha
Chung-Ang University, Ansung-Si, Republic of Korea

Introduction: In recent years, there have been an increasing number of outbreaks of food poisonings linked to the consumption of various foods in Korea. Various combined techniques are being popularly applied to the food industry to reduce the contamination level of foodborne pathogenic bacteria.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine whether combined processing would produce synergistic effects in the disinfection of food products during food processing, compared to single processing. This study investigated the synergistic effect of UV irradiation and ethanol disinfectant treatments for reduction of Bacillus cereus F4810/72, Cronobacter sakazakii KCTC 2949, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 35556, Escherichia coli ATCC 10536, and Salmonella enterica Typhimurium NO/NA in vitro.

Methods: The reduction of five foodborne pathogenic bacteria by various concentrations of disinfectants such as 30, 40, and 50% ethanol were tested with various exposure doses (6, 96, 216, 360 and 506 mJ/cm²) of UV lamp (2,537 Å).

Results: Reductions in the populations of B. cereus, S. sakazakii, S. aureus, S. Typhimurium, and E. coli in vitro were between 0.42-2.12, 0.43-1.64, 0.60-1.02, 0.41-2.48, and 1.08-2.32 log₁₀ CFU/mL, respectively, depending on the UV radiation dose, compared to no treatment. The effects of 10, 30, 40, and 50% ethanol treatment alone on the five foodborne pathogenic bacteria in vitro were between 0.48-2.81, 0.73-3.81, 0.12-1.97, 0.13-2.01, and 0.05-2.91 log₁₀ CFU/mL, respectively. The combined treatments of ethanol/UV exhibited a greater reduction and synergistic effects. The synergy values of B. cereus, S. sakazakii, S. aureus, S. Typhimurium NO/NA and E. coli were 0.40-1.52 log₁₀ CFU/mL, 0.52-1.74 log₁₀ CFU/mL, 0.20-3.2 log₁₀ CFU/mL, 0.07-1.14 log₁₀ CFU/mL and 0.02-1.75 log₁₀ CFU/mL, respectively. The results of this study suggest that a significant synergistic benefit results from combined ethanol/UV processing against foodborne pathogens in vitro.

Significance: The combined method and UV radiation treatments proved increased disinfection efficiency and synergistic effects in whole tests.

P1-77 Comparisons between Low-pressure Foam Cleaning and Conventional Cleaning to Remove Selected Bacterial Pathogens from Surfaces Associated with Convenience Food
IZANNE S. HUMAN, Jan F. Lues and Andre A. Lambrechts
Cape Peninsula University of Technology, Cape Town, South Africa

Introduction: With increased productivity, convenience foods, as well as other long shelf life processed foods, are affected by problems during cleaning and sanitation. The microbial status of eight convenience food manufacturing plants was determined by sampling stainless steel food contact surfaces after cleaning and sanitation at the end of a day’s shift. 50% of the plants used conventional cleaning methods for cleaning and sanitation and 50% used the Low Pressure Foam (LPF) method.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop data on the bacterial risks associated with contemporary and commercial cleaning methods used in the manufacturing of convenience foods in the Gauteng Province, South Africa. The objectives were to compare and evaluate the cleaning methods used for food contact surfaces, identify whether the selected organisms were present and to relate the bacterial count to the legal standard.

Methods: A total of 477 microbiological samples were taken from cleaned and sanitized convenience food contact surfaces on the basis of one manufacturing plant per day. A total of 205 samples were taken for Total Plate Count (TPC) tests, 79 microbiological samples to determine the presence of Escherichia coli; 27 microbiological samples to test for Salmonella spp. and Staphylococcus aureus each and 139 samples to test for the presence of Listeria spp. The samples were collected according to SABS method 763: swab technique by the researcher and trained research assistants and were analyzed on the same day according to accredited laboratory methods and techniques.

Results: Results revealed that 59% of the total areas sampled for TPC failed to comply with the legal requirements of the South African Health Act (< 100 CFU/cm²). Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella were not detected, but Listeria was detected in 23%, and Escherichia coli in 1.3% of the samples. A statistically significant difference (P ≤ 0.001) was found in the TPC-means between both the cleaning methods and the eight manufacturing plants. No significant statistical difference was found between the presence of Listeria spp. and both the cleaning processes or the eight manufacturing plants. The LPF-method proved throughout to be the better cleaning option for reducing TPC-counts.

Significance: This study has highlighted the fact that pathogens remain viable on dry stainless steel surfaces after cleaning and sanitation and present a contamination hazard for considerable periods of time, depending on the contamination levels and type of pathogen. The results of this study emphasize the correct application of chemicals as well as intensive training for production workers in the convenience food industry.

P1-78 Inactivation Kinetics of Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Hard Surfaces by Use of a Bacteriophage Mixture
STELOIS VIAZIS, Theodore P. Labuza and Francisco Diez-Gonzalez
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Food processing equipment, surfaces, and facilities can be contaminated by foodborne pathogens causing serious problems. Phages are obligate parasites of bacteria capable of killing specific species and offer a natural method to control contamination of foods.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the effect of a previously characterized collection of bacteriophages, BEC8, on the inactivation kinetics of a mixture of EHEC O157:H7 strains applied onto surfaces of materials commonly found in food processing plants.

Methods: Chips made of sterile stainless steel (SS), ceramic tile (CT), and high density polyethylene (HDPE) were spot inoculated with 10⁶ to 10⁷ CFU/mL, respectively. BEC8 (10¹⁷ PFU/chip) was applied onto the inoculated surfaces to obtain a ratio of 100 PFU/CFU (multiplicity of infection) and incubated at 1°C, 23°C, 30°C and 37°C. EHEC survival was determined using standard plate count on tryptic soy agar and rates of phage inactivation following first order kinetics and D- and Z-values were calculated.

Results: D-values on SS (R² values > 0.83) for liquid cells were 4.8, 4.6, 23.0, and 42.9 min and for dry cells 5.9, 8.8, 30.0, and 46.0 min; on CT (R² values > 0.71) for liquid cells were 3.9, 3.8, 21.3, and 32.6 min and for dry cells 5.1, 6.6, 29.3, and 46.7 min; on HDPE (R² values > 0.70) for liquid cells were 4.8, 5.2, 24.9, and 39.1 min and for dry cells 7.1, 7.0, 32.1, and 46.5 min at 37, 30, 23, and 12°C, respectively. Z-values for SS, CT, and HDPE for liquid cells were 23.2, 23.7, 24.5°C (R² values > 0.84) and for dry cells 26.1, 23.7, 26.7°C (R² values > 0.84), respectively.

Significance: These results indicated that bacteriophage cocktails can be used as an effective antimicrobial against EHEC O157:H7 on hard surfaces.
P1-79  Efficacy of Chemical Sanitizers on Foodborne Pathogens Contaminated on the Surface of Stainless Steel as Different Attached Form
YOUNG-MIN BAE, Seung-Youb Baek and Sun-Young Lee
Chung-Ang University, Anseong-si, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Pathogens contaminated on the surface of utensils could contribute to the occurrence of outbreaks due to cross-contamination on foods during the food preparation process. It is difficult to control pathogens by sanitizing methods when they form a biofilm.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate biofilm formation of pathogens on the surface of stainless steel and to evaluate the efficacy of chemical sanitizers on inhibiting different types of pathogenic biofilm on the surface.

Methods: Stainless steel coupons inoculated with E. coli O157:H7 were stored in tryptic soy broth (TSB) at 25 °C for 7 days or at 25 °C and RH 100% for 21 days to investigate the formation of a biofilm. Chemical sanitizers (chlorine-based and alcohol-based commercial sanitizers) were used to treat different types of biofilm (attached form, biofilm formed in TSB broth, and biofilm formed at RH 100%) of E. coli O157:H7 and S. aureus on the surface of stainless steel.

Results: Levels of pathogens on the surface of stainless steel stored in TSB at 25 °C for 7 days or at RH 100% and 25 °C for 7 days were significantly increased. Increased levels after 1 day were ca. 3 log CFU/coupon, and these levels were maintained for 7 days, indicating pathogens formed biofilms on the surface of stainless steel. From the experiment comparing sanitizing methods, treatments with alcohol sanitizer were very effective on inactivating pathogenic biofilm on the surface of stainless steel. Reduction levels of alcohol sanitizer ranged from 1.91 to 4.77 log and from 4.35 to 5.35 log CFU/coupon in E. coli O157:H7 and S. aureus, respectively.

Significance: Alcohol-based sanitizers could potentially be used as a way to control microbial contamination on the surface of utensils, cooking equipment and other related environments regardless of their attached form.

P1-80  Comparison of Cleaning Methods for Reduction of Attached Microorganisms from Various Kitchen Cutting Boards
Su-Yeon Kim, Tong Lee, Yu-Jin Hong, YOUNG-MIN BAE, Sun-Young Lee and Bo-Kyoung Moon
Chung-Ang University, Anseong-si, Republic of Korea

Introduction: E. coli O157:H7 infection has been implicated in a number of outbreaks of illness linked to the consumption of foods. Kitchen cutting boards are important tools to be used for cooking; however, cross-contamination may occur between food and cutting boards.

Purpose: This study was conducted to investigate levels of cross-contamination of E. coli O157:H7 in ground beef to cutting boards made of different materials, and the effects of cleaning methods for reducing E. coli O157:H7 on various types of cutting boards.

Methods: Four types of commercial kitchen cutting boards (wood, polyethylene, polypropylene and acryl) were selected and contaminated with 50 g of ground beef inoculated E. coli O157:H7. Levels of cross-contaminated E. coli O157:H7 were evaluated. For testing cleaning methods, four different treatments (washing with a dry towel, wet towel, alcohol paper, and chlorine paper) were used to clean contaminated cutting boards.

Results: Initial populations of pathogens were 6.09 log CFU/g in ground beef. After 1 h placement of inoculated ground beef on cutting board, levels of cross-contaminated E. coli O157:H7 on the surface of cutting board of wood and polyethylene were 2.43 and 2.41 log CFU/100 cm², respectively, and there was no significant difference on levels of cross-contaminated E. coli O157:H7 depending materials except for normal polyethylene surface. From experiment for cleaning methods, efficacy of cleaning methods in removing E. coli O157:H7 was as follows: alcohol > chlorine > wet > dry paper towel. Therefore, cleaning with alcohol sanitizer seemed to be the most effective cleaning method to remove E. coli O157:H7 on kitchen cutting boards.

Significance: These results could be used to develop kitchen safety guidelines for preventing foodborne outbreaks.

P1-81  Survival of Pathogenic Bacteria on the Surface of Stainless Steel at Various Levels of Relative Humidity Depending on Different Attached Form
YOUNG-MIN BAE, Seung-Youb Baek and Sun-Young Lee
Chung-Ang University, Anseong-si, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Various bacteria, including food spoilage bacteria and pathogens, could form biofilms on various food processing surfaces, potentially leading to food contamination.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate survival of foodborne pathogens on the surface of stainless steel at different attached form stored at different levels of relative humidity.

Methods: Escherichia coli O157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella Typhimurium, Staphylococcus aureus, and Cronobacter sakazakii were inoculated on the surface of stainless steel as different attached forms (attached form, biofilm formed in TSB broth, and biofilm formed at RH 100%) and stored at different levels of relative humidity (RH 23%, 43%, 68%, 85%, and 100%) at room temperature for 5 days.

Results: When stainless steel coupons were stored at 25 °C for 5 days, levels of pathogens on the surface of stainless steel were significantly reduced after storage at RH 23%, 43%, 68%, and 85% for 5 days except for RH 100%. When they formed biofilm on the surface of stainless steel in TSB, survival of pathogens showed similar results with their attached form. However, levels of S. aureus and C. sakazakii biofilm on the surface of stainless steel were slowly reduced at RH 23%, 43%, 68%, and 85% for 5 days compared with other pathogens. Biofilm formed at RH 100% was the most resistant among types of attached form and highly survived at all tested RH values.

Significance: From these results, survival of pathogens contaminated on the surface of food processing environment such as stainless steel could be different at various RH values depending on types of their attachment forms.

P1-82  Effect of Alternative Household Sanitizing Formulations to Inactivate Foodborne Pathogens on Food Contact Surfaces
Ashley Eisenbeiser, ROBERT WILLIAMS, Joseph Eifert, Renee R. Beyer and Susan S. Sumner
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

Introduction: Current trends indicate that American consumers are increasingly selecting products that they believe to be environmentally friendly or “natural.” In the kitchen, this trend has been expressed through greater desire for using alternative or “green” sanitizers instead of common chemical sanitizers.

Purpose: The primary purpose of this work was to evaluate the effectiveness of one suggested alternative, tea tree oil, as a food contact surface sanitizer.
Methods: Three foodborne bacterial pathogens (Listeria monocytogenes N3-031, Escherichia coli O157:H7 E009, and Salmonella Typhimurium ATCC 14028) were applied separately onto three different food contact surfaces (high density polyethylene, glass, and Formica® laminate). Tea tree oil (TTO), borax, and vinegar (5% acetic acid) were applied individually as well as in combination for a total of seven treatment solutions. In addition, sterile reverse osmosis (RO) water and no applied treatment were used as controls. Treatments were tested using an adaptation of the Environmental Protection Agency DIS/TSS-10 test method whereby each contaminated surface was treated with 100 µl of test solution and held for 1 min followed by submergence in neutralizing buffer and microbiological plating. Samples (0.1 ml) were plated onto TSA and incubated at 35°C for 48 h prior to colony enumeration.

Results: TTO produced reductions between four and five logs for E. coli O157:H7, L. monocytogenes, and S. Typhimurium and was not statistically different from the vinegar treatment (P > 0.05). All combination recipes, including the borax treatment, failed to produce reductions in microbial populations at levels considered to be appropriate for food contact surface sanitizers. Surface type did not play a significant role in the effectiveness of the treatment (P > 0.05).

Significance: Although TTO and vinegar did reduce pathogen populations on surfaces, reductions were not sufficient enough to be considered an equally effective alternative to common household sanitizers.

P1-83 A Comparison of Cleaning Fabrics for Bacterial Removal from Food Contact Surfaces

OK-KYUNG KOO, Elizabeth M. Martin, Robert S. Story, Daniel Lindsay, Phillip G. Crandall and Steven C. Ricke
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

Introduction: Food contact surfaces are highly contaminated with microorganisms and are great sources for transmission of foodborne pathogens. It is important to eliminate bacteria using appropriate sanitizing tools to minimize cross-contamination during food preparation and/or consumption and to reduce the risk of foodborne diseases.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to compare the removal efficiency of bacteria on food contact surfaces by different cleaning cloths.

Methods: Commercially available sponge-like cloths, scrubbing cloths, non-woven fabric and terrycloth were used. Formica was inoculated with Listeria monocytogenes in ready-to-eat turkey slurry and the surface was cleaned with different fabrics. The remaining bacteria on the food contact surfaces and bacteria immersed in each fabric were enumerated.

Results: Overall 2.3 to 4.2-log reductions were observed on Formica compared to positive control. Scrubbing cloths are designed to physically remove dirt attached to surfaces; however, they are not ideal to remove bacteria. Remaining bacterial levels after using scrubbing cloths were 2.83 ± 0.46 CFU/cm², and ATP bioluminescence assay results yielded 503.0 RLU. Terrycloths can retain considerable quantities of water due to their large surface areas, however the fabric exhibited low efficiency with a remaining bacterial level of 2.73 ± 0.52 CFU/cm² recovered, and an ATP assay response of 442.1 RLU. Non-woven cloths are commonly used for wipes but are considerably porous with the ability to absorb bacteria from surfaces. These cloths yielded recoverable levels of 2.46 ± 0.51 CFU/cm² and ATP assay responses of 443.9 RLU. Sponge cloths consisting of cotton and cellulose contain pores that would allow bacteria to penetrate into the cloth material and yielded recoverable levels of 1.07 ± 0.76 CFU/cm² and 208.0 RLU for the ATP test. All cleaning fabrics were treated with microwave for 1.5 min at 600W and no bacteria remained in all fabrics.

Significance: Overall, sponge-like cloth appears to have potential application for effective removal of bacteria from food contact surfaces.

P1-84 Efficacy of Sodium Hypochlorite and Ethanol against Norovirus-like Particles

JUN SATO, Hiromi Kubota, Jun Hitomi, Tomaichihiro Oka and Kazuhiro Katayama
Kao Corporation, Ichikai, Haga, Japan

Introduction: A wide variety of effective disinfectants and sanitizers against the human norovirus (NoV), which causes food and waterborne outbreaks of gastroenteritis worldwide, are needed. For initial virucidal effectiveness tests of disinfectants against NoV, surrogate viruses such as the feline calicivirus (FCV) or murine norovirus (MNV) have been used because of the lack of a practicable cell assay system. Recently, we developed a new method of evaluating the efficacy of disinfectants against NoV virus-like particles (VLPs), whose three-dimensional protein structure and immunological properties are known.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the mechanism of inactivation of NoV by versatile disinfectants using our new method of evaluating efficacy using NoV VLPs as a surrogate for NoV.

Methods: Sodium hypochlorite and ethanol were mixed with an NoV VLPs stock solution. After exposure for 30, 60, and 180 s at room temperature, the disinfectants were neutralized with 100 mM Na₂S₂O₃ or diluted with distilled water. The samples were immediately analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and the number of NoV VLPs with normal morphology was calculated. The morphological changes of the NoV VLP protein were examined by SDS-PAGE.

Results: After the treatment with sodium hypochlorite at >500 ppm, >30 s, which were the concentrations and contact times effective against FCV and MNV as a surrogate viruses for NoV, NoV VLPs were not observed by TEM and the band corresponding to the major capsid protein (VP1) of NoV, the building block of NoV VLPs, was not detected by SDS-PAGE. After the treatment with ethanol at 50-70%, >30 s, which were the concentration and contact time effective against MNV, few particles with normal morphology were observed by TEM but no change in the molecular weight of the primary structure of VP1 was observed.

Significance: The findings suggest that sodium hypochlorite and ethanol act differently on the particles. This method using NoV VLPs as a surrogate for NoV may contribute to improving our understanding of the inactivation mechanism of NoV by versatile disinfectants and to screening for other effective disinfectants and sanitizers in the future.

P1-85 Inactivation through Chlorine Treatment and Development of Predictive Models against Feline Calicivirus and Murine Norovirus on Food Contact Surfaces

SEOK-WON KIM, Ji Young Ha and Sang-Do Ha
Chung-Ang University, Ansan-Gi, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Diverse disinfectants are used to inactivate viruses as well as bacteria. In particular, chlorine is a popular sanitizer to prevent cross-contamination of norovirus (NoV) on stainless steel surfaces used for food preparation and manufacture.

Purpose: This study was conducted to clarify the concentration and the optimal treatment time of chlorine for reducing feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus (MNV) on stainless steel surfaces, and to develop predictive inactivation models using response surface methodology (RSM).

Methods: The reduction levels of FCV and MNV on stainless steel surfaces after chlorine treatment with various concentrations (0-5,000 ppm) and treatment times (0-5 min) were investigated. Polynomial equations were derived to predict the performance of various chlorine concentrations and treatment times for reductions of FCV and MNV.
Results: The reduction values of FCV and MNV on stainless steel surfaces after 5,000 ppm of chlorine treatment were 5.20 TCID50/coupon and 5.20 TCID50/coupon, respectively. The reduction values by chlorine treatment against FCV and MNV were similar and were effective for viral inactivation. The polynomial equations predicting the inactivation of FCV and MNV were as follows: FCV (log TCID50/coupon) = -0.37135 + 0.836242x1 + 1.14357E-003x2 + 1.46800E-004x1x2 -0.11425x1 -1.77048E-007x22 (x1 ; time and x2 ; concentration); and MNV (log TCID50/coupon) = +0.47126 + 0.086690x1 + 1.10156E-003x2 + 8.96008E-005x1x2 -0.090979x12 -1.62979E-007x22 (x1 ; time and x2 ; concentration). The predictive inactivation models by RSM fit well ($R^2$ = 0.9532 and 0.9944, respectively) and were expressed as adequate models by Prob > F value ($P < 0.0001$).

Significance: Chlorine treatment of stainless steel surfaces offers significant reductions of FCV and MNV, and predictive inactivation models may be applied for food preparation and manufacture.

P1-86 Novel Method of Evaluation of Disinfectants against Norovirus Virus-like Particles as a Surrogate for Human Norovirus
HIROMI KUBOTA, Jun Sato, Takashi Tsugukuni, Jun Hitomi, Tomoichiro Oka and Kazuhiko Katayama
Kao Corporation, Ichikai, Haga, Japan

Introduction: Human norovirus (NoV) is a major cause of food and waterborne outbreaks of gastroenteritis. Sanitation is one of the most important countermeasures to prevent the spread of NoV contaminations and infections. The development of a wide variety of effective disinfectants and sanitizers against NoV is urgently needed. However, there is no generally accepted method of evaluating NoV inactivation since NoV has no cell culture system. Surrogate viruses such as feline calicivirus (FCV) or murine norovirus (MNV) are commonly used for initial virucidal effectiveness tests.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop a new evaluation method for NoV disinfection using NoV virus-like particles (VLPs) as a surrogate, whose three-dimensional protein structure and immunological properties are well known.

Methods: NoV VLPs were produced in a baculovirus expression system using Spodoptera frugiperda ovarian cells. The NoV VLPs were treated with different disinfectants, including sodium hypochlorite, alkali (Na2CO3, K2CO3, NaOH, and KOH), and EDTA. After treatments for 15 - 180 s at room temperature, the disinfectants were neutralized with 100 mM Na2S2O3 or diluted with HEPES buffer. The treated NoV VLPs were analyzed by transmission electron microscopy and the numbers of particles with normal morphology were tallied.

Results: After the treatment with sodium hypochlorite (between 200 ppm - 500 ppm free chlorine) for 180 s, the numbers of normal morphology NoV VLPs decreased with concentration and time, whereas that of control, NoV VLPs treated with deactivated sodium hypochlorite, did not. After the treatment with > 500 ppm of free chlorine for > 30 s, NoV VLPs were not observed. After the treatments with alkaline disinfectants (> 50 mM) and EDTA (> 50 mM) for 180 s or more, NoV VLPs were degraded completely. These results suggested that the alkaline disinfectants and EDTA could be used as a NoV disinfection.

Significance: Our method of evaluating NoV inactivation offers a novel way to screen NoV disinfectants.

P1-87 Survival of Salmonella, Escherichia coli O157:H7, Microsporidia and Cryptosporidium parvum at Various Temperatures and Chemical Treatments
Marcus Weldon, Jared Smith, Jessica Tatum, Patricia Torres and YNES R. ORTEGA
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

Introduction: Foodborne illnesses have been associated with consumption of fresh produce and with minimally processed foods. Berries, green vegetables such as spinach, cilantro and green onions are frequently consumed raw, and if contaminated, could be responsible for illnesses in humans. Whether the current methodologies used to preserve and wash are sufficient to inactivate these pathogens has not been determined.

Purpose: The objectives of our study were to determine if bacterial pathogens, microsporidia and Cryptosporidium could survive the process of blanching greens prior to freezing and freezing fruits using sugar or syrup. In addition, we wanted to determine the effectiveness of chemical washes and systems containing ozone/silver/ultrasonic waves when cilantro leaves were experimentally inoculated with all four pathogens.

Methods: Six produce items (raspberries, strawberries, cilantro, spinach, basil and parsley) were inoculated with a 5-isolate cocktail of E. coli O157:H7, 5-isolate cocktail of Salmonella spp, Encephalitozoon intestinalis spores, and Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts. Freezing (whole or sliced fruit) and blanching (spinach leaves) at various periods of time were examined. In addition, chemical sanitizers were examined after 1 and 5 minute treatment. Bacteria survival was determined using selective microbiological agar media. Microsporidia and C. parvum infectivity was determined using the RK-13 and the HCT-8 cell lines, respectively.

Results: No effect on viability of the four foodborne pathogens was observed in the present study when the sanitizers were used to wash vegetables. Freezing did not kill the bacterial pathogens. A reduction of less than 2 logs was observed in microsporidia and less than 3 logs in Cryptosporidium.

Significance: Freezing did not inactivate both bacterial pathogens but reduced viability of microsporidia and Cryptosporidium, and the sanitizers used in the present study did not inactivate parasites or microsporidia but reduced bacteria viability. There is a need to identify disinfection and sanitation strategies that can control bacterial, as well as, parasitic contaminants which could be present in fresh produce and fruits and in minimally processed food items.

P1-88 Microbiological Analysis of Surfaces and Workers’ Hands in Child Care Facilities in North and South Carolina
YOU LI, Abdallah Al-Dakheelallah, Byron Chaves, Xi Chen, Benjamin Chapman, Kelly Wohlgenant, Sheryl Cates, Lee-Ann Jaykus and Angela M. Fraser
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: About 60% of U.S. children, age 5 and younger, spend time in child care. Such environments increase risk of enteric disease, including foodborne illness.

Purpose: To perform microbiological analysis on environmental samples obtained from child care facilities in the southeastern U.S.

Methods: Twenty-nine child care facilities were visited, 23 (79.3%) centers, 5 (17.2%) homes and 1 (3.4%) pre-school. For each visit, data collected included questionnaires, audits, observations and environmental samples. The latter (8-12 samples per facility) were collected from common surfaces (faucets, toys, refrigerators, diaper changing areas) and provider and food worker hands. These were analyzed for total aerobic bacteria (APC), coliforms, and generic Escherichia coli, as well as for Shigella, Salmonella, E. coli O157:H7 and Campylobacter jejuni.

Results: A total of 248 environmental samples were collected: 56 hand rinsates, 61 regular (flat) surfaces (FIS; 100 cm²), and 131 irregular surfaces (IrS; e.g., faucets, toys). For hands, median APC and coliform counts were 4.5 and 1.7 log10 CFU/hand, respectively. For common surfaces, median APC was 2.3 (FIS) and 2.7 (IrS) log10 CFU/surface sampled, with median coliform counts 1.3 log10 CFU/surface. Coliforms were detected in 39 of 248 (15.7%)
samples with counts ranging from 1 to > 4.3 log_{10} CFU per sample. Generic E. coli was below detection limits (< 1 log_{10} CFU per sample) for all samples. No samples were positive for pathogens.

Significance: Absence of pathogens and generic E. coli suggests child care facilities managed fecal contamination well. When elevated coliform and APC counts did occur (defined as > 5.3 log_{10} CFU per sample), they were mostly associated with hands. Further analyses of samples for evidence of human norovirus and rotavirus are underway. These results, in conjunction with observational data, will be used to identify risk factors for enteric disease transmission and contamination of food in child care facilities.

P1-89 Assessment of the Level of Bacterial Contamination of Eating Utensils in Military Dining Halls in Turkey
OMER F. TEKBAS and Mahir Gulec
Gulhane Military Medical Academy, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Foodborne illness outbreaks associated with contaminated food preparation utensils have been widely reported in the literature. One source of contamination that has not been well studied is eating utensils. Eating utensils are exposed to a large number of people through everyday use and so could easily become contaminated and be a source for pathogenic bacteria if not properly cleaned and sanitized.

Purpose: To determine the level of bacterial contamination of eating utensils used in four military dining halls in Turkey.

Methods: Seventy (70) samples were collected from four dining halls located on one military post in Turkey. Swabs with an average area of 25 cm² were taken with cotton swabs from forks (N=18), spoons (N=18), plates (N=18), and salt shakers (N=16) after the eating utensils were cleaned and while in storage. Samples were analyzed for generic Escherichia coli using Violet Red Bile Agar (VRBA). The swabs were also cultured onto 5% sheep blood agar plates and S. aureus isolates were identified by colony morphology, Gram staining, catalase, tube-coagulase, DNase, and mannitol tests.

Results: Sixteen samples (22.8%) were positive for generic E. coli and 34 samples (48.5%) for S. aureus. Specifically, evidence of generic E. coli was found in 45%, 40%, 14%, and 10% of spoons forks, salt shakers, and plates, respectively. S. aureus was isolated from 90%, 86%, 60%, and 55% of plates, salt shakers, forks, and spoons, respectively.

Significance: Eating utensils can be a source of pathogenic microorganisms if not properly cleaned and sanitized. Methods for cleaning and sanitizing used in military dining halls must be reviewed to be certain that appropriate sanitization is being achieved.

P1-90 New Natural Food Preservative for RTE (Ready-to-Eat) Vegetables
HYUN SUK KIM, Jae-Young Her, Kwang-Geun Lee and Jung-Suk Sung
Dongguk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Galla Chinensis (GAC) has been used traditionally to treat inflammation, dysentery, prolonged coughing, toxicsis and so on in Asian countries. It has been reported that GAC has antimicrobial and antioxidant activity. Therefore, GAC could be an appropriate candidate for a natural food preservative for RTE (Ready-to-Eat) vegetables. Recently, RTE vegetables became popular foods in Korea. This study dealt with GAC extracts as a natural food preservative to promote functionality and safety.

Purpose: Currently more natural food preservatives replace traditional sanitizing agents, such as chlorine solutions. The purpose of this study is to develop new natural food preservatives made of GAC extracts, and to evaluate their efficiencies in terms of functionality and safety.

Methods: GAC was grounded and kept at 4°C until needed. 50g of GAC was extracted with 5 different kinds of ethanol solutions (0, 30, 50, 70, 100% drinkable ethanol) for 3 h at 80°C. A disc diffusion method and DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl) radical scavenging assay were used to evaluate antimicrobial and antioxidant activities, respectively. In addition, the total phenolic compounds in GAC was measured.

Results: GAC extracts had stronger antimicrobial activities against S. aureus, E. coli, and B. cereus than commonly used food preservatives such as sodium benzoate and potassium sorbate. Growth inhibition zones in disk diffusion method were between 17 mm and 20 mm. The antioxidant activities were between 134.4 and 188.5 mg gallic acid equivalents per gram of dry sample. Changes of weight, color, pH, and amount of microorganism were measured. Furthermore, sensory evaluation for the preservative was conducted.

Significance: These data suggest that GAC extracts may be selected as a candidate for natural preservatives of RTE vegetables. However, they might need masking agents for reducing the astringent taste of GAC extracts. Currently, more detailed study in sensory evaluation is going on in our laboratory.

P1-91 Inactivation of Superdormant Spores of Bacillus weihenstephanensis with Ozone
SARAH M. MARKLAND, Kalmia E. Kniel, Peter Setlow and Dallas G. Hoover
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Psychrotolerant sporeformers such as B. weihenstephanensis are becoming increasingly recognized as microbiological hazards in refrigerated foods, specifically with the increased demand for refrigerated processed foods of extended durability. Aqueous ozone has been demonstrated to have a high potential to kill spores, however, the mechanism through which spores are killed by ozone is not well understood. Killing of spores by ozone is hypothesized to occur by causing damage to the spore’s inner membrane. Superdormancy is hypothesized to occur due to the lack of expression of germinant receptors located on the spore’s inner membrane.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of aqueous ozone treatment on superdormant spores of B. weihenstephanensis.

Methods: Superdormant spores at an O.D. 600nm of 1 (2 mL) were treated with 190 ppm ozone in 48 mL sterile water. Samples were taken at 0, 30 s, 1, 5, 10, and 20 min time intervals and diluted 10% sodium thiosulphate to inactivate ozone. Spore pellets were centrifuged and washed with sterile water. Samples were further diluted in Tryptic Soy Broth, pour plated in Tryptic Soy Agar, and incubated for 48 h at 37°C. Superdormant spore recovery was determined by comparing standard plate counts from ozone-treated samples with nontreated samples.

Results: After 30 s of treatment with aqueous ozone 100% of superdormant spores were recovered and no spore inactivation was observed until 5 min. A significant reduction in recovery (P = 0.0239; P < 0.05) did not occur until after 10 min of treatment with 12.5% recovery. After 20 min of treatment time, only 5.5% of superdormant spores were recovered.

Significance: This study indicates that inactivation of superdormant spores of psychrotolerant species is possible with high levels of ozone.
P1-92 Sanitization of Pistachios Using Heat and Gaseous Ozone Combination
MARILIA PEÑA, Jennifer Perry and Ahmed E. Yousef
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: Recent salmonellosis outbreaks involving nuts have raised concerns about the safety of these products. Different technologies have been evaluated in order to determine feasibility for utilization against Salmonella on nuts. Since gaseous treatment with polypropylene oxide is currently used in the industry, ozone gas is a good candidate for integration into processing practices.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine if including a gaseous ozone treatment in pistachio processing will be effective in reducing Salmonella on in-shell nuts. Additionally, Enterococcus faecium was evaluated as a Salmonella surrogate while determining the effectiveness of non-thermal processes.

Methods: Pistachios were inoculated with E. faecium or Salmonella Enteritidis. Treatments consisted of heat (5% brine at 70°C for 10 minutes), ozonation (160 g/m³, 12.5 psig, 30 minutes holding time), heat followed by ozonation or ozonation followed by heat. The heating/brining step resembles a step commonly used in pistachio processing. Populations of the inoculated bacterium were determined before and after treatments using appropriate plating techniques.

Results: Results show that there is a significant log reduction of E. faecium on pistachios when treated with various methods. However, heat alone, heat followed by ozonation, and ozonation followed by heat, showed similar reductions (2.0, 1.9, 1.9 log reductions, respectively). Conversely, various treatments inactivated Salmonella Enteritidis to a greater extent than that observed with E. faecium, and the combination treatments were more effective than using heat alone (heat alone, 4.0 log; heat followed by ozonation, 5.5 log; and ozonation followed by heat, 4.6 log). For both bacteria, the application of gaseous ozone alone showed little reduction (0.5 log for E. faecium and 0.2 log for Salmonella).

Significance: The data obtained suggest that E. faecium is not a suitable surrogate for Salmonella when evaluating non-thermal processing, such as ozone, because the trends are not comparable. Including ozone in nut processing contributes to an effective combination treatment targeting Salmonella populations.

P1-93 Influence of Lactate and Acetate Salt Adaptation of Salmonella Typhimurium on Acid Resistance to Simulated Gastric Fluid at pH 2.0
Wenqian Yuan, Reka Agoston and HYUN-GYUN YUK
National University of Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Acetate and lactate salts are widely used as antimicrobials in poultry and meat products. However, studies have shown that exposure to these organic acid salts might induce adaptive responses in foodborne pathogens which allow them to survive the normally lethal treatment conditions and increase the likelihood of a foodborne outbreak.

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to determine the survival of Salmonella Typhimurium adapted with sodium lactate (NaL), potassium lactate/sodium acetate mixture (KL/NaA) and sodium acetate (NaA) in simulated gastric fluid (SGF, pH 2.0).

Methods: NaL-, KL/NaA- and NaA-adapted cells were prepared by incubating in tryptic soy broth (TSB) containing these salts at 5, 5 and 3% concentration levels, respectively, for 24 h at 37°C. The modified-Gompertz model was used to compare the growth kinetic parameters of adapted cells: lag phase duration (LPD) and maximum growth rate (MGR). The acid resistance of adapted cells was determined by incubating in SGF at 37°C.

Results: Adapted cells had longer LPD (NaL = 6.25, KL/NaA = 3.24, NaA = 5.78) than non-adapted cells (1.99 h). MGR was significantly (P < 0.05) slower in all adapted cells (NaL = 0.551, KL/NaA = 0.655, NaA = 0.392) than non-adapted cells (MGR = 0.919 log CFU/ml/h). The acid resistance of KL/NaA-adapted cells (D-value = 89 s) was not significantly (P > 0.05) different from non-adapted cells (D-value = 90 s). NaL-adapted cells (D-value = 48 s) were more susceptible to low pH environment of SGF, whereas NaA-adapted cells (D-value = 174 s) showed enhanced acid resistance compared to non-adapted and other adapted cells.

Significance: These results suggest that the adaptation of S. Typhimurium to sublethal concentrations of NaA (sodium acetate) could enhance its ability to survive during stomach transit, and may increase the risk of a Salmonella outbreak.

P1-94 Intracellular Free Iron and Its Potential Role in Ultra-high Pressure Induced Inactivation of Escherichia coli
YUAN YAN, Joy Waite, Anna Bratasz, Periannan Kuppusamy and Ahmed E. Yousef
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: Ultra-high pressure (UHP) processing is being implemented as a novel food preservation technique, and the mechanism of microbial inactivation by pressure needs to be understood. Previous work revealed that expression of iron-sulfur cluster ([Fe-S]) biosynthesis genes was significantly affected by UHP treatment. The hypothesis is that UHP induces the increase of intracellular free iron, which leads to DNA damage and cell lethality.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to (i) determine the intracellular free iron of Escherichia coli before and after high pressure using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and (ii) investigate the effect of extracellular iron status [deprivation and overload, achieved by adding iron chelators 2,2’-dipyridyl (DIP) and FeSO₄ in LB broth] on the barotolerance of E. coli.

Methods: E. coli were inoculated in Luria-Bertani broth and incubated at 37°C aerobically or anaerobically. DIP and FeSO₄ were added to adjust the extracellular iron concentration as required. Cells grown to stationary phase were collected and then UHP treated. Iron was measured thereafter at 77 K on a Bruker ESP 300 X-band spectroscopy.

Results: For E. coli grown aerobically, concentrations of free iron were significantly elevated from 1.1 x 10⁹E. coli (no treatment) to 3.4 x 10⁹E. coli x 10⁷E. coli, and 1.2 x 10⁹E. coli (iron atoms/cell) after 300, 400, and 600 MPa treatments, respectively. However, for E. coli grown anaerobically, iron decreased from 9.6 x 10⁹E. coli (no treatment) to 5.2 x 10⁷E. coli (iron atoms/cell) after 500 MPa treatment. These results suggested that the increase in intracellular free iron is correlated to pressure-induced inactivation of E. coli grown aerobically, while the inactivation of E. coli grown anaerobically is achieved through a different mechanism. Additionally, for E. coli grown aerobically, iron-overload conditions produced cell populations consistently sensitive to UHP treatment (500 MPa), regardless of the concentration of added iron. On the contrary, iron deprivation significantly increased barotolerance of E. coli.

Significance: This study provides a new perspective to elucidate the underlying mechanism of microbial inactivation induced by UHP, which will also aid in the development of more potent UHP-based processes for effective killing of E. coli and related organisms.
P1-95 High Hydrostatic Pressure Effect on Escherichia coli Heat-stable and Heat-sensitive Lux Proteins
EILEEN E. DUARTE GOMEZ, David Graham, Michael Budzik, Benjamin Paxson, Mark T. Morgan, Laszlo Csonka, Bruce Applegate and Maria F. San Martin Gonzalez
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

Introduction: The mechanism for microbial inactivation by high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) is an ongoing study. It has been suggested that pressure promotes protein denaturation which represents one of the main targets for bacterial viability loss.

Purpose: The purpose of this work was to monitor in situ the effect of HHP on the expression of two different lux cassettes on E. coli cells.

Methods: A high-pressure system connected to a photomultiplier tube was constructed to monitor bacterial metabolic activity. E. coli PL lux, expressing lux genes from P. luminescens and E. coli VF lux expressing lux genes from V. fischeri were exposed to cyclic treatments of 69, 103 and 138 MPa at 25 °C for 30 minutes.

Results: Under pressure, bioluminescence decreased as % of initial light value to 17, 15 and 12% at 69 MPa; 4, 5 and 4% at 103 MPa and 6, 5, and 5% at 138 MPa within the 1st, 2nd and 3rd pressure cycle for E. coli PL lux. Upon decompression, light emission increased as compared to the initial light value to 72, 57 and 52% at 69 MPa at the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cycle. In the case of E. coli VF lux, light decreased as % of initial value to 19, 16 and 15% at 69 MPa; 7, 7 and 7% at 103 MPa and 5, 5 and 5% at 138 MPa within the 1st, 2nd and 3rd compression cycle. E. coli PL lux showed a light recovery in % of initial light value equal to 70, 58 and 45% at 69 MPa for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd decompression cycle.

Significance: The results suggest a correlation between pressure and thermal stability being heat-stable lux proteins in E. coli PL lux more stable to pressure treatments than heat-sensitive lux proteins in E. coli VF lux.

P1-96 The Survival of Acid-adapted Pathogens in Maple Syrup with and without Preservatives during Storage at 10 and 20°C
Manish Shekhawat, MARGARET D. HARDIN, Samuel P. Myoda and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Validation of food processes and products continue to be a challenge for food processors. Designing a study using parameters appropriate for the product type and conditions is essential to ensuring the safety of these foods and to protect the public health.

Purpose: To evaluate the survival of acid-adapted pathogens (Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella spp., Staphylococcus aureus, and Escherichia coli O157:H7) in the presence of preservatives in acidified syrup (pH range 4.2 – 4.5) stored at two different temperatures: 10°C (50°F) and 20°C ± 2°C (68°F) for 7 days.

Methods: The internal surface (bottom) of plastic syrup bottles (n = 144) were spot inoculated with ~0.1 ml of 10^7 CFU/ml of acid-adapted organisms. The bottles were then filled with 150 ml of syrup, capped, and placed in incubators for storage at either 10 or 20°C for 7 days. Samples (n = 12) were pulled at days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and plated on appropriate selective media.

Results: Levels of E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella spp. decreased to below detectable levels in syrup with and without preservatives within the first 5 days of storage at both 10 and 20°C. While there was complete die-off of L. monocytogenes by Day 3 in syrup stored at 20°C, the organism survived past Day 7 of shelf life in both syrup types stored at 10°C. By Days 3 and 4, S. aureus was below detectable limits in both syrup types stored at 20°C; however, in syrup stored at 10°C, the organism continued to survive beyond Day 7.

Significance: The results of this study emphasize the importance of validating the microbial survival in food products using the correct parameters appropriate for the type of food, such as acid-adapted organisms for an acidified food, with storage at varying temperatures to ensure an accurate assessment of product safety.

P1-97 Osmotic Stress and Heat Resistance in Escherichia coli
AARON PLEITNER, Lynn M. McMullen and Michael G. Gänzle
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction: The resistance of bacteria to a single environmental stress will often confer resistance to other stress conditions. It has been documented that accumulation of compatible solutes in response to osmotic stress contributes to increased resistance at high temperatures.

Purpose: This study compared two strains of Escherichia coli, E. coli AW1.7 exhibiting exceptional heat resistance, and E. coli GGG10 with nominal heat resistance. The effect of sodium chloride concentrations on heat resistance was determined and accumulated compatible solutes were identified and quantified.

Methods: Cell cultures were grown overnight in Luria Bertani broth with different NaCl concentrations. Samples were exposed to 60°C for up to 30 min followed by determination of cell viability. NMR was used to determine the composition and concentration of compatible solutes accumulated during growth.

Results: E. coli AW1.7 had similar heat resistance at 60°C when grown and heated in 2, 4% NaCl followed by a slight decrease at 6% NaCl. Cell counts were reduced by 1-2 logs after 30 min at 60°C. Heat resistance of E. coli GGG10 increased when cells were grown and heated in the presence of 4% NaCl with a cell count reduction of 5 logs after 15 min at 60°C. Further increase of NaCl concentrations to 6% NaCl caused a larger reduction in heat resistance than in E. coli AW1.7. When grown in the presence of 6% NaCl, E. coli AW1.7 accumulated more organic compounds compared to E. coli GGG10. Glucose, trehalose, lysine, and arginine were present at 1.3 and 0.7, 0.2 and 0.04, 0.6 and 0.4, 0.5 and 0.4 mM in E. coli AW1.7 and GGG10, respectively.

Significance: This study is the first to determine the solutes accumulated by two strains of E. coli with different heat resistance. Understanding the impact of stress from multiple hurdles on the survival of bacteria could provide valuable insight for the development of effective intervention strategies in food production.

P1-98 Effects of Combination of Hydrostatic Pressure, Amino Acids and Temperature on Germination of Clostridium sporogenes
TAKATERU ISHIMORI, Katsutoshi Takahashi, Masato Goto, Yoshiaki Kasai, Hiroshi Batori, Yukifumi Konagaya and Hiroshi Uракami
Niigata University of Pharmacy and Applied Life Sciences, Niigata, Japan

Introduction: High hydrostatic pressure (HHP) is known as a germinating factor for Bacillus spores, thus HHP followed by pasteurization can be a control measure for a broad range of Bacillus species. The effect of HHP on Clostridium, however, is still unclear.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of HHP on germination of Clostridium spores in combination with the other germinating factors, amino acids and heat.

Methods: Spore suspensions of C. sporogenes NBRC 14293 supplemented by 1 to 80 mM amino acids were treated under 100, 200 and 400 MPa at 30 to 70°C, and then heated at 80°C to kill germinated spores.
**P1-99 Removal of Viruses from Stainless Steel and Formica Food-contact Surfaces Using Various Cleaning Cloths**  
KRISTEN E. GIBSON, Phillip G. Crandall and Steven C. Ricke  
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

**Introduction:** Each year enteric viruses, specifically human noroviruses, are identified as the dominant etiologic agent in foodborne disease outbreaks reported in the United States. The point of contamination may be traced back to the food handler, food preparation environment or source of production (i.e., farm or manufacturing environment). In order to control the transmission of viral pathogens in the food preparation environment, common methods used for the cleaning and decontamination of food contact surfaces need to be investigated for their efficacy against viral pathogens.

**Purpose:** In this study, 5 different cleaning cloths were evaluated for their ability to remove viruses from stainless steel and solid formica surfaces. The cleaning cloths included two different cellulose and cotton sponge sheets, one microfiber cloth, one non-woven cloth and one cotton terry bar towel. In addition, 2 different surrogates (murine norovirus (MNV) and MS2) for the study of human noroviruses and 1 surrogate (PRD1) for the study of human adenoviruses were evaluated.

**Methods:** Initially, a method was optimized for the recovery of the bacteriophages MS2 and PRD1 as well as MNV from the surfaces and the cleaning cloths. Following optimization, a mixture of the viral surrogates (10^8 to 10^9 PFU total) was inoculated onto either a 3 x 3 in. area of formica or stainless steel and allowed to dry completely. After drying, each area was wiped with one of the five cloths (n = 6 for each cloth-surface pair), and both the surface and cloth were processed using an elution method to recover viruses in order to determine removal of viruses by each cloth. Removal of viruses was determined by standard plaque assay methods.

**Results:** No difference was detected in the overall reduction of viral surrogates between the two surfaces following wiping with cleaning cloths (e.g., cleaning cloths performed the same on both formica and stainless steel). Four of the cleaning cloths removed between 10^1 to 10^9 PFUs while the microfiber removed an average of ≤ 10 PFUs (P-value < 0.05). Though not a statistically significant difference, the cellulose-cotton sponge sheets tended to remove more PRD1 as compared to the other 3 cloths. This trend was not seen for the other viral surrogates.

**Significance:** The findings of this study indicate that cleaning cloths composed of certain materials may be a valuable interim cleaning tool in the food preparation environment when time does not permit the use of a sanitizing agent. However, these should not replace environmental surface sanitizers such as household bleach which have been shown to be very effective against the inactivation of viruses.

---

**P1-100 Escherichia coli O157:H12 Demonstrates Increased Ability to Attach to Abiotic Surfaces Compared with E. coli O157:H7 and O1:H7 Isolates**  
REBECCA M. GOULTER-THORSEN, Elena Taran, Ian R. Gentle, Kari S. Gobius and Gary Dykes  
University of Queensland, Coopers Plains, QLD, Australia

**Introduction:** The attachment of Escherichia coli to abiotic materials is of concern to the food industry. Investigating the mechanisms of attachment is therefore important in order to control this organism.

**Purpose:** To investigate the role of different Escherichia coli flagellar H antigens in hydrophobicity and attachment to glass, Teflon and stainless steel (SS).

**Methods:** ΔflIC knockout mutants were constructed in single strains of E. coli O157:H7, O1:H7 and O157:H12. FliC expression was restored in ΔfliC12 and ΔfliCH7 knockout strains by complementation with wildtype genes cloned in pGEM-T-Easy. Bacterial attachment was determined using epifluorescence microscopy. Hydrophobicity was determined using bacterial Adherence to Hydrocarbons (BATH) and Contact Angle Measurements (CAM). Purified FliC ΔfliCH12 and FliC ΔfliCH7 proteins were prepared to functionalize Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) colloidal probes which were used to measure adhesion forces between FliC and all substrates.

**Results:** The loss of FliC ΔfliCH12 in the O157:H7 strain decreased its ability to attach to glass, Teflon and SS (P < 0.05). Complementation of ΔfliCH12 restored the ability of this strain to attach to all surfaces to wildtype (wt) levels. The loss of FliC in the O157:H7 and O1:H7 strains did not alter attachment (P > 0.05). Complementation of both O157:H7 and O1:H7 ΔflICΔ7 strains with FliCΔ7 significantly increased attachment numbers to all surfaces for both ΔflICΔ7 strains in comparison to complementation with wt FliCΔ7 (P < 0.05). BATH and CAM results indicated hydrophobicity was influenced by FliC expression but did not appear to play a role in attachment. Although no significant difference in adhesion force using AFM probes was observed between FliCΔ12 and FliCΔ7 probes (P > 0.05), differences in force curves suggest alternative attachment mechanisms for FliCΔ12 compared with FliCΔ7.

**Significance:** The results of this study indicate O157:H12 strains have an increased ability to attach to certain abiotic surfaces when compared to O157:H7 and O1:H7 strains, possibly due to differences in H antigens.

---

**P1-101 Efficiency of Quorum-sensing Molecule Solutions in Biofilm Dispersal**  
MEGAN E. BROWN, Helen Rawsthorne, Lee-Ann Jaykus and Trevor G. Phister  
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes, Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella Typhimurium are problematic foodborne pathogens that can be found in biofilms formed on foods and in food processing environments. Biofilms are known for their resistance to sanitizing agents and strenuous removal techniques. Therefore, improving upon typical sanitizing methods is of great importance.

**Purpose:** In this study we observed the effects of the signaling molecules, farnesol and tyrosol on Listeria monocytogenes, Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella Typhimurium biofilms formed on surfaces commonly found on foods and food processing environments.

**Methods:** Each organism was individually grown in 96 well flat bottom plates, stainless steel chips and glass cover slips. Once biofilm formation occurred standardized crystal violet assays were performed in order to determine the efficiency of farnesol and tyrosol in biofilm dispersal. For each organism, solutions ranging from 1μM-1mM of farnesol and tyrosol were tested on all surfaces at a 0-10 minute time interval. YFP containing Salmonella were used to grow biofilms on spinach leaves. The leaves were treated with optimal biofilm dispersing concentrations and the effects were observed using fluorescent microscopy.
Results: For each surface and quorum sensing molecule solution a 1–3 minute treatment allotted for ~60% biofilm dispersal. Farnesol concentrations ranging from 1μM–50μM and tyrosol concentrations of 300μM–1mM were the most efficient solutions in biofilm dispersal. Biofilm dispersal could also be observed on the fluorescent microscope.

Significance: The results suggest that both farnesol and tyrosol are effective biofilm dispersing substances and could possibly be used in the field to reduce the amount of biofilm formation on foods and food processing equipment. The results also suggest that the quorum sensing molecules have a unique effect on the cells contained in the biofilms. More research is needed in order to find specifically how the quorum sensing molecules are affecting the biofilms.

P1-102 Characterization of Lactic Acid Bacteria on Biofilm Formation
JEAN BAPTISTE NDAHETUYE, Ok-Kyung Koo, Corliss A. O’Bryan, Phillip G. Crandall and Steven C. Ricke
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

Introduction: Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are known as health beneficial bacteria and have been used as flavor ingredients and biopreservatives in dairy and fermented foods. However, there has been a limited number of studies on LAB as biosanitizers and their ability to form biofilm that protects food contact surfaces from contamination by pathogens. In previous studies, three LAB, _Pediococcus acidilactici_, _Lactobacillus amylovorus_ and _Lb. animalis_, were isolated from ready-to-eat (RTE) meat and showed antilisterial effect.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate their ability to form biofilm formation.

Methods: A hydrophobicity test was performed using hexadecane to determine the initial attachment. Based on this test, _Lb. animalis_ exhibited the highest hydrophobicity with 28.6% while _L. amylovorus_ yielded only 8.53% hydrophobicity. The result showed strong correlation with microtiter plate assay using crystal violet staining to examine attachment and biofilm formation in PVC microtiter plate wells.

Results: _Lb. animalis_ and _P. acidilactici_ consistently showed higher attachment on PVC plate wells than _L. amylovorus_ when incubated at 23°C and 7°C for 1, 3 and 7 days. Biofilm formations on stainless steel coupons were tested with individual LAB strains (10⁶ CFU/ml) as well as the combined culture. _P. acidilactici_ 5.09 x 10⁶ CFU/ml (3.77% of biofilm formation) and _Lb. animalis_ 2.46 x 10⁶ CFU/ml (0.34%) were observed to form biofilm after 3 days of incubation at 23°C while _L. amylovorus_ did not exhibit any biofilm formation. Interestingly, 1.5 x 10⁶ CFU/ml of combined LAB formed biofilms at inocula of 1.02 x 10⁶ CFU/ml (15.0%).

Significance: Cocktail of LAB indicated potential biofilm formation, which may be an important property for LAB use in the food industry.

P1-103 Biofilm Reduction and Growth Inhibition Using Virulent _Bacillus cereus_ Phages Isolated from Soil and Fecal Samples
EUNHO PARK, Young Duck Lee and Jong-Hyun Park
Kyungwon University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: _Bacillus cereus_ is a Gram-positive aerobic or facultatively anaerobic, motile, spore-forming, rod-shaped bacterium that is widely distributed environmentally. _B. cereus_ is associated mainly with food poisoning and is being increasingly reported to be a cause of serious and potentially fatal non-gastrointestinal-tract infections.

Purpose: In this study, we isolated and characterized virulent bacteriophages which have host specificity to _B. cereus_ and applied as a _B. cereus_ reducing sanitizing agent.

Methods: Isolation of the phages was performed by plaque assay. After propagation of homogenized soil and fecal samples in _B. cereus_ KCTC 1094, it was filtered by 0.25µm syringe filter and carried out isolation of the plaques by different morphology. Analyzing of the host spectrum of the isolated virulent phages in _B. cereus_ and _B. thuringenesis_ reference strains and other isolated strains were performed by spot assay. The morphology of the phages, which have wide host spectrum, was performed by Transmission Electron Microscopy. Also, analyzing the proteomic pattern of phages was generated by SDS-PAGE using purified phage particles. Inhibition growth of _B. cereus_ by treating each bacteriophage in LB broth was performed by UV spectrometer. Analyzing the reducing growth of _B. cereus_ in rice flour when treating BCP-3 BCP-11 phages by viable counting. Control of the _B. cereus_ biofilm by treating BCP-3, BCP-11 was confirmed by crystal violet dying assay.

Results: 19 virulent bacteriophages were capable of specifically infecting _B. cereus_ from different soil samples and fecal samples by plaque assay. Each phage had different host spectrum in _B. cereus_. _B. thuringenesis_ reference strains and _B. cereus_ group isolates. The host spectrum of BCP-3 had wide in only _B. cereus_ and BCP-11 had wide host spectrum in _B. cereus_ group such as _B. cereus_ and _B. thuringenesis_. Based on electron microscopy evidences and SDS-PAGE patterns. The growth of _B. cereus_ KCTC 1094 in LB media and 50% rice flour solution were inhibited when treated with BCP-3 and BCP-11. Also biofilm of _B. cereus_ was reduced when treated with BCP-3 and BCP-11 phages.

Significance: _B. cereus_ is widely distributed in environments, so it can contaminate various kinds of raw foods and manufactured food products. Therefore, we could control effectively by applying _Bacillus cereus_ virulent phages at the raw material stage of agriculture and livestock products.

P1-104 Isolation of Virulent Bacteriophages for Bio-control of _Listeria monocytogenes_
MASTURA AKHTAR, Stelios Viazis, Kyle Christensen, Phillip Kraemer and Francisco Diez-Gonzalez
University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: _Listeria monocytogenes_ is a major foodborne pathogen that contaminates ready-to-eat foods from the environment. Different control strategies are currently used, but because of the widespread occurrence of this bacterium, additional measures are needed. Bacteriophage treatments have been actively investigated in this field to reduce the amount of biofilm formation on foods and food processing equipment. The results also suggest that the quorum sensing molecules have a unique effect on the cells contained in the biofilms. More research is needed in order to find specifically how the quorum sensing molecules are affecting the biofilms.

Methods: Raw sewage samples were screened to isolate lytic phages of _L. monocytogenes_. Phages were purified and characterized phenotypically using plaque assays, spot tests, and efficiency of plaquing (EOP) methods. Phages were tested against 24 strains of _L. monocytogenes_ serotypes to determine host ranges. A lytic phage cocktail (N = 6) was evaluated against a random mix of _L. monocytogenes_ strains (N = 5, approx. 4 log CFU/ml) to determine the lysis potential of these phages with different multiplicity of infection (MOI) values (1, 10, 100, 1000) and temperatures (4, 10 and 30°C) in trypticase soy broth (TSB).

Results: As many as 37 _Listeria_ specific phages were isolated from sewage samples collected at different times and locations. Twenty-three phages were able to infect from 33 to 100% of the strains belonging to different serotypes by spottesting. None of the phages were effective against 3c serotype. LMD3, (EOP range: 0.75–1.86) was the most effective, broad-host range phage. Phage treatments were most effective at 10°C and 4°C in TSB, as viable cells were not detected (< 1 log CFU/ml) after 24 h at 100 and 1000 MOI. Phage cocktail completely lysed _L. monocytogenes_ cells at 1000 MOI after 1 h compared with controls.

Significance: Novel, lytic, wide-host range _Listeria_ phages were isolated from natural sources which might be an effective alternative as natural agents for bio-control of _L. monocytogenes_ in foods and food production facilities.
P1-105 Variability in Growth and Ochratoxin A Production by Single Spores of Aspergillus westerdijkiae, A. carbonarius and Penicillium verrucosum in Response to pH, aNa and Temperature
ANASTASIA E. KAPETANAKOU, Eleftherios H. Drosinos and Panagiotis N. Skandamis
Agricultural University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Studies investigating fungal growth and mycotoxin production commonly use high inoculation levels (e.g., ≥ 10⁵ spores/g or mL). However, contamination of foods by lower numbers of spores, or even a single spore, is a more realistic scenario in ‘real life’ and should be preferred in order to evaluate the dynamics and variability of fungal growth and mycotoxin production. Such information is limited, especially for ochratoxin A (OTA) producing fungi.

Methods: Single spores of all three fungi were isolated using a 1:2 serial dilution protocol in microtiter plates based on calibration curves relating optical density (600 nm) to spore density. The whole experiment was carried out in Malt Extract Agar of different pH (3.5 & 5.5), αNa(0.99 & 0.94) and temperatures (10, 15, 20, 25 and 30°C). Fungal growth was determined by measuring the colony diameter of 40–60 spores, while 6–8 single spores were tested at each sampling time for OTA production by HPLC analysis.

Results: Changes in αNa and temperature caused greater variability in fungal growth rates and OTA production compared to pH. The distribution width of colony growth rates and times-visible growth of single spores significantly increased at growth-limiting conditions (i.e., αNa0.94; T = 15°C; pH 3.5), indicating a greater variation in the fungal response. The produced OTA by spores grown under the same stressful conditions, showed even more marked variability that than observed for their growth. Specifically, the levels of OTA released from spores that gave growth, ranged from below to above the legislation limits of 2–10 µg/L; whereas, in certain cases (i.e., αNa0.99; T = 20°C; pH 5.5 for P. verrucosum) no toxin was detected.

Significance: Such findings may provide important and realistic information with regards to dynamics of individual spores to grow and produce OTA under different pH, αNa and storage temperature.

P1-106 Comparison of Three Plating Media for Enumeration of Clostridium perfringens in Various Foods
DONGYEOON KIM, Yun-Gyeong Kim, Jung-Whan Chon, Ji-Yeon Hyeon, In-Gyun Hwang, Hyo-Sun Kwak, Sang-Hyeon Yoon and Kun-Ho Seo
Konkuk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Purpose: Clostridium perfringens is one of the common causative agents of foodborne illness in U.S. Many plating media have been developed for quantitative detection of C. perfringens in foods.

Introduction: C. perfringens is one of the common causative agents of foodborne illness in U.S. Many plating media have been developed for quantitative detection of C. perfringens in foods.

Methods: Single spores of all three fungi were isolated using a 1:2 serial dilution protocol in microtiter plates based on calibration curves relating optical density (600 nm) to spore density. The whole experiment was carried out in Malt Extract Agar of different pH (3.5 & 5.5), αNa(0.99 & 0.94) and temperatures (10, 15, 20, 25 and 30°C). Fungal growth was determined by measuring the colony diameter of 40–60 spores, while 6–8 single spores were tested at each sampling time for OTA production by HPLC analysis.

Results: Changes in αNa and temperature caused greater variability in fungal growth rates and OTA production compared to pH. The distribution width of colony growth rates and times-visible growth of single spores significantly increased at growth-limiting conditions (i.e., αNa0.94; T = 15°C; pH 3.5), indicating a greater variation in the fungal response. The produced OTA by spores grown under the same stressful conditions, showed even more marked variability that than observed for their growth. Specifically, the levels of OTA released from spores that gave growth, ranged from below to above the legislation limits of 2–10 µg/L; whereas, in certain cases (i.e., αNa0.99; T = 20°C; pH 5.5 for P. verrucosum) no toxin was detected.

Significance: Such findings may provide important and realistic information with regards to dynamics of individual spores to grow and produce OTA under different pH, αNa and storage temperature.

P1-107 Determining Evidence of Enteric Bacteria on Environmental Surfaces in Living Areas of a Military Post in Turkey
MAHIR GULEC
Gulhane Military Medical Academy, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: To determine the presence of enteric bacteria on select environmental surfaces in living areas of a military post in Turkey.

Methods: A total of 99 surfaces with an average area of 25 cm² were taken with cotton swabs. Surfaces included door handles (N=16), hand sink faucet handles (N=28), dining tables (N=20), bar soap dishes (N=7), kitchen equipment (N=8), and dining hall equipment (N=15). Samples were analyzed for thermo-tolerant coliforms, generic E. coli, Shigella and Salmonella using Multiplex PCR method.

Results: Only four of the 99 samples were positive for Shigella and one of these four samples was also positive for Salmonella. All four samples were taken from a bar soap dish.

Significance: In Turkey bar soap is used much more frequently than is liquid soap. Bar soap that is in continuous use can become contaminated with bacteria from hands. Bar soap could be a potential source for foodborne pathogens. Liquid soap is far less likely to be a source of contamination. Therefore, liquid soap should be used in place of bar soap.

P1-108 The Analysis Results of Food Products Conducted by Food Control Detachments of Turkish Armed Forces
MAHIR GULEC
Gulhane Military Medical Academy, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: One important way to reach the goal of a healthy community is by providing safe food products to the people. Food and waterborne diseases cause frequent epidemics in crowded settlements. The epidemics resulting from these kinds of diseases have been reported especially in army units, refugee camps, day nurseries and schools.
Purpose: This descriptive study was conducted to evaluate the results of food analysis performed by Food Control Detachment Units, which are responsible to monitor water and foodborne diseases in Turkish Armed Forces.

Methods: Food Control Detachments examined 1542 food specimens. Of these, 1157 were examined to check adherence to the criteria of contract documents, while 425 were performed for routine examinations. One hundred and forty-three food handlers were approached (response rate = 69.9%). The mean age was 45 years (range 20 to 74 years), 85% were male, and 68% had attained no higher than high school education. Knowledge of temperatures for cooking of chicken, ground beef, and the range of the danger zone for pathogen growth was very poor (7%, 13%, and 0%, respectively). The overall knowledge score was 27.8 / 42 questions (66.2%). The statement “You can be sure food is safe to eat when it smells and tastes normal” was recognized as false by only 38% of the randomly sampled restaurants in Bolzano, Italy. Surveys were administered in Italian or German languages based on the preference of the participants.

Results: Of these examinations 40.3% (622 specimens) did not meet the criteria of safe food. Of the total food specimens, 16.7% (258) contained a high number of all organisms, while 12.6% (195), 5.9% (91), 25.2 (390) and 12.7% (196) were found to contain Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, yeast and mold, and coliform bacteria, respectively. The first five commonly analyzed products had very high proportions of unsafe specimens; cheese (51.2%), phyllo (81.5%), chicken meat (49.1%), yogurt (32.4%) and jam (13.1%).

Significance: In conclusion, in crowded areas (especially barracks), regular inspections of critical safe control units for healthy food products are very important. Many undersized epidemics can be prevented by hazard analysis and monitoring the critical control points.

P1-109 Proficiency of Microbiological Laboratories Testing Infant Formula and Nonfat Dry Milk
CHRISTOPHER CONWAY, Lacey M. Guillen, Nathan M. Anderson, Michael A. Urbanczyk, Chrissy M. Leopold Wagner, Shannon Dugan and Ravinder M. Reddy
National Center for Food Safety and Technology, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Proficiency testing (PT) is an inter-laboratory comparison used to determine analytical performance. Infant formula (dry and liquid) and nonfat dry milk samples were provided to laboratories for quality indicator bacteria and food pathogen analysis.

Purpose: These food matrices were chosen due to new requirements for infant formula safety and the increased number of foodborne illnesses from dry products. Evaluating proficiency of food testing laboratories is important to ensure preparedness in addressing current food safety concerns.

Methods: Liquid infant formula samples were inoculated with bacterial cocktails at desired levels and then verified for recovery. Dry powder samples were prepared by inoculating 1 kg of continuously mixing dry matrix with concentrated bacterial cocktails using an ultrasonic atomizer. Bulk samples consisted of targeted combinations of dry inocula. The samples were mixed for 30 minutes with a sterilized commercial mixer in a walk-in biosafety cabinet. Bacterial composition and homogeneity were confirmed by repeated sample analysis.

Results: Participants reported quantitative results for quality indicators (aerobic plate count, total coliforms, fecal coliforms, and PCR). The following qualitative results are reported as percentages of correct sample analysis with total analysts in parentheses. Nonfat dry milk analysis: Salmonella Typhimurium 100% (35), Cronobacter sakazakii 50% (2), Shigella flexneri 33% (12), Listeria monocytogenes 100% (22), Escherichia coli O157:H7 100% (33). Liquid Infant formula analysis: S. Typhimurium 97% (109), C. sakazakii 75% (12), S. flexneri 74% (45), L. monocytogenes 77% (104), E. coli O157:H7 97% (72). Dry infant formula results: S. Typhimurium 93% (28), C. sakazakii 100% (16), S. flexneri 44% (16), L. monocytogenes 84% (25), E. coli O157:H7 100% (25).

Significance: The results allow assessment of the analysts’ proficiency in identification of pathogens from specific foods and provides a precursory inter-laboratory comparison for the powder inoculation method. Proficiency testing is a vital tool for the advancement of food safety.

P1-110 Environmental Health Specialist Network’s Impact on Foodborne Outbreak Investigations in New York State 2001–2008
DAVID C. NICHOLAS, Jessica S. Egan, Michael J. Cambridge and Shelley M. Zansky
New York State Department of Health, Troy, NY, USA

Introduction: The New York State (NYS) Environmental Health Specialist Network (EHS-Net) program covers 34 counties with a population in excess of 4.3 million. Since 2000, when NYS became an EHS-Net site, Environmental Health Specialists have been located in the Central Office to enhance surveillance, coordination, and ensure complete reporting to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for foodborne outbreaks occurring within the catchment area. With additional staff and focus on outbreaks, it would be anticipated that counts participating in EHS-Net would demonstrate improvements in the timeliness and completeness of reporting foodborne outbreaks compared to the rest of the State (23 counties and a population > 6.8 million), excluding New York City.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to assess the impact the EHS-Net program has on foodborne outbreak investigations in New York State.

Methods: The New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) maintains foodborne outbreak data in its Foodborne Disease Surveillance (FBDS) database established in 1980. A descriptive analysis was conducted to compare the time to close out an investigation and identification of etiology for foodborne disease outbreak investigations occurring in counties participating in EHS-Net with counties outside the EHS-Net catchment area. Analysis was conducted using Microsoft Excel for calendar years 2001–2008.

Results: Over the eight year period, the average length of time between date of first onset for an outbreak investigation and receipt of the CDC 52.13 final report by the State was 13 weeks in EHS-Net counties versus 19 weeks in non EHS-Net counties. EHS-Net counties had a confirmed excess of 4.3 million. Since 2000, when NYS became an EHS-Net site, Environmental Health Specialists have been located in the Central Office.

Significance: This descriptive study was conducted to evaluate the results of food analysis performed by Food Control Detachment Units, which are responsible to monitor water and foodborne diseases in Turkish Armed Forces.
P1-112 The Role of Foodworkers in Foodborne Disease Outbreaks Associated with Restaurant Settings, United States, 1998–2008

AMIE NISLER and Dana Cole
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA

Introduction: Foodborne outbreaks are reported to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) by local, tribal and state public health departments. Examining restaurant-setting outbreaks is important for improving consumer safety and evaluating current food safety regulations.

Purpose: The objective was to examine food commodities, etiologies, and contamination factors associated with restaurant settings for foodborne outbreak investigations reported to the CDC from 1998 through 2008.

Methods: Data were obtained from CDC’s Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System for outbreaks where food had been prepared in a restaurant or deli. Implicated foods were grouped into one of 17 commodities, if all ingredients belonged to that commodity. Outbreaks were categorized by etiology into those due to chemicals/toxins, those typically having an animal reservoir, those typically having a human reservoir, and those for which the reservoir is environmental/uncertain.

Results: A total of 7,965 restaurant- or deli-associated foodborne outbreaks were analyzed (102,923 illnesses, 3,519 hospitalizations, 62 deaths). A suspected or confirmed etiology was reported for 4,341 (55%) outbreaks. Human reservoir etiologies accounted for 47% of outbreaks with a reported etiology. Norovirus was the most common etiology (93% of human reservoir outbreaks), and leafy vegetables were the most frequent single-commodity food implicated (n=112, 38% of single-commodity outbreaks). Information implicating foodworkers as the contamination source was provided for 12% of restaurant-associated outbreaks, accounting for 25% of illnesses (n=26,032). In most of these outbreaks (76%), laboratory and/or epidemiologic evidence indicated that a foodworker contributed to contamination. Among the 1,162 (15%) outbreaks associated with human reservoir etiologies that had information about contributing factors, the most common factors were food handling by an infected person (56%) and bare-handed contact by a foodworker (41%). Foods with raw or lightly cooked ingredients were implicated in 43% of foodworker-contaminated outbreaks that reported food preparation methods.

Significance: These results suggest that human pathogens, especially norovirus, and foodworker contact with ingredients consumed raw are important in restaurant-associated foodborne outbreaks. Additional guidance and sick-leave policies for restaurant managers and foodworkers could decrease risk.

P1-113 Estimating the Burden of Foodborne Illness in Japan Using Web-based Survey Data for Extrapolating Estimates in Miyagi Prefecture to the Whole of Japan

KUNIHIRO KUBOTA, Hiroshi Amanuma, Fumiko Kasuga, Emiko Iwasaki, Shunichi Inagaki, Yoshisharu Sakurai, Mayumi Komatsu, Fujio Kanno, Miyako Oguro, Hiroshi Oota, Sakura Yasaki, Hajime Toyofuku, Frederick J. Angulo, Elaine Scallan and Kaoru Morikawa
National Institute of Health Sciences, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: We have been estimating the real burden of diarrheal diseases for Campylobacter, Salmonella and Vibrio paraahaemolyticus in Miyagi Prefecture, Japan based on laboratory-confirmed cases and estimated multiplying factors.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to estimate the burden of foodborne illness associated with the above three pathogens in Japan using a cost-efficient method in extrapolating the estimates in the Miyagi Prefecture to the whole of Japan.

Methods: Data on laboratory-confirmed infections of three pathogens were collected from clinical laboratories in the Miyagi Prefecture from April 2005 to March 2008. The stool submission rate and physician consultation rate were estimated from two population telephone surveys conducted in the same prefecture. Each factor was introduced in our Monte-Carlo simulation model as a probability distribution. These rates were separately estimated by using a web-based survey and compared between the whole of Japan and Miyagi Prefecture, which were further used to extrapolate Miyagi estimates to the whole of Japan.

Results: The physician consultation rate and the stool submission rate calculated from the web-based survey were 27.3% and 6.7% for Miyagi Prefecture and 19.3% and 3.6% for the whole of Japan, respectively. We extrapolated the estimated illnesses in Miyagi Prefecture to the whole of Japan using the population rate, understanding that the extrapolation was not at least an overestimate. The estimated mean annual numbers of foodborne illness for Campylobacter, Salmonella and Vibrio paraahaemolyticus, were approximately 1.3–1.6 million, 140–254 thousand, and 18–83 thousand in Japan during 2005–2008, respectively. The numbers of reported foodborne illness due to these pathogens in the same period were approximately 2–3 thousand, 2–3 thousand and 0.1–2 thousand, respectively.

Significance: These data revealed a significant difference between our estimates of burden of foodborne illness and the reported foodborne disease cases, suggesting the need to supplement current statistics with burden estimate research.

P1-114 Effects of Corn-based Distillers’ Grain (DG) Inclusion into Feeding Rations on the Burden of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Commercial Feedlot Settings

W. EVAN CHANEY, Guy Loneragan, Rebecca McCarthy, Mark F. Miller, Bradley J. Johnson, Chance J. Brooks and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Use of corn-based distillers’ grains has been associated with an increased prevalence of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in feedlot cattle. However, the research has been conducted in small-pen research settings and the relevance to real-world commercial settings is unclear.

Purpose: To quantify the potential relationship between the use of distillers’ grains co-products and E. coli O157:H7 pathogen load in real-world feedlot settings.

Methods: Ten commercial feedlots were split into cohorts in which finishing diets contained either high DG (> 15%) or low DG (< 8%). Feedlots were sampled on 4 occasions from June thru October of 2010 with approximately 6 weeks between each sample collection. At each feedlot visit, 4 pens of cattle within 3 weeks of harvest were enrolled and 24 freshly voided fecal pats were collected from each pen. Ten gram samples were placed into 90 mL of modified tryptic soy broth supplemented with novobiocin and enriched for 14 hours at 42°C. Enrichments were subjected to immunomagnetic separation, plated onto CHROMagar™ with novobiocin, and incubated for 18 hours at 37°C. Suspected colonies were confirmed via agglutination.

Results: Of 3,840 samples, Escherichia coli O157:H7 was recovered from 16.7% of the samples. Controlling for within-feedlot and within-pen clustering, adjusted prevalence was 14.3%, indicating some evidence of within-group clustering. Variation within feedlots over time was substantial;
for example, within one feedlot, mean sample-level prevalence ranged from 7.6% to 42.7%. Prevalence within the 4 sampling rounds was 19.9% (sample window = 28JUN to 12JUL), 21.0% (AUG), 14.1% (SEP) and 11.7% (OCT). Significant interaction was observed between DG use and sampling round (P < 0.01). Prevalence among high use was greater than those with low use for sampling Rounds 1, 3 and 4 but not different for Round 2. Averaged across time, prevalence among high and low users was 21.4% versus 7.3%, respectively, and vary with statistical model.

Significance: These data indicate a higher prevalence of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 associated with higher inclusion rates of DG into feeding rations in commercial feedlot settings.

**P1-115 A Semi-quantitative Methodology for *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in Bovine Feces**

W. EVAN CHANEY, Guy Loneragan and Mindy Brashears
Texas A&M University, Lubbock, TX, USA

**Introduction:** Improved, accurate, and affordable methods to quantify *E. coli* O157:H7 in bovine feces are needed. To date, several methods have been proposed but vary from relatively labor-intensive to expensive.

**Purpose:** To compare a semi-quantitative method with direct plating and to assess changes in concentration in samples stored over time at 4 °C.

**Methods:** Freshly voided fecal pats collected from commercial feedlots were confirmed to be naturally infected with *E. coli* O157:H7 detection in a side study. Positive samples’ (n = 331) immunomagnetic separation (IMS) plates were ranked (1–5) according to number of suspect colonies produced post incubation (1 =1–10, 2 =11–20, 3 =21–30, 4 =30 + 5 = Lawn). Confirmed positive fecal samples (1g) were then serially diluted and direct plated to CHROMagar® with incubation for 18 hours at 37°C for quantification. A subset (n = 69) were stored at 4°C and subjected to re-assessment over a 10 week period, 11 samples of which were high ranked (rank = 4 or 5) and direct plated during each re-assessment.

**Results:** Concentration was associated with a quadratic rank term (P < 0.01). On average, ranks 4 and 5 were associated with quantifiable direct plating whereas ranks 1 through 3 were below the detection limit of direct plating. Mean values for ranks 1–5 were: 0.02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.43 and 3.17, respectively. In the extension study, positive detection by IMS had decreased 49% by Week 2, 52% by week 4, 67% by Week 6, 71% by Week 8 and 81% at Week 10. The ability to detect via direct plate decreased by 50% at Week 2 while overall count averages decreased by 99.99% by Week 10. Similarly, IMS rank averages decreased over the sampling duration.

**Significance:** These data indicate that the semi-quantitative IMS ranking method may be used as a convenient and repeatable proxy for quantification while decreasing costs and labor. These data also indicate fecal samples should be analyzed sooner than 2 weeks at 4°C.

**P1-116 Culture-independent, Metagenomic-based Characterization of *Campylobacter jejuni* on DNA Isolated Directly from Complex Samples**

Romilda Wangari, Mathilde Josefsen, Laurids S. Christensen and JEFFREY HOORFAR
Technical University of Denmark, Saborg, Denmark

**Introduction:** The characterization of *Campylobacter jejuni* strains in epidemiological studies is commonly performed on strains isolated from culture of complex samples. However, studies have shown that significant numbers of viable *C. jejuni* are not recovered by the selective culturing schemes applied commonly.

**Purpose:** To circumvent this bias, a culture-independent metagenomic-based method for studying the diversity of *C. jejuni* isolates in poultry boot-swab samples was developed.

**Methods:** The method involved an end point dilution PCR and sequencing of the *flaA* SVR in DNA extracted directly from poultry boot-swab samples. The end point dilution PCR was used to isolate coexisting *flaA* sequence variants by diluting the extracted boot-swab DNA to the point of lowest detection. The *flaA* SVR sequence types obtained from the metagenomic-based method were compared to the *flaA* SVR sequence types obtained from sequencing up to 10 cultured isolates from the same samples. Three boot-swab samples originating from different flocks of free ranging organic geese were analyzed in parallel by the two methods.

**Results:** For the first sample, the metagenomic method resulted in 8 different *flaA* SVR sequence types, while sequencing cultured *C. jejuni* colonies from the same sample, resulted in three different *flaA* SVR sequence types. Only one of the sequences was found using both methods. For the second sample, the metagenomic method resulted in one *flaA* SVR, while the culture based method resulted in two *flaA* SVR sequence types, both of them different from the one detected using the metagenomic method. For the third sample, three *flaA* SVR sequence types were found using both methods, but one more *flaA* SVR type was found using the metagenomic method.

**Significance:** The observed *C. jejuni* diversity in the analyzed boot-swab samples was significantly different for the two methods, suggesting that the selective culture-based methods, on their own, do not result in a complete picture of the *Campylobacter* spp. diversity in complex environmental samples. Using a combination of both methods in epidemiological studies could give a more comprehensive picture of the diversity of *C. jejuni* isolates and aid in the resolution of the infection dynamics. The metagenomic-based method studied here paves the way for the development of a new, faster and more cost effective way for characterizing microbial pathogens in complex environmental samples.

**P1-117 Persistence of Verocytotoxicogenic *Escherichia coli* in a Pasture-based Beef Cow-calf Cohort**

Bryan Aviles, MONICA PONDER, Peter Ziegler and William Swecker
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

**Introduction:** Cattle are a major reservoir of verocytotoxicogenic *Escherichia coli* (VTEC) and repeated outbreaks of human illness have been linked to consumption of beef. The majority of studies on VTEC in cattle populations have focused on screening for the presence in feedlot production systems, which use different production practices with different risk factors compared to pasture systems. The few pasture production system studies that exist are mainly searching for presence of the pathogen at a single time point, and do not determine the duration and transmissibility of the strain to other cattle in the system.

**Purpose:** Determine duration and transmission of VTEC shedding in cows in a cow-calf pasture production model. The virulence potential for humans was assessed by screening for 5 key pathogenicity genes.

**Methods:** Fecal samples from pastured cows were sampled pre-pregnancy, and cows, calves and environmental samples were taken weekly after birth for two months. Each sample was enriched for *E. coli* and screened for VTEC using PCR. Virulence potential was assessed using PCR to detect Shiga toxin (*stx1*, *stx2*), intimin (*eae*), enterohemolysin (*ehx*A) and an adhesion (*saa*).

**Results:** Members of this herd were positive for VTEC during one sampling period (1/2 of 90). Presence of virulence genes were different for cows housed in different paddocks. No calves were identified as positive, even from shedding cows.

**Significance:** Identification of potential contamination factors in cow-calf cohorts will allow identification of risk factors, specifically within pasture production facilities. Control practices can then be tailored to specific reservoirs, such as reducing specific wildlife populations, therefore reducing product contamination while increasing beef safety in the eyes of the consumer.
P1-118 Outbreaks of Salmonella Associated with Beef, United States, 1998–2008
HANNAH GOULD, Patricja L. White, Barbara Mahon, Daniel L. Engeljohn and Patricia Griffin
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

Introduction: Beef is frequently implicated as a transmission vehicle in foodborne disease outbreaks, but outbreaks of Salmonella infection associated with this food commodity have not recently been summarized.

Purpose: To describe the frequency and characteristics of outbreaks of Salmonella linked to beef.

Methods: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) conducts surveillance for foodborne disease outbreaks. We reviewed data for Salmonella outbreaks where beef was reported as the food vehicle during 1998–2008. We analyzed outbreak frequency and size, number of hospitalizations and deaths, Salmonella serotypes, implicated cuts, settings of food preparation, and reported contributing factors.

Results: From 1998-2008, 39 Salmonella outbreaks were reported with beef as the food vehicle, causing 1161 illnesses, 114 hospitalizations, and 1 death. At least one outbreak was reported each year (range, 1–9). The average outbreak included 30 cases (range, 2–155). Sixteen Salmonella serotypes were reported in the 34 outbreaks for which the serotype was known, most commonly Newport (7 outbreaks), Enteritidis (5), and Typhimurium (5). Implicated cuts included ground beef (12 outbreaks, 31%), steak or roast (7, 18%), another cut (8, 21%), or unknown (12, 31%). For ground beef outbreaks, beef was prepared in a private home in 8 (75%). For non-ground beef outbreaks, beef was prepared in a restaurant or deli in 13 (48%) and in a private home in 6 (22%). The most commonly reported contributing factors were insufficient time or temperature during cooking (e.g., eating pink/raw ground beef) and contaminated raw product.

Significance: During these 11 years, outbreaks of Salmonella infection transmitted by beef occurred at least annually. Outbreaks were frequently associated with contaminated product prepared in consumers’ homes. Understanding the epidemiology of Salmonella outbreaks in beef, including cuts of beef involved and settings where outbreaks occur can help to guide decisions about regulating Salmonella in beef and consumer education efforts.

P1-119 Cryptosporidium spp. in Wild Rodent Populations Adjacent to Produce Production Fields
XUNDE LI, Edward Atwill, Tamara Vodovoz, Eduardo Vivas, Chenting Xiao, Christopher Kilonzo, Michele Jay-Russell and Trân Nguyen
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Wildlife are increasingly considered as potential pathogen sources that transmit pathogens to food animals and contaminate pre-harvest produce. Cryptosporidia parasites infect a wide range of vertebrates including farm animals, wildlife and humans. The parasites cause waterborne and foodborne illness by contaminating water and foods.

Purpose: The purpose of this work was to determine the incidence and identify the potential role of wild rodents in Cryptosporidium transmission and contamination in the pre-harvest food production environment.

Methods: Between 2009 and 2010, fecal samples were collected from wild rodents in fields adjacent to cattle rangelands and leafy green blocks in one of California’s major produce production regions. Rodents were live-trapped and released after collecting defecated fecal samples. Samples were screened for Cryptosporidium spp. oocysts using fluorescent microscopy. PCR products from positive samples were sequenced.

Results: A total of 265 fecal samples were obtained from 10 species of wild rodents. Cryptosporidium spp. oocysts were detected in 73 (27.5%) of the samples. For specific rodent species, Cryptosporidium spp. were detected in 0% (0/3) of Brush mouse, 33.3% (1/3) of California ground squirrel, 10.5% (4/38) of California pocket mouse, 22.8% (61/278) of Deer mouse, 16.7% (1/6) of Dusky-footed wood rat, 0% (0/1) of Harvest mouse, 33.3% (1/3) of Kangaroo rat, 0% (0/4) of Meadow vole and 29.4% (5/17) of undetermined species. Analysis of DNA sequences for Cryptosporidium species/genotypes determination is underway.

Significance: A considerably high incidence of Cryptosporidium spp. exists in the wild rodent population adjacent to rangeland and produce areas. This highlights the potential risk of transmission to food animals and contamination of pre-harvest produce. Findings suggested the need of developing agricultural and environmental strategies preventing wild rodents from transmission Cryptosporidium to food animals and contamination of pre-harvest produce.

P1-120 A Novel Approach to Predicting Lag Time of Bacillus cereus as a Function of Temperature, pH and Water Activity Using Logistic Regression
JUNKO NONAKA, Kazutaka Yamamoto and Shigenobu Koseki
Nisshin Seifun Group, Inc., Fujimino, Japan

Introduction: Controlling the factors affecting the lag time during growth of spoilage and/or pathogenic bacteria in prepared/processed foods with relatively short shelf lives plays a key role in ensuring the quality and safety of the food. Appropriate prediction of the lag time will lead to a reasonable shelf life and also to reduced waste.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to develop a probabilistic model to predict the lag time during growth of Bacillus cereus as a function of temperature, pH and salt concentrations using logistic regression. In addition, we aimed to develop a novel B. cereus growth kinetics model incorporating with the newly developed lag-time model.

Methods: B. cereus growth was evaluated in a nutrient broth adjusting the pH (5.0–6.5) and salt concentration (0.5–2.0%) under temperatures between 10 and 20°C. The optical density (OD) values were monitored continuously during incubation, and the lag time was determined by the changes in OD value. The lag time was modeled using a logistic regression procedure as a function of temperature, pH and salt concentration. The developed model for the lag time was combined with a logistic type growth differential equation to obtain entire bacterial growth kinetics under given conditions. Finally, the developed model was validated by the experimentally observed B. cereus growth data in 6 kinds of Japanese deli foods.

Results: The lag time of B. cereus was successfully modeled using logistic regression indicating a high percent concordant (95.8%). The lag-time model provided a probability distribution of the estimated lag time, and the observed lag times in the tested 6 kinds of deli foods were fallen in 95% confidence intervals. The B. cereus growth kinetics in the tested deli foods was accurately predicted overall using the combination of the developed lag-time model and logistic differential equation model, indicating small root mean squared errors of the predictions (~0.5 log CFU/g).

Significance: The lag-time model developed in the present study can be used to estimate not only the lag time itself but also the probability distribution of the lag time. In addition, the model allowed us to appropriately predict the B. cereus growth kinetics in various real foods taking into account the lag time.

P1-121 Development of a Predictive Modelling Tool to Simulate $a_w^*$ of Food Products
Thibaud De Broucker, Mohammed El Jabri, Olivier Couvert, FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Danièle Sohier and Dominique Thuault
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: The influence of water activity on microbiological and organoleptic properties of food is a well-known phenomenon. Several models have been described in order to calculate water activity of a solution as a function of its composition, but no available model exists for the prediction of the $a_w^*$ of formulated foodstuff.
Purpose: The aim of this study is to develop a predictive software for the simulation of water activity as a function of the composition of food products.

Methods: Foods are considered to be made up by several phases (insoluble and soluble) with different physico-chemical properties, as well as different kinds of interactions with water. Calculation principles used are based on the modelling of the hygroscopic properties, as well as the interactions between water and each individual components of the considered food products: 1) water adsorption by insoluble components (like proteins or starch) is evaluated by sorption isotherms which are fitted by using Ferro-Fontan and Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer (GAB) models and, 2) different models (Roa, 1998 Teng and Lenz, 1974) were studied to evaluate the interaction between solutes (like sugar, salt, amino-acids...) and water.

Results: Fitting model parameters were evaluated for each of the 230 components available on the database (including starches, protein concentrates, fibers, gums, flours, fat, egg products, salts, spices, meat, cereals, fruits, vegetables, preservatives antioxidants and emulsifiers...). Assuming thermo dynamical equilibrium, the computer program, developed on Matlab®, calculates the distribution of water between aqueous and insoluble components until the water activity is equal in both phases. Validation of the mathematical model was done on different types of matrices with $a_w$ value range of 0.7 to 1 (bakery products, meat products, sauce and syrup). There were great correlations between predictive values and $a_w$ value measured with Aqualab $a_w$-meter ($R^2=0.94$ for bakery products and $R^2=0.88$ for syrup). The mean error is 0.015 $a_w$.

Significance: This work presents a valuable tool for the simulation of $a_w$ as a function of food formulation. This tool was developed for industrial and academic development in food conception and shelf life evaluation.

P1-122 The Risk Estimation of Listeria monocytogenes for Ready-to-Eat Food in Korea
In-Gyun Hwang, Soon Ho Lee, JOON IL CHO, Hyo-Sun Kwak, Ji Su Lim and Yoon Jeoung Koh
Korea Food and Drug Administration, Chungcheongbuk do, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Ready-to-eat (RTE) foods, which can be consumed without further cooking and/or reheating, can be considered potentially high-risk foods. Foodborne disease outbreaks associated with RTE foods have generally been related to contamination by L. monocytogenes, as they are usually prepared by hand and stored at low temperatures. The most popular RTE foods in Korea were monitored in this study, and a predictive growth model, frequency, consumption quantity, and dose-response model were assessed in order to estimate the risk of L. monocytogenes contamination in RTE foods in Korea.

Purpose: This study describes a quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) model of Korean cases of listeriosis occurring due to the consumption of kimbab, smoked salmon and fresh-cut vegetables, taking into consideration the primary data acquired during the exposure assessment step. The results of this QMRA can be used to establish national regulations for the control of foodborne diseases.

Methods: We developed a one-dimensional risk assessment model to describe mathematically the annual risk of listeriosis associated with the consumption of RTE foods (kimbab, smoked salmon and fresh-cut vegetable products) in Korea. We monitored microbial contamination levels of RTE foods and frequency and consumption quantity for MRA.

Results: The mean and maximum number of cases of listeriosis arising annually due to consumption of kimbab, smoked salmon and fresh-cut vegetable products per ten million individuals were estimated as $5.8 \times 10^2$, $2.5 \times 10^2$, $2.5 \times 10^2$ and 5.49, 0.1, 2.08. These results indicated that the risk factors of regression sensitivities, from the retail to table pathway, could be applied to risk management. In the future, additional studies will be required to facilitate more realistic and accurate microbial risk assessments.

Significance: As the population of Korea numbers approximately 50 million, approximately 40 patients per year are expected to contract L. monocytogenes infections due to kimbab, smoked salmon and fresh vegetable intake. Moreover, considering the increase in the consumption of RTE foods due to their relative convenience and economic feasibility, the actual risk is expected to be somewhat higher than the estimated risk. Also, additional studies regarding selective evaluation on groups of extreme intake and sensitive consumption, as well as the development of dose-response models and statistical methods, will be required for more realistic and more accurate assessments of QMRA.

P1-123 Development and Validation of a Predictive Model for Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Spinach and Lettuce
NA YOON PARK, Juhui Kim, Yoonha Kim, Hyunjung Chung, SoonHo Lee, Junil Jo, Ingyun Hwang and Ki S. Yoon
Kyung Hee University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Of 1,973 foodborne disease outbreaks reported in Korea from 2005 to July 2010, 277 (26.3%) were due to the pathogenic Escherichia coli. Lettuce and spinach are the most commonly implicated produce associated with E. coli O157:H7. Predictive models for E. coli O157:H7 in broth have been developed as a function of temperature, pH, and sodium nitrate. However, the growth model for E. coli O157:H7 on fresh produce has not been developed.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to develop predictive growth models for E. coli O157:H7 on spinach and lettuce as a function of temperature.

Methods: Raw spinach was blanched and lettuce was sterilized for one hour by UV-light to suppress background microorganisms. Blanched spinach and sterilized lettuce were inoculated with 100 μl of a two-strain mixture of nalidixic acid-resistant E. coli O157:H7(NCTC 12079 and ATCC 35150) and were stored at 7, 10, 17, 24, 30 and 36°C in two different laboratories, respectively. Lag time(LT) and specific growth rate (SGR) were used in square-root and Davey models as a function of temperature, respectively. Model performance was cross-evaluated for interpolation with the same strain and modeling method, but a different model food in each laboratory. Prediction bias (BI) and accuracy (AF) factors were calculated.

Results: No significant differences were observed in the LT model above 24°C and in the SGR model below 17°C between spinach and lettuce. These data indicate that difference in spinach and lettuce as a model food did not significantly affect LT values at 30 and 36°C and SGR values at 24, 30, and 36°C. BI of LT and SGR models was 1.02 and 0.99 for spinach and 0.91 and 0.80 for lettuce, respectively, with independent data for interpolation.

Significance: These models might be used in the development of tertiary models to quantify the effects of temperature on the growth of E. coli O157:H7 on fresh produce, but model performance must be validated with different types of fresh produce.

P1-124 Modeling the Effect of Temperature and pH on the Growth Rate of Salmonella on Cut Tomatoes
WENCHAO LI and Donald W. Schaffner
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: Outbreaks of salmonellosis associated with fresh cut tomatoes has been a recent food safety concern. When tomatoes are cut, Salmonella can be transferred from the skin to the flesh, which is a favorable growth environment.

Purpose: The manipulation of fresh cut tomato pH offers one possible means for Salmonella control in cut tomato products. The purpose of this research was to expand our existing research efforts on modeling Salmonella in fresh cut tomatoes by adding the additional variable of pH, resulting in a regression model able to predict Salmonella growth as a function of both pH and temperature.
Methods: Whole red, round tomatoes were dip-inoculated in a cocktail of Salmonella strains obtained from the CDC. These human isolates were from cases associated with prior salmonellosis outbreaks linked to tomatoes. Inoculated tomatoes were dried overnight and cut into slices and incubated at temperatures from 10 to 30°C in 5-degree intervals. The pH of the cut tomatoes was adjusted from 3.8 to 4.2 by the addition of 1% or 5% citric acid. Samples were enumerated by plate counts on XLT4 agar until Salmonella populations reached stationary phase. Growth rates were calculated using DMFit software.

Results: A plot of square root (SQRT) of the growth rate (GR) of Salmonella under various temperature and pH = 4.0 was linear with time, such that SQRT[GR] = 0.022T + 1.148 (R² = 0.79), which is slower than the growth rate under tomatoes’ natural pH (~pH = 4.4) found in previous studies. Moreover, Salmonella growth was suppressed at pH = 3.8 at all temperatures from 10 to 30°C.

Significance: The model of Salmonella in cut tomatoes created here is the first of its kind that provides a useful tool of estimating the risk posed by different degrees of temperature abuse and pH manipulation.

P1-126 Quantitative Risk Assessment for Campylobacteriosis in New Zealand by the Bayesian Belief Network Approach

ALI M. AL-SAKKAF and Geoff Jones
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand

Introduction: New Zealand has the highest rate of reported campylobacteriosis cases in the developed world. Due to the large economic and health consequences of campylobacteriosis, intervention programs to reduce the disease rates are required to be designed and implemented. Quantitative microbial risk assessment models (QMRA) are used to identify all the risk pathways in the food chain and to examine the most effective interventions to reduce the rate of foodborne illness. Many of these risk assessment studies were conducted by infeasible Monte Carlo approach.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to conduct QMRA by Bayesian Belief Network approach which has many advantages such being an appropriate method in handling missing data, accounting for the uncertainty in all estimated parameters, enabling the combination of data with the experts’ prior belief or knowledge; it allows back propagation of prior variables with the observed data, it assists understanding about underlying relationships between variables, it provides a method for avoiding overfitting of data, and it offers satisfactory prediction accuracy.

Methods: A simplified model was developed describing the entire food chain from farm to fork with all the variates, parameters, and variables of interest. The joint probabilistic distribution of these variates of interest was specified using successive conditional distributions. Microbiological data of two New Zealand poultry processing plants for the last two years were incorporated. The numerical computations were performed using WinBugs software.

Results: The Bayesian approach confirmed its strength in handling a complex and challenging situation (model), presenting a plausibly estimation of the probability of contracting campylobacteriosis by poultry consumption and the probability of contracting campylobacteriosis from all other resources. The mean value of the estimated probabilities were close to the actual Surveillance data. Sensitivity analysis showed the significant role of consumer hygiene in reducing the outcome probability.

Significance: The results of this study provided an attractive and reliable tool for risk management to select the best and effective intervention (e.g., education of consumers) to reduce campylobacteriosis given the impossible to produce Campylobacter-free chicken.
P1-128 Monte Carlo Estimation of the Efficacy of Spent Sprout Irrigation Water Testing
ROBERT MIKSCHE and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: It is generally recognized that seed washing and sanitation are not sufficient to eliminate pathogens in sprouted seed products. Therefore, the FDA recommends that seed sanitation be combined with microbial testing of spent sprout irrigation water.

Purpose: We estimated how effective testing of spent sprout irrigation water testing is in providing protection in the event of incoming seeds having low levels of contamination.

Methods: A Monte Carlo model was constructed to estimate how effective testing of spent irrigation water would be at detecting 1 or more pathogenic organisms in a 10 lb charge of seed in one quadrant of a sprouting chamber by testing of spent sprout irrigation water after 48 h of sprouting (the accepted industry practice). The model included as factors the time to the appearance of the seed radicle, wash cycle interval, wash volume, organism growth and division between seeds and spent irrigation water. The number of organisms reaching the spent irrigation water after 48 h of sprouting was calculated, and then it was predicted whether they could be detected based on the volume of the water subsample that was tested.

Results: The safety of the sprouts after 48 h of sprouting was a result of two factors: (1) detection of pathogens by testing of spent irrigation water; and (2) removal of the pathogens by repeated wash cycles. These factors are diametrically opposed and create a middle ground which made it difficult to ensure the safety of the sprouts. The middle ground was defined by cases where washing reduced organism levels to less than the number required to be detected by testing of spent irrigation water (estimated to be >2.5 log CFU based on weight of sprouted seed, volume of sprout irrigation water and portion removed for testing) but did not eliminate them, thus leaving residual organisms in the sprouts.

Significance: The middle ground could not be easily reduced by variations in wash cycle frequency. The results suggest that microbial testing of spent sprout water does not ensure that sprouts are free of contamination to the degree that is commonly assumed.

P1-129 Assessment of Risk of Salmonellosis from Consumption of Pistachios
ROBERT MIKSCHE and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: It has recently been recognized that there is a risk of contracting Salmonellosis from consumption of roasted in-shell and kernel pistachio products.

Purpose: The purpose was to characterize the risk category of raw pistachios, and determine what degree of intervention, if any, would be necessary to provide an appropriate level of protection for public health.

Methods: A Monte Carlo approach was used to assess the risk of Salmonellosis from the consumption of pistachios. Starting conditions were based on prevalence rates observed during hold and release testing of incoming pre-processing in-shell and kernel materials, and population levels of Salmonella enumerated in test lots for which confirmed positive results were obtained.

Results: The assessment found that without microbial reduction due to roasting, in-shell pistachios would be regarded as a moderate risk category food item using a very conservative risk scale based on the number of hospitalization cases per billion servings basis. Application of an intervention with a reductive capacity of 3 logs or more would be found to be sufficient to ensure that there would be a 95% probability that less than 1 hospitalization per year would occur for in-shell product, corresponding to a very low risk category according to the risk ranking scheme used in this risk assessment. Pistachio kernels, representing only about 10% of the market, would be considered a high risk item and a reductive capacity of 4 logs would be necessary to achieve the same risk category.

Significance: The FDA has recently released a proposed “Guidance for Industry: Measures to Address the Risk for Contamination by Salmonella Species in Food Containing a Pistachio-Derived Product as an Ingredient” which recommends use of a validated intervention process capable of delivering a 5-log reduction. This risk assessment found that, while control is clearly needed, the public health goal of producing very low risk pistachio products can be met by using less stringent thresholds of performance for intervention processes.

P1-130 Microbial Profiling of Pistachio Processing Using Indicator Organisms
ROBERT MIKSCHE, Rico Suhalim and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: During pistachio processing a number of operations take place which could affect the microbial profile of pistachios. Few data are available on the impact of these operations.

Purpose: This study evaluated the levels of indicator organisms at multiple points in the pistachio production process in order to acquire data which would allow pistachio processors to more accurately estimate the impact of antimicrobial interventions as a function of where they are placed in the process flow.

Methods: Samples were collected at multiple points in the production process at three pistachio production facilities during two sampling sessions in September, 2009, and March, 2010. A total of eight key locations were identified along the production process and considered subdivisions of the process flow (for example, separation of ‘floaters’ and ‘sinkers’ during an initial wash and color sorting into stained and acceptable) samples were collected at a total of fourteen points. All samples were analyzed for the indicator organisms aerobic plate counts (APC), total coliforms (TCC) and generic E. coli (ECC).

Results: Initial levels for indicator organisms were high on freshly hulled pistachios and after an initial wash. APC, TCC and ECC levels of approximately 8, 7 and 3 log CFU/g were observed. After drying and prior to storage in silos, levels of ‘sinkers’ dropp substantially (to 2.8, 1.1 and 0 log CFU/g, respectively). Levels remained fairly constant until the last step of roasting, which lead to final levels of approximately 1.1, 0.1 and 0.0 log CFU/g, respectively. Floaters, which are used to produce kernel pistachio products, exhibited a similar pattern except that they generally had higher and more variable levels of the indicator organisms.

Significance: The results indicated that the early step of drying had the biggest impact on microbial burdens, and suggested that floaters require application of more stringent interventions to reduce microbial loads.
**P1-131 Microbiological Quality of Buffet and Take-out Rice Dishes in Florida**
Wei Yea Hsu and AMARAT SIMONNE
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

Introduction: Cooked rice from Asian restaurants and take-out stores has been associated with Bacillus cereus food poisoning. Such illnesses are caused by improper cooking, cooling or storage of rice, resulting in germination and growth of B. cereus spores.

Purpose: We investigated how the microbiological quality (total aerobic plate count [APC], E. coli / coliform, Staphylococcus aureus, and B. cereus) of cooked rice from Asian restaurants and take-out stores was affected by temperature and pH, seasonality, style of cuisine, preparation method (steamed versus fried) and setting (buffet tables versus point-of-sale preparation).

Methods: Samples (n = 100) were purchased at point-of-sale and/or from buffet tables, transported to the lab without refrigeration to simulate consumer practices, and evaluated for temperature (at point-of-sale) and pH. Populations of B. cereus, APC, E. coli / coliform, and S. aureus were analyzed using the Food and Drug Administration’s Bacteriological Analytical Manual (FDA-BAM) 3-tube most probable number (MPN) series, 3M Petrifilm™ aerobic plate counts, E. coli / coliform plate counts, and Staph Express count plates, respectively.

Results: 1.0% of samples tested positive for coliform (10^2 to <10^3 CFU/g). 1.0%, 1.0%, and 6.0% contained <10^2 CFU/g of E. coli, S. aureus, and B. cereus, respectively. E. coli, coliform, and S. aureus were detected in fried rice from buffets. Higher B. cereus counts and lower temperatures (P < 0.0001) were found in buffet samples than in samples of point-of-sale steamed rice kept warm in rice cookers or freshly prepared fried rice.

Significance: Although the majority of rice samples were of acceptable microbiological quality, the presence of E. coli / coliform and S. aureus in buffet rice samples indicates post-cooking contamination by consumers and/or food handlers, suggesting compromised personal hygiene standards and/or sanitation practices.

**P1-132 Growth of Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Salmonella sp. and Staphylococcus aureus during Short-term Temperature Abuse of Raw Shrimp**
FLORENCE E. FEEHERRY, Cheryl A. Baxa and Greg M. Burnham
U.S. Army RDECOM-Natick Soldier Systems Center, Natick, MA, USA

Introduction: Vibrio parahaemolyticus (VP), Salmonella spp. (SAL), and Staphylococcus aureus (SA) may be present or introduced into shrimp during processing and handling. Foodborne illnesses caused by these pathogens may result from consuming raw, undercooked, or re-contaminated shrimp. Seafood processors must also prevent the growth of these pathogens that may occur during short-term temperature abuse in processing and transportation. Kinetics data are needed to guide the decision making process and control hazards.

Purpose: This study determines the Lag-Phase Duration (LPD) and Growth Rate (GR) values of VP, SAL and SA in shrimp incubated isothermally over a range of temperatures representative of temperature abuse conditions. The kinetics data will be used as part of the interval-accumulation predictive tool, Time-Temperature Pathogen Predictor (T2P2).

Methods: Three separate cocktails of inocula were prepared by combining five select strains grown overnight at 35°C for each organism. Raw, shellless, macerated shrimp (25.0 g) was inoculated with each cocktail (10^3/g) and incubated at 2.8°C increments over 10 – 43.3°C. Samples were withdrawn at timed intervals, diluted and plated on appropriate media, then incubated at 35°C for 18 – 48 hours. Each isothermal experiment was replicated three times. Kinetics data were fitted with DMFit to obtain LPD and GR values.

Results: For all organisms, LPD decreased and GR increased as temperature increased from 26.7 – 37.8°C. For example, LPD for SAL decreased from 104.8 to 95 to undetectable (min) whereas GR for SA increased from 0.004 to 0.014 to 0.018 {log (CFU/mL)/min} at 26.7, 32.2 and 37.8°C, respectively. Comparatively, the respective GR of VP, SAL and SA at 26.7°C was 0.02, 0.005 and 0.004 {log (CFU/mL)/min}, indicating differences in GR among the organisms.

Significance: The kinetics data provided here expands the capabilities of T2P2 to include specific pathogen behavior in shrimp when exposed to various temperatures, and further supports risk mitigation strategies for determining critical limits (HACCP) and decision making for process deviations.

**P1-133 Growth Comparison of Vibrio vulnificus and Vibrio parahaemolyticus in Broth and Seafood**
YOOWON KIM, SoonHo Lee, JunIl Jo, In Gyun Hwang and Ki S. Yoon
Kyung Hee University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: The isolation of Vibrio species from various seafood is not unusual, and thus seafood consumption may cause health risks for consumers. Predictive modeling has been used for exposure assessment in microbial risk assessment. However, the development of growth predictive modeling of Vibrio spp. in seafood has been rarely studied.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to investigate growth kinetics of V. vulnificus and V. parahaemolyticus inoculated in broth and sashimi and to conduct risk assessment of seafood consumption by comparison of growth data of V. vulnificus isolated from oysters in the market.

Methods: For broth model, V. parahaemolyticus (ATCC 33844) and V. vulnificus (ATCC 27562) were inoculated into broth and stored at 11, 13, 18, 24, 30 and 36°C. Ten g of salmon and flatfish sashimi were inoculated with V. parahaemolyticus, respectively. Twenty-five g of raw oysters purchased from the market were stored at 18, 24, 30 and 36°C to investigate the growth kinetics of Vibrio vulnificus isolate in oysters.

Results: There were no significant differences in growth kinetics between V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus in broth, regardless of temperature. However minimum growth temperature for V. vulnificus and V. parahaemolyticus was 11°C and 13°C, respectively. When comparing salmon to flatfish, flatfish showed a faster growth rate than salmon. According to the result of biochemical identification of isolates, only V. vulnificus was confirmed with the range of 1–1.3 log CFU per g of oyster. The maximum population density of V. vulnificus isolate in oysters was 4 log CFU/g after 3 days of storage, regardless of temperature.

Significance: Shelf life of sashimi in the market should be considered according to fish species. Since the infectious dose of V. vulnificus for the high risk group is 10^4 CFU/g, careful storage and consumption guidelines for oysters must be emphasized for consumers in the retail market.

**P1-134 Isolation of Salmonella spp. from Surface Waters in Florida over a Five-month Period**
RACHEL MCEGAN, Lawrence D. Goodridge and Michelle D. Danylyk
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

Introduction: Outbreaks of salmonellosis have been associated with the consumption of contaminated fresh produce. A potential source of contamination is surface water that is in, or around, produce fields.

Purpose: Our objective was to screen surface water samples monthly from Florida for the presence and concentration of Salmonella spp. and potential indicator microbial and chemical characteristics.
Methods: Ten-liter samples were taken monthly for 5 months from 6 locations in each of three counties. At time of sampling water temperature, pH, turbidity and conductivity were measured. Air temperature was also recorded. Samples were concentrated using tangential flow filtration after overnight storage at 4°C, enriched overnight at 37°C in double strength lactose broth, and further concentrated, using immunomagnetic separation. DNA was extracted from the immunomagnetic beads and real-time PCR was performed. A retain from positive samples was carried through a Salmonella MPN. Salmonella isolates were confirmed using PCR for the presence of invA and/or oriC genes. Aerobic plate counts and coliform/E. coli MPN, were also done.

Results: All samples were positive for Salmonella following tangential flow filtration – real-time PCR. Significant differences (P < 0.05) exist between Salmonella MPN levels for the three counties sampled. Only one county showed a significant difference (P < 0.05) in Salmonella MPN levels between sampling months. The strongest correlations between Salmonella and other parameters were air temperature and E. coli MPN, which were found to have correlation coefficients of 0.30 and 0.26, respectively. When looking at just one county, a correlation coefficient of 0.43 was found for the air temperature. All other measured attributes showed correlation coefficients between 0.18 and -0.15.

Significance: This work elucidates the continued presence of Salmonella in Florida surface waters, not strongly correlated to the standard coliform/E. coli testing commonly used to evaluate produce water safety.

P1-135 A Framework for Validation of the Microbial Safety of Cooked Chilled Foods
JEFF DAELMAN, Liesbeth Jaccxens, Frank Devlieghere and Mieke Uyttendaele
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Introduction: Cooked chilled foods, more aptly known as REPFEDs (refrigerated and processed foods of extended durability), are a very heterogeneous group of food products. To assure the microbial safety of these products, the food industry relies on a combination of mild heat treatment (i.e., pasteurization), refrigerated storage and consumer instructions for handling and preparation.

Purpose: This research assessed the potential risk to the consumer for different types of REPFEDs, based on the production process, labeling and data collection on prevalence and survival of pathogens. It provides a framework for the validation of the microbial food safety of REPFEDs.

Methods: The production-processes of 5 Belgian REPFED-producing companies were analyzed according to their microbial risk profile. To gain insight into the current food safety situation, both historic (n =1,533) and new (n = 90) analysis results for 3 pathogens (B. cereus, L. monocytogenes and sulphite-reducing Clostridia) were collected for final products on the day of production and for final products at the end of shelf life. The pasteurization value (Pvalue) for heat treatment at the consumer phase was determined for 50 products by simulating the proposed heat treatment as recommended on the label. Finally, one high-risk product (paella) was challenge-tested (in 12-fold) for survival of L. monocytogenes during heat treatment at the consumer phase.

Results: Three types of cooked chilled foods could be distinguished based on the heat treatment applied during the production process (P90 =10, P0 = 2 or no safe harbor), while 4 types of REPFEDs could be distinguished based on the heat treatment applied at consumer phase (Ready-to-eat, ready-to-reheat, ready-to-heat and ready-to-cook). The combination of both heat treatments (production process and consumer phase) ultimately determines the risk of the REPFED to the consumer. None of the analyzed products (n =1,533) carried unacceptable numbers for any of the three pathogens. Of the 50 products that were reheated only 20% obtained a Pvalue sufficiently high to eliminate L. monocytogenes (P0=2).

During the challenge tests of L. monocytogenes in paella, the pathogen was able to grow in all 12 replications and remained present in 7 out of 12 replications after reheating at the consumer level.

Significance: Results indicate that the current microbial safety of REPFEDs is good, but that a thorough validation of both production-process and final product is necessary to guarantee the food safety. If reheating by the consumer is necessary for food safety, then this process should also be validated.

P1-136 Evaluating Food Safety Management Performance in a Food Service Establishment According to a Microbiological Assessment Scheme
Evy Lahou, Liesbeth Jaccxens, JEFF DAELMAN and Mieke Uyttendaele
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Introduction: Poor food safety management systems (FSMS), and an attendant increase of food safety risks in professional kitchens, may impact a significant number of consumers. A national food consumption survey in Belgium demonstrated that more than 35 percent of the population consumed more than 25 percent of their daily energy intake out of home.

Purpose: A Microbial Assessment Scheme (MAS) was adapted in a food service establishment, vertical through the production process, from raw materials to final products, in order to measure the microbiological performance of the FSMS.

Methods: MAS supports deciding where and how to take a sample, at what frequency, how to conduct microbial analyses, how to interpret results and judge the outcome in perspective of the FSMS. MAS was applied on three different production processes, namely the preparation of a sandwich/salad, the production of a hot meal starting with unprocessed raw or undercooked material and preparation out of packaging, the production of a hot meal starting with cooked products and regeneration in pack, all in the same food service establishment.

Results: The results of total viable aerobic count were not in accordance with microbiological guidelines on food contact surfaces and gloves. However all hygiene parameters, namely E. coli, Enterobacteriaceae and S. aureus, were according to the legal criteria and or guidelines. Also, no important pathogens like Salmonella spp. and L. monocytogenes were detected.

Significance: In general, it can be concluded that the catering establishment has a well-functioning FSMS for their main production processes. The application of MAS in a catering setting can help to analyze the performance of a FSMS and to assign points of attention for a better performing FSMS.

P1-137 Restaurant Food-cooling Practices
LAURA BROWN, Danny Ripley and Working Group EHS-Net
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA

Introduction: Improper cooling of hot food is a significant source of foodborne illness and should be the focus of intervention efforts. As half of all foodborne illness outbreaks are associated with restaurants, it is particularly important to focus on restaurant cooling practices. However, effective interventions require knowledge of current policies and practices, and currently, little data exist on restaurant cooling policies and practices.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to collect descriptive data on these topics. This study was conducted by the Environmental Health Specialists Network (EHS-Net), a collaborative forum of federal, state, and local environmental health specialists and epidemiologists working to better understand the environmental causes of foodborne illness.
Methods: EHS-Net personnel collected data in 420 randomly selected restaurants through interviews with restaurant managers and observations of food-cooling practices.

Results: Improper cooling practices were not uncommon. Cooling food times or temperatures were not monitored during cooling processes in 41% of restaurants. In 33% of observations in which an ice bath was used to cool food, ice and water were not filled to the top of the cooling food. In 39% of observations in which food was cooked through refrigeration, the food depth was not shallow, in 34% of these observations the cooling food was not ventilated, and in 24% of these observations open air space was not provided around the food cooling containers.

Significance: These data indicate that many restaurants engage in improper cooling practices. Interventions are needed to improve these practices, and the findings from this study can help target those interventions.

P1-138 Applying Process-based Analytics to Audit Results for Process Management and Improvement
JEFFERY L. CAWLEY and John G. Surak
Northwest Analytical, Portland, OR, USA

Introduction: Third-party and internal audits are basic tools in demonstrating Food Safety Management System (FSMS) efficacy under programs such as GFSI. This study examines how audit results can be successfully used for process management in addition to verifying the FSMS.

Purpose: The general practice among food processors is to use audit results only for FSMS certification and not for process management and improvement. This paper presents a strategy to apply process-based risk assessment and analytics to audit results to both enable efficient management by exception and to improve FSMS performance.

Methods: Prerequisite programs (PRPs) are examined from a management perspective using the ISO 22000 model for verification and management review. Analytical methods such as Pareto analysis and control charting are applied to assess the effectiveness of plant sanitation process. This allows the development of strategies to effectively reduce risk, maintain and improve the PRP, and reduce the incidence of PRP failures.

Results: Methods such as control charting alert management when PRP performance is deteriorating and when critical limits are exceeded. Plant sanitation APC results are used as the case study.

Significance: Applying process analytics to PRP audit data enables food processors to manage the operation more effectively. This reduces the likelihood of food safety failures. By applying modern Enterprise Manufacturing Intelligence (EMI) methods food processors can deliver better and more dependable food safety outcomes.

P1-139 Estimation of Food Commodity Intakes from the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
SEUNGWON KIM, Junho Jung, YoungSig Park and Sanghoon Ko
Sejong University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Estimation of food commodity intakes is important to control the potential risks of hazardous substance in foods which are contaminated intentionally or unintentionally in food commodities. The Korea diet databases provided by one-day recall survey in Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (KNHANES) are good resources to estimate intakes of various food commodities. However, there are limitations in use of the KNHANES diet databases which contain food ingredients and recipes but are not formatted as food commodities. Therefore, the databases cannot be directly used for the estimation of toxicity exposure based on food commodity intake.

Purpose: Herein, software to calculate food commodity intakes from the KNHANES diet databases has been developed.

Methods: Algorithms adopting reasonable calculation strategies are developed to convert food ingredients and consumptions of the KNHANES diet to the food commodity intake.

Results: The software can calculate the total of people who consumed foods: men, women; age under 20, equal to or over 20 and percentages between consuming chain people only and participants in the KNHANES diet statistically. The average daily food commodity intakes, for example, gender, age, people at 5% upper intake limit and etc., are calculated using those algorithms with 95% confidence interval. This software has been designed to update periodically by adding the latest KNHANES diet databases and a variety of recipes.

Significance: This software would contribute to estimate human exposure to toxic materials such as residual pesticides and corresponding their potential risks.

P1-140 Changes of Antimicrobial Resistant and Pathogenic Bacteria along the Pork Processing Chain
BO YOUN MOON, Ka Hee Kwon, Ki Yeon Kim, Young Kyung Park, HyunJung Kim, Sook Shin, Sun Young Hwang and Yong Ho Park
Seoul National University, Daehak-dong, Republic of Korea

Introduction: The spread of antimicrobial resistant bacteria in food animals is of great concern worldwide because antimicrobial resistant, and pathogenic bacteria are able to contaminate the pork and to be transferred to the consumer during the processing from slaughterhouses to retail shops.

Purpose: The changes of pathogenic bacteria, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus spp., from pork collected along the pork processing chain from slaughterhouses to retail shops were investigated with the qualitative and quantitative detection and the profiles of antimicrobial resistant.

Methods: From March to July 2010, a total of 598 swab samples were collected from pre-chill and post-chill carcasses (n=313) in 5 slaughterhouses, from post-cutting pork (n=179) in 4 processing plants and from retail pork meats (n=107) in 4 retail shops. The swabs were applied to quantitative real-time PCR (qRTi-PCR) with SYBR green and species-specific primers for E. coli, S. aureus and Enterococcus spp. At the same time, bacteria were isolated according to the Korean Food Standards Codex (2009) and antimicrobial resistant profiles were analyzed by disk diffusion test according to the guidelines of the Clinical Laboratory Standard Institute (CLSI).

Results: Quantitatively, the detection rates and the bacterial cell counts of E. coli and S. aureus among the samples were decreased along the processing. In Enterococcus spp., on the other hand, the bacterial cell counts were not changed along the processing chain, while the detection rates were decreased as other bacterial spp. Generally, E. coli strains were highly resistant against beta-lactams and tetracycline. S. aureus strains were more resistant to penicillins, tetracycline and erythromycin than to other antibiotics and Enterococcus spp. strains were more resistant to tetracycline, erythromycin and ciprofloxacin than to others. The detection rates of antimicrobial-resistant E. coli and S. aureus were decreased while that of Enterococcus spp. was not during processing. On the other hand, the multidrug resistance rates of the E. coli were not changed while those of S. aureus and Enterococcus spp. were decreased during processing.

Significance: Generally, the contamination of pork by pathogenic bacteria tended to decrease quantitatively. The antimicrobial resistance showed diverse patterns depending on the bacteria. This study provides scientific data upon which to base risk assessments for the effective control of pathogenic and antimicrobial-resistant bacteria in the pork processing chain from slaughterhouses to retail shops.
P1-141 Performance of a New Molecular Platform for the Detection of Listeria monocytogenes and Listeria species

Neil Percy and CYNTHIA ZOOK
3M Company, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Testing for Listeria monocytogenes and Listeria species is a critical component of food safety programs, but current methods are perceived to be complicated, lengthy or expensive. To address the need for a less complex, more rugged detection method, a new molecular detection platform was designed.

Purpose: To evaluate the performance of new L. monocytogenes and Listeria species detection methods for 1) false negative rates; 2) false positive rates; and 3) fractional recovery in comparison to cultural and PCR methods.

Methods: Inclusivity and exclusivity studies were performed using > 80 different Listeria and non-Listeria cultures. Organisms were cultured according to the defined method and then diluted in fresh enrichment broth prior to replicate testing using the new molecular methods. Non-Listeria that did not multiply adequately using the enrichment were propagated in tryptic soy broth. True positive and true negative states were determined by each organism’s genetic or biochemical identity. In addition, method comparison and fractional recovery studies were performed by testing 20 replicates of ten different enriched sample matrices that had been artificially contaminated at a low level and then acclimated for several days. In addition, five non-inoculated portions were tested using each method. Split matrix samples were also evaluated using the ISO 11290-1 method and a commercial PCR method. A Chi-square test was used to compare the methods for significant differences.

Results: Inclusivity and exclusivity rates of 100% were determined using pure cultures. Significant differences were identified for several matrices (three each for L. monocytogenes and Listeria species) evaluated using the chi-square statistic. Presumptive positives were verified by streaking to MOX agar and/or by qPCR.

Significance: A new detection system was evaluated using cultures of known identity and in comparison to cultural and contaminated matrices in comparison to cultural and PCR methods. The new methods were found to be reliable and accurate and to offer advantages to the end user, including a quicker time to result compared to the cultural method and a smaller, more rugged instrument and less complex sample preparation compared to the PCR method.

P1-142 Performance of a New Molecular Platform for the Detection of Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157

CYNTHIA ZOOK and Neil Percy
3M Company, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Testing for Salmonella and E. coli O157 is a critical component of food safety programs, but current methods are perceived to be complicated, lengthy or expensive. To address the need for a less complex, more rugged detection method, a new molecular platform was designed.

Purpose: To evaluate the performance of new Salmonella and E. coli O157 detection methods for 1) false negative rates; 2) false positive rates; and 3) fractional recovery in comparison to cultural and PCR methods.

Methods: Inclusivity and exclusivity studies were performed using > 200 different cultures (for Salmonella) and > 80 different cultures (for E. coli O157). Organisms were cultured according to the defined method and then diluted in fresh enrichment broth prior to replicate testing. True positive and true negative states were determined by each organism’s genetic or biochemical identity. In addition, method comparison and fractional recovery studies were performed by testing 20 replicates of ten different enriched sample matrices (eight for Salmonella and four for E. coli O157) that had been artificially contaminated at a low level and then acclimated for several days. In addition, two or more non-inoculated portions were tested using each method. Split matrix samples were also evaluated using the ISO 6579 or ISO 16654 methods and a commercial PCR method. A Chi-square test was used to compare the methods for significant differences.

Results: Inclusivity and exclusivity rates of > 99% were determined using pure cultures. No significant differences were identified for the twelve matrices evaluated using the Chi-square statistic.

Significance: A new molecular platform was evaluated using cultures of known identity and, artificially contaminated matrices were tested in comparison to cultural and PCR methods. The new methods were determined to be reliable and accurate and to offer substantial advantages to the end user, including a quicker time to result compared to the cultural method and a smaller, more rugged instrument and less complex sample preparation compared to the PCR method.

P1-143 Comparison of Methods for Enumeration of Yeast and Mold in Butter

ADRIANA R. TASSINARI, Alexandre M. Pinto, Marcia A. Galvao and Rafael H. Siqueira
3M do Brasil Ltda., Sumare, Brazil

Introduction: Methods to measure the microbiological quality of butter must be designed to account for its composition and physical structure. Various tests can be used to determine the quality and safety of butter or to determine sources of contamination during the manufacturing process. The microflora of butter reflects the quality of the cream, the sanitary conditions of the equipment, and the environmental and sanitary conditions during packaging and handling. The development of yeasts and molds on the surface of butter can cause surface discoloration and flavor problems.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to compare cultural methods for enumerating yeasts and molds in naturally contaminated butter.

Methods: The samples were simultaneously analyzed using four methods: Petrifilm YM plate, DRBC agar, acidified PDA agar, and Sabouraud agar, plating 1 ml from 1:10 and 1:100 dilutions, in duplicate, and incubated at 22°C/5 days.

Results: The results were compared, submitted to statistical analysis using Kruskal-Wallis test (Minitab® Release 14.20 Statistical Software) and Linear Regression. For statistical purposes, the results were transformed in Log using the equation “1 + log X”. Results showed that counts between Petrifilm YM plate and traditional methods were not statistically different. The R² was 98.4%, 99.9% and 98.6% for the comparison between Petrifilm YM and DRBC agar, acidified PDA agar and Sabouraud agar, respectively. The p-value was > 0.05 for all combinations.

Significance: This study demonstrates 3M Petrifilm YM plates can be considered an alternative method to the traditional enumeration of yeast and mold in butter. Petrifilm plates can decrease data variability and improve lab productivity by eliminating medium preparation and material sterilization.

P1-144 Development of a Rapid Protocol for Enumerating Coliforms in Yogurt

ADRIANA R. TASSINARI, Marcelo A. Ferraz and Heloisa C. Ruppert
3M do Brasil Ltda., Sumare, Brazil

Introduction: Yogurt normally has a low pH that generally prevents the growth of most spoilage and pathogenic organisms. Microorganisms that cause deterioration of fermented milk products can enter products through poor sanitation techniques or can be introduced by the addition of flavoring materials such as fruit.

Purpose: Coliform counts may be used as indicators of adequacy of processing sanitation but, if present, decline rapidly after manufacture of yogurt, so this study was carried out to find out the best protocol to enumerate coliforms in less than 17 hours using the 3M™ Petrifilm™ Rapid Coliform Count Plate (RCC).
Methods: The samples were spiked with generic *E. coli* incubated overnight at 35 °C in TSB broth, in order to inoculate 1 mL of TSB broth per each 100 g of product from dilution 10 fold 5. Several combinations were evaluated using four diluents (BPW pH 7.0, BPW pH 9.0, Modified BPW and M broth), four dilutions (undiluted, 1:2, 1:5 and 1:10) and two periods of incubation (12 and 17 hours). All of them were submitted to a recovery step, by keeping them one hour at room temperature after dilution, then 1 mL was plated onto Petrifilm RCC plate in duplicate and incubated at 35°C.

Results: The amount of 290 results were submitted to Main Effects Plot and the best combination showed was BPW pH 7.0, diluted 1:5 or 1:10, one hour recovery step, plated onto Petrifilm RCC plate and incubated at 35°C/17 hours. To get the best period of incubation, this combination was evaluated at 10, 11, 12 and 17 hours of incubation compared to VRB agar incubated at 30°C/24 hours plated directly.

Significance: The amount of 294 results were analyzed by Pearson Correlation and showed that Petrifilm RCC plate in 12 hours, diluted 1:5 is an excellent choice compared to VRB agar, by recovering more coliforms in yogurt and helping the dairy industry obtains reliable results more quickly.

P1-145 Rapid High-throughput Microtitre Plate-based Analysis of Bacterial Load (TVCs)

**Conny Cary, James Hynes, MARK THENO, Brenda Murphy and Richard Fernandes**

**MOCON, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA**

**Introduction:** A rapid, high-throughput method for the assessment of microbial metabolism is presented and applied to the determination of Total Viable Counts in a variety of food types.

**Purpose:** A rapid, high-throughput method for the assessment of microbial metabolism is presented and applied to the determination of Total Viable Counts in a variety of food types.

**Methods:** The method uses a water-soluble oxygen-sensitive phosphorescent probe (GreenLight™ 960 probe) to monitor the oxygen consumption of microbial samples. A proof of concept study was carried out to identify the appropriate threshold (probe signal) at which a marked increase in sample oxygen consumption is observed. The higher the initial microbial load, the earlier this threshold level is reached. To determine the utility of this metric in the assessment of microbial contamination in food samples, a comparison study was run with the industry standard ‘aerobic plate count’ method (ISO:4833:2003), and a strong correlation was observed (r² > 0.90).

**Results:** The developed method is shown to be a viable alternative to conventional culture methods allowing rapid, high-throughput determination of TVC (30°C) in meat samples. For example, in beef samples, contamination levels as low as 1 x 10⁶ CFU/g can be measured within 12 hours instead of the 72 hours required by the conventional method, while samples at ~ 1 x 10⁸ CFU/g are identified within an hour. Speed to a CFU/g result is therefore vastly improved. The assay is also less labor and material intensive. Data on microbial contamination in raw milk is also presented.

**Significance:** The presented rapid TVC test provides a simple, fast, convenient and high throughput alternative to conventional TVC testing. Also, as GreenLight™ 960 allows for the specific detection of microbial oxygen consumption, such measurements can also provide insight into the metabolic effect of various manipulations.

P1-146 Rapid Strain-to-strain Identification of Lactobacillus and Bacillus Wild Isolates Using MALDI TOFMS

**KEIKO TOGAMI, Toru Yamagaki, Norihide Amano and Hisato Ikemoto**

**Suntory Safety Science Institute, Shimamoto-cho, Japan**

**Introduction:** Besides DNA sequencing, chemical analyses of microbial cell components such as MALDI (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization) TOFMS (Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry) have greater advantages in rapid species identification of colonies isolated on agar plates. This approach deserves further attention in instant strain-to-strain recognition of wild isolates from environmental analysis and process inspections.

**Purpose:** We have improved the species identification procedures of MALDI TOFMS analysis so that individual isolates of *Lactobacillus plantarum* or *Bacillus cereus* are further distinguished from each other within the species, respectively. It enables us to achieve strain-specific identification of wild isolates within 60 minutes.

**Methods:** Three wild isolates in *Lactobacillus plantarum* and *Bacillus cereus* were applied in this study, and approximately 5-10 mg of bacterial cells were suspended in water for preparation. Ribosomal proteins were targeted, as they were diversified greatly within closely related species. Since the analytical resolution was primarily restricted by insufficient signal recovery and poor reproducibility in spectrum pattern analysis, our efforts were focused on the improvement of ribosomal protein detection with an assist of pattern analysis software. A mass spectrometer, Ultraflex III MALDI TOF/TOFMS (Bruker Daltonics) was used in this study.

**Results:** Protein recovery was improved by a serial treatment with ethanol, formic acid and acetonitrile with a Vortex mixer. Two µl of supernatant were air dried on the MALDI plate and the use of one µl of matrix reagent overlay (sinapinic acid) was found best suited in protein detection. In both sets of three strains, *Lactobacillus plantarum* or *Bacillus cereus* are further distinguished from each other within the species, respectively. It enables us to achieve strain-specific identification of wild isolates within 60 minutes.

**Significance:** The time required for an assay was 30 minutes for extraction, 20 minutes for plate application and 10 minutes for MALDI TOFMS analysis. Rapid strain-to-strain identification tools were successfully demonstrated in important microorganisms in food processing and food safety.

P1-147 Comparison of Agar Media Types and Plating Techniques in the Recovery of Yeasts and Molds from Apple Juice

**SALLY C. FOONG-CUNNINGHAM, Gerard Hinrichs, Sarah Richards and Peter W. Bodnaruk**

**Ecolab, Eagan, MN, USA**

**Introduction:** Yeast and mold contamination of food and beverage products can occur during processing and handling and can have adverse effects on safety and quality. Different types of microbiological media are available commercially to select for yeasts and molds.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to compare different agar media types and plating techniques to maximize the recovery of yeast and mold from apple juice.

**Methods:** Design of experiments was conducted for both yeasts and molds. The randomized design compromised of four factors (yeast or mold strains, inoculum levels, agar types and plating techniques) at multiple levels. The yeast strains tested were *Yarrowia lipolytica* (a dairy isolate), *Candida lusitaniae* (a brewery isolate), and *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* (a food isolate), while the mold strains were *Aspergillus niger* ATCC 16404, an unknown dairy-field isolate, and an unknown beverage-field isolate. Pasteurized apple juice was inoculated with a high (10⁸ to 10⁹ CFU/ml) or low (10⁶ to 10⁷ CFU/ml) inoculum level of each individual yeast or mold strain. Samples were diluted when necessary and survivors were plated on five different agar media types via spread plate or pour plate technique. The agar media selected for this study included malt extract agar (MEA), potato dextrose agar (PDA), oxytetracycline glucose yeast extract agar (OGYE), Sabouraud dextrose agar (Sab) and dichloran rose Bengal chloramphenicol agar (DRBC). Plates were incubated up to 5 days at 26 °C and counts were enumerated at Day 3 and Day 5.
Results: No significant differences \( P > 0.05 \) were observed between spread and pour plate techniques for both yeast and mold. The type of yeast or mold strains as well as inoculum levels showed significance in the recovery \( P < 0.05 \). There was no difference in the media type used for recovering yeast \( P > 0.05 \) but there was a difference for mold \( P < 0.05 \). DRBC contained the spreading of the mold, hence, was easier to enumerate. Visual observations indicated larger colonies on Day 5 compared to Day 3 but no increase in numbers.

Significance: Certain agar media may be more suitable to isolate and recover molds from food and beverage products.
**P1-151 ISO 16140/MicroVal Evaluation of a Defined Medium for Enumeration of Thermotolerant Campylobacter spp.**

JONATHAN CLOKE, Wilma Jacobs-Reitsma, Wendy van Overbeek, El Bouw and Jo Klaessens

**Introduction:** Oxoid Brilliance CampyCount Agar is a novel defined medium for the direct enumeration of the thermotolerant Campylobacter spp., *C. jejuni* and *C. coli*. Presumptive-positive colonies grow as distinct, dark red colonies against a clear background, facilitating enumeration.

Purpose: Brilliance CampyCount Agar was evaluated in an independent MicroVal validation study according to ISO 16140:2003.

Methods: Brilliance CampyCount Agar was evaluated against modified Charcoal Cefoperazone Desoxycholate Agar (mCCDA) for the enumeration of thermotolerant Campylobacter spp. from poultry samples, according to ISO 10272:2:2006. Both media were incubated at 42.5°C for 40-48 hrs in a microaerobic atmosphere. The evaluation was conducted in accordance with the quantitative methods validation section of ISO 16140:2003. In addition to the confirmation requirements of ISO 10272-2, presumptive colonies on Brilliance CampyCount Agar were confirmed using the Oxoid Dryspot Campylobacter Latex kit and O.B.I.S Campy test.

Results: In the method comparison study CampyCount Agar was shown to have comparable performance to the reference method (mCCDA) in terms of inclusivity, exclusivity and limits of detection and quantification. Statistical analysis of the linearity showed no statistically significant evidence of lack of fit (P = 0.25). Linear regression analysis (GMFR) demonstrated the relative accuracy of the reference and alternative methods to be equivalent (r = 0.99, y = 1.05 x -0.14) for all confirmation methods. The inter-laboratory study was conducted with 17 laboratories in 8 countries. Samples of minced chicken meat were artificially contaminated to low (log$_{10}$ 3.4 CFU/g), medium (log$_{10}$ 4.7 CFU/g) and high (log$_{10}$ 6.0 CFU/g) levels of contamination. Results showed no significant bias between both methods at those levels (D = 0.08, 0.14, and 0.19 respectively).

Significance: Brilliance CampyCount Agar was shown to be comparable in performance to mCCDA for the enumeration of thermotolerant Campylobacter spp. in poultry products. Campylobacters were easier to enumerate as they were distinct, dark red colonies on a clear background. The Oxoid Dryspot Campylobacter Latex kit and O.B.I.S Campy tests were found to be effective methods confirming presumptive growth on Brilliance CampyCount Agar. The certificate of compliance (2008-LR12) can be found on www.microval.org.

**P1-152 Comparison of Methods for the Recovery of Escherichia coli O157:H7 from Leafy Greens**

JULIE KASE, Deanne M. Deer, Anna Maounoun-Laesri, Stacey Borenstein, Samantha Prezioso and Thomas S. Hammack

**U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA**

**Introduction:** The current FDA BAM cultural method for the recovery and detection of O157:H7 and non-O157 Stx-producing *E. coli* (STEC) is based on the enrichment of produce rinses. However, the effectiveness of only rinsing produce to remove attached bacterial organisms is largely unknown.

Purpose: The objective of this study is to determine the relative effectiveness of soak and rinse methods for the recovery of *E. coli* O157:H7 from inoculated leafy greens.

Methods: Bags of baby spinach, teenage spinach, and hearts of romaine lettuce were purchased at local grocery stores, spiked with approximately 0.02 CFU/g of *E. coli* O157:H7 and subjected to the current FDA BAM method. Briefly, 20–200 g samples were each added to 625 mL of 1X BPW with pyruvate. 125 mL was removed as the rinse sample. The soak sample was the remainder and both were incubated overnight at 42°C. A portion of the rinse and soak enrichment was removed and subjected to both PCR and cultural isolation by plating serial dilutions onto TC-SMAC and R & F® *E. coli* O157:H7 agar.

Results: Three different strains of *E. coli* O157:H7 were inoculated (ATCC strain EDL-933, and two biofilm forming strains, J454 and J456) onto baby spinach, teenage spinach and hearts of romaine lettuce. In all cases, the soak procedure produced a greater number of positive samples when compared to rinsing. This was confirmed by both enrichment PCR and plating. The number of additional positive samples (for a given strain with a maximum of 20 possible) picked up with soaking ranged from 4 to 12 with a mean of 7 positive samples gained.

Significance: Concerns have been raised if an organism were present in low levels and/or were strongly attached to the produce surfaces, then it may not be possible to rinse it off into the enrichment media: thus producing false-negative results. Our data indicate a soak procedure would decrease the likelihood of false-negative results.

**P1-153 Evaluation of Sample Preparation and Pre-enrichment Media on the Recovery of Salmonella spp. from Fresh Strawberries**

GUSTAVO GONZÁLEZ-GONZÁLEZ, Arturo Larios-Ruíz, Ofelia M. Rodríguez-Garcia and Mayra Márquez-González

**Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Mexico**

**Introduction:** Salmonella spp. are ubiquitous pathogens. The presence of this pathogen in fruits increases the risk of illness. The sample preparation and selection of pre-enrichment broth are critical steps for the recovery of Salmonella from fruits. Use of non-validated procedures will produce false-negative results.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate two methods of sample preparation and three pre-enrichment media for the recovery of Salmonella spp. from fresh strawberries.

Methods: Salmonella spp. isolated from farm environments (S. Branderup, S. Montevideo, S. Anatum, S. Infantis, S. Poona and S. Agona) were used to inoculate strawberries. Three inoculation levels were used: high level (10–50 MPN/25 g), low level (1–5 MPN/25 g), and uninoculated. Ten samples for each sample preparation method (rinse and soak), each pre-enrichment media (universal pre-enrichment broth, lactose broth and buffered peptone water) and each inoculation level (high, low and uninoculated) were analyzed. All samples were analyzed by the Food and Drug Administration’s Bacteriological Analytical Manual culture method. Sample preparation results were compared using McNemar’s test for paired data, and pre-enrichment media results were compared using chi-square test for unpaired data at significant level of 0.05.

Results: There was a significant difference between sample preparation methods (P > 0.05). Thirty-seven and one positive samples were obtained by soak and rinse method respectively. Thirty-six false-negative results were obtained by the rinse sample preparation method. There was not significant difference among pre-enrichment media regardless of inoculation level (P < 0.05). The numbers of positive samples were: 11, 12 and 14 using the universal pre-enrichment broth, lactose broth and buffered peptone water, respectively. False positive results were not obtained.

Significance: Soak method with any pre-enrichment media (buffered peptone water, lactose broth or universal pre-enrichment broth) can be used for the suitable recovery of Salmonella spp. from strawberries.

**P1-154 Descriptive Survey of Enriched and Non-enriched Soil and Phyllosphere Samples to Improve Salmonella Detection Methods**

ANDREA OTTESEN, James R. White, Rebecca Bell, Jie Zheng, Charles Wang, Erik Burrows, Guojie Cao, Sarah Allard, Marc W. Allard and Eric W. Brown

**U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA**

**Introduction:** Tomatoes have been implicated in numerous *Salmonella* illness outbreaks over the past fifteen years. At least four outbreaks of
Salmonella Newport have been traced to tomatoes grown in Accomack County of Eastern Virginia between 1998 and 2010. FDA researchers examined the microbial ecology associated with tomato crops at the Virginia Tech research station in Painter, Virginia (Accomack County) to shed light on how Salmonella is becoming associated with tomatoes grown in this region. Methods to recover Salmonella relied on pre-enrichment culturing media that facilitate co-enrichment of numerous other species – some of which may actually be inhibiting Salmonella thereby seriously reducing detection and recovery precision.

Purpose: FDA researchers characterized microflora from cultured and uncultured samples of tomato surfaces and soils from the research station in efforts to define pre- and post-enrichment microflora to better understand and minimize limitations associated with culture-based recovery methods for Salmonella.

Methods: DNA from soil and phyllosphere samples was extracted pre- and post-culture in Universal Pre-enrichment Broth (UPB). UPB is the first step as described in the Bacteriological Analytical Manual (BAM) for recovery of Salmonella. PCR products of variable regions of 16S rRNA genes were generated from both cultured and non-cultured samples of soil and phyllosphere microflora and sequenced using Roche 454 Titanium Chemistry. Taxonomic annotation was achieved using Blast with NCBI and specialized 16S rRNA gene pipelines utilizing Ribosomal Database Project taxonomy.

Results: Increased diversity of bacterial phyla was found associated with uncultured soil and phyllosphere samples. Enrichment of Enterobacteriaceae was observed between cultured and uncultured samples, however co-enrichment of certain clades of Bacilli was also evident. Of particular interest were Bacilli from the family Paenibacillaceae. The genus Paenibacillus was enriched in both phyllosphere and soil UPB cultured samples.

Significance: The co-enrichment of Paenibacillus by UPB is extremely significant because Paenibacillus has been shown to greatly inhibit Gram-negative species such as E. coli and Salmonella – often the targets of the pre-enrichments to start with. Salmonella was strongly inhibited by Paenibacillus in laboratory experiments at the FDA. This suggests that to improve the enrichment of target organisms such as Salmonella, selectively inhibitory additives for Paenibacillus should be added to UPB.

P1-155 Evaluation of Chromogenic Media for the Detection and Enumeration of Listeria monocytogenes and Listeria Species
DENISE HUGHES, Jennifer Chen and Selina Begum
DH Micro Consulting, Peelwood, NSW, Australia

Introduction: Chrom ID Ottaviani Agosti (OAA, bioMérieux) is a chromogenic agar for selective isolation, enumeration and presumptive identification of Listeria monocytogenes and other Listeria species. All species of Listeria produce turquoise blue colonies (glucosidase activity). L. monocytogenes is differentiated by an opaque halo around the colony (phospholipase C activity).

Purpose: A study was conducted at Sillikker Australia to validate this media for detection of Listeria in food and environmental samples and for enumeration of L. monocytogenes in food. This study was conducted as part of the AOAC Research Institute approval process.

Methods: For detection of Listeria, samples are enriched in Half Fraser broth for 24 h prior to plating. For enumeration, samples are diluted in Buffered Peptone Water (BPW), then inoculated directly onto spread plates. The study included validation for detection and enumeration of Listeria in 5 foods (cheddar cheese, lettuce, raw shrimp, crab meat and raw ground beef) and detection on 4 surfaces (stainless steel, plastic, concrete, and ceramic) by comparison to standard reference methods (USDA, AOAC, FDA BAM, as appropriate).

Results: For all foods and surfaces there was no significant difference between OAA and the reference methods for detection of Listeria in food and surface samples. For the enumeration study, which included 5 foods and 4 inoculation levels (0, 100, 1000 and 10,000 CFU/g) results were compared with a t-test at the 5% level. For most foods and levels, the methods were not significantly different and the OAA method showed better repeatability than the MPN method. Several confirmation methods were compared: API Listeria, Rapidec L. mono, Vitek 1 and Vitek 2. These bioMérieux products gave equivalent results.

Significance: OAA agar provides a simple, convenient and reliable method for detection of Listeria species in food and surface samples, providing a presumptive result for the presence of Listeria or L. monocytogenes within 48 h and a presumptive result for enumeration within 24 h. The method may be performed in a routine microbiology laboratory without the need for additional instrumentation. The use of proprietary confirmation methods provides further convenience and time savings.

P1-156 Differential Recovery and Survival of Escherichia coli O157:H7 from Inoculated Soil and Spinach Plants under Field Conditions According to Agronomic Practices
EDUARDO GUTIERREZ-RODRIGUEZ, Amy Gunderson, Adrian O. Sbodio and Trevor Suslow
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: A better understanding of the pre-harvest fate of pathogens will depend on characterizing the influence of agronomic conditions on survival and secondary dispersal. The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of soil type, nitrogen dose, and spatial positioning on spinach leaves in relation to time post-contamination (DPI) by E. coli O157:H7 (EcO157).

Methods: Spinach was cultivated under greenhouse and field conditions June to November (2009–2010). Nitrogen regimes were 112, 224, and 336 kg/ha. Soil used in greenhouse was pasteurized for 0, 30, 60 and 90 minutes. Two stx-minus EcO157, Log 2.3 CFU/g soil, were inoculated into greenhouse irrigation-fertilizer solutions. Field tests used an infusion sachet at Log 8 or 4 CFU/sachet. Greenhouse soil samples were 5 x 10 cm cores while field cores were 10 x 15 cm taken at 0, 10 or 20 cm from the sachet. Spinach was sprayed with log 0.3 and 0.56 CFU/m^2 of EcO157. Quantitative recovery or PCR-based detection was done separately from petioles or leaves.

Results: EcO157 persisted up to 45 days in pasteurized soils but limited to 30 days in native soil. Applying 336 kg/ha N, EcO157 was detectable in 67% of samples 60 DPI while only 40% at 112 kg/ha. Low levels of applied bacteria were detected on leaves while petioles were consistently positive. In field conditions, survival was positively correlated with soil moisture content and inoculum form. Survival limitation was detectable in 67% of samples 60 DPI while only 40% at 1 1/2 kg/ha. Low levels of applied bacteria were detected on leaves while petioles were

Significance: Our findings indicate that soil water availability had a greater impact on E. coli O157:H7 survival than nitrogen dose. Localization of pathogen survival may provide an opportunity to redesign harvest operations towards greater risk reduction.

P1-157 Using Lateral Flow Devices for Semi-quantitative Analysis of GMOs
DONNA HOUCHINS and Michael Prinster
Romer Labs, Inc., Union, MO, USA

Introduction: Lateral flow devices are often used for rapid, qualitative testing for the presence of GMOs in grains. These rapid tests are widely used in the field for screening purposes.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to adapt a series of these tests for semi-quantitative use by incorporating a strip reader to analyze the results rather than relying on a visual reading, as is common practice in the qualitative methods.
Methods: These tests are lateral flow devices based upon sandwich ELISA principles. Samples are extracted with buffer, and the extracts are allowed to travel up the device. After five minutes incubation, the presence or absence of a visual marker on the device indicates the presence or absence of a selected GMO trait in the sample. The marker varies in intensity with varied concentrations of analyte in the sample. This variation in intensity of the visual marker, in conjunction with a strip reader measuring the reflectance or optical density of the line, may be used to semi-quantitatively measure the trait in a sample. Validation studies on this technology were performed for CP4 EPSPS in soy and PAT, Bt-Cry1Ab and Bt-Cry1F in corn.

Results: These methods were found to be semi-quantitative over a range of 0.1% - 4% CP4 EPSPS soy, 0.9%–4% PAT corn, and 0.5%–4% Bt-Cry1Ab or Bt-Cry1F corn modified seed in unmodified seed when the test was run from 21 °C to 35 °C. Based on the results of fortified samples, GMO content can be semi-quantitatively determined within set ranges (for example, 0.1-0.5%, 0.5-1.0%, 1.0-4.0%, or >4%). The limit of detection was found to be 0.1% CP4 EPSPS in soy, 0.9% PAT in corn, and 0.5% Bt-Cry1Ab and Bt-Cry1F in corn.

Significance: The use of digital-imaging software with a reader allows for objective semi-quantitative methods with results independent of the individual user’s visual readings.

P1-158 Validation of On-site Rapid Methods for Food Allergen Management
Elisabeth Halbmayr-Jech, Jacqueline Coutts, Adrian Rogers, Richard Fielder, DONNA HOUCHINS and Michael Prinster
Romer Labs, Inc., Union, MO, USA

Introduction: Food allergy, an immune response to a protein present in food that the body mistakenly believes is harmful, is an important health problem in modern society. One of the major risks for food manufacturers is the potential for cross-contamination with food allergens during production processes. For this reason, allergens continue to be the largest single cause of global product recalls.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to validate AgraStrip® Allergen Test Kits, immunological rapid tests in a lateral flow format, developed for the detection of allergens in food, rinse waters and environmental swab samples.

Methods: An extracted sample is transferred to an incubation vial that contains specific ready-to-use antibodies. If the sample contains an allergen, an antigen-antibody complex will form. This is subsequently detected by means of the test strip.

Results: Extensive validation studies on a range of food matrices including yogurt, biscuits, chocolate and cooking sauces indicated low detection limits of 5 mg/kg gluten, 1 mg/kg almond protein, 1 mg/kg peanut protein and 1 mg/kg casein and showed no false positive or false negative results.

Significance: AgraStrip® Allergen Test Kits are easy to use, give a result in approximately 10 minutes and can be conducted without further equipment which is very important for on-site testing in the manufacturing facility.

P1-159 Fully Stable 13C-labeled Internal Standards for Mycotoxin Analysis
Alois Schiessl, Gunther Jauneccker, Georg Haubl, DONNA HOUCHINS, Christina Brewe and Michael Prinster
Romer Labs, Inc., Union, MO, USA

Introduction: The popularity of LC-MS/MS methodology for analysis of mycotoxins is increasing. However, differences in matrix components in these methods can lead to differences in analyte ionization. Ionization efficiencies can vary between matrix samples and pure standard calibrants, causing the mass spectrum to show different signal intensities. Because of this, the sample analyte peak cannot be compared to the calibration curve (made from pure standard calibrants) for concentration calculations.

Purpose: To overcome this ionization effect, 13C isotope-labeled internal standards were used. 13C-labeled mycotoxins have the same characteristics as their 12C analogues, eluting at the same retention time in chromatography. They are separated by the mass difference between the 12C and 13C mycotoxins.

Methods: The 13C peak, representing the known amount of 13C labeled mycotoxin added, can be used to calculate the unknown amount of the 12C mycotoxin. A method utilizing this technology was developed for the simultaneous detection of eight Fusarium mycotoxins in cereal grains, including maize and wheat. The toxins included type A and B trichothecenes and zeralenone.

Results: LODs ranged from 1 to 4 ug/L, and LOQs ranged from 2 to 20 ug/L. The %RSD of multiple repetitions of spiked samples was less than 15% overall, and most data points showed variation of less than 10%. Recoveries of the toxin from spiked matrices varied by toxin and matrix and ranged from 50 to 110%. They were also compared with a GC-ECD method. The results compared favorably, with only a 2% difference seen between the methods over concentrations ranging from 30 to 1000 ug/kg.

Significance: The use of 13C-labeled internal standards with LC-MS/MS allows for methods which are applicable to a wide variety of analytes, with no limitations by molecular mass, a straightforward sample preparation, and no chemical derivatization required. This is the basis for multi-mycotoxin analysis.

P1-160 Screening Method for Flunixin and Ceftiofur in Bovine Kidney
ROBERT S. SALTER, David Douglas, Ernestine Conklin, Rima Juskeli, Gadwa Al-Taheer, Katie Banaszewski, Yang Chen and Jack C. Cappozzo
Charm Sciences, Inc., Lawrence, MA, USA

Introduction: Flunixin, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, and ceftiofur, a protein bound beta-lactam antibiotic, are detected frequently in bovine tissue as reported by the FSIS. These residues are detected in inhibitory-screening-test-positive samples quarantined during slaughter. However, flunixin and ceftiofur-bound-metabolite are not inhibitory at tolerances and may elude detection. A rapid method is needed to screen for these drugs in tissue.

Purpose: To develop a lateral flow (LF) method for detecting ceftiofur and flunixin in kidney and to assess method sensitivity using spiked and incurred kidney.

Methods: Beta-lactam and flunixin test kit (LF) with Kidney Extraction Swab (KES), Negative Control (KESNC), ROSA 56C 8 min. incubator and reader were supplied by Charm Sciences, Inc. USP flunixin and penicillin G were spiked at five levels into KESNC (n = 30). One hundred micro-liters were added to KES and activated into buffer; then, 300 μL of buffer-extract was applied to LF and incubated and interpreted with reader. Frozen incurred kidney samples containing 343 ppb, 21 ppb flunixin and 1150ppb ceftiofur, supplied by FDA-CVM, were tested (n = 10) along with negative kidney (n = 30) following kit instructions. Positive extracts were diluted 3 fold with KESNC extract and tested as 115 ppb and 7 ppb flunixin and 383 ppb ceftiofur.

Results: Penicillin G was detected below 50 ppb tolerance at 20–40 ppb. Flunixin was detected below the 100 ppb kidney target level at 20–80 ppb in spiking experiment. All incurred samples (10/10) tested positive for ceftiofur at 1150 ppb and 383 ppb levels (400 ppb tolerance). All (10/10) samples containing flunixin at 21 ppb, 115 ppb and 343 ppb levels tested positive, while (7/10) containing 7 ppb were positive (25 ppb tolerance). No false positives (0/30) were found for the negative kidneys.

Significance: The easy 10-minute procedure detects ceftiofur and flunixin below or near tissue tolerances. This addresses a residue detection gap in slaughterhouse-inhibition-tests providing additional consumer protection.
P1-161 Development of an Optimized Method for the Recovery of Viable F-RNA Coliphage MS2 from Meat
TINEKE H. JONES and Victoria Whitaker
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Lacombe, AB, Canada

Introduction: F-RNA coliphages, part of the gut flora and likely to be deposited on meat along with other enteric organisms during carcass dressing and processing, may be regarded as an indicator and/or surrogate for potential zoonotic enteric viruses. There is no recommended sampling method for viruses on meats and there is a lack of information on the attachment of enteric viruses or F-RNA coliphages on gauze swabs, cellulose sponges and muscle and fat tissue.

Purpose: The objective was to optimize the recovery of MS2 from muscle and fat tissue of meat by comparing different eluents, homogenization methods and sampling techniques to obtain an optimal method for their recovery from meats.

Methods: MS2, inoculated at levels of 1 x 10² plaque forming units, was enumerated using a plaque assay. The effect of 3 different eluents (phosphate buffered saline (PBS), 10% beef extract pH 7.2 (BE), and tryptose phosphate broth (2.9%) with 6% glycine pH 9.5 (TPB)) and 3 different homogenization methods (stomacher, stomacher combined with sonication, and pulsifier) were compared. The sampling techniques of excision, swabbing with gauze or cellulose sponges were compared with homogenizing the entire inoculated muscle or fat surface.

Results: The recovery of MS2 from cellulose sponges using BE was significantly higher (P < 0.05) than TPB which was significantly higher than PBS. No significant differences were observed between the different eluents with gauze and muscle or between the homogenization methods. When MS2 was recovered from muscle tissue with BE, the sampling techniques of homogenizing the entire sample (56%) was equal to excision (43%) and swabbing with a cellulose sponge (38%) which were significantly higher than swabbing with gauze (28%). A second grouping of means indicated that homogenizing the entire sample was significantly higher than the other 3 sampling techniques. When MS2 was recovered from fat, homogenizing the entire sample (78%) was equal to excision (74%), which were significantly higher than swabbing with gauze (49%) or cellulose sponge (29%).

Significance: The recovery of F-RNA coliphages from meat is affected by the sampling technique. When choosing a nondestructive sampling method such as a cellulose sponge, a higher recovery can be obtained with BE as an eluent.

P1-162 Evaluation of Pre-enrichment Procedures to Recover Select Salmonella Serovars from Artificially Contaminated Test Portions of Curly Parsley, Cilantro and Basil with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration BAM Salmonella Culture Method
ANDREW JACOBSON, Vikas Gill, Kari A. Belin, Hua Wang and Thomas S. Hammack
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Salmonella spp. are commonly identified bacterial pathogens in foodborne disease outbreaks and recently, have become increasingly associated with fresh leafy green vegetables. Contamination can occur through a variety of routes and at any point in the farm-to-fork continuum; however, most likely scenarios involve contact by contaminated fecal material from any of several potential animal reservoirs. The increase in the popularity of consuming vegetables in a raw or unprepared state likely contributes to the incidence of Salmonella foodborne infections linked to leafy green vegetables as heating is usually sufficient to kill existing bacterial pathogens on contaminated vegetables.

Purpose: To evaluate pre-enrichment procedures to recover Salmonella from curly parsley, cilantro and basil with the Bacteriological Analytical Manual Salmonella Culture Method and to identify a pre-enrichment procedure most effective for the recovery of Salmonella from these leafy green produce types.

Methods: Artificially contaminated test portions were evaluated with 3 pre-enrichment procedures including soak, blend and stomaching. The soak procedure included addition of the test portions to the lactose broth; the blend procedure was performed by blending test portions with the lactose broth, and stomaching, by stomaching test portions with the lactose broth.

Results: No statistically significant differences occurred between the procedures for the recovery of S. Typhimurium and S. Michigan from curly parsley (P > 0.05). The soak and stomach procedures were significantly more effective than blending in 1 of 2 experimental trials performed with S. Aba and cilantro (P < 0.05), and the stomach procedure was more effective for the recovery of S. Agona from basil in 1 of 2 experimental trials. In the remaining trials, no statistically significant differences occurred between the procedures (P > 0.05).

Significance: Soaking or stomaching of test portions offers the most effective pre-enrichment procedure to recover Salmonella from curly parsley, cilantro and basil with the BAM Salmonella culture method.

P1-163 Development of a New Device for Rapid Detection of Total Aerobic Mesophilic Bacteria
RONALD SARVER, Christine Cooper, Jeff Demey, Leah Garton, Alex Kariagin, Jake Knickerbocker, Matthew Mansour, Susan McDougal, Phillip McKinney, Mark Mozola and Jennifer Rice
Neogen, Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: A device was developed to detect fermenting and non-fermenting bacterial contamination of products with the majority of bacteria detected in < 24 hr. The device consists of a new Soleris vial system containing a mixture of carbon dioxide indicators homogeneously dispersed in a semi-permeable matrix separated by a gas permeable membrane from a chamber containing growth media and sample. The carbon dioxide indicators are located in a region of the device with an optically transparent window that permits spectroscopic detection of the absorbance change that occurs upon detection of carbon dioxide produced from bacterial metabolism.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop a rapid detection device for total aerobic mesophilic microorganisms and test the ability of the device to detect bacterial growth in a variety of food matrices.

Methods: Initial experiments were conducted to optimize the indicator and gas permeable membrane chemistries of the device to rapidly detect carbon dioxide and prevent changes in media pH due to sample. Inclusivity testing indicated all the bacterial strains of interest were detected in < 24 hr. In addition, detection speed was linearly correlated to bacterial load in UHT milk samples inoculated from 10⁶ to 10⁸ CFU/mL. The device was unaffected by changes in media pH due to sample.

Significance: The device provides a system to detect fermenting and non-fermenting bacterial contamination in < 24 hr for a wide variety of food products.
Development of Single-walled Carbon Nanotube (SWNT) Sensors in Application to Thermal Oxidation of Frying Oils

EUNJI LEE, Yangdoo Lee, Sujin Lee, Chaeyoon Lee, Dongeun Sung, Byeongkwon Ju and Sangsuk Oh
Ewha Woman’s University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Modern people are exposed to many kinds of fast food and street food. So maintaining the proper state of frying oils used for them is a very important factor in food safety. However, an adequate monitoring for frying oils’ rancidity hasn’t been done well and chemical measurement methods currently used take lots of time and require expertise.

Purpose: SWNT sensors are chemiresistors which are fabricated and coated with polyethylenimine (PEI) to enhance sensitivity and selectivity of the sensors. The resistance of the thermally oxidized oils was measured based on acid value of the oils. PEI functionalized SWNTs are known to have high selectivity for strong oxidizing agents. Development of a device using SWNT sensors are expected to measure in real-time, on site with a wide range and high selectivity.

Methods: The equipment consists of three SWNT sensors and one temperature sensor. The measurement was conducted for 5 min in 100°C and recovery time was conducted for 10 min in room temperature. Frying oils were taken in 180°C up to acid value 3.7. The chemical methods are selected to determine acid value and TPM (total polar materials). Frying oils were taken in 160°C, 180°C and 200°C for 336 hours (24 h interval). All experiments were carried out three times and the values are handled statistically.

Results: We confirmed co-relationship between values from chemical methods and SWNT sensors. As the acid value of oils was increased, the resistance of sensors was decreased. There is no significant difference between acid values by chemical method and SWNT sensor values.

Significance: By determining oil’s oxidation level in real time and on site, it’s possible to change frying oils at proper timing. It’s expected to contribute to public health by reducing consumption of oxidized oil.
P2-01  Application of an Optimized, Automated Nucleic Acid Extraction Procedure for qPCR Detection of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in Artificially Contaminated Napa Cabbage, Green Onions and Zucchini

KEN J. YOSHITOMI, Karen Pukalo, Karen C. Jinneman, Joy Waite and Willis M. Fedio
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Bothell, WA, USA

**Introduction:** *E. coli* O157:H7 is an important foodborne pathogen, capable of causing serious illness in humans. Use of rapid molecular assays such as qPCR can offer improved screening over other methods. However, efficient extraction of nucleic acid is essential to effectively using downstream qPCR assays.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to optimize and apply a nucleic acid extraction procedure from enrichments of produce samples inoculated with *E. coli* O157:H7 for use with two different qPCR assays.

**Methods:** Zucchini (~125 g), green onion (200 g) and napa cabbage (200 g) were artificially inoculated (n = 6) with low (~0.1 CFU/g), high (~1.0 CFU/g), and no *E. coli* O157:H7 and enriched in mBPWp broth (1.5 x zucchini wt; 125 ml rinseate + 125 ml 2 x mBPWp for green onion and cabbage) overnight as per FDA Bacteriological Analytical Manual. Enrichments were screened by two multiplex qPCR methods (stx1, stx2, IC and either O157:H7 uida SNP or wzy O157 gene targets). Prior to qPCR, DNA was extracted either using standard wash, spin, boil (WSB) method or optimized MagNA Pure Compact (MPC) procedure.

**Results:** qPCR detection of *E. coli* O157:H7 was successful in all foods at both high and low inoculation levels using all combinations of DNA extraction procedures and multiplex assays. All controls performed satisfactorily as well. Although this is a qualitative method, a closer look at cycle threshold (Ct) values shows significantly greater amounts of DNA (lower Ct) extracted using the MPC for all foods and in all gene targets (ΔAvg Ct shift = 4.93, 6.29, 5.04 stx2, uida, stx1, respectively; 7.15, 7.07, 6.42 stx2, wzy, stx1, respectively) than for WSB extraction. Comparing both qPCR assays, the wzy target showed slightly lower Ct values than the uida target (ΔAvg Ct = 2.27 and 3.05 for WSB and MPC, respectively).

**Significance:** Rapid qPCR detection of *E. coli* O157:H7 offers a quick, sensitive screening procedure to increase food safety. Use of semiautomated nucleic acid extraction procedures (MPC) can potentially offer greater sensitivity in qPCR assays than the basic wash and boil technique.

P2-02  Validation of a Hot-start Modification to a Commercial PCR Assay for Detecting *Salmonella* in Foods

MORGAN WALLACE, Frank R. Burns, Deana DiCosimo, Bridget Andaloro, Dawn Fallon, Andrew D. Farnum, Lihong Wu and Eugene Davis
DuPont Qualicon, Wilmington, DE, USA

**Introduction:** *Salmonella* is found in many food and environmental sources, and it can cause serious illness. In the presence of competing flora, culture isolation may require lengthy procedures with skilled interpretation. Rapid non-culture methods, such as those based on PCR, can provide for fast and accurate detection. Under abuse conditions, however, PCR can generate non-specific amplified product that may lead to atypical results requiring culture confirmation with potential delays in shipping of product. A hot-start functionality that becomes inactive after cycling begins can eliminate non-specific priming at temperatures prior to the start of PCR reducing or eliminating atypical results.

**Purpose:** This study evaluated the inclusivity, exclusivity, and effectiveness of a commercial PCR assay for detecting *Salmonella* that was modified to include hot-start functionality.

**Methods:** Inclusivity testing was performed at ~10^6 CFU/mL, while exclusivity testing was performed at ~10^8 CFU/mL. Artificially contaminated dry pet food, ground beef, cream cheese, frankfurters, and orange juice were tested and results compared with the appropriate USDA or FDA reference method. Samples were inoculated with *Salmonella* at levels expected to yield fractional results based on preparatory studies. Samples were enriched in the appropriate reference method’s primary enrichment media (LB, BPW, or UPB) and corresponding samples were enriched in the test method’s proprietary media. Secondary enrichment and culture confirmation were conducted using the appropriate reference method.

**Results:** For inclusivity/exclusivity testing, 364 target strains tested for the original version of the kit were all found to be reactive using the modified test kit, while 46 non-target strains were negative. For effectiveness testing, which included 200 spiked and 50 unspiked samples for test and reference methods, 37/100 spiked samples from the reference method enrichments were PCR-positive, while 44/100 spiked samples from the proprietary enrichment were PCR-positive. All negative controls were negative by PCR. All PCR-positive samples culture confirmed, and all PCR-negative samples were negative by culture.

**Significance:** This study indicated that PCR detection of *Salmonella* using the test kit modified with hot-start technology is rapid and sensitive. Test kit results demonstrated no significant difference when compared with the reference culture methods.

P2-03  The Importance of Mechanical Lysis and Inhibitor Removal in DNA Extraction and Detection of a Foodborne Pathogen (*Listeria monocytogenes*)

HEATHER CALLAHAN, Suzanne Kennedy and Mark Brolaski
MO BIO Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA, USA

**Introduction:** To maintain a safe and pathogen-free food supply, there is an increasing demand for timely and economical evaluation of products within the food industry. This has led to DNA extraction methods that are fast but crude. DNA extraction after a sample pre-enrichment step is typical. However, the presence of competing microorganisms can result in a mixed population that impacts the ability to detect the organism of interest especially if they are present in low numbers. For this reason sensitive detection can be dependent on efficient DNA extraction and purification of a sample.

**Purpose:** The standard method used for DNA extraction from food cultures is the FDA approved Wash+Boil protocol which results in a crude preparation. The goal of this project was to compare lysis and inhibitor removal ability of a commercial extraction method with the FDA approved Wash+Boil method for *Listeria monocytogenes* spiked into macaronpie cheese and dark chocolate.

**Methods:** A commercial lysis method was modified to compare chemical lysis with either bead beating or heating. Purification methodologies were also modified to compare silica spin columns to magnetic beads. The effects of inhibition carry over on DNA amplification was assessed by comparing detection of DNA purified both with and without Inhibitor Removal Technology (IRT). DNA yields, purity, and detection sensitivity from all modifications were evaluated alongside the Wash+Boil method.

**Results:** The importance of mechanical lysis in place of heating or sample boiling was demonstrated by quantitative PCR (qPCR). DNA sensitivity was improved by over 9 Cqs or 1000 fold when bead beating was used regardless of purification method. Inhibitors were present only in DNA extracted from chocolate cultures but not cheese cultures and only in DNA purified using magnetic beads. DNA purified from contaminated chocolate using magnetic beads had a Cq=13 using IRT compared to no amplification of samples purified in the absence of IRT.

**Significance:** The detection of bacterial contamination of foods can be severely impacted when extraction methods are not optimal for the lysis of the organism or for removal of PCR inhibitors. A more robust standard method that is optimized for both gram positive and gram negative bacteria and inhibitory substances may be required for appropriate diagnosis of food contamination.
**P2-04** Simultaneous Identification of 60 Listeria spp. Isolated from Meat Products Using Multiplex PCR and VITEK 2 Compact System

HYUNGJAE LEE, Yeon Seok Yeam, Young-Rak Kim and Hae-Yeong Kim
Kyung Hee University, Yongin, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** The genus Listeria is divided into six different species including L. grayi, L. innocua, L. ivanovii, L. monocytogenes, L. seeligeri and L. welshimeri. Especially, L. monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen causing listeriosis in human beings and livestock. However, it is difficult to identify the six Listeria spp. only by conventional detection methods using selective media and biochemical tests. It is required to develop new detection methods for accurate and rapid identification of Listeria spp. in processed foods to species level.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to develop a detection method for simultaneous identification of six Listeria spp. in bacterial isolates of meat products using VITEK 2 compact system and multiplex PCR.

**Methods:** Bacterial strains were isolated from meat products in the markets using Listeria selection media. The presumptive Listeria spp. from the products were selected and identified using VITEK 2 compact system. Subsequently, a multiplex PCR using one Listeria-specific primer pair and six specific primer pairs for individual six Listeria spp. was performed to confirm the results of the VITEK system.

**Results:** The multiplex PCR yielded seven PCR amplicons with different size: 370 bp for all six Listeria species-specific; 272 bp for L. grayi-specific; 836 bp for L. innocua-specific; 463 bp for L. ivanovii-specific; 132 bp for L. monocytogenes-specific; 184 bp for L. seeligeri-specific; and 608 bp for L. welshimeri-specific. Sixty-one bacterial isolates were identified as Listeria spp. using VITEK 2 compact system. However, 60 isolates except one strain were identified as Listeria spp. using the multiplex PCR. Moreover, 41 out of 60 Listeria spp. identified using the multiplex PCR were matched to the results of the VITEK system.

**Significance:** These results suggest that the multiplex PCR developed in this study can be successfully employed to identify six Listeria spp. in the isolates from processed foods to species level.

**P2-05** Application of the AdvanCE FS96 Parallel Capillary Electrophoresis Instrument and DNA PROsize™ Program for DNA-based Typing of Salmonella

Hyun Joong Kim, Homing Pang, Pierre Varineau, Steve Siembieda, Steven Lasky and BYRON F. BREHMI STECHER
Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

**Introduction:** A variety of DNA fragment-based methods have been developed for pathogen characterization, fingerprinting and tracking. These include Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA (RAPD), Enterobacterial Repetitive Intergenic Consensus PCR (ERIC-PCR), Repetitive Extragenic Palindromic sequence PCR (rep-PCR) and others. Reliable, reproducible and sensitive means for separating, detecting and analyzing the resultant fragment pools are needed in order to fully realize the power of these typing or fingerprinting approaches.

**Purpose:** To evaluate the use of a commercial parallel capillary electrophoresis (PCE) instrument for detection, resolution and analysis of DNA fragments obtained via ERIC-, RAPD- and rep-PCR of Salmonella spp.

**Methods:** DNA fragments from a panel of Salmonella spp. were generated using published ERIC-, rep- and RAPD-PCR protocols, then loaded for analysis directly onto an AdvanCE FS96 PCE instrument (Advanced Analytical, Ames, IA). Because FS96 gels contain an intercalating DNA dye, no independent staining step was required. Fragments were separated at 9 kV for 90 min, with 10- and 20,000-base DNA size markers used to define upper and lower size limits to enable data normalization. Parallel experiments using traditional slab gels were also conducted. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

**Results:** PCE analysis of ERIC-, rep- and RAPD-PCR resulted in clear peaks, with a range of 30-50 peaks resolved. Faint peaks not visible on traditional slab gels were detected using PCE. Pattern recognition software (DNA PROsize™, Advanced Analytical) was used to directly analyze results and facilitated comparison of fragment patterns across Salmonella isolates and determination of reproducibility across experiments.

**Significance:** Traditional slab gel analyses of DNA fragments can vary greatly across experiments and require lengthy manual interventions such as gel imaging and digitization. Use of PCE and subsequent analysis with pattern recognition software enabled reproducible, high-resolution separation and analysis of DNA fragments without the need for gel staining or lengthy image analysis procedures.

**P2-06** Development of a Foodborne Bacterial Pathogen PCR Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry Biosensor Detection Assay for Rapid, High-throughput Food Testing

ERIK BURROWS, Sarah Allard, Rebecca Bell and Marc W. Allard
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, College Park, MD, USA

**Introduction:** Methods that reduce the time of detection, identification and discrimination of pathogenic foodborne bacterial pathogens are in great demand by industry and regulators both domestically and internationally. Molecular methods that focus on multiple DNA targets may allow for highly specific identification of bacterial species.

**Purpose:** To this end, we are reporting on the development and initial evaluation of a PCR/ESI-MS (electrospray ionization mass spectrometry) based biosensor assay for rapid detection of 4 important foodborne pathogens.

**Methods:** This assay uses 8 primer pairs to detect and differentiate Salmonella spp. Escherichia coli, Shigella spp. and Listeria spp. These primers bind to conservative regions in mntS, mdh in Enterobacteriaceae and prfA and iap in Listeria.

**Results:** Initial work built a DNA basecount database that contains over 140 Salmonella, 139 E. coli, 31 Shigella, 36 Listeria patterns and 18 other Enterobacteriaceae organisms. Evaluations using FDA SAFE Salmonella panel confirmed the assay’s ability to sub-speciate Salmonella. Surprisingly, some differentiation of S. enterica subsp. enterica into individual serovars or clusters containing 2 to 6 serovars was also observed. Tomato spiking experiments investigated the limit of detection in a food matrix. At 24 hr incubation, the assay was able to detect Salmonella at 20 CFU/ml PPE spike, whereas conventional PCR did not detect Salmonella until 2 x 10^6 CFU/ml PPE spike.

**Significance:** This work demonstrates that the foodborne bacterial pathogen PCR/ESI-MS assay is capable of detecting and subtyping Salmonella, E. coli, Shigella and Listeria. Also the assay can detect the presence of Salmonella in a food matrix, specifically tomatoes. Current work is focusing on detection of Salmonella in other food matrices and the use of this assay in environmental surveillance samples.
P2-07  Development and Evaluation of Novel One-step TaqMan Realtime RT-PCR Assays for the Detection and Direct Genotyping of Genogroup I and II Noroviruses

Anna C. Schultz, Everado Vega, Anders Dalsgaard, Laurids S. Christensen, Birgit Nørrung, JEFFREY HOORFAR and Jan Vinjé
Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

Introduction: Current detection and genotyping methods of genogroup (G) I and II noroviruses (NoVs) consist of a 2-step approach including detection of viral RNA by TaqMan realtime RT-PCR (RT-qPCR) followed by conventional RT-PCR and sequencing of partial regions of ORF1 or ORF2.

Purpose: To develop novel long-template one-step TaqMan assays (L-RT-qPCR) for the rapid detection and direct genotyping of GI and GII NoVs and to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of the assays.

Methods: GI and GII-specific, broadly reactive L-RT-qPCR assays were developed by combining existing NoV primers and probes targeting the open reading frame (ORF) 1-ORF2 junction as well as region C at the 5’-ORF2. The assays were validated using GI and GII RNA transcripts and a coded panel of 75 stool samples containing NoV strains representing 9 GI genotypes and 12 GII genotypes, as well as sapoviruses, astroviruses, polioviruses, and rotaviruses. L-RT-qPCR products were typed by sequencing.

Results: The novel GI and GII L-RT-qPCR assays detected and typed all but one of the NoV positive panel samples. As few as 5-500 RNA copies could be accurately typed by sequencing of amplicons.

Significance: The one-step TaqMan RT-qPCR assays were shown to be sensitive for detection and direct genotyping of GI and GII NoVs from clinical and environmental matrices.

P2-08  Salmonella Detection in Meat: Comparative and Collaborative Validation of a Non-complex and Cost Effective Pre-PCR Protocol

Charlotte Löfström, Flemming Hansen, Susanne Mansdal and JEFFREY HOORFAR
Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

Introduction: Cost-effective and rapid monitoring of Salmonella in the meat production chain can contribute to food safety.

Purpose: The objective was, for the first time, to validate an easy-to-use pre-PCR sample preparation method based on a simple boiling protocol for screening of Salmonella in meat and carcass swab samples using a real-time PCR method.

Methods: The protocol included incubation in buffered peptone water, centrifugation of an aliquot and a boiling procedure. The validation study included comparative and collaborative trials recommended by the Nordic Organization for Validation of Alternative Methods (NordVal).

The comparative trial was performed against a culture based reference method (NMKL187, 2007) and a previously NordVal-approved PCR method with a semi-automated magnetic bead-based DNA extraction step using 122 artificially contaminated samples.

Results: The limit of detection (LOD50) was found to be 3.0, 3.2 and 3.4 CFU/sample for the boiling, magnetic bead-based and NMKL187 methods, respectively. When comparing the boiling method with the magnetic beads, the relative accuracy (AC), relative sensitivity (SE) and relative specificity (SP) were found to be 98%, 102% and 98%, respectively (Cohen’s kappas index 0.95). When comparing results obtained by the boiling to the culture based method, the AC, SE and SP were found to be 98%, 102% and 98%, respectively (kappa index 0.93). In the collaborative trial, valid results from 11 laboratories were included and apart from two false positive samples, no deviating results were obtained (SP, SE and AC were 100%, 95% and 97%, respectively).

Significance: This test is under implementation by the Danish meat industry, and can be useful for screening of large number of samples in the meat production, especially for fast release of minced meat with short shelf life.

P2-09  Propidium monoazide-qPCR Quantitation of Escherichia coli O157:H7 Receiving 10D Thermal Processes at 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100°C

RONALD D. SMILEY, Rachel C. Dailey and Christina N. Stam
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Jefferson, AR, USA

Introduction: PCR-based detection and quantitation methods for foodborne pathogens are limited by their inability to discriminate between viable and non-viable cells. The use of a selectively permeable DNA intercalating agent such as propidium monoazide has been proposed as a solution. It is believed that the permeability of PMA is based upon irreversible physical damage to the cell membrane. Harsh processes result in greater damage to the cell membrane and increase the efficiency of permeation of DNA intercalating agents. Previous reports have utilized harsh (boiling for several minutes) thermal inactivation of target pathogens thus ensuring maximum PMA permeation.

Purpose: To determine the accuracy of PMA-qPCR quantitation E. coli O157:H7 (Z = 4.4°C) following a 10D process at various temperatures.

Methods: Cells (log_{9.1}CFU/mL) were thermally inactivated prior to treatment with 40 µM PMA. Genomic DNA was isolated and qPCR (SYBR Green) was performed using primers targeting the stx1 gene and yielding an amplicon of 275 base pairs.

Results: Complete inactivation of the starting population was verified by failure to produce visible turbidity in TSB-YE at 35°C after 72 h. Amplification of serially diluted, purified DNA resulted in a theoretical detection limit of 100 CFU/mL. Although no remaining viable cells were evident by conventional culture at 60 and 70°C thermal processes, PMA-qPCR estimated the viable population at log_{9.1}, 8.0 ± 0.2 and 8.1 ± 0.2 CFU/mL respectively. At 80, 90 and 100°C noticeable shifts in the C_{T} values were observed with resulting viable population estimates of log_{9.1} 6.6 ± 0.2, 4.8 ± 0.2, and 5.0 ± 0.6 CFU/mL respectively. Prolonged heating (90°C for 30 min) resulted in a shift in C_{T} value of 16.7 ± 2.3 which equates to a 4.1 log decrease in the viable population.

Significance: PMA-qPCR consistently overestimated the viable population of E. coli O157:H7 following mild thermal inactivation and should be limited to products that undergo prolonged exposure to high temperatures which is necessary to achieve the level of membrane damage required for sufficient permeation of PMA and accurate assessment of the remaining viable population. Improvements in PMA methods and protocols will be required before it can be used reliably to detect/quantitate viable target organisms when present with non-viable cells in food matrices.

P2-10  SMM-system: A Mining Tool to Identify Specific Markers in Salmonella enterica

Shuijing Yu, Weibing Liu, CHUNLEI SHI, Dapeng Wang, Xianlong Dan and Xianming Shi
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China

Introduction: Salmonella is one of the most important foodborne pathogens. Gene targets such as invA, fimA and other genes in Salmonella, have contributed to the control of this pathogen. However, some of these genes have been reported to be absent in a few Salmonella serovars, whereas others led to false positive results when detection methods based upon them were used for testing against non-Salmonella strains. To reduce the potential of false positive and/or negative misidentification caused by target sequence variation, it is necessary to mine and evaluate new specific targets of S. enterica.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to develop a high-throughput specific markers generation tool (SMM-system), and to mine S. enterica-specific coding sequences (CDSs) using this tool.

Methods: SMM-system was a visualized tool written with Microsoft Visual Studio 2008, and integrated with BLASTN program. Using SMM-system, all 4409 CDSs of S. enterica Choleraesuis SC-B67 were searched against a database of 16 S. enterica genomic sequences except for S. enterica Choleraesuis SC-B67. The CDSs that matched all 16 S. enterica genomes were selected for further comparison with 796 non-S. enterica bacterial genome sequences. The CDS with the lowest e-value more than 0.001 was finally identified as a S. enterica-specific marker. Primers were designed for a part of S. enterica-specific CDSs. All 30 non-S. enterica strains were used for pre-screening of the specificity of primer pairs. If a primer pair failed to generate an amplicon from all 30 non-S. enterica tested, it was then tested against a total of 101 strains of S. enterica.

Results: The design of the interface of SMM-system included four functional menus such as “Database Handle”, “Blastn Alignment”, “Genome Cutting” and “Screening”. SMM-system can help users to implement various personalized pre- and post-BLASTN tasks for mining specific markers. A total of 214 CDSs were identified as specific to S. enterica. Eighteen primer sets were designed based on eighteen S. enterica-specific CDSs, respectively, and used for pre-screening of the specificity. Only seven primer sets exhibited 100% inclusivity for 101 Salmonella genomes and 100% exclusivity of 30 non-S. enterica genomes, and all seven PCR assays yielded positive results in artificially-contaminated milks.

Significance: SMM-system was a high-throughput, specific markers generation tool which can generate genus-, species-, serogroup- and even serovar-specific DNA sequences. SMM-system can be downloaded freely from http://foodsafety.sjtu.edu.cn/SMM-system.html.

P2-11 Rapid Quantitative Analysis of Listeria monocytogenes by Real-time PCR of Meat Processed Products in Korea
EUN JEONG HEO, Hyo-Jin Shin, Young Jo Kim, Hyun-jung Park, Ji Ho Kim, Jin San Moon and Sung Hwan Wee
National Veterinary Research and Quarantine Service, Anyang City, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen of concern for the food industry, which has the potential of causing human listeriosis. It is a ubiquitous microorganism, commonly isolated from foods of animal origin (e.g., raw milk, meat, poultry, fish and livestock products) such as ham, sausage, ground meat and milk product, as well as from foods of vegetable origin like salad.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to construct the standard curves for the quantitative detection of L. monocytogenes by real-time PCR in processed meat products.

Methods: Ten grams of ham, sausage, ground meat and dry-sliced meat samples and 49 ml of fraser broth were added in six filtered stomacher bags. For artificial infection, L. monocytogenes ATCC 19115 was cultured at 37°C for 24 hr, then 10-fold serially diluted, with a final concentration of 10^2–10^5 CFU/ml. Each dilution was inoculated in stomacher bags and homogenized in the stomacher for 60 sec. All homogenized samples were transferred to a glass bottle and incubated at 37°C for 3 hr. Then 1 ml of each homogenized sample and serially diluted L. monocytogenes was added to an Eppendorf tube, respectively, and used to extract DNA by PrepSeq rapid spin sample preparation kit (ABI, USA). Real-time PCR for construction of L. monocytogenes standard curves was performed with designed oligonucleotide primers and probe pair for the L. monocytogenes inlA gene.

Results: When L. monocytogenes were artificially inoculated in 10 g samples, the cell concentration of range was approximately 3.5 x 10^4 to 3.0 x 10^5 CFU/g. The standard curve of serially diluted cells was log linear for five orders of magnitude from 10^4 to 10^5 CFU/ml of L. monocytogenes. When four types of food matrices were artificially contaminated with serially diluted cells of L. monocytogenes, the detection range was from 10^4 to 3 CFU/g for ham and sausage samples, and from 10^4 to 10 CFU/g for ground processed meat and dry-sliced meat samples, respectively. The efficiency of the reaction for ham, sausage, ground meat and dry-sliced meat samples was 160%, 93%, 105% and 130%, respectively. Correlation and coefficient in real-time PCR were over 0.97 in all types of samples.

Significance: These studies suggest that real-time PCR could be useful as a complementary technique for the rapid quantification of L. monocytogenes down to 3 CFU/g in ham and sausage samples and 10 CFU/g in ground meat and dry-sliced meat samples.

P2-12 Detection of Escherichia coli O145 in Sheep Feces by Use of Two Real-time PCRs and an Immunomagnetic Separation-ELISA Method
GRO S. JOHANNESEN, Elin Reitehaug, Mumtaz Begum, Tone M. Fagereng, Marianne Økland, Anne Margrete Urdahl and Kofiatsyo S. Cudjoe
Norwegian Veterinary Institute, Oslo, Norway

Introduction: Non-O157 VTEC may be difficult to detect and there are very few standardized methods for the detection of these organisms.

Purpose: In a study of verocytotoxin-producing Escherichia coli in Norwegian sheep, three methods were used for the detection of E. coli O145.

Methods: Five composite samples, consisting of feces from 10 animals, were tested from 9 sheep flocks giving a total of 45 samples. The fecal samples were enriched in buffered peptone water at 41.5°C for 16–18 h prior to AIMS-ELISA (automated immunomagnetic separation-ELISA). DNA extraction was performed simultaneously on aliquots of the enriched samples and real-time PCR carried out using two different primer and probe sets described by Perelle et al. and Fratamico et al., respectively.

Results: Using an initial cut-off for the AIMS-ELISA at an absorbance value (ABS405 nm) of 0.3 resulted in 19 positive samples. However, eight samples returning values between 0.2 and 0.3 were also plated out to accommodate low target levels. E. coli O145 was isolated and confirmed from seven of the samples with ABS>0.3 and one sample with ABS=0.247. For the eight culture-confirmed samples, the PCR results were variable. One of the AIMS-ELISA culture-confirmed samples was negative by both PCRs, while others again were clearly positive by AIMS-ELISA and the PCRs. In general, it was observed that the Ct-values were quite high, even for some of the positive samples.

Significance: The results indicate that none of the methods are optimal for the detection of E. coli O145 in fecal samples due to a rather high fraction of false-positive results that will increase the work load and costs of the methods. However, from the results presented here, the AIMS-ELISA assay was the most suitable for these samples.

P2-13 Biofilm Formation Potential of Escherichia coli Isolated from Water and Lettuce
Elin Reitehaug and GRO S. JOHANNESEN
Norwegian Veterinary Institute, Oslo, Norway

Introduction: The surface of plants is a harsh environment for fecal bacteria, with little nutrients available and exposure to environmental stress. It is known that bacteria in biofilms are more tolerant to stress than planktonic cells. In a previous project on water as a source of foodborne pathogens on lettuce, a total of 355 isolates of generic Escherichia coli were obtained from irrigation water (292), lettuce (42) and samples from washing and packaging facilities (21 isolates).

Purpose: The objective of the work was to study the biofilm formation potential of the isolates in vitro.
Methods: The isolates were tested in LB w/o NaCl at 37°C, 15°C and 8°C for three, five and seven days, respectively, by the use of the peg assay in microtiter plates. Triplicates of each sample were used. After incubation, the pegs were dyed with crystal violet, washed and the dye was removed from the pegs prior to reading of absorbance values at 595 nm (ABS595). The temperatures were chosen to represent the intestinal environment (37°C), and also the daily mean temperature in a warm and cold Norwegian summer (15°C and 8°C).

Results: The results indicated that the biofilm production ability was highest at 15°C for 5 days, where 18%, 9.5% and 14% of the strains isolated from water, lettuce and the environment were considered as good biofilm-producing isolates (ABS595>1.0). Biofilm production was poorest at 8°C for seven days where 99% of the isolates were considered poor biofilm producers (ABS595<0.5). However, the variability was large, within the triplicates and within the groups of isolates. Only a few isolates were considered as good and medium biofilm producers at more than one temperature.

Significance: The results indicate that E. coli isolated from water, lettuce and packaging environment are able to produce biofilm in vitro, thus creating a protective environment where fecal pathogens may survive and proliferate.

P2-14 Comparison of Culture Methods and Real-time PCR for Detection of Salmonella on Egg Shells and in Egg Content
SOO-KYOUNG LEE
Konkuk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Salmonellosis is one of the most infectious diseases in the world and is a common cause of gastrointestinal food poisoning. The recent Salmonella outbreaks associated with eggs have increased great attention in Korea as well as in the U.S. However, there are few studies on the application and evaluation of rapid detection method such as real-time PCR for detection foodborne pathogen in shell eggs.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to compare sensitivity of culture methods and real-time PCR to detect Salmonella in commercial graded and non-graded shell eggs in Korea.

Methods: Real-time PCR assay was evaluated for the detection of major foodborne pathogens, Salmonella Enteritidis (SE), in shell eggs and compared to the standard culture method. The bulk 50 samples containing the contents of 20 eggs (1200 g each) were thoroughly mixed manually. All samples were analyzed by both real-time PCR and culture method.

Results: As a result of aerobic plate count, the level of background flora in graded shell eggs was lower than in non-graded shell eggs. In egg content samples, the culture method and real-time PCR detected Salmonella equally well, and statistical significant difference was not observed between the two methods. In graded eggs, real-time PCR similarly identified 1 out of 50 samples (2%) as positive, and it yielded a 100% correlation with results obtained by a conventional culture method. However, the culturing method also identified Escherichia coli, E. fergusonii, and Ent. sakazakii from the non-graded egg shells. In egg contents, an isolate of Salmonella Gallinarum was found in internal contents from graded eggs and E. coli and Ent. cloacae were isolated from the non-graded shell eggs. From the shell surfaces, Salmonella spp. were not detected from any of the graded eggs. Escherichia coli, E. fergusonii, and Ent. sakazakii were identified from the non-graded egg shells.

Significance: Real-time PCR assay was less affected by background flora and more sensitive and specific in detecting low numbers of Salmonella than the culture method. For further improvement of culture method and real-time PCR, additional measures will be need to increase the number of Salmonella to detectable levels in the sample.

P2-15 Evaluation of a New, Single-step Listeria Enrichment Broth by Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction with Complex Food Samples
PATRICK MACH, Tonya Bonilla, Neil Percy and Cynthia Zook
3M Company, St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: Testing for Listeria monocytogenes is an important component of food safety programs, but current methods are perceived to be complicated, lengthy or expensive. To address the need for a less complicated, more rigorous, and faster enrichment process, a new selective growth medium was designed to utilize a single-step enrichment method in less time.

Purpose: Evaluate a new, single-step Listeria enrichment broth for the recovery of L. monocytogenes from fractionally spiked complex food samples using Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR).

Methods: Fractional recovery studies were performed by testing 20–25 g portions of two different enriched sample matrices (deli-style turkey and potato salad) that were artificially contaminated at a low level and then held refrigerated for several days. Deli-style turkey was spiked with Listeria monocytogenes ATCC 7644 (5.25 CFU/25 g, determined by MPN) and potato salad was spiked with L. monocytogenes ATCC 19151 (0.9 CFU/25 g, determined by MPN). In addition, five non-inoculated portions were tested. Enriched food cultures were sampled after 18, 20, 22, 24 and 40 hours of enrichment for molecular assay testing. Samples were then evaluated using a qPCR method to quantify a molecular target representing a single gene copy/colony forming unit.

Results: After 18 hours of enrichment, 18 of 20 deli turkey samples were positive for L. monocytogenes (qPCR positive sample average: 1.5 x 10⁶ copies/ml) while 20/20 were qPCR positive at 20 hours (qPCR positive average: 7.6 x 10⁶ copies/ml) using the new single-step enrichment broth. 10/20 potato salad samples were found to be positive (qPCR positive average: 1.2 x 10⁵ copies/ml) after 18 hours enrichment.

Significance: A new, single step Listeria enrichment broth was tested using fractionally-positive inoculated food samples. These enriched food samples were evaluated using qPCR testing method targeting a single gene with 1 copy/cell to determine the density of cells present in the enriched food samples. Positive samples were found to contain at least 1 x 10⁵ gene copies/ml in as short as 18 hours from the inoculated food samples. This enrichment medium was shown to be productive for the tested food samples in less than 50% of the time for standard enrichment methods using a single step format which provided densities detectable by most Listeria detection methods.

P2-16 Development of Real-time PCR Assays for the Molecular Detection of the Genes Encoding Flagellar Antigens H2, H8, H11 and H28
Irène Launay, PRECIAUS D. HEARD and Sarita Raengpradub Wheeler
Silliker Food Science Center, South Holland, IL, USA

Introduction: While Escherichia coli O157:H7 is the primary Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) serotype associated with foodborne illness outbreaks involving hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS), several non-O157 STEC serotypes have also been implicated in HUS outbreaks in the United States, Europe, and Australia. Serotypes O145:H28, O111:H8, O103:H2, and O26:H11 are recognized worldwide among the most prevalent HUS-causing non-O157 serotypes.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop real-time PCR assays to detect H antigen-encoding genes for H antigens commonly associated in emerging non-O157 STEC serotypes including H2, H8, H11, and H28.
Methods: Sequence data for the H antigen-encoding *fliC* gene was obtained from the NCBI GenBank database in order to generate consensus sequences for the H2 (5 sequences), H8 (11), H11 (5), and H28 (2) antigens using a sequence alignment software. For each H antigen, primer and probe sets for a 5′ nuclease assay were designed within *fliC*. Each assay was tested against a panel of 94 *E. coli* and non- *E. coli* isolates. H antigen assays were designed to work independently but also were optimized to be duplexed with an internal amplification control, as well as coupled to O antigen assays that had been previously designed and tested.

Results: The conserved and variable regions for the four H antigen gene targets were very closely related and provided a considerable challenge when designing the primer/probe sets. The H2, H8, H11, and H28 assays positively detected 5, 5, 4, and 2 strains as their respective H-types in the 94-isolate panel and showed no cross-reactivity with closely related serotypes. Interestingly, the H8 assay did not detect two isolates presumed to be H8 strains; subsequent classical serotyping confirmed the molecular serotyping result, further displaying the assay’s specificity.

Significance: Non-O157 serotypes, such as O26:H11, are of major concern in HUS cases both in the U.S. and Europe, and development of molecular detection assays targeting specific antigens provides means to rapidly screen for STEC serotypes in foods.

**P2-17** Optimization of a Real-time RT-PCR Assay Reveals an Increase of Genogroup I Norovirus in the Clinical Setting

ANNA VAN STELJEN, Trisha M. Kreman, Nancy Hall and Lucy E. DesJardins
Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO, USA

**Introduction:** There are approximately 23 million cases of norovirus illness reported each year, making noroviruses the most common cause of foodborne outbreaks and gastroenteritis in the U.S. While a large percentage of gastroenteritis outbreaks have been associated with norovirus infection, many suspect cases are not laboratory confirmed in stool specimens submitted for testing.

**Purpose:** This study was conducted to optimize a real-time RT-PCR assay for the improved detection of GI norovirus in patient specimens based upon sequence data from a collection of representative clinical norovirus sequences.

**Methods:** Ten previously determined GI-positive patient stool specimens were used to compare assay performance characteristics of the standard assay with the assay developed in this study. One hundred thirty-eight patient stool specimens collected from January 2010 to August 2010 were also tested with both assays. GI and GI1 noroviruses were not detected in these stool specimens by the standard assay used during routine diagnostic testing. Primers and probes for the optimized assay were designed manually from a representative alignment of 13 human clinical norovirus sequences that denote seven of the eight genotypes of Genogroup I.

**Results:** The optimized oligonucleotides demonstrated a 64-fold increase in sensitivity, a 2-log decrease in the limit of detection, and an 18% increase in amplification efficiency, when compared to the standard assay. The optimized test also detected GI norovirus in clinical specimens that were initially negative by the standard assay. Use of the optimized assay increased the annual positivity of GI norovirus from 1.2% to 4.5%, indicating the prevalence of GI norovirus may be higher than previously identified.

**Significance:** Laboratory confirmation of the etiologic agent involved in a gastroenteritis outbreak is of great value in public health remediation and prevention, as well as enhances our understanding of the prevalence and spread of norovirus in the U.S. population.

**P2-18** Development of RNA Aptamers That Specifically Bind to *Escherichia coli* O157:H7

JI-YEON HYEON, Jung-Whan Chon, Yun-Gyeong Kim, Jun-Ho Park, Du-Ho Kim, Sung-Gi Heu, Kwang-Young Song and Kun-Ho Seo
Konkuk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** *E. coli* O157:H7 is one of the major pathogenic bacteria that are associated with the largest number of outbreaks related to the consumption of raw or under-cooked meats. Aptamers, which are artificial specific single stranded oligonucleotides, DNA or RNA, with the capability of binding specifically to non-nucleic acid target molecules, have been shown to be useful for diagnostic tools as alternative antibody.

**Purpose:** In this study, aptamers against *E. coli* O157:H7 were developed as a new diagnostic tool, and the sensitivity and specificity of the selected aptamers were evaluated.

**Methods:** A total of 10 rounds of systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) using magnetic beads were applied to select RNA aptamers binding to *E. coli* O157:H7 from RNA aptamer library including random (N40) sequences. The selected aptamer pool at the end of 10 rounds of SELEX were then sequenced and labelled with fluorescein maleimide to 5′ of oligonucleotide. The fluoro-labeled aptamer selected aptamers were evaluated.

**Results:** The 10th round pool has higher affinity to *E. coli* O157:H7 than other round pools. The ten sequences with common motif were identified from the enriched RNA pool of the 10th round. The RNA aptamer with the highest fluorescence intensity, thus the highest binding capacity to *E. coli* O157:H7, was selected. The selected aptamer was specifically bound to *E. coli* O157:H7 without cross-reactivity to non-*E. coli* O157:H7, *E. coli*, and non-*E. coli* were used for the tests.

**Significance:** The selected aptamer specific to *E. coli* O157:H7 has great potential for application to presumptive screening method or alternative serotyping method for *E. coli* O157:H7 in foods. Future work must focus on application of RNA aptamer to detect *E. coli* O157:H7 in food samples by aptasensor or aptamer-linked immobilized sorbent assay.

**P2-19** Development and Evaluation of a Four-color Multiplex Real-time PCR Assay for *Salmonella* Detection in Tomatoes

ILLY WONG, Patrick M. Zader, Kevin Hacker, Pius Brzoska, Max Brevnov, Robert Tebbs, Olga V. Petrauskene, Manohar Furtado, Rebecca Bell, Marc W. Allard, Socrates Trujillo, John McQuiston and Eric W. Brown
Life Technologies, Foster City, CA, USA

**Introduction:** *Salmonella* is the leading cause of foodborne illness in the United States, with an increasing number of reported *Salmonella* outbreaks originating from produce in recent years. Real-time PCR is an important rapid molecular detection tool that has great potential to minimize the risk of *Salmonella* outbreaks while also reducing time-to-result.

**Purpose:** We have developed a four-color PCR assay that detects *Salmonella* species. The simultaneous combination of signal from invA, apeE, and gapA provides a unique signature for *Salmonella* detection.

**Methods:** The real-time PCR assay was designed against three *Salmonella* gene targets (invA, apeE, and gapA) as well as an internal positive control to monitor inhibition. The multiplex assay was developed using *Salmonella* reference collections (SAR-A, n=72; SAR-B, n=72; SAR-C, n=16; and SAFE, n=101). The assay was also evaluated along with sample preparation methods whereby 120 g tomato samples spiked with 1 to 10 CFU *Salmonella* Typhimurium were enriched 20 hr in mBPW and then prepared using (1) a pre-clarification tray and an automated magnetic bead-based method or (2) a manual clarification column method.
Results: The assay detected 261 out of 261 of the inclusivity Salmonella species isolates. All 20 non-Salmonella exclusion strains were not detected. The assay consistently detected 100 copies of Salmonella genomic DNA. When used in conjunction with sample preparation in a controlled tomato-spiking study, the assay detected 1 to 10 CFU Salmonella post-enrichment.

Significance: Our early evaluation demonstrates the high specificity and sensitivity of the assay when testing pure cultures and spiked tomato samples. We are in the process of evaluating the assay on environmental samples from the field. The results thus far show promise that this assay and a sample preparation workflow can be applied to Salmonella surveillance of field samples.

P2-20 Multi-laboratory Optimization and Evaluation of DNA Extraction Procedures for Repetitive Sequence-based PCR Characterization of Outbreak Salmonella Isolates

RUIQING Y. PAMBOKIAN, Lauro Ewing-Peeples, Junia Jean-Gilles Beaubrun, Tara Doran, Kevin Garner, Kim Dudley, Cadre FDA/FERN mCAP and Darcy E. Hanes
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-FERN, Rockville, MD, USA

Introduction: Repetitive sequence-based PCR (rep-PCR) has been shown to be applicable both for strain characterization and subspecies identification of microbial isolates. The DiversiLab system (bioMérieux Inc.) is a commercially available, semi-automated, rep-PCR based DNA fingerprinting system that has been shown to be less labor intensive than Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) and can provide results in <5 hours from a pure culture of bacteria. Although this system has been widely used in clinical settings to identify and distinguish microbial isolates at subspecies and strain levels, using the DiversiLab for foodborne pathogens is still in its infancy due to the lack of a comprehensive database of pathogens, specifically the outbreak strains.

Purpose: The objectives of this study are (i) to examine the performance of the DiversiLab system in data reproducibility and overall efficiency, and (ii) to optimize a semi-automated DNA extraction procedure with MagNA Pure Compact (Roche) along with the DiversiLab system for molecular typing.

Methods: Four outbreak Salmonella enterica isolates (two Typhimurium serotype and two Javiana serotype) were sent to 15 FDA /Microbiology Cooperative Agreement laboratories (MCAP) to perform DiversiLab analysis. The isolates were cultured on TSA + 5% sheep blood plates at 35 ± 2°C for 24 hours. DNA from each culture was extracted using both the MoBio manual kit (MoBio PowerLyzer UltraClean Microbial DNA Isolation kit) and a semi-automated (MPC Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit I), MPC method. The results from multiple labs were compared and analyzed for reproducibility and sensitivity of the DiversiLab system. To our knowledge, this is the first time the MPC method was optimized for use with the DiversiLab system to increase DNA extraction efficiency.

Results: Both manual DNA extraction and the MPC method generated highly reproducible and consistent rep-PCR DNA fingerprinting data among multiple labs (>10) with the DiversiLab System. The DiversiLab system discriminated S. enterica at the serotype level. No substantial differences on DNA banding patterns was found between the MPC and MoBio manual kit methods of extraction for the four S. enterica isolates tested.

Significance: This work represents the first step to develop a comprehensive foodborne pathogen database. It also shows that the DiversiLab can be used as an alternative tool for molecular typing and for tracking the sources of contamination in foodborne outbreaks.

P2-21 Molecular Assays for the Screening and Identification of Enteroinvasive Escherichia coli and Shigella Species

RACHEL BINET and Samantha J. Uhlfelder
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Shigellosis, or bacillary dysentery, is caused by the ingestion of as few as 10 to 200 of Shigella or 1 million enteroinvasive Escherichia coli (EIEC) organisms. Biotyping of EIEC and the four Shigella species: S. flexneri, S. sonnei, S. boydii and S. dysenteriae requires the use of antisera and takes several days.

Purpose: The project is the development of a multiplex PCR assay that will ultimately screen and tag EIEC and the four Shigella species with a barcode for their identification.

Methods: Alignments between the sequences available in public databases for EIEC and Shigella genomes highlight various regions exhibiting potential species specificity. Bacterial DNA lysates were prepared for 6 E. coli strains, 5 gram-negative non-enterobacterial strains, 58 EIEC isolates, 74 S. flexneri isolates, 56 S. sonnei isolates, 22 S. boydii isolates, 40 S. dysenteriae isolates, 27 uncharacterized Shigella isolates and 28 Salmonella isolates. These various DNA lysates were used in conventional PCR assays using primers covering presumably variable regions in the chromosome of EIEC/Shigella.

Results: The use of 24 primers covering 10 presumably variable chromosomal regions allowed us to generate 20, 11, 17, 8 and 12 different PCR amplification patterns for our collection of EIEC, S. flexneri, S. sonnei, S. boydii, and S. dysenteriae, respectively, creating a subgroup of 68 isolates for further analysis.

Significance: While earlier work by others indicated that Shigella and EIEC derived from ancestral commensal E. coli by convergent evolution, forming distinct subclusters that contain strains from mainly one serogroup, our initial analysis indicates a lot of variability amongst isolates belonging to EIEC or to the same Shigella species. The subgroup of 68 isolates is now being examined for the presence of species-specific signatures in 15 additional genomic regions.

P2-22 Sensitivity of Molecular-based Detection of Shigella in Produce

RACHEL BINET and Samantha J. Uhlfelder
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: A highly sensitive molecular detection method is especially important for Shigella, considering that ingestion of as few as 10 to 200 of these bacterial pathogens can cause disease. Nevertheless, detection from food is particularly challenging due to the presence of microflora and of inhibitory organic compounds.

Purpose: The ORA produce assignment guidelines for Shigella use boiling in PBS as a standard DNA extraction method. The objective of this study was to compare the quality of the DNA lysates obtained from seven different DNA extraction methods on six different produce types.

Methods: The resident bacterial flora present on the surface of tomato, orange pepper, cucumber, green onion, parsley and cilantro were enriched overnight in Shigella broth plus Novobiocin following the ORA produce assignment guidelines. One ml of each culture [containing 1.7E9, 1.7E9, 1.7E10, 5.1E8 and 1.4E9 bacteria, respectively], were spiked with 5,000 copies of a plasmid pBluescriptKS+ or 14 or 6,700 of S. flexneri cells prior to DNA extraction and analysis by conventional PCR targeting pBluescriptKS+ or Shigella spp.

Results: While amplification of pBluescriptKS+ did not reveal the presence of PCR inhibitory compounds in any DNA lysates, only the InstaGene DNA extraction method allowed the detection of Shigella DNA in the six commodities tested, when 6,700 Shigella cells were mixed with the resident flora. Although a new 3-plex PCR assay targeting virB, mxiC and ipaH virulence genes was used in this study, only ipaH was detected, in agreement with the multiplex presence on Shigella chromosome and virulence plasmid.
P2-23 Evaluation of VIDAS® Easy Salmonella Assay (EasySLM) with ChromID™ Salmonella (SM2) Agar for the Detection of Salmonella in a Variety of Foods: Collaborative Study

Q Laboratories, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA

Introduction: The VIDAS® SLM assay is a specific enzyme-linked fluorescent immunoassay (ELFA) performed in the automated VIDAS instrument. The procedure is a 2-step enrichment procedure, using pre-enrichment followed by selective enrichment in a newly formulated broth, SX 2 broth.

Purpose: The purpose of this AOAC Collaborative Study was to compare the VIDAS Easy Salmonella method to the FDA BAM for vanilla ice cream, liquid egg, raw shrimp, spinach and peanut butter and the USDA-MLG method for deli turkey.

Methods: This new method was compared in a multi-laboratory, collaborative study to the FDA BAM Chapter 5 method for 5 food matrices (liquid egg, vanilla ice cream, spinach, raw shrimp and peanut butter) and the USDA MLG 4.04 method for deli turkey. Each food type was artificially contaminated with Salmonella at 3 inoculation levels. A total of 15 laboratories representing government, academia and industry, throughout the United States, participated.

Results: In this study, 1,583 samples were analyzed, of which 792 were paired replicates and 791 were unpaired replicates. Of the 792 paired replicates, 285 were positive by both the VIDAS and reference methods. Of the 791 unpaired replicates, 341 were positive by the ELFA method and 325 were positive by the cultural reference method. A Chi-square analysis of each of the 6 food types, at the 3 inoculation levels tested, was performed and showed no statistically significant differences between the ELFA method and the reference methods.

Significance: For all foods evaluated, the VIDAS Easy SLM method with ChromIDSM2 Agar demonstrated comparable results to the reference methods for the rapid, automated detection of Salmonella.

P2-24 Differentiation of Epidemic Clones III and IV of Listeria monocytogenes Using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy and Multivariate Analysis

ESMOND B. NYARKO, Catherine W. Donnelly, Keneth A. Puzey and Mckale E. Santin
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, USA

Introduction: FTIR, non-invasive techniques for testing food samples to detect pathogenic Listeria monocytogenes are needed. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) micro-spectroscopy is a cutting-edge technique that can be used to generate biochemical fingerprints for differentiation and identification of different bacterial strains.

Purpose: The objective was to determine if isolates of L. monocytogenes epidemic clones (EC III and IV; strain numbers: J1-101, J1-129, J1-220 and R2-499) could be differentiated using FTIR micro-spectroscopy and multivariate analysis.

Methods: Each of the epidemic clones was grown individually in trypticase soy broth extract at 37°C for 18 to 24 hours, aliquots were centrifuged, the pellet washed three times and suspended in 100 µl PBS for infrared (IR) slide preparation or for enumeration on Petri-film. Ten µl from each of the final epidemic clone suspension in PBS was transferred onto coded IR slides and dried for about 2 hours in a fume chamber. An IR microscope (Bruker Hyperion-3000) with Tensor T27 FTIR spectrometer was used for spectral readings from the slides, and discrimination of epidemic clones of L. monocytogenes was done using algorithms based on multivariate statistics.

Results: The microbial count on the Petri-film for each epidemic clones loaded onto the IR coded slides was approximately 10⁷ cells per ml. The Mahalanobis maximum within group distances for strains J1-101, J1-129, J1-220 and R2-499 were ~1.2 x 10⁷, ~1.79 x 10⁷, ~1.45 x 10⁷ and ~1.15 x 10⁷, respectively. The minimum across group distances obtained by comparing the epidemic clones generated different numbers and there was 100% success in the differentiation analysis.

Significance: This finding indicates FTIR can be used for rapid differentiation analysis of variants of L. monocytogenes. This technology will be of great importance in surveillance of rapidly mutating and emerging pathogens.

P2-25 Developing a Staphylococcus aureus Enterotoxin-specific Antibody for Establishing an Immunoquantitative Detection System

SUN YOUNG HWANG, Joonbae Hong, Jang Won Yoon, Ka Hee Kwon, Bo Youn Moon and Sangpil Kim
Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Staphylococcal food poisoning (SFP) is one of the most common foodborne diseases worldwide mainly resulting from the ingestion of Staphylococcus aureus enterotoxin (SE) produced by enterotoxigenic S. aureus strains. Because not all S. aureus strains are enterotoxigenic, SFP diagnosis should be based on the detection of SE in food. The sensitivity of detection limits of SE detection systems are needed to be improved to establish the intoxication dose for use with scientific risk analyses.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop SEA, SEC, SEE, SEH-specific antibody and to establish a quantitative detection system using the immunoquantitative PCR (iqPCR) technology.

Methods: S. aureus FR1913, FR1137 and FR1569 strains were used for amplification of sea, sec, see and seh genes. Oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify the mature forms of SE toxins excepting signal peptides and the amplicons were cloned into His6-tagging pET system to be expressed. Expressed toxins were used for immunizing mice to produce monoclonal antibodies and five different sandwich formats consisting of capture and detection antibodies were tested with ELISA. To increase the sensitivity, S’ biotinylated reporter dsDNA were bound to the biotinylated detection antibody via streptavidin. PCR amplification targeting the reporter dsDNA was monitored using SYBR green. SE production was investigated in agricultural food products using the developed systems.

Results: Several ELISA formats were chosen based on their sensitivity, thereby offering a more robust reactivity profile compared to other formats. Detection of SE with iqPCR was started at about a Ct greater than 20, allowing quantitative determination in the linear Ct range from approximately 23 to 30. Average measurements obtained with iqPCR with standards SE spiked in food and laboratory media samples showed that the sensitivity was approximately 1,000 times higher than the commercial ELISA systems. iqPCR analysis of agricultural food products showed very low prevalence and quantity of SE in foods.

Significance: In many SFP, S. aureus cells were not isolated, suggesting that there is a need for reconsideration of conventional analyses, which focus mainly on detection of S. aureus. This study contributed to develop more sensitive methods of SE detection for establishing intoxication dose and the scientific risk analysis by governments and research institutes.
P2-26  A Comparison Study of the VIDAS® Listeria monocytogenes Xpress (LMX) to the USDA-FSIS and Health Canada MFHPB-30 Methods for the Specific Detection of Listeria monocytogenes in Ready-to-Eat Meats
JOHN C. MILLS, Judith Colón-Revelles, Gregory Devulder, Hari Prakash Dwivedi, Patricia Rule and Ron Johnson
bioMérieux, Inc., Hazelwood, MO, USA

Introduction: The VIDAS® Listeria monocytogenes Xpress (LMX) test is an enzyme-linked fluorescent immunoassay (ELFA) designed for use with the automated VIDAS® or mini-VIDAS® instruments for the specific detection of Listeria monocytogenes using a 26-hour proprietary enrichment broth.

Purpose: As part of the AOAC® Research Institute GovVal program, the ELFA test method was compared to the Health Canada MFHPB-30 and USDA methods for the detection of Listeria monocytogenes in ready-to-eat meats. The alternative method also included the use of the chromogenic media, chromID™ Ottovarian Agosti Agar (OAA) and chromID™ Lmono, for confirmation of LMX presumptive results.

Methods: Four ready-to-eat meats (hot dogs, deli turkey, deli ham, and liver pate) were each inoculated with a different Listeria monocytogenes strain at two levels and, along with uninoculated test portions, were analyzed by each method. Twenty replicates of each inoculation level and five uninoculated controls were evaluated. To determine if the methods were equivalent, a Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square for unmatched test portions was calculated for each test method, reference method combination.

Results: For all foods tested, there was no significant difference in the Chi-square value for the test method when compared to both the USDA and Health Canada reference methods. There were 10^8 total positives for the LMX method and 10^6 positives for both the USDA and Health Canada methods. Confirmation of presumptive LMX results with the chromogenic OAA and Lmono media was shown to be equivalent to the appropriate reference method agars.

Significance: These data indicate that the VIDAS LMX assay is an acceptable alternative method for the detection of Listeria monocytogenes in foods that provides next-day results compared to up to 5 days for the reference method.

P2-27  Validation Study of the Reveal® Listeria 2.0 Method for Detection of Listeria spp. in Foods and Environmental Samples
Susan Alles, Stephanie Curry, Balamurugan Jagadeesan, Dave Almy, MARK MOZOLA and Jennifer Rice
Neogen Corp., Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Reveal® Listeria 2.0 is a new lateral flow immunoassay for detection of Listeria spp. in foods and environmental samples. Following single-step enrichment for 27–30 hours, an aliquot of the enrichment is heat killed and tested using the test device. Samples producing positive assay results are confirmed using standard culture methods.

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to compare performance of the lateral flow method with that of the USDA/MLG and FDA/BAM reference culture procedures for detection of Listeria spp. in a variety of inoculated foods and sponge or swab samples from environmental surfaces.

Methods: Inclusivity and exclusivity testing was conducted with pure cultures grown in LESS broth and tryptic soy broth, respectively. Foods tested included dairy and egg products, processed meats, and processed seafoods. Environmental surfaces tested included stainless steel, plastic, ceramic, and concrete. Samples for testing with the lateral flow method were enriched in LESS broth for 27–30 hours at 30°C. Samples for testing by the USDA/MLG or FDA/BAM procedures were enriched in accordance with the published methods. In each trial, twenty inoculated and five control samples were prepared for each method. Results were analyzed using the Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square test for unpaired sample data.

Results: Results of inclusivity testing showed that the lateral flow test detects all species of Listeria except L. grayi. Exclusivity panel strains all tested negative or did not grow in LESS broth. Of 10 foods tested, there were no significant differences in the number of positive results obtained with the lateral flow and reference culture methods as determined by Chi-square analysis (P < 0.05). For foods tested in comparison to the FDA/BAM method, relative sensitivity of the lateral flow method was 98.1%. For foods tested in comparison to the USDA/MLG method, relative sensitivity of the lateral flow method was 100%. For environmental samples, two surface types (plastic and sealed concrete) yielded significantly more positives by the test method in comparison to the USDA/MLG procedure. For stainless steel and ceramic, results of the test and reference method analyses were not statistically different. Relative sensitivity of the lateral flow method in comparison to the USDA/MLG method for environmental samples was 127%. There were no unconfirmed positive results by the lateral flow assay in any phase of the study.

Significance: Results of this study showed that the Reveal Listeria 2.0 method is an effective procedure for detection of Listeria spp. in a variety of foods and environmental samples, with high specificity and sensitivity comparable to that of the reference procedures.

P2-28  Evaluation of Commercial Antibodies against Escherichia coli O157:H7 for Development of Improved and Sensitive ELISA-based Detection Systems
BARBARA GILLESPIE, Doris D’Souza, Charlie Barnett, Andrew G. Gehring, Shannon Eaker, Kevin Jones, Jun Lin, Ashan Perera and Stephen P. Oliver
University of Tennessee-Knoxville, Knoxville, TN, USA

Introduction: E. coli O157:H7 has been recognized by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as one of the major pathogens implicated in severe foodborne related illness that results in death. It is estimated to cause not only thousands of illness cases, but hundreds of fatalities per year in the United States alone. In addition, this pathogen results in product recalls totaling millions of dollars in losses. Therefore, it remains critical to develop a rapid, robust, sensitive, and user-friendly portable assay for detection in food matrices.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate commercially available antibodies against E. coli O157:H7 in an ELISA-based detection system with downstream application for improved, sensitive, and rapid detection in foods.

Methods: A standard sandwich ELISA was developed utilizing commercially available antibodies to whole E. coli O157:H7 cells. Bound peroxidase-labeled antibody was detected by absorbance at 450 nM using an ultrasensitive 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine solution. Ten-fold serial dilutions of E. coli O157:H7 isolates (n=7) and non-O157:H7 isolates (n=7) were evaluated in triplicate. The detection limit of the assay was determined.

Results: This ELISA assay detected 6 out of the 7 E. coli O157:H7 isolates with detection limits at 5.03 x 10^8 CFU/ml. One E. coli O157:H7 isolate was not detected. Four of the 7 non-O157:H7 isolates were also detected with detection limits ranging from 5.29 x 10^8 to 7.57 x 10^8 CFU/ml.

Significance: These data suggest that commercially available antibodies can detect E. coli O157:H7, but are also cross-reactive with other E. coli non-O157 strains. Further evaluation and development of this assay is required to improve detection sensitivity and specificity. This will require antibodies for utilization in specific ELISA-based E. coli O157:H7 detection systems that can discriminate between O157 and non-O157 strains of E. coli.
P2-29  The Evaluation of a VIDAS Next-day Method for Detection of Salmonella in Food
DENISE HUGHES, Jennifer Chen and Selina Begum
DH Micro Consulting, Peelwood, NSW, Australia

Introduction: The VIDAS SPT assay for detection of Salmonella in food has been developed by bioMérieux (Marcy L’Etoile, France). This assay incorporates phage proteins to increase the sensitivity and specificity compared to traditional immunomagnetic testing, allowing a presumptive result within 24 hours after a simple enrichment procedure.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to perform a preliminary evaluation of the phage protein ligand assay for next day detection of low levels of Salmonella in 375 g food samples (1-5 CFU/sample) in 375 g samples of dark chocolate, lettuce and dried dog food with comparison to the FDA-BAM reference method.

Methods: Ten artificially contaminated 375 g food samples of each matrix tested (dried dog food, lettuce and dark chocolate) were diluted (1:4) with pre-warmed buffered peptone water containing 5 ml of a specific supplement. Samples were incubated at 42°C ± 1.0°C for 18 and 20 h. Additionally, after 18 h of incubation, 1 ml of each sample was transferred to 10 ml pre-warmed SX2 broth and further incubated for 4 h. The enriched samples from all three different incubations were heated (95°C ± 5°C) and then cooled followed by analysis using phage protein ligand assay. All samples were simultaneously plated on XLD and/or Chrom ID Salmonella agar and confirmed using API 20 E strips. The reference method (FDA-BAM) was performed in parallel for all samples. Uninoculated samples of each food type were evaluated as negative controls.

Results: The results for 10 inoculated and 1 uninoculated sample obtained for the phage protein ligand assay to detect Salmonella in all food matrices were not statistically significantly different when compared with reference method using unpaired chi-square analysis at 5% level of significance.

Significance: The evaluation of phage protein ligand assay provided satisfactory results for the detection of Salmonella in 375 g artificially contaminated samples and uninoculated controls. This new generation of assay could provide an automated solution for next day detection of low contamination levels of Salmonella in larger sample sizes.

P2-30  Preliminary Evaluation of VIDAS® UP Salmonella (SPT) Assay for the Next-day Detection of Salmonella in 375 g Samples of Select Food Types
Brian Kupski, HARI PRAKASH DWIVEDI and Gregory Devulder
bioMérieux, Inc., Hazelwood, MO, USA

Introduction: The detection of Salmonella in large food samples (375 g) without compromising the sensitivity and rapidity could help to enforce food safety objectives and increase the probability of finding low levels of contamination. An automated phage protein ligand assay with the capability of next-day detection of Salmonella in a more representative sample size could be a promising solution. This new generation VIDAS® UP Salmonella (SPT) assay uses a novel combination of recombinant phage proteins and monoclonal antibodies to target both somatic and flagellar antigens for the detection of motile and non-motile strains of Salmonella.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to perform a preliminary evaluation of the phage protein ligand assay for next day detection of low levels of Salmonella (1-5 CFU/sample) in multiple food types using a novel combination of recombinant phage proteins and monoclonal antibodies to target both somatic and flagellar antigens for the detection of motile and non-motile strains of Salmonella.

Methods: Ten artificially contaminated 375 g food samples of each matrix tested (dried dog food, lettuce and dark chocolate) were diluted (1:4) with pre-warmed buffered peptone water containing 5 ml of a specific supplement. Samples were incubated at 42°C ± 1.0°C for 18 and 20 h. Additionally, after 18 h of incubation, 1 ml of each sample was transferred to 10 ml pre-warmed SX2 broth and further incubated for 4 h. The enriched samples from all three different incubations were heated (95°C ± 5°C) and then cooled followed by analysis using phage protein ligand assay. All samples were simultaneously plated on XLD and/or Chrom ID Salmonella agar and confirmed using API 20 E strips. The reference method (FDA-BAM) was performed in parallel for all samples. Uninoculated samples of each food type were evaluated as negative controls.

Results: The results for 10 inoculated and 1 uninoculated sample obtained for the phage protein ligand assay to detect Salmonella in all food matrices were not statistically significantly different when compared with reference method using unpaired chi-square analysis at 5% level of significance.

Significance: The evaluation of phage protein ligand assay provided satisfactory results for the detection of Salmonella in 375 g artificially contaminated samples and uninoculated controls. This new generation of assay could provide an automated solution for next day detection of low contamination levels of Salmonella in larger sample sizes.

P2-31  Evaluation of Chromogenic Media for Isolation and Detection of Salmonella spp. from Foods
GUODONG ZHANG and Eric W. Brown
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Salmonella is the leading cause of foodborne bacterial disease outbreaks. Isolation and detection of Salmonella from foods remains a big challenge. Lack of effective media and enrichment broths is a major limiting factor.

Results: The next-day method gave comparable results to reference culture methods. For some foods a 4 h incubation in SX2 broth gave improved recovery or facilitated confirmation. For the 200 uninoculated samples, 199 gave negative results, and one sample giving a positive result was confirmed positive by subculture.

Significance: The VIDAS SPT assay was sensitive and specific. This represents a significant advance in Salmonella testing, allowing a presumptive result within 24 hours after a simple enrichment procedure.

P2-32  Quantitative Evaluation of Three Selective Media for Bacillus cereus in Various Foods
JEONG HWAN CHEON, Ji-Yeon Hyeon, Yun-Gyeeong Kim, Jun-Ho Park, Hyo-Sun Kwak, Sang-Hyeon Yoon, Jong-Hyun Kim, In-Gyun Hwang and Kun-Ho Seo
Konkuk University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Bacillus cereus (B. cereus) has been increasingly recognized as the causative agent of food poisoning outbreaks. The direct plating on selective media has been used for standard quantitative evaluation method of B. cereus in food samples.
**P2-33 Validation of the Soleris® Escherichia coli Method for Detection and Semi-quantitative Determination of E. coli in Foods**

**DEBRA L. FOTI, Leah Romano, Mark A. Mozola and Susan Alles**
Neogen Corporation, Lansing, MI, USA

**Introduction:** Food companies and testing organizations are seeking validated tools to help safeguard the public from organisms such as *Escherichia coli*. The Soleris® *E. coli* Medium vial in conjunction with the Soleris instrument system is a rapid and automated diagnostic tool for real-time detection of *E. coli* in a variety of food products. The instrument utilizes temperature-controlled incubation chambers and a photodiode-based optical detection device for measurement of color changes in the vial, caused by microbial growth.

**Purpose:** A study was conducted to compare the performance of the Soleris *E. coli* method against the ISO 7251 (Third edition 2005-02-01) Most Probable Number (MPN) reference method for detection of *E. coli* in food matrices.

**Methods:** Six generic *E. coli* strains originating from food sources were spiked into six food commodities: frozen green beans, echinacea powder, cocoa powder, sweetened condensed milk, pasteurized liquid egg and shredded mozzarella cheese. A dilution of the test sample homogenate was inoculated directly into the Soleris *E. coli* Medium vial. The test was used in a “dilute-to-specification” or threshold manner, in which the result is positive or negative above or below a desired cutoff (in colony forming units/g (CFU/g)) determined by the dilution and volume of sample homogenate added to the vial. The protocol assumes that 1 CFU introduced into the *E. coli* vial will lead to a positive result. The test was also used for “zero tolerance” determinations (e.g., absence in 25 g) by performing an off-line pre-enrichment step and then transferring a portion of the pre-enrichment culture to the *E. coli* vial. Uninoculated control samples were included in each trial.

**Results:** The results obtained by both the Soleris *E. coli* Medium vial system and the ISO 7251 MPN method were shown to be in agreement with 95% confidence, when determining the absence of *E. coli* in 25 grams of sample using the Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square analysis. Results from both the Soleris *E. coli* Medium vial for the Dilute-to-Specification procedure and the ISO 7251 MPN method were found to be in agreement as determined by a statistical probability of detection analysis.

**Significance:** Results of these studies demonstrate that the real-time *E. coli* method can be successfully utilized in place of the ISO 7251 MPN method with a time savings of 2 to 3 days.

---

**P2-34 Development of Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli STEC O-type Specific Antibodies and Their Application for the Analysis of Raw Beef**

**ANN-CHRISTINE OLSSON ALLEN, Yichun Xu, Dale Onisk and Mark Muldoon**
SDIX, Newark, DE, USA

**Introduction:** *E. coli* O157:H7 is the most common Shiga toxin-producing *E. coli* (STEC) associated with human illness in the U.S. and is regulated by the USDA FSIS as an adulterant in raw beef. Recently, the USDA has proposed monitoring other non-O157 STEC linked to human illness and is initially targeting serogroups O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145. The development and implementation of rapid methods for the analysis of these STEC in raw beef products is essential in order for industry to meet these new proposed food safety standards.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to develop serogroup-specific antibodies against the USDA top six non-O157 STEC and apply these to the analysis of raw beef.

**Methods:** Polyclonal antibodies were developed against the top six non-O157 STEC serogroups. The antibodies were incorporated into lateral flow test strips and tested against a panel of 29 STECs and 34 non-STEC bacteria from 11 genera. Rabbit antibody-based test strips were applied to the analysis of raw ground beef. Positive samples were subjected to immunomagnetic separation (IMS) followed by cultural and biochemical confirmation.

**Results:** In control experiments, the antibodies showed 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Application of these antibodies for testing raw beef, showed that over 50% of the samples were positive for at least one of the non-O157 STEC serogroups. Serogroups O45 and O103 were the most prevalent in the samples tested. *E. coli* O45 and *E. coli* O145 isolates were found in addition to *Enterobacter cloacae* (O103) indicating that some strains of this bacteria share similar serology as *E. coli* O103.

**Significance:** The use of highly-specific antibodies for the isolation and/or detection of STEC in raw beef should save time and reduce cost of analysis. The antibodies could be used as IMS reagents or incorporated into rapid assays for sample screening prior to cultural confirmation. Our initial application of these antibodies suggested a relatively high prevalence of some non-O157 STEC serogroups.

---

**P2-35 Determination of Antimicrobial Activity of Sorrel (Hibiscus sabdariffa) on Escherichia coli O157:H7 Isolated from Various Samples**

**Leonard Williams, JANAK KHATIWADA and Shurrita Davis**
North Carolina A&T State University, Kannapolis, NC, USA

**Introduction:** Many naturally occurring compounds found in medicinal plants, herbs and spices have been shown to possess antimicrobial activities against many foodborne pathogens. The use of these plants as a natural antimicrobial agent is gaining popularity. Sorrel (*Hibiscus*...
**P2-36** Inhibition of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 Beef Product Isolates by Cold-pressed, Terpeneless Valencia Orange Oil at Various Temperatures

SEAN J. PENDLETON, Phillip G. Crandall, Steven C. Ricke, Lawrence D. Goodridge and Corliss A. O’Bryan
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

**Introduction:** Naturally occurring plant essential oils have been shown previously to exhibit antimicrobial activities against various microorganisms.

**Purpose:** This study was undertaken in order to identify an antimicrobial for potential effectiveness during chilling in beef processing, including periods of temperature abuse.

**Methods:** Unique to this study, cold-pressed, terpeneless Valencia orange oil was examined in conjunction with three temperatures (37°C, 10°C and 4°C) to determine its antimicrobial activity against three strains of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 recovered from beef products, *E. coli* 933, 505B and ATCC 43895. The strains of *E. coli* were tested using a ninety-six well microtiter plate method with TSBl+0.15% agar and a growth indicator, 2, 3, 5-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) as the medium. Serial two-fold dilutions of cold-pressed, terpeneless Valencia orange oil were used, resulting in concentrations of oil ranging from 25 to 0.2% or 10 to 0.1%. Plates were incubated statically at 37, 10, or 4°C, and sampled at specific time intervals.

**Results:** After 6 hours at 37°C, all strains were inhibited at concentrations ranging from 0.6% to 0.2%, with a mean of 0.4 ± 0.01%. At 10°C, all strains were shown to be inhibited at concentrations ranging from 6.3 to 0.8%, with a mean of 1.1 ± 0.2%, after 6 hours. At 4°C, all strains were shown to be inhibited after 6 hours at concentrations ranging from 2.6 to 2.3%, with a mean of 3.5 ± 2.1%. After 24 hours at 4°C the strains were inhibited at concentrations ranging from 1.0% to 0.7% with a mean of 0.8 ± 0.3%. The ranges appear to be the result of effects from the variable nature of a complex media and an antimicrobial that presents potential multiple mechanisms for inhibition.

**Significance:** It appears cold-pressed, terpeneless Valencia orange oil is a viable option to inhibit *E. coli* O157:H7 at refrigeration temperatures.

**P2-37** Antimicrobial Activity of Xoconostle (*Opuntia matudae*) against *Escherichia coli* O157:H7

SAID A. HAYEK and Salam A. Ibrahim
North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC, USA

**Introduction:** Antimicrobial agents, including food preservatives and organic acids, have been used to inhibit foodborne bacteria and extend the shelf life of processed food. Many naturally occurring compounds found in edible and medicinal plants, herbs, and spices have been shown to possess antimicrobial functions and could serve as a source of antimicrobial agents against food pathogens. Xoconostle (*Opuntia matudae*) has recently attracted the food industry attention. Xoconostle has demonstrated strong anticancer and antioxidant characteristics due to the phenolic compounds content.

**Purpose:** This study focuses on the significant antibacterial activity of xoconostle pears against *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in culture medium BHI.

**Methods:** Four strains of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 with approximate populations of 3 logs CFU/ml were individually inoculated into BHI broth samples containing different concentrations of xoconostle extract. Samples were individually incubated at 37°C for 8 hrs. During the incubation period, bacterial growth was determined (turbidity via optical density at 610 nm) at 2 hrs intervals. At the end of the incubation period, the BHI broth was also diluted in sterile 0.05% peptone water and then surface plated onto BHI agar. Agar well diffusion assay was used to determine the minimum inhibitory volume (MIV) (the lowest volume that inhibits growth) and the minimum lethal inhibition volume (MLV) (the lowest volume that shows significant growth inhibition within three days of incubation).

**Results:** Results showed that bacterial population in control reached 8–9 logs CFU/ml, while the addition of 10% xoconostle extract caused the bacterial population to remain within 3–4 logs CFU/ml. The minimum inhibitory volume (MIV) was 275 µl/ml (V/V) and the minimum lethal inhibition volume (MLV) was 550µl/ml (V/V).

**Significance:** These results indicated that xoconostle has potential antibacterial effects against the growth of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7. Xoconostle can be an effective substitute to artificial antibacterial and can mitigate food safety risks.

**P2-38** Survival of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in Topographical Features on Stainless Steel Surfaces from Gas and Liquid Phase Chemical Treatments

BONNIE WANG, David Nivens and Bassam A. Annous
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

**Introduction:** Examining factors such as fluid dynamics and topographical features which form microenvironments and promote pathogen survival will allow for improved treatments to effectively eliminate pathogens and thus reduce the risk of recontamination. This study evaluated the effect of microenvironments on stainless steel surfaces on the efficacy of antimicrobial agents for treating biofilms.

**Purpose:** To identify microenvironments that harbor and potentially protect pathogens from treatments and, in turn, become a source of microbial recontamination.

**Methods:** Eight-hour *E. coli* O157:H7 biofilms formed on stainless steel test surfaces with and without fabricated grooves (100–500 µm wide and 100–750 µm deep) using a flow-through system were treated with antimicrobial agents hypochlorite (20–2000 ppm) and chlorine dioxide (0.7–2.2 mg l⁻¹) for 5–30 min. An isolation system was developed for two growth-based assays, recovery and regrowth, to determine efficacy of treatment. COMSOL Multiphysics was used to model flow and diffusion of antimicrobial agents in tested microenvironments.
Results: Results indicated that deeper grooves afforded cells more protection against antimicrobial agents. Although the recovery assay showed 200 ppm hypochlorite for 5 min led to a 6 log reduction on all surfaces, the regrowth assay indicated 30% of the samples survived treatment at deeper grooves. Diffusion models showed that 10 min was needed for maximum treatment concentration to reach the bottom of the deeper grooves. Treatment with chlorine dioxide gas at 0.7 mg L⁻¹ (236 ppm) for 10 min also was not successful in eradicating the biofilm; however, chlorine dioxide concentration of 2.2 mg L⁻¹ (741 ppm) for 5 min eliminated regrowth. Microenvironments of narrower grooves have been fabricated and are currently being tested.

Significance: Our findings will identify problematic scenarios (where pathogens are most difficult to kill) that should be evaluated when optimizing treatment regimens to effectively eliminate pathogens on food contact surfaces.

P2-39 Inactivation of Alicyclobacillus acidoterrestris with High Pressure Homogenization and Dimethyl Dicarbonate

WEI CHEN, Federico M. Harte, P. Michael Davidson and David A. Golden
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA

Introduction: Alicyclobacillus acidoterrestris is a sporeforming bacterium that can cause spoilage in fruit juices. This bacterium, more specifically its spore, is problematic to the juice industry because of its ability to grow in low pH environments and survive pasteurization processes.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of non-thermal technology (high pressure homogenization (HPH) and the antimicrobial compound, dimethyl dicarbonate (DMDC), on inactivation of A. acidoterrestris in a broth system.

Methods: Vegetative cells and spores of five strains of A. acidoterrestris were screened for their sensitivity to HPH (0, 100, 200 and 300 MPa) in Bacillus acidoterrestris thermophilic (BAT) broth. The strain most resistant to HPH (strain SAC from apple juice concentrate) was further tested for sensitivity to DMDC (0 and 250 ppm). This was followed by evaluation of combined effects of HPH and DMDC against the strain. Effects of HPH and DMDC treatment combinations (250 ppm DMDC added 2 h before, immediately before, and immediately after 300 MPa HPH treatment) on spores of SAC over a 24-h period were evaluated. After all treatments, samples were serially diluted and surface plated onto BAT agar, and populations determined after incubation at 44°C for 48 h.

Results: All treatments significantly (P < 0.05) inhibited growth of vegetative cells whereas spores were less affected. HPH caused a 1–2 log reduction in initial vegetative cell populations at 300 MPa for four strains, but only about 0.5 log reduction of the SAC strain. For all five strains, there was < 0.5 log reduction of spore populations. DMDC also slowed growth of vegetative cells significantly. For vegetative cells of SAC, 24 h of incubation in broth with 250 ppm DMDC was required to reach 7 log CFU/ml, while only 10 h was required to reach the same population without DMDC. However, only a 2-h difference in time to reach 7 log CFU/ml was required when spores were cultured with (12 h) or without DMDC (10 h). The addition of DMDC, together with HPH, did not increase inhibition of growth of A. acidoterrestris.

Significance: These results demonstrate that HPH and DMDC show promise for aiding in control of growth of vegetative cells of A. acidoterrestris. However, neither treatment, alone or in combination, is very effective against spores.

P2-40 Antibotulinal Activity of Sodium Salt Replacers in Laboratory Media

LINDSEY M. MCDONNELL, Russell McMinn and Kathleen A. Glass
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Sodium salts are used in processed foods as an integral factor in ensuring microbial safety either by reducing water activity or by direct antimicrobial activity. It has been proposed that the total sodium content in these foods be reduced by partially replacing sodium salts with potassium salts or low concentrations of antimicrobials. There is limited data directly comparing these treatments with their sodium counterparts’ ability to inhibit growth of Clostridium botulinum.

Purpose: This project compares the inhibitory effect of potassium or calcium alternatives to sodium chloride, lactate, benzoate and propionate against C. botulinum.

Methods: Trypticase-Peptone-Glucose-Yeast Extract (TPGY) media was supplemented with sodium or non-sodium salts, pH adjusted to 6.2, inoculated with 3-log CFU/ml of proteolytic C. botulinum spores and heat shocked at 74°C. Salt treatments included sodium and potassium chloride, sodium and potassium lactate (1.5, 3.0, 4.5%); sodium and potassium benzoate, sodium and calcium propionate (0.1, 0.2, 0.3%); sodium nitrite (156 ppm) and no antimicrobial controls. Five tubes per treatment and an uninoculated treatment tube were incubated anaerobically at 15 and 25°C and optical density (absorbance at 600 nm) measured every 2–3 days, through 28 days. The study was replicated twice.

Results: As expected, growth of Clostridium botulinum was slower at 15°C than at 25°C, though growth trends among the various antimicrobial treatments were similar for both temperatures. Growth (OD > 0.1) was observed on days 2 and 7 for No Antimicrobial Control treatments stored at 25 and 15°C, respectively, whereas no growth was observed throughout the 28 day testing interval for TPGY with 156 ppm NaNO₂. The greatest difference between the various salts was seen at the lowest antimicrobial level (0.1% benzoate or propionate or 1.5% chloride or lactate) at 15°C. Both 0.1% calcium and 0.1% sodium propionate supported C. botulinum growth at Day 7 whereas 0.1% potassium benzoate delayed growth until 14 days, and no growth was detected at 28 days for 0.1% sodium benzoate. Growth was delayed until days 9, 11, 11, and 14 for 1.5% KCl, NaCl, K-lactate and Na-lactate, respectively.

Significance: These results show that sodium-based versions of propionate, benzoate, lactate and chloride are equivalent or more effective than their non-sodium counterparts for inhibiting C. botulinum, when used on a percentage basis.

P2-41 Inhibition of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides by Mexican Oregano Essential Oils Added to Edible Films

RAUL AVILA SOSA, Addi R. Navarro-Cruz, Maribel Conde-Huerta, Rosa M. Martínez Torres and Gabriela G. Gastelum-Reynoso
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Puebla, Mexico

Introduction: Colletotrichum gloeosporioides is the causal agent of anthracnose, an important spoilage mold in tropical fruits. Recently, fungal chemical resistance has been developed because of the use of higher concentrations of such products, increasing the risk of high levels of toxic residues inside the fruit. The use of plant extracts is believed to be safer to consumers as well as the environment. In these sense, edible films can incorporate these extracts to provide microbiological stability and reduce the risk of microbial growth on food surfaces.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the inhibition of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides by selected concentrations of Mexican oregano (Lippia berlandieri Schauer) essential oil added to chitosan or starch edible films.

Methods: Chitosan and starch edible films were formulated with essential oil concentrations of 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 2.00, or 4.00%. Mold radial growth was evaluated inoculating spores in 2 different ways. Edible films were placed over inoculated agar, Film/Inoculum mode (F/I), or the edible films were first placed in the agar and then films were inoculated, Inoculum/Film mode (I/F). The modified Gompertz model adequately described growth curves.
Results: There was significant difference (P < 0.05) in growth parameters between the 2 modes of inoculation. Starch edible films exhibited better antifungal effectiveness (MIC 0.25%) than chitosan films (MIC values of 0.50%). A significant (P < 0.05) change of Gompertz parameters was observed among essential oil concentrations, increasing the lag phase and decreasing radial growth rates as oil concentration increased.

Significance: Starch and chitosan edible films added with Mexican oregano essential oil could inhibit the development on anthracnose in fruits surfaces.

P2-42 Sensitivity of Mycobacterium bovis to Common Beef Processing Interventions

JOSEPH M. BOSILEVAC and Peter C. Iwen
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Clay Center, NE, USA

Introduction: Cattle infected with Mycobacterium bovis, the causative agent of bovine tuberculosis and a relevant zoonosis to humans, may be sent to slaughter before diagnosis of infection because of slow multiplication of the pathogen.

Purpose: This study evaluates multiple processing interventions to determine a best practice as a means to control the spread of M. bovis in the beef processing environment.

Methods: Four strains of M. bovis isolated from cattle were evaluated in vitro for their ability to survive when exposed to seven commonly used interventions for 30 s in suspension. Treatments consisted of hot water (HW) at 65°, 70°, 75°, 80° and 85°C; lactic acid (LA) at 2 and 5% used at 25° and 50°C; and at ambient temperature 500 and 1,200 ppm acidified sodium chloride (ASC); 50 ppm chlorine (Cl2) and commercial products containing either 220 ppm hydrogen peroxide and peroxyacetic acid (POAA), 300 ppm bromine (Br2), or a blend of 2% citric, phosphoric and hydrochloric acids (FF). All effects were measured by most probable number (MPN) determinations and colony forming unit (CFU) counts then compared to the level of M. bovis remaining after control (25°C) treatments in saline.

Results: Treatments with Cl, FF and either concentration of LA at ambient temperatures did not reduce the number of M. bovis. However, treatment with either concentration of LA at 50°C, POAA, or Br reduced M. bovis by 1.5 to 2 log CFU when compared to the control (P < 0.05). Additionally, both concentrations of ASC and hot-water at ≥ 75°C reduced M. bovis by at least 3 log CFU (P < 0.05) when compared to controls. In a timed exposure to 75°C HW the reduction was observed at 5 sec.

Significance: The most effective methods to reduce M. bovis viability were treatment with HW at or above 75°C and ASC at 500 or more ppm. Additional studies are recommended to evaluate efficacy of these treatments on carcass surfaces.

P2-43 Bacteriocinogenic Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis Isolated from Goat Milk – Evidence for Expression of Nisin Z and Evaluation of the Probiotic Potential

Svetoslov D. Todorov, Danielle N. Furtado, Mariza Landgraf, MARIA TERESA DESTRO and Bernadette D. Franco
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: The exploration of naturally occurring antimicrobials in food preservation receives increasing attention due to consumer awareness of natural food products and a growing concern about microbial resistance toward conventional preservatives. Lactic acid bacteria capable of producing bacteriocins have technological applications in dairy products biopreservation. Bacteriocinogenic strains that present probiotic potential have an additional interest as they confer health benefits to the consumer.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to characterize the bacteriocin produced by the strain Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis DF04Mi, isolated from goat milk, investigate its potential probiotic properties and determine the genetic factors for bacteriocin production.

Methods: The production of bacteriocin was studied at 30°C and 37°C. Resistance of the bacteriocin to enzymes, detergents, various pHs and temperatures was evaluated. Its effect on several strains of Listeria monocytogenes and other foodborne pathogens was determined. The partial bacteriocin operon was sequenced and expression investigated. Growth of strain DF04Mi in different pH values, presence of ox bile and medicines used for human and animal therapy was explored.

Results: Strain DF04Mi produced bacteriocin sensitive to proteolytic enzymes, resistant to heat and pH extremes and not affected by SDS, Tween 20, Tween 80, EDTA or NaCl. In the search for the nisin gene, the sequenced PCR product presented 100% homology to nisin Z. The bacteriocin was active against a large variety of foodborne pathogens and lactic acid bacteria, on a genus-dependent format. The strain presented potential probiotic proprieties, as it was resistant to acidic pH and ox bile, presented low level of co-aggregation with L. monocytogenes and was highly sensitive to most antibiotics and affected by a limited number of drugs from different generic groups.

Significance: L. lactis DF04Mi strain, isolated from goat milk, produces antilisterial bacteriocins and presents potential probiotic properties, thus presents interesting potential for technological applications in the dairy industry. Acknowledgments: CNPq, CAPES, FAPESP

P2-44 Molecular Characterization of Antibiotic Resistance and Virulence Genotype of Enterococcus faecalis Isolates from Different Retail Meats

MOUSSA S. DIARRA, Luke Masson and Mueen Aslam
Pacific Agri-Food Research Center, Agassiz, BC, Canada

Introduction: Enterococcus faecalis can be found in animal and human intestinal tracts, soil, plants, and water. It is also an important leading cause of nosocomial infections. The use of antimicrobial agents in livestock and poultry production can promote antibiotic resistance; however, little is known about the molecular ecology and genotype distribution of enterococci isolates from retail meats.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to analyze the genotype of E. faecalis isolated from retail meats from different stores in Alberta.

Methods: A total of 466 E. faecalis strains isolated from retail meat samples (chicken = 192, beef = 95, pork = 92 and turkey = 81) were identified by API 20 Strep and PCR. Susceptibility to antibiotics was performed using the Sensititre test with the NARMS’s plate for Gram-positive bacteria using CLSI’s breakpoints. A microarray carrying 70 taxonomic, 18 virulence and 177 antibiotic resistance gene probes was constructed and used to determine their genotype.

Results: None of the isolates were resistant to ciprofloxacin, daptomycin, linezolid and vancomycin. Varying degrees of resistance to other tested antibiotics was noted with resistance to lincomycin (97%) and quinupristin/dalfopristin (95%) being the most prevalent. Tetracycline, macrolide and aminoglycoside resistance was more frequent within poultry isolates with several strains displaying resistance to multiple antibiotics.

The most common multiple resistance phenotype was erythromycin-telithromycin-lincomycin-telithromycin-streptomycin-tetracycline-quinupristin/dalfopristin. Fourteen isolates were resistant to tigecycline recently recommended for approval in the USA. The identified resistance genes include aminoglycoside (aac, aacA/apdH, apha, aadE, aphA3), macrolide (ermB, ermA), tetracycline (tetM, tetL, tetO), streptogramin (saf), bacitracin (lcrR) and lincosamide (linB). Important virulence genes (ace, agg, agrBfs, cad1, cAM373, cCF10, cob, cdp1, CylABLM, efaAfs, enlA and gelE) were found especially in poultry isolates indicating their pathogenic potential. The enterococcal surface protein (esp) gene was detected in 5, 3 and 1 pork, beef and chicken isolates, respectively. One pork isolate was multi-resistant to 9 antibiotics and harbored 10 and 14 resistance and virulence genes, respectively.
P2-45  Antiviral and Protective Mechanisms of Korean Red Ginseng for Norovirus Surrogates
MIN HWA LEE, Sheunghee Yoo and Changsun Choi
Chung-Ang University, Ansung, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Korean red ginseng (KRG) is a well-known oriental herbal medicine for various beneficial effects. The antiviral effect of KRG is reported in several previous studies. However, antiviral activities of KRG against foodborne viruses has not been mentioned so far.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the antiviral effect and protective mechanism of KRG against norovirus surrogates, feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus (MNV).

Methods: To investigate the antiviral effect of KRG and ginsenosides, various concentration (0-10 µg/mL) of KRG and ginsenoside Rib 1 and Rg 1 were treated in CRFK (Crandell-Reese Feline Kidney) and RAW 264.7 cells and then, inoculated FCV, MNV respectively. To demonstrate these mechanism, 10 µg/mL total saaponin of KRG, or ginsenosides, RNA and protein were extracted from CRFK and RAW 264.7, respectively.

Expression of antiviral cytokines (interferon-alpha, and Mx) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha was measured using reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and western blot assay.

Results: FCV and MNV significantly decreased in CRFK and RAW 264.7 treated with KRG, ginsenoside Rib 1 and Rg 1. In CRFK, expression of IFN-α and Mx mRNA were increased from 8 hours to 48 hours after treatment of KRG and purified ginsenosides. Expression of Mx protein was also identified by western blot at 48 hours after treatment of KRG and ginsenosides. In RAW 264.7 cell, IFN-α mRNA was detected from 12 hours to 48 hours after treated KRG and ginsenosides. Expression of TNF-alpha was not detected in all groups.

Significance: Expression of antiviral cytokines on the cells treated with KRG and purified ginsenosides contributes to antiviral mechanism. Antiviral activity of KRG against human enteric viruses should be investigated in further research.

P2-46  Reduction of Norovirus Surrogates during the Fermentation of Dongchimi
MIN HWA LEE, Seunghee Yoo and Changsun Choi
Chung-Ang University, Ansung, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Dongchimi is a type of Kimchi which is a Korean traditional fermented food. Its fermentation is mediated by lactic acid bacteria. Norovirus is the most frequent foodborne disease worldwide in winter. However, the survival of foodborne viruses during the fermentation of Dongchimi has not been examined.

Purpose: This study aimed to examine the survival of FCV and MNV norovirus surrogates during the fermentation process of Dongchimi.

Methods: Feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus (MNV) were cultured and prepared. Dongchimi samples prepared by the traditional recipe were spiked with FCV or MNV, respectively. Fermentation was performed at 10 °C for 20 days. Titration of FCV and MNV were measured at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20 post-fermentation days (PFDs). The number of lactic acid bacteria, pH, and acidity were also checked.

Results: Titration of FCV was significantly decreased at 7 PFDs and not detected from Dongchimi samples in 15 and 20 PFDs. With MNV experiment, a 1.57 log reduction of MNV was observed at 20 PFDs. Lactic acid bacteria reached 7.70 log CFU/mL at 2 PFDs and pH significantly dropped at 5 PFDs.

Significance: Fermentation by lactic acid bacteria caused the significant reduction of norovirus surrogates in Dongchimi. Antiviral mechanism should be performed in further studies.

P2-47  Production and Characterization of Quail Egg Yolk Immunoglobulin Y (IgY) against Vibrio parahaemolyticus and Vibrio vulnificus
NEEMA KASSIM, Jongyeong Lee, Jeong-Sook Kim, Adelard B. Mtenga, Won-Bo Shim and Duck-Hwa Chung
Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, Gyeongsangnam-do, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Vibrios are marine bacteria occurring naturally in the estuarine environment. They are foodborne pathogens causing food poisoning resulting in gastroenteritis in human.

Purpose: This study produced quail egg yolk immunoglobulin Y (IgY) against Vibrio parahaemolyticus and Vibrio vulnificus and characterized the produced antibodies using Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) and Western blot.

Methods: To obtain IgY against V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus, formalin-killed (FKVP, FKVV) and heat-killed (HKVP, HKVV) Vibrio immunogens (1.0 x 10⁹ CFU/ml) along with Freund’s adjuvant were intra-muscularly immunized six times into quail thigh muscles at two week intervals. Eggs were collected daily and IgY was purified weekly by water dilution-ammonium sulphate precipitation method. After adjusting the concentration to 1mg/ml by protein assay, IgY activity was determined by Indirect ELISA. The IgY with higher activity was selected for optimization of ELISA and cross reactivity studies.

Results: Of the four kinds of immunogens (FKVP, FKVV, HKVP, HKVV), formalin-killed immunogens (FKVP, FKVV) induced high humoral immune response for both V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus over heat-killed immunogens (HKVP, HKVV). High IgY activity was obtained at the 9th week for all immunogens immunized. Of the four kinds of antibodies tested, HKVP IgY and FKVV IgY showed high sensitivity and specificity to V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus, respectively, and hence, were selected for the development and optimization of indirect ELISA. Detection limits of the indirect ELISA using the produced IgYs were 10⁵ CFU/ml for V. parahaemolyticus and 10³ CFU/ml for V. vulnificus. The developed antibodies showed high binding affinity to their corresponding antigens, very little cross reactivity to Staphylococcus aureus and not other bacteria strains, a phenomenon which was also observed in Western blot.

Significance: The produced antibodies can be used for passive immunization to prevent infections caused by V. parahaemolyticus or V. vulnificus and also for the detection of these pathogens in food samples.

P2-48  Influence of Encapsulation on Bacteriocin Production by Lactobacillus curvatus MBSa2 in Broth Presenting Different Values of Water Activity (aW), pH and Temperature
MATHEUS S. BARBOSA, Cynthia Jurkiewicz, Svetoslav D. Todorov and Bernadette D. Franco
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: The success of the use of bacteriocinogenic lactic acid bacteria (LAB) as food biopreservatives depends on their survival and capability of producing bacteriocin in the food. Encapsulation of LAB in calcium-alginate beads is one alternative for maintaining high viable cell concentration. It is known that bacteriocin production in a food is influenced by several intrinsic and extrinsic factors. However, little is known about the degree of protection provided by the encapsulation process against the effects of these factors on bacteriocin production by LAB.
Purpose: This study aimed to evaluate the influence of encapsulation of Lactobacillus curvatus MBSa2 on bacteriocin production in MRS broth presenting values of water activity (a_w), pH and temperature that simulates those encountered during maturation of salami.

Methods: The study was carried out with Lactobacillus curvatus MBSa2, a bacteriocin-producing LAB isolated from salami. The strain was cultured in MRS broth at 30°C by 24 h, harvested by centrifugation and washed with peptone water (0.1%). The cells were encapsulated by adding 2% alginate and dripping the mixture in 100 mM CaCl_2 solution. Free and encapsulated cells were added separately to MRS broth with a_0 adjusted to 0.97, 0.90 or 0.85 adding proper amounts of NaCl, and incubated at 30°C. They were also added to MRS with pH adjusted to 6.0, 5.5, 5.0 or 4.5, and incubated at 30°C, and to plain MRS incubated at 30°C, 24° and 18°C. Counts of viable L. curvatus and levels of bacteriocin production were determined after 1, 3, 7 and 14 days.

Results: Maximal bacteriocin production (1862AU/log CFU) was obtained in MRS broth at pH 6 incubated at 30°C for 14 days. For all tested pH, free cells produced more bacteriocin than encapsulated cells. Production of bacteriocin by encapsulated cells was higher than by free cells when the a_w was 0.97. No bacteriocin production was detected when a_w was 0.90 or 0.85, by free or encapsulated cells. Bacteriocin production at 30°C was higher than at 24°C or 18°C.

Significance: Results indicate that encapsulated L. curvatus MBSa2 is able to produce bacteriocin in conditions that simulate maturation of salami. Production of bacteriocin during maturation is an additional hurdle for ensuring the safety of this product. Acknowledgments: FAPESP, CAPES and CNPq.

P2-49 Decontamination of Green Onions and Spinach Using Gaseous Ethyl Pyruvate
M. ZEKI DURAK, John J. Churey and Randy W. Worobo
Cornell University, Geneva, NY, USA

Introduction: Foodborne illnesses associated with fresh produce continue to be a major concern as the consumer’s demand for healthier and non-thermally processed food increases. However, many commercial disinfectants and antimicrobials are not effective against pathogens that may be internalized in the produce tissue.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate gaseous ethyl pyruvate (CAS 617-35-6) as a safe, alternative antimicrobial agent for the decontamination of Escherichia coli O157:H7 on green onions and spinach.

Methods: Baby spinach leaves and green onions were inoculated with a five-strain cocktail of E. coli O157:H7(GFP) using the dip-inoculation method. Samples were treated with 0, 40, 100, and 400 µl/1000 cm² concentration of gaseous ethyl pyruvate in an enclosed container. The efficacy of ethyl pyruvate on E. coli O157:H7(GFP) was monitored over the course of 7 days at 4°C and 10°C.

Results: The lowest concentration of ethyl pyruvate (40 µl/1000 cm²) resulted in a 1.5 ± 0.5 log reduction of E. coli O157:H7 (GFP) on green onions at 4°C in 7 days, and 2.5 ± 0.5 log CFU/g at 10°C in 5 days (P<0.05). In baby spinach, the same concentration and incubation time resulted in 0.7 ± 0.3 log CFU/g and 1.5 ± 0.3 log CFU/g (P<0.05) of E. coli O157:H7 (GFP) at 4°C in 7 days and 10°C in 5 days, respectively. On green onions, the highest concentration of ethyl pyruvate (400 µl/1000 cm²) significantly reduced the population of E. coli O157:H7 by 5.0 ± 0.2 log in 7 days at 4°C, and 3 days at 10°C (P<0.05). It was also determined that the same concentration was significantly effective in reducing E. coli O157:H7(GFP) populations by 4.4 ± 0.3 log at 4°C in 7 days and > 6 log at 10°C in 3 days with baby spinach (P<0.05).

Significance: These results indicate that ethyl pyruvate is an effective antimicrobial that could be used to enhance the safety of fresh produce.

P2-50 Effect of Combined Process TiO2-UV Photo-catalytic Reaction and High Hydrostatic Pressure on Quality of Angelica Juice
SANGYOUL NA, Younjuung Lee, Keunyong Yang, Bohyun Seo and Jiyong Park
Yonsei University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Maintenance of quality and microbial control are problems of the unpasteurized fresh vegetable juice industry. Angelica [Angelica keiskei] juice is a popular health drink in Japan and Korea due to its nutritive quality, and is usually consumed as a fresh juice within 2 days. High hydrostatic pressure (HHP) is an alternative to heat for food preservation. Effects of TiO2-UV photocatalytic reaction (TPR) on in-water disinfection of fresh-cut vegetables were recently investigated, and its disinfection effect was significantly higher than other non-thermal disinfection methods. The TPR and HHP can be combined for a synergistic effect.

Purpose: The TPR was evaluated as a sequentially combined process with HHP in processing angelica juice for microorganisms, enzymes, and other physical properties.

Methods: Fresh angelica (Angelica keiskei) was cut into pieces and rinsed with running tap water. The angelica was divided into two groups. One group was treated with a TiO2-UV photocatalytic reactor for 20 min, while another group was untreated. Angelica juice was obtained with an automatic juice extractor; each 50 ml was packed in a PE pouch and divided into two groups. One group was pressurized at 550 MPa for 1 min (two times) using a HHP equipment, while another group was untreated. Microorganisms and enzymes of the four groups (control, TPR, HHP, and TPR-HHP) were examined, and changes in the quality parameters were observed over an 8-day storage period at 4°C.

Results: Total aerobic bacteria, Pseudomonas, and yeast & mold were completely inactivated by HHP or TPR-HHP treatment. TPR-HHP treatment showed significantly higher reduction in counts of Bacillus cereus than HHP treatment only. Total aerobic bacteria counts were reduced by 1.3, 4.4, and 5.1 log CFU/ml with TPR, HHP, and TPR-HHP treatments, respectively. Total counts of control and TPR-treated juice increased to above 6 log CFU/ml within 2-day storage, while HHP and TPR-HHP treated juice maintained below 4 log CFU/ml even after 8-day storage. Quality-related enzyme activity decreased significantly by the HHP treatment.

Significance: This study indicates that pasteurization of fresh angelica juice by a sequentially combined treatment of TPR and HHP was possible.

P2-51 Disinfection Effects of the Continuous TiO2-UV Reactor on Microorganisms in Liquid Foods
Sangyoul Na, FENG MEI, Jongkun Lee and Jiyong Park
Yonsei University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Liquid foods such as fruit juice can be decomposed by microbial growth. TiO2-UV photocatalytic reaction has been used for removing organic materials or pollutants present in water or waste-water. Recently the TiO2-UV photocatalytic reaction has been investigated as a non-thermal disinfection method for foods. Novel continuous TiO2-UV photocatalytic reaction systems can be developed for the disinfection of liquid foods.

Purpose: Disinfection effects of a continuous TiO2-UV photocatalytic reactor on microorganisms in liquid foods (water, clarified apple juice, and standard vinegar) were investigated.

Methods: The continuous photocatalytic TiO2-UV reactor unit consisted of a stainless-steel chamber and a UVC lamp surrounded by a TiO2-coated quartz tube (or a quartz tube without coating for UVC only). Four units were connected to each other to allow a continuous flow. A liquid
food was circulated through the space between inner parts of chambers and quartz tubes at a flow rate of 80, 170, 360 and 750 ml/min to obtain surface area of 560, 1,120, 1,680 and 2,240 cm². E. coli O157:H7, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Listeria innocua, Acetobacter spp. (A. aceti, A. pasteurianus, and A. xylinum) were inoculated into the liquid foods and viable cells were enumerated after each disinfection process.

Results: E. coli O157:H7, A. aceti, A. pasteurianus, and A. xylinum cells (initially 6-7 log CFU/ml) inoculated in apple juice or distilled water were completely inactivated by the continuous TiO2-UVC photocatalytic reactor within surface area of 2,240 cm². Reduction of 2 to 6 log CFU/ml was obtained for S. cerevisiae and L. innocua within 8 to 30 min (corresponding to flow rate of 80 to 750 ml/min). Disinfection effects of the TiO2-UVC photocatalytic reaction were significantly higher than that of UVC only.

Significance: This study suggested that the continuous TiO2-UVC photocatalytic reactor is applicable to non-thermal pasteurization of liquid foods.

P2-52 Organic Pecan Shells as a Source for Antimicrobials
Ellen J. Van Loo, Daniel Lindsay, Phillip G. Crandall, Steven C. Riche and Jessica Shabatura
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

Introduction: The threat caused by Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium is recognized as an important food safety issue in the U.S., especially for the more susceptible members of our population – children, the elderly and those with weakened immune systems. Each year in the U.S., listeriosis causes an estimated 2,500 persons to become seriously ill, and 500 of these illness lead to death. Salmonella has been the leading cause of human gastroenteritis. Salmonellosis causes an estimated 1.4 million cases of foodborne illness and more than 500 deaths annually in the United States. Despite these potential threats, consumers are growing even more concerned about the use of harsh chemical antimicrobials in their food. This creates a difficult situation for manufacturers wishing both to ensure a safe food supply, and also wanting to satisfy consumer demands for unadulterated food. These demands have lead to the search for alternative antimicrobials.

Purpose: The purpose of our current research was to develop an effective, natural antimicrobial derived from an all-natural by-product, such as organic pecan shells.

Methods: Pecan shells were extracted using a range of solvent polarities (water, acetic acid, methanol and hexane) and antimicrobial activity of these extracts were evaluated. The different extracts were tested for their effectiveness on inhibiting growth of L. monocytogenes and S. Typhimurium using a serial dilution (48% to 0.375%) in a 96-well plate.

Results: The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of the extracts to inhibit growth of L. monocytogenes and S. Typhimurium ranged from 0.75% to 48%. For the extracts obtained by water and hexane as solvents, MICs were between 12 and 48% for both Listeria and Salmonella. For methanol, MICs are low for Listeria (0.75%) but higher for Salmonella (24%). With acetic acid, low MIC values were obtained for both organisms (1.5% and 0.75%). The results further indicate that all 4 solvents are effective in extracting antimicrobials from pecan shells.

Significance: With manufacturers now aware of their consumers’ growing aversions to conventional antimicrobials, these extracts from pecan shells may offer an effective alternative.

P2-53 Antimicrobial Activity of Pomegranate (Punica granatum) Extract against Foodborne Bacterial Pathogens
Ronald Labbe and Koorosh Hagheyeghi
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, USA

Introduction: Certain natural products, including pomegranate, contain elevated levels of antioxidants which may also possess antimicrobial activity. Pomegranate, a fruit native to the traditional regions of Persia and the Middle East, is increasingly available in western countries and is a rich source of antioxidants.

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to determine the ability of aqueous extracts of pomegranate to inhibit growth of several gram-negative and gram-positive bacterial pathogens and determine any synergistic effect between extracts of pomegranate and other natural products known to possess elevated levels of antioxidants.

Methods: Juice from the fruits of pomegranates, cranberry, and barberry was obtained by high pressure extraction. Inhibitory activity was monitored by disc diffusion assay. HPLC analysis used a Zorbax B-C18 column, 250 x 4.6 mm. Potential synergistic antimicrobial activity of samples containing pomegranate and aqueous extracts of either cranberry, barberry, or oregano was determined at equivalent phenolic concentrations of 1 mg/ml and compared to pomegranate alone.

Results: Several strains of each of five food-associated bacterial pathogens were readily inhibited by pomegranate extracts with average zones of inhibition of 0.80 cm (Clostridium perfringens), 0.90 cm (Bacillus cereus), 0.77 cm (Staphylococcus aureus), 0.70 cm (L. monocytogenes), and 0.84 cm (Helicobacter pylori) while Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella enterica were fully resistant. No significant difference (P = 0.1) in synergistic activity between pomegranate combined with each of the other natural products versus pomegranate alone was demonstrated. HPLC analysis profiles of pomegranate extracts demonstrated the presence of ellagic acid and other components consistent with polyphenolic compounds.

Significance: The results show that extracts of whole pomegranate (juice) possess compounds which are clearly effective in inhibiting certain foodborne bacterial pathogens. The effectiveness against H. pylori, a gastric bacterial pathogen, suggests a potential novel approach in controlling this organism.

P2-54 Antibacterial Activity of Ethanol and Water Extract of Different Parts from Sasa borealis
Mirae Jang, Da-yum Lee, Sun-Duk Cho, Hyang Sook Chun and GUN-HEE KIM
Duk Sung Women’s University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Sasa borealis is part of the bamboo tree. Sasa borealis grows wild and many Koreans drink it as tea. Many studies have demonstrated that Sasa borealis has antioxidant activities. However, little work has been carried out on the antibacterial activities of Sasa borealis.

Purpose: This study investigated the antibacterial activities of ethanol and water extract toward the different parts (total, leaves, canes, roots) of Sasa borealis against Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella choleraesuis.

Methods: Using survival curves, the kinetics of bacterial inactivation on extract exposure was followed 24h and in this way the MIC50 (minimum inhibitory concentration) values determined by broth micro-dilution assay were confirmed as the concentrations of extracts that inhibited bacterial growth.

Results: Sasa borealis extracts showed antibacterial activities against Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella choleraesuis. Seventy % ethanol extract of Sasa borealis has stronger activities than 50% ethanol and water extract. In particular, all extracts of Sasa borealis have stronger antibacterial activities against Salmonella choleraesuis than Staphylococcus aureus. MIC50 of 70% ethanol extract of all parts of Sasa borealis were determined 100 ppm against Staphylococcus aureus and of all tested extracts of Sasa borealis were determined 100 ppm against Salmonella choleraesuis.

Significance: These results suggest extracts and fractions of Sasa borealis effectively inhibit bacterial growth and are useful as natural antibacterial agents.
**P2-55  Evaluation of Biological Effects of Synthetic Thioflavanones as Novel Antimicrobial Agents**

Mirane Jang, Da-Uhm Lee, Sun-Duk Cho, Hyang Sook Chun and GUN-HEE KIM

Dukung Women's University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** Various flavonoids have antimicrobial activity. Many studies have demonstrated that various classes of flavonoids have a broad range of biological activities. In contrast, little work has been carried out on sulfur containing flavones. Thioflavanones have been reported to show potent antimicrobial and antimalarial activities.

**Purpose:** To develop an alginate-based film with clove EO as an antimicrobial agent, evaluating the addition of different concentrations of 

**Methods:** Using broth microdilution assay and agar dilution assay, we have displayed survival curves. The kinetics of bacterial inactivation on exposure to synthetic thioflavanone derivatives was followed for 24 h and, in this way, the MIC (minimum inhibitory concentrations) determined by broth microdilution assay. MBC (minimum bactericidal concentrations) were determined by agar dilution assay.

**Results:** MIC values for test bacteria which were sensitive to the synthetic thioflavanone derivatives were in the range of 31.25-500 µg/mL. MBCs (minimum bactericidal concentrations) were determined by agar dilution assay and MBC values were confirmed 250-500 µg/mL.

**Significance:** All synthetic thioflavanone derivatives displayed potent antimicrobial activity against fungi.

---

**P2-56  Inhibition of Foodborne Pathogens and Spoilage Organism in Dairy Dessert Using ε-polylysine**

SAURABH KUMAR, Maureen Wispeelaere, Willem Hommes, Diana Vissers, Janet L. Payne and Edwin Bontenbal

PURAC, Gorinchem, The Netherlands

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes, Bacillus cereus and Lactobacillus plantarum have been reported to be pertinent foodborne pathogens and spoilage microorganisms associated with dairy products. ε-polylysine, a cationic antimicrobial, has excellent antimicrobial properties. Specific application of ε- polylysine was evaluated for antimicrobial efficacy against different microorganisms in a dairy dessert.

**Purpose:** The objective was to evaluate the antimicrobial efficacy of ε-polylysine in a dairy dessert against Listeria monocytogenes, Bacillus cereus and Lactobacillus plantarum.

**Methods:** The Purac® Xtend FX25, (ε-polylysine concentration 25%), [0, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10% concentrations] and 0.1% potassium sorbate treatments were evaluated. L. monocytogenes, B. cereus and Lb. plantarum strains were independently inoculated to have ca. 2–3 log CFU/mL counts in the dairy dessert (pH 6.21, a, 0.988) to evaluate the growth at 4, 7 and 10°C, respectively. The plating for each microorganism was done independently for 60 days.

**Results:** The L. monocytogenes growth data indicates that the ε-polylysine treatment at the max. tested level, arrested the growth of L. monocytogenes < 1 log CFU/mL after incubation for ca. 30 days and did not reach 2 log CFU/mL during the 60 days of incubation period. The L. monocytogenes counts reached >7 log CFU/mL in the 0.1% k-sorbate treatment. The B. cereus growth data indicates that the ε-polylysine treatments influenced the growth of the microorganism and decreased it to below detection limit (1.78 log CFU/mL) throughout the incubation period. The Lb. plantarum growth data demonstrate that the ε-polylysine treatments continually decreased the microbial counts by more than 1 log CFU/mL compared to the initial inoculation levels over the incubation period. These results demonstrate strong antimicrobial efficacy of ε-polylysine in food applications.

**Significance:** This research substantiates the antimicrobial efficacy of ε-polylysine in the dairy dessert and provides the food industry with a highly effective antimicrobial to assure the food safety of the dairy products.

---

**P2-57  The Isolation of Bacterial Growth Suppressing and Growth Promoting Compounds from Jalapeno Pepper Extract Using Liquid Chromatography**

KARLEIGH HUFF, Renee R. Boyer, Robert Williams, Sean O’Keefe and Cynthia Denbow

Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

**Introduction:** Studies suggest that chile peppers (Capsicum spp.) may possess antibacterial properties, although compound(s) responsible for this activity have yet to be identified. Capsaicin, the compound responsible for the sensation of heat associated with hot peppers, has been investigated for antibacterial activity with conflicting results.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this research was to separate and collect compounds from jalapeno pepper extract using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and determine which fractions affected the growth of selected foodborne bacterial pathogens.

**Methods:** Compounds from fresh jalapeno extract were collected as they eluted from a reverse-phase HPLC column, processed, and added to trypticase soy broth (TSB) for use in this study. Growth curves for Listeria monocytogenes, Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella enterica grown in TSB with extract fractions added were generated over 72 h using a BioScreen-C growth curve machine. The effects of the jalapeno extracts on growth over time were determined using ANOVA and compared using Tukey’s HSD.

**Results:** The addition of Fraction E (collected during 20–25 min of elution) to TSB resulted in significantly lower (P < 0.05) optical density (O.D.) readings than control growth curves for L. monocytogenes for up to 12 h, S. enterica for up to 24 h, and E. coli O157:H7 for up to 36 h. Fraction C (10–15 min elution) resulted in significantly higher O.D. readings than the control for L. monocytogenes throughout the duration of growth recorded (72 h). The only known standard that eluted off the column during the same timeframe as Fraction E was cinnamic acid, but further analysis determined that cinnamic acid is not the compound responsible for suppressed bacterial growth. Capsaicin was not recovered in the fractions that influenced growth of the bacteria observed.

**Significance:** This study contributes to the understanding of Capsicum spp. as a source of natural antibacterial compounds. Isolated compounds should be further investigated to understand their potential role in food safety applications in the future.

---

**P2-58  Development of an Antimicrobial Alginate based Film: in vitro and in situ Tests**

MARIA CRYSTINA IGARASHI, Maria Teresa Destro and Mariza Landgraf

University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

**Introduction:** The use of biodegradable packaging such as edible films and coatings is an alternative to the use of non-recyclable packaging. The incorporation of antimicrobial substances in packages aims at reducing food microbial contamination among which essential oils (EO) have received special attention, being natural and attending consumer demand.

**Purpose:** To develop an alginate-based film with clove EO as an antimicrobial agent, evaluating the addition of different concentrations of calcium chloride (CaCl₂) in different steps of film production, and to assess the in vitro and in situ antimicrobial activity of films against Listeria monocytogenes and Pseudomonas spp isolated from chicken meat.

**Methods:** The experimental design adopted was the central composite rotational 2⁷ with the independent variables CaCl₂ (0.02 to 0.1%) and clove EO (0.2 to 1.0%). Alginate-based films were prepared by mixing glycerin (2%) in distilled water prior to the EO emulsion addition. The
sodium alginate (3%) was then added under agitation and as a first crosslinking step the CaCl$_2$ was added and homogenized. After drying, the second crosslinking step with CaCl$_2$ was performed. The in vitro antimicrobial activity tests were carried out by the agar diffusion method using film disks placed on Mueller Hinton agar plates spiked with inoculum containing $10^2$ to $10^8$ UFC/mL of each bacterium tested. The in situ evaluation of the antimicrobial activity was performed with the formulation that showed the highest inhibition values in vitro. Samples of raw chicken meat were spiked with each bacterium ($10^5$ UFC/g) and then wrapped with the antimicrobial alginate film. The microbiological analyses were performed at the first and fifth days of storage at 7°C. Experimental data were analyzed using the software Statistica 7.0.

**Results:** For all the bacteria tested, the highest inhibition values were obtained with CaCl$_2$=0.0316% and clove EO=0.0884%. The film containing clove EO controlled L. monocytogenes in chicken meat compared to control samples ($P < 0.05$). However, for Pseudomonas spp an increase in population was observed for test and control ($P < 0.05$).

**Significance:** Besides being an alternative to replace non-recyclable packaging materials, the use of alginate-based films incorporated with clove EO plays an important role in antimicrobial packaging in controlling L. monocytogenes growth in refrigerated chicken products. Acknowledgment: FAPESP.

---

**P2-59 Disinfection of Fresh Produce with Atmospheric Plasma**

**KIMBERLY KELLY-WINTENBERG, Alan L. Wintenberg, Paul L. Dawson and Ineye Han**

**Advanced Plasma Products, Inc., Knoxville, TN, USA**

**Introduction:** There is an overwhelming need to develop technologies that will reduce spoilage of fresh produce and reduce the number of pathogens without altering taste or nutrition. Reduction of post-harvest losses of produce translates into a reduction in the cost of production, trade and distribution and provides consumers fresh and healthy fruits and vegetables.

**Purpose:** Atmospheric plasma technology creates transient, biocidal reactive chemical species to reduce the microbial population on fresh produce, minimizing foodborne illness outbreaks and increasing shelf life.

**Methods:** An atmospheric plasma system was developed to disinfect produce at different processing temperatures. Produce evaluated with plasma treatment was hand picked at a local hydroponics farm and included blueberries, strawberries, tomatoes, and kale.

**Results:** Produce inoculated with either E. coli O157:H7 (ATCC # 85150); L. monocytogenes (ATCC # 19115); a cocktail of S. Enteritidis and S. choleraesuis (ATCC # 10708) showed 3 to 4 log reductions in cell number when compared to untreated produce. Also, plasma treated strawberries that were inoculated with $10^5$ CFU/mL of pathogens showed 3.5 to 4 log reductions in cell number when compared to untreated controls, even after 5 days of storage at 4°C. Shelf-life studies showed immediately following plasma treatment, there was a sharp reduction in spoilage organisms, and on Day 7 of the test, the treated tomatoes stored at 4°C had 99% less flora on their surfaces than untreated tomatoes. Furthermore, there was little significant change in pH, color intensity, and texture in treated and control strawberries and tomatoes, even after 9 days of storage at 4°C. The plasma treated kale suffered severe drying.

**Significance:** Significantly improving the safety and freshness of produce will tremendously impact our society since fruits and vegetables are nutritionally necessary, and a cornerstone of a healthy diet.

---

**P2-60 Survey of Food Safety Practices on Small to Medium-sized Farms and in Small Farmers’ Markets**

**JUDY A. HARRISON, Julia Gaskin, Mark A. Harrison, Renee R. Boyer, Geoffrey Zehnder and Jennifer L. Cannon**

**University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA**

**Introduction:** Some consumers view organic and locally grown foods as healthier, safer and better for the environment. However, little research has addressed food safety practices used on small to medium-sized farms or in small farmers’ markets.

**Purpose:** The study surveyed farmers on small to medium-sized farms and managers of small farmers’ markets in Georgia, Virginia and South Carolina to determine their current food safety practices.

**Methods:** Surveys were developed, pre-tested and revised before implementation with the target audiences. Revised surveys were implemented via mail and the web to maximize participation, with reminders sent to non-respondents. Frequencies and percentages were calculated for all response variables.

**Results:** Data were collected from 226 farmers and 45 market managers. More than 55% of farmers use manures including poultry, cattle, horse, goat and humanure (composted human manure), and of these, >45% indicate using less than a 120-day waiting period between application and harvest. Over 25% use untreated water sources for irrigation and 15% for washing produce. Approximately 50% harvest crops with bare hands. Over 40% do not sanitize surfaces that touch produce at the farm. Only 33% always sanitize market surfaces, and only 1.1% always clean market containers between uses. Over 75% of markets offer no food safety standards in place and only small percentages ($\leq 11.1$) ask farmers about specific conditions on the farm that could affect product safety. Less than 25% sanitize market surfaces, and only 3.1% always sanitize market containers between uses. Over 75% of markets offer no sanitation training to workers or vendors. However, 66% of the managers indicated they were interested in educational materials for their markets.

**Significance:** Unsafe practices identified on small to medium-sized farms in small farmers’ markets may put consumers at risk of foodborne illness and indicate a need for training.

---

**P2-61 Evaluation of a Portable, Recycled Vertical Flow Constructed Wetland as a Low Cost Treatment System for Greywater Reuse in Food Production**

**BRONTE ROBERTS, Bledar Bisha, Kristofer Bruun, Katie Fialko and Lawrence D. Goodridge**

**Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA**

**Introduction:** Economically and environmentally sustainable wastewater treatment options are important tools in the reuse of greywater for food crop irrigation. Constructed wetlands (CWs) are an effective, low cost system for the remediation of bacterial contamination in greywater. However, current construction methods for CWs can incur large capital costs, prohibiting the implementation of this technology in water-stressed communities. Therefore, alternative methods of CW construction should be investigated.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate CWs with low surface area requirements, and low capital construction costs, which would achieve biologically acceptable contaminant removal efficiencies.

**Methods:** A total of four 1 m$^2$, portable, recycled vertical flow constructed wetlands (RVFCW) were built for this study. Two RVFCWs were built with recycled, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic as the primary wetland bed media, and two more were constructed with traditional volcanic tuff. The wetlands were dosed with 350 l d$^{-1}$ of greywater six times during a three month period. Water samples were taken at four different locations within the treatment stream, and analyzed for nine parameters including: total plate count (TPC), fecal coliforms (FC), and total organic carbon (TOC).
P2-62  The Use of Zero-valent Iron and Biosand Filtration to Inactivate Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Irrigation Water
Cheryl Mudd, Mary Theresa Callahan, Sean Ferguson, David T. Ingram, Dan Shelton, Jitu Patel, Dallas G. Hoover, Jie Wei, Kalmia E. Kniel and MANAN SHARMA
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Foodborne pathogens can be disseminated to produce through contaminated irrigation water. Effective, low cost mitigation strategies, like biosand and zero-valent iron (ZVI) filtration, may be effective in decontaminating irrigation water.

Purpose: To determine the effectiveness of biosand and zero-valent iron filters in removing E. coli O157:H7 from water.

Methods: Commercial HydrAid biosand filters were built as recommended containing gravel and coarse sand. Columns were then modified to contain either fine sand only (S), a combination of ZVI and fine sand at a 1:1 ratio (SI), or ZVI only (ZVI). Columns were prepared by passing 20L of uninoculated ground water through each column every day for 2 weeks and flow rates were determined. E. coli O157:H7, cultured in a manure slurry, was added to the columns at 8.5 log CFU/100 ml in 20L of water. At specific time points, surviving E. coli O157:H7 in filtered water were determined by collection on 0.45µm filters, and enumeration on MacConkey agar. Following column contamination, uninoculated groundwater (20 L) was fed into each column for up to 30 days and analyzed for E. coli O157:H7.

Results: E. coli O157:H7 counts recovered from S columns from Day 0 through 7 were TNTC (>300 CFU/100 ml); however, E. coli O157:H7 counts from SI columns on Day 2, 7 and 14 declined to 3.97, 1.79 and 0.34 log CFU/100 ml, respectively. Counts in ZVI columns on Days 2, 7, and 14 declined to 3.44, 0.46, and 1 log CFU/100ml, respectively. By Days 8, 14, 21 and 28, counts recovered from S columns were 4.00, 5.98, 3.20, and 2.22 log CFU/100ml, respectively. No E. coli O157:H7 was recovered from ZVI by Day 14 or from SI by Day 17. E. coli O157:H7 were recovered from S columns through Day 31.

Significance: This preliminary works shows that ZVI columns were more efficient than biosand columns in removing E. coli O157:H7 from contaminated water.

P2-63  Escherichia coli Populations in Irrigation Water and on Broccoli, Cauliflower and Celery Crops: Farm-scale Experiment
MYLÈNE GÉNÈREUX, Caroline Côté, Abdelen Boukhalfa, Luc Brodeur and Marc Duchemin
IRDA, St-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada

Introduction: Irrigation water used for crop irrigation can be contaminated by indicator and pathogenic microorganisms. Little is known on the persistence of such microorganisms on crops at the farm scale.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine E. coli prevalence on irrigated broccoli, celery and cauliflower with surface or groundwater under field conditions.

Methods: A survey was conducted in southern Quebec (Canada) in 2006 and 2007. Irrigation water samples were taken during every irrigation performed during the month preceding harvest in broccoli (n=34), cauliflower (n=9) and celery (n=25) fields. Ten vegetables were sampled at harvest time in each field and analyzed separately. E. coli populations in water were determined using the mTEC modified membrane filtration method whereas vegetable samples were processed using both direct plating on Petriflms® count plates (2006 and 2007) and enrichment with the Colilert® medium (2007).

Results: E. coli populations in irrigation water ranged from 0 to 1099 CFU/100 ml (geometric mean= 8 CFU/100 ml) (n=103). 86% of water samples were under 100 CFU/100 ml (geometric mean= 5 CFU/100 ml). The majority (92%) of water samples came from groundwater stored in ponds (geometric mean= 8 CFU/100 ml). No link could be established between the water source and E. coli prevalence on vegetables. Overall, E. coli populations could be quantified in 2 celery and 2 broccoli samples (n=679). Bacteria could be detected in 21 celery samples using the enrichment method, but they were not recovered in other crops (n=280). Celery morphology as well as contact with soil could explain these results.

All E. coli-positive vegetables were grown in fields irrigated with water containing less than 100 CFU/100 ml during the month preceding harvest.

Significance: This study highlights the limited prevalence of E. coli on broccoli, cauliflower and celery crops after irrigation. Results have also shown that irrigation water source (surface or groundwater) had no impact on E. coli prevalence in water and vegetables under the conditions of this experiment.

P2-64  Absence of Direct Association between Coliforms and Escherichia coli in Irrigation Water and on Produce
GAYEON WON, Sanja Ilic and Jeffrey T. LeJeune
The Ohio State University, Wooster, OH, USA

Introduction: Contaminated irrigation water is a potential route of pre-harvest pathogen contamination of vegetables. Hence, a number of organizations have recommended water quality guidelines. However, the relationship between irrigation water quality and microbial contamination of irrigated vegetables is not clearly defined.

Purpose: Determine the association between microbial quality indicators (coliforms and Escherichia coli) in irrigation water and on irrigated vegetables.

Methods: Correlation coefficients were used to determine associations between indicator organisms in irrigation water and on produce. Data analyzed included original results from a cross-sectional study conducted in Ohio, USA, during the Summer 2009 and information presented in two previously published studies identified through a systematic review process (Studies A: France and B: Portugal).

Results: In the cross-sectional study, there were no significant correlations between fecal indicators (total coliforms, E. coli) on leafy greens (lettuce and parsley, n=118), fruit (tomatoes and pepper, n=33) and irrigation water used (P > 0.05). Likewise, no significant positive associations in total coliform, fecal coliform or fecal streptococci were identified between lettuce and waste irrigation water (n=12; Study A), nor fecal coliforms on lettuce and irrigation water (n=16; Study B).

Significance: The concentration of indicator organisms on produce cannot be accurately predicted solely from a single measure of irrigation water quality. In the absence of additional information, such as the rate of pathogen population decline on specific plants under defined environmental conditions, method of water application, and the irrigation-to-harvest interval, the use of a single microbial water quality parameter as an indicator of produce safety is of limited value.
P2-65  Bacterial Pathogens in Irrigation Water and on Produce are Affected by Certain Predictor Variables
OLUWATOSIN A. IJABADENIYI, Elna M. Buys, Legesse Debusko and Mike VanderLinde
Durban University of Technology, KZN, South Africa
Introduction: Contaminated irrigation water sources have been reported as a major way by which fruits and vegetables become contaminated with bacterial pathogens. For improved produce safety, it is essential that physico-chemical properties of water or other indicator organisms different from the common ones, i.e., fecal coliforms, fecal streptococci and E. coli are used for monitoring the microbiological safety of water and produce.

Purpose: Our goal was to use logistic regression analysis and some predictor variables to predict the presence of selected bacterial pathogens, i.e., Salmonella spp., L. monocytogenes and intestinal Enterococcus in irrigation water and vegetables. This is because determination of the presence of all pathogens in irrigation water and vegetables could be costly and also time consuming

Methods: The associations of the occurrence of L. monocytogenes, Salmonella spp and intestinal Enterococcus in irrigation water and vegetables were explored using binary logistic regression analysis. For this analysis, we dichotomised the dependent variables, L. monocytogenes, Salmonella spp and intestinal Enterococcus where values for absence were coded as ‘0’ while values for presence were coded as ‘1’. For prediction of the three bacterial pathogens in irrigation water, four predictor variables (coliforms, fecal coliforms, COD and turbidity) were taken into the model. On the other hand, ACC, S. aureus, location, ASF, AnSF, coliforms and fecal coliforms were used as predictor variables in the model for prediction of the bacterial pathogens in vegetables. The resulting regression coefficients quantified the type of association between the predictor variable and the respective dependent variable. A P-value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant and all reported P-values were two-tailed.

Results: It was evident that COD was statistically reliable to predict L. monocytogenes, turbidity, reliable to predict intestinal Enterococcus and fecal coliforms and coliforms, and reliable to predict Salmonella in irrigation water. Also, while the regression analysis showed that the aerobic colony count (ACC) and aerobic sporeformer count (AnSF) could be used to predict Salmonella and intestinal Enterococcus in vegetables, S. aureus and ACC were indicated to be significant parameters in predicting L. monocytogenes on vegetables.

Significance: This work showed that in addition to the common indicators, i.e., E. coli, fecal coliforms, and fecal Streptococci, the microbiological quality of irrigation water and vegetables might be indicated after physico-chemical properties and ACC.

P2-66  Antimicrobial Effects of Vanillin, Ethyl Vanillin and Vanillic Acid Against Cronobacter spp.
Gökçe Polat Yemis, Susan J. Bach, Franco J. Pagotto and PASCAL DELAQUIS
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Summerland, BC, Canada
Introduction: Cronobacter species cause severe illnesses in newborns and infants. Contaminated powdered infant formulas are a major source of infection. Inactivation during rehydration or in prepared formula are desirable strategies for the control of this emerging foodborne pathogen.

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to determine whether the common flavoring agents vanillin, ethyl vanillin and vanillic acid inhibit the growth and/or reduce the heat resistance of Cronobacter spp. in a model system.

Methods: A use dilution method performed in microtiter plates was employed to determine minimum inhibitory (MIC) and minimum bactericidal (MBC) concentrations against seven Cronobacter isolates (three C. sakazakii strains and one of C. dublinensis, C. malonaticus, C. muytjensii, C. genomospecies 1) in ¼ strength tryptic soy broth adjusted to pH 5, 6 and 7 following supplementation with vanillin, ethyl vanillin or vanillic acid. The effect of supplementation with each compound at MBC concentration on the heat resistance (D value at 58°C) of a cocktail containing three C. sakazakii strains was examined in ¼ strength TSB adjusted to pH 5 or 6.

Results: All three compounds exhibited pH- and temperature-dependent bacteriostatic and bactericidal effects against all Cronobacter spp. and the capacity to decrease the heat resistance of a C. sakazakii cocktail. D-values were reduced from 15.13 ± 0.54 min to 1.74 ± 0.10 min at pH 6 and 0.98 ± 0.02 min at pH 5 in medium containing 6 mg/ml vanillic acid, 0.84 ± .04 min at pH 6 and 0.93 ± 0.01 min at pH 5 with 4 mg/ml vanillin, and 0.50 ± 0.02 at pH 6 and 0.63 ± 0.01 min at pH 5 with 3 mg/ml ethyl vanillin. Overall, ethyl vanillin had the strongest antimicrobial activity and the greatest effect on the heat resistance of Cronobacter.

Significance: These findings suggest that vanillin, ethyl vanillin or vanillic acid could be useful additives for the control of Cronobacter spp. in rehydrated infant formula.

P2-67  Escherichia coli Population Dynamics on Romaine Lettuce Contaminated with Poultry Manure
PASCAL DELAQUIS, Susan Bach, Greg Bezanon, Magda Kostrzynska and Sandra Jones
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Summerland, BC, Canada

Introduction: Human pathogens undergo time-dependent decay when they are released into the agricultural environment or on leafy vegetable crops. Microbiological methods that yield estimates of time elapsed since a contamination event could therefore provide useful information about the risk of contamination with human pathogens.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine if changes in E. coli population dynamics can provide an estimate of time elapsed since lettuce contamination with poultry manure.

Methods: Poultry manure slurry, Salmonella Typhimurium, Listeria innocua and E. coli O157:H7 were applied to the leaves of Romaine lettuce 5 weeks after emergence of plants grown in controlled environment chambers. E. coli populations were estimated on Violet Red Bile-MUG agar and selective plating procedures were used to detect the test bacteria for 5 weeks after inoculation. Changes in E. coli population diversity were examined by a PCR-based scheme that assigns individual isolates to one of four phylogenetic groups (A, B1, B2, and D).

Results: Salmonella Typhimurium, Listeria innocua and E. coli O157:H7 populations on lettuce leaves were reduced from 10^7 CFU/g to <10^3 CFU/g within 2 weeks after application of manure slurry but commensal E. coli populations decayed at much slower rates and >10^3 CFU/g remained after 5 weeks. E. coli from all four phylogenetic groups were recovered from manure slurry (10.2% A, 32.1% B1, 61.3% B2, 22.2% D). The relative proportion of these groups changed over time and 100% of isolates recovered from lettuce leaves after 5 weeks were from group B1.

Significance: This research suggests that E. coli from individual phylogenetic groups differ in their ability to survive on the lettuce surface. Phylogenetic characterization of E. coli could therefore provide a measure of time elapsed since contamination with a source of enteric microorganisms and improved assessments of the risk of contamination with human pathogens.
P2-68  Impact of Spinach Plant Maturity on Survival of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Soil and Internal Transmission to the Plant
EMILIA P. CUESTA ALONSO and Christina Dewitt
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK, USA

**Introduction:** The presence of pathogens in the soil during plant growth is a potential source of contamination. While there are numerous studies indicating all potential sources of contamination pre- and post-harvest, there is little information about the effect of different stages of plant growth on survival of E. coli O157:H7 in the soil and its potential transmission to the plant.

**Purpose:** Determine if there is any potential effect of spinach plant growth and maturity on survival of E. coli O157:H7 in the soil and internal transmission to the plant.

**Methods:** Spinach seeds were sown in individual containers (Day 0). Treatments were: Control - un inoculated soil; IS0 - soil inoculated before planting; and IS7, IS14, and IS28 - soil inoculated 7, 14 and 28 days, respectively, after planting. Inoculated (n=5 plants/day) and control (n=3 plants/day) plants were collected every 7 days for 6 weeks starting from Day 0. Measurements included plant weight (not including roots) and enumeration and detection of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in the soil and plant shoots.

**Results:** Results indicated that although Escherichia coli O157:H7 survived longer in the soil when inoculated before planting, it was not internally transmitted to the shoot of the plant during growth. Internal transmission of E. coli O157:H7 from soil to shoot only occurred when the 28-day-old plants’ soil was inoculated and that mostly occurred right after inoculation.

**Significance:** These findings indicated that older plants were more susceptible to internal contamination than younger plants when first exposed to this pathogen via soil inoculation.

P2-69  Pre-harvest Field Exposure of Seeds or Cut-back Baby Leafy Greens to Escherichia coli O157:H7: Potential for Internalization of Pathogen
CATHY WEBB, Marilyn C. Erickson, Juan Carlos Diaz-Perez, Sharad Phatak, Lindsey Davey, Alison Payton and Michael P. Doyle
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

**Introduction:** Internalization of foodborne pathogens into sprouting seeds has been demonstrated in hydroponic and autoclaved soil systems. Cut surfaces of leafy greens have also been demonstrated under post-harvest conditions to serve as a site where pathogens may be internalized.

**Purpose:** To assess field-grown leafy greens for internalized Escherichia coli O157:H7 (O157) using two pre-harvest scenarios: 1) leafy green seeds germinated in contaminated soil and 2) cut-back baby greens (to be grown for a second crop) sprayed with contaminated water.

**Methods:** In Scenario 1, compost was inoculated with GFP-labeled avirulent O157 and incorporated into soil of field plots (1 to 5 log CFU/g). Seeds of baby lettuce and baby spinach were sown in these plots and 13 to 39 days after sowing, seedlings (entire plant) were assayed for internalized populations of O157. In Scenario 2, baby lettuce and spinach were grown in field plots and harvested at maturity. Water contaminated with a low or high dose of GFP-labeled avirulent O157 (4.5 or 7 log CFU/ml, respectively) was sprayed on the cut-back plants either immediately after cutting or 1 or 5 days later. Assay for internalized O157 in aerial plant tissue occurred on 0, 2, and 14 days after spraying plants. A silver nitrate wash and sterile water rinse of plant tissue prior to grinding and analysis targeted internalized pathogen.

**Results:** In the seed study, lettuce and spinach seedlings did not harbor any internalized O157 at any sampling time. In the cut-back study, internalized O157 populations (4.0 log CFU/g) were similar on Day 0 in both spinach and lettuce plants sprayed with the high dose treatment. A delay between cutting and spraying did not impede initial internalization but did lead to accelerated decline in internalized populations for tissues sampled 2 days later. Internalized O157 could not be detected by enrichment in plant tissues sampled 2 days (low dose) and 14 days (high dose) after spraying.

**Significance:** Understanding the conditions under which pathogens could be internalized into plant tissues is essential for the development of management practices that would reduce the risk of pre-harvest contamination.

P2-70  Salmonella spp. and Escherichia coli O157 Presence and Indicator Organism Levels in an Open-surface Water Stream Used for Irrigation in Western Washington
ACHYUT ADHIKARI, Karen M. Killinger, Craig G. Cogger and Andy I. Bary
Washington State University, Pullman, WA, USA

**Introduction:** Understanding relationships between pathogen presence and indicator organism levels in irrigation water is a critical agricultural issue.

**Purpose:** To examine a potential source of contamination, surface water used for irrigation in western Washington was monitored for pathogen presence and indicator organism levels over two years.

**Methods:** Water samples were collected 18 times throughout 2008 and 2009 (9 dates/yr) at 8 sites: near an irrigation pump (Site 7), at six upstream sites (Sites 1 to 6) and one slightly downstream (Site 8). Samples were quantified for fecal coliforms and generic Escherichia coli (E. coli) using a five-tube most probable number technique, and analyzed for pathogen presence (E. coli O157, Salmonella spp.). Washington Department of Ecology (WA-DOE) utilizes a water quality standard for secondary contact recreation water of < 2.3 log colonies/100 ml fecal coliforms and the Leafy Greens Marketing Agreement (LGMA) recommends <2.37 log MPN/100 ml generic E. coli for foliar irrigation.

**Results:** Sampling date within year and sampling site were significant factors for fecal coliforms (P < 0.01) and generic E. coli (P < 0.01 and P < 0.05, respectively). In 2008, fecal coliform levels were >2.5 log MPN/100 ml at 3 sampling periods (July, mid-September and November) and generic E. coli levels were <1.0 log MPN/100 ml at 3 sampling periods (early and mid-September and late October). In 2009, fecal coliform levels were >2.5 log MPN/100 ml at 4 sampling periods (June through September) and generic E. coli levels were <1 at 4 sampling periods (January, February, May, June). Sites 5, 6 and 7 (irrigation pump) were significantly higher in fecal coliforms (>2.6 log MPN/100 ml) and generic E. coli (>1.4 log MPN/100 ml) compared to Site 1, the farthest upstream (1.3 log MPN/100 ml fecal coliforms and 0.59 log MPN/100 ml generic E. coli). Almost half of the samples (46%, n=134) met both the WA-DOE fecal coliform standard and the LGMA generic E. coli standard. Alternatively, 43% exceeded only the WA-DOE standard and 10% exceeded both the WA-DOE and LGMA standards. Pathogens were detected in 7.5% of the samples (seven E. coli O157 and three Salmonella-potential samples). Six pathogen-positive samples were observed when both standards were met. One pathogen-positive sample occurred when both the WA-DOE and LGMA standards were exceeded, and three occurred when only the WA-DOE standard was exceeded.

**Significance:** Pathogens were detected in irrigation water samples that met the WA-DOE and LGMA water quality standards emphasizing that indicator organisms did not always predict pathogen risk.
P2-71 Comparison of Pathogen Contamination Routes of Spinach Leaves in a Hydroponic Cultivation System
SHIGENOBU KOSEKI, Yasuko Mizuno and Kazutaka Yamamoto
National Food Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan

Introduction: The potential cause of pathogen contamination of edible portions of leafy greens has been considered as a result of direct contact with the pathogen through contaminated irrigation water and/or soil and as uptake from roots system through the vascular system. However, few comparative studies for both contamination routes have been conducted.

Purpose: We aimed to determine the principal route of pathogen contamination of the edible portion of leafy greens using a hydroponic system. Furthermore, the probability of the contamination of leaves affecting the contamination routes (from roots or leaves), inoculum levels and kind of pathogens were analyzed.

Methods: The contamination route (from roots or leaves) of pathogens to spinach leaves was investigated using a hydroponic cultivation system. Three major bacterial pathogens, Salmonella spp., Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Listeria monocytogenes were inoculated into the hydroponic solution in which the spinach was grown to give concentrations of $10^6$ and $10^7$ CFU/ml. In parallel, the pathogens were inoculated onto the growing leaf surface via pipette to give concentrations of $10^4$ and $10^5$ CFU/leaf. The probability of the contamination of leaves affecting the contamination routes (from roots or leaves), inoculum levels and kind of pathogens were analyzed using logistic regression.

Results: While contamination was observed at a high rate through the roots system at higher inoculum levels ($10^5$ CFU) for all the pathogen tested, at lower inoculum levels ($10^4$ CFU) contamination was rare for all the pathogens. In contrast, the contamination through the leaf showed a very low rate even if the inoculum level was high. The probability of contamination was promoted through the roots and with higher inoculum levels in all pathogens tested in the present study. The result of logistic regression suggested that the risk of contamination via roots was 6.93 times higher than that via leaves.

Significance: The results in the present study indicated that the main route of the pathogen contamination of the growing spinach leaves in hydroponics was from the plant’s roots rather than from contamination of the leaf itself.

P2-72 Characterization of Root Uptake and Systemic Transport of Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium into Cantaloupe and Honeydew Vines and Fruit
GABRIELA LOPEZ-VELASCO, Adrian O. Sbodio, Polly Wei, Sharyn Maeda, Kin H. Tan and Trevor V. Suslow
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Among melons, cantaloupes are most frequently implicated in outbreaks and surveillance-based recalls due to Salmonella. The California industry identified irrigation water quality as an uncharacterized risk in relation to root uptake and internalization of Salmonella into melon fruit.

Purpose: To determine whether root uptake of S. enterica results in systemic transport to fruit at high doses of applied inoculum.

Methods: Cantaloupe and Honeydew vines (n=150) grown in greenhouse or replicated clay-loam field plots were inoculated with >8 log CFU/ml of attenuated S. Typhimurium. Recovery from vines after 24 h and 7 days of inoculation was facilitated by enrichment augmented with rifampicin. Drenching roots of seedling and trellised vines were used in greenhouse tests. Field inoculations included furrow-irrigation and injection of contaminated water in subsurface drip lines. Full-slip cantaloupe and mature honeydews were harvested (n=415) at Days 31, 38 and 48 after inoculation. Melons were surface sterilized with silver nitrate and the abscission zone core was analyzed for Salmonella. Quantiﬁcation of Salmonella in bulk and rhizosphere soil was assessed. This field experiment was repeated twice in consecutive years.

Results: Systemic transport from roots to vine to fruit was observed to be infrequent and transient under greenhouse conditions. No internalization of Salmonella was detected in vine or fruit under field conditions for either contamination-exposure method. Transfer of furrow-inoculated Salmonella was not detectable across the soil bed nor within the rhizosphere and roots of developing vines.

Significance: Salmonella internalization from soil and vascular systemic transport to fruit is unlikely to occur from contaminated irrigation water at any level that might rationally be anticipated. While contamination of the external rind remains a concern for irrigation sources in melon production, results suggest a high pathogen threshold may be used in defining appropriate microbiological standards for melon irrigation in California and regions with similar practices.

P2-73 Persistence of Somatic and F-Specific Coliphages, Potential Indicators of Fecal Contamination, on Spinach Foliar Tissue
ALLISON G. LILLY, Amy R. Sapkota, Cheryl Mudd, Sean Ferguson, Dan Shelton, David T. Ingram and Manan Sharma
University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Recent outbreaks of foodborne illness have been linked to consumption of fresh leafy greens. E. coli is commonly used as the indicator microorganism for fecal contamination on leafy greens. However, alternative microorganisms, such as coliphages, may deserve consideration as indicators of fecal contamination on produce.

Purpose: The objective was to determine if the recovery of somatic and F-specific coliphages was possible from inoculated spinach plants, and which of the three methods was most sensitive in their detection. The persistence of coliphages on spinach plants was also evaluated.

Methods: Somatic (phiX174) and F-specific (MS2) coliphages were prepared and spot-inoculated on 4-week old spinach plants in growth chambers at $10^3$ PFU/leaf. Foliar tissue was aseptically harvested and homogenized in either sterile water, sterile magnesium (SM) buffer or 3% beef extract (BE). A soft agar (0.60% LB agar) overlay method with the indicator host strains CN13 (for phiX174) and Famp (for MS2) was used to determine phage recovery from spinach plants five times over 20 days. On each day of analysis, three plants inoculated with each coliphage were homogenized in each diluent.

Results: On Day 0, MS2 recovery was 3.42 log PFU/plant. After 4 days, MS2 phage declined by 1.78 log PFU/plant to below the level of detection (1.65 log PFU/plant), but was recovered by enrichment for two weeks. phiX174 coliphages persisted on spinach plants for 20 days, declining by 2.22 log PFU/plant from 5.42 log PFU/plant on Day 0. All diluents recovered both coliphages from spinach. Overall, BE was most effective in recovering phiX174 from spinach leaves, with significantly ($P<0.05$) larger titers recovered on Day 20 compared to either water or SM. Uninoculated plants did not contain coliphages.

Significance: The recovery of phiX174 and MS2 with BE after 20 days indicates the potential utility of coliphages as indicators of fecal contamination on leafy greens.
P2-74  Long-term Stability of Norovirus on Farm and Agriculturally-relevant Environments
SARA FALLAH, Greg Bezanson, Julie Brassard, Pascal Delaquais, Alain Houde and Kirsten Mattison
Health Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada

Introduction: Norovirus (NoV) causes gastroenteritis worldwide and is associated with a number of produce-related outbreaks. The design of effective inactivation and prevention procedures requires the knowledge of virus survival in environments applicable to the production and processing of fresh produce.

Purpose: To evaluate the extent of NoV risk along the farm-to-fork continuum, the survival of Murine norovirus (MNV), a surrogate for human NoV, has been studied on stainless steel disks, soil and in bottled water for 42 days and on lettuce for 15 days in the lab. The study was then followed on the farm during one lettuce planting/harvest cycle for 4 weeks.

Methods: Known concentrations of MNV were spiked onto/into the test matrices at room temperature (RT) or on the farm. The recovery methods were validated. The reduction in virus infectivity and genomic copies were investigated by plaque assay and real-time/conventional RT-PCR, respectively.

Results: A one-log reduction in the virus titre was achieved after: 29.40 days in water; 4.25 days on lettuce; 14.65 days on stainless steel disks; 12.14 days on loamy soil and 11.70 days on sandy soil. For farm testing, infectious virus was recovered from both soil and lettuce on the day of inoculation. Although infectious virus was not recovered at later time points, the viral genomes were detected for up to four weeks.

Significance: Long-term persistence of NoV, under both lab and field conditions, provides valuable information for developing risk assessments and control procedures to limit the chances for NoV transmission in the food supply.

---

P2-75  Human Foodborne and Zoonotic Viruses Detected on Fresh Strawberries
JULIE BRASSARD, Caroline Côté, Marie-Josée Gagné and Mylène Généreux
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada

Introduction: Enteric viruses have been recognized as the leading cause of non-bacterial gastroenteritis and infectious hepatitis outbreaks around the world. Fruits, in particular berries, may act as a vehicle for viral agents when they are manipulated by infected food handlers or through the use of contaminated irrigation water.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the presence of pathogenic and potentially zoonotic viruses on irrigated fresh strawberries at harvest time.

Methods: A field experiment, was conducted in the Laurentides region of the province of Québec (Canada) in 2009. Irrigations were performed on July 14th and 28th from an adjacent river. Irrigation water samples were taken during the 2nd irrigation. Composite samples of 10 strawberries were aseptically taken in all 16 plots before irrigation, as well as 1 hour after irrigation, and also on July 29 and 30th. The presence of human norovirus, rotavirus, Torque teno virus and porcine Hepatitis E virus was verified in all samples. Feline calicivirus (FCV) and Murine calicivirus (MNV), as a sample process control, were added to every sample prior to the concentration and the extraction procedures.

Results: Human viruses such as Norovirus GI (26.6%,) rotavirus (3.3%), Torque teno virus (3.3%) and porcine hepatitis E virus (1.7%) were detected on strawberry samples after irrigation by RT-PCR, real-time RT-PCR and some amplicons were sequenced. No virus was detected in any water samples. One plot was detected positive for viruses before irrigation and 7 plots were positives 1 hour after irrigation. MNV (88%) was more constantly detected than FCV (61%) in strawberry samples.

Significance: This study reported that viral contamination of fresh strawberries can occur directly at the farm before harvest but no link could be established between irrigation and the contamination. Other factors such as soil contamination and agricultural practices should be evaluated in future works.

---

P2-76  Persistence of Poultry Associated Salmonella spp. on Spinach Plants
JITU PATEL, Manpreet Singh and Katherine Hopkins
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Pre-harvest spinach contamination can occur via irrigation water and can influence the persistence of Salmonella on spinach leaves. Salmonella persistence on spinach plants should be evaluated as nearby poultry farms can be a critical source of contaminated water run-off.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to compare the persistence of Salmonella on spinach leaves when contaminated with strains isolated from produce and poultry. Further, efficacy of the California Leafy Green Marketing Agreement (LGMA) irrigation water quality criteria applied to spinach plants was also evaluated.

Methods: Five strain mixtures of Salmonella, poultry and produce isolates were cultivated in water extracts of dairy manure solids. The individual 3-week old spinach plants (‘Tyee Fe’ cultivar) grown in BL-2 growth chamber were spray inoculated every 2 weeks with ~ 3 ml water containing 2.12 (low) or 4.12 (high) log Salmonella per ml. Plants were also inoculated with potable water every week to maintain plant turgidity. Three replicates of each plant shoot were analyzed on Day 1 and weekly for up to 6 weeks for Salmonella populations by direct plating on XLT4 agar and MPN (enrichment in BPW followed by selective enrichment in tetrazionate broth and subsequent spot plating on XLT4 agar).

Results: Salmonella were undetectable (< 1.1 MPN/g) on spinach leaves throughout the study when irrigation water was contaminated at low level of poultry or produce isolates. However, Salmonella were recovered every week from spinach leaves (4-5 log MPN/g) when inoculated at high level. Salmonella persisted at significantly higher numbers on spinach plants when contaminated with produce isolates.

Significance: Longer persistence of Salmonella on spinach leaves when contaminated at a high inoculum level reinforces need for water quality standards such as the California LGMA. Comparative evaluation of contamination sources (irrigation water) should be studied at the field levels.

---

P2-77  Survival of Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella and Listeria in Manduca Hornworm Frass-fed Tomato Leaves
PATRICIA D. MILLNER, Phyllis Martin, Sara Reynolds and Russell Reynnells
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-BARC, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Larval pests, like Manduca, can cause major chewing damage on tomato plants. Foodborne illness pathogens on leaves can be ingested by hornworms and potentially excreted in their frass (excrement). Larvae grow rapidly, thus even a few larvae produce copious quantities of frass, which has a high contact potential as it falls onto leaves and fruits in a tomato canopy. No data are available on survival and growth of foodborne pathogens ingested by Manduca and excreted as frass.

Purpose: Determine growth and survival of E. coli O157:H7, Salmonella, and Listeria in frass produced by Manduca that have ingested contaminated tomato leaves.
Methods: Manduca larvae were reared in a laboratory on synthetic diet to third instar stage. Cultures of nonpathogenic strains of *E. coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella*, and *Listeria* grown in TSB 24h at 37°C, were washed 2x in PBS. Individual larvae were placed in containers and fed once with 8 tomato leaf disks inoculated with multiple 10μl drops containing a total of 2.9x10^6 cells. After leaf disks were consumed, larvae were fed un inoculated disks, and frass was collected 2-3 times for four days, diluted in buffer, and spiral-plated onto SMAC for *E. coli*, XLT4 for *Salmonella*, and MOX for *Listeria*. Primary dilutions were enriched and plated onto these same media. Three separate experiments were conducted with 5, 10, or 20 individual larvae per inocula and PBS dosed disks as controls.

Results: Preliminary and replicated tests revealed that consistent results required use of 10-20 larvae/inoculation. *E. coli*, *Salmonella*, and *Listeria* survived Manduca gut passage and were excreted in frass when 2.9x10^6 cells were ingested, as evidenced by recovery in the insect frass. Significant (P < 0.05) increases, from 3 to 5 logs, occurred in *E. coli* cell densities, whereas *Salmonella* cell densities increased 1 to 3 logs, which, while significant, were less than those for *E. coli*. *Listeria* counts in frass were highly variable among different hornworms and remained at levels in the range of the inoculation. *E. coli* was the only one of the three types of bacteria to show an increased population during the four days of frass assay. *Salmonella* cell densities did not increase after Day 1.

Significance: Hornworms are capable of vectoring small to very significant quantities of *E. coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella*, and *Listeria* in their frass for several days after initial ingestion of contaminated leaves, thereby providing a means of disseminating these pathogens in tomato fields. Moisture from rainfall and condensation could aid survival and spread of pathogens from frass into the cracks and crevices of tomatoes, potentially increasing food safety risk.

P2-78 Epiphytic Survival of Shiga-toxigenic *Escherichia coli* O145 on Baby Spinach Plants
DAVID T. INGRAM, Cheryl Mudd, Sean Ferguson, Sudesna Lakshman and Manan Sharma
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Non-O157 Shiga-toxigenic *E. coli* (STEC) have previously contaminated leafy greens. In early 2010, 26 confirmed illnesses were traced to a multi-state outbreak involving shredded romaine lettuce contaminated with *E. coli* O145, a STEC. It is possible that the O145 serotype may be suited for growth and/or survival on leafy green surfaces.

Purpose: This study examined the epiphytic survival of O145 STEC on the surfaces of baby spinach leaves.

Methods: An inoculum containing four isolates of nalidixic acid-resistant *E. coli* O145 were cultured in a diluted dairy manure slurry and spot inoculated onto two-week old baby spinach plants maintained in a growth chamber (14 h photoperiod at 18°C and 10 h at 13°C, 75% humidity). Immediately after inoculation (0 h), 19 h, 24 h and then daily from Days 2 through 8, the aerial tissue from plants (n = 3) was homogenized in 40ml buffered peptone water and *E. coli* O145 populations were enumerated by spiral plating onto MacConkey agar. On Days 2 through 8, three plants were harvested daily to determine *E. coli* O145 counts via standard 3-tube MPN analysis.

Results: At time 0, 6.20 log CFU/plant *E. coli* O145 were recovered from the plants. *E. coli* O145 populations declined by almost 4 log CFU after 19h to 2.33 log CFU/plant. After 24 h, *E. coli* O145 populations were 1.94 log CFU/plant, with recoveries on Days 2 and 3 of 1.15 log and 1.09 log MPN/plant, respectively. Subsequent analyses on days 4 through 8 did not recover *E. coli* O145 from spinach plants.

Significance: *E. coli* O145 declined rapidly on the epiphytic surface of baby spinach plants. Even when inoculated at 6 log CFU/plant, *E. coli* O145 populations did not survive for more than three days. Data suggest that *E. coli* O145 isolates do not appear to persist for durations longer than other STEC on spinach foliar surfaces.

P2-79 Growth and Survival of Listeria monocytogenes in Mango (*Mangifera indica* Linn) Pulp
Ana L. Penteado, MARIA FERNANDA P. CASTRO, Flavia R. Neves, Simone D. Costa, Ivan Alcântara and Ana Paula O. Ribeiro
Instituto Tecnologico de Alimentos, Campinas, Brazil

Introduction: Understanding the growth and survival of *Listeria monocytogenes* in mango pulp (*Mangifera indica* Linn. var. Palmer), at different times and temperatures will be helpful in developing effective interventions for the control of this pathogen in the fruit.

Purpose: To determine the growth and survival of *L. monocytogenes* in mango pulp at different temperatures and incubation times.

Methods: Fruits without any defects (peel ruptures, bruised areas) were used in the experiment. Pulp was aseptically removed and homogenized in a previously sterilized blender. Mango portions were inoculated with saline suspensions of the test organisms, yielding final cell densities of 10^7 to 10^8 CFU/ml. Pulp was homogenized in a previously sterilized blender. *L. monocytogenes* pop. at 37°C were then cultured in a diluted dairy manure slurry and spot inoculated onto two-week old baby spinach plants maintained in a growth chamber (14 h photoperiod at 18°C and 10 h at 13°C, 75% humidity). Immediately after inoculation (0 h), 19 h, 24 h and then daily from Days 2 through 8, the aerial tissue from plants (n = 3) was homogenized in 40ml buffered peptone water and *E. coli* O145 populations were enumerated by spiral plating onto MacConkey agar. On Days 2 through 8, three plants were harvested daily to determine *E. coli* O145 counts via standard 3-tube MPN analysis.

Results: At time 0, 6.20 log CFU/plant *E. coli* O145 were recovered from the plants. *E. coli* O145 populations declined by almost 4 log CFU after 19h to 2.33 log CFU/plant. After 24 h, *E. coli* O145 populations were 1.94 log CFU/plant, with recoveries on Days 2 and 3 of 1.15 log and 1.09 log MPN/plant, respectively. Subsequent analyses on days 4 through 8 did not recover *E. coli* O145 from spinach plants.

Significance: *E. coli* O145 declined rapidly on the epiphytic surface of baby spinach plants. Even when inoculated at 6 log CFU/plant, *E. coli* O145 populations did not survive for more than three days. Data suggest that *E. coli* O145 isolates do not appear to persist for durations longer than other STEC on spinach foliar surfaces.

P2-80 Role of Curli Expression by *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 on the Cell’s Ability to Attach to Spinach
DUMITRU MACARISIN, Gary Bauchan, Jorge A. Giron and Jitu Patel
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Shiga-toxigenic *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 (STEC) outbreaks have been linked to consumption of fresh produce. Mechanisms of bacterial interaction with plant surfaces should be investigated to develop mitigation strategies. Cellular appendages such as curli fibers have been suggested to be involved in STEC persistence in fresh produce as these curli are critical in biofilm formation and adherence to animal cells.

Purpose: To determine the role of curli in attachment of STEC on spinach in natural production environment and marketplace.

Methods: The curli expression by wild-type STEC strain, EDL933, and deriving curli-deficient (csgA and csgD) and curli-restored (csgA[pCsgA]) mutants grown on TSB agar at 20, 26 and 37°C was determined by Congo red (CR) binding assay and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Spinach leaves were spot inoculated with 10^7 CFU of bacteria/g of leaf and incubated at 12, 26 and 37°C for 18 h. After incubation, leaves were washed three times in PBS and then homogenized by Polytron® to determine populations of strongly attached bacteria. Further, attachment was confirmed by Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM).

Results: STEC ΔcsgA and ΔcsgD mutants didn’t express curli at 20, 26, and 37°C, whereas EDL933 and ΔcsgA[pCsgA] developed a clear red phenotype on CR medium at 20 and 27°C. At 37°C curli expression by EDL933 on CR medium was less pronounced compared to...
The attachment of bacteria on leafy greens surfaces is a complex process regulated by various characteristics of the cell surface, growth medium and substratum. The mechanism by which *E. coli* O157::H7 attaches to leafy greens is not well understood. For 53 consecutive weeks beginning June 2009, we purchased Romaine lettuce samples, from 7 different stores, packaged three to a bag, and sealed. The rise of produce-linked salmonellosis outbreaks has directed attention towards the ecology of *Salmonella* spp. on plants. Aggregative fimbriae and cellulose production are important in the attachment of *Salmonella* spp. on plants. The transcriptional regulator in *Salmonella* spp., *agID*, is thought to play a key role in the attachment to produce since *agID* regulates both aggregative fimbriae and cellulose production. The role of *agID* in the attachment of *Salmonella* spp. to ripe produce, such as tomatoes, has yet to be determined. The attachment of *Escherichia coli* O157::H7 to spinach and lettuce under different ionic environments. Surface charge, hydrophobicity, and the capsule characteristics were determined. Methods: Spinach and lettuce leaves were inoculated with 9 log CFU/ml cells for 2 hours at 4°C. Viability of cells was examined by plate counts at the surface and cut edge. Results: Cells grown in TSB attached more to spinach than those grown in LB and NB. Addition of sodium and calcium ions to the attachment medium increased attachment of cells grown in LB and NB on spinach surfaces than those grown in TSB. Cells preferentially attached to the cut edge of spinach leaf in comparison with intact surface. Cells grown in TSB, LB, NB in attachment medium of sterile distilled water exhibited 1, 0.2 and 0.5 log greater attachment to spinach than lettuce, respectively. Lectin characterization indicated that capsules from cells grown in TSB contained more D-Mannose, α-Fucose than the capsules of cells grown in LB and NB. The zeta potential of cells grown in LB was more negative than that of cells grown in TSB and LB. Cells grown in LB and NB were more hydrophobic than cells grown in TSB. Significance: These findings indicate that the greater surface hydrophilicity, less negative charge, and capsule containing more D-Mannose, α-Fucose of *E. coli* O157::H7 grown in TSB may combine to increase attachment to spinach leaves.
P2-84 Survival and Epidemiology of Escherichia coli on Diverse Fresh-cut Baby Leafy Greens under Model Pre-harvest to Post-harvest Conditions
ALEJANDRO TOMAS CALLEJAS, Alex B. Camacho, Gabriela Lopez-Velasco, Francisco Artes, Francisco Artes-Hernandez and Trevor V. Suslow
University of California-Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Prevention and sanitation are important elements for managing microbial quality and safety of fresh-cut produce. The limitation of the post-harvest washing to remove and disinfect attached microorganisms with sanitizers remains a priority for discovery. For leafy greens, bacterial attachment is variable and acutely influenced by physicochemical interactions, leaf structure, and temporal factors.

Purpose: To model Escherichia coli survival on different leafy greens from production through simulated post-harvest handling.

Methods: Mizuna, Red Chard and Tatsoi leaves were grown under greenhouse conditions. A cocktail of generic E. coli and attenuated E. coli O157:H7 (attO157) were spray-inoculated separately (log 4.2 CFU/cm²). Leaves were harvested as mini-greens at commercial maturity, processed in a model washing system treated with chlorine dioxide (3 mg L⁻¹, contact time 90s) and stored for 7 days at 5°C under MAP. Recovery and detection of generic E. coli and attO157 was conducted after 2, 7 and 10 days post-inoculation, following disinfection, and 7 days post-washing. For att O157, detection by qRT-PCR was used for populations declining below the limit of direct-plating or filtration enumeration. Commensal E. coli differentiation was carried out using REP-PCR.

Results: Significant variability of attached generic E. coli was observed depending on the leafy vegetable. Generic E. coli was detected on tatosi leaves throughout the post-harvest period, while dropping below the limit of detection for other types. After storage, all the samples were positive following enrichment. Attenuated E. coli O157:H7 was not recovered by direct plating after 7 days post-inoculation. Molecular analysis confirmed the sporadic presence of E. coli O157:H7 below the limit of detection at all subsequent time-points.

Significance: Heterogeneous low populations of generic and attenuated E. coli could survive from production to commercial distribution. Permissible doses of chlorine dioxide could not fully disinfecet other non-pathogenic surrogate from the leaves under test conditions.

P2-85 Modeling the Variability of Growth Rate and Lag Time among Different Strains of Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes in Minimally Processed Lettuces
ANDERSON S. SANT’ANA, Bernadette D. Franco and Donald W. Schaffner
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Salmonella and L. monocytogenes are pathogens of concern for minimally processed vegetable safety and they have been isolated from lettuce, the most commonly consumed vegetable in Brazil.

Purpose: The purpose of our research was to model the effects of temperature on the growth rate (μ) and lag times (λ) of three different strains each of Salmonella spp. and L. monocytogenes in a mixture of shredded iceberg and crisp lettuce.

Methods: Sanitized shredded lettuce was inoculated by dipping in suspensions of three different Salmonella (S. Typhimurium #: 277, 386 and S. Enteritidis ATCC 10306) and L. monocytogenes (4b #: 413, 494 and 581) strains. Those strains with three digit numbers were isolated from Brazilian produce. After centrifugation and packaging (5% CO₂, 15%O₂, and 80%N₂), sealed packs were stored at six temperatures (7–30°C) for different time intervals and Salmonella and L. monocytogenes were enumerated using MLCB and Oxford agars, respectively. Primary growth parameters (μ and λ) were determined using the Baranyi model with the software DMFit 2.1 and the Ratkowsky (square root) model was used to describe μ and λ as a function of temperature.

Results: Correlation coefficients for every primary growth curves and secondary models were good, and always >0.9. Estimations for μ varied between 4.17% and 11.47% for the different Salmonella and L. monocytogenes strains studied, respectively. The parameter λ varied between 6.41% and 11.40% for the same pathogens. In the secondary modeling, μ showed a linear trend while regressing temperature versus square root of this parameter (r² = 0.95 and 0.98 for Salmonella and Listeria, respectively). For λ estimation, a natural logarithmic transformation provided the best fit, with similarly good r² = 0.95 for both for Salmonella and Listeria.

Significance: Our findings will be useful for the development of risk assessment models to estimate the probabilities of salmonellosis and listeriosis due to the consumption of MPV in Brazil.

P2-86 Selection and Characterization of DNA Aptamers with Binding Specificity for Listeria spp.
SOOHWAN SUH, Hari Prakash Dwivedi and Lee-Ann Jaykus
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: Nucleic acid aptamers show advantages over traditional capture ligands (such as antibodies), including reduced cost, ease of production and modification, and improved stability. Aptamers are being investigated for selective concentration and purification of foodborne pathogens from complex sample matrices such as foods.

Purpose: To identify DNA aptamers with binding specificity to Listeria spp.

Methods: A carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled single stranded DNA library was exposed to L. monocytogenes cells in log phase (6 h cultures) or stationary phase (12 h cultures) and aptamers with binding selectivity were selected using the SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential enrichment) method. Six SELEX rounds were followed by two counter-SELEX rounds against a cocktail of non-Listeria spp. Aptamers with binding selectivity to L. monocytogenes were separated, sequenced, and characterized by flow cytometry.

Results: One aptamer each isolated after SELEX applied to log phase (aptamer LM-6-02) and stationary phase (aptamer LM-12-06) L. monocytogenes cells was chosen for further characterization. Initial flow cytometry analysis suggested relatively high binding efficiencies [45-60% of L. monocytogenes target cells (n = 100,000) fluorescent using 500 pmoles] for both aptamers. Dissociation constants (Kd values) of 2.1±0.5 and 1.1 ± 0.1 µM were obtained for aptamers LM-6-02 and LM-12-06, respectively. Interestingly, even though aptamers were selected for using L. monocytogenes, they demonstrated similarly high binding efficiencies [41-64%] for both L. seeligeri and L. grayi. Aptamer binding exclusivity analysis showed low apparent cross-reactivity with other foodborne bacteria, including E. coli O157:H7, Salmonella spp. and Brochothrix thermosphacta for which binding efficiencies never exceeded 10%. Minimal cross-reactivity was observed for Bacillus cereus (13-18% cells fluorescent).

Significance: The advantage of applying SELEX to cells in different growth phases lies in the opportunity to produce aptamers with broader reactivity, since cell surface moieties expressed at all growth phases can serve as binding targets. Aptamer candidates LM-6-02 and LM-12-06 are currently being evaluated for synergistic capture of Listeria spp. from complex sample matrices for detection by PCR.
**P2-87** DNA Extraction Procedures for Real-time PCR Detection of *Listeria monocytogenes* and *Listeria* spp. from Artificially Contaminated Food Samples  
Karen C. Jinneman, Ken J. Yoshitomi, Palmer A. Orlandi, Stephen D. Weagant, Ruben Zapata, Paul Browning and WILLIS M. FEDIO  
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, USA

**Introduction:** Identification of *Listeria* species and specifically *Listeria monocytogenes* by real-time PCR allows rapid detection of the pathogen from contaminated food.

**Purpose:** The objective of the current research is to evaluate DNA extraction protocols from food enrichments for detection of *Listeria monocytogenes* by two real-time PCR procedures.

**Methods:** Four DNA extraction protocols from Buffered Listeria Enrichment Broth and Demi Fraser/Fraser enrichments of artificially contaminated foods (Asadero cheese, Queso Fresco, Brie cheese, guacamole, coleslaw, and smoked salmon) were evaluated with two real-time PCR procedures for detection of *Listeria monocytogenes* and *Listeria* spp. For DNA extraction, a semi-automated magnetic particle-based extraction instrument (MagNa Pure Compact), with and without enzymatic treatment, PrepSEQ® Rapid Spin columns and wash-spin-boil (WSB) sample preparation techniques were compared. Real-time PCR analysis of the DNA extracts were conducted on the ABI 7500 fast platform using a multiplex *Listeria* spp./*L. monocytogenes* real-time (LIS) PCR assay targeting regions of the *isp* gene and designed to simultaneously detect *L. monocytogenes* as well as all *Listeria* species and the MicroSeq® *Listeria monocytogenes* Pathogen Detection kit.

**Results:** MagNa Pure Compact DNA extraction with or without enzymatic digestion of the samples was effective for template preparation from BLEB and Fraser Broth enrichments for both PCR procedures for all of the foods tested. The rapid spin columns did not work well with most food samples, causing numerous false-negative reactions in uninoculated food samples (16-100%) and inhibition of DNA amplification particularly in Fraser broth enrichments. A 1:10 dilution of the template improved its performance with the LIS assay but not the MicroSeq® *Listeria monocytogenes* assay. The WSB preparations worked well with the LIS PCR assay, but even 1:10 dilutions of the preparations gave poor results with the MicroSeq® *Listeria monocytogenes* assay for most foods.

**Significance:** These results show that template preparation is important for reliable real-time PCR screening of food enrichments for *Listeria monocytogenes*. The MagNa Pure Compact procedure without additional enzyme treatment of the sample resulted in template preparations that were suitable for both PCR assays. The LIS PCR assay was the most reliable test for detection of *Listeria* spp./*L. monocytogenes* from both BLEB and Fraser broth food enrichments.

---

**P2-88** Development and Initial Evaluations of Three Scorpion™ Probe-based Multiplex Real-time PCR Assays for the Detection of Six Shiga Toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) Serogroups, *E. coli* O157:H7, and the *eae*, stx₁, and stx₂ Genes  
DANIEL DEMARCO, Stephen Varkey, Mark Jensen, Pina Fratamico and Brad Garman  
DuPont Qualicon, Wilmington, DE, USA

**Introduction:** In addition to continued testing for *E. coli* O157:H7, new regulations in the United States will soon require industry to begin monitoring for six Shiga toxin-producing *E. coli* (STEC) serogroups. Initially, it is anticipated that the regulations will specifically require detection of the so called “big-six” STEC (O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145) as these have been most frequently associated with outbreaks of foodborne illnesses in the United States. There may be an additional requirement related to the detection of the virulence genes *eae*, *stx₁*, and *stx₂* though it is still unclear if/how this proposed regulation will be implemented. Notwithstanding the final regulation, there is a desire to couple detection of the big six STEC with virulence gene detection in a single testing tool.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility and conduct initial evaluations of three separate multiplex Scorpion™ probe-based PCR assays for the detection of the big-six serotypes of STEC, *E. coli* O157:H7, and the *eae*, *stx₁*, and *stx₂* genes.

**Methods:** The three multiplex assay configurations were as follows: Assay 1 - O26, O111, O121, and internal positive control (IPC); Assay 2 - O45, O103, O145, IPC; Assay 3 - O157:H7, *eae*, *stx₁*, *stx₂*, and IPC. Studies evaluating the sensitivity of each of the new real-time assays were conducted using titrations of cell lysates. Cell lysates were also used to conduct initial inclusivity and exclusivity studies for each assay configuration.

**Results:** Sensitivity of each assay with cell titers in TSB for each of the various PCR targets was shown to be ≤ 1.0 x 10<sup>4</sup> CFU/mL. Each assay was shown to be 100% inclusive for the strains tested (n = 20–50 per assay). Moreover, no cross-reactivity with closely related strains in any of the assays was seen.

**Significance:** These results demonstrate the feasibility of deploying a panel of three novel real-time PCR assay configurations for the detection and monitoring of STEC O groups including O157:H7 as well as the virulence genes, *eae*, *stx₁*, and *stx₂*. The approach demonstrated could easily be expanded to include additional multiplex assays should regulations continue to expand into other O groups virulence gene markers.

---

**P2-89** Primers with 5’AT-rich Flap Increases the Sensitivity of PCR for the Detection of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7  
SHEFAU DOBHAL, Chris Timmons, Jacqueline Fletcher and Li Ma  
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK, USA

**Introduction:** *Escherichia coli* O157:H7, a major foodborne pathogen, poses a serious threat to human health. Early detection of the pathogen in food, environmental and clinical samples is critical to managing human health concerns.

**Purpose:** The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect, on PCR sensitivity, of adding a 5’ AT-rich overhanging sequence (flap) to the design of primers specific for the detection of *E. coli* O157:H7.

**Methods:** Specific primers targeting the rfbE O157 gene were synthesized with or without a 12-bp 5’ AT-rich overhanging sequence. PCR sensitivity assays were conducted using purified *E. coli* O157:H7 genomic DNA, crude cell lysates, and genomic DNA/ crude cell lysates spiked with DNA extracted from tomato and jalapeno peppers surface washes. PCR amplicons from three replications were eluted and quantified using a nanodrop spectrophotometer.

**Results:** Amplicon band intensity was significantly greater when primers contained the flap, and the yield of PCR amplification was greater by 23%.

**Significance:** Improvement in the efficiency of PCR yield has potential applications in foodborne disease epidemiology and management, and in biosecurity and microbial forensics applications, as fewer target pathogens can be detected in less time.
P2-90  Equivalence of PCR and Phage Ligand Assay for the Detection of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Ground Beef

MELINDA HAYMAN, Sergio J. Montez, Stan Bailey, Ron Johnson and John C. Mills
Food Safety Net Services, San Antonio, TX, USA

Introduction: Regulatory requirements and implementation of test and hold sampling plans have increased the need for rapid and effective test methods for the detection of E. coli O157:H7 in ground beef.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to compare the performance of a new automated next-day method to commercial PCR assays for the detection of E. coli O157:H7 in ground beef. The VIDAS® UP E. coli O157 assay was compared to the DuPont Qualicon BAX® as used by FSIS and BioControl GDSTM systems.

Methods: Ground beef samples inoculated with 2–5 cells of E. coli O157:H7 were enriched in buffered peptone water supplemented with vancomycin for the phage ligand assay (VIDAS UP E. coli O157), in modified TSB for the USDA/BAX assay, and in modified EHEC for the GDS assay. All broths were incubated at 41.5°C for 8 – 10 h. Twenty inoculated and five uninoculated samples were tested for each method for two separate replications using two separate strains of E. coli O157:H7.

Results: E. coli O157:H7 was not detected in the uninoculated samples using VIDAS UP E. coli O157. When the data from two replicates were combined, 22, 27, and 19 of the 40 inoculated samples screened positive samples after 8 h incubation and 34, 29, and 23 screened positive samples after 10 hr incubation, from the VIDAS UP, USDA/BAX, and GDS methods, respectively. Two of the screened positive samples for the FSIS/BAX were determined to be false positives.

Significance: For all methods, more screened positives were detected from the 10 hr enrichment than from the 8 h enrichment for one of the E. coli O157:H7 isolates. Therefore, a minimum of 10 hr enrichment would be recommended for 325 – 375 g ground beef samples. VIDAS UP E. coli O157 was equivalent to the two other test methods for the detection of E. coli O157:H7 following 10 h of incubation.

P2-91  A Rapid Molecular Method for the Detection of Escherichia coli O157 and Salmonella in Foods Using Loop-mediated Amplification (LAMP)

BRENDA G. RUSHING and Akif Kasra
SA Scientific, San Antonio, TX, USA

Introduction: Rapid detection of Escherichia coli O157 and Salmonella spp. is essential for food safety. To accelerate the process and test for both microbes from the same food sample, a rapid co-enrichment procedure was developed for use with the isothermal loop-mediated amplification (LAMP) method for detection from foods within 8 h. In addition, an overnight enrichment method for compositing ground beef samples was developed for use with LAMP, giving a time-to-result for large samples in less than 24 h.

Purpose: This method comparison study is to evaluate the Loopamp® kits for the detection of both E. coli O157 and Salmonella spp. from intentionally co-contaminated foods (ground beef, beef trim, spinach and lettuce), comparing to the relevant USDA or FDA reference methods.

Salmonella detection from intentionally-contaminated ground turkey and chicken rinsates will also be tested and compared to the USDA method.

Methods: For testing from ground beef, beef trim, spinach and lettuce, the food matrix was bulk-inoculated with both organisms and subjected to cold stress for 48–72 hr. A low-dose inoculum was used in order to achieve a fractionally positive detection rate. Twenty samples (25 g for beef, 200 g for leafy greens) were enriched for 6–7 h at 42 °C and then sampled for LAMP testing, while parallel sets of samples were tested by the USDA (beef) or FDA (produce) method. Larger 375 g ground beef samples with a low-dose inoculum were tested using an overnight enrichment culture followed by LAMP testing. For additional Salmonella testing, ground turkey was bulk-inoculated and chicken carcasses were individually inoculated with Salmonella only. After cold-stress, 25 g turkey samples and 30 mL of chicken rinsates were cultured for 6–7 h enrichment and then sampled for Salmonella LAMP testing. Parallel samples were tested by the USDA protocol. Results were compared using the Mantel-Haenszel chi-square method for unpaired samples.

Results: This investigation is our AOAC Performance Tested Method validation to be completed in late spring 2011. The final results will be presented at the meeting.

Significance: The LAMP method compares favorably in sensitivity to the USDA and FDA reference methods and provides a rapid procedure to detect E. coli O157 and Salmonella from foods.

P2-92  Comparison of Five Pre-enrichment Media for the Recovery of Salmonella from Leafy Green Vegetables with Real-time PCR Methods

HUA WANG, Andrew Jacobson, Chorng-Ming Cheng, Narjol Gonzalez-Escalona, Kari A. Belin, Vikas Gill and Thomas S. Hammack
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, College Park, MD, USA

Introduction: Leafy greens are among the top 10 foods which have been responsible for the largest number of food poisoning illness since 1990, according to a list recently released by the FDA. In the past several years, Salmonella outbreaks from fresh leafy greens have become an increasing problem.

Purpose: To determine the relative efficacies of five pre-enrichment media for the recovery of Salmonella from artificially contaminated leafy greens: lactose broth (LB; current BAM culture method was followed thereafter. Two Real-time PCR analyses were performed on 24 h-incubated pre-enrichment broths on three Real-time PCR detection systems: BioRad CFX 96, Cepheid SmartCycler and ABI Fast 7500.

Results: qPCR tests show that four pre-enrichment media: BPW, mBPW, UPB and BAX were significantly more productive (P < 0.05) than LB for the recovery of Salmonella from artificially contaminated leafy greens after 24 h pre-enrichment. BAM culture analysis show no significant differences among five pre-enrichment media (P > 0.05) for the recovery of Salmonella from these produce types.

Significance: This study investigated the potential need for the development of an improved BAM Salmonella pre-enrichment method for the detection of Salmonella from leafy green vegetables. Real-time PCR test can be used as an effectively rapid screening tool.
P2-93 Detecting *Salmonella* in 375-g Pet Food Samples with Alternative Media

**LIHONG L. WU, Angeline Stoltzfus and Andrew D. Farnum**  
DuPont Qualicon, Wilmington, DE, USA

**Introduction:** Dry pet food contaminated with *Salmonella* can pose a significant health risk to humans, especially young children, through improper handling of pet food or contaminated excrement. Developing effective testing methods for detecting *Salmonella* contamination in such products will provide significant benefits by safeguarding public health and improving product quality.

**Purpose:** To evaluate and compare the performance of a PCR-based assay on dry pet food enriched in various media (LB, BPW, MP) through feasibility and confirmation studies.

**Methods:** For feasibility studies, samples were homogenized 1:10 in LB, BPW or MP media, allowed to stand for 60 minutes at room temperature, then mixed before incubation. Samples enriched in LB or BPW were incubated at 35 °C for 22–26 hours; those enriched in MP media were incubated at 42 °C for 22–24 hours. Aliquots were removed pre- and post-regrowth (enriched samples diluted 1:50 in BHI broth and incubated at 37 °C for 3 hours) for testing with the test method. For culture comparison study, samples were enriched in either BPW or MP media as in the feasibility studies. The pH left at room temperature for 60 minutes; no adjustments of all samples was checked before and after samples were necessary. After enrichment, samples were tested with the modified FDA-BAM culture method, or diluted and regrown before testing with the test method.

**Results:** For 25-g spiked samples with or without regrowth, LB and BPW returned 1 out of 3 positive results, while MP media returned 3 out of 3 positive results. For 375-g spiked samples, LB with or without regrowth returned 0 out of 3 positive results. MP media with regrowth returned 2 out of 3 positive results, and MP media with regrowth returned 1 out of 3 positive results. For 375-g spiked samples enriched in BPW and MP media, both with regrowth, there was no difference in results between the test method and the reference culture method. For all studies, results between the two *Salmonella* PCR assays were identical.

**Significance:** The results of these studies demonstrate that, when used with the BAX® System: 1. MP media, with or without regrowth, returns results equivalent to or better than both LB and BPW as enrichment for detecting *Salmonella* in 25-g samples of dry pet food; 2. BPW and MP media, when used with regrowth, are effective enrichment media that do not require pH adjustment for detecting *Salmonella* in 375-g pet food samples; 3. Additional studies will be performed to compare and validate the performance of LB to the MP and BPW.

P2-94 Development of Oligo-conjugated Nanoparticle-based Methods for Rapid, Sensitive and Cost-effective Detection of Foodborne Pathogens

Honghe Cao, Isabelle Noiseux, Jean-Pierre Bouchard, Pascal Gallant, Ozzy Memut, Marcie Vernon, Joseph Odumeru, Roger Johnson and SHU CHEN  
University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

**Introduction:** Any pathogen contamination of our food and water chain can pose a serious threat to human health. In order to effectively safeguard consumers, foods need to be tested using methods with greater sensitivity and speed at lower costs than current methods. While existing molecular methods, such as PCR, are increasingly used in food testing, they have limitations. New approaches are needed to extend the limits of current molecular methods.

**Purpose:** To develop a rapid, sensitive and low-cost approach for detection of foodborne pathogens based on nanoparticle (NP) technology and a novel low-cost fluorescence reader.

**Methods:** Capture and detector DNA probes specific to sequences of *Salmonella* species and *Listeria monocytogenes* were conjugated to magnetic beads and fluorescent NPs (FNPs), respectively. The oligo-conjugated magnetic beads and FNPs were used to hybridize the specific target sequences in crude sample lysates, allowing magnetic separation of the targets from the samples and direct detection of the FNPs’ signals by a fluorescence reader. A combination of tools/methods was used to evaluate the oligo-NP assays, including a novel prototype fluorescence reader, a fluorescence microscope and real-time PCR assays.

**Results:** The oligo-NP assays were found to be specific when evaluated with 21 *Salmonella*, 22 *L. monocytogenes* and 85 non-target bacteria strains. The assays were able to detect 1-5 CFU/25 g or 25 mL food sample after pre-enrichment when chicken, milk and pork were inoculated with *Salmonella*, and when vegetable mix, sausage and potato & egg salad were inoculated with *L. monocytogenes*. The methods were able to detect ~10⁴-10⁶ CFU/mL in pre-enriched food samples post-spiked with the target organisms. The methods were also evaluated by testing enrichment cultures of 10 poultry swab samples for *Salmonella* and 16 ice cream, cheese, and meat samples for *L. monocytogenes*, and showed higher sensitivity than the conventional culture methods. The oligo-NP procedures can be completed within 30 minutes after sample enrichment.

**Significance:** The oligo-NP-based approach can potentially lead to commercially valuable diagnostic test methods for more rapid, sensitive and cost-effective detection of foodborne pathogens. This will provide a valuable tool for the implementation of HACCP and quality assurance programs in our food chain to minimize foodborne outbreaks.

P2-95 Development of a Multiplex PCR Method for Detection of Bacterial Spoilage Organisms in Leafy Greens

JONGKIT MASIRI, Angelita Talens and Mansour Samadpour  
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

**Introduction:** Spoilage microorganisms on leafy greens are soil inhabitants that are introduced to the crop from seed and can persist throughout their growth in the field, during harvesting and post-harvest handling, or even during storage and distribution. Soft rot diseases are the major cause of spoilage in crops worldwide, many due to *Erwinia carotovora* (Pectobacterium carotovorum), a gram negative phytopathogenic bacterium. The bacteria can be dispersed through the harvesting and handling equipment for leafy greens, in the storage facility, and on contact surfaces along the distribution chain.

**Purpose:** To develop a multiplex PCR method for detecting spoilage microorganisms on enriched leafy greens using *hrp* (hypersensitive and pathogenicity response) -hrc (hypersensitive response, pathogenicity, and conserved) gene clusters, and cell wall degrading, pectolytic enzyme genes.

**Methods:** A total of 180 enriched-leafy green samples, collected in Salinas, CA, were randomly chosen for the test using specific primers designed from the *hrp-hrc* and enzyme target genes of pathogenic phytopathogens namely, *E. carotovora*, *E. amylovora*, *Pseudomonas syringae*, and *Xanthomonas campestris*. Specific primers were also designed from lytic enzymes of *P. putida*, and *P. fluorescens*. The resulting PCR amplicons were resolved by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis containing ethidium bromide.

**Results:** Of the 180 samples, 67 (37.2%) were shown to harbor both *E. carotovora* and *P. syringae*, the most prevalent plant pathogens causing spoilage in the leafy green samples; 46 (25.5%) revealed only *E. carotovora* or *P. syringae*; 2 (1.1%) had all four major plant pathogens. Sixty-four (35.5%) of the samples displayed no incidence of any of these spoilage microorganisms.

**Significance:** The presence of spoilage microorganisms in food generally indicates shorter shelf life, hence potential financial losses. Early detection of their presence will aid in an appropriate post-harvest management strategy which can extend the shelf life of food and reduce product loss.
P2-96  Rapid Multiplex Identification of Foodborne Bacterial Pathogens via PCR/MS on the Plex-ID System
SARAH E. PIERCE, Donna M. Williams-Hill and William B. Martin
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Irvine, CA, USA

Introduction: Traditional culturing methods of characterizing foodborne bacterial pathogens can take weeks to provide an identification at the serotype level. Novel molecular methods of characterization can provide results within hours of DNA extraction. One emerging technology for identification of foodborne bacterial pathogens utilizes broad PCR amplification coupled to mass spectrometry to allow for simultaneous characterization of multiple pathogens on the same assay plate.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate the capabilities of a novel technique, utilizing the Plex-ID system, for the identification and characterization of foodborne bacterial pathogens.

Methods: DNA from samples in the pathogen collection at PRL-SW was analyzed including DNA from Salmonella enterica isolates, isolates of EHEC (both O157:H7 and non O157), and isolates of Shigella and EIEC. After DNA extraction, all stages of sample preparation and analysis, from PCR through desalting and mass spectrometric analysis, were performed on the same plate reducing the possibility of contamination and sample loss.

Results: Of common disease causing S. enterica serotypes, 19 of 29 were correctly identified, and E. coli O157 was consistently given the correct serotype (66 of 67). However, serotyping was less reliable with other isolates. Only 9 of 71 less common S. enterica were correctly identified, and non-O157 E. coli (7 of 16) and Shigella and EIECs (8 of 47) had similarly low rates of identification.

Significance: This study indicates that combining PCR and mass spectrometry has potential as a rapid, sensitive method of identifying foodborne bacterial pathogens down to the serotype level with the possibility of vastly improving the capabilities of public health and regulatory laboratories to quickly identify bacterial pathogens. Future advances in primer design and in the reference database, which are currently in development, will improve the breadth of the instrument’s characterization capabilities.

P2-97  Verification of the First Automated Sample Preparation and PCR Setup Robotic Workstation for the Food Industry
Hans-Henno Dörries, Sina Kirsanov, CHRISTINA HARZMAN, Cordt Grönewald and Kornelia Berghof-Jäger
BIOTECON Diagnostics, GmbH, Potsdam, Germany

Introduction: Most Salmonella infections are caused by ingestion of contaminated food. For laboratories performing high-throughput routine testing for foodborne pathogens, automation is key to greater efficiency. Advantages of automating sample preparation and PCR setup include traceability, data security, accuracy and reproducibility.

Purpose: Together with an international confectionery manufacturer, BIOTECON Diagnostics designed and performed verification and validation testing on an automated system, the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation, for sample preparation and PCR setup.

Methods: Automatic DNA isolation was performed on the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation using the new foodproof® Magnetic Preparation Kit I for automatic DNA isolation. Real-time PCR was then automatically setup by the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation using the isolated DNA and foodproof® Salmonella Detection Kit for real-time PCR. Real-time PCR results were then evaluated. This verification study of the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation involved testing specificity, sensitivity, robustness, and cross-contamination risk.

Results: The time necessary to process 96 samples on the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation at one time was 2 h 20 min for DNA isolation and 20 min for real-time PCR setup for a total of 2 h and 40 min. Thirty-one Salmonella serovars and strains were tested for specificity with all being detected. Sensitivity of the method with 42 different food samples resulted in a detection limit between 5.0 x 10^4 CFU/ml and 5.0 x 10^5 CFU/ml for all matrices. Robustness testing of abnormally high food sample matrix compared to enrichment broth (1:7) showed no inhibition of Salmonella detection for all food samples tested. Studies found no cross-contamination to occur during tests with random placement of 48 Salmonella positive and 48 Salmonella negative samples.

Significance: The foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation is the first robot able to automatically perform DNA isolation and real-time PCR setup designed specifically for the food industry. These intensive internal validation studies of the foodproof® RoboPrep+ Series robotic workstation and foodproof® Magnetic Preparation Kit I coupled with the foodproof® Salmonella Detection Kit demonstrate this is a highly specific, sensitive, and robust system. The effectiveness and capability of the robotic workstation to automatically isolate highly-purified DNA and set up PCR is able to provide laboratories accurate, precise, as well as reproducible results.

P2-98  Towards Improved Detection of Cryptosporidium on Fresh Produce
DUMITRU MACARISIN, Ronald Fayer, Monica Santin, Gary Bauchan and Joan Shields
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Cryptosporidium has been found contaminating a variety of fresh produce worldwide. Current detection methods lack sensitivity and specificity for this parasite. Furthermore, because this protozoan cannot be cultured like bacteria to produce large numbers that facilitate detection, optimum recovery from vegetal matrices is essential for detection. Based on current recovery and detection methods, data on the extent of parasite foodborne contamination is woefully inadequate.

Purpose: Develop improved washing-recovery methods to facilitate detection of contaminated produce.

Methods: Spinach leaves were spot-inoculated with 2.7 x 10^4 C. parvum oocysts /leaf, air dried and incubated overnight at 4°C. Recovery of oocysts from spinach was conducted on a gyratory shaker for 30 min in 50-mL tubes (the seeded side of the leaf facing internally in the tube) in 45 mL of Alconox® 0.1% or water. This washing procedure was repeated twice. Recovered oocysts were immuno-stained with MeriFluor reagent and counted. All inoculation sites were excised from the washed leaves and subjected to nested PCR analysis to determine the presence of C. parvum DNA.

Results: Most oocysts were released with the first washing. The second wash moderately, but significantly (P ≤ 0.05), improved recovery rates. The addition of 0.1% Alconox® greatly increased the percentage of recovery from 53.7 ± 7.2% in water to 73.6 ± 3.2% in Alconox® solution. All contaminated sites on the leaves were positive for C. parvum DNA, suggesting that in spite of the improved recovery some oocysts still were not removed from vegetal matrices. This fact should be taken into consideration by fresh produce processors’ washing criteria.

Significance: Development and application of a superior recovery procedure will enable a much more accurate determination of the extent of contamination of fresh produce and reduce/prevent future foodborne outbreaks of cryptosporidiosis. Potentially these findings can be applicable to other protozoan pathogens that strongly adhere to fresh produce.
P2-99 A Real-time RT-PCR Method to Discriminate Infectious from Non-infectious Norovirus Strains
HELEN RAWSTHORNE, Blanca I. Escudero-Abarca and Lee-Ann Jaykus
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: The inability of molecular amplification to discriminate between infectious and non-infectious enteric viruses remains a barrier to it practical use. Intercalating dyes can selectively penetrate the membranes of dead bacterial cells, bind to DNA, and prevent its amplification by PCR. It is possible that a similar method could be adapted for viruses.

Purpose: To develop a molecular-based method to distinguish between infectious and non-infectious noroviruses (NoV).

Methods: Murine NoV (MNV-1), a commonly used cultivable surrogate, and Snow Mountain virus (SMV, human NoV genogroup II.2) were heat treated to result in varying degrees of virus inactivation. Heated and unheated (control) aliquots were supplemented with 100 μM propidium monoazide (PMA), incubated in the dark for 30 min and then exposed to visible light for 5 min. RNA was extracted using the Trizol reagent, followed by RT-qPCR targeting the orf1 or the orf1/orf2 junction for MNV-1 and SMV, respectively. MNV-1 was also quantified by plaque assay on RAW 264.7 cells.

Results: When MNV-1 was heated at 65°C for up to 5 min and quantified by plaque assay and RT-qPCR with and without PMA pre-treatment, infectivity assay results correlated well with PMA-RT-qPCR; RT-qPCR without PMA pre-treatment over-estimated infectivity by about 3 log_{10}. For SMV heated at 82°C for up to 15 min and quantified by RT-qPCR, an initial 3 log_{10} drop in virus titer was observed for the PMA-treated samples compared to no loss in virus titer for the non-PMA treated control sample. Results were more robust when the assay was applied to monodispersed virus suspensions, suggesting the method is sensitive to virus aggregation.

Significance: Nucleic acid intercalating agents show promise for use in distinguishing between infectious and inactivated NoV. With additional optimization, this may constitute a viable human molecular infectivity status in the absence of in vitro cultivation methods.

P2-100 Development of a Rapid Method for the Isolation and Detection of Hepatitis A Virus from Various Produce Items
KAORU HIDA, Efi Papafragkou, Michael Kukla and Biswendu Goswami
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Laurel, MD, USA

Introduction: Foodborne outbreaks attributed to human enteric viruses account for at least one third of all reported outbreaks in the United States. Hepatitis A virus (HAV), one of the most epidemiologically important of these viruses, has been continually implicated in several produce associated outbreaks. Due to the low levels of naturally occurring viral contamination and the lack of effective culture methods, detection of HAV from foods remains a challenge.

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to develop a rapid methodology for detecting low levels of HAV in spinach and tomatoes.

Methods: Twenty-five grams of baby spinach and cut tomatoes were surface or internally inoculated, respectively, with 10^5-10^6 PFU of the cytopathic HAV strain HM-175. A high concentration (4M) of a guanidine-based lysis buffer was used as a general denaturant to release viral RNA, which was subsequently precipitated with isopropanol and purified by a commercial RNA kit. Recovery efficiency was assessed by qRT-PCR. For tomatoes, virus recovery was also compared to a method utilizing an additional elution step and an enzymatic digestion step with 300 μl each of cellulase and pectinase.

Results: Consistent detection of HAV genome from both spinach and tomatoes was achieved at an inoculation level of 120 PFU per gram of food. Initial work identified that polyvinylpyrrolidone and potassium acetate reduced the carryover of polysaccharides and phenolics. When HAV was isolated from tomato slices, an initial elution step of 30 min at room temperature was as effective as enzymatic digestion. The detection limit of Hepatitis A virus inoculation also indicated that polyvinylpyrrolidone and potassium acetate reduced the carryover of polysaccharides and phenolics. When HAV was isolated from tomato slices, an initial elution step of 30 min at room temperature was as effective as enzymatic digestion. The detection limit in food sample was determined to be at least 100 PFU per PCR reaction.

Significance: A new, rapid (4–5 h) method was characterized to successfully detect low levels of HAV contamination from two very different food matrices, spinach and tomatoes. This method has the capacity to be further applied to other produce commodities.

P2-101 Effect of Amino Acids and Surfactants on RT-PCR Recovery of Viruses from Green Onions
DIANA STEWART, Christina Megalis, Carol Shieh and Mary L. Tortorello
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Virus detection from fresh produce is often accomplished by elution into a buffer solution, with or without various additives, followed by PCR. Little information is available on the effect of these additives on virus recovery from produce or their effect on assay inhibition.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of amino acids and surfactants on the recovery of MS2 bacteriophage, as an enteric virus surrogate, from surface-inoculated green onions.

Methods: Green onion in 4” pieces (10 g/sample) were surface inoculated with 10^8 pfu MS2 bacteriophage and air-dried in a biosafety cabinet. Samples were eluted by orbital shaking for 20 min at room temperature with 100 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.2) containing 0.5 M alanine, arginine, glycine, lysine, or threonine for amino acid trials; 5 mM SDS, 0.5% Tween 80 or 0.5% Triton X-100 for surfactant trials. RNA was extracted from all samples and quantitated via a real-time RT-PCR assay for MS2 bacteriophage along with a non-competitive internal amplification control (IAC).

Results: Based on the initial inoculum, percent recoveries from amino acid elutions were lysine (38.5 ± 25.0), arginine (37.4 ± 21.4), Tris (22.1 ± 9.8), threonine (20.7 ± 7.25), glycine (18.2 ± 10.9), and alanine (14.6 ± 4.7). Surfactant elution recoveries were SDS (47.6 ± 17.5), Triton X-100 (37.5 ± 28.7) Tween 80 (27.4 ± 26.2) and Tris (24.5 ± 12.2). Preliminary trials with hepatitis A virus inoculation also indicate that arginine/lysine, and SDS allowed the highest recoveries for amino acids and surfactants, respectively. None of the eluents showed more than 1 cycle difference from the no-matrix control samples, indicating that these additives do not cause reaction inhibition.

Significance: This study indicates that addition of certain amino acids and/or surfactants may allow enhanced recovery of viruses from contaminated green onions without causing inhibition of detection by PCR.

P2-102 Development of a Method to Concentrate Viruses from Fresh Produce Wash Water
LINDSAY A. HAUK, Alvin C. Lee and Stephen F. Grove
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Summit Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Human norovirus is a common source of foodborne illness worldwide. Its low infectious dose requires concentration methods for detection from foods, but cannot be cultured in the laboratory. Murine norovirus (MNV-1) is frequently used as a human norovirus surrogate and can be enumerated using plaque assay.

Purpose: Development of an optimized method to concentrate MNV-1 from fresh produce wash water.
Methods: A cationic-charge magnetic bead separation technique (MBS; PATHATRIX) was compared to a centrifugal membrane concentration technique (CMC; Amicon) to concentrate MNV-1 from various wash waters (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), deionized water alone and with organic material, and from spent water used to wash inoculated lettuce leaves. Wash water was inoculated to achieve concentrations between 2-log and 6-log PFU/mL. For MBS, 50mL inoculated water was incubated with the beads for 1 to 24 h at various temperatures. After processing, infectious viruses were quantified by plaque assay while bound to beads or after elution from beads by lowering the pH. The CMC method was performed by passing 15mL of inoculated wash water through a 30,000 molecular weight cut-off membrane at 2600xg. The wash water was concentrated with the unit either with or without a pre-filtering step to remove the organics.

Results: MBS yielded concentration factors of <0.1 from the beads and between 0.5 and 1.4 from spent buffer in all samples tested, indicating viruses did not bind to the cationic-charged beads despite incubating samples with beads for a range of times and temperatures. CMC was effective at concentrating MNV-1, yielding an average concentration factor of 17.4 from all wash waters tested. CMC results remained consistent despite changing variables including filtered and unfiltered organics, recovery from lettuce or water, and starting virus concentration.

Significance: The use of antibody-bound beads or beads with a greater cationic charge should be investigated in the future to improve binding efficiency in the MBS method. Virus concentration using the CMC method is an effective method for concentrating low numbers of infectious virus from fresh produce wash water.

P2-103 The Impact of Four Buffer Systems Derived from a Matrix-solubilization Based Sample Preparation Protocol for Bacteria on the Integrity of Virus Particles
Susanne Fister, SABINE FUCHS, Patrick Mester, Martin Wagner and Peter Rossmanith
Christian Doppler Laboratory for Molecular Biological Food Analytics, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: Major causes of foodborne illnesses in humans are viruses. Accurate detection of foodborne viruses is limited on molecular diagnostics, and existing methods are laborious, time consuming and not standardized. One important demand is the separation of the target particles from the food matrix as obtained by sample preparation protocols. Nevertheless, few investigations and protocols covering this topic are published so far. On the other hand, there are several newly developed and well established protocols for molecular biological quantification for foodborne bacteria available. The aim of this study was the investigation of the applicability of a recently developed sample preparation method that involves the solubilization of the food matrix (Matrix Lysis) for the separation of viruses from food samples.

Purpose: Testing of the impact of several food solubilization buffers as used for Matrix Lysis on the integrity of calicivirus and MS2 bacteriophage particles.

Methods: The influence of the four existing matrix lysis buffers on feline caliciviruses and MS2 phages was tested using reverse transcription RT-PCR for quantification. Feline caliciviruses and MS2 phages were used as models for norovirus. The particle count before inoculation was compared with the RT-PCR data after incubation in four buffer systems (A: 8M Urea and 1% SDS; B: 8M Urea and 1% Lutensol; C: 1 M MgCl2; D: 7.5% Ionic Liquid: [emim][SCN]).

Results: The recovery as obtained for the MS2 and calicivirus particles are in good agreement with the respective values as obtained for bacterial cells. Recovery rates are ranging from 31 to 70% in Buffers A and B and from 63 to 86% in Buffers C and D.

Significance: The Matrix Lysis system is a promising tool to support molecular biological detection of food-borne viruses. Future work will focus on concentration of viruses subsequent to Matrix Lysis and before RT-PCR detection.

P2-104 Chromogenic Indicators for Pathogens Contaminating Food Samples
Katrin Glaser, SABINE FUCHS, Martin Wagner and Peter Rossmanith
Christian Doppler Laboratory for Molecular Biological Food Analytics, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: Commercial indicators commonly evaluate food spoilage by measuring changes in temperature or pH-value but are not directly dependent on microbial growth. In the present study the applicability of chromogenic bacteria as an ‘on view’ model is shown. Selected chromogenic bacteria placed on filter membranes and exhibiting similar growth characteristics as food pathogens mimic the development of possible pathogen flora. Resulting, a model comprising colored bacteria indicates microbial growth on food stuff.

Purpose: Development of a membrane-based approach for a sensitive model to facilitate in situ detection of possible food pathogen growth.

Methods: To proof osmotic nutrient supply for microbial growth but prevent contamination of the food with microbes, semi-permeable filter membranes with pore sizes ranging from 0.1 to 10 µm were used on plate and directly on minced meat or poultry. Controls were plated without filter membranes. As a model organism Serratia marcescens, producing the purple-red pigment prodigiosin, was used to test pore size related nutrient flow (colony sizes and numbers), biological integrity (growth on agar without nutrients) and impermeability (growth underneath the filter membrane). Growth was monitored over a period of 48 hours at various temperatures (4°C, 15°C, 25°C, 30°C). To test for minimal sensitivity, total microbial counts were determined for all meat samples (ISO/FDIS 4833).

Results: Similar colony numbers and diameters were detected comparing cell suspensions on filters and controls for pore sizes as far as 0.1 µm, indicating a good nutrient diffusion through the membranes. No colony growth was found upon removal of the filter membranes (0.1–0.4µm) and on sole agar plates indicating impermeability and biological integrity. Highly concentrated cell suspensions performed well on minced meat and poultry, developing red cell clusters on the filter membranes within four hours at 30°C. When signal occurrence was compared to total microbial cell counts from meat, a 0.4-log scale change of total microorganisms was detected.

Significance: The study presents a model for a food pathogen growth indicator, which can be adapted to various pathogenic organisms and food stuffs.

P2-105 Ionic Liquids for DNA Quantification Out of Gram Negative and Gram Positive Bacteria
SABINE FUCHS, Patrick Mester, Martin Wagner and Peter Rossmanith
Christian Doppler Laboratory for Molecular Biological Food Analytics, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: In molecular biological food pathogen detection, an easy and quick method for bacterial cell lysis and DNA purification is of great interest. Time saving is a major reason for the application of molecular methods. In analytical chains including sample preparation the DNA isolation procedure is the most promising step for significant reduction of expenditure of time. Gram positive bacteria especially need extensive protocols, including over night enzymatic digestion to obtain DNA that can be used in sensitive analysis methods like qPCR.

Purpose: Establishing a fast and easy digestion for bacterial cell lysis and DNA isolation by using a two-phase system using a bmyyr based ionic liquid (IL) and ddH2O. Screening of ILs for DNA isolation out of Gram negative (S. Typhimurium, E. coli) and Gram positive (L. monocytogenes) bacteria. Inhibition of the following qPCR should be excluded.

Methods: As a reference method for quantitative DNA isolation, the NucleoSpin® tissue kit was used. The quantification of bacterial cell equivalents was carried out by qPCR with the respective protocols for S. Typhimurium, E. coli and L. monocytogenes.
Results: A ten minute protocol for cell lysis and DNA isolation out of various bacterial species was developed. DNA of Salmonella and Escherichia was found in high amounts. Listeria was isolated with an average yield of only 10% in comparison to the NucleoSpin® tissue kit. A pre-incubation step by using a DMAE-based IL was introduced for Listeria and resulted in a yield of about 100%. qPCR quantification demonstrated inhibition free amplification after the new DNA isolation protocol.

Significance: The two phase IL cell lysis protocol is able to lyse Gram negative cells within a few minutes and the DNA can be used directly afterwards for qPCR quantification. For Gram positive bacteria a pre-incubation step of ten minutes is necessary to obtain DNA recovery comparable to Gram negative bacteria.

P2-106 Evaluation of IBISA®, a New Selective and Chromogenic Method for the Detection of Salmonella Species in Foods

JÉRÔME THEPAUT, Corinne Delanoe and Véronique Boeffard
AES CHEMUNEX, Bruz, France

Introduction: The use of chromogenic media for Salmonella’s detection in food samples has been described in different commercial methods. Nevertheless, most of these media, based on the detection of C8-esterase activity only, were reported to miss some strains such as S. Dublin or S. Bangor which express a weak enzymatic activity.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate the ability of the IBISA® Method to detect Salmonella in naturally or artificially contaminated foods and in pure culture against NF EN ISO 6579 standard using XLD and the conventional C8-esterase-based chromogenic agar plate as screening media.

Methods: Food samples were 1:10 diluted in Buffered Peptone Water, then supplemented with ISS (IBISA® Specific Supplement) and incubated 16-20 h at 41.5°C. Ten µl of the enriched broth were streaked on IBISA® plate and incubated 24 +/-3 h at 37°C. On this new medium, Salmonella grow as typical large green colonies due to a specific mix of chromogenic esterase substrates. An inclusivity study was performed with 90 strains of Salmonella including lactose-positive strains, S. Dublin and non-motile Salmonella. The exclusivity study was carried out on 35 non-Salmonella strains. 174 food samples including naturally contaminated samples were tested according to the NF EN ISO6579 reference method and IBISA® Method. Relative Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were calculated during this evaluation.

Results: The inclusivity and exclusivity study have shown a perfect ability of the IBISA® to detect all Salmonella and to discriminate non-Salmonella strains. In the meantime, XLD or classical chromogenic media demonstrated some difficulties to recover atypical strains such as S. Seftenberg and S. Dublin. On the 174 food samples, 55 were found positive and 116 were negative with both IBISA® and NF EN ISO 6579 methods. 3 additional positive samples were detected and confirmed positive only with IBISA® method.

Significance: In these trials, 48 hours IBISA® protocol showed comparable and even better sensitivity in comparison to the reference method for Salmonella detection in a variety of foods. Moreover, the use of an esterase substrates mix allows IBISA® to detect Salmonella strains which are usually difficult to recover on classical chromogenic media.

P2-107 A Comparative Evaluation of the ChromID™ Ottaviani Agosti Agar (OAA) for the Detection and Enumeration of Listeria monocytogenes and Listeria Species

ERIN S. CROWLEY, Patrick Bird, Kiel Fisher, Katherine Goetz, M. Joseph Benzinger, James R. Agin and Dave G. Goins
Q Laboratories, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA

Introduction: ChromID™ Ottaviani Agosti (OAA) agar is a chromogenic medium for the selective isolation, enumeration and presumptive identification of L. monocytogenes and Listeria species in food and agri-food production environmental specimens. The agar contains a nutritive base combining different peptones and two substrates, including a chromogenic one. It favors growth of all Listeria spp. and reveals the presence of certain enzyme activities, Listeria grow on the agar and produce blue-turquoise colonies (glucosidase activity). The differentiation of Listeria monocytogenes is based on the appearance of an opaque halo around the colony (phospholipase C activity). The formulation inhibits the growth of most other bacteria and yeasts.

Purpose: This new method was independently validated for the detection and enumeration of L. monocytogenes and Listeria species as part of the AOAC-RI PTM validation process.

Methods: The OAA method was compared to the USDA FSIS MLG 8.06 reference method for chicken franks and stainless steel environmental samples and FDA BAM for raw shrimp. For the detection portion, 20 replicates were analyzed at one inoculum level: 0.2-2 CFU/25 g for chicken franks, 0.2-2 CFU/5 sq cm for the stainless steel, and 2-20 CFU/25 g for the raw shrimp. Five controls were analyzed at 0 CFU/25 g. For the enumeration portion, 15 samples (3 lots of 5 samples) of chicken franks and raw shrimp were analyzed at 3 levels: 100 CFU/g, 1,000 CFU/g and 10,000 CFU/g.

Results: The OAA and USDA method results (chicken franks, stainless steel) were comparable for detection of Listeria spp. χ² values = 1.26 for chicken franks and 0.10 for stainless steel, indicating no significant difference. For raw shrimp, the OAA and FDA BAM results were comparable for detection of L. mono with a χ² of 0.00. For enumeration, the OAA and USDA results for chicken franks & OAA and BAM results for raw shrimp were comparable. The P-values for chicken franks were 0.437, 0.050 and 0.008 for the low, medium and high levels, respectively. P-values for the raw shrimp were 0.134, 0.196 and 0.005 for the low, medium and high levels, respectively. There was a significant difference in test and reference method results at the high level for chicken franks and shrimp. For both matrices, the OAA method had a better repeatability value than the USDA or FDA reference methods.

Significance: This new method is a reliable alternative to the traditional selective agars for detection and enumeration of L. mono and Listeria species in food and environmental samples.

P2-108 Performances Assessment of the ChromID® L. mono agar Method According to the ISO 16140 Standard for Listeria monocytogenes Enumeration in Food and Environmental Samples

Muriel Bernard, Maryse Rannou and DANIELLE SOHIER
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: The chromID® L. mono method is a new Listeria monocytogenes enumeration method based on a chromogenic selective agar. The users can choose the plating protocol (pour or surface), as well as the confirmatory tests they want to realize in their routine analyses.

Purpose: A study was conducted at ADRIA, to validate this new method in comparison to the ISO 11290-2 reference method, as part of the Microval approval process and according to the ISO 16140 standard.

Methods: Samples diluted in BPW are inoculated onto chromID L mono plates. The reading of the plates can be done after one day incubation time. Flexibility on incubation time is available, as well as storing the plates for 3 days at 4°C before enumeration. During the validation study,
all these protocols were tested, as well as the proposed confirmatory tests: (i) the ISO 11290-2 tests on one purified colony, by (ii) a RAPIDEC or API gallery on one isolated colony without purification step, (iii) the VIDAS LMO2 or Accuprobe LMO on one colony, isolated or not, without purification step.

**Results:** Whatever the plating technique, the incubation and storage times, as well as the confirmatory tests, the chromID L. mono method showed satisfactory relative linear performances, with linear correlation coefficients higher than 0.98. Biases between both methods were characterized by low values, varying from -0.215 to + 0.025 log CFU/g. The intercepts close to 0 and the slopes close to 1 were validated for all the tested categories in the accuracy study. Selectivity and specificity of the method were shown to be good by testing 30 target and 22 non-target strains. The limits of repeatability and reproducibility of the chromID L. mono method, which were calculated during an inter-laboratory study involving 13 labs, were similar to those of the 11290-2 standard method. The biases between the compared methods were clearly non significant, varying from -0.00 to -0.06 log CFU/g.

**Significance:** According to these performances assessments, the chromID L. mono agar method represents a valuable and user-friendly alternative method for L. monocytogenes enumeration in food and environmental samples. Final results are obtained the next day by using a Rapidec gallery, the VIDAS LMO2 assay or the Accuprobe L. mono assay as confirmatory tests.

**P2-109 A New Immuno-concentration Assay for Shiga-like Toxin Escherichia coli, Used as Sample Preparation before Real-time PCR for Virulence Genes Detection**

**JEAN-LOUIS PITTET, Fanny Savoye, Marion Bouvier and Delphine Thevenot-Sergentet**

**bioMérieux, Marcy L’Etoile, France**

**Introduction:** The high virulence status of Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) strains must be guaranteed to ensure a safe release of foods.

**Purpose:** VIDAS UP *E. coli* serogroups (ESPT) was developed with the use of 5 phage recombinant proteins for the immuno-concentration (IC) of *E. coli* serogroup O26, O103, O111, O145 and O157 from food enrichments. Used before PCR assays for virulence genes, the new test is designed to reduce the number of non-relevant positive reactions and facilitates further confirmation of pathogenic strains. This study was designed to demonstrate the feasibility of the immuno-concentration assay and to evaluate its sensitivity.

**Methods:** The limit of detection was determined by spiking between 10^5 and 10^7 CFU/ml of each of the five serogroups into ground beef enriched buffered peptone water (BPW) and detecting PCR signal. A food study was conducted on 88 naturally contaminated products enriched in BPW for 16-20 hours at 41.5°C. Enrichments were tested for the presence of *stx* and *eae* genes with RT-PCR assays performed directly on the enrichments or after the immuno-concentration assay. The immuno-concentrate was also used for plating on a selective agar to confirm the presence of a pathogenic strain as an alternative to IMS.

**Results:** The inclusivity and exclusivity study clearly showed that the assay was highly specific for detection of the targeted strains. The limit of detection of O26, O103, O111, O145 and O157 cultures was found to be at least 10^5 cells/mL. The test was shown to be sensitive enough for isolation of low levels of stressed strains (1 to 5 CFU/25 g) in artificially contaminated foods such as raw meat. The IC assays eliminated 75% of non STEC PCR positive results from 88 suspected positive samples. Compared to traditional IMS for confirmation, the new test showed 88% concordance. One *E. coli* O103 strain was not recovered after IC and an additional O103 strain was recovered only after the IC assay. Less background flora was present on the plates and the recovery of serogroups of interest was greatly facilitated.

**Significance:** This study has demonstrated that the VIDAS ESPT assay is a promising tool to isolate *E. coli* O157, O26, O103, O111 and O145 from food enrichment, prior to establishing their pathogenic status with a PCR assay. It significantly reduced the number of non-relevant PCR positive results and so the number of confirmation. This automated method will provide technical and economic advantages to the food industry for routine testing by reducing the number of false positive PCR screen samples that need to be run through the confirmation process.

**P2-110 ISO 16140 Validation of a New Agar Plate Method for the Detection of Campylobacter**

**JEAN-LOUIS PITTET, Franck Montigon, Melinda Maux and Virginie Ewe**

**bioMérieux, Marcy L’Etoile, France**

**Introduction:** To release food products at the production stage, international rules require to use a reference method or an alternative method certified by a third party organization such as AFNOR, Microval or AOAC.

**Purpose:** The goal of this study was the validation of the CampyFood method for detection of *Campylobacter* in food products and environmental samples, according to ISO 16140 guidelines.

**Methods:** Food samples, 1:10 diluted in a new ready-to-use proprietary selective broth without horse blood, the CampyFood broth, were enriched for 48 hours at 41.5°C. A microaerobic atmosphere was generated directly into a specific stomacher bag, by addition of a gas generator in a small pocket of the bag. After incubation, 10 μl of enrichment broth were streaked onto CampyFood agar and the plates were incubated for 40–48 h at 41.5°C in a microaerobic atmosphere. Presumptive *Campylobacter* red colonies were confirmed by the VIDAS Campylobacter assay or by traditional assays. The preliminary study and the interlaboratory study were conducted as part of the AFNOR Certification approval process and according to ISO 16140 standard.

**Results:** For the comparative study, 64 poultry products, 82 meat products and 62 environmental samples were analyzed. Using the Mac Nemar’s analysis at the 5% level, the methods were shown to be not comparable but the alternative method gave significantly better results with 97 samples found positive compared to 85 for the reference method. Good results were obtained in the inclusivity and exclusivity studies with 50 Campylobacter and 30 non *Campylobacter* strains. The 50% detection limit was found to be between 0.2 and 1.8 CFU/25 g for the new method and between 0.2 and 2.4 CFU/25 g for the reference method. The interlaboratory study did not show comparable values of relative accuracy, specificity and sensitivity for the alternative method and the reference method but performance of the new method was significantly better.

**Significance:** The CampyFood agar method was certified as an alternative method to the reference ISO 10272-1 reference method for the detection of *Campylobacter* in poultry, meat and environmental samples. This study demonstrated that the alternative method was much better than the reference method for the recovery of thermostolerant *Campylobacter*, in samples containing high background flora. The ready to use broth and the specific bag to promote microaerobic atmosphere greatly simplify and enhance the practicability and performances of the method.

**P2-111 Strains of the Major Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli Serogroups Exhibit Growth Patterns Similar to O157:H7 at 10°C in Lean Ground Beef**

**KYRIAKI CHATZIKYRIAKIDOU, Steve Ingham and Barbara Ingham**

**University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA**

**Introduction:** Concerns have arisen about the potential public health burden attributable to non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) strains in the United States meat supply.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare the growth of six clinical-isolate non-O157 STEC strains from serogroups O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, O145 with one O157:H7 STEC strain in lean ground beef (7% fat) at 10°C.

Methods: Cultures were prepared by inoculating bags containing 25 g meat (≈10^5 CFUg^-1) which were then stored at 10°C for up to 72 h [3 trials/strain]. Inoculum level was comparable to the level of naive microflora of the raw ground beef as measured by APC. At 0, 12, 15, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 72h, one bag of inoculated meat was stomached for 30 s with 99 ml Butterfield’s Phosphate Diluent (BPD) and serially diluted in BPD. Inoculum cells were enumerated on modified Eosin Methylene Blue agar with bile salts (O.15%) added to inhibit indigenous microflora. The no-asymptote Baranyi model was fitted to data using DMFit, and mean log phase duration (LPD) and mean maximum growth rates (µ) were generated.

Results: Strain E. coli O126:H11 survived but did not grow. For other strains, LPD ranged from 11.3h to 39.4 h, and µ ranged from 0.032 log_{10} CFU/g h^-1 to 0.045 log_{10} CFU/g h^-1. Strains in serogroups O145 and O157 had significantly shorter LPD than strains in serogroups O45, O103, and O121 (P < 0.05), while strain O111 had an intermediate LPD. Significant inter-strain differences related to LPD values occurred at 24 h and later (P < 0.05). After lag-phase ended, there were no significant differences in µ (P ≥ 0.05).

Significance: Results suggest that strains of O157 and non-O157 STEC serogroups can grow under inadequate refrigeration temperatures. While additional work is required to determine the behavior of other strains within these serogroups, this study supports increased regulatory concern surrounding non-O157 STEC in meat.

P2-112 Strains of the Major Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli Serogroups Exhibit Similar Thermal Tolerance in Lean Ground Beef

AKHILA VASAN, Wan Mei Leong, Steve Ingham and Barbara Ingham
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Escherichia coli O157:H7 is an adulterant in raw non-intact beef and its presence therein leads to a Class I recall. Regulators in the United States are considering the designation of six serogroups of non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) as adulterants: O26, O45, O103, O111, O121 and O145.

Purpose: We compared the thermostolerance of representative strains from each of the six STEC serogroups with reference O157:H7 strains at 65.5°C in lean ground beef (7% fat). The reference strains included four beef-trim isolates, selected based on preliminary work indicating high heat tolerance, and an outbreak-linked strain (ATCC 43895).

Methods: Small Whirl-Pak bags containing 25 g preheated ground beef (65.5°C) were inoculated with 1 ml aliquots of stationary-phase culture (~10^6 CFU/ml) and immediately transferred to a shaking water bath (65.5°C). At each sampling time (0–20 s), one bag of meat was removed and held on ice for 10 min to reach ≤ 4°C. The meat was everted into a stomacher bag and stomached with 99 ml Butterfield’s Phosphate Diluent (BPD) for 30 s. Serial dilutions were made in BPD and viable cells enumerated by plating on modified Eosin Methylene Blue agar (37°C for 24 h). D_{65.5°C} values were calculated from log_{10} CFU/g data, with at least 3 trials per strain, and compared using analysis of variance.

Results: D_{65.5°C} values ranged from 1.6 min (ATCC 43895) to 0.76 min (O26:H11). None of the strains exhibited thermotolerance greater than reference strains ATCC 43985. E. coli O111:H8, O103:H2 and O26:H11 exhibited significantly lower thermal tolerance than ATCC 43895 (P < 0.05), while none of the non-O157 strains exhibited thermal tolerance different from the four beef-trim isolates (P ≥ 0.05).

Significance: These results suggest that thermal-processing intervention treatments that target destruction of E. coli O157:H7 may have adequate lethality against other STEC. However, further studies should be conducted with other strains in each of the six major non-O157 serogroups.

P2-113 Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157:H7 Prevalence on Beef Carcasses in a Non-TIF Harvest Plant in the Mexican Yucatan

ANSEN R. POND, Alejandro Echeverry, Tanya Jackson, Mindy Brashears, Mark F. Miller, Guy Loneragan, Todd M. Brashears, Rosa R. Porras and Gilberto O. Cervera
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Non-TIF (Federal Inspection Type) regulated beef processing plants in Mexico are a major concern for this country and especially its young population, because foodborne illness is the number one cause of death for children ages 1-4. Non-TIF plants provide product to central markets and to vulnerable populations.

Purpose: To determine the prevalence of Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 on beef carcasses from a Non-TIF processing plant in Merida, Mexico.

Methods: The prevalence of Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 on carcasses during three areas of the slaughter process was determined. A total of 90 swab samples (30 hide, 30 pre-evisceration and 30 post-evisceration) were collected in each of two trips to Mexico. Sterile sponges pre-hydrated with buffered peptone water were used to collect a composite sample from the fore shank and midline area of each animal. Samples were transported to Texas Tech University under cold conditions for microbiological analysis within 2 days after collection. Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 presence were confirmed using the Dupont Qualicon BAX® system.

Results: No E. coli O157:H7 was detected in any of the samples. Overall, the Salmonella prevalence was 100% positive for all hide samples taken on both occasions. At pre-evisceration, 93% of the carcasses were positive for Salmonella in September and 100% positive for Salmonella in December. The percentage of positive samples post-evisceration was 93% and 46% in September and December, respectively.

Significance: Determining the baseline in non-TIF regulated processing plants will contribute to the understanding and to pinpoint locations inside the plant where improvements are needed in food sanitation, training and dressing procedures, and where to implement interventions thus, helping to improve the quality and safety of meat products sold to Mexican consumers.

P2-114 Prevalence of Toxin-containing Non-O157 Escherichia coli Found in Commercial Ground Beef

KAY Greeson, Viktoriya Beschklenbaya, Kristina Tenney and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EHEC) is a pathogenic subset of E. coli. It can cause serious disease and complications such as hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) in an infected person due to toxins present in these bacteria. The most frequent serotype associated with EHEC is O157, but others are emerging as the cause of outbreaks and HUS. Commonly infection occurs from eating contaminated food, such as ground beef.

Purpose: To investigate the prevalence of EHEC contamination, in particular the non-O157 serotypes of E. coli, in commercially available ground beef and identify the toxin genes present in the bacteria that are associated with the EHEC profile.
Methods: Packaged ground beef was purchased from several chain grocery stores in ten states. Samples from each, totaling 5070, were enriched and then cultured on MacConkey agar to determine the presence of E. coli, and used in PCR for detection of the specific toxin genes stx₁, stx₂, and eae or subAB. A separate PCR was performed on the positive samples to determine the serotype.

Results: There were 104 (2.0%) EHEC-positive, O157-negative isolates from 5070 ground beef samples. Thirty (0.6% of the total ground beef samples) were of the CDC-6 serotype group, including O26, O103, O111, O121 and O145, but not O45. In this group of stx-positive isolates, 26 of the 30 isolates contained eae and 5 contained subAB. Another 14 (0.28%) E. coli isolates were of the O113 serotype and all of these contained only stx₂ and subAB.

Significance: Currently O157 is the only E. coli declared as an adulterant by USDA for food recall, hence standard testing is for this serotype. However, given the occurrence of other serotypes in outbreaks and in food, including these as a part of the testing methods should help to ensure the safety of the food supply.

P2-115 Escherichia coli O157:H7 Strains Differ in Their Phenotypic Responses as Measured Using Phenotype Microarrays
P. Scott Chandry and NARELLE FEGAN
CSIRO, Werribee, VIC, Australia

Introduction: Comparative genetic studies have provided some insights into the genetic differences between strains of the foodborne pathogen E. coli O157:H7, which can vary in their ability to cause severe human disease. Most strains of E. coli O157:H7 have a high level of sequence identity in their genomes so comparative genomics provides limited insight on virulence potential. Differential analysis of a broad range of phenotypic characteristics between E. coli O157:H7 strains would provide a means of directly measuring characteristics related to pathogenicity as well as providing direction for comparative genomic analysis. Phenotype Microarrays™ (PM) were developed to enable high throughput analysis of large numbers of phenotypic properties.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to compare the phenotypic differences between Australian cattle strains of E. coli O157 and an outbreak strain using PM.

Methods: Five E. coli O157:H7 strains (four from Australian cattle and the Sakai outbreak strain from Japan) were tested using PM to screen 1,920 different tests for metabolic and chemical sensitivities. The PM results from each of the Australian strains were reported as phenotypes lost or gained compared to E. coli O157:H7 Sakai.

Results: The four Australian strains produced fewer positive phenotypic tests in the PM than Sakai, with the Australian strains gaining between 1 to 18 phenotypes over Sakai, but losing between 17 to 96 phenotypes depending on the individual strain. The most pronounced differences were loss of phenotypes in the Australian strains associated with chemical sensitivities. In particular, Australian strains appeared to be more sensitive to folate antagonists such as sulfamethoxazole, sulfadiazine and sulfisoxazole.

Significance: The increased sensitivity of these Australian E. coli O157:H7 strains to various chemicals requires further investigation to determine if such phenotypes play a role in decreased survival and transmission to humans and potentially lower virulence.

P2-116 Effect of Sanitizer Stress on the Growth Kinetics of Various Pathogenic Escherichia coli in Broth
SOO JIN KWAK, Na Yoon Park and Ki S. Yoon
Kyung Hee University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Escherichia coli in fresh produce and equipment encounter mild stress from various sanitizers during processing. Resistance to these stresses and ability to repair their injuries during storage may affect the safety of human health. Although many studies of stress responses in non-pathogenic E. coli and E. coli O157:H7 have been performed, differences in response from sanitizer stress among pathogenic E. coli strains have not been compared.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to compare growth kinetics of two pathogenic E. coli strains sub-lethally stressed due to the sanitizer in broth stored at 10, 13, 15, 24 and 30°C.

Methods: Pathogenic E. coli (ATCC 25922) and E. coli O157: H7 (NCTC 12079) strains in stationary phase were stressed for 5 min at room temperature with 75 or 100 ppm sodium hypochlorite. The sanitizer was withdrawn and stressed cultures were diluted in sterilized tryptic soy broth for neutralization and to reach appropriate initial population of 2.5-3.5 log CFU/ml. Broth containing stressed pathogenic E. coli and E. coli O157:H7 were incubated at 10, 13, 15, 24 and 30°C without agitation, and lag time (LT) and specific growth rate (SGR) of each growth curve were compared.

Results: There were differences in minimum growth temperature between pathogenic E. coli and E. coli O157:H7. Unstressed E. coli O157:H7 and pathogenic E. coli survived at 10°C and 15°C, respectively. Stressed E. coli O157:H7 was able to grow at 13°C, while stressed pathogenic E. coli was not able to grow at even 15°C. LT and SGR were mainly affected by the extent of stress at each temperature.

Significance: 100 ppm Sodium hypochlorite has been used for fresh produce in foodservice. The growth kinetics of pathogenic E. coli varied with the strength of sanitizer, storage temperature and strain. Therefore, the potential risk of survival of stressed pathogenic E. coli in washed fresh produce with sanitizer must be carefully considered.

P2-117 Characterization of Cell Surface Properties, Chlorine Resistance and Attachment of Escherichia coli O157:H7 Strains
KESHAVA DEPA, Mary L. Tortorella and Kaiping Deng
IIT-NCFST, Summit Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Escherichia coli O157:H7 outbreaks linked to tainted fresh produce have increased during recent years. It is important to understand better how this pathogen survives post-harvest processing so that more effective risk reduction measures can be implemented.

Purpose: The aim of this study is to characterize the cell surface properties, chlorine resistance and attachment of E. coli O157:H7 strains belonging to different phylogenetic clades, in order to determine if there is any correlation between their survival and bacterial cell surface properties.

Methods: Six strains chosen among the nine E. coli O157:H7 clades included the fresh produce outbreak associated strains Sakai (1996 sprout outbreak in Japan) and TW14359 (2006 spinach outbreak in the US). The growth kinetics of these strains were compared in BHI broth containing 0.81 ppm free chlorine. Cell surface hydrophobicity, auto-aggregation and curli production were determined by in vitro assays and compared to the generic E. coli strain BW25113.

Results: The results showed that these E. coli O157:H7 strains exhibited different chlorine resistances regardless of their phylogenetic distance. They were approximately 20% more hydrophilic (P = 0.0072) and showed 77% less auto-aggregated cells (P = 0.049) after overnight incubation in broth than the generic E. coli strain. However, no distinguishable hydrophobic or aggregation properties were observed among the six E. coli O157:H7 strains despite their different resistances toward chlorine treatment. Curli production measured by a Congo-Red binding assay in
of cells being attached to spinach leaf surface, the spinach outbreak strain TW14359 showed less inactivation [2.6-fold] than the sprout outbreak strain Sakai [15-fold].

**Significance:** The information generated from this study will help to develop more effective interventions used in the produce industry.

**P2-118 Genetic and Phenotypic Characterization of Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli Isolates Originating from British Columbia, Canada**

Lili R. Mesok, Hai Xu, Linda Hoang and KEVIN J. ALLEN
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

**Introduction:** Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) are capable of producing severe human disease through foodborne transmission. Little data exist regarding the genetic diversity or antimicrobial resistance (AMR) associated with STEC strains causing disease in British Columbia (BC).

**Purpose:** The study aims to investigate the genetic diversity and AMR of STEC causing human disease in BC.

**Methods:** Twenty-five STEC strains submitted to the BC CDC were randomly selected for analysis. All strains were serotyped and AMR phenotypes determined using a panel of 16 antimicrobials and standard disc diffusion assays. Genotypically, PCR was used to detect virulence genes (*stx1, stx2, eaeA, and hlyA*), and plasmid and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) typing were performed. In strains possessing AMR, transformations and/or conjugations were used to determine loci and mobility of AMR determinants. PCR and DNA sequencing were used to confirm the presence of bla*CMY-2*.

**Results:** All STEC (10 O157:H7 and 15 non-O157:H7) were positive for *stx1* and/or *stx2* and 24 strains were positive for *eaeA* and *hlyA*. STEC were sensitive to most antimicrobials, with only three strains resistant to ≥4 antimicrobials. One *E. coli* O157:H7 strain resistant to ampicillin was also resistant to ampicillin/clavulanate, cefoxitin, and cefazidime. PCR, DNA sequencing, and conjugation experiments confirmed the presence of *bla*CMY-2* on a large, conjugative plasmid (70 kb). AMR phenotypes in all STEC were transferable by electroporation, indicating plasmidic rather than chromosomal origin. Overall, 24 strains possessed plasmids ranging in size from 3.5-100 kb; one strain lacked plasmids. Despite no epidemiological link, two O121, O157, and O165 strains, respectively, possessed identical PFGE types, virulence and similar antibiotic profiles.

**Significance:** PFGE, plasmid, virulence and AMR typing revealed evidence of genetic diversity and clonality within the sampled population. Further work is required to examine selection pressures and possible dissemination routes of STEC within BC. Also, the presence of mobile *bla*CMY-2* and the plasmidic association of all AMR phenotypes demonstrates the mobile nature of STEC AMR in BC.

**P2-119 Screening Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli Serotypes on Agar Media by Hyperspectral Imaging**

WILLIAM WINDHAM, Seung-chul Yoon, Bosson Park, Kurt Lawrence, Scott Ladley, Neelam Narang and William C. Cray
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Athens, GA, USA

**Introduction:** Shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) are a group of pathogenic bacteria causing serious human illnesses. Recently, many cases of infections have occurred due to non-O157 STEC serotypes, such as O103, O111, and O26. It is well known that samples may be screened for O157 serotypes by culturing on sorbitol-Mac-Conkey agar for 24 h. However, non-O157 serotypes ferment sorbitol and a fermentable carbohydrate scores for discrimination are not available.

**Purpose:** To investigate the potential of VNIR hyperspectral imaging and chemometrics to spectrally differentiate six most common non-O157 STEC serotypes (O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145) on agar media.

**Methods:** Pure cultures of six spots were inoculated on rainbow agar plates in duplicate. The plates were incubated for 24 h. Each inoculated spot was 5µL with 10^6 cells/ml fluid suspension. The Themis Vision Systems’ hyperspectral imaging system was used to acquire images from 400 nm to 900 nm. Regions of interest associated with colonies were created for developing a prediction model. PCA was used to visualize data clusters and to develop a prediction model. The prediction model using 6 PCA components was then applied to hyperspectral images for validation. The accuracy of the predicted PCA scores was evaluated by the Mahalanobis distance classifier.

**Results:** PCA score plots of the first derivatives revealed potential separability of the serotypes. The prediction with six PCA components was then applied to hyperspectral images for validation. The accuracy of the predicted PCA scores was evaluated by the Mahalanobis distance classifier.

**Significance:** The potential of combining hyperspectral imaging and chemometrics to differentiate non-O157 STEC serotypes was demonstrated. Hyperspectral imaging can improve the speed and accuracy of the current presumptive screening practice routinely done in food and regulatory laboratories.

**P2-120 Reducing Pathogenic Vibrio spp. in Oysters Using a Thermal Post-harvest Process (PHP)**

ABDALLAH AL-DAKHEEL, ALLAH, Lee-Ann Jaykus, Gregory Bolton and David Green
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

**Introduction:** Pathogenic *Vibrio* spp. are the most common causes of foodborne disease associated with the consumption of raw or undercooked seafood, especially molluscan shellfish. There is a growing need for the implementation of post-harvest processes (PHP) to reduce *V. vulnificus* and *V. parahaemolyticus* to insignificant levels to prevent infection and meet FDA regulations.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to modify an existing heatshock treatment routinely used by North Carolina shellfish dealers to facilitate oyster shocking. The heat shock method was evaluated to determine its efficacy in reducing pathogenic *Vibrio* levels to meet FDA requirements for recognition under the Interstate Shellfish Sanitation Conference guidelines as an approved PHP method.

**Methods:** Under pilot-scale laboratory conditions (50 gal stainless steel tank with recirculating system and direct steam injection), freshly harvested summertime oysters were thermally treated at 60 ± 0.5°C for 2, 4, 6, and 8 min and quickly chilled to preserve sensory qualities. Control and treated oysters were quantitatively analyzed for surviving *V. vulnificus* and *V. parahaemolyticus* populations using MPN methods described in the FDA Bacteriological Analytical Manual.

**Results:** Log10 reductions for *V. vulnificus* at 60°C were 0.8 for 2 min, 2.4 for 4 min, 3.9 for 6 min, and 3.8 for 8 min. Log10 reductions at 60°C for *V. parahaemolyticus* were 0.4 for 2 min, 2.7 for 4 min, 4.2 for 6 min, and 4.5 for 8 min. A treatment of 6-8 min at 60°C was necessary to reduce *V. vulnificus* and *V. parahaemolyticus* by about 4 log10, which approaches levels associated with significant reductions in public health risk.

**Significance:** This pilot-scale study demonstrates that heat-shock treatment to facilitate oyster shocking may also be effective in reducing pathogenic *Vibrio* spp. to non-detectable levels. Equipment and process validations are necessary to ensure meeting FDA requirements. Commercial upscale and accompanying sensory studies are currently underway.
P2-121  Ethanol Treatment to Inactivate Feline Calicivirus and Murine Norovirus as Norovirus Surrogates on Stainless Steel Surfaces
SEOK-WON KIM, Ji Young Ha, Sang-Do Ha, Min Hwa Lee and Changsun Choi
Chung-Ang University, Ansan-Si, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Viral outbreaks have been increasing every year throughout the world. In particular, norovirus (NoV) frequently threatens consumers and has generated many patient incidents in South Korea. Ethanol is a popular disinfectant to prevent cross-contamination of NoV on stainless steel as a food contact surface.

Purpose: This study investigated the efficacy of ethanol in removing feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine norovirus (MNV) as surrogates of NoV on stainless steel surfaces and provides predictive inactivation models.

Methods: 3D response surface methodology (RSM) was used for the predictive inactivation models. And the reduction levels of FCV and MNV on stainless steel surfaces after treatment of various concentrations (0-70%) of ethanol during a range of treatment times (0-10 mins) were investigated.

Results: The reduced amounts of FCV and MNV on stainless steel after treatment of 70% ethanol were 2.52 TCID50/coupon and 4.58 TCID50/coupon, respectively. The survivability of FCV was higher than that of MNV, and this study demonstrates that ethanol treatment has superior ability to reduce MNV than FCV. The polynomial equations predicting the inactivation of FCV and MNV were as follows: FCV (log TCID50/coupon) = +0.19379 + 0.067282x1 + 0.058945x2 - 8.57143E-004x1x2 - 1.44483E-003x1 - 3.51935E-004x22 (x1 ; time and x2 ; concentration); and MNV (log TCID50/coupon) = +1.08790 + 0.65635x1 + 0.077860x2 - 1.47143E-003x1x2 -0.024552x1 -6.56158E-004 x22 (x1 ; time and x2 ; concentration). The predictive inactivation models by RSM fit well (R² = 0.9621 and 0.9088, respectively), and were expressed as adequate models by Prob > F-value (P < 0.0001).

Significance: The results indicate that FCV and MNV can be controlled on stainless steel surfaces through ethanol treatment and predictive inactivation models can be applied to control NoV on food contact surfaces in foodservice facilities and food manufacturing plants.

P2-122  Molecular Typing of Vibrio parahaemolyticus Isolates from the Middle East Coast of China
Wanyi Chen, Yanping Xie, Jingye Xu, Qingzhong Wang, Ming Gu, Jieliang Yang, Min Zhou, Dapeng Wang, CHUNLEI SHI and Xianming Shi
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China

Introduction: The outbreaks of Vibrio parahaemolyticus gastroenteritis in China highlight the need for strain characterization and differentiation of this pathogenic species. Molecular typing of V. parahaemolyticus was shown as a useful tool for tracking the source of infection and detection of virulent strains, as well as for determining the host and distribution of possible variants.

Purpose: Since one typing method may not distinguish V. parahaemolyticus outbreak isolates that share a high level of genetic similarity, and the main objective of this study was to compare four existing methods for subtyping V. parahaemolyticus strains. In this study several methods were used to determine if we could develop a procedure that would provide satisfactory discrimination of pathogenic strains in a collection of 56 isolates collected along the middle-east coastline of China.

Methods: A total of 56 epidemiologically-unrelated strains of V. parahaemolyticus were isolated from clinical samples, seafood and various environmental sites in the middle-east coastline of China between 2006 and 2008. The isolates were characterized using four various molecular typing methods, including ribotyping, enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus sequence PCR (ERIC-PCR), pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), and sequence analysis of the gyrB gene.

Results: Genetic profiles of cluster analysis from these molecular typing tests clearly showed that there were differences in potential pathogenicity among isolates from seafood and its environments. Genetic characterization of two isolates (F1 3 and QS2) that originated from seafood and its environments were differentiated by Simpson’s Index of Diversity. The discriminatory index of ERIC-PCR typing was maximal (D was equal to 0.942), while that of sequence analysis of the gyrB gene was minimal (D was equal to 0.702). The discriminatory ability was greatly enhanced (D was equal to 0.966) when ERIC-PCR was coupled with sequence analysis of the gyrB gene. These results suggest that ERIC-PCR combined with sequence analysis may be a reliable, rapid typing strategy for V. parahaemolyticus strains.

Significance: Due to the large number of human disease outbreaks and the consequent economic loss for aquaculture resulting from Vibrio parahaemolyticus, correct identification, classification, and tracing of the transmission of this organism becomes an issue of great importance.

P2-123  Characteristics of Vibrio spp. Strains Isolated from Seafood at Retail in Switzerland
Kerstin Schärer, Roger Stephan and CLAUDIO ZWEIFEL
University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction: The genus Vibrio includes important human pathogens such as V. cholerae, V. parahaemolyticus or V. vulnificus. Vibrio spp. are widespread in coastal marine waters and some species, especially V. parahaemolyticus, are regularly linked to gastroenteritis caused by consumption of raw, undercooked or recontaminated seafood.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess the occurrence of Vibrio spp. in seafood at retail and to further characterize isolated strains.

Methods: Samples comprised 102 fish fillets, 34 bivalves, and two sepias. Isolation of Vibrio spp. was accomplished by culture (TCBS and chromID vibrio agar) after enrichment (ASPW) in accordance with ISO 21872-1:2007. Presumptive isolates were identified by API 20E and species-specific PCRs. V. cholerae strains were agglutinated with polyvalent O1 and O1 39 somatic antisera and tested by PCR for the cholera toxin ctxA and TDH-related hemolysin (Itdh) and TDH-related hemolysin (Itrh).

Results: Vibrio spp. were found in 32.6% of the 138 samples. V. cholerae was isolated from three (fillets, sepia) and V. parahaemolyticus from eight samples (mussels, fillet). None of these strains harbored species-specific virulence factors. Besides, V. alginolyticus was isolated from 40 samples (mussels, fillets, sepia) and V. fluvialis from one sample (fillet). With regard to seafood, the risk associated with V. alginolyticus is limited, whereas V. fluvialis has been reported as a cause of serious gastrointestinal disease. Thus, highly pathogenic strains seem to occur only at low numbers, but the use of solely cultural detection methods could be a limitation.

Significance: The results obtained show that Vibrio spp., in particular low virulence variants, are found in raw seafood consumed in Switzerland. Nevertheless, a potential risk must not be dismissed and further efforts are required in the development and standardization of molecular-based methods for monitoring purposes in seafood.
**P2-124 Correlating Attachment and Infection of Norovirus Using an ELISA-based System**

KIRSTEN HIRNEISEN, Jie Wei and Kalmia E. Kniel
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

**Introduction:** Human noroviruses cause approximately 58% of foodborne illnesses in the US. Molecular detection methods combined with the use of viral surrogates, including murine norovirus (MNV), are current tools for elucidating infectivity of environmental survival and inactivation of noroviruses by food processing. Recent studies on viral replication have revealed that MNV binds to sialic acid similarly to human norovirus attachment to histo-blood group antigens.

**Purpose:** A method was developed to assess norovirus attachment through binding to carbohydrate host cell receptors in an ELISA, using MNV as a surrogate. To better understand attachment, data was correlated to infectivity determined by plaque assay for heat and high pressure processed (HPP) MNV.

**Methods:** ELISA plates were coated with sialic acid (SA) (10µg/ml) and untreated, heat-treated (50-80°C) or HPP-treated (200-500 MPa at 50°C) MNV was added followed by polyclonal chicken anti-MNV IgY antibody (1:50, 1:100). Bound anti-MNV antibodies were detected by alkaline-phosphate conjugated goat anti-chicken IgY antibody. The average OD405 of MNV-containing wells were divided by negative control wells and expressed as the ‘P/N ratio’; values ≥ 2 were considered positive as documented in the literature. Negative controls included wells without SA, MNV or IgY. Infectivity of MNV following heat and HPP treatments was determined using the plaque assay. Samples were tested in triplicate.

**Results:** HPP treated MNV attachment to SA significantly (P < 0.05) decreased with increasing levels of viral inactivation as observed with plaque assay; the P/N ratios at 200 and 500MPa were 3.65 ± 0.10 and 2.10 ± 0.06, respectively which corresponded to a 1.8 ± 0.70 and 6.29 ± 0.29 log PFU/mL inactivation. Conversely, heat treated MNV attachment to SA increased as virus inactivation levels increased; P/N at 50 and 80°C was 2.10 ± 0.32 and 3.50 ± 0.64, respectively. Polyclonal anti-MNV IgY was shown to bind to all treated MNV samples on ELISA plates coated with virus. These findings indicate potentially different effects on the viral capsid due to different food processing methods.

**Significance:** This ELISA-based assay highlights the potential to use viral interactions with host-cell carbohydrate receptors as a means to analyze norovirus infectivity and to further assess norovirus interactions with host cells.

---

**P2-125 ST4, A Genetic Fingerprint for Meningitic Strains of Cronobacter sakazakii as Shown by Multilocus Sequence Typing**

Susan Joseph, Nashrdhinh Rohuma, Aldukali Alkeskas and STEPHEN J. FORSYTHE
Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, United Kingdom

**Introduction:** The Cronobacter (former Enterobacter sakazakii) is a newly recognized genus within the Enterobacteriaceae. Due to its link with neonatal and infant infections improved detection methods have been developed and microbiological criteria updated. Recent whole genome sequencing and comparative genomic hybridization microarray analysis (Kuvcerova et al., 2010 and 2011) has supported the use of multilocus sequence typing for further determining the diversity of Cronobacter and whether virulence varies between species or clones.

**Purpose:** A 7-loci multilocus sequence typing (MLST) scheme was developed to study the diversity of Cronobacter and serve as a robust, reliable, easily accessible online characterization tool. The method was applied to a wide collection of Cronobacter isolates to determine the relatedness of virulence (as determined by clinical source) with Cronobacter species and sequence type.

**Methods:** 175 strains representing all Cronobacter species were chosen for investigation. These strains were temporally, geographically and source defined. The Cronobacter MLST scheme based on seven protein coding genes (atpD, fucA, glnS, gilB, gyyB, in8B, and ppsA; 3036 nt) was applied as described by Baldwin et al. (2009; http://www.pubMLST.org/cronobacter). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor joining method, and sequence types (STs) analyzed for strain inclusion according to origin. Selected strains were investigated for in vitro virulence assessment using attachment and invasion of CoCo2 human intestinal cells and rat brain cells.

**Results:** A total of 55 defined sequence types (ST) were obtained across the whole Cronobacter genus. Clinical isolates of C. sakazakii were only 3/23 C. sakazakii STs. It was notable that meningitic strains were almost exclusively in ST4. There was no significant variation between STs in their attachment to human intestinal cells. However ST4 strains were more invasive of the rat brain cell line than the other clinical STs (1 & 8).

**Significance:** C. sakazakii (and other Cronobacter species) can be isolated from a wide range of sources; clinical and environment, and foods. MLST has revealed that clinical strains are only in 3/23 of the defined STs, and that meningitic strains are almost exclusively in ST4. Non-meningitic clinical strains were in ST4. Therefore the ability of C. sakazakii to cause meningitis is associated with a narrow range of strains and has a clonal basis. ST4, and to a lesser extent ST1, serve as a genetic fingerprint for meningitic C. sakazakii.

---

**P2-126 Characterization of the Adhesive Organelles of the Neonatal Meningitis Agent, Cronobacter spp.**

CHRISTOPHER J. GRIM, Karen G. Jarvis, Augusto A. Franco, Lan Hu, Gopal R. Gopinath, Venugopal Sathyamoorthy, Michael L. Kotewicz, Mahendra H. Kathary, Chloe Lee, Jennifer Sadowski and Ben D. Tall
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Laurel, MD, USA

**Introduction:** Cronobacter spp., previously classified as an Enterobacter sakazakii, are emerging opportunistic foodborne pathogens that cause infections of meningitis, necrotizing enterocolitis, and septicemia, particularly among neonatal infants and elderly persons. Typical vehicles of infections of meningitis, necrotizing enterocolitis, and septicemia, particularly among neonatal infants and elderly persons. Typical vehicles of infections are temperature-abused, contaminated infant formula and dried food products, and these organisms have been cultured from a variety of foods-production environments. The genus is comprised of six species groups,

**Purpose:** For many meningitis-causative bacterial pathogens, initial adhesion to epithelial cells is mediated by surface organelles, such as type IV pili in Neisseria meningitidis. In this study, we examined a large collection of Cronobacter spp. isolates using PCR to characterize the adhesive organelles of the six species groups.

**Methods:** We analyzed two Cronobacter spp. genomes, C. sakazakii BAA-894 and C. turicensis z3032, for adhesive organelles; i.e., fimbriae and curli. We then screened a collection of 231 Cronobacter spp. strains by PCR to determine the distribution of these genes.

**Results:** We found six chaperone-usher fimbriae, in silico, which were shared between C. sakazakii BAA-894 and C. turicensis z3032. In addition, C. sakazakii BAA-894 possessed three unique fimbriae, while C. turicensis z3032 possessed one unique fimbria and was curliated. When we screened our collection of Cronobacter spp. by PCR, we found 5 shared fimbriae and one additional fimbria that was only absent from C. mputjsensii strains. Not all strains of C. sakazakii possessed the three unique chaperone-usher fimbriae present in C. sakazakii BAA-894 and some strains of C. sakazakii possessed the unique fimbria found in C. turicensis z3032. Thirty percent of C. dublinsensis and C. turicensis strains were curliated, as well as all C. malonaticus and C. genomosp. 1 strains; No C. mputjsensii or C. sakazakii strains were curliated.

**Significance:** Taken together, we propose that the total number of and, to a lesser degree, the type of adhesive organelles present play an important role in determining pathogenic potential of Cronobacter spp. strains.
P2-127 Heat Adaptation and Survival of Cronobacter spp. (formerly Enterobacter sakazakii)
KIERAN JORDAN, Benedict Arku and Seamus Fanning
Teagasc, Fermoy, Ireland

Introduction: Cronobacter spp. (formerly Enterobacter sakazakii) are Gram-negative opportunistic pathogens linked to cases of rare and potentially fatal neonatal diseases including, but not limited to meningitis, necrotizing enterocolitis and septicaemia. The most susceptible population are immunocompromised and underweight infants. Cronobacter spp. are particularly associated with powdered infant formula and its production environment.

Purpose: Adaptation to sub-lethal stress can confer increased survival capability on foodborne pathogens. The purpose of this study was to investigate the adaptive response of Cronobacter spp. to heat and compare the survival of heat adapted to unadapted cells.

Methods: Five different isolates, representing 3 different Cronobacter spp., were adapted at 46 °C for 30 min and subjected to a lethal stress at 52 °C. Survivors were estimated by plate count on nutrient agar. Survival of adapted and unadapted cells during storage in dry powder was assessed. Gas Chromatography was used to measure the membrane saturated and unsaturated fatty acids.

Results: All strains showed increased survival upon adaptation. Survival was greater in milk-grown cells, but broth-grown cells showed a higher degree of adaptation. The survival potential acquired following adaptation was not transferred to survival in a dry environment. The ratio of membrane unsaturated to saturated fatty acids decreased, possibly resulting in a more rigid membrane in adapted cells.

Significance: Adaptation was demonstrated in Cronobacter spp. Physiological changes in the membrane during adaptation could explain the increased survival potential of heat-adapted cells.

P2-128 Evaluation of flaA Short Variable Region Sequencing, Multilocus Sequence Typing and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy in Discrimination of Campylobacter jejuni Strains
Mathilde Josefsen, Lise Bonnichsen, Jonas Larsson, Eva M. Nielsen, Martina Fricker, Monica Ehling-Schulz, JEFFREY HOORFAR and Laurids S. Christensen
Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

Introduction: As Campylobacter contamination of food continues to constitute a serious human health risk, much effort is devoted to improving intervention and control strategies. Characterization of Campylobacter plays a key role in defining these preventive measures to reduce the burden of human infection. Revealing the significance of various reservoirs, understanding the epidemiology and infection dynamics in food production animals, the survival throughout the production chain and important sources for human infection, all rely on the possibility of discrimination on strain level.

Purpose: Discriminatory and robust characterization methods are needed for improved understanding of the dynamics of foodborne Campylobacter infections and the epidemiology of Campylobacter in the primary animal production.

Methods: The present study describes the first-time evaluation of the strain discriminatory potential of characterization methods flaA short variable region (SVR) sequencing and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy on a collection of 102 epidemiologically related or unrelated C. jejuni field isolates. FTIR spectroscopy has not previously been described for characterization and subtyping of Campylobacter. A subset of isolates, initially discriminated by flaA SVR sequencing, was further subjected to multilocus sequence typing (MLST).

Results: It was found that flaA SVR sequencing had a slightly higher discriminatory power than FTIR spectroscopy, as indicated by a Simpsons diversity index of 0.94 and 0.92, respectively. Likewise, the results indicated that FTIR spectroscopy is indeed suitable for characterization of Campylobacter. Cluster analysis grouped the isolates in 6 clusters based on flaA SVR sequences and 9 clusters based on the FTIR spectroscopy profiles. Furthermore, the cluster analysis of flaA SVR sequences, MLST and FTIR spectroscopy profiles showed an unexpectedly high degree of congruence, assigning the isolates to similar cluster structures.

Significance: In conclusion, FTIR spectroscopy can be applied, not only for identification of Campylobacter, but also for further characterization and subtyping, and the high discriminatory potential of both flaA SVR sequencing and FTIR spectroscopy render them suitable for screening of large numbers of strains.

P2-129 Rapid Quantification of Viable Campylobacter from Chicken Carcasses, Using Real-time PCR and Propidium Monoazide Treatment, as a Tool for Quantitative Risk Assessment
Mathilde Josefsen, Charlotte Löfström, Tina B. Hansen, Laurids S. Christensen, John E. Olsen and JEFFREY HOORFAR
Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

Introduction: The introduction of quantitative real-time PCR (Q-PCR) has enabled a faster, more sensitive and less labor-intensive quantification of foodborne pathogen bacteria. Q-PCR methods for foodborne Campylobacter jejuni and C. coli in poultry, which is recognized as an important source of human Campylobacter infections, have been published. However, since control strategies mostly focus on reduction of the number of bacterial cells on the chicken carcass, the usefulness of these Q-PCR methods for risk assessment could be limited, as they detect all of foodborne pathogen bacteria. Q-PCR methods for foodborne Campylobacter jejuni and C. coli in poultry are immunoompromised and underweight infants.

Methods: A new and rapid quantitative protocol was developed based on the combination of Q-PCR with simple propidium monoazide (PMA) sample treatment. In less than 3 h, this method generated a signal from only viable, and viable but nonculturable (VBNCF) Campylobacter bacteria with an intact membrane. The method’s performance was evaluated by assessing the contributions to variability by individual chicken carcass rinse matrices, species of Campylobacter, and differences in efficiency of DNA extraction with differing cell inputs. The method was compared with culture-based enumeration on 50 naturally infected chickens.

Results: The cell contents correlated with cycle threshold (CT) values (R² = 0.993), with a quantification range of 1 × 10⁷ to 1 × 10⁹ CFU/ml. The correlation between the Campylobacter counts obtained by PMA-QPCR and culture on naturally contaminated chickens was high (R² = 0.844). The amplification efficiency of the Q-PCR methods was not affected by the chicken rinse matrix or by the species of Campylobacter. No Q-PCR signals were obtained from artificially inoculated chicken rinse when PMA sample treatment was applied.

Significance: In conclusion, this study presents a rapid tool for producing reliable quantitative data on viable Campylobacter bacteria in chicken carcass rinse. The proposed method does not detect DNA from dead Campylobacter bacteria but recognizes the infectious potential of the VBNCF state and can thereby be useful to assess the effect of control strategies and provide data for risk assessment.
P2-130 Perspectives of Real-time Monitoring of Campylobacter and Salmonella Infections in Free-range Geese for Source Tracing of Human Cases and Risk Mitigating Interventions

Laurids S. Christensen, MathildeJosefse, Karl Pedersen, JuliaChristensen, UweBonrichsen, GitteSoerensen and JEFFREY HOOFAR
Technical University of Denmark, Soborg, Denmark

Introduction: Free-range domestic poultry flocks represent challenges in terms of reducing risks of foodborne transmission of Campylobacter and Salmonella to consumers but also offer unique opportunities to study interference with environmental reservoirs and epidemiological dynamics within flocks.

Purpose: To reveal the feasibility of real-time monitoring of colonization with Campylobacter and Salmonella in terms of understanding epidemiological dynamics in free-range goose flocks, improvement of traceability of strains from primary poultry production to human outbreak, and assessment of possibilities of risk-mitigating intervention in response to colonization dynamics in management and slaughter planning.

Methods: A complex pattern of splitting and merging of flocks of free-range goose was followed throughout the life of the flocks by collection of droppings and cultivation for Salmonella and Campylobacter. Isolates of Salmonella were identified to the level of serotype and phage and isolates of Campylobacter were preliminarily identified to the level of species by a discriminatory PCR.

Results: While colonization with Salmonella tended to decline in the flocks, introduction of C. jejuni resulted in permanent colonization in all individuals, and C. coli was also frequently introduced to the flock. Colonization with Salmonella followed different patterns in different flocks. In one flock, all individuals became infected within one week at 2 to 4 weeks of age with a single strain of S. Enteritidis, which once it was introduced, persisted in the flock and from levels below the detection limit was transiently detected again in feces during an incidence of pneumonia in the flock. In another flock a strain of S. Mbandaka became introduced to the flock at 9 weeks of age but it did not spread aggressively. In this flock a multiplicity of serovars transiently appeared at 27 weeks of age.

Significance: The data illustrate the challenge in tracing outbreaks of zoonotic pathogens to primary production. The differences in epidemiology of Salmonella in the flocks suggest that risk mitigation in organically-raised poultry flocks based on semi-continuous monitoring is feasible. Monitoring might include control of other infections as well and adequate interventions include relocation of flocks and planning of slaughter time in relation to the course of Salmonella infection. However, quantification of colonization in conjunction with real-time monitoring is required to reveal if this is also a possibility for Campylobacter.

P2-131 In vitro Assessment of Temperature- and pH-dependent Growth Patterns of Campylobacter jejuni and coli

MARTINA GIACOMELLI, Manpreet Singh, Kenneth Macklin, Alessandra Piccirillo and Sacit F. Bilgili
Università degli Studi di Padova, Padova, Italy

Introduction: Campylobacter spp. are among the main bacterial causes of acute gastroenteritis worldwide. Despite their fragile nature, they survive in the environment and food chain, likely overcoming several stressful challenges. However, little is known about their response to adverse conditions.

Purpose: This study was conducted to investigate the survival of Campylobacter jejuni and coli at various temperatures (32, 37, 42, and 47 °C) and pH ranges (5, 7, and 9) in laboratory media.

Methods: Strains of C. jejuni and C. coli were cultured separately in tryptic soy broth (TSB). In order to adapt bacteria to a mild stress, broth cultures were further inoculated in TSB at pH 6 and 8. After 24 h, the pH 6 culture was inoculated in TSB at pH 5, while the pH 8 culture in TSB at pH 9. All lots of these broths were incubated at 32, 37, 42 and 47°C and a pH 7 culture was used as control. Samples were taken at 0, 2, 4, and 24 h, spread plates onto Campy Cefex agar, and incubated for 48 h at 42°C.

Results: Extreme thermal and pH conditions (i.e., 32 and 47°C, pH 5 and 9, respectively) resulted in variable behavior of Campylobacter spp. Although C. jejuni and C. coli populations at pH 5 and 9 were significantly lower than those at pH 7, the survival populations still remained high at approximately 5 log10 CFU/ml. Temperature (37 and 42 °C) did not affect the growth patterns of Campylobacter spp. and no interactions between strain, pH, incubation temperature, and sampling time were detected.

Significance: Results suggest that C. jejuni and C. coli do not respond well to multiple stresses, but have the ability to adapt to low and high pH. Therefore they can resist typical sanitation practices and persist in the environment leading to human illnesses.

P2-132 Analysis of Campylobacter jejuni Whole Genome DNA Microarrays: Significance of Prophage and Hypervariable Regions for Discriminating Isolates

Lauren Pittenger, Jonathan Frye, Rebecca Lindsey, Victoria McNerney, Jaxk Reeves, Paula J. Fedorka-Cray, Mark A. Harrison and MARK ENGLEN
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Athens, GA, USA

Introduction: Campylobacter jejuni is a major cause of gastroenteritis in humans and is carried in many common food animals. In order to reduce human infections, a better understanding of Campylobacter epidemiology is needed. Identifying genes that enable discriminating between isolates is an important factor in filling this need. A useful technique for this purpose is comparative genome indexing (CGI) using whole genome DNA microarrays.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to use CGI to identify the genes that were most significant for discriminating isolates of C. jejuni from humans, chickens, and beef cattle.

Methods: A genomically diverse population of 95 C. jejuni strains was selected from a collection of human, cattle and chicken isolates. Genomic DNA from each isolate was labeled and hybridized to microarrays composed of C. jejuni strains NCTC11168 (human; UK, 1980) and RM1221 (chicken; U.S., 2000) genes. The SAS program was used to analyze the presence or absence of genes and determine which variable genes were most informative.

Results: Statistical analyses of whole genome data from 95 geographically diverse cattle, chicken and human C. jejuni isolates identified a total of 142 most informative (i.e., significantly variable) genes. Of this total, 125 (88%) belonged to genomic prophage and hypervariable regions. Prophage and hypervariable genes were identified in isolates from all 3 hosts but were especially common in human isolates.

Significance: The significance of genomic prophage and hypervariable regions in determining C. jejuni isolate genomic diversity is emphasized by these results. These genes should prove useful in the development of a more efficient genotyping system for C. jejuni as well as furthering our understanding of the epidemiology of this major foodborne pathogen.
P2-133 Enhancement of PCR Amplification Capacity by a Simple Sample Preparation Procedure for the Detection of Campylobacter jejuni in a Blood-containing Enrichment Broth

Yuan Jiang, Changqing Zhu, Rui Zhang, Li Feng, Julie Kraynak, Angeline Stoltzus, George Tice and Xuan Peng
DuPont Qualicon, Wilmington, DE, USA

Introduction: A scorpion probe-based real-time PCR assay was developed for the quantitative detection of Campylobacter jejuni in foods after enrichment in a blood-containing enrichment broth which is used as China National Standard (GB) culture media for the detection of C. jejuni in China. The specificity of the assay for C. jejuni was demonstrated with a diverse range of Campylobacter species, related organisms, and unrelated genera. The assay was sensitive enough to detect 3–4 log colony-forming units (CFU)/mL of the target pathogen in pure broth culture. However, the amplification capacity of PCR can be dramatically reduced or blocked by the presence of PCR-inhibitory substances naturally existing in blood, mainly heme and leukocyte DNA.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were: 1) to develop scorpion probe-based real-time PCR assay for the detection of C. jejuni in foods; and 2) to enhance the amplification capacity reduced or blocked by the presence of the PCR-inhibitory substances in blood.

Methods: A PCR template preparation method was applied to 1 mL enrichment blood-containing broth. The purified DNA solutions were then transferred to PCR tubes in 30 µL aliquots and placed in the BAX® system cycler/detector, and a full process was run on Q7 instrument. The PCR template preparation methods were evaluated and compared with BAX® PCR test kit method.

Results: Parallel comparison on the enrichment samples showed 3–4 log (≥1000 times) enhancement of the sensitivity by PCR template preparation method as comparing with test kit method which does not have DNA purification procedure to remove PCR inhibitors in blood.

Significance: This approach demonstrates that PCR template preparation on blood-containing samples can significantly increase the sensitivity of the PCR assay. It can also apply to other difficult food matrices prior to PCR to remove the inhibitory substances and enhance PCR amplification capacity for a reduced time-to-result.

P2-134 Influence of Temperature and Cell-free Supernatant of Staphylococcus aureus on Biofilm Formation by Listeria monocytogenes on Stainless Steel Surfaces

Elaine P. da Silva and Elaine C. DE MARTINIS
University of São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil

Introduction: The ability to form persistent biofilms makes the foodborne pathogen Listeria monocytogenes a hazardous contaminant in food processing environments and raises public health concern. Biofilms are composed of microorganisms attached to a surface encased in a self-produced extracellular polymeric substance matrix. Bacterial adhesion depends on physicochemical properties of the environment, surface and bacteria. Recently it was discovered that thermonuclease from Staphylococcus aureus affects biofilm maturation.

Purpose: In this work, biofilm formation by L. monocytogenes on AISI 304 stainless steel surface was studied at different temperatures and the role of thermonuclease as a possible anti-biofilm strategy was tested.

Methods: Biofilms were obtained on the surface of stainless steel coupons vertically clamped on a stainless steel base placed in a beaker containing Brain Heart Infusion broth (BHI), with incubation at 37°C or 25°C and stirring of 50 rpm. L. monocytogenes was cultured in the presence and absence of cell-free supernatant of S. aureus with thermonuclease activity. The number of adhered cells was determined after 24, 48 and 72 h of biofilm formation and expressed as log CFU/cm².

Results: L. monocytogenes adhered and formed biofilms on stainless steel surfaces, with counts of 5.9 log CFU/cm² after 24 h of incubation at 37°C and decreasing numbers after 48 and 72 h (4.8 and 4.1 log CFU/cm², respectively). At 25°C a population of ca. 5.1 log CFU of L. monocytogenes per cm² was observed from 24 h up to the end of study, indicating a possible role for flagella and motility in biofilm formation. In the presence of S. aureus cell-free supernatant with thermonuclease activity, the formation of biofilms by L. monocytogenes was completely inhibited over 24 h of incubation at 37°C.

Significance: A variety of antimicrobials are typically produced by bacteria, including bacteriolytic enzymes, low molecular weight polypeptides and bacteriocins, which need to be further studied for controlling and/or preventing biofilm formation by foodborne pathogens.

P2-135 Modeling Staphylococcus aureus Growth and Enterotoxin Productions in the Chicken Slaughtering Process

Joobne Hwang, Sun Young Hwang, Hyeree Kim and Yong Ho Park
Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Staphylococcus aureus is a significant cause of avian disease including commercially grown poultry. Its presence in processed carcasses may thus contaminate foods that are intended to be consumed by the general public. Poultry processing plants offer ideal environments for the survival and transmission of various commensal, spoilage, and potentially pathogenic bacteria thus capable of impacting the human food chain with profound results. In particular, Staphylococcus, is one of the most predominant bacterial organisms present during the slaughtering and processing of poultry. Enterotoxin-producing S. aureus is the most common cause of foodborne human illness throughout the world.

Purpose: The purposes of this study were to investigate the quantification of S. aureus in the poultry slaughtering process, and to develop a growth model for enterotoxin production of S. aureus in the slaughtering process, thus creating a tool for assessment of food safety risk.

Methods: This study was conducted to evaluate the microbiological quality of poultry carcass samples from different slaughtering processes in large scale (>50,000 chicken/day) slaughtering houses. A “whole bird rinse” technique was used to analyze the incidence of microorganism presence and absence of cell-free supernatant of S. aureus containing Brain Heart Infusion broth (BHI), with incubation at 37°C or 25°C and stirring of 50 rpm.

Results: The levels of contamination in the chicken carcasses analyzed were quite low. Poultry carcasses after scalding showed higher incidence (10⁴ CFU/mL) among the other carcasses. The modified model and the Baranyi model each more accurately described the early exponential phase of the growth curve than the previous model, at constant temperatures from 14 to 36.5°C. The amount of toxin in carcasses increased linearly with the passage of time from the moment the cell population reached about 10⁵ CFU/mL. The rate of toxin production linearly increases at all temperatures between 14 and 32°C.

Significance: These results showed that the modified model and toxin production algorithm might be useful tools for modeling bacterial growth and enterotoxin production of S. aureus in the poultry slaughtering process, and thereby offer a valid assessment of risk for food safety for the general public.
P2-136 Systematic Ecological Investigation of Bacillus Species
MI-HWA OH, Dong-Hun Kim and Julian M. Cox
National Institute of Animal Science, Suwon, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Bacillus cereus is the most prevalent pathogenic Bacillus species found in foods. However, other Bacillus species, particularly B. subtilis, B. licheniformis, B. brevis, B. pumilus and B. thuringensis, have also been recognized as food poisoning bacteria of increasing concern, with reports of outbreaks of diarrheal or emetic food poisoning.

Purpose: This study aimed to systematically examine the microbial ecology of Bacillus species in rice products, commonly associated with Bacillus emetic food poisoning.

Methods: Bacillus species were isolated from rice products using centrifugation-plating and conventional spread-plating methods. The diversity of the isolates at the subspecies level was investigated using the RAPD-PCR typing technique and the toxigenic potential of isolates was determined by molecular and immunological analysis.

Results: RAPD-PCR results showed broad diversity among the strains and revealed some associations among isolates from the raw and the cooked rice samples, at the genotypic level. A comparatively greater diversity of strains was observed among isolates from raw rice than those from cooked rice and, generally, different RAPD profiles were found among isolates from raw rice and cooked rice, with few common to both types of rice. Toxin production and potential toxigenicity of the isolates were also investigated. The results revealed that other Bacillus species outside the B. cereus group were shown to produce emetic toxin.

Significance: The information generated, and systematic comparison of Bacillus species in raw and cooked rice samples, can be applied to establish risk assessment of bacilli in rice products.

P2-137 PCR Signals from Bacterial Pathogen-associated Genes in Beef Products as Process Control Indicators
WALTER E. HILL and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Pathogenic bacteria such as Escherichia coli O157 and Salmonella can be found on raw beef products. Testing for genes associated with these organisms can serve to monitor process control during the processing of beef products and signal sanitation failures sooner than methods based on culturing indicator microorganisms.

Purpose: Often the results of tests screening for pathogens must be known before the product is shipped; therefore, rapid methods are essential. Signals from PCR screening for pathogenic determinant genes provide an indication when sanitary practices may not have been adequate to prevent beef product contamination.

Methods: Samples of trim, carcasses swabs, ground beef and variety meats were analyzed from beef product manufacturing plants during Calendar Year 2009. Analysis for pathogenic determinant genes was performed using PCR and targeted Salmonella-specific genes, and rfb, eae, stx, and stx, genes of E. coli O157. In addition, an antibody-based linear flow method was used to detect the presence of the O157 antigen. The frequency of signals produced from these genes was compared with variables such as the month, the day of the week and the percent lean of the product.

Results: Samples (n=681,991) were analyzed from trim (93.3%), ground beef (3.1%), carcasses (0.6%) and variety meats (3.1%) collected in four groups of plants (n=17). The average number of signals per sample varied by day of the week from 0.41 (Thu) to 0.47 (Tue), a significant difference (P<0.05). When examined monthly, the average number of signals per sample (ANSS) was 0.44 and ranged from 0.30 (Aug-Sep) to 0.72 (Jun). The ANSS for trim varied from 0.62 for 50-59% lean to 0.29 for 90+% lean. Frequencies of positive samples ranged from 1.06% for the sal, target to 15.1% for the stx, gene. Some signals were correlated: stx, and stx, (r=0.85), and eae and stx, (r=0.67).

Significance: As PCR products signaling the possible presence of pathogens on beef products are rapidly obtained (~12 hours), and are more frequently positive than the isolation of pathogens, these signals can be used as a sensitive and convenient measure of process control with regard to sanitation. Furthermore, beef processors might consider employing a higher level of interventions when contamination is more frequent.

P2-138 The Effect of the Presence of the Plant Pathogen Erwinia tracheiphila on Internalization of Salmonella Poona in Cantaloupe Fruits
DHIRAJ GAUTAM, Jacqueline Fletcher and Li Ma
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK, USA

Introduction: Outbreaks of salmonellosis have been associated with the consumption of cantaloupes. Salmonella can reside on cantaloupe rind surfaces, but whether it can enter interior fruit tissues is still unknown.

Purpose: Our objectives were to determine whether Salmonella can enter cantaloupe fruits through natural cracks formed on rind during net development and to evaluate whether the presence of the plant pathogen Erwinia tracheiphila (Et) affects the likelihood of Salmonella internalization.

Methods: Young cantaloupe fruits having freshly formed rind cracks were spot-inoculated with peptone solution, S. Poona, or a mixture of S. Poona and Et (20 µl each; 10^5 CFU/ml). Samples of rind and the fruit tissues immediately below were collected 7 days post-inoculation (dpi) and at fruit maturity (about 19 dpi). After enrichment in a Universal Pre-enrichment Broth, aliquots were grown in Salmonella-selective broths (Tetrathionate and Rappaport Vassiliadis) and streaked on XLD plates, from which black colonies were selected for PCR confirmation of Salmonella

Results: S. Poona survived on the rind surface from the time of inoculation to fruit maturity in treatments of S. Poona alone or of the S. Poona-Et mixture. The mixture, but not S. Poona alone, caused water-soaked lesions resembling those caused by Et alone, on some fruits, and S. Poona was recovered from interior mesocarp of 2 fruits bearing lesions (one 7 dpi, one 19 dpi). These 2 fruits represent 17% of those receiving the S. Poona-Et mixture. The results suggest that Et may facilitate the internalization of Salmonella in developing cantaloupe fruits.

Significance: This preliminary study is the first report of Salmonella internalization in the edible portion of cantaloupe fruit. Uptake of human pathogens through naturally occurring rind cracks may be possible in the field, when fruits may come into contact with contaminated substrates.

P2-139 Efficacy of Alfalfa Seed Sanitation Using a Commercial Compressed Air Bubbler Seed Washer as a Function of Sanitizer Concentration
ROBERT MIKSCH, Samuel P. Myoda and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Sprouts have been the source of many outbreaks of foodborne illness. The outbreaks are generally thought to arise from contaminated seed. Therefore, FDA guidance directs sprout growers to sanitize alfalfa seeds with calcium hypochlorite prior to sprouting.
**P2-140 The Effect of Temperature History on the Ability of Proteolytic Strains of *Clostridium botulinum* to Produce Toxin in Extended Shelf-life Foods**

TRAVIS R. MORRISSEY, Guy E. Skinner, Rukma Reddy, John W. Larkin and Viviana Loeza

U.S. Food and Drug Administration-NCFST, Summit, Argus, IL, USA

**Introduction:** Refrigerated carrot juice was responsible for a botulism outbreak in the U.S. and Canada in 2006 that resulted in 6 cases and 1 death. It is believed that the outbreak was the result of multiple factors, including holding the juice at an elevated temperature for a period of time just prior to filling. Botulism continues to be a concern in extended shelf-life refrigerated foods.

**Purpose:** To identify and avoid storage combinations of time and temperature that could stimulate spores of *C. botulinum* to germinate and produce toxin under environmental conditions where these spores would normally remain dormant.

**Methods:** *C. botulinum* type A (CDC-CR1) and proteolytic B (Mush 3B) spores were exposed to various time-temperature combinations (27+1°C for 3 h, 37°C for 1 h, 80°C for 10 min, 80°C for 15 s and 93°C for 30 s) then inoculated at levels of 10^7 and 10^10/mL to determine the effects of time-temperature on germination and toxin production. Spores from each treatment were inoculated into the TPGY tubes of incrementally varying pH and incubated anaerobically at 37+1°C then tested for toxin presence.

**Results:** The minimum pH for toxin production by CDC-CR1 in the media used was 5.4 for 10^7 spores/mL and 5.4–5.6 for 10^10 spores/mL and 5.7–5.8 for 10^7 and 10^10/mL for Mush 3B, respectively. At inoculum levels of 10^7 spores/mL, pretreatment history combinations of 27+1°C for 3 h and 80°C for 15 s decreased the minimum pH necessary to support toxin production; however, the decrease in pH was reproducible yet not significant. The effects of the treatments were greater at the higher inoculum.

**Significance:** Knowing the effect of various time-temperature exposures at the processor and consumer will result in avoidance of potentially hazardous situations and avoid botulism outbreaks and demonstrate why a food suddenly supports toxin formation when it has previously had a good safety record.

---

**P2-141 The Use of a Global Web-based Foodborne Pathogen Annotated Tracking Resource Network (PATRN) System for the Integration, Analysis and Visualization of Four *Cronobacter sakazakii* Isolates from Two Recent Neonatal Meningitis Cases**


U.S. Food and Drug Administration-CFSAN, Laurel, MD, USA

**Introduction:** The Pathogen Annotated Tracking Resource Network (PATRN) system is a FDA-sponsored application of a web-based resource (www.patron.net) for the integration of heterogeneous assay results from outbreak and historical isolate data that can be analyzed comparatively and visualized. Genome sequencing of two *Cronobacter* strains revealed that they harbor RepFIB plasmids identified as pESA3 and pCTU1. In silico analysis of these plasmids showed that both carry a single replicon gene, repA, as well as two iron-acquisition systems (eitCBAD and iucABCD/iutA). Additionally, pESA3 carries a cpa (*Cronobacter* plasmogaminogen activator) gene, and a type six secretion system (T6SS) locus, while pCTU1 contains a filamentous hemagglutinin/adhesin gene cluster (FHA locus).

**Purpose:** As a use case for PATRN’s application in the real-world of foodborne outbreaks, we analyzed four isolates from two cases of neonatal meningitis that were associated with the consumption of contaminated infant formula which occurred in the United States during the summer of 2010.

**Methods:** The isolates were identified phenotypically and by using a *Cronobacter* species-specific PCR method based on the rpoB gene. PFGE and optical mapping analyses were performed on these isolates and they were screened by PCR using primers targeting the repA, LPS, eitA, iucC, cpa genes, T6SS cluster genes, fhaB and related flanking regions to determine the distribution of these traits.

**Results:** The four isolates were identified as *Cronobacter sakazakii* and possessed the O2 LPS serotype determinant. PFGE analysis showed that there were three band differences among the isolates (97% relatedness) which by optical mapping were shown to be due to the presence of three indel regions (59, 37, and 14 kb). PCR analysis showed that they possess multiple RepFIB plasmid-borne loci: repA, eitA, iucC, cpa and a T6SS locus, but not fhaB. This information was uploaded into PATRN to determine whether isolates with similar traits were present in >23 curated *Cronobacter* spp. isolates. Hierarchical cluster analysis showed that the four outbreak isolates matched two historical isolates. One of which, Jor172 was isolated from an unknown spice sample in Jordan in 2008; and the other, E772 was isolated from a milk powder sample in France in 2006.

**Significance:** The combination of molecular methods with bioinformatics tools housed in PATRN was highly effective in connecting related isolates from two recent cases to known archival isolates. PATRN will augment the Agency’s food safety emergency response activities and will enhance FDA’s ability to limit public health consequences of foodborne disease outbreaks.
P2-142 Inhibitory Effect of Foodborne Pathogens during the Fermentation of Dongchimi

SEUNG-HEE YOO, Min Hwa Lee and Changsun Choi
Chung-Ang University, Ansan, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Kimchi is a Korean traditional fermented food. Unlike many other kinds of kimchi, Korean water kimchi is called Dongchimi. It is also fermented with lactic acid bacteria. However, microbial characteristics and safety for Dongchimi are not much studied.

Purpose: The aim of this study is to investigate the survival of foodborne bacteria during the fermentation of Dongchimi.

Methods: Dongchimi samples were prepared by traditional recipe. Each sample was spiked with 7.41 log CFU/mL E. coli O157:H7 or 6.15 log CFU/mL L. monocytogenes. Dongchimi samples were fermented for 20 days at 10°C. The number of E. coli O157:H7, L. monocytogenes, and lactic acid bacteria were counted and pH and acidity measured at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20 post-fermentation days (PFDs).

Results: E. coli O157:H7 and L. monocytogenes spiked in Dongchimi significantly decreased after 7 days. E. coli O157:H7 and L. monocytogenes showed more than a 6 log reduction in 15 PFDs. Lactic acid bacteria reached 7.70~8.82 log CFU/mL at 5 PFDs. A significant change in pH and acidity was observed.

Significance: E. coli O157:H7 and L. monocytogenes were significantly reduced by the lactic acid-producing bacteria during the fermentation of Dongchimi. This study suggests that Dongchimi is a microbiologically-safe fermented food.

P2-143 Development of a 16S rRNA Library for the Identification of Foodborne Pathogens

ROSALIE S. HELLBERG, Kai-Shun Chen, Chorng-Ming Cheng, Sarah E. Pierce, Kyson Chou, Donna M. Williams-Hill and William B. Martin
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Irvine, CA, USA

Introduction: DNA sequencing is an emerging method for the detection and characterization of food pathogens in a regulatory setting. The MicroSEQ ID Microbial Identification System presents a standardized method for this purpose, based on sequence variation within the 16S rRNA gene. Despite the high potential of this method, the current 16S rRNA reference library does not contain comprehensive sequence information for food pathogens.

Purpose: The purpose of this project was to obtain 16S RNA sequence information for a range of bacterial isolates representing Salmonella enterica, Shigella, and Escherichia coli in order to improve the 16S rRNA reference library for the identification of food pathogens at the species or serotype level.

Methods: DNA extracts from 43 serotypes of Salmonella enterica and 52 isolates of Shigella/Escherichia coli were PCRamplified and sequenced for a 500 base-pair region of the 16S rRNA gene using the Fast MicroSEQ ID 500 Bacterial Identification kit. DNA sequences with quality scores ≥ 35 and sequence recovery ≥ 80% were entered into a custom 16S rRNA reference library and phylogenetic analysis was conducted with neighbor-joining trees.

Results: Sequences meeting the parameters above were obtained for 40 S. enterica serotypes and 45 Shigella/E. coli isolates, and a custom reference library was successfully created. Neighbor-joining trees of the S. enterica sequences showed clear separation for 21 serotypes, including 11 of the top 40 disease-causing serotypes and the remaining 19 serotypes showed 9 distinct groupings of 2-4 serotypes each. Most isolates (n = 42) of Shigella/E. coli formed distinct species-specific groupings; however, there were several cases of species overlap, where variation within species was greater than between species.

Significance: The results of this study will contribute to the building of a comprehensive 16S rRNA sequence library for the identification of bacterial pathogens in a regulatory setting.

P2-144 Antibiotic-resistant Enteric Bacteria Isolated from Animal Manure and Soils from Local Farms in Middle Tennessee

AGNES K. KILONZO-NTHENGE and Cindy Thompson
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN, USA

Introduction: The use of antimicrobials in animal production results in the presence of drug resistant bacteria in our environment and has raised concern about transmission of zoonotic pathogens to humans. Although farmers benefit through less morbidity and mortality rate of the food animals, it has been suggested that the use of antibiotics in animal production causes antibiotic resistant infections.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to ascertain the profiles and patterns of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in animal manure and soil collected from local farms.

Methods: Samples of animal manure (n=34) and soil (n=43) were collected from farms and analyzed for antimicrobial resistance. Bacteria identification to species level was performed by commercially available identification kit, API 20E. Salmonella spp and Escherichia coli O157:H7 were isolated by using xylose-lysine-tetrathionate 4 agar and sorbitol MacConkey agar (cefoxitin (0.05 mg/l) and potassium tellurite (2.5 mg/l), respectively. Kirby-Bauer disc method was used to determine sensitivity of selected antimicrobial agents. Microbes were tested for sensitivity to ciprofloxacin, ampicillin, streptomycin, kanamycin, nalidixic acid, tetracycline, colistin, gentamicin, and cefotinin.

Results: Our study indicated that cow manure and soils from local farms were contaminated with Enterobacteriaceae between 3.95 CFU/g to 6.93 CFU/g and 4.30 CFU/g to 9.85 CFU/g, respectively. Enterobacteriaceae showed resistance prevalence values reaching 5%, 32%, 45%, and 65% for antibiotics ciprofloxacin, colistin, streptomycin, and tetracycline, respectively. Among the microbes tested, no gentamicin resistance was observed. According to this study, animal manure and soils were contaminated with antibiotic-resistant Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella spp, Yersinia enterocolitica, Entero bacter cloacae, Klebsiella terrigena, Enterobacter sakazakii, and Flavimonas oryzihabitans.

Significance: These data suggest that the farm environment is contaminated with antibiotic-resistant enteric bacteria. Further studies involving larger sample sizes over time are desirable to better monitor and evaluate the trend of frequency and antimicrobial susceptibility among microbes in farm environment.

P2-145 Fates of Burkholderia thailandensis in Acidic Conditions by Various Organic Acids Used in Ready-to-Eat Meat Formulations

SUNAH LEE, Ahreum Park, Hyun-Ju Yoon, Jinhee Lee, Kyoung-Hee Choi and Yohan Yoon
Seokmyung Women’s University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Burkholderia pseudomallei has been known to be related to melioidosis with significant morbidity and mortality up to 90%, and it has recently brought attentions in food supply environments.

Purpose: This study evaluated the antimicrobial activity of meat processing-related organic acids on Burkholderia thailandensis (B. pseudomallei surrogate) under different water activities.

Methods: B. thailandensis KACC12027 (4 log CFU/ml) was inoculated in microplate wells containing tryptic soy broth pH-adjusted to 4, 5, 6 and 7 with ascorbic acid, citric acid, and lactic acid, and water-activity adjusted to 0.94, 0.96, 0.98 and 1.0 with NaCl, followed by incubation at 35 °C for 30 h. The optical density (OD) of the samples was measured at 0, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 30 h at 595 nm to measure growth of B. thailandensis. All least squares mean comparisons among the interactions of treatments were performed with the pairwise t-test at alpha = 0.05.
**P2-146 Identification of Farm Practices Associated with the Presence of Psychrotolerant Bacillus Species and Related Sporeformers in Bulk Tank Milk**

**STEPHANIE MASIELLO, Nicole Martin, Rick Watters, David Galton, Ynte Schukken and Kathryn J. Boor**

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Sporeforming bacteria, *Bacillus* spp. and *Paenibacillus* spp., commonly found in farm environments and present in raw milk, are known to survive pasteurization and grow at refrigeration temperatures, thereby causing fluid milk product spoilage.

**Purpose:** Assess the overall presence of sporeformers in bulk tank milk from New York State dairy farms and identify farm management practices associated with resulting sporeformer counts.

**Methods:** One bulk tank sample was obtained and a management/herd health questionnaire was administered by a trained technician using a cross-sectional study design with 108 New York State dairy farms from May 2009 – June 2010. A portion of each bulk tank sample was spared pasteurized (176°F, 12 min) and taken for microbiological analysis on the initial day of pasteurization as well as 7 d, 14 d, and 21-d post-pasteurization storage at 6°C. Microbiological analysis was performed using the standard plate count for both the raw bulk tank samples as well as spared pasteurized samples, the preliminary incubation count and the psychrotrophic bacteria count for the raw samples, and the most probable number test on the spared pasteurized samples. After bacterial enumeration, farms were divided into two groups, designated as high (20,000 CFU/mL at 21-d post-pasteurization) or low (<1,000 CFU/mL for all 21-d post-pasteurization).

**Results:** There were 68 farms categorized into the high group, with an average spore count of 5.14 mean log CFU/mL 21-d post-pasteurization. In the low group, there were 40 farms with an average spore count of 0.81 mean log CFU/mL 21-d post-pasteurization. Preliminary statistical analysis identified a significant association between the number of spores in pasteurized samples and 3 management practices associated with cleanliness (dirty udders, unclean housing areas, and parlor equipment maintenance). More detailed statistical analysis is ongoing to identify management practices that are associated with sporeformer loads in milk.

**Significance:** The results of the current study in addition to a future longitudinal study will distinguish seasonal trends in spore amounts on the two categories of farms, ensure correct categorization in high or low groups, and identify management practices which could be improved to extend shelf-life, higher quality pasteurized fluid milk.

---

**P2-147 Investigating Regulatory Compliance of the South African Informal Milk-producing Sector**

JAN FR LUES and Mike Agenbag

Central University of Technology, Bloemfontein, South Africa

**Introduction:** The South African informal sector has grown considerably as a result of deregulation and socioeconomic changes, creating ample opportunity for employment and additional income to the informal sector. The current research assessed whether municipal health services at local government sphere are informed as to the extent of, and control over the informal milk-producing sector in their respective areas.

**Purpose:** The purpose of the empirical procedure was to solicit information regarding the nature and extent of compliance of milk produced by the informal sector and thus reflect on the effectiveness of regulatory procedures.

**Methods:** A questionnaire targeting 52 municipal health services managers at various metropolitan and district municipalities was conducted. Questions covered a wide range of aspects that focused on the effectiveness and capacity of local and provincial government to assess informal milk quality.

**Results:** Results indicated that a notable number of informal milk producers existed per metropolitan and district municipality under limited control by municipal health services. Furthermore, only one district municipality was authorized to allow the sale of raw milk in its area, whilst in most metropolitan and district municipalities the distribution of raw milk continues. At the time of the survey, a substantial number of metropolitan and district municipalities have not performed statutory Section 78 investigations to assess their ability to deliver municipal health services by way of capacity analyses.

**Significance:** The main finding of the study entails a clear indication that the municipalities responsible for informal milk provision largely lack the capacity and knowledge to perform effective monitoring and tracing of informal milk distribution and compliance. To this effect national and provincial government should be encouraged to support the capacity of municipalities to exercise power and perform their functions, in order to prevent the distribution of milk of poor quality to the wider community.

---

**P2-148 Fate of *Listeria monocytogenes* in Indian Fermented Milk Products – Dahi and Buttermilk**

Nageswara R. Korasapati, Valli Kannan, Saurabh Kumar, Aikansh Singh and HARSHAVARDHAN THIPPAREDDI

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

**Introduction:** Several pathogens including *Listeria monocytogenes* have been reported to grow and survive during the manufacture of fermented milk products like cheese and yoghurt.

**Purpose:** Evaluate the fate of *L. monocytogenes* during manufacture and subsequent storage of dahi and buttermilk (Indian fermented milk products).

**Methods:** Dahi was prepared by fermentation of heat treated milk to an acidity of 0.90-0.95%. Dahi was mixed with water (50:50 wt/wt) and salt (0.7% wt/wt) and blended to obtain buttermilk. A five strain L. monocytogenes cocktail was either added to the milk along with the lactic culture (pre-fermentation contamination) or buttermilk (post-fermentation contamination) to achieve an initial concentration of ca. 3.5 or 6.5 log CFU/mL.

**Results:** L. monocytogenes population increase was minimal (0.15 -0.24 log CFU/mL) during fermentation, while significant reduction in the population was observed in dahi (2.55 to 2.77 log CFU/mL) during storage at 4°C. Lower reductions in L. monocytogenes population (1.59 and 1.18 log CFU/mL inoculated with low and high levels, respectively) were observed in buttermilk (pre-fermentation contamination) during storage at 4°C. The corresponding decreases were 1.19 and 0.89 during storage at 8°C. Irrespective of the inoculum level, L. monocytogenes population in post-fermentation contaminated buttermilk decreased by ca. 0.70 and 0.55 log CFU/mL at 4°C and 8°C, respectively.

**Significance:** L. monocytogenes can survive during dahi manufacturing process, subsequent refrigerated storage, and in buttermilk during refrigerated storage. Good hygiene and sanitation should be followed during the preparation of dahi and buttermilk to reduce the risk of listeriosis.
**P2-149 Survival of Listeria monocytogenes in Lassi, an Indian Fermented Sweetened Milk Beverage**

Palani D. Ramalingam, Nageswara R. Korasapati, Valli Kannan and HARSHAVARDHAN THIPPAREDDI
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

**Introduction:** Fermented milk products like cheese and yogurt have been implicated in *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 and *Listeria monocytogenes* associated foodborne illnesses.

**Purpose:** Survival of *L. monocytogenes* in lassi, an Indian fermented, sweetened milk beverage prepared from dahi during refrigerated storage (4 or 8°C) was evaluated.

**Methods:** Dahi was prepared by fermenting heat-treated milk to an acidity of 0.90-0.95%. Dahi was mixed with sugar syrup (60% wt./vol.) and water and blended to obtain lassi. A five-strain *L. monocytogenes* cocktail was added to milk along with lactic culture (pre-fermentation contamination) or lassi (post-fermentation contamination) to achieve an initial population of ca. 2.50 (low inoculum) or 5.75 log CFU/mL (high inoculum) in lassi. Changes in titratable acidity, pH, populations of lactic cultures and *L. monocytogenes* were determined in lassi during storage (4 or 8°C).

**Results:** *L. monocytogenes* reductions of 1.96 and 2.68 log CFU/mL were observed in lassi prepared from inoculated milk (pre-fermentation inoculation) with low and high inoculum levels, respectively during storage at 4°C. Corresponding reductions were 2.29 and 2.97 log CFU/mL during storage at 8°C. In post fermentation contaminated lassi, *L. monocytogenes* population in high inoculum samples reduced by 0.15 and 0.35 log CFU/mL at 4 and 8°C, respectively, while the reductions in lassi with low inoculum level were 0.62 and 1.13 log CFU/mL at 4 and 8°C, respectively.

**Significance:** *L. monocytogenes* can survive in lassi during refrigerated storage at 4 or 8°C. Good hygiene and sanitation should be adopted to minimize the risk of *L. monocytogenes*-related illness from lassi.

**P2-150 Controlling Listeria monocytogenes and Pseudomonas spp. in Cottage Cheese Using a Combination of Calcium Lactate and Cultured Whey**

WILLEM HOMMES, Diana Visser, Gijs Lommerse, Maureen Wispelaere and Janet L. Payne
Purac, Gorinchem, The Netherlands

**Introduction:** Fresh cheeses, such as cottage cheese, are vulnerable to microbiological proliferation, leading to deteriorated products or even health risks. PuraQ Safe RS20P, an antimicrobial blend containing calcium lactate and cultured whey is a potential inhibitor for pathogens and Gram-negative spoilage bacteria.

**Purpose:** In this study, the antimicrobial effect of a calcium lactate/cultured whey blend was evaluated against *Listeria monocytogenes* and *Pseudomonas* spp. in a “cottage cheese style” fresh cheese.

**Methods:** Cottage cheese samples were formulated with 0%, 0.15% and 0.3% PuraQ Safe RS20P. All samples were adjusted to a pH of 5.2 and subsequently inoculated with a cocktail of *Listeria monocytogenes* and stored at 40°F or inoculated with a cocktail of *Pseudomonas* spp. and stored at 45°F. All samples were stored for a maximum of 21 days.

**Results:** For *L. monocytogenes*, no growth was observed throughout the 21 days of storage when cottage cheese was formulated with 0.3% of the antimicrobial blend. For cottage cheese inoculated with *Pseudomonas* spp., a concentration level of 0.15% antimicrobial blend was enough for complete inhibition of growth during the 21 days of measurement. Rapid growth was observed for both the bacterial species in the control product without the antimicrobial blend.

**Significance:** With the current interest of the FDA in ensuring the food safety of dairy products (PMO requirements), this study shows that a combination of calcium lactate and cultured whey has the ability to suppress the growth of important pathogenic and spoilage bacteria in cottage cheese.

**P2-151 Thermal Inactivation of Salmonella in Cheesecake**

ADAM BORGER and Vinh Do
Rich Products Corporation, Buffalo, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Foodborne illness attributed to *Salmonella* remains a significant public health concern in the United States as evidenced by the 2010 multi-state outbreak of *S. Enteritidis* associated with raw shell eggs. Whereas proper cooking of eggs is known to eliminate *Salmonella*, foods subjected to relatively mild heating or known to contain intrinsic properties providing thermal protection to *Salmonella* may pose a risk to consumers if prepared with contaminated ingredients. One example of such a food is cheesecake.

**Purpose:** This study investigated the time-temperature relationships required to inactivate both a 5-log$_{10}$ and 7-log$_{10}$ CFU/g inoculum of *Salmonella* when manufacturing cheesecakes.

**Methods:** Survival curves were generated by inoculating cheesecake batters with a two-strain cocktail of *Salmonella* [S. enterica [ATCC 29058] and S. Typhimurium [ATCC 13311]], holding the inoculated batters at three different temperatures (60 °C, 65.6 °C and 71.1 °C) and direct plating onto both selective and non-selective agars over time.

**Results:** D-values at each temperature were then determined from the survival curves (D$_{40°C}$ = 14.6, D$_{65.6°C}$ = 6.12 and D$_{71.1°C}$ = 2.0) and a Z-value (10°C) calculated. Predicted 5-log$_{10}$ and 7-log$_{10}$ CFU/g reductions of *Salmonella* were confirmed via direct challenge of cheesecake batter maintained at 65.6 °C and 71.1 °C using a five-strain cocktail [S. enterica (ATCC 29058), S. Enteritidis (ATCC 13086), S. Infantis (ATCC 51741), S. Typhimurium (ATCC 12002) and S. Typhimurium (ATCC 13311)] and subsequent analysis via direct plating and FDA BAM enrichment methodology.

**Significance:** This information may be useful for commercial manufacturers of cheesecake in the development of HACCP plans and validation of thermal processes, helping to ensure that the potential presence of *Salmonella* is eliminated during the baking process.

**P2-152 Occurrence of Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus on Dairy Farms in Hungary**

Ferenc Peles, Béla Béri, Zoltán Gyori and LÁSZLÓ VARGA
University of West Hungary, Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary

**Introduction:** *Escherichia coli* is part of the bacterial flora in feces of healthy dairy animals. Contamination of raw milk can easily occur during collection. *Staphylococcus aureus* is the most prevalent and economically significant pathogen causing intramammary infections in dairy ruminants.

**Purpose:** The primary objective of this work was to study the influence of farm size, housing conditions, milking method, pre-milking udder preparation, and teat disinfection on *E. coli* and *S. aureus* counts in raw bovine milk.

**Methods:** Seven large, four medium size, and nine small farms were enrolled in the research. The farms tested used deep litter, loose cubicle, or tie-stall housing systems. Milking methods included bucket milking, pipeline milking, and parlor milking. From each farm at each sampling time 50-mL bulk tank milk samples were collected which, cooled to 2°C, were immediately taken to the laboratory for microbiological examination. Along with various surface swab samples, a total of 1532 mammary quarter milk samples were also collected from mastitic cows on six large farms, and were subsequently enumerated for *S. aureus* and *E. coli*.
Results: The results showed that farm size had no significant effect (P > 0.05) on the S. aureus counts in bulk milk. It was found, however, that the milk produced by cows housed in cubicles had significantly lower (P < 0.05) S. aureus counts than did the milk batches produced in either tie-stall or deep litter housing systems. Milking conditions resulting in lowest S. aureus counts included pipeline milking and post-milking disinfectant treat dipping. In contrast, the majority of management and milking conditions tested appeared not to significantly affect (P > 0.05) the numbers of E. coli in bulk tank milk. The surface swab samples collected on large farms were of similar microbial quality, in terms of both S. aureus and E. coli, to those taken on small farms. The percentages of mastitic quarter milk samples positive for E. coli and S. aureus were 12.3 and 9.3, respectively.

Significance: It was concluded that the principal source of S. aureus and E. coli contamination of bulk tank milk was the infected udder of mastic cows. Acknowledgment: Author L. Varga gratefully acknowledges research funding support from the National Development Agency of Hungary (Project No.: TÁMOP-4.2.1.B-09/1/KONV-2010-0006).

P2-153 Growth of Staphylococcus aureus in Probiotic Minas Fresh Cheese
CYNTHIA JURKIEWICZ, Bernadette D. Franco, Eliana P. Ribeiro and Leo Kunigk
Mau Institute of Technology, São Caetano do Sul, Brazil

Introduction: Minas fresh cheese, one of the most consumed dairy products in Brazil, is a soft white cheese produced by enzymatic coagulation. Due to its high water activity, pH above 5.0 and low salt content, the presence of pathogens, such as E. coli, S. aureus and L. monocytogenes have been frequently reported. Currently probiotic Minas fresh cheese is commercially available in Brazil and beyond its health benefits to the consumer, the presence of probiotic bacteria might also be a hurdle to pathogen growth.

Purpose: The aim of this work was to evaluate the growth of Staphylococcus aureus during production and refrigerated storage of probiotic Minas fresh cheese.

Methods: Minas fresh cheese was produced with pasteurized milk, with the addition of S. aureus (previously isolated from a commercial Minas fresh cheese) and L. acidophilus NCFM. A control cheese was inoculated only with S. aureus. The populations of microorganisms were determined in milk, in cheese on the day of production and during 21 days of storage at 5 °C. All cheeses were produce in triplicate and the results analyzed by ANOVA.

Results: S. aureus population increased significantly (P < 0.05) from 2.2 ± 0.4 log CFU/g (in milk) to 3.8 ± 0.5 log CFU/g (at the end of cheese production) and no significant difference (P > 0.05) was observed in relation to control. A same population of L. acidophilus was observed in milk and in cheese at the day of production (6.9 ± 0.4 log CFU/g). During 21 days of storage, the number of S. aureus remained constant in probiotic cheese (3.9 ± 0.5 log CFU/g) and also in the control cheese (3.3 ± 0.3 log CFU/g).

Significance: A significant growth of S. aureus occurred during probiotic Minas fresh cheese production while the population remained constant under refrigerated storage. L. acidophilus had no inhibitory effect on S. aureus growth in Minas fresh cheese.

P2-154 Prevalence and Antibiotic Resistance of Mastitis Pathogens Isolated from Dairy Herds Transitioning to Organic Management
YOUNG KYUNG PARK, Dale D. Hancock, Wade McMahan, Yong Ho Park and Lawrence K. Fox
Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Organic dairy production has increased worldwide. In the USA, dairy producers must follow strict guidelines that prohibit administration of antibiotics to animals that will become and/or produce food considered organic. Many studies have reported that reduced therapeutic and prophylactic use of antibiotics is related with decreased antimicrobial resistant bacteria. Decreasing pathogens resistant to antibiotics is of global concern in food production animals.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the change of intramammary infection (IMI) prevalence and antimicrobial resistance in mastitis pathogens isolated at the end of lactation and at parturition from cows in two herds transitioning to organic milk production.

Methods: Two commercial dairy herds in Randall, WA, USA, of approximately 50 lactating cows each were enrolled in this study. Milk samples from all four mammary quarters were aseptically collected from cows at the end of lactation and within a day of parturition, and from cows exhibiting clinical mastitis. The study was conducted during the last year of conventional dairy production, during the transition year, and during the first year of organic production. Antibiotic resistance testing was done using the modified Kirby-Bauer Method. Statistical analysis was performed using the SAS system.

Results: The most prevalent pathogen type to cause intramammary infection was CNS, and followed by Streptococcus agalactiae, other than Streptococcus agalactiae, at parturition and dry-off. There was a significant increase in the zone diameter around the ampicillin, cephalothin, claxolin, and penicillin discs for the CNS by period, conventional vs. transition and organic phases of production (P < 0.05). The percentage of CNS isolates deemed resistant to β-lactam antibiotics decreased from the conventional period when compared to the organic period.

Significance: This is the first study documenting a change of antibiotic resistance that occurs during the longitudinal transition from conventional to organic management. In this study, decreased β-lactam resistance rate of CNS parallels the discontinuation of the use of β-lactam antibiotics. Aggregate results of this longitudinal study and other cohort studies, comparing cows managed conventionally vs. organically, suggest that the cessation of the use of antibiotics on a dairy farm transitioning to the organic management decreases pathogens that are resistant to antibiotics.

P2-155 Lactobacillus helveticus mRNA Expression Levels Related to Stress Response and Specific Metabolic Activity: Growth in Broth and throughout Swiss-type Cheese Manufacture and Ripening
FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Hélène Falentin, Sandrine Parayre, Nadine Henaff, Anne Thierry, Jérome Combrisson and Danièle Sohier
ADRIA Development, Quimper, France

Introduction: Emmental cheese is a Swiss-type cheese with a complex microbiota composed of starter bacteria and non-starter lactic acid bacteria which have successive implications in cheese manufacture and ripening.

Purpose: The aim of this work was to compare Lactobacillus helveticus ITG LH56 expression levels associated with metabolic activity and stress response during growth (i) in MRS broth at 37 °C or (ii) during cheese manufacture and ripening.

Methods: Population quantifications were performed by enumeration on specific agar media and quantitative PCR, while gene expression levels were quantified by RT-QPCR targeting 16S rRNA as well as tuf and groL mRNAs. All experiments were carried out in triplicate, i.e., 3 independent cultures and 3 semi-industrial scale pilot Emmental cheese productions made from raw microfiltered milk inoculated with Lactobacillus helveticus ITG LH56, Streptococcus thermophilus ITG ST88, Propionibacterium freudenreichii ITG P14 and Lactobacillus paracasei ITG LC225.

Results: During pure culture in broth, L. helveticus population reached 8.92 log with a growth rate of 0.994h-1. Growth was correlated with a high percentage of mRNA expression levels associated with tuf gene, while mid-exponential and stationary growth phases were associated to an increasing expression of groL which reached 50% expression level, in log transformed values. During cheese manufacture, L. helveticus reached a maximum of
population (growth rate of 0.847±1) during the acidification process with an mRNA percentage expression levels comparable to the one observed in pure culture for mid-exponential and stationary growth phases. During cheese ripening in cold and warm room, cultivable population is 1 log lower than Q-PCR quantifications, with an increasing percentage of expression related to stress response.

Significance: This study reports how recording of targeted mRNA expression levels along the cheese manufacturing and ripening process could enable correlations between bacterial physiology or metabolic activity of interest to better understand and improve online industrial fermentation processes.

P2-156 Development of a Testing Procedure to Select Strains of Listeria monocytogenes for Use in Cheese Challenge Studies

SARAH ENGSTROM, Steve Ingham and Barbara Ingham
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Challenge studies in which pathogens are introduced into a food must be realistic and rigorous so that conclusions have research and regulatory validity. The criteria used for strain selection are a primary concern. A review of research published since 1987 revealed that pH may critically affect growth of Listeria monocytogenes in a wide variety of cheeses, whereas the influence of percent water-phase salt (% WPS) on growth was not apparent.

Purpose: We developed a testing procedure for screening strains of L. monocytogenes for growth potential in cheese at 10°C. A model cheese system (Richard’s broth) containing lactate, glycerol, casamino acids, and yeast extract was prepared at pH 5.0 containing 0% WPS and pH 5.6 or 6.5 containing 0, 4 or 8% WPS.

Methods: The pH of the medium was adjusted with concentrated NaOH after autoclaving and before filter sterilization. The prepared medium (9 mL/tube) was inoculated with one of ten L. monocytogenes cultures and incubated at 10°C for up to 120 h with samples taken throughout storage. L. monocytogenes strains chosen for screening were clinical or dairy-product isolates. At each sampling point, a 1.0 mL sample was withdrawn, serially diluted in Butterfield’s phosphate buffer, and surviving cells enumerated on Brain Heart Infusion agar following incubation at 37°C for 48 h.

Results: Results indicated significant strain-to-strain variation (P < 0.05). None of the strains grew at pH 5.6/0% WPS, pH 5.6/8% WPS, or pH 6.5/8% WPS. Only six of the ten strains grew within 72 hours in Richard’s broth with pH 5.6/4% WPS, while eight strains grew within 48 h in pH 6.5/4% Richard’s broth.

Significance: This screening method confirmed that pH is a critical factor affecting growth of L. monocytogenes at 10°C. Contrary to previous research, our findings suggest that % WPS is also a critical parameter. This model system will be useful in detecting strain-to-strain variation in tolerance to environmental parameters. Use of this screening technique will allow selection of stress-tolerant strains for future cheese challenge studies.

P2-157 Efficacy of 3M™ Petrifilm™ Aerobic Count Plates to Enumerate Bacillus sporothermodurans and Geobacillus stearothermophilus in Milk

Rosa M. Casillas-Buenrostro, Norma Heredia, DeAnn L Benesh and SANTOS GARCIA
Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon, Monterrey, Mexico

Introduction: Although heat procedures to reduce the microbial load or to sterilize milk or dairy products are employed, heat-resistant, sporeforming bacilli such as Geobacillus stearothermophilus and Bacillus sporothermodurans can grow and proliferate in products.

Purpose: In this study, the effectiveness of the 3M™ Petrifilm Aerobic Count [AC] Plate to enumerate B. sporothermodurans and G. stearothermophilus in ultra high temperature [UHT] milk was determined, and its efficacy compared with pour-plate agar and one-streak nutrient agar methods.

Methods: Spores of B. sporothermodurans and G. stearothermophilus were produced in media appropriate for each strain. Tubes with 9 mLs of UHT milk were inoculated with 1 mL-spoore suspensions of B. sporothermodurans or G. stearothermophilus to give different spore concentrations. Inoculated milk was heat shocked (80°C for 10 min), and incubated at 37°C and 55°C. Samples were withdrawn at 0, 24, 48, and 72 h of incubation and 100 µL inoculated onto 3M Petrifilm AC Plates, 100 µL inoculated onto pour plates, and 10µL one-streak plates.

Results: Bacillus sporothermodurans and G. stearothermophilus were detected by the three methods analyzed; however, in some cases, Petrifilm AC plates detected the microorganisms faster than the pour plate and the one-streak methods. Bacillus sporothermodurans was detected at 9 h on the Petrifilm AC plate, compared to 18 h for both the pour plate and one-streak methods. Depending on the strain, G. stearothermophilus was detected between 6 to 12 h by the Petrifilm AC plate method, and between 9 to 12 h by the pour plate and one-streak methods.

Significance: The Petrifilm AC plate method showed good reproducibility when compared with the traditional methods and is compatible with industry’s drive for rapid methods.

P2-158 An Integrated Cell Culture-PCR Assay for the Detection of Coxiella burnetii Nine Mile Phase II RSA 439 in Fluid Dairy Products

ANKUSH KUKREJA, Diana Stewart, Joseph E. Schlesser, Carol Shieh, Mary L. Tortorello and Arlette G. Shazer
Illinois Institute of Technology-NCFST, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Coxiella burnetii (Cb), an obligate intracellular bacterium, has been used as the reference organism for defining milk pasteurization conditions. With renewed interest in minimizing processing times and temperatures, and in ensuring product safety, development of an Integrated Cell Culture-PCR (ICC-PCR) assay may be useful for evaluating Cb inactivation in fluid dairy products.

Purpose: To develop the ICC-PCR assay, determine the detection limit, and characterize inhibiting effects contributed by various milk formulations. With increased interest in minimizing processing times and temperatures, and in ensuring product safety, development of an Integrated Cell Culture-PCR (ICC-PCR) assay may be useful for evaluating Cb inactivation in fluid dairy products.

Methods: Coxiella burnetii was inoculated on Vero cell culture with PBS and whole milk, incubated for 2 h to allow infection, and then incubated for 11 days to allow propagation. The propagated Cb mix was subjected to freeze-thaw followed by DNA extraction either by boiling the mix or spin column extraction. Extracted DNA was amplified using TaqMan-MGB based real-time PCR targeting published primers for the IS1111 transposase gene to verify Cb growth/infecctivity and best extraction method. For detection limit determination, serial dilutions of Cb in RPMI were mixed separately in whole milk, cream, chocolate milk and eggnog. The mix was overlaid on sub-confluent Vero cell monolayers, subjected to freeze-thaw followed by spin column extraction and PCR. Uninoculated wells were evaluated for dairy sample background signal, and inhibition was evaluated by comparison to purified DNA. Duplicate trials using 6 replicates per sample were performed.

Results: After 11 days, infectivity of Cb in Vero cells was demonstrated by a decreased PCR cycle threshold equivalent to 2-3 log increase in genome equivalents [ge]/mL. Spin column extraction was superior to boiling for DNA extraction. ICC-PCR inhibition varied, with chocolate milk > eggnog > cream > whole milk. Detection limit was 50 Cb [ge]/well for whole milk and cream, and 500 [ge]/well for chocolate milk and eggnog. Background signals were negligible.

Significance: This ICC-PCR assay detects infectious Cb, and may be used to study factors affecting Cb inactivation via pasteurization.

Significance:
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P2-159 Reduction of *Salmonella* on Jalapeño Peppers, Peanuts and Dry Dog Food Utilizing Targeted Directional Microwave Technology

ANGELA M. LAURY, Kathleen Fermin, Don Stull, Andreas Neuber, Chance J. Brooks, Christine Alvarado, Todd M. Brashears and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

**Introduction:** *Salmonella* contamination of jalapeño peppers, shelled peanuts, and dry dog food continues to be a concern. These concerns provide evidence of the need for post harvest interventions.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to assess the microbial reduction of *Salmonella* on jalapeño peppers, dry dog food and shelled raw peanuts by various doses of targeted directional microwaves (TDM).

**Methods:** Fresh jalapeño peppers, dried commercial dog food, and shelled peanuts were inoculated with a three strain *Salmonella* inoculum to achieve 10^6 CFU/gram. Separately, twenty-five gram samples of each product in duplicate were treated with directional microwave treatments for 0, 10, 20, 30 or 40 seconds for jalapeño peppers and 1, 2, 3, and 4 minutes for the dog food and peanuts. Serial dilutions, plating on XLD agar with TSA overlay, and incubation at 37°C occurred after treatment. Typical colonies were counted and total surviving *Salmonella* was determined. Experiment was replicated five times.

**Results:** Jalapeño peppers treated with TDM while tumbling can significantly reduce *Salmonella* by as much as 1.1 log CFU/g after 40 seconds (P = 0.0028). After 10 seconds 0.68 log CFU/g reduction occurred, after 20 seconds 1.08 log CFU/g, and after 30 seconds 0.92 log CFU/g reduction occurred (P < 0.05). *Salmonella* on the dog food was reduced by 1.49 log CFU/g after 1 minute, 1.75 log CFU/g after 2 minutes 1.08 log CFU/g, 2.1 log CFU/g after 3 minutes and 2.6 log CFU/g after 4 minutes (P < 0.05). *Salmonella* on the shelled peanuts was reduced by 0.50 log CFU/g after 1 minute, 1.15 log CFU/g after 2 minutes, 1.56 log CFU/g after 3 minutes and 2.2 log CFU/g after 4 minutes (P < 0.05).

**Significance:** TDM technology has been shown through this experiment to provide 1–2 log CFU/g reduction in *Salmonella* in a short amount of time.

P2-160 Inactivation of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 by Copper Alone or in Combination with Lactic Acid as Demonstrated by Scanning Electron Microscopy

RABIN GYAWALI and Salam A. Ibrahim
North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC, USA

**Introduction:** *E. coli* O157:H7 is a foodborne pathogen of considerable public health and food safety importance. Copper and lactic acid have been shown to have an antimicrobial effect against *E. coli* O157:H7. Copper in combination with lactic acid is a promising non-thermal method to reduce the risk of foodborne pathogens.

**Purpose:** The objectives of this investigation were (a) to study efficacy of copper alone or in combination with lactic acid against *E. coli* O157:H7 in laboratory medium, and (b) to determine the effect of copper and lactic acid treatment on the cell morphology using scanning electron microscopy.

**Methods:** Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI) was prepared with 0, 5, 10, 20, and 40 ppm copper alone or in combination with 0.1 and 0.2% lactic acid. Samples were inoculated with *E. coli* O157:H7 at approximately 3 log CFU/ml. The inoculated samples were incubated at 37°C for 8 hr. At the end of the incubation period, samples were analyzed for bacterial population. Scanning electron microscopy was also used to observe bacterial morphology.

**Results:** Addition of 40 ppm copper to 0.2% lactic acid reduced the population of *E. coli* O157:H7 by 5 log CFU (recommended by FDA) when compared to the control. The bacterial cell morphology indicated that copper and lactic acid altered the size and shape of *E. coli* O157:H7, thus inhibiting the growth of microbial cells. Therefore, the results suggest that copper and lactic acid act synergistically (P < 0.05) to inhibit the growth of *E. coli* O157:H7.

**Significance:** Based on our studies, copper in combination with lactic acid have potential for controlling growth of *E. coli* O157:H7. This could be a novel and encouraging alternative approach to be used in food systems.

P2-161 Antimicrobial Effect of Three Lactic Acid Bacteria against *Listeria monocytogenes*

SARA R. MILILLO, Ok-Kyung Koo, Robert S. Story and Steven C. Ricke
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

**Introduction:** Control of *Listeria monocytogenes* in ready-to-eat (RTE) food products is a significant challenge, and improved means for its control are needed.

**Purpose:** In this study, the anti-listerial effectiveness of three Lactic Acid Bacteria (LAB) was investigated.

**Methods:** Spot-on-lawn and minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) assays were performed to assess the anti-listerial effects of the three LAB. Results: Spot-on-lawn assays conducted at 4, 7, 23, and 37°C clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of one of the three strains (Pediococcus acidilactici). Zones of *L. monocytogenes* inhibition by *P. acidilactici* ranged from 15 to 18 mm (23 and 4°C, respectively). A study of the effect of *P. acidilactici* growth phase on its anti-listerial effectiveness determined that effectiveness was greater during stationary phase. After only 8h of growth (or late log phase), the zone of inhibition was 8 mm, the same size as the spot itself. However, after 48h of growth (or late stationary phase), the zone of inhibition grew to 14 mm. Interestingly, it was observed that the zones of inhibition for the 4 and 7°C spot-on-lawn assays increased over time, perhaps due to increased time for diffusion of the antimicrobial or an increase in its efficacy against the slowly growing *L. monocytogenes*. Furthermore, it was observed that the tendency for *L. monocytogenes* to develop spontaneous resistance was reduced during exposure to *P. acidilactici* at refrigeration temperature. Additional, spot-on-lawn assays using *P. acidilactici* cell free supernatant (CFS) supported the preliminary results and confirmed the effectiveness of *P. acidilactici*. MIC experiments using CFS from the three strains revealed that while two of the LAB were minimally effective at inhibiting *L. monocytogenes*, *P. acidilactici* was able to inhibit its growth up to a 1:256 dilution after 24 h of incubation at 23°C.

**Significance:** These data demonstrate that *P. acidilactici* may represent an effective control for *L. monocytogenes* in RTE products using *P. acidilactici* in their formulations.

P2-162 Host Spectrum of *Escherichia coli* Specific Phages Isolated from Hog Fecal Samples

JAEWON KIM, Hyun-Wol Kang, Min-Heong Kim, Byoung-Wook Kim, Jong-Mi Choi, Min-Toe Kim, Haet-Nim Yoon, Hye-Sun Kwak and Gun-Jo Woo
Korea University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

**Introduction:** According to the World Health Organization, 5 million children die every year due to severe diarrhea. *Escherichia coli* is one of the most responsible organisms involved in acute diarrhea worldwide. Based on a report from the Korea Food and Drug Administration, pathogenic *E. coli* has been the biggest problem in foodborne human illness in Korea, and most isolates were resistant to penicillin (63.4%) and/or tetracycline (42.8%).
Purpose: In this study, we isolated *E. coli* specific bacteriophages from hog fecal samples and applied them to 100 *E. coli* isolates from hog farming environments, foods, and clinical samples in a same geographical location.

Methods: For the isolation of phages, samples were collected from a hog-waste treatment plant in Gyeonggi-do, Korea, and *E. coli* NCCP 13721 was selected as an indicator of phage presence. Susceptibility of the strains against phage infection was determined by using dotting or double-layered plaque assay. Pathogenicity and antimicrobial-resistance were also investigated in the *E. coli* isolates other than phage susceptibility.

Results: From the hog fecal samples, six isolated coliphages were applied to *E. coli* isolates. Of the 100 *E. coli* strains, 44% of food isolates and 50% of the isolates from hog farming environments were susceptible to the phage infection. Interestingly, 85% of the isolates from human fecal samples were barely grown in the presence of phages. The phages were more effective in control of the isolates which were involved in human illness. We failed in determination of any relation between antimicrobial resistance and phage susceptibility in the isolates. Phages could control *E. coli* isolates regardless of drug-resistance profile.

Significance: The findings in this study suggest that coliphages may be a useful tool to suppress the level of *E. coli* contamination in foods and hog farming environments, potentially resulting in lowering human illness.

**P2-163 High Level Antimicrobial Resistance in *Escherichia coli* from Foods, Poultry and Humans in the Northern Region of Ghana**

COURAGE S. SABA, Jose Escudero, Alvaro San-Millán, Laura Hidalgo, Belen Gutierrez, Laura Carrilero, Stephanie Matrat, Cristina M. Ovejero, Natalia Montero and Bruno González-Zorn
University Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Antimicrobial resistance surveillance and monitoring is one of the major tools used in the developed world to track down the flux of resistance genes in bacteria. Surveillance and monitoring are virtually unavailable couple with the irrational use and poor quality of antibiotics used in animal production and individuals in developing countries.

Purpose: We performed this research to determine the levels of resistance of *Escherichia coli* isolated from foods, poultry and patients from Tamale, located in the poorest area in the country, the Northern Region.

Methods: Standard microbiological guidelines were used to isolate and identify *E. coli* phenotypically, biochemically and molecularly. PFGE was performed in all isolates. One hundred and one (101) human fecal samples, 49 street food samples, and 30 poultry fecal samples were taken for this research. Antibiotic susceptibility test was performed following the guidelines and breakpoints of the European Union Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing, EUCAST.

Results: We isolated 15 *E. coli* from food, 99 of the human fecal samples and 30 from all the poultry fecal samples. There were high levels of resistance to the commonly used antibiotics in this area especially from the human and poultry samples. Eighty percent (80%) of the poultry isolates exhibited multi-drug resistance while 59% of those from human origin recorded multi-drug resistance. Surprisingly, 40% of the isolates from street foods also exhibited multi-drug resistance to the 20 antibiotics tested. There was resistance to amoxicillin-clavulanic in both food and human samples as well resistance to cefotaxime and ceftazidime in the human isolates.

Significance: Food is involved involved in transmission of antibiotic resistant *E. coli* in Ghana. Our data suggest that these bacteria originate from the human manipulators by cross-contamination, rather than from animals. Thus, education in Ghana is crucial to prevent further fecal contamination of Street Food. Further, there is emergence of resistance of *E. coli* to third generation cephalosporin antibiotics that are not commonly used in the area and amoxicillin-clavulanic that serves as the antibiotic of last resort in Ghana.
P3-01 Performances Assessment of the CampyFood Agar Method According to the ISO 16140 Standard for Poultry and Meat Products, in Environmental Samples

Muriel Bernard, Maryse Rannou and DANIELÉE SOHIER
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: CampyFood Agar (CFA, bioMérieux) is a chromogenic medium for enumeration and presumptive identification of Campylobacter spp. in poultry, meat and environmental samples. Campylobacter spp. strains growing produce typical red colonies. It is up to users to select the primary diluent or the confirmatory test that is the most appropriate to their routine analyses.

Purpose: A study was conducted at ADRIA to validate this new method in comparison to the ISO/TS 10272-2 reference method, as part of the Microval approval process, and according to the ISO 16140 standard.

Methods: Samples diluted in Buffered Peptone Water or in peptone salt as recommended in ISO standards were inoculated onto the CFA spread plates. Primary dilution in the selective CampyFood broth was also tested. The plates were incubated for 48 hours at 41.5 ± 1°C. Characteristics colonies were further confirmed using the ISO/TS 10272-2 confirmatory tests, using a simplified cultural procedure, or using the VIDAS CAM assay performed on a pool of 5 colonies.

Results: Whatever the diluent used for primary dilution and the confirmation methods, the CampyFood method showed satisfying relative linearity performances, with linear correlation coefficients superior to 0.95 and approved lack-of-fit tests. Biases between both methods were characterized by low values, varying from -0.15 to +0.13 log CFU/g. The intercepts close to 0 and the slopes close to 1 were validated for all the tested categories in the accuracy study. The selectivity and specificity of the CampyFood agar method were shown to be good by testing 41 target and 28 non target strains. The limits of repeatability and reproducibility of the CampyFood Agar method, which were calculated during an inter-laboratory study involving 13 labs, were similar to those of the ISO/TS 10272-2 standard method. As already observed in the methods comparison study, biases between the methods were clearly non significant, varying from -0.01 to -0.14 log CFU/g.

Significance: According to this performance assessment study, the CampyFood Agar method was certified as an alternative method to the reference ISO/TS 10272-1 reference method for enumeration of Campylobacter spp. in poultry, meat and environmental samples. It represents a valuable and user friendly alternative method, by providing final results in two days when using the VIDAS CAM assay as confirmatory test.

P3-02 Performances Assessment of the TEMPO STA® Method According to the ISO 16140 Standard for Coagulase-positive Staphylococci Enumeration

Muriel Bernard, Maryse Rannou and DANIELÉE SOHIER
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: TEMPO® system (bioMérieux) is an automated method associating an innovative card with a medium adapted to ensure a rapid enumeration of several quality indicators. It replaces serial dilutions and tedious plate reading with a simple 1:10 dilution and an automated enumeration based on a miniaturized card using 16 tubes MPN (Most Probable Number) method. The TEMPO® STA method allows the coagulase-positive staphylococci enumeration in foods and pet foods.

Purpose: A study was conducted to validate the TEMPO® STA method in comparison to the ISO 6888-2 standard, as part of the AFNOR Certification approval process and according to the ISO 16140 standard.

Methods: Samples were analyzed by the compared methods, i.e., the TEMPO® STA and the ISO 6888-2 method.

Results: The TEMPO® STA method showed satisfying relative linearity performances, with linear correlation coefficients superior to 0.98. Biases between both methods were characterized by low values, varying from -0.00 to +0.18 log CFU/g. The intercepts close to 0 and the slopes close to 1 were validated for all the tested categories in the accuracy study. The selectivity and specificity of the TEMPO® STA method were verified by testing 31 target and 24 non-target strains. The limits of repeatability and reproducibility of the TEMPO® STA method, which were calculated during an inter-laboratory study involving 16 labs, were similar to those of the 6888-2 standard method. Biases between the compared methods were clearly non significant, varying from -0.00 to -0.26 log CFU/g. At least, TEMPO® system offers important economic savings by standardizing the analysis, as well as minimizing the volume of wastes, the training and handling times.

Significance: According to these performances assessments, the TEMPO® STA method represents a valuable and user friendly alternative method for coagulase-positive staphylococci enumeration in food and pet food stuffs.

P3-03 Accelerated Procedures for Detection and Isolation of Listeria spp. from Food Samples

Karen C. Jinneman, Ken J. Yoshitomi, Palmer A. Orlandi, Stephen D. Weagant, Ruben Zapata, Cecelia M. Garcia and WILLIS M. FEDIO
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, USA

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes is a significant foodborne pathogen that is widely distributed in nature and can be found in a wide range of foods including milk, vegetables, meat and processed foods.

Purpose: Rapid screening techniques including the VIDAS LIS and VIDAS LMOII and Neogen and SDIX lateral flow devices were evaluated for detection of Listeria spp. and Listeria monocytogenes in artificially contaminated foods.

Methods: Food matrices tested included: asadero cheese, queso fresco, brie cheese, guacamole, coleslaw and smoked salmon. Incubation levels used were ~ 0.1 CFU/g, ~1.0 CFU/g and ~10 CFU/g. Six replicates at each inoculum level were tested per food matrix, as well as six uninoculated controls. Two enrichment procedures were used, Buffered Listeria Enrichment Broth (BLEB) which is used with the VIDAS LIS test and Demi Fraser (DF) broth which is subcultured into and Fraser Broth (FB) and used with the VIDAS LMO II assay. Enrichment broths were also streaked onto Oxford agar and R&F Listeria monocytogenes Chromogenic Plating Medium for cultural isolation. Confirmation of isolates to the species level was accomplished by purifying isolates on TSYAE agar and performing a Gram stain, catalase test, hemolysis test, motility test, and real-time PCR. A real-time S'-nuclease PCR assay targeting regions of the iap gene to simultaneously detect L monocytogenes as well as all Listeria species was used for confirmation of isolates.

Results: When samples artificially contaminated with Listeria monocytogenes were incubated in BLEB for 24 h at 30°C, the RapidCheck and Neogen devices detected the organism in 39.8% and 67.59% of samples, respectively, while those enriched in DF broth showed 33.3% by the RapidCheck and 52.8% by the Neogen devices. Cultural isolation from the 24-h enrichments were 87.0% for BLEB and 97.2% for DF. Both the RapidChek and Neogen Reveal tests worked as well as the VIDAS-LIS and VIDAS-LMOII methods and cultural isolation on selective agar after 48h enrichment.

Significance: Both the RapidChek and Neogen Reveal devices can be used as alternatives to the VIDAS screening assays for detection of Listeria spp. in 48 h enrichment broths. Cultural isolation was reliable for detection of Listeria spp. after 24-h enrichment.
### P3-04 A Comparative Evaluation of Petrifilm™ Aqua Plate Methods vs. Various Reference Methods in Testing of Bottled Water

ERIN S. CROWLEY, Patrick Bird, Kiel Fisher, Katherine Goetz, Marc Juenger, Shana Gibbs, James R. Agin, Dave G. Goins, Micki Rosauer, Christine Binsfeld and Kathryn Lindberg

Q Laboratories, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA

**Introduction:** The Petrifilm™ Aqua Heterotrophic Count (AQHC) Plate, Aqua Coliform Count (AQCC) Plate, Aqua Enterobacteriaceae Count Plate (AQEB) and Aqua Yeast and Mold (AQYM) plates have been developed to facilitate enumeration of the specified indicator organisms for testing bottled water.

**Purpose:** To compare the results from bottled waters using both the Petrifilm plate methods and the reference/customer methods.

**Methods:** Two lots each of 15 different matrices, representing 4 types of water: purified municipal, regional spring, purified and natural spring waters were tested. Each lot was spiked with organisms typically isolated from water wherever possible. For each matrix and organism, 2 spike levels were tested: zero, low/medium, and medium/high by Petrifilm Aqua Plates and reference/customer methods in duplicate. The Petrifilm AQHC plate was compared to the SMEWW & ISO methods for heterotrophic bacteria through direct plating and membrane filtration. The Petrifilm AQCC plate was compared to SMEWW & ISO methods for coliform, through membrane filtration. The Petrifilm AQEB plate was compared to a customer method for Enterobacteriaceae through membrane filtration. The Petrifilm AQYM method was compared to the SMEWW and a customer method for yeast & mold through membrane filtration.

**Results:** Analysis of variance showed that there was no statistical difference between the Petrifilm Aqua Plate methods and their respective reference methods (P-value=0.727 and 0.739 for Petrifilm AQHC plate compared to ISO method at 22°C and 36°C using direct plating and P-value=0.870 compared to SMEWW method with membrane filtration; P-value=0.38 and 0.08 for the Petrifilm AQGC plate compared to the SMEWW and ISO using membrane filtration, respectively; P-value=0.44 for the Petrifilm AQEB plate compared to a customer method using membrane filtration; P-value=0.99 and 0.11 for the Petrifilm AQYM plate compared to a customer method with membrane filtration at 25°C for 3 and 5 days respectively and P-value=0.19 compared to SMEWW with membrane filtration at 20°C for 3 days).

**Significance:** All Petrifilm™ Aqua Plate methods have demonstrated comparable results to the ISO and SMEWW reference and customer methods. The use of a ready-made systems allows for a more streamlined and standardized process for analysis of bottled water.

### P3-05 Evaluation of a New Phage Ligand Assay for the Detection of Listeria Species in Foods and Environmental Samples

JEAN-LOUIS PITTET, Jean-Michel Pradel, Christine Aguilhon, Cecile Sauvan, Vincent Remy and Jean-Marc Roche

bioMérieux, Marcy L’Etoile, France

**Introduction:** Rapid screening for Listeria is important in food safety because of the potential to prevent serious disease and the ability to release product sooner.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of a new phage ligand assay (VIDAS LPT) method for rapid screening of Listeria species in a variety of food products and environmental samples when compared to the traditional ISO 11290-1 method.

**Methods:** In the new method, samples are enriched at 30°C in a proprietary ready to use broth for 24-26 hours (surfaces) or 26-30 hours (foods) prior to testing on the automated instrument. All positive samples were confirmed by plating onto a selective Listeria agar plate. The new test incorporates a recombinant phage protein to increase the sensitivity and specificity compared to traditional immunoassays.

**Results:** In this study, 502 food samples representing a wide variety of foods and 200 environmental samples were tested. Forty percent of the products were naturally contaminated. Three hundred four products tested positive by one of the methods and the sensitivity was found to be 86.8% for the alternative method and 86.3% for the ISO 11290-1 method. MacNemar’s analysis at the 5% level showed no significant difference between the VIDAS LPT and the reference method.

**Significance:** The alternative method provides the detection of Listeria species in foods with negative or presumptive positive results in less than 28 hours compared to at least 5 days for the cultural methods. This simple method, with one single enrichment, also significantly decreases the workload of the laboratories.

### P3-06 ISO 16140 Validation Study of the ALOA® One Day Method for Listeria Species Detection in Foodstuffs and Environmental Samples

JÉRÔME THEPAUT, Véronique Boeffard, Nicolas Gaillard, Yannick Dureuil and Frederic Simon

AES CHEMUNEX, Bruz, France

**Introduction:** ALOA® One Day is a certified method for Listeria monocytogenes detection. It has recently been granted validation for the detection of Listeria species in foodstuffs and environmental samples. The proposed protocol is simpler, shorter and cheaper than the ISO mandatory reference method.

**Purpose:** The aim of this study was to compare the ALOA® One Day alternative method to the NF EN ISO 11290-1 standard according to the ISO 16140: 2003 requirements. Relative specificity, relative accuracy and limit of detection were tested for both methods.

**Methods:** The specificity of both methods (ALOA® One Day and NF EN ISO11290-1) were compared by testing 63 Listeria species (inclusivity) and 32 non-Listeria species (exclusivity). Three hundred seventy-nine samples including 123 naturally-contaminated samples were tested by the reference and the alternative method. During these tests relative accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were calculated. ALOA® One Day is a 2-step method: an enrichment step (24 h at 30°C in half-fraser) and a detection step (subculture of 0.1 ml on one ALOA® plate and incubate 24h at 37°C). The positive samples must be confirmed by a 5-h procedure using one typical colony and a lateral flow test.

**Results:** Exclusivity and inclusivity data have shown a perfect recovery of all the Listeria species and a perfect discrimination or inhibition of the 30 non-Listeria species strains. The statistical analysis performed on the 379 food samples tested according to ALOA® One Day and ISO 11290-1 has proved that the two methods were equivalent: relative accuracy (AC) = 99.4 %, relative specificity (SP) = 99.45 % and relative sensitivity (SE)=99.49 %.

**Significance:** ALOA® One Day is a suitable method to detect Listeria species in foodstuffs, animal feeding and environmental samples. This method showed equivalent specificity and sensitivity to the ISO reference method and enables laboratories to save time and money.
**P3-07 Dipstick Assay for Vibrio vulnificus**

RAVIRAJSINH P. JADEJA, Marlene E. Janes and Janet Simonson

Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA

**Introduction:** Vibrio vulnificus is considered to be the most invasive Vibrio in the U.S. causing high fatalities, especially in immunocompromised individuals. The rapid detection of V. vulnificus is necessary for monitoring this pathogen in the environment and in seafood as a pro-active measure to reduce V. vulnificus-related infections.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to develop a rapid, user-friendly and compact screening dipstick device utilizing V. vulnificus anti-H monoclonal antibodies, which can detect the presence of V. vulnificus from oyster homogenate within 5 min.

**Methods:** The dipstick test strips were prepared by conjugating a species-specific anti-V. vulnificus H monoclonal antibody, and colloidal gold particles. The resultant antibody conjugate was dispensed onto a membrane (15 µm pore size) at a rate of 1 µl/cm. A control line was prepared by using goat anti-mouse IgG and was sprayed on the membrane at a rate of 1.5 µl/cm. Specificity of the dipstick device was tested against pure cultures of 8 Vibrio strains, while sensitivity was tested by utilizing serially diluted overnight grown V. vulnificus culture (10^6 to 10^1 CFU/ml). Sensitivity of the device was also tested with oyster meat homogenate (10g oyster meat + 20 ml APW), spiked with V. vulnificus ATCC 27562 to reach concentrations from 10^1 to 10^6 CFU/ml. The samples were incubated at 35°C and 1 ml from each dilution was collected every hr for 6 hrs and immediately tested with the dipstick.

**Results:** The dipstick device successfully identified V. vulnificus and did not produce visible signals for other Vibrio strains tested within 5 min. The lowest concentration of V. vulnificus that produced positive test strip results was 10^1 CFU/ml. When combined with a 5 hr enrichment period, sensitivity of the dipstick increased to 10^6 CFU/ml.

**Significance:** Our dipstick assay could serve seafood industries for rapid pathogen detection.

---

**P3-08 Reveal Salmonella Enteritidis Test for Rapid Detection of Salmonella Enteritidis in Shell Eggs and Environmental Samples**

BALAMURUGAN JAGADEESAN, Stephanie Curry, Debra L. Foti, Lauren Peterson, Rebecca Wilson, Mark A. Mozola and Jennifer Rice

Neogen Corporation, Lansing, MI, USA

**Introduction:** Ingestion of Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis (SE) contaminated eggs is one of the major causes of Salmonella-associated gastroenteritis in humans. Thus, SE monitoring in eggs and poultry layer house environments is critical for ensuring food safety. Reveal Salmonella Enteritidis (Reveal SE) is a lateral-flow-based immunoassay, which employs highly specific antibodies to accurately detect SE.

**Purpose:** In this study, Reveal SE was evaluated for the rapid detection of SE from pooled shell eggs and environmental samples.

**Methods:** Low levels of SE were inoculated into pooled shell eggs and enriched according to the procedure prescribed in the Bacteriological Analytical Manual (BAM), U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Uninoculated samples were included in each trial. As a part of the enrichment procedure, samples were held at room temperature for 96 h prior to pre-enrichment. A new abbreviated 48 h/no hold enrichment procedure was also tested for pooled shell egg sample testing. Studies included screening of 245 natural drag swabs and inoculation trials with drag swabs. Enrichment was done per the procedure outlined in the BAM method. In addition to internal studies, independent laboratory trials were conducted with both pooled shell eggs and poultry house environmental samples.

**Results:** In both internal and independent laboratory evaluation of pooled shell eggs, Reveal SE exhibited 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity in comparison to the reference method. Chi-square analysis revealed that the performance of abbreviated 48 h/no hold enrichment procedure was statistically equivalent to that of the reference procedure. Natural drag swab screening of environmental samples produced three Reveal SE positive samples, which were confirmed by the reference procedure, resulting in 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. External laboratory testing of 147 poultry house samples resulted in 35 Reveal SE confirmed positives, resulting in sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 90%. Inoculation trials with drag swabs resulted in 96% sensitivity and 100% specificity.

**Significance:** Results obtained demonstrate that Reveal SE is a highly sensitive and specific assay for rapid detection of SE from both pooled shell eggs and environmental samples. Also, for pooled shell egg sample testing, the abbreviated/no hold enrichment procedure can be used in conjunction with the Reveal SE test, achieving a significant enrichment time savings of 96 h.

---

**P3-09 Development of Colloidal Gold-based Lateral-flow Immunoassay for the Rapid Simultaneous Detection of Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7**

Chang-Lei Sun, YUAN TIAN, Yan-Feng Guo, Xiang-Tao Zheng and Zheng-You Yang

College of Life Science, Taian, China

**Introduction:** Every year, millions of people in the world suffer from foodborne disease, and foodborne pathogens continue to be a major public health concern. Among the known foodborne pathogens, Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Listeria monocytogenes are of major concern because of their continued association with highly popular foods such as poultry products, ready-to-eat meats, dairy products, and fruits and vegetables. These pathogens are emerging high-risk food pathogens that have been involved in a number of recent outbreaks. Therefore, the control and prevention of these pathogens are of high priority to improve the safety of the food supply. The accurate and rapid detection of these pathogens is essential.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to develop a colloidal gold-based lateral-flow immunoassay for the rapid, simultaneous detection of Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7 in food samples.

**Methods:** Heat-killed cells of Listeria monocytogenes ATCC 19113 and Escherichia coli O157:H7 ATCC 43888 were used as immunoagents to immobilize mice, respectively. Monoclonal antibodies were developed using B-cell hybridoma technology. Colloidal gold was prepared by the sodium citrate reduction method and conjugated to monoclonal antibodies specific to Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7, respectively. With the colloidal gold-MAB conjugates, one step of lateral-flow immunoassay was developed for rapid, simultaneous detection of Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7.

**Results:** Monoclonal antibodies specific to Escherichia coli O157:H7 (EC2b5 Mab) and Listeria monocytogenes (LM5E7 Mab) were produced from cloned hybridoma cells. The nitrocellulose membrane of the lateral-flow immunassay was treated with Mab-EC2b5, Mab-LM5E7 and anti-mouse IgG in the Escherichia coli O157:H7 test, Listeria monocytogenes test and control zones, respectively. Monoclonal antibody-gold conjugates (EC2b5 Mab-gold and LM5E7 Mab-gold) were sprayed onto the conjugate pad. The detection limits of the lateral-flow immunoassay were 10^1 cell/ml and 10^4 cell/ml for Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Listeria monocytogenes, respectively, and the results were obtained within 15 min after starting the analysis.

**Significance:** Multipathogen detection on a single-assay not only reduces the cost for testing but also provides data on the presence of pathogens in a single experiment.
P3-10  Development of IC-ELISA for Detection of Mycotoxin Patulin in Food Samples
YUAN TIAN, Xiang-Tao Zheng, Chang-Lei Sun, Yan-Feng Guo and Zheng-You Yang
College of Life Science, Taian, China

Introduction: Patulin is a toxic secondary metabolite of a number of fungal species belonging to the genera Penicillium and Aspergillus. It has been mainly isolated from apples and apple products, but it has also been extracted from rotten fruits, moldy feeds and stored cheese. Human exposure to patulin occurs by ingestion of contaminated products and can lead to serious health problems, including immunosuppression and carcinogenesis. The content of patulin in foods has been restricted to 50 ppb in many countries. Conventional analytical detection methods involve chromatographic analyses, such as HPLC, GC, and, more recently, techniques such as LC/MS and GC/MS. However, extensive protocols of sample cleanup are required prior to the analysis, and to accomplish it, expensive analytical instrumentation is necessary. An immunochromatographic method, based on highly specific antigen-antibody interactions, would be desirable, offering several advantages compared to conventional techniques, i.e., low cost per sample, high selectivity, high sensitivity and high throughput.

Purpose: Development of IC-ELISA for rapid detection of patulin in food samples.

Methods: In this study, two haptons of patulin were synthesized. By the active esters method, the haptons were conjugated to bovine serum albumin to be used as the immunogen for the production of monoclonal antibodies, and conjugated to ovalbumin to be used as coating antigen. By using the monoclonal antibody and the coating antigen, an IC-ELISA has been developed and used to detect patulin in food samples.

Results: Monoclonal antibodies specific to patulin were produced from cloned hybridoma cells. The monoclonal antibody-based indirect competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (IC-ELISA) was developed and optimized. Under the established optimized conditions, the IC-ELISA showed an IC50 of 10 ng/mL with a detection limit of 0.09 ng/mL. The IC-ELISA showed negligible cross-reactivity with other mycotoxins. Recoveries of patulin from spiked apple juice samples ranged from 85 to 98%.

Significance: Monoclonal antibodies specific to patulin were developed in this study, and indirect competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (IC-ELISA) was developed. The assay allowed the detection of 0.09 ng/mL patulin and thus represents a promising basis for the development of an alternative methodology compared to the analytical chromatographic techniques in use.

P3-11  Development of a Non-O157:H7 Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli Lateral Flow Device
CESAR NADALA and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Six strains of non-O157:H7 enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC) have been identified as a serious threat to food safety. In order to address the risk posed by these bacteria, antibody-based rapid tests are needed that can detect and identify these virulent strains.

Purpose: To develop an antibody-based lateral flow device to simultaneously detect six strains of non-O157 EHEC (O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145).

Methods: High-titer polyclonal antibodies to each of the six EHEC strains (O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145) were produced in goats by injecting the animals with heat-killed bacterial cells. Using affinity-purified goat IgGs, a prototype lateral flow device was developed with antibody-coated nanogold as the detection reagent. The device was tested against a panel of purified bacterial cells as well as spiked meat enrichment samples.

Results: The prototype EHEC lateral flow device detected each of the six EHEC strains when tested at 10^1−10^7 CFU/ml. The device also detected five of the six strains in 12-hour meat enrichments spiked with 2−14 CFU/375 g of meat. Each rapid test was able to correctly identify and distinguish its target strain from the other five, as well as from other bacteria.

Significance: The EHEC lateral flow device can be a valuable tool in efforts to simultaneously screen and detect six strains of non-O157:H7 enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC) from food samples.

P3-12  A New Automated Immunoassay Method for Salmonella Testing in Less Than Twenty Hours: Food Comparison Study
PEGGY NOMADE, Céline Domingos, Laure Puthod, Damien Cote, Peggy Noël and Jean-Louis Pittet
bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France

Introduction: Salmonella testing is time consuming and the food industry requires rapid and simple methods for faster release of perishable foods and to decrease the laboratory workloads.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate the performances of a new automated next-day test method for the detection of Salmonella in food, animal feed and environmental samples.

Methods: Samples are enriched in buffered peptone water, supplemented with a mix of selective agents for 18−24 h at 41.5 °C, prior to the detection on the VIDAS instrument. The detection test incorporates recombinant phage proteins associated to monoclonal antibodies to target specific somatic (O) and flagellar (H) Salmonella antigens, enabling the detection of both motile and non-motile strains. Positive results were confirmed by streaking the enrichment broth onto selective agar plates. This study compared the new method to the ISO 6579 reference method, according to the ISO 16140 standard requirements.

Results: The comparative study was performed on 334 products distributed in seven categories: meat, dairy, miscellaneous products, seafood & vegetables, raw milk cheeses and feed and environmental samples. Thirty eight per cent of positive samples were naturally contaminated and 62% were artificially inoculated with stressed Salmonella at low levels. One hundred eight samples were confirmed positive by one of the methods, 1 by the cultural method only and 107 by both methods. There was no significant difference between the alternative method and the reference method using the Mac Nemar’s analysis at the 5% level.

Significance: The VIDAS UP Salmonella provided comparable results to the ISO 6579 reference method for the detection of Salmonella in food, animal feed and environmental samples, allowing release of negative products in less than 20 hours with the use of a simple enrichment followed by an automated detection.

P3-13 24-hour Test System for the Detection of Salmonella spp. on Environmental Surfaces
MEREDITH SUTZKO, Ann-Christine Olsson Allen, Verapaz Gonzalez and Mark Muldoon
SDIX, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Salmonella causes 1 million cases of food poisoning and almost 400 deaths annually in the United States. Investigations into salmonellosis cases caused by processed foods across 43 states found that the pathogen generally entered the food supply through cross-contamination from the processing environment. Recurring outbreaks underscore the difficulty of eradicating Salmonella from the processing environment, highlighting the need to reinforce preventive control measures and routine monitoring of the processing environment for the presence of this pathogen.
Purpose: The aim of the study is to evaluate the performance of the RapidChek® SELECT™ Salmonella test system against the FDA reference method (BAM Chapter 5 Salmonella) for the detection of Salmonella spp. on environmental surfaces.

Methods: Method comparison studies were conducted on stainless steel, plastic, painted concrete, and rubber to determine accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity. One hundred twenty-five (125) samples were analyzed by both methods.

Results: The RapidChek® SELECT™ Salmonella test system demonstrated equivalent performance with regard to sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy as compared to the FDA reference method. The RapidChek method reported sixty-two (62) confirmed positive results, while the reference method reported fifty-nine (59) confirmed positive results. The overall accuracy of the RapidChek method was 105%, with an average sensitivity and average specificity of 100%.

Significance: Salmonella spp. can be detected at very low levels of contamination in the processing environment in as few as twenty-four (24) hours with the RapidChek method as compared to seventy-two (72) hours with the reference method which helps food producers quickly identify Salmonella in the environment before it contaminates finished food products, reducing disruption in production schedules and product hold times.

P3-14 Biosensor for Functional and Rapid Screening of Selected Pathogens and Toxins from Food
NICOLE M. KENNEDY, Adrienne Johnson, Roya Najafi, Arun K. Bhunia and Pratik Banerjee
Alabama A&M University, Normal, AL, USA

Introduction: Rapid and discriminatory detection of viable pathogens or active toxins from non-viable cells or inactive toxins is important to prevent food related out-breaks and product recalls. Therefore, the need to develop a rapid sensor platform enabling functional elimination of “false-positives” resulting from non-viable cells or inactive toxins is highly desirable.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop a biosensor-based rapid screening assay for rapid detection and discrimination of viable versus non-viable cells of pathogenic Listeria, the active versus inactivated toxin listeriolysin O (LLO) and the enterotoxin from Bacillus species from model foods and beverages.

Methods: Mammalian cells of mouse and human origin were encapsulated in alginate-collagen microspheres and arrayed onto chambered slides or in multi-well plates to construct the biosensing platform. Model food samples (hotdogs, fried rice, pasta, pasteurized milk, apple juice and packaged water) were spiked with crude toxin preparations (0.1 ng/ml-20 µg/ml) or bacterial cells (10^7-10^9 CFU/g). The samples were heated at different time-temperature combinations and were introduced to the biosensor. The cytotoxicity values of encapsulated biosensor cells were determined at 1–4 h post-infection by assaying intracellular enzyme release or by evaluating live/dead cells using fluorescence microscopy and image analysis.

Results: Non-heat treated food samples containing pathogenic L. monocytogenes strains or LLO preparations showed cytotoxicity ranging from 41% to 98%. The crude toxin preparation from pathogenic B. cereus strains showed cytotoxicity values of 30% to 100% (not heated). On the contrary, all heat treated food/beverage samples yielded significantly (P < 0.01) low cytotoxicity values (less than 10%), which were comparable to negative controls, such as non-pathogenic L. innocua (F4247) and B. subtilis induced cytotoxicity values of 2% and 7%, respectively. Live/dead status of the infected biosensing cells obtained by fluorescence microscopic image analysis also yielded similar cytotoxicity results.

Significance: This cell-based biosensor technology will bridge the performance gap in existing rapid microbiological laboratory methods by providing detection capabilities which are not only “rapid” but also “functional,” in that it can distinguish between viable and non-viable pathogens or active and inactive toxins.

P3-15 Rapid and Specific Detection of STEC Strains O157:H7, O26 and O111 Using a Label-free Biosensor System
BRIAN BULLARD, Farol L. Tomson and Seth B. Harkins
Kirkegaard and Perry Laboratories, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA

Introduction: Since 1990, there have been at least 13 outbreaks of non-O157:H7 E. coli strains. Pending USDA testing guidelines for non-O157:H7 E. coli strains have raised the interests of several groups within the food production/protection communities. Classic immunassays for foodborne pathogens rely on time-consuming enrichment steps, which may add several hours or days to these assays.

Purpose: The goal of this research is to evaluate the use of a bio-layer interferometry biosensor system from FortéBio as a reliable method for detecting food pathogens in varied matrices.

Methods: Streptavidin-functionalized glass rods with a tip surface area of ~1900 square µm were coated with 25 µg/ml of newly developed biotinylated polyclonal antibodies against either E. coli O157:H7, E. coli O26, E. coli O111 or Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. After antibody conjugation, probes were used to sample serial dilutions of bacteria (from 10^2 to 10^6 CFU/ml in 200 µl volumes) suspended in PBS, serum and macerated hamburger extract. Binding events were monitored on a FortéBio Octet Red96 instrument.

Results: Under these conditions, 10^4 CFU/ml were detected in as little as 100-300 seconds. All three antibodies performed in a similar manner and non-specific binding between antibodies and non-target organisms was negligible.

Significance: Bio-layer interferometry is a label-free technology that can be combined with polyclonal antibodies as a biosensor to detect pathogenic bacteria in a manner that is both rapid and specific. With the antibodies that are currently in production at KPL specific for the remaining STEC strains, this multiplexing platform should prove to be a valuable tool in food protection.

P3-16 Rapid Detection of Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Turnip Greens Using a Modified Gold Biosensor Combined with Light Microscopic Imaging System
MIK-YUNG PARK, Tung-Shi Huang, Ralphenia D. Pace, Jun-Hyun Oh and Bryan A. Chin
Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA

Introduction: The recent consumer trend toward eating healthy foods has led to an increase in the consumption of fruits and vegetables, resulting in a dramatic increase in E. coli-related outbreaks in fresh produce. Therefore, the development of practical and rapid detection methods for E. coli O157:H7 is of great interest in produce industry.

Purpose: This research aimed to investigate the feasibility of a modified gold biosensor to detect E. coli O157:H7 in fresh produce.

Methods: The gold biosensors modified with dithiobis-succinimidyl propionate (Gold-DSP) were immobilized with anti-E. coli polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) and E. coli O157:H7 bound on Gold-DSP biosensor was vividly detected by a light microscopic imaging system (LMI). The optimum concentration of pAbs, binding efficiency with viable and heat-killed E. coli O157:H7, and detection limit of Gold-DSP were determined. Finally, the developed pAbs-immobilized Gold-DSP combined with LMI was applied to turnip greens for rapid detection of E. coli O157:H7.

Results: The optimum concentration of pAbs was 200 µg/ml. The detected numbers of viable and heat-killed bacteria on the Gold-DSP were 28.0 ± 2.0 and 2.7 ± 2.0 cells/pixel, respectively. The detection limit of pAbs-immobilized Gold-DSP was 10^2 CFU/sensor. When applied to turnip...
P3-17 Microbiological Quality Evaluation in UHT Milk, Made by Rapid Method, Reference and ATP Bioluminescence Methods
Adriano F. Cunha, Arianna D. Lage, Maria M. Araújo, CRISTINA F. ABREU, Adriana R. Tassinari, Marcelo A. Ferraz, Ken Davenport and Monica Cerqueira
3M, Brasil, Umuaram, Brazil

Introduction: The standard methods available for microbiological evaluation of UHT milk requires a long time, which prevents prompt corrective action. Therefore, new approaches are needed to quickly indicate possible contamination of UHT milk, among them the technique of ATP bioluminescence.

Purpose: Evaluate ATP bioluminescence 3M™ Microbial Luminescence System (MLS), comparing with traditional media and 3M™ Petrifilm™ Plates for UHT milk products.

Methods: 102 UHT whole milk samples from two manufacturers were incubated for 48, 72, and 168 hours and analyzed for the presence of mesophilic and psychrotrophic microorganisms using Plate Count Agar (PCA), Brain-Heart Infusion (BHI) media and 3M™ Petrifilm™ Aerobic Count (AC) Plates. These data were compared with the results of the 3M™ MLS II.

Results: At the incubation times of 48, 72, and 168 hours; 23.5%, 18.6% and 29.4% of samples were found with aerobic mesophilic counts above the limit established by Brazilian legislation of 100 CFU/ml in PCA, BHI media and 3M™ Petrifilm™ AC plate, respectively. No sample showed psychrotrophic microorganisms counts higher than 100 CFU/ml on PCA and 3M™ Petrifilm™ AC. For the ATP bioluminescence method, 5.9% of the samples at all incubation times showed values higher than 150 RLU. However, it was noted that at lower reference values (60, 50, 45, and 40 RLU), the percentage of samples identified as positives increased and statistically agreed with aerobic mesophilic microorganisms counts (McNemar test > 0.05). Significant correlations were found between counts of aerobic mesophilic microorganisms on PCA and 3M™ Petrifilm™ AC with the results of ATP bioluminescence technique (Wilcoxon Test - P ≤ 0.05). There was little variation in the number of positive samples over the incubation periods when using the ATP bioluminescence technique.

Significance: For the dairy industry the 3M™ MLS II System may become an important tool for rapid monitoring of microbiological quality of UHT whole milk to allow product release in a shorter time than that established by the Brazilian legislation.

P3-18 Novel Applications of ATP Bioluminescence for Specific Rapid Microbial Detection
SHREYA DATTA, Paul Meighan and Martin Easter
Medical Packaging Corporation, Camarillo, CA, USA

Introduction: ATP bioluminescence technology is well established and its primary application is the rapid, direct, objective assessment of cleanliness and hygiene through the determination of organic residues. ATP bioluminescence can be used as a non-specific monitor of biomass in a variety of foods, cosmetics, pharmaceutical products and water. A new formulation based on proprietary specific substrates enables this technology for the first time to detect specific bacteria.

Purpose: This paper will describe the novel bioluminogenic tests for coliforms and E. coli that will detect low numbers of specific bacteria in 1–7 hours from surface swabs, raw materials and finished products including beverage and water samples.

Methods: The bioluminogenic substrate was challenged with a variety of typical bacteria to determine the specificity and sensitivity. The limit of detection was determined in pure cultures and in real food samples. Naturally contaminated foods were inoculated with typical bacteria to verify detection and to assess the incidence of false positive and false negative detections.

Results: Comparison with traditional cultural methods shows a high degree of agreement in both qualitative and quantitative measurements. The test can also be used for instant colony confirmation. The bioluminogenic assay is robust because there is no interference from background ATP in the sample. Similarly, the early and sensitive detection eliminates the interference for other competing microbes that often cause a problem in traditional cultural microbiological methods.

Significance: The new bioluminogenic assays provide a simple, rapid screening tool for coliforms and E. coli and gives results within a working day of 1–7 hours. The technology is capable of detecting and enumerating other bacteria such as Listeria monocytogenes and Staphylococcus aureus through the use of other specific diagnostic substrates. A novel, sensitive, portable, low-cost instrument enables this technology to be used in the laboratory and in remote locations.

P3-19 A Miniaturized Most Probable Number (MPN) Method for the Enumeration of Campylobacter spp. from Poultry
JEREMY W. CHENU, Anthony Pavic and Julian M. Cox
Birling Avian Laboratories, Bringelly, NSW, Australia

Introduction: Thermophilic campylobacters, such as C. jejuni and C. coli, account for the majority of cases of human foodborne bacterial gastroenteritis worldwide, with poultry often implicated as the main vehicle of transmission. To accurately assess the efficacy of intervention strategies for the reduction of enteric pathogens in poultry, reliable quantitative methods are required. The most probable number (MPN) technique combines enrichment in multiple tubes across a range of dilutions to establish a numerical data set.

Purpose: To develop and compare a miniaturized most probable number (mMPN) method for the enumeration of Campylobacter spp. from poultry associated samples.

Methods: Samples were serially diluted in 96-well dilution plates containing complete Bolton broth supplemented with 25 mg/L sulfadimethoxazole (SMX) and, after enrichment, transferred to microtiter plates containing a semi-solidified Bolton broth, SMX and a triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) indicator. The mMPN was compared to standard surface plating on CampyFood ID and Skirrow agars using pure cultures (in triplicate) at low (2.0 log CFU/ml) and high levels (6.0 log CFU/ml) of inocula (n = 30), and post-chill commercial broiler carcass rinsates (n = 34). Suspect positive (red) wells (mMPN) or typical colonies (standard) were confirmed using BAX® PCR. All media were incubated at 42°C for up to 48 hours under microaerobic conditions (5% O2, 10% CO2, 85% N2) and counts converted to log CFU/ml.

Results: For pure cultures, the mMPN method did not differ significantly from direct plating, at the 95% confidence interval (Student’s t-test P = 0.38). For carcasses, there was no significant difference between the mMPN (mean log CFU/ml = 0.76 ± 0.99) and standard plating (mean log CFU/ml = 0.72 ± 0.85), with 97% of samples being less than ± 1 log different (Student’s t-test P = 0.47).

Significance: The mMPN method is a convenient and easily automated process which covers a large range of dilutions, therefore avoiding the need for multiple plates to obtain the most relevant result when using standard plating techniques.
**P3-20 Integration of Intestinal Organ Bath Model into Simulator of the Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem**

TUMNOON CHARASLERTANGSI, Veronique Delcenserie, Shai Barbut and Mansel W. Griffiths
University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Many models have been developed to study gut microbiota. The Simulator of the Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem (SHIME) is a model that mimics the gastrointestinal tract (GI), which makes it suitable to study gut microbiota. However, the SHIME model is limited by its inability to simulate nutrient absorption as well as the absence of intestinal tissues.

Purpose: This study proposes an integration of an intestinal organ bath system into the SHIME to study the GI tract in vitro, by incorporating animal tissues into different compartments of the system.

Methods: Initially, the SHIME system was set up following Van den Abbeele *et al.,* Appl Environ Microbiol. 2010; 75(15): 5237-5246, but with six vessels, as per De Boever *et al.,* Microbial Ecol Health Dis. 2001; 13: 111-123. Pig intestine and distal colon that were obtained from an abattoir were incorporated at Vessel 3 and 6, representing jejunum/ileum and descending colon, respectively. Instead of a closed fermentor tank system flushed with nitrogen gas, the modified Vessels 3 and 6 became organ bath cultures filled with Kreb-Henseliet buffer, maintained at 37°C and oxygen saturated. Both the small intestine and distal colon were connected through a 6-mm diameter silicone tube with internal PTFE mesh structure. The contents from Vessel 2 (duodenum) and Vessel 5 (transverse colon) were circulated through the lumen and distal colon.

Results: Histological examination of the tissues showed that the mammalian cells retained cells viability for only a short duration. It was also shown that a luminescent strain of *E. coli* attached to the colon but not small intestine during passage through the modified SHIME.

Significance: This novel modification may become an applicable model to study interaction of gut bacteria with the GI tract.

**P3-21 Proof-of-concept Chitosan Carbon Dioxide Indicator for Food Packaging**

JUNHO JUNG, Kyeong-ok Choi, Pradeep Puligundla, Seokwon Lim and Sanghoon Ko
Sejong University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Introduction: Partial pressure of carbon dioxide (CO₂) in headspace of food packaging is one of major indicators for food quality. CO₂ indicators can be used to monitor food quality which detects the changes of CO₂ level using a visual indicator. Therefore the CO₂ indicator enhances the possibility to provide good quality foods to consumer. The principle of the chitosan-based CO₂ indicator is that insoluble chitosan becomes soluble as the pH of aqueous solution decreases by dissolved CO₂.

Purpose: In this study, pH-dependent solubility and transparency of chitosan aqueous solutions were studied to develop a CO₂ indicator.

Methods: Chitosan aqueous solutions were prepared to investigate their solubility and corresponding transparency at various CO₂ concentrations. Chitosan stock solution was prepared at pH 2 to solubilize it; the transparency of the chitosan solutions at different pH 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 was measured using spectrophotometry. In addition, the chitosan solutions were stored in an incubator with 100% carbon dioxide gas. Effect of a carbon dioxide absorbent, 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP), on the transparency of chitosan aqueous solutions was investigated at different carbon dioxide levels.

Results: The chitosan solutions were transparent at below pH 7 while cloudy white appearance observed at above pH 7. The pH values of the chitosan solutions prepared at pH 7 with or without 5% AMP were 5.6 and 5.8, respectively, while their transparency values increased up to 99% and 98%, respectively. At pH 8 and 9, the profiles of pH and transparency were similar to those at pH 7 under 100% CO₂ ambient.

Significance: This proof-of-concept CO₂ indicator has a potential to be used for a variety of food packages, such as an indicator of food quality in fermented foods and detection of food spoilage.

**P3-22 Development of the Roka Automated Molecular Platform™ Salmonella spp. Detection System in Food and Environmental Samples Utilizing a Novel Molecular Technology Method**

KRISTIN LIVEZEY, Greg Merrick, Polina Zaslavsky, Brett Weaver, Shannon Kaplan, Joe Garcia, Chad Fleischer, Vanessa Bress, Michael Reshatoff, Steven Vaughn, Anna Freed and Michele Wisniewski
Roka BioScience, San Diego, CA, USA

Introduction: *Salmonella* has been implicated as a major cause of human foodborne illness worldwide. There is an increased demand to apply effective detection methods that are rapid, accurate and easy to use.

Purpose: To build a *Salmonella* test system for the detection of *Salmonella* spp. in food and environmental samples utilizing a 12–24 hour enrichment time for perishables, and a 24–28 hour enrichment time for non-perishables and environmental samples. The assay utilizes a high throughput, fully automated walk-away instrument system - Roka Automated Molecular Platform™. Twenty foods representing 8 different food categories and environmental samples collected from different zones and multiple production plants were enriched for 12–24 hours for perishable foods, and 24–28 hours for non-perishable foods and environmental samples. One broth and one temperature were used for all foods and environmental samples. After enrichment, broth was transferred from the media bag directly to the instrument collection tube. The test method utilized an amplification method targeting Salmonella ribosomal RNA and was compared to a traditional cultural reference method (FDA-BAM). Selectivity was evaluated by testing 100 target microorganisms and 30 non-target microorganisms.

Results: The test method provides a positive result for ≥ 98% of 100 target microorganisms, and a negative result for all 30 non-target microorganisms commonly found in food and grown to a titer ≥ 1 x10⁶ CFU/mL. The 20 foods tested demonstrate ≥ 1 CFU detection at 12–24 hours for perishables and 24–28 hours for non perishable foods and environmental samples. The test method provides the final negative or presumptive positive result in 18–34 hours utilizing a fully automated Instrument system compared to at least 3 days for cultural methods.

Significance: *Salmonella* spp. can be detected at low levels of contamination in as few as 12 hours of enrichment and combined with the fully automated instrument system offers a rapid, specific, and user friendly test method to monitor and limit contamination issues.

**P3-23 Novel Application of Molecular Technologies for Rapid Detection of Food and Environmental Samples by the Roka Automated Molecular Platform™ System**

MICK BECKER, Vanessa Bres, Shannon Kaplan and Kristin Livezey
Roka BioScience, San Diego, CA, USA

Introduction: Microorganisms contain 500-10,000 copies of rRNA per cell. Molecular methods that capture and amplify rRNA are highly sensitive and allow rapid detection of microorganisms from food and environmental samples.

Purpose: To describe the novel application of three technologies, specific target capture, transcription mediated amplification and acridinium ester-based chemiluminescence to allow rapid detection of pathogens from food and environmental samples. A fully automated instrument platform that captures, amplifies and detects rRNA from pathogens was used.
P3-24 Development of a Detection Method for Listeria spp. in Food and Environmental Samples on Roka Automated Molecular Platform™, a Fully Automated Walk-away System

SHANNON KAPLAN, Vanessa Bres, Polina Zaslavsky, Brett Weaver, Michele Wisniewski, Hua Yang, William Kwong, Michael Reshatoff, Paul Campbell, Chad Fleischer, Nathan Noll, Monee Dulay and Mick Becker
Roka BioScience, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA

Introduction: Listeria is an environmentally ubiquitous organism implicated as a major cause of human foodborne illness worldwide. Listeria’s long lag phase and hindered growth in the presence of competitive flora present a challenge for rapid and reliable detection in food and environmental samples with a single 24-hour enrichment step.

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to develop a sensitive and reliable detection method for Listeria with testing being performed after a single 24-hour enrichment for both food and environmental samples. The assay utilizes a high throughput, fully automated, walk-away instrument, the Roka Automated Molecular Platform™.

Methods: Environmental samples collected from several food pilot plants and 9 different foods were analyzed and compared to a culture method (USDA, FDA-BAM or similar). Half-Fraser media was added to each food and environmental sample, incubated at 35°C for ≤24 hours, a sample transferred from the media bag to a collection tube containing a lysis reagent, and then loaded onto the instrument. Selectivity was evaluated by testing 50 target microorganisms and 30 non-target microorganisms.

Results: The test method provided a positive result for ≥98% of 50 target microorganisms, and a negative result for 30 non-target microorganisms commonly found in food and grown to a titer ≥1E+08 CFU/mL. The results demonstrated ≥1 CFU detection at ≤24–28 hours for 9 foods and environmental samples. The test method provided the final negative or presumptive positive result in ≤24–28 hours utilizing the fully automated system compared to at least 3 days for culture methods.

Significance: Listeria spp. can be detected at low levels of contamination at ≤24–28 hours of enrichment and the fully automated instrument offers a rapid, specific, and user friendly test method to monitor and limit contamination issues.


CASEY JOHNSON, Jie Wei, Dan Shelton, Jitu Patel, Dallas G. Hoover, Manan Sharma and Kalmia E. Kniel
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Microorganisms such as E. coli O157 and Salmonella may be detected in surface and ground water used for irrigation and thus pose a food safety risk. Foodborne outbreaks have been documented to be caused by pathogenic E. coli in irrigation water. Recent studies have shown that zero-valent iron (ZVI) nanoparticles can be used to remove and inactivate E. coli.

Purpose: To evaluate the removal and inactivation of E. coli O157 and Salmonella Newport by filtration using a combination of sand and ZVI.

Methods: Salmonella Newport, E. coli O157:H7 (strain 4407) and E. coli O157:H12 were separately prepared and inoculated into artificial groundwater (AGW). A sand-only control column was packed with 10 cm of sand only and experimental columns were packed with layers of 50:50 ZVI-sand of 4 cm, 2 cm x 2, or 7 cm. Inoculated AGW was applied to all columns at a constant flow rate of ~1ml/min and outflow was collected as 120 x 5 ml samples and enumerated on TSA + nalidixic acid or XLT-4 agar. Data were analyzed by calculating total removal for each column.

Results: For each sand or iron column, 300 ml of ~1x10^4 CFU/ml E. coli and Salmonella was added, and no removal was observed for control sand columns for either E. coli O157 or Salmonella. Approximately 2 log CFU E. coli O157:H12 was removed by ZVI filtration; however, ZVI had less effect on E. coli O157:H7 with about 0.6 log of initial removal and increased to >5 log after 90 days with 7cm iron in one trial. Removal of Salmonella was initially 0.6 log. The zero potential of E. coli O157:H12 was -27.7±1, and -12.2±4.8, -12.2±4.9 for E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella Newport, respectively. The E. coli O157:H12 was significantly more negatively charged possibly leading to higher removal by ZVI compared to the other two bacteria.

Significance: These results indicate that ZVI can remove E. coli O157 and Salmonella from water, and may be more effective against bacterial cells with greater negative surface charges.

P3-26 Thermal Resistance of Salmonella in Desiccation and Rehydration

RAMEET AHUJA, Christina Megalis, Mary L. Tortorello and Haiping Li
Illinois Institute of Technology, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Survival of salmonellae in dehydrated foods and dry processing environments is a concern. The desiccated bacteria become rehydrated when they contaminate foods formulated to higher water activities. How rehydration in a new matrix affects physiology and thermal resistance remains understudied.

Purpose: Characterize the impact of desiccation and rehydration on thermal inactivation of Salmonella.

Methods: S. enterica Tennessee was grown in TSB at 37°C for 20 h. Desiccation and rehydration were achieved by storing bacteria at 0.11, followed by transfer to higher equilibrated relative humidity (ERH) of 33, 55, 84, or 97%. The cells were treated at 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90°C for 10 min, and then enumerated on TSA. The impact of desiccation duration on thermal resistance was also measured by 10-min 60°C treatment of cells stored at 0.11 for 1, 2 or 3 weeks.

Results: Thermal resistance of desiccated cells was inversely correlated to α, for example, desiccation at 0.11 to 0.97 resulted in 0.5 to 3.3 log reduction, respectively, after 60°C treatment. Once cells were equilibrated at 11% ERH, continual storage for three weeks did not further increase the thermal inactivation efficiency. When desiccated cells were partially rehydrated, thermal inactivation efficiency was restored in proportion to the α0 of the reconstituted cells. In contrast, full rehydration with PBS led to complete inactivation after 60°C heat treatment (>7 log reduction).

Significance: These results indicate that a water-based heat treatment may be more effective than dry heat for inactivating desiccated Salmonella in sanitization processes.
P3-27  Single Cell Variability and Population Dynamics of Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium in Fresh-cut Salads and Their Sterile Liquid or Solidified Extracts

STAVROS G. MANIOS, Nikolaos Konstantinidis and Panagiotis N. Skandamis
Agricultural University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Leafy vegetables are associated with many foodborne outbreaks worldwide, due to contamination with pathogens pre- or post-harvesting. Especially during the preparation of ready-to-eat (RTE) salads, nutrients released from the cut tissues may enhance growth of microbial cells and potentially compromise the safety of these foods.

Purpose: The aims of the present study were to evaluate the growth variability of single cells of Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium, as compared to higher populations, in leafy vegetable salads as well as in their sterile extracts.

Methods: Samples (10 g) of freshly cut lettuce or cabbage, previously treated with 200 ppm of chlorine for 10 minutes, were inoculated with 1–3 or 1000 cells of Listeria monocytogenes Scott A or Salmonella Typhimurium and stored at 8 °C. In addition, liquid or solidified sterile extracts of lettuce and cabbage were also inoculated with the same levels of the above pathogens, in order to study the behavior of these organisms in the presence or absence of indigenous flora. The sterile media were stored at 8 or 10 °C, simulating temperature fluctuations above a common refrigeration temperature in summer.

Results: Growth of the high inoculation level occurred up to 3 logs with limited variation (SD < 1 log CFU/g). Conversely, great variability (from <0.5 to 3 log CFU/g increase) in the growth of single cells of L. monocytogenes or S. Typhimurium was observed on lettuce and cabbage; however, such variability was not observed in their sterile extracts. Lettuce was a more favorable environment for growth of both pathogens, compared to cabbage, which did not support growth of Salmonella. Notably, single cells of L. monocytogenes could not initiate growth in sterile cabbage extracts; whereas, they showed variable increases from 1 to 3.5 logs in cabbage bearing the natural flora. Increasing storage temperature by 2 °C markedly enhanced growth of pathogens, especially of Salmonella. The latter showed no growth at 8 °C but increased 4 logs at 10 °C.

Significance: Growth of pathogens in leafy greens salads depends on the indigenous microflora, the storage temperature and the available nutrients. Such results may be useful in the exposure assessment of pathogens in RTE leafy salads and contribute to the improvement of safety interventions.

P3-28  Inactivation of Salmonella in Bakery Products under Non-isothermal Conditions

BRAD LEITCH, Roxanne R. VonTausen and Kathleen A. Glass
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Evidence that Salmonella has increased thermal stability under low-moisture conditions and recent outbreaks associated with nuts and seeds have raised concerns about the efficacy of baking as a means to inactivate Salmonella.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the inactivation of Salmonella during baking of inoculated croutons, pecans, and sesame seeds on baked goods.

Methods: Sesame seeds, pecans and bread cubes were inoculated with 6 to 8 log CFU/g Salmonella enterica (5-serotypes) and air dried for up to 6 hours to achieve target water activity (a w). Bread cubes were baked at 127 °C for 15 minutes, sesame seeds were added to the surface of leavened dinner roll dough and baked at 163 °C for 17 minutes and pecans on the surface of a filled pie crust were baked at 177 °C for 45 minutes. Duplicate samples were removed at designated intervals (0-time, minimum two intermediate times, end of bake and over bake) and plated on XLD with a thin TSA overlay. Each treatment was replicated at least twice.

Results: a w decreased from 0.95, 0.71 and 0.83 at 0-time to 0.36, 0.21, and 0.57 at end of bake in croutons, sesame seeds, and pecans, respectively. End of bake temperature was 110, 146, and 143 °C, respectively, with 3.1, 3.8, and >5 log reduction for croutons, sesame seeds and pecans. Baking time and temperature correlated with a w reduction but exposure time to surface temperatures exceeding 100 °C had the most significant effect on log reduction.

Significance: This study confirmed that inactivation rates of Salmonella in reduced a w bakery products were observable longer than for high moisture foods, but typical baking procedures generate at least a 3-log reduction of the pathogen. Use of ingredients with good microbial quality and environmental controls are needed to ensure the safety of low a w bakery products.

P3-29  Antimicrobial Susceptibility, Virulence Genes and PFGE Patterns in Salmonella spp. Isolated in a Brazilian Slaughterhouse That Produces Meat for Export

Janaina T. Lopes, Beatriz E. Guth, Eb Chiarini, Mariza Landgraf, Maria Teresa Destro and BERNADETTE D. FRANCO
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Latent zoonoses are caused by microorganisms that do not cause any pathology in the harboring animal (reservoirs). Once present in one animal, these microorganisms can contaminate the whole meat production chain. The most relevant pathogen in bovine meat is Salmonella spp., the major causative agent of foodborne diseases in the world. Several studies have shown that Salmonella spp. can occur in raw bovine meat at retail level, but little is known about this pathogen in meat produced for export.

Purpose: The aims of the present study were to evaluate the prevalence of Salmonella spp. in a large Brazilian slaughterhouse that produces meat for export, check for antimicrobial susceptibility, virulence genes and PFGE patterns of the strains isolated at different points of the production chain.

Methods: The survey was conducted in a large slaughterhouse that produces bovine meat for export, located in the State of São Paulo, Brazil. Surface samples were collected from 200 animals, at three points of the slaughtering process: hide right after bleeding (CO), carcass after removal of the hide (CA1) and carcass after cleaning but before chilling (CA2). The ISO 6579:2002 isolation method and confirmation by PCR were used for detection and identification of the hide (CA1) and carcass after cleaning but before chilling (CA2). The ISO 6579:2002 isolation method and confirmation by PCR were used for detection and identification of the hide (CA1) and carcass after cleaning but before chilling (CA2).

Results: Salmonella spp. were found in the hide (CO) of 31 animals (15.5%). Seven (3.5%) and six (3.0%) carcasses were positive at points CA1 and CA2, respectively. Two animals were positive in the hide and point CA2, simultaneously, and only one was positive at the three points, simultaneously. There was a prevalence of serotype S. Infantis (54.5%), followed by S. Enteritidis (13.6%). All strains were sensitive to cefotaxime, ciprofloxacin, gentamicin and imipenem, whereas five (11.4%) were resistant to ampicillin and tetracycline simultaneously. The five investigated virulence genes were detected in 52.2% of the isolates. PFGE indicated that the 44 tested strains belonged to 27 clusters, and 18 (66.7%) were constituted of one single strain.

Significance: To our knowledge, this is the first report on Salmonella spp. in a Brazilian slaughterhouse that produces meat for export.

Acknowledgment: FAPESP.
P3-30 Influence of Carvacrol and Cinnamaldehyde on the Thermal Inactivation of Multiple Salmonella Serotypes in Ground Chicken
VIJAY K. JUNEA, Ajit Yadav, Cheng-An Hwang and Showshuh Sheen
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: The use of heat to inactivate foodborne pathogens is a critical control point and the most common means of assuring the microbiological safety of processed foods. A key to optimization of the heating step is defining the heat resistance of target pathogens.

Purpose: We investigated the heat resistance of an eight strain cocktail of Salmonella spp. in chicken supplemented with carvacrol (CR; 0 - 1.0%, w/w) and cinnamaldehyde (CN; 0 - 1.0%, w/w).

Methods: Incubated meat was packaged in bags which were completely immersed in a circulating water bath and held at 60, 65, and 71.1°C for predetermined lengths of time. The recovery medium was tryptic soy agar supplemented with 0.6% yeast extract and 1% sodium pyruvate. D-values (time, in minutes, required for the bacterial population to decrease by 90%) were calculated by fitting a survival model to the data with a curve fitting program.

Results: In the control chicken, D-values ranged from 2.34 min at 60°C to 0.01 min at 71.1°C. A significant increase (P< 0.05) in the sensitivity of the bacteria to heat was observed with the addition of 0.1% CR or 0.5% CN at 60°C. While 0.1% CR in chicken at 65°C significantly decreased (P < 0.05) the D-values from 0.74 to 0.22 min, the values were not significantly different (P > 0.05) with added CN. The effect of the added antimicrobials in rendering the pathogen more sensitive to the lethal effect of heat was not observed at 71.1°C.

Significance: Thermal death times from this study will assist the retail food industry to design cooking regimes that ensure the safety of chicken contaminated with Salmonella.

P3-31 Rdar Morphotype and Its Relationship to Desiccation Tolerance in Salmonella spp.
LUXIAN WANG and Linda J. Harris
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Salmonella strains that produce thin aggregate fimbriae and cellulose when grown on LB no salt (LBNS) agar produce red, dry, and rough (rdar) colonies. Previous studies have shown that the rdar-positive morphotype (rdar+) is linked to environmental stress resistance including tolerance to desiccation.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship between rdar morphotype and desiccation tolerance in Salmonella spp.

Methods: Salmonella Enteritidis PT30 (SEPT30) and Salmonella Senftenberg 775W (SS775W), representing rdar+ and rdar-negative (rdar-) morphotypes, respectively, were evaluated in a model system. Isolates were grown in either broth or on agar plates, suspended in Butterfield’s phosphate buffer, and stored at 70% relative humidity (RH) on glass coverslips. Surviving cells were enumerated on tryptic soy (TSA) and XLD agars. The influence of nutrient availability and osmolarity on production of cellulose and thin fimbriae were evaluated using 0.1% LB and LBNS. Cellulose and thin fimbriae were measured by standard methods and the up-regulation of the cellulose regulator gene (adRA) was examined by real-time reverse transcriptase PCR.

Results: Desiccation survival (reduction over 48 h) and short-term persistence (7 days) of SEPT30 grown on agar plates was significantly better that SEPT30 cultured in broth or SS775W cultured in either broth or on plates. SEPT30 but not SS775W produced significantly greater amounts of cellulose when grown on agar compared to broth. In contrast, significantly greater amounts of thin fimbriae were produced in broth culture. Compared to growth in broth, adRA was upregulated in cells grown on agar (8-fold), under limited nutrients (0.1% LB; 10-fold) and low osmolarity (LB without salt; 20-fold).

Significance: These findings will be useful in developing strain and culture preparation methods for conducting food safety challenge studies and provide insight into survival and persistence of Salmonella in low-moisture foods.

P3-32 Comparison of the Dry Heat Sensitivity of Salmonella enterica on Alfalfa Seeds Stored at Different Temperatures
HUDAA S. NEETOO and Haiqiang Chen
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Sprouts eaten raw are increasingly being perceived as hazardous foods. They have been implicated in several outbreaks of salmonellosis where the seeds were found to be the likely source of contamination.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to (i) determine the influence of storage temperature on the dry heat sensitivity of Salmonella enterica on alfalfa seeds and (ii) identify effective heat treatment conditions that can eliminate the pathogen at minimal expense to the seed viability.

Methods: Alfalfa seeds were inoculated with a 6-strain composite of Salmonella to a level of ~ 6 log CFU/g and stored for 7 days at -18, -10, 0, 4, 10, 15 or 22°C. Seeds were then dry heated at 60°C for 24-96 h, 65°C for 2.8 h and 70°C for 1.4 hours. Seeds were then chilled and microbiologically analyzed by plating on TSAYE.

Results: A decline of < 1 log CFU/g was observed for seeds only stored at the different temperatures. The heat sensitivity of Salmonella was dependent on the storage temperature and increased in the order of 0°C > -18°C > 4°C > 10°C > -10°C > 15°C > 22°C. Storage at -18°C or 0°C followed by dry heat at 60, 65 and 70°C for 60, 3 and 1 h respectively, consistently eliminated the pathogen (< 1 CFU/2 g). However, a variable surviving population (2.8 - 4.6 log CFU/g) was detected for seeds stored at the other storage temperatures and subjected to the same heat treatments. Storage of un inoculated seeds at -18°C or 0°C followed by heating at 60°C for 60 h did not significantly (P > 0.05) reduce the germination rates (95-96%) and sprouting yield (12.4 - 12.5 g/g) of seeds compared to untreated controls.

Significance: These observations will be useful when developing effective strategies and practices to enhance the microbiological safety of alfalfa sprouts.

P3-33 Source of Salmonella in Ground Beef from Non-fed Beef
MOHAMMAD KOOMHARAIE, Kay Greeson, John Scanga, Michael De La Zerda, Bijan Kooohmaraie, Lourdes Tapay, Viktoriya Beskhebna, Tam Mai and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Salmonella spp. are major foodborne pathogens, and were the reason for more ground beef recalls in 2009 than E. coli O157. Additionally, antibiotic resistance is increasing. Identifying the sources of Salmonella from cattle should enable beef processors to limit its prevalence in ground beef.

Purpose: To determine the source[s] of Salmonella found in ground beef and the antibiotic-resistance profile.
Methods: One hundred U.S. dairy cows were harvested and samples were collected from hides, carcasses after hide removal before intervention and after intervention, superficial cervical lymph nodes from the chuck, and trim. The trim from these carcasses was ground separately and sampled. Air samples were also collected from processing plant areas. The presence of Salmonella was determined using PCR. For source attribution, all Salmonella-positive samples were subjected to Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis. Antibiotic resistance was assessed by the Vitek Gram Negative Susceptibility Card.

Results: Salmonella was detected by PCR in 164/457 samples (35.67%). Eight DNA Xba I restriction patterns were observed by PFGE analysis. The majority of the isolates had restriction digest patterns (RDPs) B and E. The strain isolated from ground beef was indistinguishable from hide and carcasses before intervention. The Salmonella isolated from trim samples and the lymph nodes matched in the RDP F. The ground beef isolate was resistant to Amoxicillin/CA, Ampicillin, Cefazolin, Cefazidime and Trimethoprim-Sulfa, while the trim isolate was not resistant to any antibiotic. No Salmonella were detected from any of the air samples.

Significance: These results indicate that trim and lymph nodes are the most likely sources of Salmonella in ground beef. Effective dressing practices to reduce transfer of bacteria from hide to carcass and elimination of lymph nodes from raw ground beef components should control Salmonella contamination. Because total elimination of lymph nodes is not practical or possible, other avenues should be explored.

P3-34 Survival of Salmonella Strains in Acetic Acid and Rice Vinegar in Relation to the Biofilm-formation Capability
AKIO HASEGAWA, Yukiko Harakado and Susumu Kumagai
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Organic acids have been used for preservation of foods and washing vegetables and utensils. Like many other bacteria, survival of Salmonella can be controlled by acid treatment. We have previously found Salmonella strains having different abilities to form biofilms, and that the biofilm-formation capability may enhance the survival under various stresses like acid.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to gain insights into the relationship of the biofilm-formation capability and survival of Salmonella strains under acidic conditions.

Methods: Eight strains of Salmonella having high and low biofilm-formation capability were used. One ml of incubation culture which reached the stationary phase (reached 10^6 CFU/ml) was suspended in 9 ml of phosphate buffered saline (adjusted to pH 3.0 with HCl or pH 3.9 with acetic acid) and rice vinegar on the market diluted 1:15 with distilled water (adjusted to pH 3.9). Surviving cells were enumerated using tryptic soy agar. Survival curves were plotted and fitted to the Weibull model using GlnaFt software.

Results: The results from the Weibull model indicated obvious differences in survival between the two groups of strains having different abilities to form biofilm in acetic acid and rice vinegar, but not in HCl. The number (log_{10}) of surviving cells after 48 h exposure to acetic acid, rice vinegar and HCl were 2.83 ± 0.34 vs. 1.91 ± 0.42, 4.12 ± 0.20 vs. 2.03 ± 0.52 and 3.73 ± 0.57 vs. 2.9 ± 1.89, respectively, for high vs. low biofilm-formation capability. The delta values (first decimal reduction time) of the model were 9.96 vs. 3.04, 11.33 vs. 4.35 and 7.71 vs. 6.40, respectively.

Significance: These data suggest that the biofilm-formation capability of Salmonella may aid the survival of the cells in acidic media, especially in acetic acid and rice vinegar.

P3-35 Differences in the Thermal Resistance of Salmonella Tennessee and Oranienburg in Peanut Butter Related to Growth as Sessile or Planctonat Cells
SUSANNE E. KELLER, Lindsay Halik, Elizabeth Grasso and Stuart Chirtel
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: The thermal destruction of Salmonella species in peanut butter is non-linear deviating from expected pseudo-first order thermal destruction kinetics. Reasons for deviations from pseudo-first order kinetics are unknown, but may be a result of the physiological state of the organism which is influenced by state/type of growth.

Purpose: Inoculation of Salmonella species into a low-water activity product may induce immediate physiological changes in the microorganism particularly after growth in a high-water activity environment. Growth on a solid matrix may result in a different physiological state more similar to low-water activity environments thus avoiding such changes. This study examines differences in survival in peanut butter based on sessile vs. planctonic cell growth.

Methods: Salmonella Tennessee and Oranienburg were grown 24 hrs aerobically in trypticase soy broth and on trypticase soy agar at 37°C then harvested and inoculated into peanut butter. Peanut butter was held at 25°C and tested for Salmonella concentration immediately after inoculation and at various intervals up to two weeks. Thermal resistance was measured at 85°C immediately after inoculation.

Results: Both strains showed similar thermal resistance in peanut butter, regardless of growth as sessile or planctonic cells. However, thermal destruction curves from sessile cultures show less curvature (are more linear) than those obtained using planctonic cells (P = 0.0198 and P = 0.0047 for Oranienburg and Tennessee, respectively). In addition, both Salmonella strains showed significantly more stability in peanut butter when originally grown on solid media (P = 0.001), with a less than 1-log loss over two weeks as opposed to a 1- to 2-log loss when grown in liquid culture.

Significance: Use of Salmonella species grown on solid media may result in reduced physiological changes that occur when moving cells from high- to low-water activity environments. As a consequence, results for thermal inactivation may more accurately assess survival in low-water activity environments.

P3-36 Comparative Expression Array Analysis of Salmonella Desiccation Resistance Mechanism
HAIPING LI, Christina Megalis and Mary L Tortorello
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-NCFST, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: The survival of Salmonella in dry foods has caused multi-state outbreaks. The underlying mechanism of Salmonella desiccation survival remains unclear.

Purpose: Understand the molecular mechanism of Salmonella desiccation survival.

Methods: Salmonella Typhimurium LT2 and Tennessee, each representing a weak and strong desiccation-resistant strain, respectively, were grown in TSB from a single colony for 20 hours. Desiccation treatment was achieved by incubating cells on filter discs in a desiccator (11% ERH) at 25°C for 2 hours. Total RNAs in both desiccated/non-desiccated conditions were isolated and normalized in three independent experiments. Total 17K probes including two probes for each ORF from both genomes were printed on each slide. Hybridization was processed at Genus System Inc, IL (Northbrook, IL). Signals of all probes were normalized to the 75th percentile of each array. Data validation was done with real time PCR. GeneSpring software (Agilent Inc., CA) was used for data analysis.
Results: Differential expressions of genes in both genomes were profoundly triggered by desiccation, but at greater extent and with more genes up-regulated in Tennessee than LT2. With a cut off at 5 folds, about 106 and 86 genes were up-regulated in Tennessee and LT2 each; about 20 and 21 genes were down regulated in Tennessee and LT2, respectively. The gene expression fold changes in each genome ranged from +93 to -13 in Tennessee and +64 to -14 folds in LT2 respectively. Both genomes shared similar primary pathways that were possibly involved in desiccation survival. Fatty acid degradation, carbon metabolism, osmotic pressure protection, oxidation response and cell membrane integrity were all up-regulated during exposure to desiccation. Nucleotide synthesis, DNA polymerase, DNA replication initiation, ribosome synthesis, and tRNA synthesis were all down-regulated.

Significance: The knowledge gained from mapping the global gene desiccation response will direct future studies and lead to more effective intervention of Salmonella.

P3-37 Characterization and Antibiotic Resistance Profiles of Salmonella spp. Isolated in Pork and Poultry Plants
J.E. STRATTON and Yulie Meneses
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

Introduction: Antimicrobial resistance associated with Salmonella is an important public health concern. Cross-contamination can occur throughout vertically integrated meat processing operations and presents a challenge in finding control measures. Serotyping and genetic profiling of both resistant and non-resistant strains isolated along the production chain is essential in identifying the risk factors for cross-contamination.

Purpose: The objective of this project was to investigate the prevalence of individual serotypes, genotypes, and antibiotic resistance profiles of Salmonella isolates recovered from commercial pork and poultry sources and to identify areas of potential risk in contamination. Using a combination of traditional and rapid methods, unique profiles of Salmonella isolates were obtained and compared.

Methods: Fifty Salmonella isolates each from pork and poultry were collected using a modified version of the USDA method and serotyped according to the traditional Kaufmann-White scheme. For comparison, these isolates were then rapidly serotyped using the PTS system which yields unique microarray hybridization profiles. Cultures were then genotyped by PFGE according to the CDC protocol for Salmonella using XbaI restriction enzyme. Antibiotic resistance to six different antibiotics was measured via the Kirby-Bauer method and Flash and Go Advanced Inhibition Zone Measuring software.

Results: Seven isolates from pork sources were resistant to tetracycline while two isolates were found to have multidrug resistance. No resistance was found in isolates from poultry. Seventeen different serotypes were represented in the isolates and macrorestriction with XbaI distinguished 18 genotypes. Ten clusters were generated, eight from pork and two from poultry. Isolates from the same host and collected from the same plant were clustered together indicating the high specificity of the serotypes to a specific host and environment. S. Braenderup and S. Kentucky represented the most frequently isolated serotypes from poultry, while S. Ohio and S. Anatum were most frequently isolated from pork.

Significance: Traditional methods used in combination with newer rapid methods work well in providing supporting information for verifying the accuracy of the data collected. In this study, the PFGE profiles helped in the discrimination of mismatches encountered between traditional serotyping with the Kauffman-White method and the PTS system, while at the same time generating a profile of strains found in the processing plants. Antibiotic susceptibility testing showed that multi-drug resistance continues to be a concern, particularly in pork processing environments.

P3-38 Transfer and Recovery of Salmonella Species from Contaminated Nut Butters to Food Contact Surfaces
PRASHANTHI KAMINENI and Susanne Keller
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Salmonella species can survive and/or persist for long periods of time in low-moisture foods and on food contact surfaces. Understanding parameters of transfer and survival can provide information required for successful control of this foodborne microorganism.

Purpose: This study investigated the recovery of Salmonella from food contact surfaces such as stainless steel, deltin, polyethylene and polyurethane as well as their transfer from nut butters onto the contact surfaces.

Methods: Salmonella Tennessee and Oranienburg were grown overnight to stationary phase, harvested and inoculated separately into either peanut butter or almond butter. Four different food contact materials were obtained as squares sized 10 x 10 cm each. One gram of inoculated nut butter was applied to each of the three separate 4 x 4 cm areas on the materials and stored at room temperature. The nut butters were removed after 1, 7 and 14 day intervals to leave a visually clean surface. Surfaces were swabbed and/or tested with contact plates to determine the population of any remaining cells.

Results: The transfer rates of the strains onto all the materials were approximately 2.85 x 10^7 to 1.2 x 10^7 CFU/ml for Tennessee and 2.45 x 10^7 to 7.30 x 10^7 CFU/ml for Oranienburg. Populations of S. Tennessee applied through peanut butter and almond butter decreased >1 log on food contact surfaces after each week; whereas, S. Oranienburg decreased by 3 logs the first day, after which it remained constant in 2 weeks. Trials with almond butter showed 1 log reductions at each time period tested. The survival of both the strains was highest on polyurethane.

Significance: These studies contribute to a better understanding of the behavior of Salmonella Tennessee and Oranienburg in nut butter and on food contact surfaces. Estimates of contamination levels may be determined from transfer rates for Salmonella from contaminated to uncontaminated foods and food contact surfaces.
produced the highest cell densities and mature biofilms on all CFs except cheese. Among all the CFs, chicken produced the highest average cell density across all the strains ($p < 0.05$), followed by ham, turkey, hot dog and cheese. Food conditioning films were visible when cell densities were low or moderate; no food conditioning films were left when heavy biofilms were formed by some strains.

**Significance:** The results indicate that the comK prophage may contain genes essential for attachment and growth of *L. monocytogenes* on meat and poultry CFs. Biofilms formed by the strains containing this prophage may protect cells and help specific strains persist in meat and poultry processing plants for long periods.

**P3-40** Occurrence and Characterization of *Listeria* spp. in Ready-to-Eat Retail Foods from Vancouver, British Columbia

JOVANA KOVACEVIC, Lili R. Mesak and Kevin J. Allen
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

**Introduction:** *Listeria monocytogenes* (Lm) is a ubiquitous microorganism capable of causing severe disease in immunocompromised individuals consuming contaminated ready-to-eat (RTE) products. Control of Lm has been challenging for food producers, with failures leading to contaminated foods. Recent data from British Columbia (BC) suggest issues with Lm control in RTE food production sector, though data demonstrating contamination in retail products are lacking.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this project was two-fold: (i) determine the occurrence of *Listeria* spp. and Lm in retail RTE meat and fish products in Vancouver, BC; (ii) for recovered Lm, subject the isolates to phenotypic and genotypic analyses to characterize their virulence potential.

**Methods:** Deli meat (n=40) and fish (n=40) samples from 17 stores were tested for *Listeria* spp. using conventional methods. Three isolates from Lm-positive samples were serotyped, subjected to PFGE, and screened by PCR for the presence of LGI1 genomic island. Antimicrobial resistance of Lm isolates was determined using disc diffusion assay according to CLSI guidelines.

**Results:** No RTE meat samples tested positive for *Listeria* spp., while 8 (20%) smoked fish samples were contaminated. Lm was recovered from 2 (5%) smoked salmon products, while *L. innocua* and *L. welshimeri* were found in 4 (10%) and 2 (5%) samples, respectively. Lm isolates belonged to 1/2a and 1/2b serotypes and possessed dissimilar PFGE types. LGI1 was detected in three 1/2a Lm clonal isolates recovered from smoked salmon.

All Lm isolates possessed resistance to cefoxitin, clindamycin, nalidixic acid and had reduced susceptibility to ciprofloxacin. Two Lm 1/2b clonal isolates were resistant to streptomycin with one being additionally resistant to amikacin and the other exhibiting reduced susceptibility to amikacin.

**Significance:** *Listeria* spp., including Lm 1/2a serotype, can be found in RTE fish products in BC. Antimicrobial resistance, coupled with the potential for human disease linked to 1/2a serotypes and the presence of LGI1 in Lm isolates is concerning. These findings highlight the need for better control and monitoring of Lm in RTE products.

**P3-41** Occurrence and Distribution of *Listeria* spp. in Facilities Producing Ready-to-Eat Foods under Provincial Inspection Authority in British Columbia, Canada

JOVANA KOVACEVIC, Sarah Henderson, Lorraine F. McIntyre, Lynn Wilcott and Tom Kosatsky
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

**Introduction:** Food-processing facilities contaminated with *Listeria monocytogenes* (Lm), the major causative agent of human listeriosis, pose a potential food safety risk. The recent Canada-wide listeriosis outbreak associated with ready-to-eat (RTE) meats has reinforced the importance of monitoring and controlling Lm through the chain of food production in the country. In the province of British Columbia (B.C.), sampling for Lm in food and processing environments is not required for non-federally registered producers.

**Purpose:** As limited data exist on the occurrence of *Listeria* spp. in food and food production environments in B.C., a survey was conducted to estimate the prevalence of *Listeria* spp. and Lm in RTE foods and environmental swabs from dairy, fish and meat facilities subject to provincial inspection.

**Methods:** In total, 262 RTE food and 305 environmental swab samples were collected from 53 food-processing facilities from August to October 2009. Environmental swabs and food samples were analyzed using Health Canada's standard culture methods.

**Results:** Overall contamination with *Listeria* spp. and Lm in foods was 9% (23/262) and 5% (14/262), respectively. Fish products from five of 12 fish processors surveyed were contaminated with Lm, while the pathogen was not found in RTE products collected from 17 dairy and 14 meat processors. *Listeria* spp. and Lm, respectively, were found on 30% and 13% of non-food contact surfaces, 5% and 4% of close-to-food surfaces, and 6% and 3% of food contact surfaces. Analysis by facility category showed the highest rate of environmental contamination with Lm in fish (38%) facilities when compared with dairy (18%) and meat (14%) processors.

**Significance:** The results suggest that current practices for the control of Lm in B.C. inspected dairy and meat facilities are effective in limiting food contamination with Lm. However, there is a lack of control for Lm in RTE fish processing facilities under provincial inspection authority.

**P3-42** Ecology of *Listeria monocytogenes* in the Retail Deli Environment

COURTENAY SIMMONS, Emily Wright, Thomas Malley, Matthew Stasiewicz, Sherry E. Roof, Steven Warchocki, Janell Kause, Dare Akingbade, Martin Wiedmann and Haley F. Oliver
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

**Introduction:** Efforts to improve food safety using a farm-to-fork approach require comprehensive data on pathogen ecology throughout the food chain. While *Listeria monocytogenes* is commonly found in many natural and man-made environments, understanding of the ecology of *L. monocytogenes* in retail deli environments remains limited. This study was initiated at the request of USDA/FSIS and as findings of comparative *L. monocytogenes* risk assessments identified a need for better understanding of *L. monocytogenes* presence and persistence in the retail grocery store environment.

**Purpose:** A longitudinal study using conventional detection methods and molecular subtyping methods was conducted to enhance stakeholders’ understanding of the ecology of *L. monocytogenes* on food and non-food contact surfaces in retail establishments.

**Methods:** A longitudinal study in 30 retail stores in 3 US states was conducted. In Phase I of this study, 5 stores in each state were sampled prior to daily operation once a month for 3 months for *L. monocytogenes*. In Phase II, 24 to 28 food contact and non-food contact sites were sampled in each of 30 stores during daily operation for 6 months.

**Results:** *L. monocytogenes* were isolated from 8 of the 15 stores sampled during Phase I. Among 3574 sites sampled during Phase II, 9.6% were positive for *L. monocytogenes*; 16 of 30 stores showed *L. monocytogenes* prevalence <1% for all food contact surfaces. Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) subtyping revealed considerable subtype diversity among isolates. Re-isolation of identical PFGE types over time in different non-food contact surfaces suggested persistence or re-introduction in some stores. Interestingly, PFGE patterns for isolates from non-food contact surfaces in some stores were distinct from PFGE patterns for occasional food contact surface isolates suggesting limited cross-contamination between these sites.
**P3-43 Survival of Listeria monocytogenes and Clostridium perfringens in Acidified Pork Lips**

MIGUEL A. GUTIERREZ, Marlene E. Janes and Sarah M. Kerr
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA

**Introduction:** Acidification is one way to manufacture shelf-stable food products. Regulatory agencies require validation of this process. Although there are general aspects of these processes which are regulated, the process validation is product specific. A major concern exists with meat processors to comply with USDA's regulations and validate their processes. For this project, pork lips were used.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to evaluate the survival rate of high counts of Listeria monocytogenes and Clostridium perfringens inoculated onto pork lips after cooking, followed by acidification at room temperature.

**Methods:** Pork lips were cooked in water until the internal temperature reached 160°F. The product was allowed to cool down to 100°F and then a mixture of 3 strains of Listeria monocytogenes and one of Clostridium perfringens were inoculated onto product (9.55 and 7.52 log CFU/g, respectively). After 5 h of holding the product at 100°F, brine solution of pH 3.3 was added to cover the product, and it was capped and stored at room temperature. Tests were done at 5 h after holding at 100°F and then at 24 h, 48 h and 2 weeks. Oxford media was used to detect survival of Listeria and TSC for Clostridium. The pH of the brined product was measured over time as well.

**Results:** After 5 hours of holding at 100°F, there were no significant differences in survival of either; after 24h Listeria monocytogenes and Clostridium perfringens reduced to 4.73 and 3.38 log CFU/g respectively; after 48 h and 2 weeks both bacteria were reduced to non-detectable levels.

**Significance:** These data suggest that even with high bacteria counts, after 48 h, there is no survival of either bacterium in this product, and this information can be used in predictive microbiology by USDA as a “worst case” scenario.

---

**P3-44 Measurement of Listeria monocytogenes Biofilm Cohesive Energy Using Atomic Force Microscopy**

Fujia Zhang and LYNNE MCLANDSBOROUGH
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, USA

**Introduction:** Growth and biofilm formation of Listeria monocytogenes in the food processing environment continues to be a major predictor of post-processing contamination of processed foods. Previous work in our laboratory has shown that decreased moisture within biofilms was an indication of increased transfer, which was likely due to decreased cohesive energy between cells and the exopolymeric matrix.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to measure the cohesiveness of Listeria monocytogenes biofilms growing using a high loading force rastering method with an atomic force microscope.

**Methods:** Biofilms were grown on stainless steel in a drop flow bioreactor at 32 °C for 72 h and then equilibrated over saturated salt solutions (98%, 75%, 54% or 33% RH) for 48 h at 20°C. Calibrated cantilevers (spring constant and frictional force) were used to image a 5 x 5 µm area of biofilm at a low applied (~0 nN) loading force followed by a series of high applied (100 nN) loading forces in a 2.5 x 2.5 µm sub-area for four subsequent scans followed by a large (5 x 5 µm) low applied force scan. This was repeated for a total of 5 series of high loading force scans. Topography and voltage data were collected from each scan. The changes in topography after each raster treatment series was determined by subtraction.

**Results:** Raster experiments of biofilms equilibrated at 54%, 75% and 98% RH had very little height reduction, indicating the cohesive energy required to remove biofilm materials were greater than could be put into the system. Raster experiments upon biofilms equilibrated at 33% RH, showed removal of bacterial cells and exopolymeric matrix material. Greater cohesive energy was observed with each high pressure scan (ranging from 13.9 pJ/µm² after 4 scans to 78.1 pJ/µm² after 20 scans), indicating that the bacteria at the top of the biofilm where more loosely attached than the cells deeper within the biofilm.

**Significance:** This study found that bacterial cells and exopolymeric substances were more strongly bound in the interior of the biofilm in comparison to the exterior. In addition, moisture appears to be a major factor in the cohesive strength of a biofilm.

---

**P3-45 Prevalence and Molecular Ecology of Listeria, Salmonella and Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli from Agricultural Environments in Northern Colorado**

CLYDE S. MANUEL, Christina Ahlstrom, Martin Wiedmann and Kendra K. Nightingale
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

**Introduction:** Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella and shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) cause illnesses which represent a significant public health and economic burden in the U.S. While molecular subtyping is routinely used to characterize human clinical and food isolates, a knowledge gap exists regarding the presence, transmission, and molecular ecology of foodborne pathogens in agricultural environments.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to probe the molecular ecology of foodborne pathogens in agricultural environments through combined assembly of a collection of natural isolates from grazing pastures and produce farms and molecular subtyping.

**Methods:** A total of 1,140 soil, 227 drag swab, 525 fecal, and 403 water samples were collected from five pastures and five produce farms in Northern Colorado during sampling trips in the spring, summer, and fall of 2009 and 2010. Each location was divided into four distinct geographic areas and individual samples from each area were pooled prior to microbiological analyses. Samples were pre-enriched using non-selective enrichment procedures and partitioned for subsequent microbiological analysis using modified protocols derived from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Bacteriological Analytical Manual to detect each targeted organism. Up to four presumptive colonies representing each target organism from each presumptive positive sample were confirmed using PCR and pathogens were subtyped by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) according to the Centers for Disease and Control PulseNet protocol.

**Results:** Of the 640 samples analyzed, eight, eleven, and two samples tested positive for L. monocytogenes, Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7, respectively. In addition, twenty samples tested positive for non-O157 STEC (each carrying stx1 or stx2, and/or eaeA). Forty-eight samples were positive for other Listeria spp., including 20 samples containing unique Listeria-like isolates. Phylogenetic analyses of 16s rDNA sequences suggested these isolates represent a new genus closely related to Listeria. PFGE indicated eight, eleven, and one unique patterns for L. monocytogenes, Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7, respectively.

**Significance:** These data suggest the prevalence of foodborne pathogens in Northern Colorado production agriculture environments is low. Subtypes generated by this study molecular will help strengthen epidemiological associations between clinical and agricultural environment isolates.
P3-46 Thermal Inactivation of Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes in Model Process Cheese Products

ROXANNE R. VONTAYSON, Erin M. Headley, Lindsey M. McDonnell, Russell McMinn and Kathleen A. Glass
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Manufacturers of process cheese products frequently use USDA requirements for commodity process cheese as guidance for pasteurization (>74 °C, 165 °F for >30 seconds). However, no data are published to confirm the validity of the treatment. Furthermore, fat, pH, and water activity are factors that affect thermal inactivation. Therefore, quantification of thermal inactivation in these types of products is needed.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to validate the thermal inactivation of Salmonella and L. monocytogenes in model process cheese products.

Methods: Two process cheese products (full-fat: 30% fat, pH 6.0, αw 0.93; reduced-fat: 10.5% fat, pH 5.8, αw 0.94) were evaluated. Five-gram portions in boilable pouches were inoculated with approximately 7-log CFU/g of a 5-strain mix of Salmonella or L. monocytogenes, spread to <2mm thickness, vacuum sealed, and heated to 82.2, 74 or 65.5 °C by submerging in a water bath. Duplicate samples were taken at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 seconds at 82.2 °C or 74 °C or 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 minutes at 65.5 °C and pathogens enumerated on thin agar layer plates using XLD or MOX base with a TSA with overlay. Trials were replicated twice.

Results: L. monocytogenes was more thermostolerant than Salmonella, and the full-fat formula afforded greater protection against inactivation than the reduced-fat product. In the full-fat product, Salmonella populations decreased >5 log at 0, 15 seconds and 1 minute at 82.2 °C, 74 °C or 65.5 °C, respectively, whereas L. monocytogenes populations were reduced by 5 log by 15 seconds, 30 seconds and 6 minutes, respectively. In contrast, >5-log reduction was observed at the first sampling interval for reduced-fat products for both pathogens. The D-value at 65.5 °C for L. monocytogenes in full-fat was 1.26 minutes but no D-values were calculated for other combinations due to the rapid inactivation at the first sampling interval for each temperature and nonlinear data points.

Significance: This study confirms the protective effect of fat and αw on thermal inactivation of pathogens and the importance of using thermotolerant organisms when validating thermal inactivation. Data confirms the efficacy of the USDA guidelines for pasteurization of full-fat and reduced-fat process cheese products.

P3-47 Alternative Sigma Factors Affect Biofilm Formation in Listeria monocytogenes

LIZZIANE K. WINKELSTROTER, Elaine C. De Martinis, Kathryn J. Boor and Atin Datta
Universidade de São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes survives under various food-related stress conditions and colonizes surfaces in the form of biofilm.

Alternative sigma factor sigB has been implicated in surface attachment and biofilm formation by L. monocytogenes.

Purpose: The aim of this research was to study biofilm formation in several isogenic deletion mutants of L. monocytogenes lacking alternative sigma factors.

Methods: Overnight cultures of L. monocytogenes 10403S and its mutants were diluted in BHI broth until the optical density (OD) of 0.05 at 600 nm. Aliquots of 150 μl were loaded per well in 96-well polystyrene microtiter plates (in 6 replicates) and incubated in SpectraMax 2 with and without agitation at 37 °C for 24 h. The growth was recorded by measuring OD at 600 nm. The wells were washed three times with 200 μl phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and each well was stained with 150 μl of 0.5% (w/v) crystal violet solution for 30 min. Plates were washed with 300 μl PBS 4 times and air dried. Dye bound to adherent cells was resolubilized with 150 μl of 33% (v/v) acetic acid solution, transferred to a microfuge plate and the OD of each well was obtained at 590 nm.

Results: All the cultures grew similarly under the experimental conditions. Agitation increased the biofilm formation of L. monocytogenes 10403S and its isogenic mutants, except for Ls 439 (sigH) which showed similar results to those without agitation. Moreover, deletions in the sigB, sigC, sigH, and sigL gene reduced the biofilm formation by L. monocytogenes. Compared to the wild type, the extent of reduction varied with the mutation and the assay condition.

Significance: The results indicate that several alternative sigma factors including SigB are involved in biofilm formation in L. monocytogenes. The results also indicate that growth environment (e.g., with and without agitation) has a significant impact on listerial ability to produce biofilm.

P3-48 Formation and Survival of Stress-induced Filaments by Listeria monocytogenes

ROBERT R. STACKHOUSE, KaHoua Yang, Charles W. Kaspar, Charles J. Czuprynski and Amy C. Wong
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes often encounters stressful conditions, such as desiccation, during pre-harvest, harvest, processing, and storage. One response to desiccation stress is the formation of filaments, which can exceed 120 μm in length. When conditions improve the filaments form septa and divide into multiple normal-sized cells (1 – 2 μm). This could impact the observed bacterial load and skew risk assessments.

Purpose: To determine formation, survival, and growth of stress-induced L. monocytogenes filaments.

Methods: L. monocytogenes strain Scott A was grown on tryptic soy agar (TSA; αw 0.99) and TSA with 6% NaCl (αw 0.96) plates and incubated for 72 hours at 30 °C to generate control and filamentous cells, respectively. Cells were tested for growth in fresh tryptic soy broth (TSB) and on TSA, and survival in TSB with sodium nitrite (156 ppm), sodium diacetate/lactate (0.1/1.5% and 0.25/3.75%), or sodium hexametaphosphate (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5%), and on TSA with a rosemary/nisin blend (0.02%). Survival was also determined at 55 °C, pH 2, and in a quaternary ammonium or chlorine-based sanitizer. Cell morphology was observed after Gram staining.

Results: L. monocytogenes strain Scott A filaments septated when grown in TSB or on TSA at both 4 °C and 30 °C. When exposed to the tested antimicrobials, the filaments septated at 30 °C and grew to levels comparable to the control cells; at 4 °C, no growth was observed in either culture, and a majority of the filaments remained filamended. Control cells and filaments survived equally well at 55 °C, while filaments were slightly more tolerant of pH 2 than control cells. The sanitizers were effective in inactivating both cell types.

Significance: The presence of L. monocytogenes filamentous cells is significant to food safety because the detection and enumeration of bacterial loads may be underestimated. Information garnered from growth and survival studies will help develop informed recommendations on intervention practices and risk assessments.

P3-49 Listeria monocytogenes Sigma B, But Not PrfA, Shows Strain Specific Contributions to Growth under Salt Stress, Including Elongated Lag Phase of a sigB Null Mutant Across Strains

VINICIUS B. RIBEIRO, Sana Mujahid, Renato H. Orsi, Teresa Bergholz, Martin Wiedmann, Kathryn J. Boor and Maria Teresa Destro
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes is well known to have the ability to survive and grow under a variety of stress conditions. Survival and growth under salt and osmotic stress conditions, in particular, appear to be important for certain foods, food associated environments and the intestinal environment of the host.
P3-50  The Cold Adaptation Phenotypic and Genetic Analysis of *Listeria monocytogenes* Strains Recovered along the Swiss and Canadian Food Supply Chains

Carolina Arguedas-Villa, Jovana Kovacevic, Kevin J. Allen, Roger Stephan and TAURAI TASARA
University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

**Introduction:** *Listeria monocytogenes* survives and grows on cold-preserved, ready-to-eat foods, leading to significant public health hazards and food safety problems.

**Purpose:** To examine cold growth phenotypes, molecular genotypes, and cold acclimation gene expression responses associated with *L. monocytogenes* strains colonizing food supply chains in two distinct geographical locations.

**Methods:** *L. monocytogenes* strains recovered along food supply chains in Canada and Switzerland were examined. Molecular genotypes were determined using ERIC and REP-PCR based methods. Cold growth kinetics were monitored in BHI cultures held at 4 °C based on viable cell counts. Cold adaptation gene expression responses were determined using quantitative real-time qRT-PCR in selected strains that were acclimated to cold stress by incubation (2 h) at 4 °C in BHI.

**Results:** A high level of genetic diversity (29 REP and 4 ERIC PCR patterns) was detected in the two *L. monocytogenes* strain collections from Switzerland and Canada. Strains from both collections grouped into three cold growth categories based on lag phases observed in BHI at 4°C. Group I (GPI) strains adapted quickly (lag phase < 60 h), Group II (GPII) strains slowly (lag phase >200 h), and Group III (GPIII) strains displayed intermediate lag phases (60-200 h). Gene expression analysis revealed that fast cold acclimating GPI strains also induced significantly higher cspA and pgpH gene transcriptional activation compared to slow cold acclimating GPII strains. Sequence analysis of cold adaptation genes, *lmo1078* and *sigL*, coding for a putative UDP-glucose phosphorylase enzyme and an alternative sigma factor respectively, revealed strain associated sequence variation, which in some cases leads to truncated non-functional protein products.

**Significance:** *L. monocytogenes* strains colonizing food supply chain environments and food products in Canadian and Switzerland exhibit similar cold growth phenotypes. Strain-specific variations in sequenced cold adaptation genes (*sigL* and *lmo1078*) and cold acclimation gene (*cspA* and *pgpH*) expression responses might have implications in cold survival and growth capability of the *L. monocytogenes* strains investigated.

P3-51  Ribotypes of *Listeria monocytogenes* Isolated from Minimally Processed Vegetables in São Paulo, Brazil

ANDERSON S. SANT’ANA, Mariza Landgraf, Maria Teresa Destro and Bernadette D. Franco
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

**Introduction:** Ribotyping is a molecular method extensively applied for identification and typing of bacteria to the strain level. In Brazil, automated ribotyping (AR) has been used mainly for tracking and identifying *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* in foods of animal origin. However, no information on the ribotypes of *L. monocytogenes* present in vegetables in Brazil is available in the literature.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to examine the occurrence of different molecular subtypes and virulent clones among *L. monocytogenes* strains isolated from minimally processed vegetables (MPV) in São Paulo, Brazil.

**Methods:** The strains submitted to AR were isolated from watercress (*n* = 1), cabbage (*n* = 2), escorole (*n* = 11), spinach (*n* = 7), mix for yakiisobazda (*n* = 8), mix for sukiyaki (*n* = 9), collard greens (*n* = 10), lettuce (*n* = 10) and leafy mix (*n* = 12). Among the ribotyped strains, 63 and 7 belonged to serotypes 4b and 1/2b, respectively. Ribotyping was performed using Riboprinter® (DuPont Qualicon) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. EcoRI was used for all isolates and results were automatically compared to patterns stored in the equipment library (DUP-IDs). An isolate was identified when the corresponding EcoRI pattern presented a similarity ≥ 0.84 to one of the patterns from DUP-IDs.

**Results:** Five out of the 70 isolates were not discriminated by the ribotyping method, although they were confirmed as *L. monocytogenes*. A total of 11 ribogroups, with similarity ranging between 0.86 and 0.98 were obtained. These ribogroups were shown to be within 4 different DUP-IDs: 1038, 19191, 18604 and 19175. Most of the strains (66%) belonged to DUP-ID 1038, while 20%, 11% and 0.02% were within DUP-ID 19191, DUP-IDs 18604 and 19175, respectively.

**Significance:** This study shows the high prevalence (66%) of DUP-ID 1038 among the isolates of *L. monocytogenes* from MPV in Brazil. Our findings are of concern because DUP-ID 1038 is the clonal group of *L. monocytogenes* most frequently associated with listeriosis worldwide.

P3-52  The Role of the Alternative Sigma Factor, SigB, in the Survival of *Listeria monocytogenes* 568 during Desiccation on Stainless Steel

YANNAN HUANG, Tim C. Ells and Lisbeth Trelstrup Hansen
Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada

**Introduction:** *Listeria monocytogenes* is a foodborne bacterial pathogen which can colonize the food processing environment thereby leading to cross-contamination. We hypothesized desiccation survival of *L. monocytogenes* is influenced by the alternative sigma factor (SigB) commonly associated with stress response.

**Purpose:** The objective of this research was to test if the SigB factor contributes to the desiccation survival of *L. monocytogenes* during exposure to different environmental conditions.
Methods: The survival of the parent L. monocytogenes 568 (Lm568) strain and its ΔSigB mutant was compared during desiccation at 43% RH and 15°C on stainless steel. The effect of known osmolytes (proline, betaine and carnitine) in minimal media (MM) with initial NaCl levels of 0.5% and 5% was studied and the inactivation kinetics modeled using the non-linear Weibull model. Transcriptional analysis of osmolyte uptake genes was performed using reverse transcriptase PCR.

Results: Exogenous betaine, carnitine and proline significantly (P < 0.05) improved desiccation survival of the ΔSigB mutant in the presence of initial NaCl levels of 0.5% and 5.0%. Only exogenous betaine improved (P < 0.05) the survival of Lm568 in 5.0% NaCl. Growth in the presence of each of the osmolytes prior to desiccation enhanced (P < 0.05) survival of both strains in MM with 5.0% NaCl, whereas in MM with 0.5% NaCl survival was only improved (P < 0.05) for the ΔSigB mutant grown in betaine and carnitine. Lm568 survived desiccation in MM with 5% NaCl significantly better (P < 0.05) than its ΔSigB mutant. The three osmolytes uptake genes (gbuA, opuCA, betL) were transcribed in Lm568 grown in MM with 0.5 and 5% NaCl. The same genes were transcribed in the mutant with the exception of opuCA which was not expressed in MM with 5% NaCl.

Significance: In conclusion, the activities of SigB regulon alone partly explain adaptation to desiccation stress and SigB-independent stress genes may be involved in the desiccation stress response.

P3-53 Filamentation Characteristics of Cold-adapted Log Phase Listeria monocytogenes under Conditions of Salt and Temperature Stress

KATHLEEN M. VAIL, Lynn M. McMullen and Tineke H. Jones
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction: Under conditions of stress L. monocytogenes can form filaments, strings of non-divided cells that appear as single colonies when enumerated on microbiological media. In foods and food processing facilities, filamentation of Listeria could result in underestimation of numbers of cells when challenge studies are conducted to determine if growth occurs.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the degree of filamentation of L. monocytogenes at various salt concentrations at 3°C.

Methods: Log phase cells adapted to 15°C of three strains of L. monocytogenes were incubated in tryptic soy broth (TSB), 4% NaCl TSB or 8% NaCl TSB at 3°C. Plate counts were done on TS agar and portions of samples were fixed in 1% formaldehyde for flow cytometry and microscopy analysis at regular intervals until cells entered the stationary phase. Flow cytometry results were analyzed to determine the relative cell length of the 10% longest cells in a sample and to determine the percentage of the population of cells that elongated as compared to the control.

Results: Cells grown in TSB filamented during growth with a size ratio from 1–3. When cells were grown in 4% or 8% NaCl filamentation peaked early in the log phase with cell size increasing 4.8–6.5 times or 14–20 times, respectively, for the longest 10% of the cells in the population. When filamentation peaked, over 55% of the cells in the total population had shifted to an elongated state.

Significance: Results showed that an increase in salt concentration at 3°C increased the degree of filamentation of cells of L. monocytogenes. This could potentially lead to an underestimation of numbers of viable Listeria when determining cell numbers for validation of food safety.

P3-54 Effects of X-ray Irradiation on Listeria monocytogenes and Spoilage Bacteria in Smoked Catfish

BARAKAT S. MAHMOUD, Randal Y. Coker and Patricia R. Knight
Mississippi State University, Pascagoula, MS, USA

Introduction: Mississippi is the leading state for catfish production in the U.S. Smoked catfish is not yet commercially produced in the U.S.; however, people may smoke catfish at home. Catfish can be contaminated with Listeria monocytogenes during smoking or the packaging process due to unhygienic conditions. L. monocytogenes can grow well at refrigerated temperatures (5°C) which might make L. monocytogenes a threat to the safety of consumers of smoked catfish (listerosis accounts for approximately 2,500 cases of illness in the United States annually).

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to 1) Determine if X-ray doses reduce L. monocytogenes levels in smoked catfish during storage at 5°C for five weeks and 2) Determine the effect of X-ray doses on the control of the spoilage bacteria on smoked catfish during storage at 5°C for five weeks.

Methods: Smoked catfish fillets [6 samples for each treatment] were inoculated with L. monocytogenes [3.9 ± 0.1 log CFU/g] and treated with 0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 kGy X-ray. Control (non-irradiated, 0.0 kGy) and irradiated samples were then stored at 5°C for five weeks. The population of L. monocytogenes was determined at Day 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35. Also, the control (uninoculated-untreated) and uninoculated-treated with the lowest (0.1 kGy) and highest (2.0 kGy) doses were stored at 5°C and tested for mesophiles and psychrotrophs counts during the five weeks of storage. All experiments were replicated three times using two samples per treatment. Data were pooled and the mean values and standard deviations were determined. Differences between samples were determined using a Student’s t-test, with Microsoft Excel, and were considered to be significant when P < 0.05.

Results: The initial L. monocytogenes population [3.9 log CFU/g] was significantly (P < 0.05) reduced to undetectable level (less than 10 CFU/g) by treatment with 1.0 kGy X-ray. Moreover, treatment with 1.0 kGy kept the population of L. monocytogenes under the detectable level until day 30. The initial mesophiles and psychrotrophs counts were significantly reduced from 3.9 and 4.6 CFU/g, respectively, to under the detectable level by treatment with 2.0 kGy X-ray. Treatment with 2.0 kGy kept the mesophiles and psychrotrophs counts significantly lower than the control samples until the end of storage (five weeks).

Significance: The results of this investigation indicated that X-ray at 2.0 kGy is an effective technology to eliminate L. monocytogenes and extend the shelf life of smoked catfish.

P3-55 Occurrence and Characterization of Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli during Cattle Slaughter for Exporting and Refrigerated Beef Cuts Marketed at the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo

Priscila P. Alvares, Elb Chiarini, Beatriz E. Guth, Maria Teresa Destro, Bernadette D. Franco and MARIZA LANDGRAF
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) are foodborne pathogens implicated as the cause of several human diseases. A variety of foods has been implicated in the outbreaks, but raw or undercooked foods of bovine origin are primarily responsible. STEC are present in the feces of healthy bovines, the main reservoir, and can contaminate meat during slaughter. Brazil is one of the most important beef exporter worldwide and few researches have been done regarding to the presence of STEC in beef carcasses and cuts.

Purpose: The aims of the present study were to determine the occurrence of STEC at three points of cattle slaughter for exporting and in refrigerated beef cuts commercialized in the Metropolitan area of São Paulo, Brazil.

Methods: A total of 603 samples were collected from 201 animals at slaughter, three per animal. At retail, 100 refrigerated beef cuts were analyzed. The detection of E. coli O157 samples were conducted according to the ISO methodology (16654) and for detection of O26, O103, O111 and O145 serogroups the Surveillance Group for Diseases and Infections of Animals methodology (NRM 006) was used. The isolates were
confirmed as STEC evaluating for the presence of stx1, stx2, uidA, eaeA, ehxA, rfbO157 and flIC7. Serotyping was done at Institute Adolfo Lutz and genetic diversity was evaluated through PFGE.

Results: Among 201 animals sampled, two (1.0%) were positive for STEC, with seven isolates from hide. The microorganism was not detected in carcasses and half carcasses samples. The seven isolates carried stx2, uidA, eaeA, ehxA, rfbO157 and flIC7 genes, being considered as E. coli O157:H7 serotype. None of the isolates produced enterohemolytic activity. PFGE revealed that the seven STEC strains showed two distinct genetic profiles. STEC was not detected from beef cuts marketed at retail.

Significance: These results suggest that, although present in animal hides, the STEC isolation at later stages of food chain was rare, probably due to effective sanitary measures to control cross contamination and transmission of this pathogen along the beef production chain until commercialization. Acknowledgement: FAPESP

P3-56 Survival of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Meat Residues Deposited on the Surface of Meat Packaging Materials

MATTHEW C. NUNNELLY, Ilgenao Geornaras and John N. Sofos
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

Introduction: Escherichia coli O157:H7 cells suspended in contaminated food residues, such as meat purge, may potentially be deposited on internal and external surfaces of food packaging materials, where they may attach, survive, and serve as sources of cross-contamination of ready-to-eat foods.

Purpose: This study evaluated survival of E. coli O157:H7 in meat residues deposited on four packaging materials commonly associated with storage and display of fresh meat.

Methods: The four packaging materials evaluated were butcher paper, cardboard, PVC overwrap film and vacuum bag. Samples (5×5 cm) were spot-inoculated (0.5 ml) with a ground beef homogenate (10% wt/wt in distilled water) containing an eight-strain mixture of rifampicin-resistant E. coli O157:H7 (simulating contaminated meat residues), to achieve target inoculation levels of 4 or 6 log CFU/cm². Inoculated packaging materials were stored aerobically in petri dishes at 4 or 25 °C for up to 109 days. At regular intervals during storage, samples were analyzed (two repetitions, three samples/treatment/repetition) for surviving total microbial (tryptic soy agar) and inoculated E. coli O157:H7 (tryptic soy agar with 100 µg/ml rifampicin) populations.

Results: Populations of meat residue-associated E. coli O157:H7 gradually decreased on all packaging materials during storage. However, regardless of inoculum level or storage temperature, pathogen survivors were obtained at the end of storage (109 days) on all tested materials. When inoculated at the low inoculum level (4 log CFU/cm²), pathogen counts ranged from <0.6 ± 0.8 (cardboard) to 2.1 ± 0.6 (butcher paper) log CFU/cm² on materials stored (109 days) at 25 °C, and <0.1 ± 0.3 (vacuum pouch material) to <0.3 ± 0.3 (PVC overwrap film) log CFU/cm² on samples stored at 4 °C. For samples inoculated at 6 log CFU/cm², the lowest and highest pathogen counts at 109 days at 25 °C were obtained on cardboard (<1.6 ± 1.7 log CFU/cm²) and butcher paper (2.4 ± 0.5 log CFU/cm²), respectively. For corresponding samples stored at 4 °C, the lowest and highest pathogen counts were obtained on butcher paper (1.0 ± 0.7 log CFU/cm²) and cardboard (2.2 ± 0.5 log CFU/cm²), respectively.

Significance: The results indicated that under these conditions, E. coli O157:H7 was able to survive for approximately four months on soiled packaging materials. Thus, contaminated meat residues deposited on packaging materials may serve as sources of cross-contamination of foods.

P3-57 Modification of Escherichia coli O26:H11 Quorum Sensing mRNA Expression Levels during Growth in Milk in the Presence of Hafnia alvei and a Model Cheese Microbial Consortium

FLORENCE POSTOLLEC, Nadine Henaff, Céline Delbes, Françoise Irlinger, Marie Christine Montel and Danièle Sohier
ADRIA Developpement, Quimper, France

Introduction: Quorum Sensing communication in bacteria (QS) is mediated through the production, the release and detection of small chemical signal molecules.

Purpose: Within the frame of a collaborative project on the risks and benefits of gram-negative bacteria in a cheese model microbial ecosystem, the aim of this work was to evaluate whether E. coli O26:H11 could interact with the microflora using QS signals.

Methods: Skimmed milk was inoculated with a 10-strain microbial consortium representative of the major groups of microorganisms commonly found in the core of raw milk cheese and with E. coli O26:H11 L23A. Sampling was performed after 4h at 33 °C and 10, 24 and 48h incubation at 25 °C. Cheese consortium was composed of lactic acid bacteria (Streptococcus thermophilus, Enterococcus faecalis, Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactococcus lactis, L. Leuconostoc mesenteroides) and technological flora (Debaryomyces Hansenii, Yarrowia lipolytica, Arthrobacter arilaitensis, Corynebacterium casei, Staphylococcus equorum). Population and gene expression were quantified for mixed cultures with and without H. alvei B16. Microbial population quantities were done by enumeration on specific agar media. (RT)-Q-PCR quantifications of E. coli were performed targeting genes involved in QS (LuxS, Pfs), metabolic activity (16S rRNA, tuf, GAPD) and stress response (UspA, GroEL, RpoS). While (RT)-Q-PCR quantifications of H. alvei were performed targeting tuf and LuxS genes. All experiments were carried out for 3 independent mixed cultures.

Results: Without H. alvei, targeted E. coli O26:H11 expression levels mainly correspond to metabolic and to signals potentially involved in QS activities. Similar expression levels are observed for LuxS, Pfs and tuf genes underlying the correlation and importance of QS related genes expression during growth. Maximal E. coli population reaches 7.83 log and RpoS expression quantification is possible after 4 hours. In the presence of H. alvei, E. coli growth is strongly inhibited and remains at 5.56 log. Unlike previously observed, E. coli LuxS and Pfs transcripts are largely higher than tuf transcripts. While expression levels recorded for H. alvei clearly show a predominant metabolic activity with low luxS expression.

Significance: This study reports modifications of mRNA expression levels of E. coli O26:H11 in the cheese model in the presence of H. alvei, underlining the incidence of signals potentially involved in QS when interacting with complex ecosystems.

P3-58 Detection of Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli in Ground Beef Sold in São Paulo, Brazil

ADRIANA LUCATELLI, Maria Teresa Destro and Mariza Landgraf
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Although E. coli O157:H7 is considered as the main Shiga toxin-producing serotype (STEC) involved in outbreaks of foodborne illnesses, other serotypes are involved worldwide, such as O103, O111, O145 and O26. STEC are responsible for symptoms ranging from mild diarrhea to hemolytic uremic syndrome and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, which can lead to death. These strains present several virulence factors such as, the production of Shiga toxin (Stx) and intimin, a protein involved in the attachment to the cell and haemolysin. Despite the importance of ground beef as a vehicle of STEC, little is known about its presence in the meat sold in São Paulo, Brazil.

Purpose: The aim of this study is to investigate the presence of STEC in ground beef at retail level in São Paulo, Brazil, and to characterize the virulence factors stx1, stx2, eae and ehx, as well as, to identify E. coli O157:H7 isolates using the genes uidA, rfbO157 and flIC7.
Methods: Ninety-six samples were acquired at different districts of São Paulo. Microbiological tests for the detection of STEC were performed following the ISO 16564 methodology for the detection of E. coli O157 serogroup using sorbitol MacConkey agar, sorbitol MacConkey agar plus potassium tellurite and cefixime and chromogenic agar as isolation media. The detection of serogroups O103, O111, O145 and O26 was performed according to the methodology described by the Surveillance Group for Diseases and Infections of Animals (NRM 006) using MacConkey agar. Suspected colonies were evaluated for the presence of target genes.

Results: From the total of 1025 isolates obtained, 1 (0.5%) was positive for stx, none (0%) were positive for stx, eae and ehx, 6 (3.1%) were positive for uid, 30 (15.7%) were positive for fliC, and 12 (6.3%) for rfb.

Significance: This study reports, for the first time, the presence of STEC in ground beef acquired at retail level in São Paulo. Therefore, the ingestion of undercooked ground beef can be a risk to the consumers. Acknowledgment: FAPESP.

P3-59 Thermal Tolerance of O157 and Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli Strains in a Broth System

WAN MEI LEONG, Akhila Vasan, Steve Ingham and Barbara Ingham

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Recent foodborne illness outbreaks in the United States linked to non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) have highlighted the importance of these pathogens in human disease. There are six non-O157 serogroups most often associated with human illness: O26, O45, O103, O111, O121 and O145.

Purpose: In this study, we compared the thermal tolerance in broth of a representative strain from each of the six serogroups with a reference O157:H7 STEC strain (ATCC 43895).

Methods: Each strain was grown in brain-heart infusion broth (BHIB; pH 7.0) to stationary phase (~10^8 CFU/ml), and 0.2 or 2.0 ml of stationary-phase culture was used to inoculate 18 ml BHIB pre-warmed to 37°C in a shaking water bath for thermotolerance experiments at 54.4°, 60.0° or 65.5°C. Samples were heated for up to 120 min at 54.4°C, 4 min at 60.0°C, or 45 sec at 65.5°C, with periodic sampling (3 trials per strain). Heated aliquots (1 ml) were immediately transferred to pre-chilled Butterfield’s Phosphate Diluent (BPD). Surviving inocula were enumerated after serial dilution in BPD and plating on modified Eosin Methylene Blue agar (37°C, 24 h). For each strain/temperature, log_{10} CFU/ml was plotted and D-values determined from the linear portion of the curve using Excel software. D-values were compared across all strains at each temperature using analysis of variance.

Results: D-values ranged from 9.39 to 31.15 min at 54.4°C, 0.63 to 1.28 min at 60.0°C, and 0.08 to 0.21 min at 65.5°C. At 54.4°C, STEC O103:H2 and O145:H7 were significantly more thermal-tolerant (had a higher D-value) than the rest of the strains (P < 0.05). At 65.5°C, thermotolerance of STEC O45:H2 was not significantly different from O157:H7 (P ≥ 0.05). At 60.0°C, O157:H7 was significantly more heat tolerant than five other STEC evaluated (P < 0.05) but not significantly different from O121:H19 (P ≥ 0.05).

Significance: These results suggest that thermal-processing intervention treatments that target destruction of E. coli O157:H7 may have adequate lethality against other STEC. Further studies in beef tissues as well as challenge studies involving actual beef products are warranted.

P3-60 Evaluation of a New Rapid Screening of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Drinking Water Using Flow Cytometry Detection

Caroline Simonet, Guillaume Moully and STEPHANE HUET

AES CHEMUNEX, Bruz, France

Introduction: Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an environmental ubiquitous water organism and is one of the mandatory pathogens that has to be tested in drinking water filling lines. Standard agar-based methods require 5 days to get final results.

Purpose: To reduce the time-to-release of drinking water in accordance with P. aeruginosa criteria, a new enrichment broth combined with flow cytometry detection was developed.

Methods: A new enrichment broth was developed in accordance with Flow Cytometry Method (FCM) requirements (i.e., compatibility background) and specificity criteria needed for screening detection after 24 hours incubation at 30°C. This qualitative method was evaluated on different criteria: limit of detection, specificity, accuracy and precision. Inclusivity evaluation was performed on 7 isolates of P. aeruginosa (ATCC and wild strains) to demonstrate the capability of the new method to detect low levels of P. aeruginosa (<1CFU/250ml of drinking water). Exclusivity was performed on several non-P. aeruginosa bacterial species including Pseudomonas spp., Gram-negative and Gram-positive strains (12 species). The Spearman Karber test was applied to evaluate LOD50 value. Accuracy and precision of FCM method was compared to traditional method using K12 test.

Results: There were no statistically significant differences in the detection of P. aeruginosa using a traditional method versus FCM. LOD50 of P. aeruginosa with FCM method was confirmed and calculated to be at least as good as the traditional method. Artificial contamination and natural contamination were detected and correlated with the conventional method as well.

Significance: Flow cytometry for P. aeruginosa screening detection can be applied in drinking water filling lines to release products within 24 hours, instead of the 5 days needed with a conventional method. A specific enrichment broth to assure specificity is required.

P3-61 Inactivation of Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli in Single Strength Lemon and Lime Juices

Ai Kataoka, ELENA ENACHE, Maria Sohail, Philip H. Elliott and Glenn Black

Grocery Manufacturers Association, Washington, D.C., USA

Introduction: According to the CDC, the most commonly reported serotypes are O26, O45, O103, O111, O145 and O121. There are many indications that the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) intends to declare the above mentioned non-O157 STEC serotypes as adulterants in products such as ground beef.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the inactivation of non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) serotypes in comparison to O157 in commercially-produced shelf-stable lemon and lime juices containing preservatives.

Methods: A challenge test was conducted for stationary-phase cells of E. coli O157:H7 and six non-O157 STEC serotypes (O26, O45, O103, O111, O145 and O121) in commercially produced shelf-stable single-strength lemon and lime juices containing preservatives. The juice bottles were inoculated with a three-strain composite of each individual serotype to give a final inoculum level of approximately 10^7 CFU/ml. After 72 h of storage at 22 ± 1°C, 10 ml of juice sample was drawn from each bottle and transferred into 250-ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 87 ml TSB and 2.7 ml of sterile 3N NaOH to reach a final pH of 7.0 ± 0.1. Further decimal dilutions were made by transferring 1 ml of the sample into 9.0 ml of TSB (pH 7.0). A loopful of enrichment broth from turbid flasks/tubes was streaked onto Rainbow agar to confirm the recovery of STEC.

Results: Similar storage conditions were applied to inoculated juice products as previously published by our laboratories. The only difference was that in addition to the challenge study using O157:H7, products were inoculated with a three-strain composite of STEC O26, O45, O103,
O111, O121, and O145. No STEC survivors were detected in either lemon or lime juice stored for 72 h at room temperature (22 ± 1°C) in any of the validation trials. Therefore, the incubation conditions used in the present validation test provided a greater than 6-log reduction of STEC strains tested in commercial shelf-stable single-strength lemon and lime juices, with preservatives.

**Significance:** Our validation test confirmed the results previously reported indicating the storage of single-strength lemon and lime juices for 72 h at 22°C as an alternative to pasteurization, to meet the FDA 5-log pathogen reduction performance standard. Therefore the interventions applied to inactivate *E. coli* O157:H7 in lemon and lime juices stored in the above mentioned conditions would similarly inactivate the six non-O157 STEC serotypes.

### P3-62 Illustation of the Diversity in Microbial Resistance to Pulsed Electric Fields in Beer Using Surface Response Modeling

**OSCAR RODRIGUEZ GONZALEZ, Markus Walkling-Ribeiro, Shessa H. Jayaram and Mansel W. Griffiths**

*University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada*

**Introduction:** Response surface modeling (RSM) is increasingly applied to optimize microbial inactivation by pulsed electric fields (PEF), where the inactivation occurs as a result of a combination of variables.

**Purpose:** This study was conducted to evaluate the best RSM function for the description and comparison of microbial resistances to PEF while considering the variation in treatment conditions.

**Methods:** Surviving population datasets of four microorganisms (*Bacillus subtilis, Lactobacillus plantarum, Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Salmonella choleraesuis*) in beer exposed to two PEF processing inlet temperatures (3.7 ± 0.4 or 13.6 ± 0.8°C) were analyzed using the “RSM” package from the R software environment for statistical computing, aided by the R Commander package. Three function types (first order, first order plus interactions, and complete quadratic) were analyzed for their goodness-of-fit when describing the surviving population (S: 0 to 8.8 log CFU/mL) as a result of the combination of electric field (E: 3.5 to 4.5 kV/mm) and treatment time (t: 0.4 to 2.3 ms), or applied specific energy (Q: 0.5 to 2.3 MJ) and temperature rise (ΔT: 17.8 to 54.0°C).

**Results:** The resulting S from the E and t combination analysis was better described using the first order plus interactions resulting in Akaike Information Coefficients (AIC) ranging from 8.7 to 80.5. The gram negative *S. choleraesuis* showed slightly more resistance at the highest initial processing temperature. The relation between Q and ΔT affecting S was better described using a first order function (AIC’s between 17.4 and 73.4).

**Significance:** Mechanistic and probabilistic models have been used to describe microbial inactivation trends. However, empirical models like RSM need to be evaluated for their application to assess processing conditions in multivariate processes like PEF.

### P3-63 A Monitoring of Norovirus in Ground Water of Kangwon-do, Korea, from Years 2009–2010

**LEE J. WON, Choi S. Hee, Chung S. Young, Oh S. Woo, Yang J. Yeon, Jeong-A Han, Kim H. Yeon and Park S. Nie**

*Korea Food and Drug Administration, Seoul, Republic of Korea*

**Introduction:** Norovirus (NoV) is commonly associated with human sewage and is responsible for numerous cases of waterborne and foodborne gastroenteritis every year in Korea. Outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis caused by contaminated groundwater have been reported.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study is to prevent NoV-associated foodborne gastroenteritis in an early stage by monitoring the presence of NoV in ground water used for food processing at school facilities.

**Methods:** NoV was analyzed by One-step RT-PCR and seminested-PCR assays of ground water in Kangwon-do, Korea, from 2009-2010. In this survey, sampling was carried out twice in 6-month intervals. A total of 136 samples were collected from 34 schools, which included 21 elementary schools, 7 middle schools and 6 high schools.

**Results:** NoV was not detected in all 136 samples, demonstrating that the underground water of Kangwon-do was not contaminated by NoV. This result was contrasted with the contamination rate 3.2% (62 cases/total 1,964 cases) in 2009 and 0.7% (15 cases/2,225 cases) in 2010 identified for the other regions excluding the Kangwon-do region.

**Significance:** It appears that the underground water of Kangwon-do is more suitable for drinking water.

### P3-64 Detection and Characterization of Norovirus in Drinking and Reclaimed Water Implicated in a Gastroenteritis Outbreak after the Chilean Earthquake


*Instituto de Salud Pública de Chile, Santiago, Chile*

**Introduction:** After a major earthquake in south-Chile, the city of Antofagasta in the North suffered its largest recorded gastroenteritis outbreak in March, 2010. It soon became a rapidly spreading epidemic with a large number of cases. The cause of this coincidence was the interrupted supply of chlorine produced by a southern company, which resulted in the lack of properly chlorinated water.

**Purpose:** The Chilean authorities requested technical assistance from the US-FDA for the norovirus detection. The objective of this project was to detect and characterize enteric viruses from contaminated drinking and reclaimed water from different sources in Antofagasta.

**Methods:** Several water stations were identified using the epidemiological data provided by the SEREMI-Antofagasta office. From each station, both influent and effluent samples were collected from its water treatment plant (WTP), desalination water treatment plant (DWTP), and a reclaimed waste water treatment plant (WWTP). Forty liters of each water sample were concentrated by tangential flow filtration using 30 KDa polysulfone membrane filter. Multiplex RTqPCR for norovirus GI (NoV GI) and norovirus GII (NoV GII) was carried out using Qiagen One step RT-PCR kit. NoV amplifications were sequenced using the ABIS Prism 3130 and compared to those in GenBank.

**Results:** NoV GII was detected in influent samples collected from WTP, DWTP, and WWTP. NoV GI was not detected in any water samples. Effluent water samples analyzed from WTP and DWTP were negative, indicating the effectiveness of the water treatment plants in Antofagasta city after the earthquake. However, the effluent water sample from the WWTP was positive for NoV GII suggesting a possible source of contamination since this water was used for irrigation purposes. Norovirus GII sequences from DWTP and WWTP isolates were not related to the clinical isolates, but isolates positive for GII from the WWTP influent and effluent showed 96% identity with some of the clinical isolates.

**Significance:** This was the first analytical study in which viruses implicated in an outbreak were linked to environmental waters sources in Chile. The results confirmed the epidemiological findings of the Health Ministry, which implied that ineffective chlorine treatment of reclaimed waste water leads to the exposure of produce to NoV contamination.
**P3-65 Do Beliefs and Knowledge of Children’s Caregivers Predict Safe Food Handling Practices?**

JULIE A. ALBRECHT, Adeline Lum, Christina Perry and Ruth Litchfield

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

**Purpose:** To determine whether beliefs and knowledge of caregivers of children (<10 years) predict safe food handling practices.

**Methods:** Four surveys were developed based on FightBac™ concepts and Health Belief Model (HBM) constructs. Each survey provided knowledge and practice questions related to one FightBac™ concept: Clean, Chill, Cook or Separate. HBM construct questions (related to foodborne illness) and demographic questions were the same for all surveys. A statistical model was established to determine relationships between knowledge, practice and HBM constructs. Questions were tested prior to survey delivery (Lum, 2010). Each survey was sent to a nationwide random sample of 750 households with children. Descriptive statistics and inferential statistics using multiple regression analysis were used.

**Results:** Respondents were predominately female (68%), Caucasian (78%), 30-49 years (82%) with 1-2 children (81%). Knowledge was a significant predictor for safe food handling within the Chill concept relating to proper food storage (b = 0.19, P = 0.037), Cook concept (b = 0.22, P = 0.023) and Separate concept (b = 0.19, P = 0.025) in our statistical model. High perceived susceptibility (b = 0.20, P = 0.017) and high perceived severity (b = 0.19, P = 0.050) significantly predicted safe food handling within the Separate and Clean concepts, respectively. Self-efficacy significantly predicted safe food handling in the Separate concept (b = 0.21, P = 0.013), and in the Clean concept (b = 0.32, P = 0.001). High cues to action significantly predicted safe food handling (b = 0.24, P = 0.014) within the Clean concept.

**Significance:** Knowledge is the strongest predictor of safe food handling practices, accounting for 19–22% of variability in Chill, Cook and Separate, followed by cues to action (24%), perceived susceptibility (20%) and perceived severity (19%).

**P3-66 The Prevalence of Microwave Cooking in 60 Minnesota Food Service Establishments — An EHS-Net Survey**

NICOLE KOTKAY, Karen Everstine, David Reimann, Kristin Delea and Kirk E. Smith

Minnesota Department of Health, St. Paul, MN, USA

**Introduction:** Microwave cooking of prepared but not ready-to-eat food products by consumers has been a documented risk factor in several foodborne disease outbreaks, including the 2007 multi-state frozen pot pie outbreak, which resulted in 401 Salmonella cases. Although there have been several outbreaks related to consumer microwave cooking, the extent of microwave oven use in restaurants and other food service establishments was not well documented.

**Purpose:** The aim of this study was to better understand microwave usage in food service establishments by obtaining preliminary data on the prevalence of usage, the types of foods heated in microwave ovens, and microwaving protocols.

**Methods:** From 2008–2009, data were collected on a convenience sample of 60 food establishments within one area of Minnesota. A study questionnaire was administered by Minnesota EHS-Net environmental health specialists to establishment managers.

**Results:** Facility types involved in the study were: Fast food restaurant (12), sit down restaurant (33), restaurant w/in grocery (1), school foodservice (6), nursing home (1), hotel/motel (6), and daycare (1); 25 of the 60 establishments classified their food preparation as complex. The number of microwaves varied, with 60% of the establishments having 1 microwave, 27% having 2 microwaves, and 13% having 3 or more. The majority of establishments reported using microwaves for warming up commercial RTE products (66%) such as bakery items and cheese sauce, and for warming up foods such as soups and chili for palatability (50%). Establishments also reported using microwaves for thawing foods (22%) such as meat or poultry. No establishments reported using the microwave to cook raw meats, poultry, or eggs, and 93% of the establishments reported that their employees received training for cooking specific foods in the microwave.

**Significance:** Until now, there has been little information regarding microwave usage in food service establishments. This survey indicates that food establishments are knowledgeable about proper microwave usage and use microwaves mainly for heating rather than cooking. This suggests the risk of foodborne illness from improper microwave cooking may be minimal in these establishments.

**P3-67 Effect of Covering on the Cooling of Prepared Foods**

ANDRÉ REHKOPF, Gregory J. Fleischman and Kathiravan Krishnamurthy

Illinois Institute of Technology, Summit Argo, IL, USA

**Introduction:** Common practice for the storage of prepared food in commercial kitchens is to transfer the food into a pan and cover it with a flexible wrap before it is placed into a cooling unit. The FDA Food Code stipulates that such food be cooled from 57.2°C to 21.1°C within 2 hours and from 57.2°C to 5.0°C within a total of 6 hours. Experimental data were generated, showing that with a cover and in a well-running cooler, the stipulations are rarely met. Finite element software (COMSOL) was used to study heat transfer under these conditions and showed that, as expected, the headspace air acts as an insulator, preventing efficient cooling of food. Yet, removing the cover presents problems with hygiene and safety.

**Purpose:** Patting the cover to contact the food, thereby eliminating the headspace, is a potential solution. Comsol was used to determine the degree to which cooling could theoretically be improved by this action. It was also used to determine to what extent imperfect patting, i.e., leaving headspace near the wall, could be tolerated.

**Methods:** A Comsol model was developed to describe the heat transfer to a pan of cooling food. The effect of pan height (6.35 to 10.16 cm), food thickness (5.08 and 7.62 cm), cooling temperature (-26.1, -20.6 and 3.9°C), and cooling environment (non-convective and convective cooling) was examined. The model was also developed to allow various amounts of headspace to remain.

**Results:** The results for the worst case (non-convective refrigeration at the greatest headspace height) showed that differences between actual and the Food Code stipulated temperatures were improved by 11.5% (for the 21.1°C endpoint) and 21.9% (for the 5.0°C endpoint). Regardless, the Food Code stipulations still could not be met regardless of cooling temperature. In convective cooling, patting the cover to contact the food did allow the Food Code cooling requirements to be met. It was also found that imperfect patting, i.e., leaving headspace near the wall, could be tolerated up to 6.35 cm from the wall at the lowest convection rate examined without jeopardizing Food Code requirements.

**Significance:** Although the headspace slows down cooling in pans of foods, its elimination does not enhance cooling sufficiently to meet the FDA Food Code requirements in non-convective refrigeration. Eliminating the headspace of pans subject to convective cooling does accomplish this to the point where imperfect contact can be tolerated.
**P3-68** Effect of a Non-destructive High Voltage Leak Detection (HVLD) Technique on Physical Properties of Plastic- and Foil-laminated Packages for Foods  
MOHIT GERA, John Koontz and Yoonseok Song  
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA

**Introduction:** High-voltage leak detection (HVLD) is a technology that has successfully been used to test the integrity of hermetically sealed flexible and semirigid packages in industry. There is, however, a concern that a package may be damaged due to high voltages applied during the inspection.

**Purpose:** This research was conducted to evaluate the effect of high voltages on package integrity including oxygen transmission rate (OTR), water vapor transmission rate (WVTR), and mechanical properties for plastic- and foil-laminated films.

**Methods:** Pouches containing 200 ml of 1% NaCl solution were prepared from plastic- and foil-laminated films without and with pinholes (10 µm in diameter). While high voltages ranging from 0.5-10kV were applied to a sample pouch through a support electrode, the surface of the pouch was scanned with an inspection electrode. The OTR and WVTR of sample pouches without pinholes were measured before and after high voltage treatment. Pouches with pinholes were exposed to high voltages and monitored for change in pinhole size by using a microscope. A minimum voltage required to detect delamination in foil-laminated packages was determined.

**Results:** After inspection at a highest voltage level of 10kV, the OTR and WVTR of foil-laminated pouches increased by 34% and 31%, respectively, whereas there were no significant changes in both OTR and WVTR values for plastic-laminated pouches (P > 0.05). Microscopic analysis of pinholes showed that the diameter of pinholes in plastic-laminated pouches changed from 9.5 ± 0.6 to 18.7 ± 0.5 and 44 ± 0.2 µm after high voltage treatment at 0.8 and 9.9 kV, respectively. For foil-laminated pouches, the size of a 10µm pinhole increased to 17 ± 0.7 and 34 ± 0.5 µm after the inspection at 0.5 and 4.4 kV, respectively.

**Significance:** These results suggest that HVLD technique is a promising technique that can be safely applied to detect pinhole defects in plastic packages.

**P3-69** Sensitivity of Lactic Acid Bacteria as a Biomarker to Detect Rodenticides in Milk  
MADHAVI HATHURUSINGHE and Salam A. Ibrahim  
North Carolina A & T, Greensboro, NC, USA

**Introduction:** High accessibility to dairy farms and poor levels of biosecurity creates the possibility of intentional contamination of milk with toxins, which could lead to potentially devastating effects on human health. Current techniques to detect toxins in milk tend to be expensive and time consuming. Thus, there is an urgent need for developing simple on-farm techniques that can detect toxins in raw milk.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study was to determine if lactic acid bacteria (LAB) could be applied as a biomarker to detect the presence of rodenticides in milk.

**Methods:** Serially diluted rodenticides (brodifacoum, bromadiolone and diphacinone) were added to tubes containing MRS broth. Commercial yogurt culture was then inoculated in MRS broth sample and incubated at 42°C for 6 hours. The Optical Density (610 nm) and pH of the broth was recorded at 2, 4, and 6 hour intervals. The lactic acid production, bacterial counts and alpha and beta galactosidase activity also were determined at the end of incubation.

**Results:** The yogurt cultures showed detectable sensitivity (significant change (P < 0.05) in Optical Density in the medium) to diphacinone at 0.005 mg/ml to brodifacoum at 0.01 mg/ml, and to bromadiolone at 0.04 mg/ml. There also were statistically significant differences (P < .05) in the bacterial count, pH and lactic acid production in the presence versus absence of toxins in the medium. The results indicate that yogurt culture could be used as a biomarker for the early detection of rodenticides in milk.

**Significance:** This system can be improved to a highly sensitive, environmentally safe, quick and accurate test for the presence of pesticides in dairy food products.

**P3-70** Determination of Histamine in Mahi-Mahi Fillets (Coryphaena hippurus) Implicated in a Foodborne Poisoning  
YUNG-HSIANG TSAI, Hsien-Feng Kung, Yu-Ru Huang, Chung-Saint Lin and Chia-Ming Lin  
National Kaohsiung Marine University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

**Introduction:** An incident of foodborne poisoning causing illness in 53 victims due to ingestion of fish fillets occurred in January, 2009 in Kaohsiung city, southern Taiwan.

**Purpose:** The infected population suffered from allergy-like symptoms, including rash, nausea, headache, itching and flushing, but all recovered within 12 hours.

**Methods:** To elucidate the causative agent, two suspected fish fillets were collected from the suspected restaurant and analyzed for the levels of biogenic amine, total coliform, E. coli, total volatile basic nitrogen and histamine-forming bacteria.

**Results:** Based on the finding that high contents of histamine (>30 mg/100 g) were detected in the suspected mahi-mahi samples, we speculate that high histamine levels in the mahi-mahi fillets and resulted in foodborne poisoning. Although histamine-producing strains, Bacillus subtilis and Enterobacter aerogenes were isolated from suspected fish samples, they might not be the main contributors to histamine accumulation because of low histamine production.

**Significance:** These results re-emphasize proper handling temperatures for seafood and offer important awareness that Coryphaena hippurus fillets could become a hazardous food item in causing histamine poisoning, even though no quality deficiency was observed on the fillets.

**P3-71** Bacteriological and Hygienic Quality of Histamine-Forming Bacteria Associated with Fish Meats and Environments in Fish Processing Factories  
YUNG-HSIANG TSAI, Hsien-Feng Kung, Chung-Saint Lin and Chia-Ming Lin  
National Kaohsiung Marine University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

**Introduction:** The primary concern of the HACCP system is proper handling and processing of potentially hazardous fish to reduce growth of histamine-producing bacteria capable of supporting histamine production.

**Purpose:** This research was undertaken by testing fish meat and environmental surface samples obtained from HACCP and non-HACCP fish processing factories in Pingtung, Southern Taiwan, to understand their hygienic quality and histamine-forming bacteria prevalence.

**Methods:** This study determined the bacteriological and hygienic quality of 20 fish samples and 21 environmental surface samples obtained from three fish processing factories.
Results: It was showed that the HACCP factory was more hygienic than non-HACCP factory in Taiwan. Although the histamine content in all fish samples was less than the 5 mg/100 g U.S. FDA guideline value, 4 out of 15 histamine-producing isolates isolated from the fish and environmental surfaces were identified to be prolific histamine-formers with the ability to produce >185 ppm histamine in TS BH medium.

Significance: Prolific histamine-producing isolates isolated from fish skin, floor and fish meat samples demonstrate the potential risk for contamination of fish with these bacteria and greater risk of histamine development under mild to high temperatures and moderate to long exposure times.

P3-72  Prevalence of Histamine in Scombroid Fish and of Histamine Poisoning in Brazil from 2007 – 2009
Warley P. Evangelista and M. BEATRIZ A. GLORIA
UFMG, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Introduction: Histamine in fish has been associated with poor hygienic and sanitary conditions during ante- and post-capture handling and high holding temperatures. There is little information regarding histamine and food intoxication in Brazil.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to investigate the quality of scombroid fish with respect to histamine and to investigate the occurrence of histamine poisoning in Brazil.

Methods: Samples of Scombroid fish were obtained during this period and analyzed for histamine by ion-pair high performance liquid chromatography with fluorimetric detection after post-column derivatization with o-phthalaldehyde. The samples were captured by means of long line and troll caught.

Results: The fish mostly captured were yellowfin (Thunnus albacares), skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis) and swordfish (Xiphias gladius). The prevalence conditions during capture by long line were 6 to 107 days of fishing; water surface temperature - 18.3 to 30.8 °C; depth of the bait 800 to 5500 m; number of lines - 880 to 2200; fishing area - latitude 04°47’N to 22°20’S and longitude 40°15’W to 50°22’W; and 3,320 to 195,000 kg of captured fish. The prevalence conditions during capture by troll caught were 2 to 35 days of fishing; water surface temperature - 22.8 to 27.6 °C; depth of the bait -100 to 2000 m; fishing area - latitude 22°40’S to 32°44’S and longitude 20°11’W to 48°30’W; and 3,669 to 123,823 kg of fish captured. After capture, the fish were bled, eviscerated and the slippers, head and tail were cut. Among the 864 samples analyzed, only 7.3% contained histamine at levels varying from non detected (<0.56 mg/kg) to 878.22 mg/kg (mean 5.8 mg/kg and median of 0.0 mg/kg). Only two of the 96 lots analyzed did not attend the European legislation. The levels of histamine detected were affected by the year, month of the year and region of capture.

Significance: Histamine in fish has been associated with poor hygienic and sanitary conditions during ante- and post-capture handling and high holding temperatures. There is little information regarding histamine and food intoxication in Brazil.

P3-73  Histamine Accumulation and Histamine-forming Bacteria in Dried Smooth-tailed Trevally (Selariodes leptolepis) Products
YU-RU HUANG, Yung-Hsiang Tsai, Chia-Ming Lin and Chung-Saint Lin
National Penghu University of Science and Technology, Makung, Taiwan

Introduction: The safety determination of 27 dried scombroid trevally (Selariodes leptolepis) products sold in Taiwan during 2008 – 2010 showed that histamine contents in most of the dried smooth-tailed trevally products (48.10%, 13/27) exceed the 5 mg/100 g U.S. FDA guideline value. Consumption of these products could lead to scombroid poisoning in consumers. The Enterobacter aerogenes isolate was proven to be a prolific histamine former.

Purpose: To prevent histamine poisoning due to dried smooth-tailed trevally products and improve the quality of these products.

Methods: Our study examined the optimal condition of growth and histamine formation for E. aerogenes, which was isolated from dried smooth-tailed trevally products.

Results: The levels of pH, salt content, water content, water activity (a

<Insert Table>

<Insert Figure>

Significance: The results revealed that sun-drying of salted smooth-tailed trevally with 0-10% NaCl enhanced the growth of E. aerogenes and thus accelerated toxic amine formation.

P3-74  Effects of Storage Temperature on Accumulation of Histamine in Tuna Products
SUSAN MCCARTHY, Kristin Bjorndottir-Butler and Ronald A. Benner
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-DSST, Dauphin Island, AL, USA

Introduction: There have been several reports in the past decade of histamine (Hst) poisoning associated with tuna salad products. Contamination of retorted tuna could result from the introduction of Hst-producing bacteria (HPB) from the processing environment or by addition of raw ingredients. There are limited data on effects of temperature abuse on Hst accumulation in these products.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine effects of storage temperature on growth of HPB and Hst accumulation in uninoculated and inoculated plain tuna and tuna salad products and to ascertain if a food safety hazard exists.

Methods: Twenty-five g samples of plain retorted tuna and tuna salad (tuna with mayonnaise) were inoculated with high- or low-HPB and incubated at 10 °C (7 d), 18 °C (6 d), or 25 °C (3 d). Uninoculated samples were used as negative controls. Numbers (log

<Insert Table>

<Insert Figure>

Significance: Storage at 10 °C of plain tuna and tuna prepared with mayonnaise prevented growth of HPB and production of unacceptable levels (>50 ppm) of Hst. Adherence to the retail food code (storage at 4 °C) will prevent Hst poisoning associated with temperature abuse of tuna salad products and guarantee food safety.
P3-75  Isolation of Salmonella spp. and Vibrio spp. from Seafood Sold in Singapore
Yunle Huang, Reka Agoston, Leslie Phua and HYUN-GYUN YUK
National University of Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Vibrio cholerae in seafood has only recently received increased attention in Singapore since the Indian rojak (a traditional fruits and vegetable salad) outbreak in 2009. Vibrio spp. are usually the bacteriological agent of primary concern in seafood because of its wide distribution in the marine environment. Salmonella spp. are also frequently isolated from seafood, indicating cross-contamination. Thus, it is important to understand the microbiological quality of seafood for assurance of food safety.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate microbiological quality and to determine the prevalence of Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella spp. and Vibrio spp. in seafood sold in Singapore. Methods: One hundred five (43 prawn, 30 shellfish and 32 fishball) samples were collected from major supermarkets and wet markets located around Singapore. Aerobic and psychrotrophic bacterial counts were performed. For the isolation of Listeria, Salmonella spp. and Vibrio spp., the samples were enriched in the appropriate media, followed by streaking onto selective and chromogenic agars. Presumptive-positive colonies were then subjected to API and VITEK 2 for further identification. Confirmed Salmonella spp. were tested for serotyping and Vibrio spp. were tested for antibiotic resistance using the disk-diffusion assay.

Results: The aerobic and psychrotrophic bacterial counts for prawn, shellfish and fishball were in the range of 4–5 log CFU/g in a 25-g sample. No Listeria monocytogenes was isolated from the samples. One Salmonella Lexington was isolated from a thawed frozen white shell meat product and two Vibrio paraheaemolyticus strains were isolated from commercial fishball and cooked shrimp meat products. Both strains of V. paraheaemolyticus were resistant to ampicillin but sensitive to streptomycin, chloramphenicol, tetracycline and erythromycin.

Significance: The results show that seafood in Singapore has the potential to be contaminated with Vibrio and Salmonella, thus proper handling at food service establishments should be required to ensure food safety. There is also a need to implement effective control measures to prevent cross contamination during postharvesting seafood processing.

P3-76  Effect of Cryogenic Freezing on Salmonella and Listeria Recovery from Inoculated Shrimp
KATHLEEN RAJKOWSKI and Eric Bender
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: In the United States, shrimp is number one in seafood consumption. This product is usually imported frozen and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has isolated Salmonella spp. from this frozen product.

Purpose: This research was conducted to determine the effect of two cryogenic freezing protocols (time and temperature) on the recovery of Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes (LM) from inoculated shrimp and the color and texture after freezing.

Methods: Thawed shrimp were dipped in either a cocktail of Salmonella or LM to achieve a background level of 3 logs. The inoculated shrimp were frozen at -175°F (-115°C) for either 3 or 5 minutes. Recovery of the Salmonella was done on XLT-4 and LM on Palcam after 2, 9 and 21 days frozen storage at -20°C.

Results: The Salmonella or LM recovered after 2 days storage was 1 log lower than the initial inoculation on the shrimp and this recovery level remained constant for the 9 and 21 day stored sample. Texture analysis comparing the treated (frozen) and untreated shrimp showed no texture difference. The color analysis of the treated (frozen) and untreated showed no visual change.

Significance: The freezing protocols of -175°F (-115°C) for either 3 or 5 minutes had no effect on quality, whereas both cryogenic freezing times only slightly reduced the level of Salmonella or LM occurred.

P3-77  Distribution and Inactivation of a Human Norovirus Surrogate and Hepatitis A Virus in Oysters
ELBASHIR ARAUD and Jianrong Li
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: Viruses account for more than 67% of foodborne illnesses. Currently, the FDA classifies seafood as one of the highest risk foods for virus contamination. In the U.S., approximately 7.6 to 14.5 million illnesses are attributed to the consumption of seafood each year. Oysters are associated with most of these cases. However, the distribution and inactivation of viruses in oysters is poorly understood.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to compare the distribution of a human norovirus surrogate (murine norovirus, MNV-1) and hepatitis A virus (HAV) in oyster tissues and to determine the effectiveness of heating to inactivate viruses.

Methods: Oysters were cultivated in salted water containing MNV-1 or HAV. At different time points, individual oyster tissues such as gills, stomach, and muscles were isolated, and the amount of virus present was quantified by plaque assay. The effectiveness of virus inactivation by heating was determined in both cell culture medium and oysters.

Results: We systematically determined the kinetics of distribution of MNV-1 and HAV in oyster tissues. Within the first 24 hours of cultivation, high amounts of viruses were detected in the gills, but not in the stomachs or muscles. The viruses in the stomachs and muscles gradually increased after 24–48 hours of incubation. At 72 hours, the virus titer in the gills and stomachs were significantly higher than in the muscles. In medium, both MNV-1 and HAV were resistant to heat treatment (50–70°C). In oyster tissue, viruses were more difficult to inactivate. Ongoing experiments are aimed to determine the optimal temperature and holding time to effectively inactivate the viruses without significantly affecting the quality of the oyster tissue.

Significance: Our results suggest that oysters act as filters and vehicles in accumulating foodborne viruses. An optimal thermal processing condition will effectively inactivate virus contaminants and reduce oyster-associated illnesses.

P3-78  Cooking Times and Temperatures for Safe Consumption of Louisiana Blue Crabs
NICOLE W. HAZARD, J. Danielle Johnson and Marlene E. Janes
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA

Introduction: Vibrio cholerae, Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Vibrio vulnificus, Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella species are the most common bacterial causes of foodborne outbreaks associated with Louisiana blue crabs. A steady increase in foodborne illness associated with crab consumption occurring at private residences is evidence that there is a lack of scientifically-derived, consumer-focused guidelines for safe preparation of Louisiana blue crabs.

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to determine the least amount of time and temperature needed to reduce or eliminate the aforementioned bacteria from Louisiana blue crab(s) with either boiling or steaming heat treatments.
Purpose: The purpose of the study was to provide information on the effectiveness of HPP in reducing V. vulnificus illness.

Methods: Cell suspensions were grown to stationary phase (7 log \text{CFU/ml}) in T1N1 broth, pelleted cells were reconstituted in PBS and 4 ml of each strain was sealed in transfer pipets. The pipet bulbs were subjected to HPP with all combinations of the following pressures and hold times: 30,000, 40,000, 45,000, and 50,000 psi (211, 276, 310, and 345 MPa) and 5 hold times (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 min). Twenty mls of a bacterial inoculum of \text{V. vulnificus} was used to inoculate tanks containing oysters, resulting in a final concentration of ±10^5 \text{CFU/ml} seawater. After 18 hours, the oysters were placed into vacuum bags and sealed. The oysters were then subjected to the HPP parameters listed above. After HPP, the oysters were shucked, and the FDA’s BAM preferred laboratory procedures for microbiological analyses of seafoods was followed for Vibrio isolation and identification.

Results: For \text{V. p. DIE 1 2-052499}, HPP parameters of 345 MPa for 2 min and 310 MPa for 3 min both resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For TX 2103, HPP parameters of 310 MPa for 2 min, and 345 MPa for 2 min resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For ATCC 17802 from each pressure and time parameter, 17802 was inactivated using 276 MPa for 2 min, 310 MPa for 2 min and 345 MPa for 1 min all resulting in a 4.0 log reduction.

Significance: From the three most piezotolerant strains selected for in vivo assays and HPP treatments were DIE 12-052499, TX 2103, and ATCC 17802.

The purpose of the study was to provide information on the effectiveness of HPP in reducing Vibrio illness.

Methods: Cell suspensions were grown to stationary phase (7 log CFU/ml) in T1N1 broth, pelleted cells were reconstituted in PBS and 4 ml of each strain was sealed in transfer pipets. The pipet bulbs were subjected to HPP with all combinations of the following pressures and hold times: 30,000, 40,000, 45,000, and 50,000 psi (211, 276, 310, and 345 MPa) and 5 hold times (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 min). Twenty mls of a bacterial inoculum of \text{V. vulnificus} was used to inoculate tanks containing oysters, resulting in a final concentration of ±10^5 CFU/ml seawater. After 18 hours, the oysters were placed into vacuum bags and sealed. The oysters were then subjected to the HPP parameters listed above. After HPP, the oysters were shucked, and the FDA’s BAM preferred laboratory procedures for microbiological analyses of seafoods was followed for Vibrio isolation and identification.

Results: For \text{V. p. DIE 1 2-052499}, HPP parameters of 345 MPa for 2 min and 310 MPa for 3 min both resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For TX 2103, HPP parameters of 310 MPa for 2 min, and 345 MPa for 2 min resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For ATCC 17802 from each pressure and time parameter, 17802 was inactivated using 276 MPa for 2 min, 310 MPa for 2 min and 345 MPa for 1 min all resulting in a 4.0 log reduction.

Significance: From the three most piezotolerant strains selected for in vivo assays and HPP treatments were DIE 12-052499, TX 2103, and ATCC 17802.

P3-80 Effect of Antimicrobial Peptides on In Vitro and In Vivo Growth and Survival of Vibrio spp.

MELISSA K. JONES, Esther Mezhibovsky, Mitchell D. Knutson and Anita C. Wright
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

Introduction: The antimicrobial peptide (AMP) Nisin is increasingly being employed by the food industry to inhibit and/or remove gram-positive pathogens from foods. However, effectiveness of this AMP against gram-negative organisms has traditionally been limited. Fortunately, recent research has shown that application of certain chemical or physical stressors leading to increased permeability of the gram-negative outer membrane allows for AMPs to become effective against these bacteria.

Purpose: These studies examined the effectiveness of the AMPs hepcidin and Nisin with and without chemical or physical stressors against \text{V. vulnificus, V. parahaemolyticus and V. cholerae} in vitro assays and a live oyster model.

Methods: Growth inhibition of the bacteria by the two AMPs with and without EDTA or cold shock were evaluated in microtiter format and measured by changes in optical density of the AMP exposed cultures compared to controls. These same cultures were also evaluated for bacterial death by performing plate counts. A previously established oyster model was used to test the effectiveness of Nisin with and without cold shock on \text{V. vulnificus} in oysters.

Results: \text{V. vulnificus} was shown to be sensitive to hepcidin at various inocula (10^2–10^5 CFU/ml), but only at high hepcidin concentrations (50, 75 and 100μM). Nisin, when used alone, had no effect on growth or survival of the \text{Vibrio} spp. Additionally, when cultures were exposed to EDTA in conjunction with Nisin, there was no significant reduction in bacterial populations. However, concomitant cold shock and Nisin exposure resulted in a nearly 3-log reduction of the culture concentrations. The synergistic effect of cold shock and Nisin on bacterial concentration in oysters also showed some reduction of \text{V. vulnificus} numbers, but results were not as dramatic as in vitro assays.

Significance: Results from these studies offer promising potential for the application of a hurdle-type post-harvest processing treatment for oysters.

P3-79 Use of High Hydrostatic Pressure Processing on Three Human Pathogenic Strains of Vibrio parahaemolyticus in Live Gulf Coast Oysters (Cassostrea virginica)

GEORGE J. FLICK, Dianne M. Bourne and Linda A. Granata
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

Introduction: Few studies have been performed on the sensitivity of clinical \text{Vibrio parahaemolyticus} to high hydrostatic pressure processing (HPP) in Cassostrea virginica oysters. Ten clinical strains known to have caused foodborne illness outbreaks were obtained from the FDA and USDA. Phase One of the study determined the parameters that completely inactivated \text{Vibrio parahaemolyticus}, in the stationary phase, using various pressures and hold times. The second phase involved propagating the three most resistant strains, using the strains to contaminate Gulf coast shell oysters, and processing the contaminated oysters to determine the efficacy of HPP to inactivate the bacteria in oysters. The three most piezotolerant strains selected for assimilation in oysters and HPP treatments were DIE 12-052499, TX 2103, and ATCC 17802.

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to provide information on the effectiveness of HPP in reducing Vibrio illness.

Methods: Cell suspensions were grown to stationary phase (7 log \text{CFU/ml}) in T1N1 broth, pelleted cells were reconstituted in PBS and 4 ml of each strain was sealed in transfer pipets. The pipet bulbs were subjected to HPP with all combinations of the following pressures and hold times: 30,000, 40,000, 45,000, and 50,000 psi (211, 276, 310, and 345 MPa) and 5 hold times (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 min). Twenty mls of a bacterial inoculum of \text{V. vulnificus} was used to inoculate tanks containing oysters, resulting in a final concentration of ±10^5 \text{CFU/ml} seawater. After 18 hours, the oysters were placed into vacuum bags and sealed. The oysters were then subjected to the HPP parameters listed above. After HPP, the oysters were shucked, and the FDA’s BAM preferred laboratory procedures for microbiological analyses of seafoods was followed for Vibrio isolation and identification.

Results: For \text{V. p. DIE 1 2-052499}, HPP parameters of 345 MPa for 2 min and 310 MPa for 3 min both resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For TX 2103, HPP parameters of 310 MPa for 2 min, and 345 MPa for 2 min resulted in a 4.2 log reduction. For ATCC 17802 from each pressure and time parameter, 17802 was inactivated using 276 MPa for 2 min, 310 MPa for 2 min and 345 MPa for 1 min all resulting in a 4.0 log reduction.

Significance: From the three most piezotolerant strains selected for in vivo assays and HPP treatments were DIE 12-052499, TX 2103, and ATCC 17802.

Purpose: The specific objective of this study is to further characterize this 36 kDa antigenic protein for MAb 8F5 along with fish tropomyosin.

Methods: Louisiana blue crabs were inoculated with \text{L. monocytogenes} (LM F4260 CDC, Atlanta), \text{S. Typhimurium} (ATCC 14028), \text{V. cholerae} (ATCC 14035), \text{V. parahaemolyticus} (ATCC 33847), or \text{V. vulnificus} (ATCC 27562) and subjected to boiling or steaming time points with the internal temperatures recorded by ACR SmartButton® temperature loggers. After cooling, the crabs were pickled, diluted with PBS, and plated in duplicate. The agar plates were incubated overnight at 37°C and examined after 24 hours for colony growth. The results were based on the amount of bacterial log reduction of each heat treatment point.

Results: Time and temperature results were: boil one crab four minutes, cool one additional minute for a minimal internal temperature of 79.5°C (P < 0.001); steam one crab for five minutes, cool two additional minutes, for a minimal internal temperature of 57°C (P < 0.0004); boil four crabs for 10 minutes, cool five additional minutes for a minimal internal temperature of 85°C (P < 0.0001); steam four crabs for 15 minutes, cool five additional minutes for a minimal internal temperature of at least 85°C (P < 0.0001).

Significance: The results of this study will be distilled into easy and concise cooking instructions for consumers to use as a guide for safely preparing Louisiana blue crabs.
P3-82 Development of a Real-time PCR Assay for Detecting Histamine-producing Clostridium perfringens in Fish

KRISTIN BJORNSDOTTIR-BUTLER, Susan A. McCarthy, William Burkhardt and Ronald A. Benner
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-DSST, Dauphin Island, AL, USA

Introduction: Scombrotoxin (histamine) fish poisoning (SFP) is one of the most frequently reported illnesses associated with the consumption of seafood. Previous research has indicated that Clostridium perfringens may be a significant contributor to anaerobic histamine-formation in scombrotrophic fish. A real-time PCR method was developed as a rapid and specific tool to further investigate the role of this bacterium in SFP.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to develop a real-time PCR method for detecting histamine-producing (HP) C. perfringens in fish.

Methods: A primer set and a TaqMan style MGB fluorogenic probe were developed from a conserved region of the histidine decarboxylase gene of C. perfringens. The specificity of the real-time PCR assay was tested against 23 HP C. perfringens, 53 HP and 66 non-HP fish isolates.

Results: The real-time PCR assay detected all 23 HP C. perfringens isolates and none of the other 116 HP and non-HP isolates. In culture, the efficiency of the assay with/without internal amplification control was 102%. The efficiency of the assay in the presence of 0.1% peptone, fluid thioglycollate medium and a 1:10 dilution (fish tissue: 1% NaCl) of mahi-mahi (Coryphaena hippurus) or Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus).

Significance: The real-time PCR assay developed in this study is a rapid and specific tool for detection of HP C. perfringens. This assay may serve as an important tool for investigating the role of C. perfringens in anaerobic histamine formation in fish.

P3-83 An Exploratory Comparison of Knowledge Levels of Diverse Populations within a Food Safety Workshop

JENNIFER SPRABERRY, Todd M. Brashears, Alejandro Echeverry, Mark Russell and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Food safety training conducted in workshop formats is a widely accepted practice within the industry. A basic assumption of these types of workshops is that students gain knowledge during the process. Researchers evaluated similar workshops with diverse populations in order to determine if knowledge acquisition varied based on the cultural origins of the participants. Conclusions determine methods and importance of improving future training programs.

Purpose: The purpose of this experiment was to determine the relationship of participants’ knowledge and satisfaction of two pre-harvest food safety workshops with international attendees.

Methods: The data were collected from two food safety workshops. Workshop A attendees were comprised of feedlot managers. Workshop B contained members attending an international cattle conference. At the conclusion of each clinic, participants were administered a posttest analyzing knowledge gained during the presentations. In addition to the posttest, students answered a questionnaire designed to measure satisfaction.

Results: Results from the post-test were analyzed using an independent-samples t test. There were no significant differences between the two knowledge post-tests (t = 8.63, f = .03). However, from a practical standpoint, students gained more knowledge in Workshop A (M = 29.90, SD = 4.75) than in Workshop B (M = 24.12, SD = 4.26). There was a significant difference of workshop satisfaction between the two groups (t = .029 f = 5.02). Workshop participants were more satisfied with Workshop A (M = 91.47, SD = 16.24) than Workshop B (M = 69.83, SD = 22.21).

Significance: Workshop effectiveness continues to be a priority for all participants. Low performance in separate populations should be explored and corrected. Further research is needed to determine if differences in knowledge and satisfaction scores may be attributed to cultural differences between the international and U.S. participants as Workshop B had a large international population.

P3-84 Effectiveness of Educational Interventions to Improve Older Adults’ Food Safety Practices

KATHERINE M. KOSA, Sheryl Cates, Sandria Godwin, Melanie Ball and Robert E. Harrison
RTI International, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

Introduction: Older adults are at a higher risk for foodborne illness and are more likely than any other age group to experience complications, hospitalization, and death as a result of infection.

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to develop Web-based and print materials and evaluate the effectiveness of these materials at improving older adults’ food safety practices.

Methods: The study employed a randomized, controlled design with participants assigned to an intervention group (n = 148) or control group (n = 124). Participants in each group completed Web-based surveys at pre- and postintervention.

Results: Study participants preferred the print materials and found them useful, informative, and a credible source of food safety information. The intervention group significantly reduced consumption of many foods associated with foodborne illness, including cold hot dogs (P < 0.05), cold deli meats (P < 0.001), raw or undercooked meat or poultry (P < 0.001), and deli salads (P < 0.001). The control group significantly reduced consumption of raw or undercooked meat or poultry (P < 0.05). The between-group difference in change was not significant for any of the foods asked in the survey. Statistically significant changes were observed among the intervention group for proper cooking of eggs. For example, the percentage of respondents who fried eggs until both the yolk and whites were firm increased by 21% for the intervention group (from 44% to 54%, P < 0.05) and increased by 4% for the control group (from 49% to 51%, n.s.); however, the between-group difference in change was not significant.
Significance: Targeted educational interventions are needed to educate older adults about food safety. Educators can use the study findings and conclusions to improve upon or develop and deliver effective foodborne illness prevention messages targeted to older adults.

P3-85 Assessing Food Safety Practices Contributing to Food Safety Culture
Jack A. Neal, Daniel H. Henroid and MARGARET BINKLEY
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: Based on risk assessments and better understanding of factors contributing to foodborne illness outbreaks, the retail food industry should consider shifting its focus to a behavior-based food safety system. By changing employee behavior to better handle all food safety issues, restaurants will ultimately be providing safer food and may reduce the risk of foodborne disease to consumers. In this respect, it is clear that, even though a restaurant may have the best food safety standards in place, if those standards are not practiced, they are not going to be effective (Yianonas, 2008).

Purpose: The objective of this study was to identify key factors that can influence food service workers to follow the food safety regulations and create a positive food safety culture.

Methods: A convenience sample of 103 (52 men and 51 women) foodservice employees was selected. Employees were given a survey containing 49 items and asked to evaluate statements about practices related to food safety training, managers’ and employees’ commitment to food safety, food safety practices within the establishment, and employees’ food safety behavior on a Likert-type scale (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree).

Results: Results indicated that employees took responsibility for food safety in their workplace, knew both when and why to wash their hands, changed gloves when needed and understood why they needed to change them. They believed that their job performance could affect the safety of the food the customer receives. Employees reported that management took food safety seriously showed leadership by keeping employees focused on food safety and visibly showed support for food safety by role modeling appropriate food safety behaviors.

Significance: The results showed that a strong commitment from management influenced the attitudes and behavior of employees. With proper training and education, employees practice proper food safety procedures.

P3-86 Factors Affecting Worker Food Safety Behavior: A Path Analysis Approach
BRITA BALL, Anne Wilcock and Scott Colwell
University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

Introduction: Management commitment to food safety has been identified as being critical to the successful implementation and maintenance of a food safety management system. Recently, it has been shown that the relationship between management commitment to food safety and worker food safety behavior is fully mediated by other factors.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to identify and discuss specific aspects of management’s commitment to food safety and of mediating factors that predict worker food safety behavior.

Methods: Three focus group interviews and 27 in-depth interviews at nine meat establishments generated 405 pages of single-spaced verbatim transcripts which were analyzed using NVivo 8 software; field observations were conducted at 5 of the plants. The findings were used to develop a survey that was administered at four further-processing plants using single-stage cluster sampling. A path analysis was conducted on 472 surveys, which represented a response rate in excess of 91%.

Results: The path analysis identified the primary elements from the qualitative themes that have predictive capacity with respect to worker food safety behavior. Themes of leadership, food safety training, food safety program support factors, group norms, and supervision/monitoring of behavior were of particular relevance.

Significance: An understanding of the factors that are predictive of worker food safety behavior will enable interventions for improvement to be appropriately targeted.

P3-87 Evaluation of Current Food Safety Practices Used in Operating and Maintaining Hot/Cold Self Serve Bars in Retail Establishments
ANDREA E. ROWELL, Leslie D. Thompson, Christine Alvarado, Margaret Binkley and Scott Burris
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: The increasing popularity and availability of foods offered by grocery stores in hot/cold self-serve bars has created new food safety training challenges.

Purpose: To determine the efficacy of current food safety training related to the operation of hot and cold bars foods in retail by: 1) evaluating current food safety practices in the operation of self-serve food bars, and 2) determining if food safety training topics need to be emphasized or added to current training materials.

Methods: Three retail chains participated by having 15 stores within each chain observed by the investigators on 2 days (pre- and post-training) at set-up, lunch time, and closing to collect information on employee food safety practices. After the pre-training observation, managers from 8 of the 15 stores within a chain attended an eight-hour food safety training course (treatment stores), while managers from the remaining 7 stores received no additional training (control stores). Collectively, 90% of the managers that attended the training session passed the certification exam. Treatment store managers were encouraged to train their employees with the knowledge they had gained. Following the training session all stores were observed to collect post-training data.

Results: Objective one: The observational scores for the control and treatment stores were compared for both the pre-training and post-training visits. There was not a significant difference between the control and treatment stores’ scores. This indicated that the current training practices did not add any significant positive change to the stores’ performance. Objective two: The post-training scores were used to determine the food safety training needs. A minimum performance score of 75% indicated that the current food safety training practices were sufficient for that category. The categories for food temperature, utensil usage, and product handling, had post-training scores below 75% (60.24%, 74.24%, and 61.98%, correspondingly). These data indicate that training materials focused on these categories need to be developed.

Significance: Manager training did not significantly impact employee food safety practices. Improved food safety training methods and materials targeting employees need to be developed.
P3-88  Assessment of Food Safety Educational Needs and Current Practices of Front-line Grocery Food Handlers through Survey and Observational Data Collection

Lynn Ann Robertson, Benjamin Chapman, Catherine N. Cutter, Joseph Eifert, Nancy Franz, Abigail Villalba and RENEE R. BOYER
University of Illinois-Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

Purpose: The purpose of this analysis was to compare the overall mean knowledge score to a task-specific knowledge score calculated only from questions relevant to meat and poultry food-handling duties.

Methods: Of the 509 restaurant food handlers interviewed, 373 meat and poultry food handlers were included in this analysis (73%). Of 44 knowledge questions, 13 questions were specific to raw meat or poultry handling and were used to create the task-specific knowledge score.

Results: The mean task-specific knowledge score was 72% (9.4/13) (the same as the overall knowledge score mean from the entire study). Of the 244 food handlers who had ever taken a food safety training course, 35.4% (95% CI = 29.3% - 41.3%) answered that meat can be stored anywhere in a refrigerator as long as it is wrapped in plastic, 36.2% (95% CI = 30.2% - 42.2%) did not know that eating ground meat that is not completely cooked can cause bloody diarrhea, and 19.9% (95% CI = 14.9% - 24.9%) thought that it is safe to put frozen chicken breast on the counter to thaw.

Significance: Despite limiting knowledge survey questions to the ones most relevant to the duties of restaurant meat and poultry food handlers, the knowledge score for restaurant food handlers was still no greater than 72%. These results underscore the need for educational interventions for restaurant food handlers including those with a history of certification.

P3-89  Raw Meat and Poultry-specific Knowledge Gaps among Chicago Restaurant Meat and Poultry Food Handlers

PATPONG UDOMPAT, Li C. Liu and Mark S. Dworkin
University of Illinois-Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Raw meat and poultry are potentially hazardous, commonly handled and cooked foods in restaurants. A knowledge survey of restaurant food handlers (N=509) was performed in Chicago restaurants (N=159) during 2009. The overall mean knowledge score was only 72%. However, when calculating each handler’s knowledge score, inclusion of duty-unrelated food safety questions may bias results towards demonstrating lower food safety knowledge and may over represent the possible risk to the consumer.

Methods: Of the 509 restaurant food handlers interviewed, 373 meat and poultry food handlers were included in this analysis (73%). Of 44 knowledge questions, 13 questions were specific to raw meat or poultry handling and were used to create the task-specific knowledge score.

Results: The mean task-specific knowledge score was 72% (9.4/13) (the same as the overall knowledge score mean from the entire study). Of the 244 food handlers who had ever taken a food safety training course, 35.4% (95% CI = 29.3% - 41.3%) answered that meat can be stored anywhere in a refrigerator as long as it is wrapped in plastic, 36.2% (95% CI = 30.2% - 42.2%) did not know that eating ground meat that is not completely cooked can cause bloody diarrhea, and 19.9% (95% CI = 14.9% - 24.9%) thought that it is safe to put frozen chicken breast on the counter to thaw.

Significance: Despite limiting knowledge survey questions to the ones most relevant to the duties of restaurant meat and poultry food handlers, the knowledge score for restaurant food handlers was still no greater than 72%. These results underscore the need for educational interventions for restaurant food handlers including those with a history of certification.

P3-90  Lessons Learned Recruiting Restaurant Food Handlers to Participate in a Food Safety Survey: Implications for Future Research

MINDI MANES, Anne Burke, Li C. Liu and Mark S. Dworkin
University of Illinois-Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: The risk of acquiring foodborne diseases may arise from inadequate food handler knowledge and specific food handling behaviors. Developing appropriate study methods to approach the food handler population and adequately evaluate knowledge is essential.

Purpose: We determined appropriate methods to recruit and study food safety knowledge of restaurant food handlers.

Methods: We performed two survey studies. In the first, 729 food handlers from 211 restaurants in suburban Chicago, Illinois, were recruited by trained survey research employees during June 2009 through February 2010. To determine the best method to approach restaurants, initially 25 restaurants were recruited by contacting managers in-person and 25 by telephone. A 50-question survey was administered to food handlers in either English or Spanish and contained 40 food safety knowledge questions. In the second study, suburban restaurant were approached in-person by either a public health sanitarian or a university research assistant during March through May 2010 and 94 food handlers were interviewed in 33 randomly selected restaurants. Food handlers were administered the same survey instrument.

Results: Restaurant participation rates differed substantially when approached in person (70%) than when approached by telephone (63%). As a result, the remaining restaurants were approached in person by researchers. At the conclusion of the study, the participation rate was 49%. Restaurant participation rates also differed substantially when approached by public health sanitarians (65%) than when approached by research assistants (34%). However, once restaurants agreed to participate, food handler participation was nearly 100% for both methods. Restaurants preferred to be approached during the hours just after lunchtime and preceding the dinner rush (“down time”).

Significance: This study reveals best practices for recruiting restaurants for food handler food safety research. Approaching restaurants in person during “down time” was more successful. Collaboration between local health departments and food safety researchers may maximize restaurant participation in future studies.
P3-91  Evaluation of Hygienic Practices and Efficacy of an Educational Hand-washing Intervention among Restaurants in Lubbock and San Francisco

YENTE LIAO, Ann Ulmer, Alejandro Echeverry, Rachel Lacey, Margaret Binkley, Dan Henroid and Mindy Brashears
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Proper hand washing technique is considered one of the most important practices to reduce pathogen transmission and prevent cross-contamination during food preparation, specially in food-service establishments.

Purpose: To determine the efficacy of a hand washing educational intervention program on the reduction of microbial indicators on hands and evaluate the effects of environmental sanitation associated with washed hands.

Methods: Hand swabs (n = 370) from food service workers and environmental swabs (n = 185) from preparation areas were collected in 37 restaurants (fast food and casual dining) in two separate cities of the United States before and after an educational intervention on proper hand washing techniques. Environmental swabs primarily included preparation tables, faucet handles, refrigerator handles, and doors. Swab samples were plated onto Petrifilm aerobic count plates and Petrifilm E. coli/Coliform count plates to determine numbers of microbial indicators. The training, approximately 30 minutes in length, included a hand washing video together with a hands-on hand washing practices, and explanation of proper use of gloves and hand sanitizers.

Results: APC recoveries were 3.65 CFU/hand and 3.72 CFU/hand (P = 0.3597), while coliform loads were 0.2 CFU/hand and 0.27 CFU/hand (P = 0.3162) in pre-training and post-training groups, respectively. Additionally, food workers in the San Francisco restaurants harbored significantly higher APC in comparison to those in Lubbock (P < 0.0001); furthermore, food workers in the casual dining restaurants had significantly higher APC (0.21 log CFU/hand) than those in the fast food restaurants (P = 0.0067). With regard to environmental swabs, faucet handles had the highest APC and coliform counts, with 8.69 and 4.66 log CFU/handle, respectively.

Significance: This study indicates that an educational intervention may not significantly reduce the total microbial indicators on food workers’ hands in Lubbock and San Francisco. However, hands may become contaminated from environmental areas carrying high microbial loads rather than a result of improper hand washing.

P3-92  Development of a Food Safety Social Marketing Campaign

JULIE A. ALBRECHT, Ruth Litchfield, Christopher Weishaar, Katie James, Carol J. Larvick, Carol Schwarz, Cindy Brison and Jan Temple
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA

Introduction: Children have a higher risk for foodborne illness compared to adults due to their underdeveloped immune system, lower body weight and lower control over meal preparation. Focus groups and a survey examining food handling beliefs, knowledge, and practices based on the Health Belief Model indicated families with young children were unsure/unaware of leftover food safety.

Purpose: To develop a food safety social marketing campaign based on results of focus groups and survey conducted with families with children.

Methods: Based on USDA-recommended storage time for leftovers, a slogan was developed: 4 Day Throw Away. A mascot, a large red number 4, was created and was the main character who conveyed the 4 Day Throw Away message. Social marketing drove the development of the campaign. Traditional media (press releases, radio PSAs) and #4 appearances at grocery stores were conducted. Magnets with the slogan and website were given to the targeted audience. Posters were developed and distributed with tear-off sheets that directed people to a website for additional information. The website (4daythrowaway.com) contains four videos with interactive polling, and food safety myths. In the videos, the mascot helps families understand the importance of using leftovers within 4 days or throwing the items away. Evaluation methods include website metrics and qualitative data from #4 appearances.

Results: Website visits from traditional media sources (news releases, TV and in-store appearances) were 436 for the first four weeks of the campaign and continue to increase. People are surprised at the four day message, ask specific questions about food storage and indicate throwing food items away.

Significance: To reach young audiences with important information on food safety topics, unique (non-traditional) methods are needed. This traditional social marketing campaign incorporated a website to disseminate a food safety message to the targeted audience.

P3-93  Watching the People Who Watch Your Kids: Observation of Childcare Workers’ Hand Washing Frequency and Quality

EWEN C. TODD, Maria K. Lapinski, Jenn Anderson and Alicia B. Shugart
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: There is a high rate of infectious illness in public child care centers, which are attended by approximately 3.74 million children in the United States per year. Infrequent and non-hand washing behaviors among childcare workers increases the risk of transmission of Shigella sonnei, norovirus and foodborne illnesses to children, which cause diarrhea and gastrointestinal illnesses.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to observe current hand washing practices among childcare center workers in order to determine intervention points to improve hand hygiene and food safety.

Methods: Childcare workers’ hand washing procedures were observed during normal working hours in N = 21 childcare centers in a large mid-Western city. Opportunities for hand washing were determined a priori based on national accreditation standards. Observers noted the frequency and thoroughness with which workers washed their hands in these opportunities. Fourteen opportunity types were observed including diaper-changing, before and after food preparation, after contact with bodily fluid and others.

Results: Hand washing opportunities (N = 1177) were observed in N = 47 rooms across N = 21 centers. Compliance was greatest for diaper changing (66.7%); pre-food preparation compliance was 29.5%. On average, workers washed their hands in 40% of the specified opportunities. When workers did wash their hands, they washed for an average of 9.56 seconds, and used soap 78.7% of the time, typically scrubbed the fronts and backs of their hands; after washing, workers dried their hands 34% of the time.

Significance: This study demonstrates that hand washing compliance among childcare workers is lacking, similar to that in the food service and health care industries. Persuasive communication interventions are needed to increase hand washing frequency and thoroughness in order to prevent the spread of foodborne illness to children, parents, and other childcare workers.
P3-94 Implementation and Assessment of Interactive Food Safety Educational Materials in Secondary Science

ADRIENNE E. SHEARER, Sue Snider and Kalmia E. Kniel
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: New food safety education materials were developed and introduced to secondary science educators through a workshop in the first phase of this two-phase study. The ready-to-implement interactive materials included a presentation on food microbiology, case studies on foodborne illness outbreak investigations, a video on laboratory principles for detection and identification of foodborne microorganisms, web-based games, and other supporting resources.

Purpose: For the second phase of this study, the food safety materials were evaluated for implementation ease in the classroom and impact on student knowledge.

Methods: Five teachers of high school microbiology/biology, emerging diseases, agriscience, advanced foods, or college microbiology agreed to participate in the implementation study. Teachers agreed to implement at least two components of the educational materials, administer a student test before and after use of the materials, and complete a questionnaire on ease of implementation. The 50-question student test format was multiple choice or true/false and covered topics in food microbiology, microbial detection and control, regulatory issues, and safe food handling practices. The teacher feedback questionnaire consisted of 20 questions to rate the materials on a 5-point scale on quality, ease of implementation with existing curriculum, and student enthusiasm.

Results: Of the materials provided, the introductory presentation on food microbiology and illness surveillance and the case studies on outbreak investigations were the most commonly implemented. Teachers rated the materials good to excellent on all measures of quality, implementation ease, and student interest. An increase in correct student responses to more than 60% of test questions was observed after exposure to the educational materials as compared to prior to pre-test results.

Significance: Food safety educational materials centered on surveillance and investigation of foodborne illness outbreaks were readily implemented into the existing curriculum and positively impacted student familiarity and interest in microbiological food safety.

P3-95 Integration of Molecular Pathogen Detection Technology into an Undergraduate Food Science Curriculum—A Pilot Study

HALEY F. OLIVER, Levon T. Esters, Emily McKenzie, Martin Wiedmann and Kendra K. Nightingale
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

Introduction: As the need for accurate, rapid pathogen detection methods increases, the food industry has begun utilizing molecular-based detection methods to verify safe products. There is a significant need to prepare students in food science curricula with the skills necessary to execute and evaluate these modern testing methods thus enhancing food safety.

Purpose: The goal of this study was to introduce Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and PCR-based methods of foodborne pathogen detection into the undergraduate Food Science curricula at Purdue University.

Methods: This study was implemented into concurrent food microbiology laboratory and lecture courses for a two-week period. Outcome-based learning objectives were defined prior to instruction. Pre- and post-instruction assessments were administered to quantify learning gains. Throughout this study, attendance was recorded and small group activities were implemented to encourage class participation. Students were asked to voluntarily complete a Student Assessment of Learning Gains (SALG) survey online aimed to assess their impression of their learning gains.

Results: A total of 54 (93.1%; n=57) students attended at least 80% of the lectures. Lecture evaluation scores significantly increased from an average of 30.5% at pre-assessment to 80.9% post-assessment (n=56 students; P<0.01); 94.8% of students demonstrated improvement. Similarly, there was a significant difference in laboratory pre-assessment scores from an average of 19.8% to 54.3% (n=39 students; P<0.01) where 82.1% of students improved. Based on SALG outcomes, 84% (44/52) of students expressed moderate to great enthusiasm for the topic, 75% (38/50) expressed interest in taking additional courses, and 83% (42/50) considered PCR and molecular-based detection technologies important to the food industry.

Significance: This study demonstrates successful integration of PCR-based detection methods in undergraduate food science curriculum and indicates it may be a valuable tool to recruit and train undergraduate students for food safety careers in industry.

P3-96 Real Raw Milk Facts: An Innovative Evidence-based Food Safety Website

MICHELE JAY-RUSSELL, William Marler, Katherine Feldman, Michael Payne, Patti Waller and Ronald H. Schmidt
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Despite public health warnings, the demand for raw (unpasteurized) milk appears to be increasing, especially among consumers interested in “health foods.” In 2009, the International Association for Food Protection (IAFP) and the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) each sponsored groundbreaking symposia addressing science, policy, and legal issues regarding raw milk consumption and sales.

Purpose: There is an urgent need for improved communication strategies to the public, media, and lawmakers regarding the risks and benefits of raw milk consumption. The Internet is used increasingly by the public to research health-related topics. We noted that an Internet search on “raw milk” produced conflicting and confusing information weighted heavily toward raw milk advocacy groups. To address this imbalance, we created an innovative evidence-based website, www.realarmilkfacts.com, that specifically targets consumers likely to seek raw dairy products.

The website serves as a clearinghouse for factual raw milk-related informational materials.

Methods: The website was built using the WordPress publishing platform; the Google Analytics tool was used to track statistics on daily number of visitors to the site. The content was developed through input from diverse professionals including food safety scientists, public health officials, legal experts, and social scientists. Data were compiled regarding outbreaks and illnesses resulting from milk consumption and scientific studies describing the risks and benefits of raw milk consumption. A set of frequently asked questions was developed with feedback from raw milk consumers. Video testimonials of families severely affected by raw milk-related illness were posted on the website to “put a face” on the risks of raw milk consumption.

Results: The website was launched on April 15, 2010, simultaneous with a major raw milk article in USA Today. The number of visits peaked at 1,811 on the launch date. A total of 37,439 visits have been logged through January 18, 2011, with an average of 138 per day. Real Raw Milk Facts Dot Com is consistently on the first or second page in a “raw milk” Google search.

Significance: Outbreaks and illnesses linked to consumption of contaminated raw dairy products are an ongoing public health problem. Our website presents important factual information on raw milk risks and benefits in an easily accessible format designed to inform consumers most likely to seek out raw dairy products. The website may serve as a model in using the internet for other food safety education efforts. The evidence-based food safety educational website developed in a public-private collaboration following IAFP and AVMA raw milk symposia, has been successful. In the future, we will further expand our outreach by using social networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook in conjunction with the website.
P3-97  Development of Comprehensive Risk Reduction Protocols to Enhance the Microbiological Quality and Safety of Artisan Cheeses
DENNIS D’AMICO, Marc J. Druart, Errol Groves and Catherine W. Donnelly
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, USA

Purpose: The Vermont Institute for Artisan Cheese provided on-on-one technical assistance to small-scale Vermont artisan cheese makers to develop comprehensive risk reduction protocols.

Methods: Detailed documentation of the facility and traffic patterns was used to develop environmental monitoring plans. Sponge samples were collected from target areas and analyzed for presence of Listeria spp. species. Results were used to develop corrective actions and procedures to prevent pathogen reentry and cross-contamination. Comprehensive review of the complete cheese making process was conducted and samples of raw milk, curds, whey and finished cheese were collected for physicochemical and microbiological analysis. All samples were screened for Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella, Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Staphylococcus aureus.

Results: Seventeen of the 34 (50%) eligible businesses participated. S. aureus was the most common pathogen isolated from samples. No Listeria spp. or Salmonella spp. were detected in any of the milk samples tested. E. coli O157:H7 was isolated from one milk sample as well as the final product manufactured from that milk. A total of 326 environmental sites were initially tested with 28 and 3 positive for Listeria spp. and L. monocytogenes, respectively.

Significance: Data from follow-up visits verified that implementation of recommendations and corrective actions aided in the elimination and control of the Listeria spp. Survey responses indicated that the program increased producer awareness of quality and safety issues and helped businesses to better understand and manage these risks.

P3-98  Consumer Response to New Methods of Washing Produce
CAITLIN R. HICKEY
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Since foodborne illness has been linked to fresh produce, some consumers are interested in what they can do at home to increase food safety. One risk reduction strategy is to adequately wash produce. Washing with ozonated or electrolyzed water has reduced bacteria levels for some items in laboratory settings.

Methods: Consumer attitudes were explored through focus groups (n=10) of 100 consumers conducted in Northern California in 2010. Attitudes were analyzed by content analysis using Xsight while response to key questions were quantified using a Likert scale.

Results: Concern about produce safety was moderate, 3.2 (1=Very Unconcerned and 5=Very Concerned), with some consumers highly concerned and others viewing foodborne outbreaks related to produce as rare. Participants were given a brief written description of each water treatment which included how the process worked and information on safety. Most participants were comfortable with the new technologies and considered them safe, but would not purchase the units for themselves. Likelihood to purchase the ozonated water generator was 3.5 and the electrolyzed water generator was 4.5 (1=very likely, 5=very unlikely). Participants believed that water preparation would add an unnecessary step to food preparation and the units were too expensive, large and cumbersome. Many would consider this approach in the future if the systems were more user-friendly and fast-acting. Participants did support use of an advanced washing system in foodservice.

Significance: This study suggests that consumers are unlikely to embrace an approach that requires them to deviate from their traditional food handling practices. Preparing a special solution and soaking produce even for a few minutes was considered too time consuming.

P3-99  Effectiveness of Food Safety Training Video for Volunteers in Faith-based Organizations
JUNEHEE KWON, Dojin Ryu, Lisa Zottarelli, Yee Ming Lee and Pei Liu
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA

Purpose: This study explores consumer awareness of food safety issues related to produce, assesses interest in learning about produce washing techniques, and measures response to washing with ozonated or electrolyzed water produced by commercial equipment.

Methods: Consumer attitudes were explored through focus groups (n=10) of 100 consumers conducted in Northern California in 2010. Attitudes were analyzed by content analysis using Xsight while response to key questions were quantified using a Likert scale.

Results: After watching the training video, the average attitude score increased significantly (4.96 ± 0.38 vs. 5.25 ± 0.46, P<0.001). More specifically, participants’ perceived barriers toward food safety training were reduced after watching video (3.46 ± 1.10 vs. 3.08 ± 1.15). Prior to training, participants lacked food safety knowledge related to proper storage (3.05 of 6.0), handwashing (9.55 of 13.0), food acquisition (1.93 of 3.0), proper cooking (1.70 of 3.0), and personal hygiene (2.14 of 5.0). After watching the video, food safety knowledge scores improved significantly (all P<0.001). The total knowledge score improved from 18.38 ± 4.35 to 24.39 ± 3.62 (t = -24.62, P<0.001).

Significance: Results were not significantly different based on gender, age, and education levels indicating the program is effective across different demographic groups. FBO leaders and food safety educators may use this program to train non-professional volunteers and FBO members to improve their food safety knowledge for evacuation shelter operations and other congregational functions.
P3-100 Consumer Use and Understanding of Preparation Instructions for Prepared, But Not Ready-to-Eat Meat and Poultry Products
SHERYL CATES, Katherine M. Kosa, Rosalyn Murphy-Jenkins, Jeff Canavan, Sally Jones and Murray Penner
RTI International, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

Introduction: Consumers are increasingly relying on prepared, but not ready-to-eat (NRTE) meat and poultry products because they are convenient, quick, and easy. Recent foodborne illness outbreaks suggest that some consumers are not properly preparing these foods to ensure food safety.

Purpose: To understand consumers’ use and understanding of preparation instructions for frozen, NRTE meat and poultry products.

Methods: We conducted 11 focus groups with consumers in five U.S. cities. The groups were segmented by at-risk population (e.g., parents of children less than 5 years old and adults aged 60 and older).

Results: Some participants do not distinguish among different products and/or brands and have the misperception that all frozen meat and poultry products are ready-to-eat (RTE) and do not require cooking for safety. Most participants always read preparation instructions when preparing a product for the first time, and many participants believe that it is important to follow these instructions to ensure the quality of the finished product. Regarding labeling statements such as “pull back film and stir” and “let stand in the microwave,” many participants do not understand that the purpose of the instructions is to ensure food safety and do not always follow the instructions word for word. Most participants do not follow instructions regarding making adjustments to microwave cooking time because they do not know the wattage of their microwave or believe the stated cooking time is sufficient. Most participants do not use a food thermometer to check the doneness of frozen food products, but instead rely on past experience and their senses to determine doneness.

Significance: The focus group findings suggest the need for consumer education or labeling changes to motivate consumers to properly follow preparation instructions to ensure food safety, and thus help reduce foodborne illness from consumption of prepared, but NRTE meat and poultry products.

P3-101 Effects of Storage Practices on Microbiological Quality of Irrigation Water from Two Community Gardens
Alex Frederick, FUR-CHI CHEN, Sandria Godwin, Rick Stone and Deborah Long
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN, USA

Introduction: Community gardens provide educational opportunities and alternative food sources for the neighboring families. Educating community farmers of Good Agricultural Practices will enhance safety of their products.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of storage conditions on the microbiological quality of creek water used to irrigate the crops by two community gardens.

Methods: Samples of irrigation water from two independent community gardens were collected from the field storage tanks. The same water samples were also stored in laboratory and greenhouse environments. Coliform and E. coli counts, pH, temperature and carbon dioxide of the water samples were continually monitored for two weeks. The experiments were repeated for four subsequent cycles.

Results: The temperatures of water stored in the greenhouse were on average 7.2 °C higher than water in the field storage tanks and 9.4 °C higher than water stored in the laboratory. In general, the pH of water increased 1.1 and carbon dioxide concentration decreased 1.2 mg/L over the experiment periods. The increase of water pH was significantly less (0.6) in the laboratory compared to other locations. The average initial coliform count was 890 CFU/100 mL and the average minimum days required to reach a safety threshold of 100 CFU/100 mL were 7 days in the field tanks and in the laboratory and 4 days in the greenhouse. The decrease of E. coli count followed similar trends.

Significance: Higher temperature and direct sunlight had significant impacts on the survival of coliform bacteria. Storage time was crucial in reducing bacteria contamination in irrigation water. A recommendation was made to these community farmers to store water at least a week in the field tanks before use for irrigation.

P3-102 Consumer Attitudes toward Food Safety in Asian and Mexican Restaurants
LOUISE E. LEE, Christine M. Bruhn and Amarat H. Simonne
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Dining out is a frequent activity for most Americans. Ethnic restaurants like Chinese and Mexican are the most sought after dining experience after American cuisine. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) foodborne outbreak data from 1990–2000 shows an increase of foodborne outbreaks from ethnic restaurants.

Purpose: This study was designed to explore consumers’ perception of restaurant food safety and attitudes toward ethnic restaurants. This information can be used to guide ethnic restaurant owners in being more aware of their customers’ needs.

Methods: Focus groups and an online survey were conducted to explore consumer perceptions of restaurant food safety and attitudes toward ethnic restaurants. Questions were designed to explore consumer awareness of food safety issues, concerns for dining in ethnic food establishments, opinions on current food safety practices in restaurants, and suggestions on how to improve food safety practices.

Results: Twenty-seven Californians participated in focus groups, and volunteers in California and Florida, N=994, completed an internet survey. While respondents noted that they only dine at restaurants where they trust the food, Mexican restaurants scored higher in food safety confidence than Asian restaurants. Consumers believe that kitchen cleanliness is the most important factor influencing safety followed by restroom cleanliness and cooking temperature. People believe all restaurant employees should be trained in food safety, restaurant inspections should be frequent and unannounced, and the government should be more active in protecting consumers.

Significance: Food safety is an underlying factor in restaurant selection and continued patronage. Alerting restaurant employees to consumer attitudes through food safety training courses and elsewhere could help ethnic restaurant respond to consumer expectations and build customer loyalty.
P3-104 In-home Observation of Consumer Use of Food Thermometers to Measure Endpoint Temperature of Ground Beef Patties

SANDY M. MCCURDY, Tiffani Zemmer-Nalivka and Courtney Staszak
University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, USA

Introduction: Proper use of a food thermometer to determine doneness in ground beef patties is considered the only reliable method to ensure patties have reached a safe temperature. However, only 15% of consumers use a food thermometer to judge doneness of hamburgers. Motivating and educational materials are needed to increase the number of consumers who use a food thermometer correctly to safely cook ground beef patties.

Methods: Consumers were recruited via flyers placed in public areas. Volunteers (25) participated in a video-taped in-home interview in which they formed two patties from bulk ground beef and cooked the patties sequentially according to their normal practice. Patty temperature was measured by the participants with a food thermometer (dial-type with one dial, digital with the other) when they judged cooking to be complete. A researcher verified patty temperature with a thermocouple. Participants were also asked about thermometer use and answered a short questionnaire.

Results: Fourteen men and 11 women formed patties averaging 111 g (± 32 g) in size (range 56 to 194 g) from a 500 g package of bulk ground beef and cooked the patties for an average of 8 min 50 s (± 2 min 15 s) (range 3 min 23 s to 13 min 28 s). When measuring patty temperature, few consumers inserted the thermometer through the side (dial = 8, digital = 9) or at an angle (dial and digital = 12). Dial thermometer readings averaged 19 °C (± 16 °C) lower than the thermocouple measurement of patty temperature, indicating the 5 cm sensing area had not been fully inserted. For digital thermometers (1.3 cm sensing area), the difference was only 4°C (± 5°C). According to the thermocouple measurement of patty temperature, 58% did not reach the safe endpoint of 71.1 °C. Prior to the interviews, three-quarters of the participants had not considered using a thermometer to check doneness of hamburgers.

Significance: Educational materials to encourage consumer use of thermometers with ground beef patties should emphasize the requirement to insert the entire sensing area of a dial thermometer stem into the patty. Since both dial and digital thermometers are widely available to consumers, manufacturers should clearly indicate the temperature sensing area of the stem and provide clear instructions for use.

P3-105 Addressing Food Technologists Shortages in South Wales Using Bursary Placement Scheme

LEANNE ELLIS
University of Wales Institute-Cardiff, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Introduction: The Global food industry is facing a sharp decline in the number of food scientists and technologists whose innovative work on product development is vital. The Sector Skills Council for Food and Drink found that 20% of food and drink manufacturers in Wales currently employ Food Scientists and Technologists (FSTs) (estimated at 114 FSTs). Two thirds of Welsh FST employers consider there to be a shortage in supply to these occupations and there has been an increase in demand in the last 3 years which is expected to continue in the future.

Purpose: One of the Food Industry Skills Project (FISP) objectives is to address the shortages of Food Scientists and Technologists in Wales.

Methods: The scheme was piloted in 2 companies in South Wales, both of which had a supported graduate each for 3 months during the summer period. Both placements were in the quality department and both undergraduates had a clear set of objectives to work to and achieve. The steering group came up with the idea of a bursary placement scheme to help fill some of these gaps in the short term. The scheme is designed to: 1. Up-skill and prepare food technology undergraduates for the sector and a food environment facilitating the transition from studying Food Science and Technology to applying learning to the workplace. 2. Support food industry with quality or technical issues. The scheme provides a structured support system of knowledge and expertise for the company including coordinated prearranged meetings to monitor and guarantee the desired end result.

Results: The scheme resulted in the development of a new product in Company A and an improved food safety management system in Company B. Both companies have signed up to the scheme for 2011. Both students demonstrated clear learning outcomes from the placement and are looking forward to another summer placement before graduating.

Significance: This is an improvement to the way placements used to work, plus it allows us to assist companies with technical and quality issues more effectively. The scheme is set to achieve a minimum of 6 placements during the summer of 2011 and subsequently 12 placements in 2012.
P3-106 Characterization of a Thermally Stable Amylase for Use as a Time-temperature Indicator (TTI)

BHARGAVI KANNEGANTI
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Enzyme-based Time Temperature Indicators (TTIs) have proven to be a feasible and reliable tool for validation and optimization of pasteurization processes. Several enzymes have been characterized on basis of heat inactivation kinetics and shown to have Z-values in same range as those of bacterial spores.

Purpose: The main objective of this study is to characterize the kinetic properties of a thermally resistant amylase produced by the hyperthermophilic organism Pyrococcus furiosus and compare the activity with widely recognized test organisms.

Methods: Dried amylase preparations isolated from P. furiosus were provided by Unilever Inc. Enzyme was resuspended in a buffer solution with 0.4 mM EDTA at pH 6.0 for testing. Activity of this treated enzyme was determined using a commercial starch (Phadebas) at 80 °C. Vm and Kmax were determined by varying substrate concentrations. Thermal resistance was determined by treatment at three different temperatures 119 °C, 121 °C, 125 °C for 3, 6, 9, and 12 min.

Results: Measured rates of reaction resulted in a Vmax= 7.6745 and Km= 6.8775. D values of enzyme were as follows: D119 = 18.76 min, D121 = 7.95 min, and at D125 = 5.02 min. The published D value for Clostridium botulinum spores at 121.1 °C is reported to be 3 min.

Significance: Understanding the kinetic properties of this thermally stable enzyme along with its D-values will allow its use as a TTI in place of currently used TTIs such as Geobacillus stearothermophilus. Use of an enzyme-based TTI instead of a microorganism can significantly reduce the time and expense of validation and optimization of thermal processes.

P3-107 Develop a Practical HACCP Implementation Model for SMEs through Knowledge Transfer (Extension) in Line with BRC Global Standard for Food Safety

HELEN R. TAYLOR
University of Wales Institute-Cardiff, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Introduction: One of the most serious issues facing the industry is the sharp decline in the number of food scientists and technologists whose innovative work on food safety and HACCP implementation is vital. The Sector Skills Council for Food and Drink found that 20% of food and drink manufacturers in Wales currently employ Food Scientists and Technologists (FSTs) (estimated at 114 FSTs). Two thirds of Welsh FST employers consider there to be a shortage in supply to these occupations and there has been an increase in demand in the last 3 years which is expected to continue in the future.

Purpose: To address this issue, University of Wales Institute Cardiff has been given the opportunity to offer flexible knowledge transfer partnerships or ‘extensions’ to assist SMEs in achieving a number of technical improvements to the business by building tri-partnerships with a food graduate, a group of experts and a food business utilizing this relationship to apply knowledge and expertise.

Methods: Over the past 2 years the knowledge transfer experts have developed a method to effectively implement HACCP studies and plans in line with the British Retail Consortium (BRC) Global Standard for Food Safety (issue 5). This applied model is a concise, structured, systematic, comprehensive manual within which a company (with the support of a partnership) can implement the Codex Alimentarius HACCP Principles, cross referenced with the BRC Standard. The model allows for individual company interpretation and flexibility with a thorough, fully implemented and maintained structure to their food safety management system.

Results: The model and its key elements were successfully implemented into more than 10 companies across food sectors such as meat, bakery, fruit juice, ice cream, ready meals and fermented meats. The program has resulted in a reduction in the number of food graduates leaving the geographical area with a consequential impact on food business operations.

Significance: The financial impact and knowledge exchange outputs delivered by this program will be presented in the form of case studies at the presentation.

P3-108 Food Regulations: What a Beginning 105 Years Ago? An Educational Primer Import and Export Mandates

HELEN M. BARELA and Todd M. Brashear
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, USA

Introduction: Food safety regulations and legislation have been put in place to protect consumers and guide producers. However, an extensive amount of information exists throughout varied resources and can be time consuming to find, along with adding to confusion for consumers about which agency is responsible for which mandate, and how food safety regulatory agencies interact. To add to this dimension of confusion, minimal understanding exists about inter-workings of international and domestic food safety regulations.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to clarify and educate persons about historical (circa 1906) and recent food regulations. This educational informational study will provide an organized synopsis for practitioners and consumers to better understand existing regulations in the food safety industry. A primary focus is on importation and exportation regulations.

Methods: An in-depth synthesis of literature on domestic and international mandates was conducted from credible sources: governmental agency websites, business law and food safety law references. Educational methodologies are used to organize and convey information for consumers and practitioners.

Results: Regulation exists on multiple levels. A marking point in food safety legislation of the United States (U.S.) can be seen as early as 1906 with the Pure Food and Drug Act, and the 1906 Meat Inspection Act. The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (1938) in relation to adulterated food states: “shipment, distribution and sale of adulterated food, and false mislabeling of food, is prohibited.” Several Amendments were made to this act, the Food Additives Amendment (1958), Color Additives Amendment (1960) and Animal Drug Amendment (1968). Legislation and amendments have provided consumer protection to ensure no adulterated food is allowed for sale and distribution, and proper labeling. U.S. and international countries have varying legislation requirements/allowances. Importing food into the U.S. can be an extensive process, while exporting foods can be conducted with an “export exemption.” The U.S. federal agencies that have a major role in regulation of imported foods are discussed. These agencies’ food jurisdiction responsibilities and interactions in cross-national situations are also discussed.

Significance: This study is timely and based on the theme of the 100 year Anniversary of the International Association for Food Protection. This study provides a convenient and relevant primer for informing consumers and practitioners of vital historical strides and policy inter-workings that have proved valuable to our improving food safety worldwide.
P3-109 Fate of *Salmonella* spp. and *Listeria monocytogenes* in Nine Different Types of Minimally Processed Vegetables
ANDERSON S. SANT’ANA, Mariza Landgraf, Maria Teresa Destro and Bernadette D. Franco
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: A significant increasing trend has been observed in the last two decades linking the occurrence of foodborne disease and fresh produce (FP). *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* (L.m.) are two of the pathogens challenging the microbiological safety of FP.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the fate of *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* in different types of minimally processed vegetables (MPV) stored at different temperature conditions.

Methods: Nine different MPV (escarole, collard greens, cabbage, spinach, arugula, carrot, lettuce and yasikosa) testing negative for both pathogens were acquired from retail in São Paulo, Brazil. Triplicate packs (25 g) of each MPV were inoculated at 10^2 CFU/g with a cocktail of five strains of *Salmonella* spp. (two *S. Typhimurium, S. enterica* O:47:H4, z23,:) *S. Infantis* and *S. Concord*) and *L. m.* (1/2b and 4b) and packed using modified atmosphere (5% CO2, 15% O2 and 80% N2). Packs were stored at I= 100% of the shelf life (6 days)/7°C; II= 30% at 7°C and 70% at 15°C, III=100% at 15°C. *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* were enumerated in the beginning and at the end of storage using MLCC and Oxford agars, respectively (LOD: 10^1 CFU/g). Two different trials were performed and results expressed the difference (γ) between initial (No) and final (NF) populations.

Results: Both pathogens grew on all MPV, except cabbage and carrots. An increase in γ ≥ 1 log CFU/g was observed only at conditions II and III. The best substrates for the growth of *L. monocytogenes* were collard greens (γ ≥ 1 log CFU/g) and arugula (γ ≥ 2 log CFU/g) at conditions II and III. Escarole and arugula represented the best substrates for growth of *Salmonella* (γ ≥ 2 log CFU/g), at all storage conditions.

Significance: The knowledge of the fate of *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* in different types of MPV under different storage scenarios is relevant to gather information on their behavior and will be useful to improve MPV safety.

P3-110 Fate of *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes* on Fresh-cut Celery
JOSHUA P. VANDAMM, Lisseth G. Proano, Linda J. Harris, Donald W. Schaffner and Michelle D. Danyluk
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

Introduction: Fresh-cut celery is considered ready to eat without any further consumer preparation. *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes* have been reported on fresh-cut celery. Little is known about the impact of consumer handling practices on the fate of these pathogens in this product.

Purpose: Our objective was to determine the fate of *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* on fresh-cut celery under different storage conditions.

Methods: A cocktail of rifampicin-resistant *Salmonella* or nalidixic acid-resistant *L. monocytogenes* was spot inoculated onto either the cut or uncut celery surface at a level of ca. 3 log CFU/g. Samples were stored in either sealed zipper-top plastic bags or sealed polyethylene containers at 4, 12, or 22°C for up to 7 days. Samples were homogenized and pathogens enumerated on non-selective and selective agar supplemented with an antibiotic.

Results: *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* populations decreased over 7 days at 4°C, under all conditions, by ca. 1 log CFU/g (0.1-0.2 log CFU/g/day reductions) and 1–2 log CFU/g (0.1–0.3 log CFU/g/day reductions), respectively. *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* populations remained stable at ca. 3.0 to 3.5 log CFU/g for 7 days at 12°C under all conditions. All *Salmonella* populations increased by ca. 1.5–2 log CFU/g over 48 h at 22°C, under all conditions, with the greatest growth (2.1 log CFU/g) observed on the cut surface of samples stored in polyethylene containers. *L. monocytogenes* populations remained stable ca. 3 log CFU/g for 48 h at 22°C, under all conditions.

Significance: When held under refrigerated temperatures, *Salmonella* and *L. monocytogenes* do not grow on fresh-cut celery. *Salmonella*, but not *L. monocytogenes*, has the potential to grow on temperature-abused fresh-cut celery, especially if inoculated onto the cut surface.

P3-111 Fate of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 and *Salmonella* spp. on Fresh-cut Watermelon Stored at 4 and 23°C
LORETTA M. FRIEDRICH, Di Li, Linda J. Harris, Donald W. Schaffner and Michelle D. Danyluk
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

Introduction: Fresh-cut watermelon is considered ready to eat and does not require additional preparation by the consumer. However typical consumer-handling practices may have an effect on pathogen growth and survival.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to quantify the impacts of storage times, temperature, storage container type and covering of cut watermelon on the fate of *Salmonella* and *E. coli* O157:H7.

Methods: Whole watermelons were cut into flesh cubes or triangular wedges with the rind intact. Twenty gram samples were weighed into either zipper-top plastic bags or polyethylene containers. A five-strain cocktail of rifampicin-resistant *Salmonella* or *E. coli* O157:H7 was spot inoculated at 10^4 CFU/ml onto exocarp (green rind), thick exocarp (white rind) or mesocarp (pink flesh). Containers were left open, closed with a lid, or covered with plastic wrap and stored at 4 or 23°C. Pathogens were enumerated at intervals up to 7 days, after homogenizing the watermelon and plating onto tryptic soy agar supplemented with rifampicin. DMFit software was used to quantify pathogen growth rate.

Results: *E. coli* O157:H7 and *Salmonella* grew rapidly on all wet, cut watermelon surfaces at 23°C, with most growth rates falling in the range of 0.20–0.30 log CFU/h regardless of packaging. Neither pathogen grew at 4°C, regardless of inoculation site or storage conditions. When inoculated on the rind and stored in open containers, bacterial populations declined. However, when stored in covered containers *Salmonella* and *E. coli* O157:H7 grew at 0.45 and 0.29 log CFU/h, respectively and both reached a final population level of 10^6 CFU/g.

Significance: Maintaining fresh-cut watermelon at refrigeration temperature, regardless of storage conditions, prevents growth of foodborne pathogens on watermelon flesh. Storage of cut watermelon wedges in open containers prevents pathogen growth on the rind but not the flesh at ambient temperatures.

P3-112 Behavior of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in Packaged Spinach after Exposure to Sodium Hypochlorite
Yin Lu, ARELLETT G. SHAZER, Karl Reineke, Yoonseok Song and Mary L. Tortorello
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-NCFST, Summit Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: Leafy greens have been associated with multiple outbreaks of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 (EC) infection in recent years. More information is needed on how EC is able to survive during post-harvest processes, including sanitizing washes with sodium hypochlorite.

Purpose: To evaluate EC survival during storage of packaged spinach after exposure of cells to sodium hypochlorite.
Methods: A green fluorescent protein-expressing strain of EC was exposed to a sub-lethal concentration of sodium hypochlorite (1 ppm) for 30 s at ambient temperature. Control cells were treated in phosphate buffer. Spinach (100 g) was inoculated with chlorine-treated or control cells at 4–5 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$ CFU/ml and then added to packages prepared from micro-perforated and non-perforated films to obtain high-oxygen (20%O$_2$/3%CO$_2$) and low-oxygen (0%O$_2$/15%CO$_2$) atmospheres, respectively. The packages were stored at 4°C or 15°C for 14 days. EC populations in triplicate packages were quantified by plate counts of fluorescent colonies at 4-5 sampling points during the 14-day storage. The data were analyzed by DMFit and Microfit to demonstrate the growth curve and kinetics.

Results: At 4°C, EC populations showed reduction rates of 0.055 and 0.020 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/ml per day for the high- and low-oxygen packages, respectively, during the 14-day storage. At 15°C, EC populations increased in the low-oxygen packages, with growth rates of 0.106 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/ml per day, whereas the high-oxygen packages showed 0.049 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/ml reductions per day. There were no apparent differences in behavior between chlorine-treated and control cells at either temperature or package atmosphere, indicating that sublethally-stressed cells can grow as well as untreated cells during storage. Future studies will focus on the behavior of EC after inoculation on the spinach and exposure to chlorinated process water.

Significance: These studies will be useful for understanding pathogen survival and improving the effectiveness of post-harvest processes for leafy greens.

P3-113 Survival of Salmonella spp., Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Inoculated Peanut and Pecan Kernels Stored at -20°C, 4°C and 23°C

LISSETH G. PROANO PERALTA, Loretta M. Friedrich, Linda J. Harris and Michelle D. Danyluk
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL, USA

Introduction: Salmonella is currently being used as the target organism for nut and nut products due to previous outbreaks; however, little is known about the fate of pathogens on nuts other than Salmonella on almonds or pecans.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of pathogen concentration and storage temperature on the survival of Salmonella, Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7 on shelled peanuts and pecans.

Methods: Raw peanuts and pecan halves and pieces were inoculated separately with cocktails of nalidixic acid-resistant strains of Salmonella, L. monocytogenes and E. coli O157:H7. Kernels inoculated at ca. 3, and 6 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g after a 24-h drying period were stored for 28 days at -20, 4 and 23°C. Kernels inoculated at ca. 5 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g after a 72-h drying period were stored for 181 days at -20, 4 and 23°C. Ten-gram subsamples from each condition were enumerated for the appropriate pathogen over the course of the storage by stomaching and plating on specific and non-specific media supplemented with nalidixic acid.

Results: Populations of all three bacteria on peanut and pecan kernels decreased 1 to 2 logs during the initial 72-h drying. Reductions of all bacterial populations during 28 days of storage at -20, 4 and 23°C on peanuts and pecans were not affected by inoculum level. When stored at -20°C and 4°C for 181 days, populations of Salmonella, L. monocytogenes, and E. coli O157:H7 remained stable at ca. 5 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g. At 23°C, linear rates of decline were 0.32, 0.55, and 0.40 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/month on peanuts and 0.21, 0.83, and 0.45 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/month on pecans for Salmonella, L. monocytogenes, and E. coli O157:H7, respectively.

Significance: Salmonella survives better than L. monocytogenes and E. coli O157:H7 on pecans and peanuts stored at ambient temperature, supporting its use as the target pathogen for nuts and nut products.

P3-114 Long-term Survival of Salmonella spp., Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Listeria monocytogenes on Inoculated Almonds and In-shell Pistachios at Three Storage Temperatures

HARBIR KAUR, Martha Kimber, Michelle D. Danyluk and Linda J. Harris
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: With the exception of data on the survival of Salmonella on almonds and pecans, very little is known about the behavior of foodborne pathogens on nuts.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to assess the survival of Salmonella spp., Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Listeria monocytogenes on almonds and pistachios at common storage temperatures.

Methods: Almond kernels and in-shell pistachios were inoculated with 4- to 6-strain cocktails of nalidixic acid-resistant Salmonella, E. coli O157:H7 or L. monocytogenes at 6 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g and dried for 72 h. Post drying, inoculated nuts (n = 6) were stored at -20, 4, 15, or 23°C. Every 4 to 8 weeks for over 52 weeks, levels of each pathogen were enumerated by plating onto appropriate selective and non-selective agars containing 50 µg/ml of nalidixic acid. When levels fell below the limit of detection (0.3 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g), 10-g samples were enriched and then confirmed for the presence of the pathogen. Moisture content and a$_c$ of uninoculated nut samples were also monitored throughout storage.

Results: As the inoculum dried, levels of all pathogens declined by 1 to 2 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g on both almonds and pistachios. During storage after drying, no decline in population levels was observed at -20 or 4°C for any pathogen. Rates of decline at 23°C were 0.22, 0.60 and 0.71 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/month (almonds) or 0.25, 0.35 and 0.86 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/month (pistachios) for Salmonella, E. coli O157:H7 and L. monocytogenes, respectively. By 7 months of storage, levels of E. coli O157:H7 and L. monocytogenes approached the limit of detection but samples continued to be positive on enrichment. Moisture (4.5%) and a$_c$(0.45) were consistent during storage at -20 and 23°C but increased slowly at 4°C to 6% moisture and 0.60 a$_c$.

Significance: The persistence of Salmonella on almonds and pistachios reinforces the selection of this organism as the target pathogen of concern for nuts and their products.

P3-115 Behavior of Inoculated Salmonella spp. in Postharvest Pistachio Handling

VANESSA M. MORALES, Harbir Kaur, Irene Y. Zhao and Linda J. Harris
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Pistachios are harvested by shaking onto catch frames, hulled under wet, abrasive conditions, separated in float tanks and dried with hot air before further drying at ambient temperature in storage silos. Salmonella is a concern in tree nuts, but routes of contamination during and after harvest remain largely unknown.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the behavior of Salmonella at different steps in the post-harvest handling of pistachios.

Methods: Fresh pistachios (in-hull or hulled; 50% moisture, 0.99 a$_c$) were collected from a California processor. Pistachios were inoculated with a six-serovar cocktail of nalidixic acid-resistant Salmonella enterica at 4 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g and stored at 23 or 35°C and 50 or 90% relative humidity (RH). Hulled in-shell pistachios were also inoculated at 4 or 8 log$_{	ext{CFU}}$/g, dried in a laboratory oven at 70°C for a target 15% moisture, and held at 23°C for 5 days. Salmonella populations were recovered by agitating pistachios in 0.1% peptone and plating onto tryptic soy (TSA) and bismuth sulfite agars (BSA).
Results: Within 6 h at 35°C, levels of Salmonella on in-hull pistachios increased by 2.1 or 1.6 log CFU/g at 90 or 50% RH, respectively. When stored at 23°C, increases of 1.9 or 0.83 log CFU/g were observed within 12 h at 90 or 50% RH, respectively. For hulled pistachios stored at 23°C, populations of Salmonella increased by 1 and 2 log CFU/g after 8 and 24 h, respectively, at both 50 and 90% RH. Salmonella populations decreased by 4 log CFU/g in pistachios dried to 15% moisture (0.86 aₜ); thereafter, no significant change in levels of this pathogen were observed over 5 days of storage at 23°C.

Significance: These results indicate that time between harvesting, hulling, and drying should be minimized to reduce the opportunity for multiplication of Salmonella in post-harvest pistachios; however, the drying step is an opportunity to achieve significant reductions of this organism.

P3-116 Inactivation of Salmonella on Pecan Nutmeats by Hot Air and Oil Roast Treatments
DAVID A. MANN and Larry R. Beuchat
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA, USA

Introduction: Pecans are exposed to potential sources of foodborne pathogens in pre- and post-harvest environments. After separation from inedible nut components, nutmeats are dried with hot air and may also be dry- or oil-roasted, thereby enhancing microbiological safety.

Purpose: We undertook a study to determine the effectiveness of hot air and oil roast treatments in killing Salmonella on pecan nutmeats.

Methods: Pecan nutmeats (halves and medium pieces) were separately inoculated by immersing in a five-serotype suspension of Salmonella or by surface application of powdered chalk containing the pathogen. Inoculated stored nutmeats were adjusted to low (2.8 - 4.1%) and high (10.2 - 11.5%) moisture content and exposed to forced air at 60 - 170°C for up to 20 min; inoculated dry nutmeats were immersed in peanut oil at 110 - 138°C for up to 4 min. The number of Salmonella surviving treatments was determined.

Results: Air treatment at 120°C for 20 min reduced Salmonella in low- and high-moisture nutmeats by 1.18 - 1.26 and 1.89 - 2.04 log CFU/g, respectively. Reductions were >5 logs when dry nutmeats were treated at 150°C for 15 min. Salmonella was slightly more heat resistant in immersion-inoculated nutmeats than on surface-inoculated nutmeats. Exposure of immersion-inoculated pecan pieces to oil at 127°C for 1.5 min or 132°C for 1.0 min reduced Salmonella by 5 log CFU/g. Treatment of pecan halves at 132°C for up to 4.0 min did not always result in a 5-log reduction.

Significance: Hot air treatment of pecan nutmeats cannot be relied upon to achieve a 5-log CFU/g reduction of Salmonella without changing sensory qualities. Lethality of treatments is influenced by size of the nutmeat, moisture content, and way nutmeats become contaminated, i.e., immersion vs. surface inoculation. Treatment temperatures and times typically used to oil roast nutmeats are sufficient to reduce Salmonella by 5 log CFU/g.

P3-117 Evaluation of Critical Process Parameters for Salmonella Inactivation on Almonds Subjected to Thermal Pasteurization
Michael James, BRADLEY P. MARKS, Elliot T. Ryser and Sanghyup Jeong
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Dry food pasteurization is significantly affected by product water activity (aw) and process conditions, but very few inactivation models account for these factors or have been validated for commercial-scale processes.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate a novel inactivation model and multiple process validation methods for accuracy and uncertainty, via pilot-scale thermal processing of inoculated almonds.

Methods: Almonds were inoculated with Salmonella Enteritidis PT30 or Enterococcus faecium (NRRL B-2354) at ~ 10⁶ CFU/g and equilibrated over salt solutions to a, 0.25 or 0.85. The inoculated almonds were heated in a pilot-scale moist-air impingement oven (121°C; v, 2.7 m/s) with either dry or humid air (dew point < 33°C or > 69°C) to a targeted lethality of 4 log. Thereafter, surviving Enterococcus and Salmonella were enumerated (3 reps per treatment) by stomaching, diluting, and plating on deMan, Rogosa and Sharpe agar or modified trypticase soy agar (35°C, 48 h), respectively. Almond surface temperatures were measured (9 reps per treatment) via surface thermocouples (Tₐₘ) and aluminum almonds (Tₐₙ), as a physical surrogate, with these temperatures then used to calculate Salmonella inactivation using a traditional [D, z] model and a previously published modified model accounting for process humidity.

Results: The repeatability (standard errors of replication) of the computed and biological (Enterococcus and Salmonella) validations (in log CFU/g were: traditional model [0.08] < modified model [0.13] < Enterococcus [0.33] < Salmonella [0.50]. For dry air at a, 0.25, the traditional model using both Tₐₖ and Tₐₘ over-predicted lethality (P < 0.05) by 1.67 and 1.34 log CFU/g, respectively, while the computed lethality based on the modified model, using both Tₐₖ and Tₐₘ, the Enterococcus and Salmonella results, were equivalent (P > 0.05) to the actual Salmonella lethality. At a, 0.85, both the traditional and modified models under-predicted lethality compared to Salmonella (P < 0.05); however, the lethality predicted by the modified model (using Tₐₖ and Tₐₘ) were closer (1.93 and 0.31 log CFU/g) than the traditional model (5.52 and 4.04 log CFU/g) to the actual Salmonella lethality results.

Significance: These results indicate that product a, process humidity, and the predictive model used all impact the accuracy and repeatability of thermal process validations for Salmonella inactivation on the surface of dry products.

P3-118 Evaluation of the Efficacy of Various Antimicrobial Treatments for Pistachios
MANISH SHEKHAWAT, Tam Mai, Margaret D. Hardin, Robert Miksch and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Although foodborne outbreaks associated with pistachios are rare, several cases of illness related to the consumption of pistachios have been reported recently.

Purpose: This study evaluates the effectiveness of various antimicrobial interventions applied singly and in combination with heat to inactivate Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella when applied under laboratory conditions intended to represent application of the intervention at a key location in pistachio processing, namely as a spray after initial washing of freshly hulled pistachios and just prior to drying.

Methods: In-shell pistachios were inoculated with approximately 10⁶ CFU/g of E. coli O157:H7 or Salmonella and treated by spraying for 30 seconds with various antimicrobials: acetic acid (2%), citric acid (2%), lactic acid (2%), peroxyacetic acid (80 ppm), hydrogen bromide (100 ppm), and water (as a control). Samples treated with chemicals were kept at room temperature for 30 minutes and were either analyzed for the effectiveness of microbial inactivation or subjected to an additional thermal treatment (130°F, 145°F, or 160°F) to reduce the moisture content of in-shell pistachios to 12% of the final mass. Following treatment, samples of pistachios were neutralized in buffer. Pathogen survival was determined by spread plating on selective media.
Results: Antimicrobial treatments of pistachios applied singly were not as effective in reducing levels of *E. coli* O157:H7 and *Salmonella* as were the combined treatments of the antimicrobial followed by heat (drying). Lactic acid (2%) was the most effective antimicrobial resulting in reductions in levels of *E. coli* O157:H7 and *Salmonella* of 0.25 and 0.33 log CFU/g, respectively. Antimicrobial treatments of pistachios using lactic acid, citric acid and acetic acid following by subsequent drying at 145°F and 160°F significantly (*P < 0.05*) resulted in significant reductions in pathogens of 1.16 to 1.57 log CFU/g for *Salmonella* and 1.51 to 1.63 for *E. coli* O157:H7.

Significance: This study can serve as a reference to further evaluate the effectiveness of antimicrobial treatments applied singly or in combination with thermal treatment in controlling the pathogen burden of pistachios.

P3-119 Antimicrobial Activities of a New Fresh Produce Sanitizer on *Escherichia coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes* and Log Reduction on Indigenous Microorganisms under Commercial Conditions

KAI LAI GRACE HO, Diego Luzuriaga and Shannon Tang
Chiquita Brands International, Salinas, CA, USA

Introduction: With the recent number of recalls on fresh produce there is a need for a more effective sanitizer in lowering the risk of foodborne illness associated with vegetative pathogens like *E. coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes*.

Purpose: This presentation reviews the microbial efficacy of a new sanitizer that is composed of lactic acid and peracetic acid (LA-PA) on the three common vegetative pathogens: *E. coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes*. Log reduction on indigenous microflora in both the wash water and leafy produce generated under commercial setting would also be presented.

Methods: The sanitizer antimicrobial activity in solution and attached on leaves was demonstrated by suspended cells challenge test method and spot inoculation attached cells challenge test method, respectively. Water samples and leafy product samples were collected from LA-PA wash system to demonstrate the efficacy of the sanitizer in commercial application.

Results: The log reduction on the suspended 5-strain cocktail of *E. coli* O157:H7, *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes* was >6 logs, >6 logs, and >4 logs, better than chlorinated water, respectively. LA-PA also enhanced the reduction of three pathogens attached on spinach and romaine leaves by 1 log and 2 logs, respectively, when compared with chlorinated water. The log reduction of total aerobic plate counts by LA-PA during the processing of 10 different products under commercial condition was at least 2 to 3.5 logs better than that of chlorinated water.

Significance: LA-PA demonstrates significant improvement in reducing vegetative pathogens and indigenous microorganisms when compared with chlorinated water. Results indicate that LA-PA can lower the risk of foodborne illness in the fresh produce industry under both laboratory and commercial environments.

P3-120 Impact of Organic Load on Sanitizer Efficacy against *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 in Simulated Leafy Green Processing Water

GORDON DAVIDSON, Haiqiang Wang and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: In order to reduce the persistence and spread of bacterial pathogens in recirculating flume water during leafy green processing, chemical sanitizers must be continually added to counteract the negative impact of increasing organic load in the water.

Purpose: This study assessed 1) the ability of three commercial sanitizers to reduce *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 populations in simulated wash water containing various organic loads in a bench top system, and 2) the relationship between various physicochemical parameters and organic load in the wash water on sanitizer efficacy.

Methods: A 4-L glass carboy with a spigot was used to assess the efficacy of three commercial sanitizers (three concentrations each) - XY-1 2 (30, 50, 100 ppm free chlorine), Tsunami 100 (10, 50, 80 ppm peroxyacetic acid), and Tsunami 200 (10, 50, 80 ppm mixed peracid) (Ecolab, St. Paul, MN) in triplicate against a 4-strain avirulent, GFP-labeled *E. coli* O157:H7 cocktail in wash water containing 0, 1, 5 or 10% (w/v) blended lettuce solids, with sanitizer-free water serving as the control. After inoculating the water at 6 log CFU/ml, 50-ml water samples were collected through the opened spigot at 10-s intervals over 90 s and neutralized. Water was assessed for temperature, pH, Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Oxidation/Reduction Potential (ORP), total solids, turbidity, and maximum filterable volume (MFV) using a 0.45 µm membrane. The neutralized samples were appropriately diluted and surface-plated on TSAYE + amp with or without membrane filtration to quantify *E. coli* O157:H7.

Results: Using commonly employed concentrations of 50 ppm for both peroxyacetic and mixed peracid and 100 ppm for free chlorine, all three sanitizers significantly (*P < 0.05*) reduced *E. coli* O157:H7 populations by 5.88 log at a 0% organic load after 90 s of exposure. At a 10% organic load, the peroxyacetic acid and mixed peracid-based sanitizers significantly (*P < 0.05*) decreased the pathogen by 3.88, 5.42, whereas reductions of 5.88, 0.25 and 0.07 log were seen for the chlorine-based sanitizer at organic loads of 1, 5 and 10%, respectively. Increasing organic load correlated with COD, total solids, MFV and turbidity (*P < 0.05*).

Significance: Overall, Tsunami 200 was least affected by organic load, followed by Tsunami 100 and XY-12 with COD, total solids, MFV and turbidity likely useful in assessing efficacy of the chlorine-based sanitizer.

P3-121 Use of Edible Plant Extracts as an Alternative for Decontamination of *Shigella* and *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 on Leafy Green Vegetables

Nydia Azenedh Orue, Santos Garcia-Alvarado, Peter Feng and NORMA HEREDIA
Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon, Monterrey, Mexico

Introduction: Fresh cilantro, parsley and spinach have been identified as vehicles of transmission of enteropathogenic bacteria. Several outbreaks associated with consumption of contaminated leafy greens have been documented. Since these products are regularly consumed fresh, and current decontamination methods are not always effective, alternative strategies for their decontamination are required.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine the efficacy of plant extracts as alternatives for the disinfection of cilantro, parsley and spinach that have been artificially contaminated with *E. coli* O157:H7 and *Shigella sonnei*.

Methods: The extracts from several edible plants were obtained using ethanol as the extraction solvent. A micro-method was used to determine the minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC). Plant extracts exhibiting the lowest MBC were selected for further studies. Leaves of fresh greens were washed with sterile water and dried. For seeding, leaves were submerged in suspensions of bacteria, dried and stored at 4°C until use. To determine the effects of the extracts, leafy greens were submerged in a container and subjected to treatments with: chlorine, Citrol® or selected plant extracts. Each treatment systems was stored at 4°C (for 0, 1, 5 and 7 days), and bacterial counts were determined by plate count.
Results: From the 41 plant extracts tested, the extracts from oregano leaves and from the peel and pulp of limes were selected for detailed analysis. These extracts were found to be as effective as chlorine or Citrol® in reducing the population of pathogenic bacteria on leafy-greens by 1 or 2 logs.

Significance: These extracts could potentially be a natural and edible alternative to chemicals to reduce the risk of E. coli O157:H7 and S. sonnei contamination on leafy vegetables.

P3-122 Antibacterial Activity of Vinegar and Canola Oil on Experimentally Inoculated Salmonella enterica and Gram Negative Microflora of Bagged Spinach Leaves

Charles Czuprynski, NAN G. FAITH and Toria Waldron
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Introduction: Various strategies have been developed to reduce the bacterial burden on leafy greens. Consumers may be interested in using common household ingredients to further reduce numbers of bacteria on leafy greens used in salads.

Purpose: In this study we explored the use of vinegar, or vinegar and canola oil as a salad dressing, to reduce bacterial levels on bagged spinach leaves.

Methods: Fresh bagged spinach was purchased and stored at refrigeration temperature. Samples (25 g) of spinach leaves were weighed and placed in plastic bags. In some experiments, these were evaluated for existing microflora, and in other experiments they were inoculated by dipping in a solution containing a cocktail of Salmonella enterica or Listeria monocytogenes strains. Bags were incubated at room temperature with vinegar or vinegar and oil (10–30 ml final volume) for 10 to 40 minutes. Samples were removed, disrupted using a stomacher and the lysates diluted and plated on appropriate agar.

Results: Incubation with various types of vinegar, substantially reduced (> 3 log10 CFU) the predominantly gram negative microflora on packaged spinach leaves. A similar response was observed when white vinegar was mixed in various proportions with canola oil, as used in salad dressing. Mixing spinach leaves with vinegar or vinegar and oil for 20 minutes at room temperature resulted in a 1 to 2 log10 reduction in CFU of Salmonella enterica on experimentally inoculated spinach leaves. A modest reduction (approximately 0.5 log10 CFU) was observed when spinach leaves were experimentally inoculated with a cocktail of L. monocytogenes strains.

Significance: These findings suggest that mixing spinach leaves with vinegar and oil as a salad dressing can reduce the bacterial burden, including Salmonella, if it is present, on spinach leaves.

P3-123 Effect of Surface Topography of Alfalfa, Broccoli and Radish Seeds on Reduction of Inoculated Escherichia coli O157:H7 with a New Sanitizer-surfactant Combination

Lilia Fransisco, HEE KYUNG PARK and Hao Feng
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA

Introduction: Surface roughness has been reported as one of the factors affecting microbial attachment and removal. Seed surfaces are complex and different seed varieties have different surface topographies. As a result, one sanitizer may be able to eliminate pathogenic bacteria on one seed but not on other seeds.

Purpose: The objectives of this research were to investigate the effectiveness of selected sanitizer-surfactant combinations on E. coli O157:H7 inactivation on alfalfa, broccoli, and radish seeds, to observe surface topography of the seeds, and to determine the correlation between them.

Methods: Surface topography of each seed type was measured by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and surface profilometry. The obtained data were calculated into surface roughness (Ra) and used to quantitatively describe the seeds’ surface topography. Seeds inoculated with E. coli O157:H7 were washed for 20 min in a sanitizer-surfactant solution at various concentrations and rinsed for 10 min in tap water.

Results: Radish seeds had the highest Ra values as measured by both methods, followed consecutively by broccoli and alfalfa seeds. Overall, a negative correlation existed between the seeds’ Ra values and microbial removal at lower concentrations, while log reduction upon washing in high concentration and 20,000 ppm chlorine solutions did not show correlation with Ra. Moreover, there was an interaction between sanitizer and surfactant on E. coli O157:H7 inactivation on all three seed types, indicating a synergy between them. A combination of 10% sanitizer and 1% surfactant resulted in complete elimination of E. coli O157:H7 on alfalfa seeds, but not on other seeds.

Significance: The results indicated that different seed types had different surface topographical characteristics, contributing to discrepancies in the ability of sanitizers to eliminate E. coli O157:H7 on the seeds. Therefore, the effectiveness of one sanitizer on one seed type should not be translated to all seed varieties.

P3-124 The Use of Chlorine Dioxide Gas to Control Alternaria alternata and Stemphylium vesicarium on Roma Tomatoes

VALENTINA TRINETTA, Mark T. Morgan and Richard H. Linton
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

Introduction: Early blight, caused by Alternaria alternata, and black spots on tomatoes, induced by Stemphylium vesicarium, are major plant diseases causing economic losses in growing fields, greenhouses and packing facilities. It has been challenging to control tomato deterioration during storage and more research is needed to develop better microbial control systems. Chlorine dioxide gas (ClO2) is an innovative and powerful microbial inactivation technology.

Purpose: Determine ClO2 gas treatment conditions for inactivation of A. alternata and S. vesicarium in vitro and vivo. Evaluate the potential application of the technology to control post-harvest spoilage on Roma tomatoes.

Methods: Antifungal activity of ClO2 concentrations (10 mg/l) at different exposure times (1, 3, 5, 7 and 10 minutes) on mycelia growth in vitro conditions were evaluated in PDA Petri dishes. After treatments, plates were re-incubated at 28 °C for 1 week and radial growth calculated. The same treatments were also applied to study ClO2 effects on conidial germination. Spores were enumerated after treatments on PDA media. These conditions were also used to estimate fungal disease development on treated and untreated Roma tomatoes experimentally inoculated and stored at 28 °C for 7 days. Each set of experiments were performed in triplicate.
Results: Time was a significant factor for fungi disease control ($P< 0.05$). After 3 minutes of ClO$_2$ treatment, mycelia growth was completely inhibited for A. alternata and S. vesicarium. Similar results were observed on conidial germination. After 1 minute treatment, ~ 2.5 log spores/ml reduction was recorded and after 3 minutes the count was less than detectable values (0.7 log spores/ml). The efficacy of ClO$_2$ treatments was also studied in vivo conditions. While untreated Roma tomatoes developed white molds and black spots after 3 days of storage, produce decay was significantly delayed after 3 and 5 minutes of treatments for both diseases.

Significance: Results suggests potential application of ClO$_2$ to reduce postharvest diseases on tomatoes caused by A. alternata and S. vesicarium.

**P3-125 Effect of Combined Treatments with Peroxyacetic Acid and High Power Ultrasound on Escherichia coli O157:H7 Cross-contamination**

WEN YUAN, Alvin C. Lee, Nicole D. Maks, Darren Bates and Stephen F. Grove
National Center for Food Safety and Technology, Summit-Argo, IL, USA

Introduction: E. coli O157:H7 has been responsible for several outbreaks involving fresh leafy green vegetables. Peroxyacetic acid (POAA) has the potential to be an effective sanitizer in preventing cross-contamination during commercial fresh-cut produce washing. The addition of high power ultrasound (HPU) to the washing system may enhance the POAA efficacy.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to reduce E. coli O157:H7 cross-contamination during commercial fresh-cut lettuce washing using a combined washing treatment of POAA and HPU.

Methods: Fresh-cut romaine lettuce leaves (25 cm$^2$) were inoculated with 50 µl 10$^6$ CFU/ml E. coli O157:H7 and air-dried in a biosafety cabinet for 60 min. Two leaves were washed in 2 L of 0, 30, 50, or 80 ppm POAA with or without HPU (400 W) for 2 min to measure the efficacy of the combined treatment. In addition, ten inoculated leaves were rinsed in 500 ml DI water for 2 min to produce contaminated wash water. To test for cross-contamination, the wash water was used to rinse ten un inoculated leaves for 2 min, and these leaves were then washed with 30 ppm POAA with or without HPU for 2 min. Recovered cells were plated on TSAYE agar and analyzed for reduction from leaves as well as cross-contamination to uninoculated leaves.

Results: Inoculated cells were washed from leaves by approximately 2.3, 3.8, and 4.4-log when treated for 2 min with 30, 50 and 80 ppm POAA and HPU, respectively. HPU consistently improved washing efficacy by up to 1.5-log. A high level of cross-contamination (4.5–log CFU/g E. coli) occurred after uninoculated leaves were rinsed in contaminated wash water for 2 min. A subsequent 2 min wash in POAA alone or in combination with HPU reduced counts by approximately 1.2-log and 2.3-log, respectively.

Significance: These results highlight the implication of cross-contamination during fresh produce washing, and indicate that the combination of POAA and HPU can reduce contaminating E. coli O157:H7 cells from the surface of fresh-cut lettuce leaves.

**P3-126 Postharvest Intervention Methods and Combined Treatments to Decontaminate Spinach**

M. ZEKI DURAK, John J. Churey and Randy W. Worobo
Cornell University, Geneva, NY, USA

Introduction: A recent multi-state outbreak of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in baby spinach has increased consumer awareness of potential health risks associated with the consumption of fresh leafy greens.

Purpose: To ensure the safety of fresh baby spinach, it is essential to evaluate and optimize individual and combined efficacies of currently available decontamination methods.

Methods: Baby spinach leaves were inoculated with a five-strain cocktail of E. coli O157:H7 using spot or dip-inoculation methods, in order to compare the decontamination efficacy for both surface and infiltrated E. coli O157:H7 contamination, respectively. The sole and combined efficacies of ultraviolet (UV) light (254 nm, 1–2.5 × 10$^4$ mJ/cm$^2$), mild heat wash (40°C - 50°C) and acidified sodium hypochlorite (pH 6; 10 - 200 ppm) treatments on reducing the population of E. coli O157:H7 were evaluated.

Results: UV light ([500 ± 20 mJ/cm$^2$] was shown to significantly reduce E. coli O157:H7 populations ($P< 0.05$) by 1.5 ± 0.05 log CFU/g in dip-inoculated samples. The population was reduced by 1.8 ± 0.03 log ($P< 0.05$) at 120 ±10 mJ/cm$^2$ for spot-inoculated spinach. Additional UV exposure did not yield any further reduction in E. coli O157:H7 populations ($P< 0.05$). Acidified sodium hypochlorite (pH 6) resulted in a 0.4 ± 0.03 log CFU/g reduction at a 10 ppm concentration. While there were no significant differences with an increased concentration of acidified sodium hypochlorite for the dip-inoculated samples, the 200 ppm treatment resulted in a 0.7 ± 0.05 log CFU reduction from spot-inoculated samples. The mild heat treatments negatively affected the organoleptic properties of baby spinach and did not significantly reduce the populations of E. coli O157:H7 when compared to control washed samples (20°C). Therefore, the mild heat treatment was not included in the combined decontamination process. The combined treatment of optimized UV (120 ± 10 mJ/cm$^2$) and acidified sodium hypochlorite treatment (pH 6; 10 ppm) resulted in a total of 2.7 ± 0.05 log CFU reduction for both spot and dip-inoculated baby spinach.

Significance: These results indicate that the optimized combination treatment of UV and acidified sodium hypochlorite was significantly effective in reducing E. coli O157:H7 populations on baby spinach.

**P3-127 Effect of Minimal Processing Steps on Microbial Population Profiles on Lettuce in a Processing Plant**

SANJA ILIC, Jeffrey T. LeJeune, Michael D. Kauffman and Brian B. McSpadden-Gardener
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Introduction: Minimal processing may contribute to contamination of leafy green vegetables.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to determine contribution of each processing step on the microbial load of lettuce and the role of cross-contamination between product and food-contact surfaces. In addition, microbial population profiles on leaf surfaces throughout processing were investigated.

Methods: Lettuce samples and swabs of food-contact surfaces were collected at seven processing points in a commercial plant at multiple times during the processing shift. Samples were quantitatively assessed for total aerobic, coliform and generic E. coli counts. 16S rDNA-T-RFLP profiles were obtained for each sample.

Results: Total aerobic and coliform counts on lettuce differed at various stages of processing ($P< 0.001$): Washing initially decreased coliform and aerobic bacteria on products ($P= 0.001$ and $P= 0.092$, respectively), but both these indicators of microbial contamination in packed (finished) product were similar to pre-washed levels. E. coli was not detected. Counts on food-contact surfaces were the lowest before the processing began ($P< 0.001$). Peak contamination on food-contact surfaces was detected after two hours of processing, and then contamination declined following 4 h and 6 h of processing, without sanitation interventions. Given these data, the increased bacterial counts on the product were not likely a result of cross-contamination from surfaces. 16S rDNA-T-RFLP profiles remained similar on lettuce leaves throughout minimal processing indicating that minimal processing steps do not modify the microflora of unprocessed lettuce.
P3-128 Use of High Hydrostatic Pressure to Eliminate Salmonella on Jalapeño and Serrano Peppers

HUDAA S. NEETOO and Haiqiang Chen
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: The 2008 multi-state salmonellosis outbreak caused by contaminated Jalapeño and Serrano peppers have raised serious concerns about the microbial safety of fresh or minimally processed hot chilies.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential of using high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) technology for the decontamination of Jalapeño and Serrano peppers superficially or internally contaminated with Salmonella.

Methods: Jalapeño and Serrano peppers were sliced into quarters and halves, respectively. Slices were spot-inoculated or soak-inoculated with a diluted suspension of a five-strain culture cocktail of Salmonella to a final level of ~ 6 log CFU/g. Pepper samples were then subjected to pressures ranging from 300–500 MPa for 2 min at 20 °C in a dry, pre-wet (dipped in water for 30 s) or pre-soaked (immersed in water for 30 min) state.

Results: Pressure inactivation of spot-inoculated or soak-inoculated Salmonella on dry, pre-wet and pre-soaked peppers increased as a function of the pressure magnitude with ca. 3.5–6.1 log CFU/g (Jalapeño) and 3.9–6.6 log CFU/g (Serrano) reduction in the population of Salmonella at 500 MPa, compared to 1.1–2.2 log CFU/g (Jalapeño) and 1.0–3.3 log CFU/g (Serrano) inactivation at 300 MPa. In addition, the inactivation efficacy of HHP also depended on the degree of wetness of samples and increased in the order of pre-soaked > pre-wet > dry state. When dry peppers were pressure-treated at levels of up to 500 MPa, a surviving population of Salmonella (2.6–2.7 log CFU/g) was detected. However, when the pepper slices were pre-wet or pre-soaked prior to HHP treatment under the same condition, the population was significantly reduced (P < 0.05) to below detectable limits.

Significance: This study highlights the potential of pressure-treatment of pre-packaged moistened Jalapeño and Serrano peppers to ensure complete inactivation of the pathogen to ensure a safe product on the retail market.

P3-129 Enhanced Resistance of Sanitizer-injured Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Baby Spinach during X-ray Irradiation

SCOTT R. MOOSEKIAN and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Commercial washing of leafy greens in sanitizer-treated flume systems remains standard industry practice despite its continued ineffectiveness as evidenced from recent Escherichia coli O157:H7 outbreaks, with irradiation now attracting increased attention as one means to assure end-product safety.

Purpose: Recognizing potential concerns surrounding cross-protection, this study assessed the ability of sanitizer-induced cell injury to enhance resistance of E. coli O157:H7 to X-ray irradiation on baby spinach.

Methods: A 3-strain E. coli O157:H7 cocktail (9.7 log CFU/ml) was exposed to two different sanitizers used in flume washing systems - 5.2 ppm peroxyacetic acid-based (PAB, Tsunami® 100) and 22 ppm chlorine-based (CB, XY-12®) sanitizer, and 18 ppm quaternary ammonium compound-based sanitizer used in equipment sanitation (QACB, Whisper®) to obtain 90 to 99% injury as determined by plating on Tryptic Soy Agar with 0.6% yeast extract (TSAYE) and Sorbitol MacConkey Agar (SMAC). Pre-irradiated, round-cut (5.1 cm²) baby spinach leaves were then immersed for 5 min in the injured cocktail (resuspended to 8.5 log CFU/ml phosphate buffer), spin-dried, and irradiated in Whirl-Pak® bags at doses of up to 0.063 kGy (confirmed using radiographic films) using a prototype low-energy X-ray irradiator (Rayfrest Foods, Ann Arbor, MI). Healthy and injured survivors were respectively quantified by plating appropriate dilutions on SMAC overlayed with TSAYE and SMAC after 48 h of incubation at 37 °C.

Results: Results showed that E. coli O157:H7 injury on inoculated pre-irradiated spinach decreased from 90-99 to 66, 63, and 1% for PAB, CB-, and QACB-treated cells, respectively. D90-values for PAB-, QACB-, and CB-injured E. coli O157:H7 on baby spinach were 0.0136, 0.0223, and 0.0242 kGy, respectively. Prior exposure to PAB significantly (P < 0.05) enhanced E. coli O157:H7 susceptibility to X-ray irradiation, while exposure to CB significantly (P < 0.05) reduced susceptibility.

Significance: These results suggest that PAB sanitizers may be preferred for irradiated leafy greens since exposure to the CB sanitizer led to some cross-protection.

P3-130 Salmonella Transfer and Survival on Tomatoes and Contact Surfaces under Various Transportation and Storage Conditions

CHRISTABELLE PIANSAY, Mark A. Harrison and Michelle D. Danyluk
University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA

Introduction: During transportation from the field to the market, tomatoes may become contaminated with pathogens, as they contact different surfaces. Since water influences pathogen transfer and survival, reducing moisture on tomato surfaces may reduce pathogen transfer.

Purpose: This study determined the rate of Salmonella transfer between tomatoes and contact surfaces at varying moisture conditions.

Methods: Tomatoes were spot-inoculated with approximately 7 logs CFU rifampicin-resistant Salmonella and dried to 3 levels of dryness: wet with no drying time, 1 h of drying time and 24 h of drying time. Treated tomatoes were exposed to an 8 cm x 8 cm surface of a material commonly found in transportation containers and repacking facilities (HDPE, stainless steel, and vinyl) for four time periods at 25 °C and 85% humidity: 0 (immediate touch), 1, 4 and 7 days. Pathogen transfer was evaluated following separation of the tomato and the surface by rinsing both with 20 mL of 0.1% peptone, and spiral-plating onto tryptic soy agar plus rifampicin (TSAR). TSAR agar plates were incubated at 37 °C and surviving Salmonella enumerated after 24 h. Tomatoes inoculated and allowed to dry as described, but with no exposure to surfaces, served as controls.

Results: In control tomatoes with no exposure to surfaces, Salmonella levels decreased from 5.3 logs to 1.4 logs after 7 days. In experimental tomatoes held in contact for 7 days, 6.27 logs were collected from the tomato and 5.92 were collected from the surface. Wet contact immediately after inoculation resulted in the highest transfer rate. Transfer rates were lowest when inoculated tomatoes were dried for 24 h prior to contacting surfaces.

Significance: Allowing contaminated tomatoes to dry, prior to contacting surface materials, reduces initial Salmonella levels. Maintaining surface contact, over time, promotes survival but has little effect on transfer.
P3-131 Survival of Salmonella on Fresh Tomatoes under Selected Simulated Transportation Conditions

Annemarie L. Buchholz, Gordon Davidson and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Fresh tomatoes contaminated with Salmonella have caused outbreaks of illness in consumers. Tomatoes can become contaminated in the field, during harvest and packaging, and in transit to or at the retail market. Tomatoes in transit to market are often subject to abusive temperatures that may enhance pathogen survival or proliferation.

Purpose: This study examined whether or not optimal and abusive temperatures for the storage of fresh tomatoes during refrigerated transport increased the ability of Salmonella to survive on tomatoes.

Methods: A cocktail of Salmonella enterica serovars associated with foodborne salmonellosis outbreaks (Michigan, Montevideo, Newport, Poona, and Saintpaul) were spot-inoculated onto the surfaces of mature green/breaker stage tomatoes (approximately 7 log CFU/tomato). Tomatoes were stored at temperatures of 7, 12, 15 and 25°C to simulate temperatures encountered during transportation to market. At sampling times, tomatoes were removed from storage and rinsed in 20 ml of 0.1% peptone. Rinses were diluted as needed and spread plated onto tryptic soy agar plus rifampicin (TSAR). Plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h, and surviving Salmonella were enumerated.

Results: Overall, there was a decrease in Salmonella populations on the tomatoes over 72 h of storage. Salmonella survival was highest on tomatoes stored at 12°C and lowest on tomatoes stored at 7°C. However, 7°C is an abusive temperature at which to store mature green/breaker stage tomatoes in transport from the farm to the retail market as it results in chill injury. Salmonella survival on tomatoes stored at 15°C and 25°C was similar, however, 25°C is considered an abusively high, non-refrigerated temperature.

Significance: At optimal transportation temperatures for best quality, Salmonella populations survived but did not proliferate during a 72-h period.

P3-132 Impact of Post-inoculation Hold Time on Escherichia coli O157:H7 Transfer during Commercial Production of Fresh-cut Leafy Greens

Anna Maria L. Buchholz, Gordon Davidson and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Leafy greens are prone to pathogen contamination in the field as well as during subsequent handling and processing with the strength of bacterial attachment to the leaf surface being highly variable.

Purpose: Consequently, this study assessed the impact of post-inoculation hold-times and temperatures on Escherichia coli O157:H7 transfer during commercial lettuce processing.

Methods: Triplicate batches (0.5 kg) of Radicchio were dip-inoculated with a 4-strain cocktail of avirulent, GFP-labeled, ampicillin-resistant E. coli O157:H7 (~10⁴ CFU/g) and then processed either immediately or after storage for 1 d at 4°C or 5 d at 22°C. After priming the processing line that included a shredder, step conveyor, flume tank and shaker table with 2.3 kg of uninoculated iceberg lettuce, the inoculated Radicchio was processed, followed by 45.5 kg of uninoculated iceberg lettuce. Eight lettuce/Radicchio (25 g), 8 water (500 ml) and 50 equipment swabs (100 cm²) samples were collected during processing. After processing, all Radicchio pieces from eight 5-kg baskets of shredded lettuce, equipment and floor were collected and weighed after which three iceberg lettuce (25 g) samples from each basket were examined for E. coli O157:H7 by direct plating or membrane filtration using trypticase soy agar containing 0.6% yeast extract and 100 ppm ampicillin.

Results: After processing, E. coli O157:H7 was found in all iceberg lettuce samples with mean counts highest for 1 h- (0.28 log CFU/g) followed by 1 d- (0.04 log CFU/g) and 5 d-held product (-0.40 log CFU/g) (P < 0.05) with scanning electron microscopy images showing greater bacterial attachment for 5 d-held product. E. coli O157:H7 populations in the flume water did not differ (P > 0.05) for 1 h (-1.23 log CFU/ml) compared to 1 d (-0.93 log CFU/ml) and 5 d-held product (-1.42 log CFU/ml) with a similar trend seen for the equipment surface samples.

Significance: Based on these findings, the point at which contamination occurs will impact the extent of cross-contamination during processing with significantly less E. coli O157:H7 transfer expected from field-contaminated leafy greens as opposed to product contaminated closer to the time of processing.

P3-133 Quantitative Transfer of Escherichia coli O157:H7 from Inoculated to Uninoculated Leafy Greens during Shaker Table Dewatering

Anna Maria L. Buchholz, Kimun Neoh and Elliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: Leafy greens are prone to cross-contamination during commercial shredding, conveying and flume washing with the potential for further spread of bacterial pathogens including E. coli O157:H7 via direct leaf-to-leaf contact during shaker table dewatering.

Purpose: Consequently, the goal of this study was to determine the rate of E. coli O157:H7 transfer between products during partial dewatering on a commercial leafy green shaker table.

Methods: In this study, one (0.03 g) or eight (0.38 g each) Radicchio pieces were manually cut from a single leaf, dip-inoculated to contain (~10⁴ CFU/g) of a 4-strain avirulent, GFP-labeled, ampicillin-resistant E. coli O157:H7 cocktail and dried for 1 h at 22°C. Thereafter, 300 or 297 g of uninoculated iceberg lettuce was uniformly cut, wetted, briefly drained, and placed into each of seven square metal baskets (12” x 7” x 7”) mounted to the side of a commercial-scale shaker table, followed by the addition of one (0.03 g) or eight (0.38 g each) pieces of inoculated Radicchio to the baskets while shaking to obtain inoculated to uninoculated (w/w) ratios of 1:100 and 1:10,000, respectively. The baskets were removed after 0 s, 10 s, 1 min, 5 min, 10 min, 30 min or 60 min. All shreds of Radicchio and two 25-g samples of only iceberg lettuce were then retrieved from the baskets. Sample homogenates were quantitatively examined for E. coli O157:H7 by direct plating w/o prior membrane filtration using trypticase soy agar containing 0.6% yeast extract and 100 ppm ampicillin as the growth medium.

Results: At the 1:10,000 ratio, E. coli O157:H7 transfer plateaued after ~22 min with average populations of 0.11 log CFU/g recovered from previously uninoculated iceberg lettuce. As expected, transfer leveled off faster for the 1:100 ratio (~0.5 min) with E. coli O157:H7 counts on the lettuce averaging ~2.52 log CFU/g.

Significance: These findings confirm that cross-contamination can occur via leaf-to-leaf contact with E. coli O157:H7-contaminated product within a very short time frame after a contamination event.
**P3-134 Quantitative Transfer of *Salmonella* to Water and Equipment during Simulated Commercial Washing of Tomatoes**

HAIQIANG WANG and Elliot T. Ryser  
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

**Introduction:** Post-harvest washing is recommended by the FDA to minimize microbial food safety hazards during tomato production. However, cross-contamination of tomatoes with *Salmonella* can occur during washing through contact with the wash water and equipment.

**Purpose:** This study quantified the transfer of *Salmonella* from dip-inoculated tomatoes to equipment surfaces and wash water during simulated commercial washing.

**Methods:** Triplicate 25-lb (11.3 kg) batches of greenhouse-grown red round tomatoes were dip-inoculated to contain *Salmonella Typhimurium* LT2 (avirulent) at 6 and 2 log CFU/g, air-dried for 2 h in a biosafety cabinet and then washed in sanitizer-free water for 2 min in a 3.3-m flume tank equipped with two overhead spray jets and dried on a 0.4-m x 1.5-m polyethylene roller conveyor. During washing, two tomatoes (~450 g) and single water samples (50 ml) were collected at 15 sec intervals. After washing, eight flume tank (100 cm²) and six roller conveyor (350 cm²) surface samples were obtained using Kimwipes®. Tomatoes were hand-rubbed in 200 ml of phosphate buffer in a Whirl-Pak bag for 2 min and then surface-plated on trypticase soy agar containing 0.6% yeast extract, 0.05% ferric ammonium citrate and 0.03% sodium thiosulfate with or without 0.45 µm membrane filtration to quantify *Salmonella*. Surface samples were homogenized by stomaching in 15 ml of phosphate buffer for 1 min and then similarly examined for salmonellae along with the water samples.

**Results:** Midway through 2 min of washing, *Salmonella* populations stabilized at 4.12 and 0.53 log CFU/ml in the wash water for the high and low inocula, respectively, with populations decreasing 0.99 – 1.15 log CFU/g (P > 0.05) on the tomatoes. After washing, 0.01 – 0.02 and 0.001 – 0.03% of the original inoculum, respectively, transferred to the flume tank and roller conveyor surfaces. Roller-dried tomatoes retained 10.19 and 3.96% of their original high and low inocula, respectively.

**Significance:** This is the first report to quantitatively measure *Salmonella* transfer from tomatoes to equipment and water in a simulated commercial washing system. These findings, which clearly demonstrate how cross-contamination can occur during tomato washing, are critical to the development of science-based transfer models for risk analysis.

**P3-135 *Listeria monocytogenes* Transfer during Mechanical Dicing of Celery and Growth during Subsequent Storage**

CHELSEA KAMINSKI, Gordon Davidson and Elliot Ryser  
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

**Introduction:** During January to October 2010, 10 listeriosis cases, including 5 deaths, were traced to commercially diced celery from Texas.

**Purpose:** In response to this outbreak, *Listeria monocytogenes* transfer was assessed during mechanical dicing of celery along with growth of this pathogen in diced celery during 7 days of refrigerated storage.

**Methods:** In each of three experiments, 250 g of retail celery stalks were cut to 5 cm in length and inoculated by immersion for 1 h in an aqueous 5-strain *L. monocytogenes* cocktail containing 7.02 log CFU/ml to obtain 4.85 log CFU/g. After 30 min of drying at 22°C, this batch of inoculated celery was diced using a Hand-Operated Easy Dicer Food Cutter Model NS5100E (Nemco Inc., Hicksville, OH) followed by 15 identical 250-g batches of uninoculated celery. Each batch of diced celery was then transferred to a sterile Whirl-Pak bag and stored for 7 days at 4°C, after which a 25-g sample was homogenized by stomaching, appropriately diluted and surface-plated with or without prior membrane filtration on Modified Oxford Agar to quantify *Listeria*. In addition, three 250-g celery samples were similarly inoculated at 4.81 log CFU/g, diced and examined daily for numbers of *Listeria* during 7 days of storage at 4°C.

**Results:** Results showed that *L. monocytogenes* transferred from the initial batch of inoculated celery to all 15 batches of uninoculated celery during dicing with populations decreasing from 5.24 to 0.24 log CFU/g. The *Listeria* population averaged 2.29 CFU/g across all 15 batches with a 2-log decrease seen after dicing the first 250-g batches. However, *Listeria* failed to grow in diced celery (*P < 0.05*) during the 7-day storage study.

**Significance:** Based on these findings, even though dicing can amplify an isolated contamination event, *L. monocytogenes* is unlikely to reach potentially hazardous levels in diced celery after one week of refrigerated storage.

**P3-136 *Salmonella Enteritidis* Cross-contamination onto Mango by Means of Contaminated Knives**

ANA L. PENTEADO, Maria Fernanda P. CastrO, Ivan Alcântara, Flavia R. Neves, Simone D. Costa and Ana Paula O. Ribeiro  
Embrapa Agroindústria de Alimentos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

**Introduction:** The possible transfer of *Salmonella Enteritidis* (SE) onto cut mango (*Mangifera indica* Linn.) due to contaminated knives may occur depending on the level of contamination of this utensil, but this hypothesis has not been demonstrated yet.

**Purpose:** To determine the cross-contamination of SE onto mango by using a contaminated knife with different levels of inocula.

**Methods:** Fruits without any defects (peel ruptures, bruised areas) were used in the experiment. Mangoes were aseptically surface disinfected with an alcoholic solution of iodine (BAM-FDA) and left 20 minutes in an air flow cabinet. Knives were previously inoculated on both sides with a final bacterial population of 10⁴, 10⁵ and 10⁶ CFU in 100 ml of peptone water (0.1%), and left to dry inside the air cabinet. These contaminated knives were used to cut the mango. The cut pieces were placed on HE and XLD plates, with the cut side facing the agar surface, moved back and forth and then discarded. The occurrence of SE on each mango piece, following incubation at 35°C/24 h, was determined by counting the colonies on HE and XLD. Bacterial colonies were confirmed by culture on TSI and LIA, and then biochemically confirmed using API 20E (biomérieux). Three repetitions for each essay were carried out. After cutting the mango, each knife was washed in 100 ml peptone water, and 1 ml of this water was poured plated in TSA. The plates were incubated at 35°C for 24 h followed by counting, with the results being expressed in CFU/g.

**Results:** Detection of SE in cut mango was observed for knives inoculated at 10⁴, 10⁵ CFU/ml with this microorganism. Knife level contamination of 10⁴ did not show any growth of SE on the cut fruit. Analysis of the washing knives did not show any colonies of SE.

**Significance:** The study indicates that the inside of a mango could be contaminated with SE during slicing by using a contaminated knife. Precautions should be taken in handling mango to minimize such contamination from the surface to the interior of the foods by using a cutting knife. Since SE can survive on the mango pulp even at lower temperatures good manufacturing practices should be applied for manipulation of this fruit.
P3-137 Evaluation of Factors That Impact Transfer of Escherichia coli from Gloves to Surfaces
IRENE Y. ZHAO and Linda J. Harris
University of California-Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Introduction: Food safety concerns have lead to an increased use of gloves to hand-harvest fresh produce. However, little data exist to support development of appropriate management practices for their use.

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to evaluate factors that impact the transfer of E. coli from gloves to surfaces, including lettuce.

Methods: Latex or nitrile gloves were cut into 100 cm
2 pieces and divided into four treatments: 1) control (unworn), 2) nitrile gloves, 3) latex gloves, and 4) 18% bleach treated gloves. Each was inoculated with 10
5 CFU of E. coli O157:H7 or S. Typhimurium. The inoculated gloves were used to cut, wash, and dry lettuce for 10 s. Bacterial transfer were then enumerated on lactose-sulfite-phenol red-rifampicin agar.

Results: The 5SW, 10SW, and ST treatments were nearly equally effective for decontaminating knives, with treatment-dependent cleaning procedures.

Significance: Transfer of microorganisms from gloves to surfaces including lettuce is influenced by initial microbial loads reinforcing the importance of glove hygiene.

P3-138 Effect of Kitchen Procedures for Knife Cleaning on the Transfer of Pathogens during In-home Processing of Fresh Produce
KEILA PEREZ, Luis Cisneros-Zevallos, Alejandro Castillo and Matthew Taylor
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, USA

Introduction: Limited information exists describing either the transfer of pathogens from contaminated produce to other produce items during preparation of meals in the domestic environment, or the efficacy of cleaning procedures for inhibiting such cross-contamination.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to determine the efficacy of methods for decontamination of knives used for consumer-mimicking processing of fresh produce and assess inhibition of produce cross-contamination via knives as affected by cleaning procedures.

Methods: Rifampicin-resistant Salmonella enterica (serovars Montevideo, Poona, Typhimurium) and E. coli O157:H7 were dip-inoculated onto waxed green bell peppers to 5.6 ± 0.5 log
2 CFU/cm
2. Following drying, peppers were chilled to 5°C and packed with a sterile towel. A control treatment was prepared with either a sterile towel (TW) or a dry sterile cotton towel (TW), held under running warm water (60°C) for 5 or 10 s (5SW, 10SW), or sponge-scrubbed with a 1.0% (v/v) detergent solution and held under warm running water for 10 s (ST). Bacterial transfer were then used to slice salad cucumbers into 2 mm wide slices. Transfer of pathogens from peppers to knives and from knives to cucumbers was determined by selective/differential enumeration of pathogens on lactose-sulfite-phenol red-rifampicin agar.

Results: Results indicate 5SW, 10SW, and ST treatments were nearly equally effective for decontaminating knives, with treatment-dependent reductions in Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 ranging from 2.8–3.5 log
2 CFU/cm
2. No differences (P > 0.05) were observed between the 50- or 200-g weights. Transfer coefficients were significantly (P > 0.05) higher for the latex and dry inoculum than for the nitrile and wet inoculum. Log 2 CFU/leaf were transferred to each of six lettuce leaves at log 7.0 CFU/glove but transfer was not detected even by enrichment at log 4.5 CFU/glove.

Significance: Findings suggest that produce-contaminated utensils can serve to contaminate other produce items during preparation of a meal, while proper decontamination can allow consumers to realize pathogen reductions in addition to those resulting from good agricultural practices and industry-applied interventions.

P3-139 Effects of Moisture Enhancement, Storage and Subsequent Cooking on Inactivation of Campylobacter jejuni and Salmonella enterica Typhimurium in Moisture-enhanced Pork
XUESONG WEN, Jing Li and James S. Dickson
Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

Introduction: Translocation of bacterial pathogens into the interior tissue of pork meat through moisture enhancement may be of concern if enhanced pork is undercooked.

Purpose: The present study was conducted to evaluate the influence of moisture enhancement, storage temperature and cooking temperature on inactivation of Salmonella enterica Typhimurium and Campylobacter jejuni in moisture-enhanced pork during storage and cooking.

Methods: Boneless pork loins were surface inoculated with Salmonella Typhimurium or Campylobacter jejuni and injected with brine (sodium chloride, sodium phosphate) at 10% and 20%. Moisture-enhanced pork loins were sliced into 1 cm thick slices and vacuum packaged at 4°C and 10°C. The slices stored at 4°C for 21 days and the slices stored at 10°C for 14 days were cooked to temperatures at the center of 155°F (68.3°C), 160°F (71.1°C), 165°F (73.9°C) and 170°F (76.7°C) on an electric grill, with holding for 0 min after cooking before excision of interior muscle from each slice and enumeration of Salmonella Typhimurium or Campylobacter jejuni from the interior muscle. A Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) using moisture enhancement, storage temperature, cooking temperature and different inoculated bacteria as independent variables, was developed to determine the influences of these variables on the probability of bacterial presence (the proportion of samples from which bacteria were recovered on the medium) in pork slices after grilling.

Results: Campylobacter jejuni was significantly less resistant to various treatments than Salmonella Typhimurium. Higher cooking temperature was more significantly effective for complete bacterial inactivation. Cooking above 160°F may be adequate for assuring the microbiological safety of moisture enhanced pork slices that is prepared without excessive contamination of interior tissues. Significant interactions between storage temperature and moisture enhancement level were observed.

Significance: No significant relationships existed between the probability of bacterial presence in pork slices after grilling and moisture-enhancement level. Moisture-enhanced pork does not present a greater risk to consumers than otherwise similar meat that is intact, provided that the meat is properly cooked.
P3-140 Combination of Slightly Acidic Low Concentration Electrolyzed Water with Calcium Lactate to Ensure Microbial Safety, Shelf Life and Sensory Quality of Fresh Pork
SYED M. RAHMAN, Tian Ding, Jun Wang, Joong-Hyun Park, Na-Jung Choi, Ha-Na Kim, Jae-Ho Choi, Woo-Young Jung and Deog-Hwan Oh
Kangwon National University, Chuncheon, Republic of Korea

Introduction: The consumption of pork products is increasing, so the microbial safety of pork during storage and marketing remains a concern. Constant efforts have been made to create effective and new technologies for the decontamination of carcasses and meat products.

Purpose: The objectives of this study were to evaluate the effectiveness of slightly-acidic low-concentration electrolyzed water (SlALcEW) and other carcass decontaminants against *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 and *Listeria monocytogenes* in fresh pork and to conduct the shelf life/sensory study of pork.

Methods: Samples of fresh pork were inoculated with approximately 5 log CFU/g of *E. coli* O157:H7 (B0259, B0297 and B0299) and *L. monocytogenes* (ATCC 19115, 19111 and Scott A) and dip-treated with distilled water (DW), aqueous ozone (AO), 1% lactic acid (LA), 1% calcium lactate (CaL), sodium hypochlorite solution (NaOCl), SlALcEW, StAEW, and SlALcEW + CaL for 5 min at room temperature (23 ± 2°C). Survival and growth of pathogens inoculated onto pork was also observed after treated with SlALcEW, StAEW and SlALcEW + CaL at 4, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30°C. Each independent trial was replicated thrice and data for bacterial reduction was recorded as log CFU/g.

Results: Washing with sanitizers significantly (P < 0.05) reduced the inoculated pathogens compared to the unwashed control. The greatest reduction (3.0-3.2 log CFU/g) was achieved with SlALcEW + CaL against *E. coli* O157:H7 and *L. monocytogenes* and there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) found between SlALcEW and StAEW treatment. Compared with unwashed control we found that treated with SlALcEW + CaL extended the shelf life of pork up to 6 days at 4°C storage with little change in color and odor.

Significance: The slightly-acidic low-concentration electrolyzed water is novel, and no studies examine the effect of SlALcEW and its combination with calcium lactate to decontaminate fresh pork. The results of the current study are very promising, although carried out in laboratory conditions.

P3-141 Efficacy of a Food-grade Blend of Lactate-diacetate-propionate as Ingredients to Control *Listeria monocytogenes* on Commercially-produced Frankfurters
Anna C.S. Porto-Fett, Steve G. Campano, Alan Oser, Bradley A. Shoyer, Jeff Call and JOHN B. LUCHANSKY
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

Introduction: Further research is warranted to evaluate different levels/types of food grade antimicrobials to control *Listeria monocytogenes* (Lm) on RTE meats.

Purpose: Determine viability of Lm on frankfurters formulated with and without a blend of lactate-diacetate-propionate (0.0%, 0.5%, 0.75%, or 1.0%) and then surface treated with lauric arginate (LAE; 22 ppm) or levulinic acid (LEV; 160 ppm) and stored at 4°C for up to 90 days.

Methods: Each package of 8 links (ca. 454 grams) was surface inoculated with ca. 4.3 log CFU/package of a five-strain mixture of Lm. Following an attachment period, 3 ml of LAE or LEV were delivered into each package using the Sprayed Lethality in Container (SLIC®) delivery method. The pathogen was enumerated throughout storage using the USDA package rinse/recovery method.

Results: Without antimicrobials, Lm increased from ca. 4.3 to ca. 7.7 log CFU/package after 90 d. When frankfurters were formulated with 0.5% of the blend, pathogen numbers remained relatively unchanged over 75 d, but then increased to ca. 5.8 log CFU/package after 90 d. When 0.75 or 1.0% of the blend was added, Lm remained relatively unchanged or decreased somewhat after 90 d. Regardless of whether the blend was included, when frankfurters were surface treated with LAE or LEV, Lm decreased from ca. 4.3 to ca. 1.5 to 2.5 log CFU/package over 90 d. Without the blend, Lm remained relatively unchanged over 75 d, but then increased to ca. 5.8 log CFU/package after 90 d.

Significance: Inclusion of lactate-diacetate-propionate as ingredients, with or without LAE or LEV on the surface, can control Lm on frankfurters throughout shelf life.

P3-142 Use of Enhanced Octanoic Acid Surfactant System as a Post-lethality Treatment to Reduce *Listeria monocytogenes* on Hot Dogs
ELAINE BLACK, Teresa C. Podtburg, James White, Timothy A. Gutzmann and Peter W. Bodnaruk
Ecolab, Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: It is estimated that over 1,500 cases of Listeriosis occur each year in the United States. Both FSIS and FDA identify hotdogs as posing a relatively high-risk for illness from *Listeria monocytogenes*. Currently, octanoic acid (OA) can be used as a post-lethality treatment (PLT) that meets the requirements of Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 determined by FSIS for the safety of ready-to-eat (RTE) meats. Historically it has been difficult to treat hot dogs with an effective in-package PLT while maintaining low volumes of purge in the finished package. Development of a hot dog PLT that results in a 1–2 log reduction in *L. monocytogenes* on hot dogs inactivate was greater by ~1.0 log CFU/package than that achieved using OA-S at the same levels. Levels of *L. monocytogenes* on hot dogs were maintained at <2 log CFU/package over a four week storage period at 4°C.

Significance: Results demonstrate the effectiveness of a blended surfactant system (OA-B) treatment to meet FSIS guidelines for a post-lethality treatment for RTE hot dogs as well as meeting hot dog processor requirements of low package purge volumes.
P3-143 Evaluation of Process Parameters Used during the Fermentation and Drying of Italian-style Salami

MARGARET D. HARDIN, Michael De La Zarda, Robert Miksch and Mansour Samadpour
Institute for Environmental Health, Lake Forest Park, WA, USA

Introduction: Fermented meat products such as Italian dry salami continue to be associated with outbreaks of foodborne illness. These ready-to-eat products and their specialized processes rely on factors such as low water activity, low pH, salt and/or combinations of these factors to provide microbial stability and to ensure their safety.

Purpose: To evaluate the reduction of a five strain cocktail of Salmonella spp. subjected to three different drying processes applied following fermentation during the production of Italian dry salami.

Methods: Five strains of Salmonella spp. isolated from low water activity foods were used in combination to inoculate raw ground pork. The salami batter was prepared according to a commercial manufacturing recipe and processing directions. Following the addition of non-meat ingredients, the batter was stuffed into 100 mm diameter collagen casings. Ten sticks were placed into three environmental chambers for fermentation (total n = 30). Following fermentation, each chamber was set at one of three different temperatures (low, medium, high) and dried to a water activity of ≤ 0.92. Core samples were collected from salami sticks at scheduled intervals throughout fermentation and drying and analyzed for levels of lactic acid starter culture, Salmonella, pH, and water activity. Levels of Salmonella in samples taken during the process were determined using serial dilutions and enumeration plating on selective media.

Results: The fermentation process resulted in approximately a 2.7 to 3.3-log reduction in levels of Salmonella. An additional 1.4 to 3.0-log reduction was reported during drying for a total log reduction of 5.1, 6.1 and 6.3 for the low, medium and high drying temperature treatments, respectively. Based on these results the total reduction in levels of Salmonella was the result of both the fermentation and drying processes.

Significance: These results emphasize the importance of validating the individual as well as the combined effect that both fermentation and drying contribute to the process and overall reduction in levels of Salmonella in these unique types of products and to quantitatively assess processes that are often described to be as much of an art as a science.

P3-144 Antimicrobial Activity of Lactic Acid Bacteria against Listeria monocytogenes on Ready-to-Eat Meat

OK-KYUNG KOO, Corliss A. O’Bryan, Jean Baptiste Ndahetuye, Phillip G. Crandall and Steven C. Ricke
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

Introduction: Contamination of Listeria monocytogenes has been a constant threat for the deli meat industry due to the high mortality rate. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) have shown protective action against various pathogenic bacteria. Pediococcus acidilactici, Lactobacillus amylovorus and Lb. animalis were previously isolated from commercial ready-to-eat (RTE) meat.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the anti-listerial activity of the combined three LAB strains on L. monocytogenes.

Methods: A spot-on-lawn assay was performed with the combined LAB and showed a zone of inhibition with 1.29 ± 0.09 mm against the cocktail of L. monocytogenes after 24 h. The zone was observed up to 1:128 dilutions with 0.72 ± 0.04 mm. P. acidilactici showed inhibition with 1.22 ± 0.06 mm. Competitive growth assay in TSBYE was performed by adding different concentrations of LAB ranging from 10⁴ to 10⁷ CFU/ml to zero cells with the presence of 10⁶ CFU/ml of L. monocytogenes at 7 and 4°C for 3 and 7 days.

Results: LAB with higher than 10⁷ CFU/ml had bactericidal effect by 1-2.5 log reduction of L. monocytogenes at both refrigerated and temperature-abused conditions. However, a 1-1.8 log increase of viable L. monocytogenes was observed with lower than 10⁵ CFU/ml of LAB after one week. Although overall concentration of L. monocytogenes was higher with 0.2–0.5 log when stored at 7°C than refrigerated temperature, combined LAB showed similar inhibition pattern to L. monocytogenes at both temperatures.

Significance: Overall, three combined LAB strains may be suitable to prevent or to minimize growth of L. monocytogenes for the potential application in RTE meat products.

P3-145 Viability of Listeria monocytogenes on Commercially Prepared, Uncured Turkey Breast, Formulated with and without Potassium Levulinate, Potassium Diacetate and Potassium Propionate during Extended Refrigerated Storage

STEVE G. CAMPANO, Anna C.S. Porto-Fett, Bradley A. Shoyer, David Israeli, Jeff Call, Alan Oser and John B. Luchansky
Hawkins Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA

Introduction: Although Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) is eliminated from ready-to-eat (RTE) red meat and poultry products during thermal processing, it can be reintroduced onto the surface of such products via post-process contamination. Thus, further research is warranted to evaluate the efficacy of food grade antimicrobials for suppressing outgrowth of Lm on RTE meats during shelf life.

Purpose: Evaluate the efficacy of potassium levulinate, diacetate, and propionate to inhibit Lm on commercially-prepared, uncured turkey breast during refrigerated storage.

Methods: Formed, uncured turkey breast (ca. 5 kg each) was formulated with or without potassium levulinate (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0%), alone or in combination with potassium diacetate (0.1%) and potassium propionate (0.1%), by a commercial processor. Finished product was sliced (ca. 1.25 cm thick) and subsequently surface inoculated on both the top and bottom faces to a target level of 3.5 log CFU/slice with a five-strain cocktail of Lm. The inoculated slices were placed into nylon-polyethylene bags, vacuum-sealed, and stored at 4°C for up to 90 d. The pathogen was enumerated throughout storage using the USDA package rinse/recovery method.

Results: Without inclusion of any antimicrobials in the formulation, Lm numbers increased by ca. 5.2 log CFU/slice, whereas with the inclusion of 1 to 2% of levulinate in the formulation, pathogen numbers increased by ca. 0.2 to 2.7 log CFU/slice over 90 d at 4°C. In contrast, a synergistic effect was observed when levulinate was added in combination with 0.1% diacetate and 0.1% propionate. When all three antimicrobials were included as ingredients, pathogen numbers decreased by 0.3 to 0.6 log CFU/slice after storage at 4°C for 90 d.

Significance: Our results validate that levulinate, alone or in combination with diacetate and propionate, would be effective as an ingredient for inhibiting outgrowth of Lm during refrigerated storage of uncured turkey breast.
P3-146 The Use of a Bread Proofer in Deli Environments to Aid in the Thermal Inactivation of Listeria monocytogenes on Deli Slicers
Daniel S. Lindsay, Elizabeth M. Martin, Corliss A. O’Bryan, PHILLIP G. CRANDALL, Steven C. Ricke and John A. Marcy
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, USA

Introduction: Some commercial delicatessen environments have been reported to harbor a variety of foodborne pathogens including Listeria monocytogenes (Lm). This organism persists in niches in the deli environment because of its ability to survive in cold, wet environments and to exist in protective biofilms. Some strains of Lm are more resistant to thermal inactivation and a range of sanitizers. Even though a majority of commercially produced deli meats have been properly manufactured and thermally processed to eliminate Lm, post-processing contamination can occur. The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 2009 stated that one of the greatest risks of Lm foodborne contamination is from deli meats that are sliced in commercial delis.

Purpose: Some commercial operations use dry heat because they believe it will kill Lm on food equipment. Tests in our laboratory determined that placing a deli slicer in dry oven conditions at 82 °C for 15 hours did not sufficiently decrease Lm when it was inoculated onto deli slicer components. However, further studies determined that moist heat, relative humidity > 90%, at 85 °C for 3 hours achieved a 4.5 to 5 log reduction of Lm. Our objective was to bring these conditions to the deli environment by utilizing the bread proofer that is normally present in delis.

Methods: We placed 100 mL of distilled water in the bottom compartment of the bread proofer and ran it on “proofer” mode at 68 °C for 7 hours. Dry heat followed the moist heating step to prevent damage to the motor and other moving parts of the deli slicer.

Results: The interior conditions of the proofer reached 95% relative humidity for 45 min, decreasing to 35% and lower for the duration. These conditions resulted in an approximate 5 log reduction of Lm.

Significance: This research presents a useful protocol to improve food safety in the deli environment.

P3-147 Poultry Contamination with Salmonella and Campylobacter from Farm to Slaughter
Audecir Giombelli and M. BEATRIZ A. GLORIA
UFMG, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Introduction: Salmonella and Campylobacter have long been recognized as important pathogens in poultry meat. In the USA, inspection procedures based on HACCP include Salmonella and E. coli monitoring and zero tolerance for fecal contamination. In the European Union, Salmonella and Campylobacter are evaluated in chicken carcasses before and during slaughter. In Brazil, a Salmonella reduction program started in 2003 on poultry carcasses. Fecal contamination on carcasses before chilling is considered a critical control point (CCP) compulsory for the slaughtering of poultry.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the presence of Salmonella and Campylobacter before slaughter on the farm and also associate with intestine contamination and carcasses with different fecal contamination during the slaughter in industries in which there is a CCP compulsory for slaughtering of poultry in Brazil.

Methods: This study was conducted in a commercial plant located in the South of Brazil that processed six-week-old chicken under industrial conditions. On the farm, Salmonella (n=40) and Campylobacter (n=17) flocks were sampled for analysis with drag swabs. During slaughter, the intestinal content of previously analyzed flocks and carcasses with and without fecal contamination and carcasses after removal of fecal contamination by trimming from the same flocks were analyzed. The samples were analyzed with BAX system Q7 and confirmed with bacteriological assay.

Results: Salmonella was present in 5% of chickens at farms before slaughter. Salmonella Agona and S. Lexington were identified in the positive samples. During slaughter, Salmonella was not detected in the intestine and in the carcasses with and without fecal contamination and in the carcasses after the fecal contamination was removed by trimming. Unlike Salmonella, Campylobacter was positive in all farms and in chicken samples. Contamination with Campylobacter was observed in 76.5% of the carcasses with fecal contamination, 27.5% of the carcasses without contamination and 31.4% after removal of the contamination by trimming.

Significance: The results indicate that the measures which were effective for controlling Salmonella in the poultry chain were not effective for controlling Campylobacter. The presence of feces in poultry carcasses was not associated with the presence of Salmonella, but it increased Campylobacter contamination. The control of Salmonella and Campylobacter contamination on chicken flocks before slaughtering is a control measure during slaughter so as to prevent cross contamination and protect the meat from food safety problems.

P3-148 Isolation and Characterization of Avian Pathogenic Escherichia coli from Delmarva Poultry
KYLE LESTRANGE, Cynthia Boettger, Jie Wei, Dallas G. Hoover and Kalmia E. Kniel
University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Introduction: Avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC) isolates are widespread in poultry flocks and cause colibacillosis in birds, resulting in severe economic losses every year in the U.S. APEC strains are closely related to human uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC), and there have been recent reports linking APEC with human diseases and the finding of stx1 and 2 genes in APEC may increase this risk. Because APEC isolates can be isolated from a range of retail foods and have the potential to be a zoonotic risk, there is a growing concern of APEC contamination in our food supply.

Purpose: To characterize APEC strains isolated from poultry flocks in Delaware and better understand their role in causing foodborne diseases and acting as a zoonotic agent.

Methods: APEC strains were recovered from broilers which showed clinical symptoms of E. coli infection and grown on Tryptic soy agar (TSA) plates. After confirmation using selective media, APEC strains were serotyped, and selected O antigen strains (O157, O8, and O35) were plated on TSA and O157 strains were transferred onto SMA agar and screened for shiga toxin production. Colonies were picked from TSA and PCR was used to screen for stx1, stx2 and eae genes.

Results: Three-hundred and fifty APEC strains were isolated from poultry flocks in Delmarva. Serotyping showed that the majority of strains were O8, O35 and O78, and only eight strains were O157. All eight O157 strains produced pink colonies on SMA agar and PCR tests were negative for stx2 and eae genes. Further PCR tests will be conducted on all O type strains to determine the presence of other important virulence genes.

Significance: To determine the potential of APEC to become a zoonotic risk by testing for the presence of significant virulence genes.
P3-149 Spray Washing, Absorbent Corn Starch Powder and Dry Time to Reduce Bacterial Numbers on Soiled Broiler Transport Cage Flooring
MARK E. BERRANG, Richard J. Meinersmann and Chuck Hofacre
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS-RRC, Athens, GA, USA

Introduction: Most broilers in the U.S. are transported live to slaughter facilities in cages with fiberglass floors. Cages are often used repeatedly without washing and fecal matter deposited on the floor surface can transfer Campylobacter from one flock to another. Drying feces out between uses is an effective but slow and logistically impractical means to kill Campylobacter in soiled transport cages.

Purpose: The objective of this study was to test the addition of an absorbent powder to boost efficiency of cage drying as a sanitation procedure.

Methods: Squares (5 X 5 cm) of fiberglass flooring were covered with broiler gut contents for 60 minutes, spray washed and then covered with a known quantity of corn starch or left untreated as controls. All squares were left to dry for 0.25, 2, 4 or 24 hours. Sterile sponges used to sample the surfaces and were stomached in PBS which was subsequently plated on campy cefox agar for Campylobacter counts, reported as log CFU per floor square.

Results: At 0.25 hours dry time, corn starch alone did not significantly lessen the number of Campylobacter compared to unwashed control (5.84 and 5.74 respectively); washing lowered numbers by more than one log (4.12) and washing followed by cornstarch lowered Campylobacter numbers by three logs (2.79). By two hours dry time, no Campylobacter was detected on spray washed flooring with or without corn starch compared to 5.60 on control unwashed and 4.46 on corn starch treated, unwashed flooring. At 24 hours dry time, no Campylobacter was detected on any flooring.

Significance: These data show that an absorbent powder may aid in the desiccation-caused death of Campylobacter on soiled transport cage flooring in a short turn around time scenario.

P3-150 Poultry Litter from Free-range (Organic) Chickens Harbor Multi-drug Resistant and Pathogenic Strains of Salmonella
Joanna Deck, June deGraft-Hanson, Steven Foley, P. Brett Kenney and RAJESH NAYAK
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Jefferson, AR, USA

Introduction: Fresh and processed poultry has been implicated in several cases of salmonellosis. While previous studies have focused on Salmonella prevalence in commercially poultry production, there is limited information about the microbial genetics of these pathogens when birds are raised free range. Poultry litter is a major source of Salmonella contamination in pre-harvest poultry.

Purpose: This study evaluates the dynamics of Salmonella colonization in free-range and commercial chickens.

Methods: Salmonella isolates (n=128) from free-range and commercial chicken litter samples were characterized by antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) to 15 drugs, XbaI-PFGE restriction and plasmid (conventional and replicon typing) profiles. Multiplex PCR reactions were performed to detect 35 virulence genes related to Salmonella pathogenicity.

Results: Nearly, 83% (106/128) of the isolates were resistant to at least one of the antimicrobials tested, and 22% were resistant to five or more antimicrobials. The most resistance was shown to sulfisoxazole (66%), ampicillin (54%), streptomycin (46%), tetracycline (45%), cefotiofur (40%), cefoxitin (39%), and amoxicillin/clavulanic acid (38%). The PFGE dendrogram revealed 6 distinct groups with 80 to 90% similarity in their fingerprint profiles, and two groups with 50 to 60% similarity. The DNA band patterns ranged from 20 to 1000 kb. Plasmid profiling revealed that Salmonella isolates harbored 3 to 10 plasmids, ranging from 2 to 120 kb. Plasmid sizes of ~2, 4 or 120 kb were most frequently detected. The major replicon types identified were IncA/C, FIIA, FIB, IL, N or HI1. Plasmids from these replicon types are known to carry genes for antimicrobial resistance, virulence and/or disinfectant resistance. Nearly 96% (123/128) of isolates harbored >50% of the virulent gene determinants. The virB4, virD4 and cdI8 genes were not detected in any isolates, while invA and iacP were detected in all isolates.

Significance: Litter appears to be a major reservoir of multi-drug resistant, pathogenic, and genetically-diverse Salmonella populations. These pathogens harbor diverse replicon plasmids that may contribute to transfer of genes among the bacteria present in the environment and the birds.

P3-151 Growth Kinetics of Salmonella Enteritidis in Raw Ground Chicken with Different Levels of Native Microflora
HIROSHI FUJIKAWA and Sakha Zaher
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Fuchu, Japan

Introduction: Salmonella Enteritidis often contaminates chicken and eggs and has caused serious food poisoning outbreaks worldwide. Few researchers have studied growth kinetics of the pathogen and native microflora (NM) in ground chicken at various temperature patterns.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to analyze and predict growth of Salmonella Enteritidis and NM in raw ground chicken with our mathematical model.

Methods: Commercial ground chicken with high (10^5 CFU/g) and low (10^3 CFU/g) levels of NM was injected with Salmonella Enteritidis strain 04-137 (10^5 CFU/g) and then stored at constant and dynamic temperatures ranging from 8 to 32°C. Bacteria counts of the pathogen and NM were measured with XLD agar plates and standard method agar plates, respectively. Data were analyzed with the model.

Results: Values of the maximum population, N_max, and the rate constant of growth, r, for Salmonella were higher at higher temperatures in chicken with both NM levels. N_max for NM was constant (10^4 CFU/g) at all temperatures for both NM levels. Salmonella growth, characterized by both N_max and r, was highest in sterilized chicken, followed by chicken with the low NM level and then chicken with the high NM level. With data at constant temperatures, growth of Salmonella and NM in chicken stored at dynamic temperatures was well predicted with the model; averages of standard error for Salmonella were low, being 0.049 ± 0.021 and 0.18 ± 0.059 log units in low and high NM chicken, respectively.

Significance: Our study clarified the effects of NM at different dosages in ground chicken on growth kinetics of the Salmonella Enteritidis strain and the usability of the growth model for foods with NM.
P3-152 Prevalence of the Foodborne Pathogen Campylobacter spp. in Retail Meats in Tulsa, Oklahoma
ANEESA NOORMOHAMED and Mohamed Fakhr
The University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA

Introduction: Campylobacter is a foodborne pathogen that is considered as the second leading cause of bacterial illness in the U.S. Campylobacter spp. are found in the environment and as part of the natural intestinal flora of birds. Contaminated and undercooked meat is an important transmission vehicle for human Campylobacter infection.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to isolate Campylobacter spp. from retail meats and to determine its prevalence in different types of meat such as chicken, turkey, pork, beef (including beef livers), and chicken livers and gizzards.

Methods: Retail meats were purchased and rinsed with BPW which was then inoculated into 2 x Bolton enrichment broths. The enrichment was then streaked onto CCDA Campylobacterspecific agar media and incubated for 48 h under microaerophilic conditions. Suspected Campylobacter colonies were picked up and subjected to identification using a multiplex PCR.

Results: A total of 611 samples of meat were purchased from several Tulsa area grocery stores and used for the isolation of Campylobacter. Of these, 231 (37.8%) were positive for Campylobacter. From the 231 positive samples, 130 (21.3%) were identified as Campylobacter jejuni and 108 (17.7%) as Campylobacter coli (a few samples contained both species). Campylobacter positive samples were distributed as follows: 134 (58%) from chicken livers and gizzards, 56 (24.2%) from poultry meat, and 41 (17.7%) from beef and pork.

Significance: Retail meat products in grocery stores carry Campylobacter species and proper cooking and handling methods need to be used to prevent foodborne illnesses. Chicken and beef livers appear as a potential risk factor for Campylobacter due to the high prevalence of this foodborne bacterium in those samples.

P3-153 Contamination of Individual Whole Broiler Chickens with Multiple Molecular Subtypes of Salmonella and Campylobacter
KRISTIN M. KOTEWICZ, Meghan Hemsworth, Tracy Stiles and Linda Han
Massachusetts Department of Public Health State Laboratory Institute, Boston, MA, USA

Introduction: Outbreaks of human salmonellosis and campylobacteriosis are often associated with food and can be linked by molecular subtyping to poultry contaminated with Salmonella and Campylobacter. Knowledge of the frequency with which individual chickens are contaminated with multiple bacterial species/subtypes is imperative for optimizing the sampling strategy used to establish linkages between contaminated poultry and human disease.

Purpose: This study aimed to determine the prevalence and diversity of these pathogens in chickens from retail markets in Massachusetts, the frequency with which multiple contaminants are present in single birds, and which anatomic locations yielded the greatest diversity of contaminating species/subtypes.

Methods: Between October 2010 and April 2011, raw whole broiler chickens purchased in Massachusetts were tested for Salmonella sp., and Campylobacter sp. using FDA Bacteriological Analytical Manual protocols. The chickens were sampled from several anatomic locations and were a whole carcass wash. Molecular subtyping was performed by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis as per Centers of Disease Control and Prevention PulseNet protocols.

Results: All 9 chicken carcasses were positive for Salmonella and Campylobacter, with as many as 7 Salmonella molecular subtypes and 13 Campylobacter molecular subtypes isolated from a single chicken. 51 (52.0%) of 98 sub-samples from various anatomic locations were positive for Salmonella and 53 (54.6%) of 97 sub-samples were positive for Campylobacter. In order to maximize the molecular subtypes found in each chicken, multiple anatomic locations would need to be sampled.

Significance: Contamination of poultry with multiple Salmonella and Campylobacter subtypes is common. Sampling multiple locations from each chicken, in addition to the whole carcass wash, may be necessary to yield the isolate(s) that can be linked by molecular subtyping to human disease. The frequency and biodiversity of contamination by human bacterial pathogens found on chickens will likely be underestimated in studies that are based on sampling from only a whole carcass wash or a limited number of locations.

P3-154 Comparison of Cumulative Drip Sampling to Whole Carcass Rinses for Estimation of Campylobacter spp. and Quality Indicator Organisms from Processed Broiler Chickens
J. ERIC LINE, Norman J. Stern, Brian B. Oakley and Bruce S. Seal
U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Athens, GA, USA

Introduction: The whole carcass rinse (WCR) procedure is routinely used as a sampling method for determining the presence and number of quality-indicator organisms and pathogens associated with broiler chicken carcasses in processing facilities. Collection of a cumulative drip sample by placing collection vessels under the processing could reflect a potentially more representative sample of bacterial populations associated with an entire flock with less labor than individual bird rinses.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate a cumulative drip sampling method for recovery of Campylobacter spp. and three types of quality indicator organisms from broiler carcasses.

Methods: Samples were collected on 12 days from commercial broiler processing facility over a three-month period. WCR samples were obtained post-evisceration (PEWCR) and post-chill (PCWCR) and drip samples were obtained by placing multiple collection vessels at appropriate points post-evisceration, pre-chill, and post-chill on each collection day. Campylobacter spp. were counted by traditional direct plating techniques. Total viable count, Enterobacteriaceae, and E. coli populations were determined using the Tempo automated MPN procedure.

Results: Cumulative drip sampling was validated by demonstrating no statistically significant difference between the WCR and cumulative drip sampling methods in recovery of Campylobacter spp., total aerobes, Enterobacteriaceae or E. coli associated with the post-evisceration samples (P > 0.2). There was no significant correlation between any of the indicator organisms and Campylobacter spp. As expected, post-evisceration samples had greater numbers of bacteria associated with them than did post-chill samples. Campylobacter spp. (PCWCR mean Log 0.21) were more drastically reduced post-chill than the indicator organisms tested (PCWCR mean log 1.97), suggesting that in-plant intervention steps in place for Salmonella reduction are effectively reducing Campylobacter spp. populations as well.

Significance: A simple cumulative drip sampling technique may be useful in providing a representative summary of process control in poultry processing facilities.
P3-155 Pilot-scale Validation of a Salmonella Thermal Inactivation Model Applied to Whole-muscle Meat and Poultry Products Cooked in a Moist-air Impingement Oven
IAN M. HILDEBRANDT, Bradley P. Marks, Nicole O. Hall, Michael James, Alden M. Booren and Eliot T. Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Purpose: The objective of this study was to quantify accuracy and uncertainty of Salmonella inactivation models applied to whole-muscle meat products, via pilot-scale tests in a moist-air impingement cooking system.

Methods: Whole-muscle beef (round), pork (loin), or chicken (breast) samples (88 mm dia., 11 mm thick) were inoculated via vacuum submersion in a salt-phosphate marinade containing an eight-serovar Salmonella cocktail. Inoculated samples containing >7 log(CFU/g) were cooked in a pilot-scale, moist-air impingement oven under commercially relevant conditions. Process variables included humidity (20 or 50% moisture by volume), air temperature (149 or 204 °C), and fan speed (2.7 m/s), with triplicate samples processed at each condition. Internal and surface temperatures were recorded real-time during processing. Salmonella inactivation was calculated by previously reported activation models (i.e., product-specific D and z values). Samples were removed from the oven at a target computed lethality (~2.4 log), rapidly cooled to an internal temperature of 50 °C in liquid nitrogen and then immediately sliced into three layers, with a core (~50 mm diam, ~4 mm thick) removed from the center layer. All samples were stomached, serially diluted, and plated on modified tryptic soy agar plates (37°C, 48 h) to enumerate surviving salmonellae. Lethality error was defined as the difference between the experimental and predicted log reductions.

Results: The root mean squared errors for the computed lethalties for whole-muscle beef, pork, and chicken were 1.30, 1.54, and 1.43 log CFU/g, respectively. Mean errors (biases) were -0.13, 0.18, and -0.72 for whole muscle beef, pork, and chicken, respectively.

Significance: Therefore, such models should be validated for each specific product and application and should account for the inherent uncertainty when applied to industrial systems.

P3-156 A Universal Thermal Inactivation Model for Salmonella in Meat and Poultry Products
MARIA ISABEL TENORIO-BERNAL, Bradley P. Marks, Alden M. Booren and Eliot Ryser
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Introduction: To validate Salmonella lethality in fully-cooked meat and poultry products, manufacturers may use pre-established time/temperature treatments (i.e., safe harbors) or mathematical inactivation models. The latter allows for greater process flexibility. However, available models are based on data from individual laboratories, and rarely account for the variety of factors relevant to industrial processes, or the expected uncertainty inherent in applying these models to independent processes.

Purpose: Therefore, the objective was to develop a universal thermal inactivation model for Salmonella, based on multiple sources of laboratory-based data, and to evaluate its performance against independent pilot-scale data.

Methods: Thermal inactivation data were gathered from ComBase and scientific literature. Data for Salmonella inactivation in turkey, beef, and pork (n = 353, 569, and 341, respectively) was highly variable across source studies, due to different sample preparation, processing, and recovery methods. To account for this, model prediction intervals (PIs) contained a random effect on the parameter with variance error. The fitting model, which was 1st-order/modified-Arrhenius, accounted for temperature, muscle type, and fat percentage for each species.

Results: The root-mean-squared errors for the model fitting were 0.41, 0.75, and 0.59 log CFU/g for turkey, beef, and pork, respectively. Values for the variance error parameter were 1.58 ± 0.94, 0.95 ± 0.75, and 0.74 ± 0.47 min-1, for the same species. When validated against pilot-scale data, the ground beef model yielded the best prediction, with 17 of 19 data points captured within the PIs. Mean residuals for turkey, beef, and pork were -2.03, 0.65, and 1.11 log CFU/g, respectively.

Significance: Model performance was mostly affected by the nature of the raw data; variability in experimental methods across studies appeared to cause the PIs to be particularly large. This shows the need for standard methods for generating inactivation data, models, and parameters, in order to consolidate information across studies and increase collaboration to develop better prediction tools.

P3-157 Antilisterial Properties of Marinades against Post-cooking Inoculated Chicken Breast Meat during Refrigerated Storage and Microwave Oven Reheating
ALIYAR FOULADKHAH, Ilgenia Geornaras and John N. Sofos
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

Introduction: Refrigerated storage of cooked leftover chicken meat could potentially allow multiplication of Listeria monocytogenes, accidentally introduced after cooking, due to reduced levels of background microflora on cooked meat. Marination of chicken meat, in addition to adding value and improving palatability, may enhance the safety of refrigerated leftovers through the antimicrobial properties of the marinade ingredients.

Purpose: This study evaluated growth of L. monocytogenes inoculated on cooked, marinated chicken meat and stored aerobically at 7°C. Pathogen survival during microwave oven reheating of stored chicken was also investigated.

Methods: Raw chicken breast meat portions (100-g) were marinated (1 [meat]:2 [marinade] ratio), for 30 min at 4 °C, with commercially formulated tomato-, soy-, and lemon-based marinades as well as tomato juice, soy sauce, and lemon juice. After marination, samples were cooked by pan-broiling to an internal temperature of 73.8°C, then cooled to 4°C and surface-inoculated with L. monocytogenes (5-strain mixture; 2.5 log CFU/g). Along with non-marinated controls, samples were stored at 7°C (up to 7 days) in Pyrex dishes overwrapped with plastic film, to simulate home refrigeration of cooked leftovers. On Days 0, 1, 2, 4, and 7 of storage, samples were reheated in a microwave oven (1100 W) for 45 or 90 s, and analyzed (two repetitions, three samples/treatment/repetition) for microbial counts, pH, and water activity. Data were statistically analyzed as a randomized complete block design.

Results: L. monocytogenes counts on non-marinated (control) samples increased (P < 0.05) from 2.7 ± 0.1 (Day-0) to 6.9 ± 0.1 (Day-7) log CFU/g during storage. Initial (Day-0) pathogen counts of marinated samples were ~0.5 log CFU/g lower than those of the control, irrespective of marinade treatment. At 7 days of storage, pathogen levels on samples marinated with tomato juice were not different (P ≥ 0.05; 6.9 ± 0.1 log CFU/g) from those of the control, whereas for samples treated with the remaining marinades, pathogen counts were ~0.7 (soy sauce) to 2.0 (lemon juice) log CFU/g lower (P < 0.05) than those of the control. Microwave oven reheating reduced L. monocytogenes counts by 1.9 to 4.1 (45 s) and >2.4 to 5.0 (90 s) log CFU/g, with similar trends across marinade treatments. The numbers of pathogen survivors after reheating increased as populations on stored (7°C) product increased.

Significance: High levels of L. monocytogenes survivors after microwave oven reheating, especially after two days of storage, indicates that length of storage and reheating time need to be considered for safe consumption of leftover cooked chicken.
**P3-158 Quadruplex PCR for Rapid Detection of Generic Salmonella, Salmonella Subspecies I, S. Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis in Layer Hen Housing Environments**

HYUN JOONG KIM, Hongwei Xin and Byron F. Brehm-Stecher

Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

Introduction: FDA and National Poultry Improvement Program (NPIP) methods for isolation of Salmonella from environmental samples rely on selective enrichment and plating steps to screen for target cells against high levels of background microflora. Although these media are highly selective, some non-target organisms may still grow and yield false-positive reactions. These isolates must be tested further through biochemical testing, serotyping or generic PCR, resulting in added expense and delays in obtaining actionable data.

**Purpose:** To evaluate a novel quadruplex multiplex PCR (mPCR) for rapid detection and characterization of Salmonella isolates from layer hen environments.

**Methods:** A quadruplex mPCR for identification of generic Salmonella, Salmonella subspecies I, S. Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis was evaluated against a panel of Salmonella type strains and environmental isolates from layer hen housing environments. An additional set of environmental isolates that yielded false-positive reactions on XLT-4 or BGN agars, but were ultimately found not to be Salmonella based on serology were also evaluated. The identities of all strains used were determined independently via full-length 16S rDNA sequencing.

**Results:** Based on comparison of mPCR and 16S rDNA sequencing results, all Salmonella strains were correctly identified using the mPCR assay. Likewise, all false-positive environmental isolates were correctly identified as non-salmonellae via mPCR. These isolates were surprisingly diverse, belonging to various genera within the Enterobacteriaceae, including Citrobacter, Enterobacter, Klebsiella, Escherichia, Providencia and Proteus.

**Significance:** This approach provides an accurate and rapid method for quickly identifying Salmonella spp. among suspect isolates recovered from poultry production environments. Incorporation of this mPCR in an FDA/NPIP-based isolation workflow may speed the acquisition of actionable data on the presence of Salmonella, differentiate between generic Salmonella, Salmonella subspecies I, S. Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis, and eliminate wasteful downstream testing of false-positive non-Salmonella isolates.

**P3-159 Thermal Inactivation of Avian Influenza Virus in Liquid Egg Products**

REVIS A. CHMIELEWSKI, Joan R. Beck and David E. Swayne

U.S. Department of Agriculture-SEPRL-ARS, Athens, GA, USA

**Introduction:** Thirty-eight percent of the 200 million cases of shelled eggs produced per year in the U.S. are processed as liquid egg product. The pasteurization standards of egg products regulated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) (9CFR Part 590.570) are based on a 5 log reduction of Salmonella enterica Enteritidis. The pasteurization standard for sugared egg yolk is 63.3°C for 3.5 min or 62.2°C for 6.2 min; for fortified egg yolk (32% solid) is 62.2°C for 2.0 min; plain egg yolk for 60°C for 6.2 min or 61.1°C for 3.5 min; and 10%-salted egg yolk at 62.2°C for 6.2 min or 63.3°C for 3.5 min.

**Purpose:** The objective of this study is to develop predictive models for the heat inactivation of avian flu virus in liquid egg products.

**Methods:** Survival curves were generated to determine D and Z values of low pathogenic avian influenza A/ck/NY/13412/94 (H7N2) artificially inoculated into fortified, sugared and plain egg products at 106.3 EID50/ml then heat treated at various temperatures for 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 min and 8 min.

**Results:** The D-values for 10% sugared egg product resulted in D56, D57, D58, D59, D60, D61, D62.2, and D63.3 of 0.63, 0.52, 0.47, 0.29, 0.26, 0.24, 0.23, and 0.19 min, respectively, and a z value was 1.2°C. For fortified egg product the D57, D58, D59, D60, D61, and D62 values were 0.68, 0.44, 0.40, 0.36, 0.13, and 0.13 min, respectively, and a Z value of 0.7°C. For plain egg yolk (38% solid) the D57, D58, D59, D60, D61.1, and D62 values were 0.62, 0.61, 0.60, 0.60, 0.59, and 0.48 min, respectively, and a Z value of 0.2°C. For salted egg yolk product the D58, D59, D60, D61, D62.2, and D63.3 values were 0.69, 0.69, 0.68, 0.67, 0.37, and 0.3 min respectively, and a Z value of 0.03°C.

**Significance:** The data demonstrate that LPAI would not survive the pasteurization processes for liquid egg products.

**P3-160 Thermal Inactivation Kinetics of Salmonella Enteritidis and Oranienberg in Commercially-acquired 10%-Salted Liquid Whole Egg**

JOSHUA B. GURTNER, Harry M. Marks, Deana R. Jones and Rebecca R. Bailey

U.S. Department of Agriculture-ARS, Wyndmoor, PA, USA

**Introduction:** Thirty-eight percent of the 200 million cases of shelled eggs produced per year in the U.S. are processed as liquid egg product. The pasteurization standards of egg products regulated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) (9CFR Part 590.570) are based on a 5 log reduction of Salmonella enterica Enteritidis. The pasteurization standard for sugared egg yolk is 63.3°C for 3.5 min or 62.2°C for 6.2 min; for fortified egg yolk (32% solid) is 62.2°C for 2.0 min; plain egg yolk for 60°C for 6.2 min or 61.1°C for 3.5 min; and 10%-salted egg yolk at 62.2°C for 6.2 min or 63.3°C for 3.5 min.

**Purpose:** The goal of this study was to determine the inactivation kinetics of thermally-resistant Salmonella Enteritidis and Oranienberg in commercially-acquired 10%-salted liquid whole egg (LWE).

**Methods:** Heat-resistant Salmonella Enteritidis and Oranienberg were grown in Tryptic Soy Broth at 37°C, composited and added to 10%-salted LWE and mixed, resulting in final populations of ca. 5.7-7.8 log CFU/ml. Inoculated egg was injected into glass capillary tubes, flame-sealed and heated in a water bath at 60, 62.2, 63.3 64.3 or 66°C. Contents were surface plated, incubated at 37°C for 24 h, and colonies were enumerated. Random presumptive-positive colonies were confirmed by selective differential plating and serological agglutination.

**Results:** Survival curves were not log-linear (log levels versus time), but decreased rapidly, and after initial periods became linear. Asymptotic decimal reduction values at each temperature were calculated from survivor curves with a minimum inactivation of 5.0 log CFU/ml. The asymptotic thermal D-values for salted LWE were 3.05, 1.70, 1.25, 1.00 and 0.63 min at 60, 62.2, 63.3 64.3 or 66°C, respectively. The calculated thermal z-value was 8.8°C. A model that predicts lethality for given times and temperatures was developed. The D- and z-values reported in our study are similar to those reported in the literature and confirm that the current pasteurization requirements for 10%-salted LWE of minimum temperatures, times of 63.3°C for 3.5 min, or 62.2°C for 6.2 min, are not sufficient to inactivate 7 log CFU/ml of Salmonella and are estimated to provide ca. 4 - 5 log CFU/ml of destruction.

**Significance:** This model will assist the USDA-FSIS in issuing pasteurization performance standards and provide industry guidance for designing pasteurization processes that will ensure safe product.
P3-161 The Heat Destruction of *Salmonella* Enteritidis in Liquid Egg White as a Function of Heat Treatment, Temperature and Heating Rate
CSABA NEMETH, Laszlo Friedrich, Jozsef Suranyi and Csaba Balla
Corvinus University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary

Introduction: Some microbes such as *Salmonella* show an increasing resistance after heat shock. Such a heat shock could be the heating of refrigerated liquid eggs to the temperature of long time (6–24 h) heat treatment.

Purpose: The aim of our work was to investigate the extent of heat resistance changes of *Salmonella* Enteritidis in liquid egg products during the heating from 4 °C to 50–55 °C in 5-60 minutes.

Methods: The liquid egg white (pH=8.9 ± 0.1) was purchased from a Hungarian egg processing factory. Prior to the experiment the liquid egg white samples inoculated with *Salmonella* Enteritidis were placed into sterile, adjustable-temperature thermostat. The samples were stirred during the experiment. The heating rate was linear: 0.7; 2; 5; 8 and 9.24°C/min to the final temperature 48.96; 50.0; 52.0; 55 and 56.04 °C. The samples were held at the final temperature for 30 and the changes of the colony counts were determined.

Results: We used Central Composite Rotatable Design (CCRD) in our experiment and Response Surface Method (RSM) was used to evaluate the data. Our results pointed out that beside the temperature of heat treatment the heating rate have also an effect on the heat destruction of *Salmonella* Enteritidis. In case of heating rate 9.24 °C/min the D52,5-value was 2.32 min, however at heating rate 0.76 °C/min the D52,5-value was 19.23 min.

Significance: We can conclude that the heating rate and the holding temperature have an effect on the heat resistance of *Salmonella* Enteritidis in liquid egg white. This should be considered particularly in case of technologies where the refrigerated liquid egg white is heated to heat treatment temperature for a relatively long time.

P3-162 Consumer Confidence in Food Related Practices: Is It a Valid Measure of Food Safety?
SANDRIA GODWIN, Fur-Chi Chen, Rick Stone and Agnes K. Kilonzo-Thenge
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN, USA

Introduction: Many consumers may link the causes of foodborne illness to the food industry while overlooking their own cooking practices. Most feel it is unlikely they will contract a foodborne illness within their own homes, despite the fact that many foodborne illnesses occur as the result of cross contamination, improper hand washing, or poor temperature control.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate whether consumers who were confident that they exhibited safe food-related practices actually did so.

Methods: Consumers from 150 households in Middle Tennessee participated in this two part study. In each household, the person mainly responsible for food purchase, storage, and preparation was interviewed concerning their food safety practices. Following the interview, 102 of the consumers agreed to participate in an observational study where they prepared a meatloaf in their kitchen. All the ingredients were provided; consumers were asked to store them where they would normally place them following purchase. Researchers completed a food preparation checklist while observing the participants, from which risky behaviors were identified.

Results: The majority (82%) believed they were doing all they could to keep food safe at home. However, only 77% of them reported having a refrigerator thermometer, only 33% had a specific cutting board for fruits and vegetables, and only 4% reported using a food thermometer the last time they cooked chicken parts. When asked to store the ingredients, only 24% of the participants in part two of the study stored the raw meat in the correct location in the refrigerator. While 88% of the participants washed their hands before food preparation, only 57% washed their hands after touching the raw meat package. Of those that did wash their hands, only 26% washed for longer than 20 seconds.

Significance: This study demonstrated that consumers, even those who feel they are doing everything they can to keep their food safe at home, are putting themselves at risk for a foodborne illness. Innovative techniques are needed to educate consumers in safe food-handling practices.